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Subsequent to publication, the following errors were discovered in the 
documented pressure tap locations: 
1) In table IV, the wing station corresponding to n = 0.673 was 
erroneously stated as Yo = 300 instead of Yo = 315. 
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PUBLICATION CHANGE (Concluded) 
I11S-DR-2169 
2) In table IV and all plotted and tabulated left wing pressure 
data, tap locations given as n = 0.673, x/c > 0.775 should be 
n = 0.641 at the same chordwise locations. 
3) In table VI, spanwise tap locations given as nv = 0.153, 0.316, 
0.600, 0.840, should be 0.158, 0.317, 0.602, 0.839, respectively. 
4) In table VIII, the stated values of SRB axial coordinates Xs and 
Xg/~s are erroneous for tap numbers 909-932; tap numbers 870, 
882, and 901- 908 were deleted from the test but erroneously in- ' 
eluded in the table. 
This publication change presents tables IV, VI, and VIII as revised from 
the subject publication. Users of the tabulated or plotted pressure data for 
the left wing should refer to the revised table IV for the correct pressure 
tap locations. 
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TABLE VI. OROITER VERTICAL TAIL PRESSURE TAP 
NUMOERS (LEFT SIDE ONLY) 




1.0 FULL ' ZOHODEL 1'tv No. 
~CALE ____ SCALE 0 . 025 
-1..05 ,IS .. 30 ,52 ~5 ,775 ____ 90 TAPS TAPS 
550 16.5 .158 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 8 8 
600 18,0 .317 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 9 17 
690 20,7 ,602 447 448 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 9 26 
0'1 765 22 , 95 .839 456 457 458 459 46 0 461 462 463 464 9 35 
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Positive directions of force coeffjcien~s, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows 
For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
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This publication change presents corrected test data in the form of plotted 
data figures, tabulated listings and text information as presented in the 
data report. Additionally, CAB and CAC coefficients have been added for 
all balances. This publication change replaces all the force test data 
contained in Volumes 1 and 2. 
Equations used to correct the CAB, CAF and CYNF coefficients are as follows: 
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CABnew = CABo1d * 236.46/201.07 
CAFnew = CA - CAC - CABnew 
CYNFnew = CYNFold - (CAF new - CAFo1d) * 250.5/1297.0 
A complete list of data and page replacements follows. 
All Volumes: 
Page 26 AbSRB was listed as 201.07, should be 236.46. 
Page 55 Max cross-sectional area listed as 201.07 full scale 
and 0.1809 model scale, should be 236.46 and 0.2128, 
respectively 
Volume 1: 
Data Figures 4-51, pages 1-843 replaced. 
Volume 2: 
Force data tabulation completely replaced, pages 1-113. 
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DATA REDUCTION (Concluded) 
AbSRB = . 236.46 ft2 
ib ::I 14.75° 0 
Xbf = 1329.7 ; n. 
Xb = 1263.0 in. 0 
Zb = 336.5 in. 0 
Base pressure coefficients represented the average pressure on the 
respective bases. Body flap pressure coefficients were as given by figure 
20. 
Right SRB forces and moments were calculated as a mirror1image of 
left SRB forces and moments about a = 0: 
~coefficient 0) Right SRB at +a ( Coefficient on) = Left SRB at -a 
Forces and moment on each component (Orbiter, ET, left SRB, and . 
right SRB) were interpolated versus the respective angle of attack and 
angle of sideslip of each component to nominal angles. These data were 
then added to provide total integrated vehicle forces and moments. 
26 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
. . 
MODE~ COMPONENT: BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET MOTOR - 521 
. .. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _______________ _ 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030. 
DRAWIN.G NUMBER: VL72-000143D, V.L77-000066 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Includes nozzle), In. 1789.4·0 53.682 
Tank Diameter, In. 146.00 4.38 
Aft shroud dia., In. 192.00 5.76 
Fineness Ratio 9.3198 9.3198 
Area - Ft2 




WP of BSRM centerline (IT) 400.0 1.200 
FS of BSRM nose (XT) 743.0 22.29 
BP of BSRM centerline (VT) 250.5 7.515 
55 
:£ABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODE l COMPONE NT: __ EX~TER ...... Na.lA.w.L .... T~A~NKw...;-~TI2i!ee~ ___ + ______ _ 
t 
GENERAL DESCRI PTI ON: 
NqrEj (Pilnep,sipDs are t,P t,ank :structlJral OW,> TBB Dot 1 Deluded) 




MOl( Wbbh Dia., In. 
Mox Depth 
Fineneu Ratio 
Areo - Ft2 
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RESULTS OF A PRESSURE LOADS INVESTIGATION ON A 
0.030-SCALE MODEL (47-0TS) OF THE 
INTEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 5 
IN THE NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER 11 x 11 FOOT LEG OF 
THE UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL (IA81A) 
by 
E. Chee, Rockwell International Space Division 
ABSTRACT 
Results of wind tunnel test IA81A are presented. The model was a 
0.030-scale representation of the integrated Space Shuttle Vehicle Con-
figuration 5. Testing was conducted in the NASA Ames Research Center 
11 x 11 foot 1 eg of the Unitary Pl an Wi nd' Tunnel to i nvesti gate pressure 
distributions for aeroloads analyses at Mach numbers from 0.9 through 
1.4. Ahgles of attack and sideslip were varied from -6 to +6 degrees. 
This report consists of 7 volumes of force and pressure data. They 







IA81A Plotted Force Data 
IA81A Tabulated Force Data 
IA81A Plotted Pressure Data 
IA81A Tabulated Pressure Data 
(a) orbiter fuselage· 























IAB1A Tabulated Pressure Data 
1a} left lower wing surface 
IAB1A Tabulated Pressure Data 
(a) left upper wing surface 
IAB1A Tabulated Pressure Data 
(a) right upper wing surface 
(b) right lower wing surface 
(c) SRM booster 
IAB1A Tabulated Pressure Data 
(a) external tank 
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a. Side View 
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FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFI CI ENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAG
ES 
YQLUME ] 
4 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 1-
20 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV == 8/4 
5 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 21-40 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/0 
6 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 41-68 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV= 8/4 
7 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAl A 69-96 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV == 8/6 
w 8 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH ' BETAI A
 97-124 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 0/0 
9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 125-152 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 10/4 
10 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 153-180 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/4 
11 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 181-208
 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/6 
12 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH A 209-212 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 0/0 
13 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAl A 213-232 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 10/4 
'. 
14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 233-2
60 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 0/0 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/0 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/-4 
'LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 0/0 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/4 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH . 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/0 
LATERAL;..DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/4 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/6 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M == 0.9 DEV = 0/0 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE' CONDITIONS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING 
2,6 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI 
VEHICLE COMPONEN"rS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/4 
27 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/6 
28 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 0/0 
29 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV 10/4 
30 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV =8/4 
(ji 
31 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 0/0 
32 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI }!EHI CLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 10/4 
33 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/0 
34 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/-4 
35 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV 0/0 
36 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, M = 0.6 BETAO, ELV-OB 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued} 
TITLE 
ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, 
M= 0.9 
ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, 







ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BETAO, ELV-IB 
M = 1.25 
ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BETAO, ELV-OB 
M = 1.4 
ORBITER BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT MACH 3 BETAO, 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE AXIAL FORCE MACH, BETAT, 
COEFFICIENT ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
LEFT SRB BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT MACH, BETAL, 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
RIGHT SRB BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT MACH, BETAR, 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
SUMMARY, FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
COEFFICIENT AT ALPHA = BETA = 0.0 
SUMMARY, LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC 
CENTER LOCATION 
SUMMARY, NORMAL FORCE GOEFFICIENT 
SLOPE AT BETA = 0.0 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
----..-
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES 
48 SUMMARY, DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER ELV-IS, ELV-OB K 831 
LOCATION _ .. .---
49 SUMMARY, SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT SLOPE ELV-IB, ELV-OB L 832 
AT ALPHA = 0.0 
50 SUMMARY, ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS ELV-IB, ELV-OB, M 833-840 
----ALPHAO 
51 SUMW\RY, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, ELV-IB, ELV-OB N 841-843 
ALPHA. =0.0, BETA = 0.0 
VOLUME 2 
=-J 52 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI 0 844-861 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 BETAO, ALPHAO 
53 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI 0 862-879 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, r4ACH = 0.9 BETAO, ALPHAO 
54 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI 0 880-897 
I/O = 8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 BETAO, ALPHAO 
55 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE OIST. ELEVON PHI 0 89S-915 
---' 
I/O = S/4~ SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 BETAO, ALPHAO 
56 FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON PHI 0 916-933 
I/O = 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 BETAO~ ALPHAO 
i 
57 EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE 01ST. ELEVON PHI P 934-951 I 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE 
PAGES 
69 VERT. TAIL CHORmnSE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV R 113
2-1140 
ELEVON I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 BETAO, ALPHAO 
70 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV R 1141-1
149 
ELEVON I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 BETAO, ALPHAO l' 
71 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. I/BV R 1
150-1158 ,---' -" 
ELEVON I/O ~ 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 BETAD, ALPHAO 
72 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW S 1159-11
85 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 BETAO, ALPHAO 
73 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW S 
1186-1212 
I/O =8/4, SPDBRK= 0, MACH = 0.9 BET AO, ALPHAO 
<..0 74 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW S 121
3-1239 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH '="1.1 BETAO, ALPHAO 
75 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW S 1240-12
66 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1..25 BETAO, ALPHAO 
76 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVOH Y/BW S 1267-12
93 
1/0.= 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 BETAO, ALPHAO 
77 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV, ALP HAD R 1294-13
00 
ELEVON I/O = O/O~ SPDBRK = 55, MACH = 0.6 
78 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST ELEVON " Z/BV, ALPHAO R 1301-1
307 
I/O = 0/0, SPDBRK = 55, MACH '= 0.9 
79 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST ELEVON Z/BV, ALPHAO R 1
308-1314 
1/0= 0/0, SPDBRK = 55, MACH = 1.1 
- _ . ..:...'....:..J ...... ..,~~_u:.i...;L.~ .. ,_, .. ~. ..~_u._".~. 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
< - -PLOTTED 
CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES 
VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. ELEVON Z/BV, ALPHAO R 1315-1322 
I/O = 0/0, SPDBRK = 55, MACH = 1.25 '~:... . 
WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DI5T., ELEVON ELV:-OB, S 1323-:-1349 
~--EFFECT, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 ALPHAO, Y/BW 
WING CHORDWISE PRESS. OIST., ELEVON ELV-IB, £lV-OB, S 1350-1376 
EFFECT, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 ALPHAO, Y/BW 
WING CHORDWISE PRESS. OIST., ELEVON ELV-IB, £lV-OB, S 1377-1403 
EFFECT, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 ALPHAO, Y/BW 
WING CHORDWISE PRESS. OIST., ELEVON ELV-IB, ELV-OB, S 1404-1430 
EFFECT, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 ALPHAO, Y/BW 
WING CHOROWISE PRESS. OIST., ELEVON ELV-IB, ELV-OB, S 1431-1457 
EFFECT, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 ALPHAO, Y/BW 
: 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Concluded) 1 l 
! PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
A) CAF, CNF, ClMF versus ALPHAI 
CNF versus ClMF 
B) CV, CVNF, CBl versus BETAI 


















CV versus CBl 
CHEO, CHEI versus AlPHAO 
CABO versus AlPHAO 
CABET versus AlPHAT 
CABSRB versUs ALP HAL 
CABSRB versus AlPHAR 
CAFAFO versus MACH 
XAC/LV versus MACH 
CNAlFA versus MACH 
VAC/LV versus MACH 
CVBETA versus MACH 
CHEO, CHEI versus MACH 
DCAF, DCNF, DClMF versus MACH 
CP versus X/LB 
CP versus X/LT 
CP versus X/LS 
CP versus X/CV 








































































speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
pressure coefficient; (Pl - Pro)/q 
Mach number; Via 
pressure; N/m2, psf 
dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf 
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack" degrees 
angle of sideslip, degrees 
angle of yaw, degrees 
angle of roll, degrees 
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
base area; m2, ft2 
wing span or reference span; m, ft 
center of' gravity 
reference length or wing mean 
aerodynamic chordj m, ft 















area; m2 , 
on X axis 
on Yaxis 



















































lift coefficient; lift qs 








base-drag coefficient; base drag qS 
fore body drag coefficient; CD - eDt 
side-force coefficient· side force 
, qS 









































Additions to Standard Nomenclature 
Oefintion 
external tank base area, ft2 
, ~-~-'-------l" 
I 
body flap upper surface area, ft2 
Orbiter base area, ft2 
OMS pod base area, ft2 
SRB base area, ft2 
external tank base axial force coefficient 
Orbiter base axial force coefficient 
CABSRB SRB base axial force coefficient 
external tank total axial force coefficient 
exte,rnal tank forebody axial force coefficient 
Orbiter forebody axial force coefficient 
SRB forebody axial force coefficient 
Orbiter total axial force coefficient 
14 
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OMS pod average base pressure coefficient 
SRB average base pressure coefficient 
pressure coefficient associated with ith tap 
external tank 
Oribter base incidence angle t6 a line of constant 
Xo' deg. 
Orbiter fuselage length, in . 
moment reference point 
orbital manuvering system 
unit Reynolds number, million per foot 
elevon surface area, ft2 
solid rocket booster 
longitudinal distance from MRP to bodyflap area 
centroid, in. 
longitudinal distance from MRP to Orbiter base area 
centroid, in. 
chordwise location on wing 
chordwise location on vertical tail 
Orbiter longitudinal station, in. 
location on Orbiter, fraction of Orbiter body length 
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SRB total axial force coefficient 
elevon mean aerodynamic chord, in 
inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient 
outboard elevon hinge moment coefficient 
CMBF bodyflap upper surface pitching moment coefficient 
CMBO Orbiter base pitching moment coefficient 
Orbiter forebody pitching moment coefficient 
Orbiter total pitching moment coefficient 
bodyf1ap upper surface normal force coefficient 
Orbiter base normal force coefficient 
Orbiter fore body normal force coefficient 
Orbiter total normal force coefficient 
external tank average base pressure coefficient 










































Orbiter average base pressure coefficient 
SRB longitudinal station, in. 
location on SRB, fraction of SRB body length aft 
of SRB nose 
external tank longitudinal station, in. 
location on ET, fraction of ET body length aft of 
ET nose 
Orbiter lateral station, in. 
SRB lateral station~ in. 
external tank lateral station, in. 
vertical distance from MRP to Orbiter base area 
centroid, in. 
Orbiter vertical station, in. 
SRB vertical station, in 
external tank vertical station, in. 
Orbiter angle of attack, degrees 
1eft SRB angle of attack, degrees 
right SRB angle of attack, degrees' 
external tank angle of attack, degrees 
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left SRB angle of sideslip, degrees 
right SRB angle of sideslip, degrees 
external tank angle of sideslip, degrees 
inboard elevon deflection angle, degrees 
outboard elevon deflection angle, degrees 
rudder deflection angle, degrees 
speedbrake deflection angle~ degrees 
2Y/b spanwise station, 2Y/b 







orbiter sting cavity axial force coefficient 
integrated vehicle angle of sideslip, degrees 
integrated vehicle angle of attack, degrees 
longitudinal position/body length (fuselage) 
local span~lise position/wing span 
local spanwise position/vertical tail span 
solid rocket motor 
18 
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
Defi nition 
forebody yawing moment coefficient, body 
axis system 
forebody pitching moment coefficient 
forebody normal force coefficient 
forebody axial force coefficient at zero alpha 
derivative of normal-force coefficient with 
respect to alpha, per degree 
vertical tail chordwise center of pressure 
1 ocati on 
" --r--"----
l 
vertical tail spanwise center of pressure location 
derivative of side-force coefficient with 
respect to beta, per degree 
incremental forebody axial force coefficient 
incremental forebody normal force coefficient 
incremental forebody pitching moment coefficient 
contributions of the forward bridge to the 
inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient 
contributions of the aft bridge to the 
inboard elevon hinge moment coefficieht 
contributions of the forward bridge to the 
outboard elevon hinge moment coefficient 
contributions of the aft bridge to the 


































Data Set Identifiers 
The fourth letter of the data set identifier indicates the component, 






















Orbiter - Hinge moment 
Integrated Vehicle 
Orbiter Fuselage 
Left Wing lower surface 
Left Wing upper surface 
Right Wing lower surface 
Right Wing upper surface 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED 
The model was a 0.030-scale representation of the Rockwell Inter-
national Space Shuttle Integrated Vehicle. The Orbiter was per VL70-
000140A/B lines. The external tank represented VL78-000063 lines. The 
solid rocket motors were per VL72-000066 lines. Figures 2a, b, and c 
present sketches of the model configuration. Model simulation included 
attach structure protuberances, fairings, fuel feed lines, vent lines, 
etc. (basic model construction was of ARMCO 17-4 steel). 
Model forces and moments were measured by 3 Task Corporation six 
component balances. A 2.5 in. MK XXA was mounted in the Orbiter. A 2.0 
in. MK IIIC was mounted in the external tank. A 1.5 in. MK IIC was 
mounted in the LH SRB. The balances are attached to stings entering each 
component through the base areas. Figures 2m and 2n show the balance 
locations in the model. The RH wing inboard and outboard elevon panels 
are instrumented with hinge moment gages as shown in figure lc. 
Surface and base pressures were measured on the Orbiter, external 
II 
tank and solid rocket motors. The Orbiter was instrumented with a total 
of 480 pressure-orifices, of which 6 were base and cavity pressures. The 
external tank was instrumented with a total of 314 pressure orifices. The 
LH SRM was instrumented with a total of 149 pressure orifices. Orifice 
locations are presented in tables IV through VIII and figures 2d through 
.21 . 















CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 
AT28 thru 32 :;: Attach hardware structure 
FLlO = LH2 feedline 
FL 11' = L02 feedline 
FRlO = Umbil i ca 1 door fa i ri ng· 
N86 = Nozzles for solid rocket boosters 
01 = 826 Cg E44 Fg M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 
PT12 = Lightning rod on nose of T28 
PT22 thru 27 = External protuberance 
= Soiid rocket boosters 
= External tank 
Where model dimensions are as described in table III. The LVA' con-
figuration was tested with speed brake gap both sealed and open and with 
elevon gap both sealed and open. The (instrumented) right e1evon gap 
was sealed by a permanent sponge. rubber seal. The 1 eft e 1 evon gap was 














TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The Ames Research Center Unitary Plan 1"1 by 11 Foot Transonic Wind 
Tunnel is a closed-circuit, air-medium, variable-density facility capab1e 
of attaining Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.4 at Reynolds numbers from 1.7 x 
l06/ft to 9.4 x l06/ft. The test section is 22 feet long, and models are 
installed on internal strain-gauge balances mounted to sting-type support 
systems. 
Shadowgraph and Schlieren photographic equipment is available, and 
pressure transducer instrumentation is provided. 
Tunnel operating temperature is 580o R. Extended high Reynolds num-
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All balances data were reduced to coefficients about a moment re-
ference point located at: 
XT = 976.0 in. 
YT = O.'O-;in" 
IT= 400.0 in. 
The following reference dimensions were used: 
S = 2690.0 ft2 
R.b = 1297.0 in. 
Hinge moment data were reduced about their respective hinge lines 
using the follow)ng reference values: 




= 90.7 in. 
Base and forebody coefficients were calculated as follows: 
A A bo bOMS 
stan ib CpbOMS S 
o 
C = -C Abf 
Nbf Pbf S 
Ab A . 





Pb S PbOMS S 0 
A 
CA = -Cp 
bET 
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DATA REDUCTION (Continued) 




0 CN + 




Xbf C - -
mbf 9,b Nbf 
CN = C - C - C fo No Nb Nbf 0 
C = C - C - C mf mo mb mbf 
0 0 
CA 
::: CA - CAb 
fo o 0 
CA = C - CAb AET fET ET 
CA = C CA 
fSRB ASRB bSRB 
A = 597.56 ft2 bET 
Abf = 142.6 ft2 
Ab = 314.10 ft2 
0 
A = 122.57 ft2 bOMS 
25 
H; 1_-
"---'"I~ _._ ...,."......,.._'--, 
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[ 
DATA ~EDUCTION (Concluded) 
Ab = 201.07 ft2 
SRB 
Xbf = 1329.7 in. 
Xb = 1263.0 in. 
o 
Zb = 336.5 in. 
o 
Base pressure coefficients represented the average pressure on the 
respective bases. Body flap pressure coefficients were as given by figure 
20. 
Right SRB forces and moments were calculated as a m,irror image of left 








Forces and moment on each component (Orbiter, ET, left SRB, and 
r1ght SRB) were interpolated versus the respective angle of attack and 
angle of sideslip of each component to nominal angles. These data were 








































J DATE: 8-23-74 
TEST CONDITIONS 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
(per foot) (pounds/sq. foot) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
2.25 x 10 6 275 120 
2.25 x 10 6 370 120 
2.25 X 10 6 422 120 
2.25 x 10 6 448 120 
2.25 X 10 6 461 , 120 
3.00 x 106 562 120 
3.20 x 106 .393 120 
3.50 x 106 589 120 
Task Corp. 2.5" MK XXA, 2.0" MKIIIC, 1.5" MKIIC 
COEFFICIENT CAPACITY: TOLERANCE: 2.5" 2.0" 1'.5" 
6000 1800 1000 
3000 900 500 
600 500 100 




TI:ST: IA81 A \ \-'019-1 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY IDATE: 8-Z3-7-1-
• ~ , 
N 
co 
DATA SeT SCHOo ' 
IDE.NTIFIER 
CON fiGURATION 6..il. bft ~5a RIJ.4t rf3~O (I fJ ~ -(p 
~ETOOi LVA' w k8 I-\lVI'-lSEAlED :r. 0 0/0 C 55 /,/ g.O / 
Z 
.., J: '-rJ Z r 5EPt~ED O.b .3.2-
.3 E 0.9 3.5 .3 
I l\JOTE) 4 E ,., 3.0 4 
i (f-\crte) 5 .. __ -.:5 :r ,Ir' /,25 ~.~ 5 
.c, I l.VA Bf\5IC.~VE~\C\.E f3 B 'Jh 0 D·(P rrJ /1 
1 ' . / L.e,::-r ~L-EVokJ L\lA 'N ~L UtJ'5(';' AL'e0 A A 0·9 18 
'6 ,- .., I j, I g.o 
9 "I~ ~ /.1 ~.l!S ~!S 
/0 , I L.EF-" tEL.eVON Lv A 'IV ttl.. ~eAl..ti:> £ 0 /./ ""pJ ~q 
II ,.; A A f,R:j 30 
I/J A A 9/0 ! '.1 43 I 
13 6 e ~/o I o.~ 4Z 
14 A A 'd/-1 /.4 61 
/5 fJ/" c>.9 . <05 
lip sic.. I J,/ 53 
17 '<1 lr 1°/4 1 t 'If- 0.9 t cas 
SEI:: SUPPU::MI2.tJ-rAR.Y Sc..I4r::DU. LF=' ()I\} F=5)L.'-OWIIU)t;, PJl.6rr 
I I I I I I I i 
I I I I I I I 
A L'Pp\A N "'" 
-4 -Z 0 Z, 4 ~ 8 
-. 
'. 
/D ~ 7 8 
11 /(P IZ /j 14 IS 
11 zo ZIt-
Z4 Z3 2(P 2.7 z8 2Z 
31 3Z 3~ 34 35 3~ 
44 45 4" 41 i~4.y50 49 
41 '37 38 39 
5Z, 5.3 ~41t- .5.5 6~ .57 
~G> (P1 ~g ~'9 1D 71 
59 GoO tPl ~z ~3 ~4 
~fc 87 28 s9 90 91 
I J I I 
t i , I I 
I j I I 
·:·.:;~~·;;::::::!~:::~;;:::.:~......::~=m ,...; 
/0 ~ 




















I I ~ 
I TYPE OF DATA COEFFICIENT SCHEDULES IOVAR III !DVAR 121 NOV 




~ R\)N 2.\ ?>::._l..0 ""'\~~II-.l'i ~ * RutJ 48 0(;:.41 .~~ -(.,-4>01 .if "'*"" RIJ~ '5<..t>(:o) (3= -",-4)-2,O)2,4,{P 
NO"TE': Dis >i' 5 L.O!.T DlJR1}')'i \~:'T F\vN ~D ~;.4) fr: (" 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
TEST: ~A~!A I \-b~~:-\ ] =:::caa "'lIl3iC'it::O'~ """""'" -- M_ DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 8-Z'3-7</ -------,,, 
DATA SET SCHD. 
ALPHA ...v cA 
CON FIGURATION 
IDENTIFIER Ot f3 !~f &R. d's\!:. M ~NA:i: !,8 .. 0 -(p -4 -2- 0 Z 4 ~ 8 /0 
R.E!o \8 I ,/LEFTEI.EVDN ~f~- I~i. /./ 1.25 qZ 93 ~94 Cjs 9' LVA 'tV ~L SEf.(...~. 0 0 
.-r-' 19 
~ ~ I /'ZS ~1 qS qq 
20 IE E 0/0 I /.4 I 1~ I ! 
2.\ 
iF,.... l.-y '"I-" I 1/.1.5 14-! 
zz. I I J.I 7& 
.2.3 I }.4 13 ..; , fT1 




























SE~ "5~t?PLe"' .. :\€-NTAI2..Y I SC.\-\Ei:}\)L~ f~bl £Q\...t....O\VIWs.) ~8~bl I I 
I I I 
t 1 I I I 
, I I I I I 
I t I I I 
I I J f I I I 
TYPE OF DATA CO
EFFICIENT SCHEDULES 
IDV .... R (Il IC\·AR (2l NOV 






-~1.J. ..... !.:-:.. ... ~:....i..:""L~"--""""""":'<h",,, •. ~ •. r_'_.~1...:.~~~. __ .:.I..o<,~ ..... ":'''':~~.~'- __ ',-=.~ ..... 
.. ,~.,-..... ~ ... ---:...-.;---.;...... .. -.-.... ~~~.--...... --~ 
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BETAO ALPHAO CNF 
BETAT ALPHAT CNF 
SETAL ALP HAL CNF 
BETAO ALPHAO CHEI 
* Wher.e CABT is CA + CA for each vehicle component. 
b c 
k~~i;"~~~_.--.:,~.:......:.......w.......,,._ .~·~·'.i_,l..k."'·~_.<,;· 
FORCE COEFFICIENT SCHEDULE 
.. 
CLMF CA . CY CYNF CBL 
CLMF CA CY CYNF CBL 
CLMF CA CY CYNF CBL 











- ....... ----~ 









































-4 -2 0 






x x x 
Schedule G 
-4 o 4 
x 
x x x 
x x x 
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TABLE II (Concluded) 
CL or /3 Schedules ~--~'-'J 
Schedule B 
CL 
6 /3'\. -4 0 4 8 10 
-61 x 
_. __ .
x -4 x x x 
x 0 x x x x x 
x 41 x x x 
x 61 x 
x 
Schedule C 




0, CL = -6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 4, 6 
Schedule I 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
U ~-10DEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT28 
If 
Il t: GENERAL DESCRIPl'IO~: !i.ear orbHF3r to F.'J' attach structure (LH and RH). 
MODEL SCALE: ..2.:...°::..:3:.::;0 __ _ 







MODEL DRA vlING NO.: 
FULL SCALE MOnEL SCALE 
1)17. 00 )9.51 
- 96.50 (LH) - 2.895 
96.50 (RH) 2.$<)5 
267. 50 8.025 
XT 205~.OO 61.740 
YT - 125.68 (LH) - 3.7?Q 
125.68 _ (RR) _~Q._ 
_-215.5 15.465 
1,211. 00 ,29. 51 
96.50 (LH) 2.895 
96.50 (RR) 2.895 
267.50 8.025 
1872.00 --.2.?160 
~25.68 (LH) - 3.770 
125.68 (RR) 3.770 
504.5 15.135 
11.5 0.345 






TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT~o 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: Rig'0t -hA.!1d umhiliC:A.1 fairi'1g to FT r:ross member attach 
struct.l.lre (1 merrb~r). 
MODEL SCJ\LE: 0.030 MODEL DRAWING NO.: 
DRAWING NO.: VI.78-000062B, -Marti n 1"arietta P~h00207000 
DIMENSION:> : 
Umbilical fairing attach point: 
ET attach point: 
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.~ ~ 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DOO~NSIONAI, DATA - eontinued. 
MODEL COMPOKE:~1'l': ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT30 
GENERAL DE3('r~IPTII)N: For'N'ard SRR to BT att.ach structure (LH and RH). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DEAt,JING NO.: VL78-000066, Martin Madetta 82~00204300 
lJlMENSrmrs: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
:1' AttaGh point XT 985.675 29.570 ,11 
YT -172.50 (LH) - 5.175 
172.50 (RH) 5.175 
ZT 0.0 0.0 
Xs 442.675 13.280 
13 80.00 2.400 
Zs 0.0 0.0 
Xo 2.44.675 7.340 
Yo - 184.5 (LH)--5.535 
18h.5 (RH) 5.535 



























TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL D1\TA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTtJRE - AT31 
GENERAL DESCRIPrION: Rear F.T to SR!3 at.+.a~h structure (tH Fl. RH), 3 members. 
MODEL SCP.LE: 
DRA WING NO. : 
DIMENSIONS: 
0.030 

































































TABLE' tIl. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DNrA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUarURE - AT32 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward orhit~r/F.T att.acl-t structure (2 member structure) 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 




(Attach pt on orb Zr= 614) Zb 























TABLE III.- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Cont;nued~ 
MODELCOMPONENT: __ B~Jo~n~y_-~p~26~ __________________________ __ 
GENF.;RAL DESCRIPTION: QQnfj e:'tr::tt i 0]1 140A IE orbiter fusela~e 
B26 is identical to B21\ 8y.cept ll:1derside of fuselage has been 
MODEL SSALE: 0.030 MODEL DRAl~!ING NO.: SS-A00147, ReI. 12. 
DRAWING NUMBER: • VT70-00011t3B, -000200, -000205, -006089, -00011.5 .. 
-000140A, -oOO~40B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE 
I.ength (l)l;!L: Fwd Sta. Xo=235), Tn. 1293.3 
Length (IML: Fwd Sta.. Xo=238), In 1290.3 
Max Width (@ Xo = 1528.3), In. 
Max Depth ((iii Xo = 1464), In. 
Fineness Ratio 

















































TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: CANOPY - C9 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3A. Canopy used with fuselage B 26 . 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 MODEL DWG NO.: SS-AOOJ47 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000 143A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (~=434. 643 to 578), In. ' 143.357 4.301 
Max Width (Xo = 513.127), In. 152.412 4.572 


















TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: E:I.F.VON - E I I 
,;Lf 
GENERAL OESeR! PTI ON: ~.O In. I~.). ~~ps mac~ined into F.~~ elevon. Flaop"!r 
door9, (~enterbody pie;cAs. and tiosp.alc; are not simulated. (Dat-a are for 
one of two sides). 
M0DEL SCALE; 0.0':10 
DRAWl NG NUMBER: Not available 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area -- F't,2. 
Span (equivalent), In. 
Inbld equivalent chord, In. 
Outbid equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inbld equiv. chord 
At Outbid equiv. chord 




_ (Product of area ,~ c) 3 
Area Moment (~~Ft 
M~an Aerod~rnami~ Chord, In. 
ORIGlNAL PAGE IS -. 
































TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODELCOMPONENT: __ ~Bn~D~X_E~'I~_A~P~-~E~9 ______________________ ___ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confi,)uration lhO AlB 
NaDEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NUMBER: VIan OOOl LhOR -OQ0200 
DIMENSIONS " 
Length (Chord), In. 
Max Width In. 
Max Depth , In. 
Fineness Ratio 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DI?{ENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: FEED LINE - FLIO 
GENERAL DE,sCRIDTION: Uf2 feedline on upper left-hand sid!;! of T2R • 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-0000f)], -O00062B 
DIMENSIONS: . 
Leading edge at: 
Trailing edge at: 





















TABLE II I.- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - FL 11 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L02 feedline on upper right-hand of T 2ij' 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 


















FULL-SCALE -MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: v 1000.667 30.02 AT 
YT 70.00 2.10 
ZT 150.519 4:516 
Tra i 1; ngedge at: XT 2071.5 62. 145 
YT 70.00 2. 100 
ZT 573:9 3 4 17.21B 
Line diameter (17. 0 I. P.) (0. D. } IB.16 0.545 
.j 
42 "1· . " i.:_ j'i 
j j 
'1 







TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: FA In INn- - FR10 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: UmbHica1 door fairing betwAen aft 4:T'orbiter 
attach structure. 
Morn~L BCALE: 0.030 
DRAt,.JING NO.: VL7P-000063, -000062"8, }/artin I';arietta ~2600207000 
DIMF.NSIONS: ~UII, seAl.V rv:t)D~T 1CAJE 
Leading edl?:8 at 2052.0 61.7h 
Length 193.0 5.70 
I 
i 




1 I -- 1 I 
TABLE III. - ~~()nfia, DltAENSIONAl, DATA - Contj,nued~ 
MODElCOMPONENT: __ ~.O~M~S~P~OD~.~~~r~~~6 __ ~ __ ~~~~ ______ ~ ______ ~ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Oonfiguration l~OC oroiter OMSpoQ - short pod 
MODEL SCALF.: o. 030 . 
DRAWl NG NUMBER 
. VL70-?03401 , -008/d.10 
DIMENSION: . 
Length (OYS F\"d Sta. XO=1310.5), In. 
MaK Width (@ X~ = 1511), In. 
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1511), In. 
Finene55 Ratio 

























I I , "'.,...-,.. --~-~----"-<r-I -~---J 
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DflTA- Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS TlT()7.Zpi!S - "M28 
GEUERAL DESCRIPI'ION: C0l1fip,uY'A.t,ion 1401. 's orbiteY' Ol;:S Nozzles 
--------------...,...---------- ---
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
Dfui \IING J:>l'UHBE....q: VL70-00OJ'IOA (r.QCa+i on), 3S-AOOI01), Hel. 5 (80ntour) 
DIMEN:3IONS: 
MilCH NO. 
Length - In. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 
Throat to Exit Plane 




Area - ft2 
Exit 
Throat 
Gimbal Point (Station) - In. 








Null Position - beg. 
Left 'tip:pe<r Nozzle 
Pitch 
Yaw 






















-b .\-'""" '.,~., . ~ 






TABLE III. - MoDEL mw,NSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
HODEL COl-l?ONENT: BSRM NOZZLE - N86 
GENERAL D?,S0RIPTION: Booster solid rocket motor nozzles. 
MODEr. GCALF.: 0.030 
DRAWING NO. : VL70-000066 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Diarl1et er , Dex - In. CLD.) 
Diameter, Dex - In. CO.D. ) 
Diameter, DT - IN. 
Diameter, Din - In. 
Area - Ft2 




Null Position: . (Dp.g. ) 
Left nozzle gimbal 






















































TABLE III. - MODEL DlMEN3IONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE - PT12 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Lightning rod attached to ET nose. 
i 
• I 
MODEL SCALE: . 0.0)0 
1 DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 1 
I Length 30.90 0.927 I 
J 
0.096 






TABLE III. - MODEL m~~N!1I0NAL DATA - Continued. 
MODE L COMPONE NT: _ .... ~;;::.LH':.;...l'~./r:.;.,)1;;;;;"I_(',A~T;.;;.., ..;.T':;;:JI;.;.;N!i.;;; •  :_-.--:.P-=T"IO\!:2~~ ____ ;'~ _______ --, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ieft.-hanri el ed,rical cond11it lint:l on '1'28' 
MODEL SCALH.:: 0.0;0. 
DRAWl NG NUMBER 
. VL78-o000(.,3, -oOOOb2'R 
DIMENSION: . 
...;;.;...-;;..--,- FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leadin~; ecip;e at:· X'J' 1081+'222_ 12. 530 
IT - 22.221 2.988 
Z'J' -139.620 - 4.1.g<; 
Trailin~ p.n~~ at: XT 2058 000 61.74Q 
YT - 99.591 - 2.98~ 
ZT 
- 139.620 '+.189 
--
2..0 :II: 6.0 0.06 V" 0 18 









TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: L02 HECIRCULATION LINE - PT2.3 
GEN3RAL DESCRIPTION: L02 r~circu1ation linp, on right-hand upper side 
side of ~28' 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0.30 
DP..A~lING NO. : VL78-00006.3, -OOOO62B, Martin Mariett·a R2600207000 
DHlENSION3: 
Leading edge at: 








Diameter of line 4.0 
Centerline of line located. l"adially at 0 = 330 45' 
























r ! I 1 I , i 
'1 
TABLE III. -MODF;L DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
1'40DEL GOHPO~TENT: LH2 R~CIRCULA TION LINE - PT 24 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LH2 recirculation line on rr28 •. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRA\-tING NO.: VL78-o00063, -o00062B, MartirJ Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE 
Leading edge at: 
Trailing engp, at: 






Diameter of line 4.00 
Centerline of line located radia11v at ~ = 33°45' 









































TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT : __ E_L_E_C_T_R_I_C_A_L_L_IN_E_--=-P_T~2..;;;l5,---_________ _ 
GENE RAL DE SCRI PTI 0 N :__ R_i...sg!....h_t -_h_a_n_d_a_ft_o _e_le_c_t_r_ic_a_l_c_on_d_u_l_' t_l_in-..:..e_o_n=--T..£2&8_w=--i t_h_ 
LHZ pressure sensor line and LOX vent valve actuator line. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, -000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: 1084.333 32.530 
99.591 2.988 
139. 620 4. 189 
Trailing edge at: 2058.000 61. 74 
99.591 2.988 
139.620 4. 189 
Line diameter 2.0x6.0 0.06 x O. 18 
Centerline of line located radially at ~= 35.5° 
51 
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continue4· 
MODEL COMPONENT: L02 PRESSURS LINE - p'r 26 
GENERAL DssnRIPTION: L02 pressure line on T2S' 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DP.AvlING NO. : VL78-o00063, -000062B, ~artin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: 
Leading edge at: 
Trailing edge at: 
























TABLE III. - MODEL D:rMF;NSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ELEr;TRICAL I,INE - PT27 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Electrical conduit on the right"';hand forward 
section of T28 . 
MODEL SCALE: 0 .. 030 
DRA~TING NO.: VI,78-000062B 
DIMENSIONS: 
Leading edge at: 























... . ". ___ ._ ..... ,.1 , .<'".. -". . .i .. 
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMH:WHONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL Cm-1PONENT: 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confieuration ·lhOC orbiter rudder (Identical to 
configu.ration 140A 18 Tllrlder). 
MQDEL SCALE:. 0.030 
DRAWl NG NUMBER: '1170-0001 '"65, --000095 
DIttlENS IONS: 
Area - Ft2 
Span (equivalent), In. 
Inbld equivale~t chord) In. 
Outbid equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outbid equiv. chord 





. (Pror:inct of ar'3a R, ~) 
Area Moment (~~),Ft.3 
M.gar: Aerod;malT'iG Chord, In. 
ORIGINAl.; 
OF POOR PA.GE IS . 





































TABLE III. - MonEl np.r!':~l'iTONI\L !)AT/\ - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: B,)OS'rT~P SOLID H0CKET MOTOn - SZl ________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
I>IODEL SCALE: 0.030' • 
DRAWl NG NUMBER VT.??-C1(10]h3D, VI.?7-Q000f,6 
DIMENSION: 
length (I'1.c:J udes .tll'1zz]p'), Tn. 
~h Tank Di.a!P.8t.er) I". 
~Aft shroud Di.:l., In. 
Fineness Ratio 





~\rp of BSm.~ ~'?nterline (21') 
F3 0: BSRM nOSe (XT) 
BP of BSRM centerline (YT) 



































TABLE III. - HODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continu~d. 




NOTE: (Dimens; om are to ~ank strlll"t.UraJ om., TPS Dot j DC l lldAd ) 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030. 
DRAWING NUMBER 
DIMENSION: 
Length , In. 
Max Wt«tb D ia., In. 
Max Depth 
Fineness Ratio 










































TABLE Ill. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTIC/,L - V 8 
------------~-------------------------------------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 1408 orbiter vertical tajl ( ideptica1 
to confi~uration nOA 18 verHcal tail) 
MODEL SCALE: 0,030 
DRAWING NUMBItR: __ VL70-Q001t..OC, -0001J t 6B ' 
DIMENSIONS: FULL .sCALE 
TOT..CJ. DATA 
Area (Theo).- Ft2 
Planiorm 
Span (Thea) - In. 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep-Back Angles) Degrees. 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) 'dP 
Tip (Theo) "ifTP 
!'-1/,C 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
If.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil SecGion 
Leading l'ledge :-i.ng1e - Deg. 
Trailing \-ledr;e Ane;1e .. Deg. 
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TABLE III. - :.,;nrr,1 f'n~N~rnNAT DATA - Concluded. 
'-10DEl ":QMPOtl~S\'T. :_-:W~I::..:N.::.G-..:.W:..l .. '~(,.:..' ____________________ _ 
~::~:: R,A"_ DESCI\: 'JTI ON :. ___ iC..;.:')n:.:..f'...;;;~f'..;;'Jr:.;.a~t:.;:i~or:....;.;h:...._ ______________ _ 
t raiJi .... <7 1"!r1178 of winp". 
DIMENSIONS: 
TOTAl DA:A 
• Area (': leo.) Ft2 
?lanform 
Span (I1,eo In. 
Aspec: C!ati a 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Dihedral Ang;e, degrees 
Incidence A~gle. degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Lead; ng Edge 
Tra; 1 ; ng Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 
Tio, (Theo) B.P. 
MAC 
FU5. Stat of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area (Thea) Ft2 
Data 
Span. (Thea) In. BP108 




Ii P 1.00 E. 
MAC 2 
FU5. Stat of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Section (Rockwell 
XXXX-64 
Root b '" 
2' 
Tip b ,., 
-z 
for (1) of (2) Sides 
le ad i ng Edge Cuff 2 
Plal1f c'""m Area ~t 
Mod NASA) 
lQading Edge Inter:;ects Fus M. L.@ Sta 
~e3'jin9 Edge Inttal'sects '.i"g ~ Sta 
58 
. 
arr;l'l P j ~~ {l--! n t . "" 



























































30. 7 2 
TABLE IV. 




J;...; ...... c.. ...... .:,.... 
ASlE V. ORBITE.R USE ... AGE PRE.5SURE AP UMBER 
./ 
O(>BITER. X. - IN 4> RADIAL LOCAilON ... DEGREE.S 
FULL MODE .. JI.·/ ... I 0 2') -?~ 5"5 70 90 lOS 110 12:) ~5 1-10 150 ;51 15". 1.2 1'5 1'9 174 180 :Cs ~ZO !I·o i~~]~ 
Z35 '1.05 0 1 I ! ,-
- . - -t--t-..... 
l4.S 7'35 .008 8 ., 10 3 ; 4l. 
Z45 7H OZ3 II 12- I~ 14- 1.5 I' /7 18 11 2C 21 ~l 12. ! /;.-
295 6.SS .0006 2J ~~ 2.5 .2" 27 26 2.9 30 31 32 n ~4- 14 ' '26 
-
325 '1.75 .07C .IS ; (. 37 .J8 :3, 40 4 / 42 4J j~ ~5 4' 12. ~o 
380 1/.4 0 .//z -1 7 4' 4'} 50 51 52 S~ :;;4- 5"5 5' 57 58 IZ s.z. 
4-40 /3.20 ./5" 
.5"' , S~ 
45 0 /~SO I ,,. "0 (.1 42 '-J 4" 'S 
"" 
' 7 /,. 
" 
711 1/ 72 13 ,. 
+'5 I~. ".:.- ,/77 11 74 :z ,. 
500 ISOO .zD-f. 7S ,,. 17 78 71 eo 8' 8 20 83 84 81> 8& 47 18 I~ 62 
5"0 1'.80 2S1 6' ",0 '/ 92 H 14 f5 '6 'IT , 'II 
42S 18.7S . 601 ~8 '!'! 110 101 10% IDol 1,,4 lor 104. ., IOC 
-72S 21.7S • !I 78 107 
"" 
1Of I/O III 112 11..1 114- lIS" f 10' 
880 24 ,40 
."'''7 I" 117 1/8 11'1 120 I Z I 12.2. IIl.J fl.4- 'I /18 
'180 29.1ro .S1~ 12S 12" 1:27 $ /2/ 
1080 n~o . , st I#.8 12'1 I~O Igl 1.12 /.1.1 1.14- /J5 /~. 'I . ,~() 
1180 3SH) 
.72' 07 /.$8 IJ, /4-0 ,-41 142 14.J I##- 4 I~C 
-
1~4.s 373S 719 1" 5 1-1, 147 148 1.1-1 ISO /1>/ (S% 153 Ir~ ISS 1/ ,4~ 
1300 ~, 00 8.21 In IS7 ISS IS"! 1'0 1' 1 1'.2 " , 3 ,,<I- 165 ,10 IS<) 
-
/:17S ~/2S 
.11"1 146 I" 116 1''1 IJD 171 IlZ /13 111- 17S" 10 't., 
1~.10 "2 . ~(} '2/ 17~ 177 1711 In 180 18/ 14 ).. / 83 189- 14S 10 11, 
/ 4 8 0 ff4~ flO 18' /87 /88 /81 It" 111 "2 I'J /14 IfS III II, 
15~0 4S:~_' 0'11' I I', ''17 i ~ 111 
. ,no <}$".JI ' ll7# I 1'18 If' ~ ,,~ _..L~_ 
'----- '----
L~._ ~.----
." I ,0 - OMS POD. INSIDE 












TABLE VI. ORBITER VERTICAL TAIL PRESSURE TAP 




Zo FULL ZOMODEL 1'tv 
-..9.CALE ____ SCALE Q ,025 -L,05 .. 15 ... 30 « 52 ~5 
550 16,5 .153 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 
600 18,0 .316 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 
690 <J0,7 ,600 447 448 449 450 451 452 453 
765 22,95 ,840 456 457 . 458 459 460 461 462 





.775 ____ 90 TAPS TAPS 
437 8 8 
445 446 9 17 
454 455 9 26 
463 464 9 35 
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Positive directions of force coefficien!s, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows 
For clarity, origins of wind and stabi lity 













a. Forces and Moments 
Figure 1. - Axi& Systems. 
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FREE STREAM ~ L-----,....------
PITCH AlGLES 
b. Model Attitude Definition 






































ELEVON HINGE MC!of.ENT WIRING DIAGRAM 
TYPICAL FOR INIDARD AND OUTBOARD ELEVONS 
" + HINGE MctmiT 
c. Elevon Electrical ~ookup and Sign Conventions 
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a. Mated Vehlcle T 
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'X.r 299·89 
Figure 2. - Model sketches. 
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b. LVA Integrated Vehicle Three View 
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',~> ~'-Ol ' •• 205 
_", " •• '~-,- 110 
:--:===;: ==== -=:;-, o~ __ ---.-- 40 
'0 ~ ~-_....----.- 170 '~ • ,.- ,.- +-----f-- 200 
':, I I 250 
VERTICAL TAIL CRIFICE LOCATION 
466 470 ~~~ ~".925 
Zo 792 465-, . 473 \CLOCAL = 120 IN. ) 4:,:t: 7 ·~ 456. 7]= ,840 0;) 457 1""'-:6l:64 ( CLOCAL = 134 IN. ) 
690 44 ?"~I.eo . 455 "7 = . 60 0 . ~ -j~ / ) 
. , .. \ CLOCAL;:: 194 IN. 
'XJJlil 
60043~ _ ::::;::;. 7J :: .316 
q/T,; I .u \US\ ) 
•. _ -.~ 446 (CLOCAL := 218 IN. 
iii I \ 
It'l ll) 0'0 
t"l 0' N-.t' 
N N -.t' -.t'. 
ll) It'l 0 
'<I' N It'l 







., Yo 455 
; .-L.+' ___ ....l __ ---I 
~, • oj • ! I i 
~ 
J 
0 0 ll)o ll) ll) 0 0 




~' 2' / 600 
ll)O ll) 0 G. ll)0'. 
r- <'1 00 ll) ll) 
<'1 -Q< '<I' ........... 
...... .......... 
430 '. 7)::. 158 
550 ~.. ' "~-#J<I-__ 437 (CLOC.I\L;:: 213 IN.) 
6 690 
ORBITER.BASE 
VIEW LOOKING FORWARD 
d. Orbiter Upper Wing and Vertical Tail Pressure Tap Locations 














PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATION OF LEFT WING PANEL 
215 
212 213 214 I 216 209 210 211 
208~·.· -.-. "--"._ ..... - _po . = 235 (CLOCAL=91] IN.) 
PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATION 
OF RIGHT WING PANEL 
412 411410409 408 407 406405 




421 420 '.414 
= =t:' ~=-..:.-:=== ..... :------=- 41' 






1) == 299 (CLOCAL = 781 IN.) 
1/ = 366 (CLOCAV' 615 IN. ) 
1/= 780 = (CLOCAL = 258 IN. ) 
200 IN. ) 
1) = 972 (C LOCAL = 158 IN.) 
1/ = 1.00 
ELEVON HINGELINE 
FUSELAGE STA 1387 
e. Orbit~r Wing Pressure Tap Locations 






















FUS STA 23:' 
Zo = 338 
FU:-- STA 32<) 
F U~ :,,'f;\ -11,<) 
,\ :N[)$J.TU':l.D 74 
?/ 
._. -.--.. ----- ~-'I " 
FUSELAGE ORIFICE LOCATION 
NOTE: 
VIEW LOOKING AFT 
FUS STf ~45 
1,"US STA 3HO 
'55 54 
) / /53 
70:: 8 ... -52 
365.700 l >51 
// ,"'-
5 (, ! I \ ""''' 5 0 ')~') 47 48 49 
FUS ST A 265 
12 
FUS STA 440 
59 WINDSHIELD 8 Zo=ln.200 
FUS STA 500 FUS STA %0 
WIND-
85 SHIELD 96 94 
1 
FUS STA 295 
FUS STA 450 
O~~·8J' 
I ;);!2 1~5/ 
0 --('.0 ~3.188')330·'-,/93 -- .- - ¥' ; - 80 I • -92 20 --79 -"'91 /~/ . . ,,'--78 / "-
8 be 7 8 k I ~ 6 77 97 I 90 
7'5 89 
f. Orbiter Forward Fuselage Pressur~ Tap Locations 
























FUS STA FUS STA 980 FUS STA 1080 
112 
--- 111 
115 107 108 





144 13 7 138 
FUS STA 1430 
183 
. 184 182 
n 181 J . _ .. ·180 ,:. .. 179 - h78 L· ~ 




--- .. 120 
,;119 
118 
124 116 117 






r .150 149 .. - '148 J 147 
155 145 146 








195 186 187 






~/ 131 / 130 , 
136 128 129 
FUS STA 1300 FUS STA 1375 
163 
164 162 




165 156 157 
BODY FLAP 
FUS STA 555 









175 166 167 
FUS ST A 1830 
LOWER 
LOWER 
g. Orbiter Aft Fuselage Pressure Tap Locations 































O~f,l ree BAs e: pee:.S.O£e: TAPE:> 
500'/ FLAP peESSlJeE:. TA.P N0Me:,€e~ 
1 
O/?.81re:e,,- )(0 11-.056. 
FULL MoDEL XO/La 1'1') 
.sCAL€: SCALE 
0 40 lAPs 
15SSu 4('."'S ZOO Z-Ol L. 
/SSSL 4~"S Z-oz. 2.03 Z. 
{S"tO u 47·10 Z.04 ZOS z. 
ISqOL 47.70 zo'" Z07 Z-
h. Orbiter Base Pressure Tap Locations 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
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, 480 482 I I 
,48}' 479 
483 '-..~ /4 78 484/~'477 
485 /475\ 




.. 513 ,'510 
49 495 493 51Z 1509 
497\ 14l~ 492 5~\ ';/508 
496\ -,',1// 51S'-.... '- \\ / /:::507 
499 ~ \ .1'~491 '-.... ........ ~ ~ 
500-.(.'\ -49 0 516 - • -. -.4 -506 /:-r:~ \ ... J, 
501 !48f4i:9 51:(/, I \~OS 






1940 2040 2 ~4t. 
546 
547 
529 527526 11545 543 
.., f 542 5~\81 fJ5 524 l\5~41 / 541 53.l..."C' 1/{Z3 I ,~-' 540 
W
" ........ / t ~ 539 
53Z. - , /" 
- 522 54 
533 I - " -
" 52.1 . 





i. External Tank Forward Pressure Tap Locations 
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561 \ I / 557 
562 ,~...:....!. 556 
563 '/ I V 555 
" 









625 624 1 622 
626 \ \ .. I 621 
627" ~~~ 620 






. I I 572 




580" I· 570 
/~\ 




641 640 '638637 
642 \_~.~~ •."J 636 
643 "'/ ......... / 635 




592 590 . 
\ I 589 
595 59~ ;r..-'-+-' .:' 588 ~ '/ '< J87 
5961' 1586 






65i56 / 653 
658 \~\ . I 652 
659 '/ / 651 
" "" 
607 
. 6081606605 b09 \ I 
61r' /604 611 " / 603 
" \/ 
- .. 






/ ----- \ 




r 672/670669 073 \ I 
674 \,;:---.. ..... ./ 668 
675'/ ........ / 667 
,;' 
- .. -.-.~ 







L' -- --.-.--'--t. ~ 6... __ ~~_ ~.~_~~ ~ ~ •• ~~ ... ~ ---..'.......,.. ~ ~_ 1 .'. ~_.:..-__ '>_. 
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j. External Tank Mid Pressure Tap Locations 
Fi~ure 2. - Continued. 
I 
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689 ~8 I 685 
69~\ . 1 684 
691 " . ./ 683 
"" '" 













753 752 I 749 754~\ ,\ /748 
755"- /747 
, '









705 \ I 701 
706 '~700 
707"/ ,,/ 699 
./ 
708i '698 J 
"," I 
709 ''', /' 697 /~\ 










I I 764 







-, "" 701 
760 
719 
720 1718 721 \ 717 722\~ 7i6 
723'\. /" ''-.,/715 
, 














7841 ; : 778 
/' 787 J~ 
785 ~ 77: 
/ , 
786 I 776 
775 
k. External Tank Aft Pressure Tap Locations 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
735 
736 1734 
737 \ / 733 
738' . /732 ~.~ /731 
739, '/ ~ / 
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m. Model Installation Side View 






















































































































































FRON ., FROM 
IA81At.B ~ lAS3 
o. Orbiter Body Flap Pressure Coefficients 
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TABULATED SOURCE DATA 
Tabulations of plotted data are available on request from 
Data Management Services 
PRECEDING PAGE BLA,N:tr ).trvn 


















































DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION ----~." 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP (RETR01 ) 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
PAGE 1941 




















. ZMRP • 
BEiAO ( 11 • .005 ALPHAO( I) .. 
':iECTION ( I )RIGHT WINO TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





.113 - .. 3213 
.163 .2735 
.246 .0655 
.247 - .1063 
.390 -.0308 
.. 429 -.0C/B6 






8ETAO ( I) • -.006 ALPHAO( 2) • 
SECTION ( l)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 













1"" . ""·0' 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. 1T 
-6.286 
DEPeNDENT VARIA8LE CP 
-4.14B 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 















.,,,",,, .... : •.• "' .• ,,~_ •• ,, •.. _ ..• ~"".~:, ..• _ .... ~., ........ c ......... ~_,.~~ ..... """'"",.,~...::"_~._.~~" .. _~_·· ~~ 
-~, .. ,~ 
iI!i~~';"".,,, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAOE 1942 .. ---:"- .. ",~~"-
ARCII-019 !A8! LVAP{SBHL UNSEAl.D) RT. WINO TOP (RETR011 
BETAe ( !) • -,006 ALPHAO( 2) • 
-4.148 
SECTION I )RIOHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






8ETAO ( tl ,. 
-.021 ALPHAO( 3) • 
-2.025 
SECTION ( !IRICHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W . 23!50 .3640 
XICW 

















SETAO ( I) • -.030 ALPHAO( 4) ,. .092 
SECTION tlRICHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
1 
X/CH 












I: . '., , I ~:"'~i:... .... ';"l.~_.:"",,:~,,,,~~''''Y&;''''''''''''::'':''_--';_~;)...''-'''<-_<'':'':'~''':''~_k'''_'''''_:''_l>.~ <" , ... __ 0.:',_ ..... ,,"' .... , "",..' :,: .. '~. __ • __ "'o....._,' .... ;:~,..;; ... _.~ . ...;;, >:.>,,-~ .~_.,y~'~, ',... ,_,~-'..,_ .. _ •• l. ,,",'_. ~~, ___ • .....:. "~_""--,~,_.~~_ ,~ .. __ •. _~.'L_ .• ~ ..... __ ""'~ .. __ :.... __ ...... .u..... • ..-_~_~ __ ........ ......;.. __ ._.~~-'--_. ____ ' ____ ~ 




DATE 21 OCT 75 
'o. 
"'--~"---, 
'''h ,~- , 
.-~- .. ",. -~--
-~'---.'I 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1943 
I ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(58HL UNSEALDI RT. IoJING TOP (RETROI) BETAO ( I)· -.030 ALPHAO( 41 • .092 
I !' 
I 






















BETAO ( I) "' -.026 ALPHAO( 5) • 
SECTION ( llRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BI--/ .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.1585 -.129'; 
.0\0 -.07,)4 
.020 -.0266 















1:7 " ",,' " ,'.' ".. ' .' . , 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.226 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
h:~~"lh;--.L ... ~ .. ..,.; ... .-..:.~_ ... i8.:_:~.~~""";';~ ..... ~" __ '_··_;",,,"''''''''.'-. . ''''' .. 'cK_---''.'"''':.L.:.&-...:.. ...... ~_ ... ~....;.,.. __ ~.,:.: __ ... l..:::..~..,..,...J,_.~~_.lI_,. 




.~""',,',~.,,_ .. L,~~,"_-'_,_,','_.~_" __ ._~_,_.- ___ ~· ..~. ,_,~.""':._" .. ~_~ __ • __ ~.,_._, . ~, __ ~;.._j 
r~"'~~~7~~:f~~"'-:'~~-'!"':<"-':-:-~~~'~:;>~W~~~ 'T'-_": ~~~, ~"--~r.-.,,~-
~;, .'1<' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
.' 
BETAO ( I) • -.018 ALPHAO( 6) • 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 . 36lfO 
X/CW 
.000 -.1532 -.2298 
.010 -.1315 
.020 -.0789 














8ETAO ( II .. -.001 ALPHAO( 7) .. 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 . 36lfO 
XICW 
















.790 -. tOlD 
I 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(S8HL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
4.337 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.460 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAGE '! S'tlf 
(RETROII 
-...• ~-.. --_ ... --, 









I I,. .. .. 
to... ... ,_ .. _::~.---'-,"-. __ L.;:,;...;~=" .. c;":.~,,;c .. _ .... '"-- . , .. ,.~~'. , .. , .. , .. ,_ .... _.;.~"; .. ,. ,-, .,c.,~ .. ,."",, .•. : ." ..•. ~ " ......... ".. .; .'C' .. . ......... .,~ ... _ .• ..i.·.c._ ........ " .... , ,_ .•• c.~., .. · .• ,_ ..... ~.:.. . .;..~ __ ._,_,_.~...:..." .. ~~_" ....... " .. , ..... _~ ........... ~ __ ~ 
r:-~''''''''~:~'7~''~7c''~~=T-''':;;:~'-'''''"\1'' ... ,~,,- - ... _. 
[ 
\lilt:,';.' '", ",0", 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IA8! LVAP(SBHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( 1) • . 009 ALPHAO( 8) .. 8.583 
SECTION l I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/B~ .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


































~, ... ~-.-J 
I 
... ., ...... "., .. " .....• _ .. " .... " .". - ... ~-.~....:.~ .. ~- . ..:,,~--.. ---... - •.. "--." ... -.--,-.--.~;.~ 
-- -- -,~----, -'----, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION F' ~ ~346 













976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
SETAO ( I) • -.006 ALPHAO( 1)· -6.155 
SECTION ( 1JRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 















.793 .1 \09 
.798 -.0014 
BETAO ( I) .. -.020 ALPHAO( 2) .. -It. 065 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENGENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.1672 .071t9 
.010 .1151 
.020 .1286 

















. <;00 RN/FT .. 
.000 ELY-OB • 













__ _ __ __ __ ~. ________ ' __ ~ ___ ,_ _ __ ___ c_,~-_~~ ___ , ___ • __ ""_~ __ . ____ ~ .• ~--_. ______ , ____ .~ _. __ ~ __ j 
F~,,""-~~T"':-"""'---~~':~'~' ~~-......... ~( 
r " 
'e w~""'" lit:...-_.-, 
Ir:;Tr 
"" 
... ; '; 
,'-' .,. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
8ETAO ( I) • -.020 
ARC1I-019 IA81 LVAP(S8HL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAOt 2)· -4.065 












DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
8ETAO t I) • -.028 ALPHAO( 3)· -1.995 
SECTiON ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















8ETAO ( I) • -.031 ALPHAO( 4) .. .078 
SECTION ( IIR,!tt:..JT WING .TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















.---"' ---~ j 
1 
,~ ~ 
Ii. ,...:::::--"~~,~." .. _. ''::5=.,.,_~__ , __ ,, __ .;..._~ 






DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
'I[' "' 
'\\ .~--'--..., 
;_'\'\-".«: .. * ..• _~~,"",·t " 
p;.or .948 
.. -~-.. ...,-~---













SETAO ( 1) .. 
-.031 ALPHAO( 4) • .078 
SECTION ( IlR!GHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











BETAO ( I) • 
-.032 ALPHAO( ~,) 2.167 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~I'IBW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 































'. C""~"''''~'''''''' .••. ,'~"" ....... ~~~,,',",~.:';' .• ". " .... ,. ___ ~," ....... _.~ __ ~::._.", •• ~"::'_.~,. _~~.;;"_<L_""l.,"_.":":"_.J~ 
r~~'~i""""""'~,w'~~~~~"'''''~~''-'-''-'":f'.''''~_,-:., 
! 






DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED} RT. WING TOP 
SETAO ( 11 • -.026 ALPHAO( 6) • 4.242 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















BE TAO ( 11 • -.007 ALPHAO( 7) • 6.338 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
















.79B - .0176 








,,' "" •• ,',Cl. l.lll C. l_.'ll" 'l"", __ ~,," ... Ll""'~~~_""'-~·_"'l.:c..l'_'~~· ....•.... _':' __ ._l.l'''.~", .l_,._ .. J 
u 















OATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa,FT. 
LR~F' • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BRE~ a 1297.0000 INCHES 




976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
SETAO ( 1-) .. .027 ALPHAO( I)· -6.277 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/SW 






































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
BETAO ( I) .. .004 AlPHAO( 2)" -4.157 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.5005 .1152 









































-'-~-.----~,-----. --~------~--,~------~-----~. - ----..--~~--~-~. ---.~---- .. -~,;,-.--. -------~ 
r ,".',.- ,--,--!",-,:":,,,.~ .... ~~ . .......,...- .... , 
~,:,::,-·a.:;~::~::.:;. ~~;::;;:;!' :L?;;.:.:tl:'''::';~::: ';:'';;;-~t~":<''''-~, . . "':, ::;'~. t~ 
~,.,-, 
' . ...;...... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
SETAO ( 1'- .001f 
ARCII-0.l9 IA81 LVAPCSBHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 2) c -4.157 
SECTION I'RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






SETAO ( 1) • 
-.020 ALPHAO( 3) • -2.0'+5 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT· WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















SETAO ( 1) '" -.030 ALPHAO( Itl '" .070 
SECTION llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 








Ii': --",,':, : .:,: .. 








. . ,'___ ~,~ .. _~.~, __ ." _____ , ________ ,._,_~ __ J 
~""'. "".,. ........ "",.~,....,.....:.~~-~-.,....-.,,-.. :c-.. :.~---.-~. 
~ !-. 
,.-
~ ,., _._, '" .:o>J.).~=';'< c:~-'- .... ~~1C;;: -.:. ::;'"-::~'"" ~:.-- ~ ~ ~, ... -
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
SETAO ( II • -.030 ALPHAO( 4) • 























8ETAO ( I) '" 
-·935 ALPHAO( 5) • 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















0- ".~,~.,:i .• _-'l""',-''''''::'~ __ ",-,-.,,,_>.~_",-~;,,_.~.,-.•.. ~~_._ . __ :. __ ' •. :~._::_. . .. <~ •• ' 
ARCII-OI9 IABt LVAP(SBHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
.070 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.209 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.. 

















DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lAB! LVAP(SBHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( I) .. -.028 ALPHAO( 6) % 4.323 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING.TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.3931 -.0312 
















SETAO ( I) .. .066 ALPHAO( 71 .. 6.247 , 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




-0. 0. .041 -.4308 ~~ .113 -.1679 
.163 -.0611 ~Q. • 
.246 -.302B O~ .247 -.0314 
~~ .390 -.5464 .429 .0006 
~~ .547 -.2905 .637 -.1423 ~~ .638 -.5613 ~~ .727 -.2396 .793 .0908 .7.98 - IG67 
E.". 






L ..• _~.~~_~ .• ___ ... ~ ___ ~~. ___ ~_ .. _~ __ ... _~._.J 
~"i~"W;; f ~~~_!~~"<-:,",o.~....,...",,,""";'~,. 
:::.:.. 
-~.,.~ .... ..., 




2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP .. 
LREF 
· 
1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .. 
BREF 
· 
1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP .. 
SCALE • . 0300 SCALE 
BETAO 11 "" .066 ALPHAOr II .. 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
't/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















BETAO ( II .. .066 ALPHAO( 21 .. 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 













,.,:."",~,.~~":,; .. .:..~.~,;. ,~ •. ,_~'-" •.• : •. L.~,":'_'_' .'. _.".'_,,;,":..._~' 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALEDI RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.854 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-3.849 























............ , .. ,",-..... . ..... " .... _~" .... _ .. ~ ......... _" .. ~--...~.~.'-~ .. ~~ .... , .... ~. ___ .. ~. __ ~ ..... _._~._ J 




















DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
8ETAO ( II • .066 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SSHL SEALEDI RT. WINO TOP 
ALPHAO( 21· -3.849 
SECTION ( IIRI.GHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 






SETAO ( 1) • . 067 ALPHAO( 31 • -1.842 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 • 36't0 
X/CW 

















BETAO ( II .. . 067 ALPHAO( 41 • .16't 
SECTl ON ( [I RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 



















~_";...-l .... ~ .. b_., •• : ~;, __ lC.i _,_ ..... U<L ..•. :~<-:i_!.,_:._._ : .. ",.,_."-~.,_~ .•. __ . " ~~_.L.-,._----._ .............. -:_._~-,_",-,._ ........... ___ ... _ ................... ;.;;.. __ .~~:'-...........~. ___ ....... _~_"~ ........... ~., ___ .. _._, ...... __ L __ ~_~ ___ "j ..... b..a •• ..dtCII 
r.
' ~"~7"~-~-~' ~.,,-,- -'--:-7-:'~~,"- ~-.,.--:~.~"".--.-- .. 
. 
L.,,,,,. ' """,,,~."C',,:,,,·:; ,:':!:::"'.:::;:::~, 
DATE, 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( 1) • .067 ALPHAO( 4) • .164 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











BETAO ( I) • .067 ALPHAO( 6) • 2.192 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CI-I 


















i'~h""......i-~:""":":_:"',.:.i. ...... .i. ..... ~~, ........ ,_ ... ,"",",-,::~ ... ...»~,;"'; .... :~.:.i..",._".~"~~:._ .... ~.'"'"~~"'::... •.• ~_'-~, .... ..;..~~_.::...:..","._--'=, __ '".:_ • ..:, •. ---' 
-.., 





-~, .. ",-.. , - .... ,--------- .~- ""--, -"''--'--,----,---~''''-~.~-,-------'-- .. --~ 
".,.... ..... ,< 
;" ~-."I.--
~-: 
DATE: 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( 1) .. .066 ALPHAO( 6) >S 4.200 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOp· DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
VIBW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















BETAO ( I) • .066 ALPHAOl 71 • 5.218 
SECTlCiN ( llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~ 




.000 -.1502 -.3229 \ 
.011) -.1748 ~. 
1 ~g .020 -.1130 ~' .040 -.0866 
i t-r:1Q .041 -.2742 1 .113 -.2377 
I ~~ .163 .0742 .246 -.1408 
.247 -.2405 
£) .390 -.3335 I~ .429 ·.0103 .547 -.0962 .637 -.2189 .638 -.3252 















r~' ,,'- .~ .. q". <, _'....,~"'"'"".'-.,..,...._'",..n'. __ .• ' 
, . 
L .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LYAP(SBHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. 2T 
8ETAO ( 11· .069 ALPHAO( 11 D -5.882 






































DEPENDENT YARIA8~E CP 


































L·_·' , ' .h' .".,,,,,L., ' : ••. ",-, .L ••••••••.• ,.""'.,, .",.;", ... "~.,, .. , '" .• 


























.~ __ ~ ... J 
~Wl"f : :~T .,,~~.'~'i'\·?'~~~"'r~~~~~~' ,-, -, -"!""' ......... '~:'~~~-1-·-·";~-··~-;-r-~ .. "·~(t·· 
, . 
r:t::::-::::,:~,,:::::,,::2 ~ :::"':::~~~:::""'":X::;"":i:.:l~:;-~.''!-fl;:::::::r..;.:.;~..:r.::.:::::::::';::i:=:7;:::::!:''~.:?:-;::::::::~:::'~::."' .•.. ~: T :~:::~-.,:;:: ,:: ,:: ::~ 















BETAO ( 11· .070 
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAOI 21· -3.S80 
SECTiON ( 11RIOHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 







8ETAO ( II .. . 070 ALPHAO( 31 • 
-1.873 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/ew .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















SETAO ( II • .070 ALPHAO( 4) • .113 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/ElW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















__ .. J 




l~-- ... -c_ .... #.Ji'.u"'."".:,:"'""-+tj_;~~:::::;~'::':;::!::.;::7.:::::"::-::;= _"·-;1)'·~::-::::-:::'_':::~:;:;"-!:!";:~~r;,;.. ... _"",~<,,,, "" ••• 
DATE 2.1 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
8ETAO (I)" .'.070 ALPHAO( 4) ., 
SECTION ORl tiM-;::'1-J I NG TOP 












SETAO ( II .070 ALPHAO( 51 '" 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 











.429 -.1 I II 








L~~:~~'=~:·::~~:~._,c_ .. ,~.L.,"._·~.·,., ... ~ .... ~".~ .... _ 
ARCH-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED} 
.113 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.177 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-, 
PAGE 1960 ... "'-~'" _._-




. _ .... c...._~ •. __ .. ""~~._~ ......... ___ ._~. _~._ .... _~._ .. _ ...... , ~, .. _._.j 
r" ~~ .. --:---~'~~--~~~-~~~--~-~.~-.~ """11:-----. 
L::''::7;'':;~;:"f:::'':::'~~;'::':::':;='l<~t' __ '''f_ ", ~ ~ -
~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8~_ATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(S8HL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
8ETAO ( II • . 070 ALPHAO( 61 • 4.185 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
V/8W .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 

















8ETAO ( t I • . 069 ALPHAO( 71 • 6.212 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 


















































DATE 21 OCT 75 
'.".~' 





ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP(S8HL SEALED I RT. WING TOP (RETR051 
8ETAO ( II .. .069 ALPHAO( 81 • 7.214 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 



























. __ .. ~~_ .. "", __ .. ~ .. ~.~._~ .• _.:.,~~.:.~_., ... , __ ••. _ ...... ~..::..;L_ .... , _____ ~"_ .... _~.~~~ 
-r--'''''''''': 
'"," 
. '-~::_:. :::::.::''::'"":::,_·::::::::.:):::';:::;:-:::;;;;-''::..~~.::n;~,~~''~" ..... x·'''''''''+-<'-~ ..... ,-. 
.,,'~ .~ -~ 
._.,.,...""._..{C;_;;.r.':':;:"~:'-;:;::-:7:::!''::':::-~=-:=·..<U=''1 
--~--~--
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATI~ TABULATION PAGE 1963 









2690.0000 sa.FT. XMRP· 
1297.0000 INCHES YMRP • 
1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP • 
.0300 SCALE . 
ALPHAO( 1) • -6.0~B BETAO ( II • 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAOt 2) -1+.013 SETAO t I) • 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/ew .2350 .3640 
X/CW 













~:",.L.':';'<~ ....... ,~l~.~~ ... ,~,"~' ':_"'As~-.i; __ ~L .......... _:_-.:. 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPtELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
~OO.OOOO IN. ZT 
-.00'7 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-1+.061 


















"., .:, J 
_: .. ~\.~.:....&~ ___ . __ .' __ ,-t':'~._' ~. _:..........;..-. ___ .~_._~_, __ ~ ~ , 
r''''C-'"''':<····~~·"'"':'-C~T~~~. ,-:'-"_'~.~"'--"C ~~ 
'''~"''OT .... '"~ ... ',;.::..;;",~...:-t;..;:;,:,,-::::-,,:_:::::::":;,:·::::=:::=.-:;:::':;:::;;=-:;,::::~:~:;~::o.::zzr=:"-'-'g> • .--,~,. 
:.w.. •. ,~ _-.",.", •. _-,,~~"r!,.!:f'!,,;~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE H?S4 
~"::'----




ALPHAO( 2) • -4.013 BETAO ( I) .. 
SECTION l)RIGHT !-lING TOP 






ALPHAO( 2) '" -3.984 SETAO ( 2) • 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
































I)RIGHT WING TOP 
.2350 .3640 









DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.011 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE C? 
4.081 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
L~~, ""',c "~,~'"_'" .""',, .,. ,. '""" ,_ .• ,"_"' ,," '" _., .• , . _ 1 __ 1 __ ~._,_ I ~." .......... ~.;-. ....:: ~~.--,.~-~,~.--~---- .~-.~-.-.......-.. --..-~ 
',--
- ••• , •• ~~: '1" <.~:::-'~>~;---;.:: 
~:':::::::'::=::c::::;:::::::::;,:.::;::::=~:""::"c-";""~;:;.:;";:,,,:~:,,;;,,,,,:;:.:;::::::::c;~.",:",,,,,,,~:,·:·:·c::;::::';:::;::·::-:":::_: .. :::::::::':.:' ':.::,: _:::::::: '::"::: .. :::::::::;:: .::" :::::;;::::;'::.".:c:=::::':"';;::;"'''''"~"'''''='"'_~' ... 
-,. ---, 





DATE. 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1965 
ARCtl-OI9 IA8t LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP (RETR06) 
ALPHAO( 2) • -3.968 8ETAO ( 3) • ~.081 
SECT! ON( I) RIGHT WI NGTOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAor 3) • .074 BETAO ( 1) • -6.097 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 














~~ .638 -.2895 .727 -.1'.369 .793 -.0777 
~~ .798 -.3172 ~~ 
~~ ,~~ ~,fjj 
;.e;~'~~-:-, --;;~; .:~':::;;;:;;-':":: \~::.';":"'::;;"t';:":,_l:·-.W,~Y"·'" 
~."",lo..<....J..,'--'o._,~;"'.~ __ J...~:. , '.;..l~~:.c.~ • ..,~ .. ~ •. ,...c.J-' .~ .. ""' __ ,._._ .' • .... _._.,,~.~c ___ .. ~· . ""-_ ...... , .••.• ~_, ... :; .. __ , .. , .. , ... "., ___ •. __ J 
~~~""-~'f;"'~~"':"~T:"''''~'~;''''''-'' 
f 




DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAOI 3) • .072 BE:TAO ( 21 • 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) .076 9ETAO ( 3) "-
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/9\-ol .2350 .36'+0. 
X/CW 




.0'+ I -.1701' 
.113 -.1116 











ARCII-019 IA8! LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
-4.067 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
-.005 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
,_ ......... .i. .. ;.,i. • ....."d .... :_.~:."ti:_ ... ',.,.; ..... ~ •. .u:~.~:::'-~~ .... !'~,· ... , " ... ,,-'- _.." .'-,~.~ •. -'_, : 












."~~_c,._ •. _~ ••.. ~ .. c_.~'_· .•. _." •.. _. ~~~_~"~~ ___ "~ _____ ~._. . __ j 
~~7:=:~~~::;:;~~:~~:=:::=:.::'~:'.:=;=:,"":.",;:.~,~.",::~:~;:~;:; ..... ~ ::::::; .... '" .. ~ .. , ...... ,., ........ ::.::=::::=.:~:::;::=::::~:;::::~ ::::;.::::::::,::.·,:::::::::~::.:::::c:::":::.;er.""'''.''''o=,.",_ .. =.,~-~,~-.• " .... ~ .. -.,,--.. _~ __ ~_=~""",;;;;:::.....~""=,=,_,, .... '" .... '-'"""IIl 
---
........... ----..----
DATE 21 OCT 75 lAS!A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1967 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP!ELHL UNSEALDl RT. WING TOP (RETR06) 
ALPHAO( 3) • .087 SETAO ( 41 • 4.063 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) • .090 SETAO ( 5) • 6.100 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.1069 .1201 
.010 .1042 















, --'-", . ..; ... ;;.;.0... ........ :.:~ ~._.~ ... ,,_:...._:;.....'"" ..... _.~.;.e~~. _~,.,\...._~: !."'-'';',;'l..:,:' ..... _ 
~~l 
."., ........ _ ...... , ....... --' ..... -.~ ... ,-.-...... ~,-.-~-. - -'-~-" .-".---~~ .. -. .-~ 
~~-~~ . 
r~'~-'~-'~" .·~O~·~··'· 
l, . '" .'r.,"'I",,"C '."''' . .'C •• 
'0 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( '+) • 4.240 SETAO ( I 1 • 
SECllON IlRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CIoi 

















ALPHAOt 4l • 4.239 BETAO ( 2) .. 











































ARCII-019 lA81 LVAPtELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
-4.061 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.008 

















. . .... I 
................. _._ ...... _.~_ .... ~_.~.~~.~ ............. "'-...........u-...... __ . _. ".~j 
.',. ~."" .. _- c-·- ,- -------, 
.. ,., -. ,; .:~~I:" t.s:;: 




DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1969 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP (RETROS) 
ALPHAO I It I • 1t.236 BETAO [ 3) - ~,070 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 . 361t0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 51 • 8 .. 382 SETAO ( II • -.OOB 
SECTION llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 






b~ .163 -.3077 .246 -.5335 ~~ .247 -.0866 
'S% .390 -.5319 .429 -.1382 
~t .• 547 -;4024 .637 -.2214 
,636' -.4298 
16~ .727 -.1866 .793 .0166 ~~ .79B -.2783 
~------4 
I 
.~~.....;;~: ..... ~,,:_- _._:.;..,.~;:.,;_~:c..:;., . ..L.,:C.":;',n!' __ , ._ ..... ~-~,~"j~_._,'-~~.::L~~,:.:.' :'\''-_ ' ... ,~:' ".:' __ L~.fl. .'".L_:.... ___ ."~ ... L_~._ •• __ .,' ••. _., __ ......... ~_L~ .• ___ .. ~_ .. _~._ ...... ~"'<~_~_~~_ ....... .....-....-. __ ........ _____ ~' .~ ... ~~~ 
~~~~'_""~~'~l-. ~ ....... ......--<-r ....... _'~,.-""",?,"",,~~:""""-'~'_~ 
L~ ,,, .. ,".,~. ~ ..... .-,,-,'~:,,~;~ :~~,,~~~-':.''''' 
. " '~E~~';~-' ~.---...., 
I 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1970 ,-~~-~--
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP CRETR06) 
ALPHAO( 6) .. 10.453 SETAO ( I) .. .004 
SECTION lJRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 















.. 793 .0080 
.798 -.2913 
.J '';:: ~ "j 
·'''1'tt"(· 
[ ...... .."-.. ~' .",,".:;.; 
" .... ~.::.I' .. _ "" _~'.'. • ,~,..: _~, .. _.~.~:".i •. _.~_._",_...: 
._'--" 
-I 
... "._ .... ~ .... _..... ___ ....... _,,~.... ... . __ . -"_~ ___ ,,:......_ .~ __ . __.. _____ .. __ . __ ~_.--J 
''':;;'~'' 
r: ~~~"~~D~~_~"""~_"""'~_ ~.r.-;F.:-,.,- •• -
l, ,. "'"." ~"~"""",,,,~,,,-O'" ".","","",~",,' ,"",.,,,,,,,,,;;,.'0,,' 







SREF .. 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF .. 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REF .. 1297.0000 INCHES 




ALPHAO( \1 • -11.207 8ETAO ( II ,. 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( II .. ~8.684 8ETAO ( 2) .. 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.5175 .0844 












'" ".,,~.;~:,.~::: -';.~, .;~. " 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI RT. WINO TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.037 
DEPENDENT VARIA8l.E CP 
-2.018 





I RETR07 I 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
PAGE 1971 






















DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1972 
.l.:. ... .::"_'" .... ~--
ARCII-019 JA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP (RETR07) 
ALPHAO( 1) • 
-8.681+ 8ETAO ( 2) • 
-2.018 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 







ALPHAD( 1) a 
-6.128 8ETAO ( 3) a' 
.034 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 


















.798 .... 3729 
ALPH.O\O( I) 
-6.115 8ETAO ( 4) ,. 2.098 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP, 
Y/8W .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 









-f--:.- ~ ..........---,,.j 
"':t .... ""'~k:;; I 
['~" 
~-'" .... , -.-'.--.~'---~".&:~--~. -.~~~ 
~::·:::~:::;'::"''''':::'::::;'::=;;;:-':''';::;.:;:-..:-~--;;;:;r,...;.-;;,..,.. ... N'-4'''''''_'' "---,----,-,-,-"-.,"-----.--~-"" ... ,---..,;....;;.;,..:..;::.... 'T\~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1973 
ARC11-019 lAB! LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WINO TOP (RETR07) 
ALPHAO( II • -6.115 8ETAO ( 4) • 2.098 
SECTION !IRIOHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAO( I) - -6.107 SETAO ( 5) • 4.1"13 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.4734 .0817 
.010 . 16't9 
t .020 .1900 
.040 .2024 I! 
.041 -.4021 , 
t .113 -.0143 ! 















!!r""'''''''''''~<~'~"'' ""~",,,,~~~,-",'C.,, .. ~.,,-~ ,.,'. "'" 
U
JI' ., '~, 
\' 
I ,~. --ot_ ".""~_ ".'-'"¢' .... 7 .. =:~1:'7:;::l!~::::.-::...;:::::::::..:;.:::::-::::·::;-:::.::-,<W~~~ ......... , ... 
W 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION' 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 2) - -'+.08'+ 8ETAO ( I) • -6.127 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/81-J .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO[ 2) -4.075 SETAO ( 2) -4.085 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V1BW .2350 .3640 
X1CW 
.000 -.5134 .0717 
.,OiO .094fj 
,.020 .1\015 








] .547 -.0412 .637 -.1260 
J .638 -.1475 
.727 -.oeoo 
.793 -.0025 


















- ' j 
, , ""'''-~''''~'"~-'---''''''':'''.''''''''''-'''''''':''---." .•. -.~-'.-~~'''''''''''''--~ .• ~.-''-;'''''-'''-~ 
~:. ·.~~:~~-~~.~~~~~:~=:~~~:-:,-,~,,",C" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
"~ '4::::,_:~:~"':~::::::'::~;::t:.;.;.);';,.;.:n .. 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC!I-019 lAB! LVAPtELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP 
.023 
DEPENQENT VARIABLE CP 
If.I17 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
_o __ b.; •• ,;~:.i. ... ~ ........ __ , .... :-,,,,;_,_.; __ ~~ .. _...:o:.:._~. ,_~.~ .. ,,-~:._ .. ,~ i.....,., • .:...~~~._~~_ ..• :~ , • ~'.C.L'"":;: ........ _ , .. :.,{:L .• ~IU ••. _:' .. ,.' __ ~_._:_ •. , ..• _.,,-_ •. ,-.:.,-'~ .:! ..... ~ 'i~;"'''_ '-~_:. _ '. 
, •• ~." ".w"", .. ~.o.;;!;~;::~~;;!=~;;;'= .. ~-, 
..., 

















DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 2)· -4.037 SETAO ( 5) .. 
ARC 11-0 19 I A81 L YAP (ELHL UNSEALD) RT. W I·NG TOP 
6.169 






































DEPENDENT VAR[A8LE CP 
ALPHAO( 3) = -2.013 BETAC ( I)" -6.133 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

































.... ~d_~ •• __ ,._...c_"...r c~._ •• _~ .• _ ... _~....... L~_ .. _J 
~~~:""'-"~~"~'~"":" 
i!it:~ ~:-:;": ,.:!.J~,,,:r'~:' ,~~- ~,t.. ~..;:.,:;'::.:,-,g:.; 
,";......~. 
";- .... -~--; 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPtELHLUNSEALD) RT. WING rc:' 
ALPHAO( 3)· -2.004 BETAO ( 2) = -2.060 






































ALPHAO( 3): -1.969 BETAO ( 3) • 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 























DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
2.058 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 












..=JL ,~_. ___ ... _...... ~~ .. ~,._~ .... __ ._~ __ .. _~. ,,,J 
r.,. ... '.7"..,.~'~'''''':'':-';'.' t' '" .,..·~·~~~-c,",.,----""'·:' 
~"'"""'''' ,_, .~",..-: . .'.,r:~:,~. .::;:.-t;'::" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 I A81 A - PRESSH".E SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 3) • -1.958 SETAO ( '1) • 6.150 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( '1l .059 8ETAO ( 11 ,. -6.145 
SEcHoN ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
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c." , •• ~. ",c __ ,_.,. -'- __ '"~., __ ~~,. ,_",~---lk:"-=_ .. ,_,~_ ... , .. .:"--_' _.~~~, ,~,~' _~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
(7 ~-.~---, 




ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) RT. WING TOP (RETR07) 
ALPHAO( 4) • .063 BETAO ( 2) & -4.101 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 














.727 . -.1395 
.783 -.0234 
.798 -.4441 
:::::-, ALPHAO( 4) '"' . 066 8ETAO ( 3) • -.005 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-819 IA81 LVAPCELHl UNSEAlO) RT. WING TOP 
AlPHAO( 4) • .078 SETAO ( 4) • 4.088 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPCI'-IDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.4281 .1335 
.010 .1297 
.020 .1409 














ALPHAO( 4) .082 8ETAO C 5) 6.135 
SECTION llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36'10 
X/CW 





































, ".-~~~~,,::::~::.:;:-~:::;;::,===-",-, --, 
.-. 
... - ..... , ~-... ---::'.-~--
-----...," 
DATE. 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 19Bt 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP IRETR071 
AlPHAO( 5) • 2.177 SETAO 0( 1) a -6.133 
SECTION URIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 5) .. 2.184 8ETAO ( 2) • -2.056 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 





.113 -; 1213 
.163 .0276 






















",1;:';;;: ~ "~.: ~". 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 5) .. 2.185 BETAO ( 3) ~ 2.047 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 5) 2 .. 186 BETAO ( 4) m 6.135 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.3652 .1327 
.010 .1143 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1993 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP (RETR07) 
ALPHAO( 61 • '+.257 BETAO ( 1 I • -6.123 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) • 4.260 BETAD ( 2) • -'+.081 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.4450 -.1202 



















,it:c:". . I 
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DATE 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCI1-019 [A81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 6) • 1f.257 8ETAO ( 3) • -.003 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
YJ81-1 .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) 4.257 8ETAO ( 4) " '+.093 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
I 'Y/8W .2350 .36'+.0 X/CW I .000 -.3900 .0'+82 
1 .010 .0554 
I 
.020 .0750 [ 
.040 .0807 
! .0'+1 -.3278 .113 -.1540 .163 -.0120 
1 .2'+6 -.2850 
I .247 -.0085 
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', ....... ",' 
OATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1985 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDl RT. WING TOP (RETR07l 
ALPHAO( 6l • 4.251 BETAO ( 5l • 6.145 
SECTiON ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENOENT VARIABLE CP 
--~--
','/BI-I .2350 .3640 
X,CI-I 


















ALPHAO( 71 • 6.353 BETAO ( Il • -4.069 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 






{. .163 -.0804 
.246 -.2662 
o~ .247 -.0551 .390 -.4869 ~F=I .429 -.0240 
~~ .547 -.2670 .637 -.2612 ~~ .638 -.5138 .727 -.2758 
. g l"tl .793 -.0639 .798 -.4378 
~~ 1 .---'"'-~ 
lit::: 
· • .....i... ..... F"'~ .. _." •. ,~-'-·~, " 'J',: ~ ..... .....;..._:.l....:~ ...... _;c,.~.:~" .. _.~" _---..~.o....--"'~........-. __ ~..&:_ ......... ~'" ...... ~ ...... ~._~_. _, __ --"~~~ 
r·--'''''''~'·~~~~-':~--""'''",:,,:,'-'~ "',""",""".,"" , .. " .. , '" ' 
! 
L. , ' 






i ~f j 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.352 BETAO ( 2) " 
SECTION 11RIGHT ~ING TOP 
Y/BI-l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 7) 6.347 8ETAO ( 3) ,. 
SECTION I)RIGHT HING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















'",-' --', .~~~~~_"'\.,...:.,,~. ~."_·-1.~",._..i_~A::""~": ___ ~.'-'.._.~'_,.,_:~ .• __ 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
-2.035 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.010 









,_",_,."."0",.",, ,~ __ "~. ___ ~~~~~ ___ • ___ J 
. _._---, 
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DATE 21' OCT 75 I Am A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA T A8UlA TI ON PAGE 1987 
ARCII-019 lA81 lVAP[ElHl UNSEAlD) RT. WING TOP (RETR071 
AlPHAO( 7) • 6.34'+ BET.A,O ( 41 ,. 2.069 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BI-l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















AlPHAO( 7) 6.340 BETAO ( 5) '" 4.114 
SECTION IJRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BI-l .2350 .3640 
X/CI-l 
.000 -.3440 -.0401 
.010 -.0112 
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·:--:-":"'""' __ ...... ~.~~~~~r.~.'"_"....,.. .. .,._,...··'._._ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURC~ DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
REFERENCE DATA 
,C'\ 
SREF 2690.0000 sa. FTxU XMRP 2 976.0000 IN. XT 
LREF 2 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .. .0000 IN. YT 
BREF .. 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP .. 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .. .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAO( I) .064 BETAO ( I) .. 
-6.230 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BhI .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




















ALPHAO( I) .. .071 BETAO ( 2) .. 
-4.159 
SECTION ( I'RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 















~«~ "" ,.,-" ','" -0;'.'" 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 1989 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPJELHl UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP (RETROBI 
ALPHAD( 1) • .071 SETAD ( 2) -4.159 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
---






ALPHAO( I) .075 8ETAO ( 3) -.029 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -. IBID -.0614 
















ALPHAO( I I • .094 BETAO ( 4) • 4.123 
0 SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP ~~ Y/8W .2350 .3640 ~Q 02 X/CW 
~~ .000 -.1072 .0136 .010 .0045 
\~ .020 .0169 .040 .0184 .041 -.2239 .113 -.1467 e .163 .1744 
t;j .246 -.0559 l --~~---l 
.• ~"" __ .... _.~ ___ '.~. _"' o __ ,,~_· . "-"._,,~,,''''"_~ __ .o ... __ " ... __ .... ~ •• _ .. __ •• __ ._~ 
r~~~'"':""'-'''''''''~-~:-~'C''''--~~'"''~~ n~. '-"~.'r-,-"" 
i ' 
! ~"~M<" <'. __ 
i' 





ALPHAO( I) • .094 BETAO ( 4) • 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP 










.. 793 .2051 
.798 -;0659 
ALPHAO( I) .103 BETAO ( 5) 
SECTION ( llRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
XJCW 



















, .. , .. ::t~: .. >·· 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) RT. WING TOP 
4.123 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.207 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 


























.DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHl UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP (RETR081. 
ALPHAO( 21 • 2 .. 216 i3EHO ( II .. -6.219 
.SECTION l1rtlGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
















.727 - .0177 
.793 .1446 
.798 -.1763 
ALPHAO( 21 2.214 8ETAO ( 2) .. -2.090 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE !:;e2 
ARCII-019 IA8t LVAPCELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP CRETR081 
ALPHAQC 21 • 2.224 BETAO C 3) .. 2.058 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 . 36't0 
X/CW 
















• f..;:.1u,:" .1611 
.798 -.1035 
ALPHAO( 2) 2.23't 8ETAO C 'tl 6.197 
SECTION C IlR1GHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 . 36't0 
X/CW 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 3) .. 4.330 
lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( ! I,. -4.129 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


























ALPHAO( 3) = 4.32.9 SETAO ( 2) • 
-.008 
. 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 tABlA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 199'f 
~ i 







ALPHAO( 3) " 4.334 SETAD ( 3) .. 4.139 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
XICW 



















ALPHAOr 3) 4.334 BETAO ( 4) 6.220 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/81-l .2350 .3640 
XIC\.I 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 











ALPHAO( I)· -6.236 BETAO 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WINO TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 














.727 . 1490 
.793 .2504 
.798 -.1135 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
I)" -4.085 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
ALPHAO( II .. -6.225 8ETAO ( 2) .. -2.030 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BI4 .2350 .3640 
X/CW 














































r-::;--~~-'~~:"""'~~""~7-:""'~'~·~··T""""""'""":":""-;"'-mF;-:- ;-->~~' --~-'-;--<;,~- ,-:'~1 '7f~ ~-. 
i . 
, 




DATE 21 OCT 75 !A8'IA - PRESSURE SOURCe: DATA TABULATION PAC~~ I -n:;; 
ALPHAO( I) .. -6,225 8ETAO ( 21 " 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP 






ALPHAO( II .. -6.193 BETAO ( 3) '" 
SECT! ON ( 1 JR I GHT 'W 1 NG TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CI-l 

















ALPHAO( II It -6.179 SETAO ( 4) .. 
SECT10N IlRIGHT WING HlP 
Y/BW .2350 .3L~fO 
X/CI-l 





.t 13 - .. 3010 
.163 .2-770 
.246 .0604 
~~~, ......... ~~.;,;,_,.""''-_"'"'''._''''-'-_~ .. ;:'; ... ; .. ~_3 ... :~'''' •.. ''''-:'''.~_'' •• :'''.h~h;.-, h~'::!~~.~,,,._>..·~~: ..... ~ __ , 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP (RETR091 
-2.0:50 
DEPENDENT VARIABLt Cp 
.032 
DEPENDENT YARIABLE CP 
2.099 





. __ ... _~_'L·'C.",. __ .'-.. _ • ,;_. __ "_ .. '_ ... _ .. ____ ,_ .. ___ .,.. , •... , ___ .• __ ~.~"_""'" ___ ~~ ___ ~ _____ ~._._" ___ . ___ • __ ~ 
r~~'C'"'=~"--:C~"'7:~-""'-""":""""C'7: :',.....,.... " 
! 
If . ':·41.:. ::) .',".'" 
..... ":!-' ... 
DATE 21 OCi 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO! 1) • -6.179 BETAO ! 4) • 2.09B 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 










.. 798 -.0716 
ALPHAO( I 1 • -6.167 BETAO ( 51 • '+.163 
SECTION ilRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















;.... .... ~~ ___ .i_. _' ,,;...--..i. ....... w_~ .... <.d.~.-'._,~;.~ . ..........:...: ~.~:,' ,~~.~_ .• c.,~,._~ .• _ . ."...... ; .• _ .. ,~ .. " _ •. ..>-.. ~ ,~_X" .• -'.~:_ 





.... c ........ _ ..... ,,_ ...... _ ..... __ .. _ .......... ". ___ ~"'~ _____ -=~~.~ .. _._.~".c._~..-J 
r---:;,~:::-~""'~~~1";'~'~~~':"" 'T7"7-~,,,<,,:~., •• :~ 
't" ' 
r ' . 




DATE; 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 2)· -4.143 
IASIA - PRESSURE; SOURCE; DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WINO TOP 
SETAO ( I)· -6.157 
SECTION )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CI-I 

















ALPHAO( 21 .. -4.132 SETAO ( 21 • -4.105 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP OE;PENOENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BH .2350 .3640 
XICI-I 
















! .798 -.117't 











L_~~o .. o'_'~_'.'o.~'.". , .. ,,0,., .0, .• ", ..• "0 1 J •• 0 •••.• ~,_ •••••. c .. c"·_"~ __ .-' .... ;_~.~ .. 'u-'~._. __ ,_,~ __ .. " ....... ~ .. ~-'-.~_. __ ~:-.._,_.~ .... u~ 
~"--".",,,,~~. ~" ... ~. """'-~'"''''''~-'---:'-"'''7..,.-' .. 
f . 
II::::::.: 
.._ ... ---, 
,_,C.-,-,""-->o.,_",,_,.,_, .......... ,,~. ""'.:.rn;t:.':":::'::~>'.:;:;;:;::::'::~:- ..:.:.:.:~;;;;;::"c.....", 
--.:-~-.. .,--.--
~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 1999 
ALPHAOC 21· -4.101 SETAO ( 3) • 
SECTION ( \IRIOHT WINO TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





• 113 -.3006 
.163 .2383 







.727 . 1467 
.793 .2477 
.798 -.0905 
ALPHAO( 2) - -4.075 BETAO C 4) • 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/SI-l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















I~ ,.' ,:,,:', . ,. 
~.i..;:;~";';""_'':::'''-''L . .......,:.,.L~.:i..: •• V1:. •• ~"_..:.~_t'L.~'-~' •.. , .~ •• ~.,..~ ••• ~... .'" :;,. __ . __ ~. :.,_ ~_._ .:_:,. 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL UNSEALDI RT. WINO TOP 
.017 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
4.131 










, ~ ... "'''_'~''''''''''''''''''''''_''''~''''' __ '_'''_~'_''''A''~~_~«.L~. __ ~. __ . ___ ~_ •.. , ..• ~ . 
r-· .~. -, ~""'~:,,~'::r~:r"""",:,"\'""'~."""~:---·"":c-"'·~-r·"·-"--;:~ ; . 
~,. 










ALPHAO( 2) .. -4.067 SETAO ( 5) .. 
SECTION ()RIGHT \.lING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAOl 3) .. -2.045 BETAO ( I) .. 
SECTION t 11RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 



















, ••• > __ ._" .. ,.>: ... __ ,," ... _:,,,,-:..,~.-,---~...:.~,_ ....:.... .. ,_;;..,;.~"2 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP 
6.191 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.165 



















DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALOI RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 3) • -2.031i SETAO ( 21 • -2.072 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X1CW 

















ALPHAOC 3) • -1.993 8ETAO ( 31 • 2.059 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















,..;._ •• : .• ....:_~._~.:_ ... __ ,. :."....:m" ... '.~"..:...l;<a;.~:~.~. ~._ .. __ .~,,_ ;",-~~ .• ___ ,. -.1.""":'" • ' •• ' 















. __ ~.~, ___ . ____ J 
~~~'~".,.._~ __ '~. '_~T""'_"_"" 
, . , 
! ~:' -, " ... :' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
i"""~~'~';".":"'-o.~"",,- ...... _ •.... _." ..• ____ ,l.". .• ~L.~""·_'·"' ..... _ ._.~ 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lASt LVAPtELHL UNSEALO) RT. WING TOP 
6.163 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.173 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
---_.--, 






•. &.~ .. "" ... ~. __ ... ___ .• ~ .... ___ ~,_._._.~ _____ ~_~ __ -'-c_.. _. __ ,~_~-~ 






.. "'" , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 41 .. .055 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
8ETAO ( 2)· -4.122 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 41 .. . 063 8ETAO ( 3) .. -.022 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
'1'/9'·: .2350 .3640 
X/CW 






























~ ...... .:.t'-~A!.->k~t...Il....-.. :"-:"'i~.~"':"": .. .., ...... ~~"""'- __ ~_,:....:...;.".,""",,,,,,,,: __ «._,,,:._ .~_ .. .f. •. ...::. ......... : •. -',;.::..< .. ,: .. - .' ........... , _. , ... c .• ~. ,,_ ....... _ ...... _.,,_. __ '-,~_ .... _,._.~";" .. __ ~.,_~~'-""',_._L~~_ .. _~ __ ", .. ____ . _____ ~ .......... j 
~."r~"~"~'~. ·~~r",~~"'"""),\~"-'~---:.··"r-· '(;j 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lAB! LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING TOP (RETR091 
ALPHAO( Itl • .079 8ETAO ( 4) .. 








































ALPHAO( 4) .. 
.086 8ETAO ( 5) .. 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
vIew .2350 .3640 
X/CW 






















', •• !;:;~,y 
4.095 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.161 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
L-,.:._c~, .. ,:..., .. ,." .. _"'~==:':=':"~ .. ~;,~~_.~,._.", _, "." , .,." .. "'C,.,~ffl';:'"' .. ... ,~ ... ; .-".:, .' '";~,."_." .;_".,~, ~ ...... '" ,~,.~,_,:_,_~,."-__ ._, •• _., ........ ,_~~ .. .L ............. ______ •• 
PAGE 2004 
;'t..;;.; 
.""---_.o-_. ____ • ___ .~~ __ ~ ..... ___ .. ~_ ........... -.........:.l .. ~ __ _ 
~. \\.--)r" ----, 








, ,,,,,,,":".".~l.ut:;.:.;.:.:::.;.:..-~"~ :::;:;::.::::.::.-~~ ~:::: ,::::- .~::. •. :-"::;..~. :"'-~L"::-;:::::"":"':-._~. _ .~ •. , -:~:~:: .. ::: '::-::::;:-':":;::::"'~':::l 
t --- ---.~-~~-
OATE 21 ocr 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 200!5 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WINO TOP (RETR09) 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.173 8ETAQ (I I II -6.160 
SECTION IIRIOHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 5) '" 2.175 8ETAO ( 2) • -2.076 
SECTION I)RIGHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















t_~, _~ _~. ~. __ ._,~.~~~ ... _, >_~c ~._ -. ._. .~.-->~~.~< .... :~-.. ,,- ~.:,~-
I 
----J 
-'~,-..... -.-... ~-.-,,- ... _.--'---_._---_ .... _."--... ",,:: .- -----------.~-~j 
p~r~~··~~··~~--li~-"""" . ,.. .~: ... :?,~"."'!",,;~~ .. ,<.,~.--.-p ,.,..,,--
r 
r t-_, 
DAT.E 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
'~~. ----r----, 
?AOE 200B i •. .--..,.:;!' __ .. ______ 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALDl RT. WINO TOP (RETRo::n 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2 .. 187 SETAO ( 3) " 2.048 
SECTION llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 ~ 
X/CW 
.000 -.1254 -.1072 
.010 -.0892 
.020 -.0480 ',-,,~ 














ALPHAO( 51 II 2.192 8ETAO ( 4) .. 6.163 
SECTION ( tlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





.113 - .. 09134 
.163 .1209 















, 'irt·~" I 
·-,i; ... ,.,.,.,.u_-"l.....:. .• ~, ._~~.:, .. ~<>....: ••.• ,,; ~ .. ;:, ........ ~~-:....: • ...,.;. -""" l.u.' ' ~"~" • .,.-'--~,: ->-!. , , __ . _ .• _ ~,. ____ , •• _ .. ,,~ .•• ", .. __ • -t· . ...:. _""~.,_ - "_ .c" .. '-' ... ' .~.,._. "~.~_~,_. _____ . ;''". 
i 






DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. ~ING TOP 
ALPHAO( 6) • 
SECTION 
Y/B~l 






































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-;'-, 
ALPHAO( 6) '" 4.249 BETAO ( 2)· -4.095 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT ~ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/C~ 





















B~~ fi ~ 
~ ..... 










.. ,_ .. _.~._.L_. .._~._.=.,_ ,~~ ___ .. """:_ •• "-'_-'-__ . ___ ..•. ~,_~u._~_,.J 





DATE 21 OCT 75 
': ;:;:: :;::c .. c c;; 'C:'. "' .. " .. ,,,." .. , ••. , .•.• , 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALO) RT. WINO TOP 










































ALPHAO( 6) .. 4.256 8ETAO ( 4) '" 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















t".;.~",.;."~ ... c.." .. ;:, .. ; ~.: .. c_ .,L'e • ... '.'.' 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
4,108 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
' .. '.-~ .. ~ 


















r'·,....,..'·'·-~"·· . -, ... -.""..,...~~....,. .•... ~.:.y.~~::. ", .. -""'C'. 
[['. :~::,~!' ,'"::;;:-r:'~~':::: .-:!~;"; -
f.,! ..... "e'-~ 







ALPHAO! 6) • 4.255 BETAO-'('~5) = 
SECTION l)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/81-1 .2350 .36'+0 
X/CI-I 

















ALPHAO( 7) • 6.369 BETAO [ I) • 
SECTION [ IIRIGHT W!NG TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 

















,~",,,,~,",,,\':" .... ~.1 ...... _~ _."> .~ "' . .'.-'~""L.~_ ," .",-.~,:._",",-- _, ~_' .-J"U. ',w.."'-'_,,~ 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP[ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP 
6.174 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-'+.073 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
(' ...... .,_ ... _......, 
, 









•• -> _..' .... ,~ ••• __ .,., ... , •• ~.~.>. ,"'·.,,~~ .. _ .. _u.c~.,"" .. _ .. ,~ .. _., ..• _ ...... >L. __ .....:._~ 
""~~-'"-7-"~" "~" "::--"-""-~'"--"-.""-"~--"-." 
~ ~ 
.-----~ ".~ 
l.... ....... -_.,-__ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2010 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WINO TOP (RETR09) 
ALPHAO( 7) ,. 6.370 SETAO ( 2) " -2.035 
SECTION llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
,---v 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















ALPHAO( 71 ,. 6.369 8ETAO ( 3) • .015 
SECTLON ( \)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
)(/CW 










.247 -.2417 , 
.390 -.3493 j 
.42,9 .0147 
",-






































DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2011 ---~" 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING TOP (RETROS) 
ALPHAO! 7) • 6.366 BEtAO ( 4) • 2.074 
SECTION I1RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 71 ... 6.365 8ETAO ( 5) • 4.127 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















.. 798 -.1257 
. ~U~"" ... oid.o"':""~.:a-&I>."~..h" •. b,",~~::'~",-"'-;";""":~~'-';~.' __ '_ .. -'~ _._ ...... _ .. ..l...~ ...... __ .'.~. __ c, .•• _ •••• ___ ~.~_._" ~~ •• ~'t -."--_.'_ ...• _-'~,._ 
, . J-"-' 
_~.~_. __ .• ~. __ ~~_._ •. __ ~ ~ __ ...l<...~""",-"""".,.~.~ ..... ~.""""':. __ a.-, ............ ~ .................. :'-- ........... ,, ____ • ' 
r~"""""~"",:'''''-:' ~-.--..~~~~ .. ~-" .... ~~~-:-... ~,,~--
r' ~, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




BETAO l I) u .019 ALPHAO( 1) • 
SECTION llRIGHT ~[NO TOP 
Y/B~ .235p .3640 
X/C~ 

















BETAO { II ,. . 001 ALPHAO( 21 .. 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT ~[NG TOP 
Y/B\ol .2350 .3640 
X/CW 














ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.200 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.091 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 





















~ __ , 2--. 
-
~.--
~ ~-~ I 
.. -.. -.... .. ... -.~ .. -.. -.--~- .. . _ .. _.. ------j 
[;;~';'~r':. 
t 
1 0° ;,; ~, 
~~ 
~~ 
~ 'b~ ~ ~~ ~'fj) 
H 
,,::::;:..:::.-~,.-':.t-:':':':::~:::"'''::~-:~:'::...::'::.:::;~~:':~:.-:::-::::-::':::'::'::::."':':":::::="':'~.;1~·~;::...";:::;,;.::::.J~::::;::r~.:::..:~;;''t:t~=-~j:>;:;?~~;':;'''~~~·~·~··.: •• u $;'- at4!l . a:etJJJi"i"iiil$ -'''!IJ! Mil ~d'ml'" ~ '~-..-,.,-.-.-~"'-~ 
~.~,,!, 
, .,. ,~. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCtl-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( I I • .001 ALPHAO( 21· -4.091 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






BETAO ( 11 • -.016 ALPHAO( 31 • -2.000 
SECTION ( IlRlGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















BE TAO ( I) • -.022 ALPHAO{ 4) • .OB5 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















~~ ... ~",,~.,,-,~., .• ~ .... .t.:..~~'.~"':"_'-''''"''--'';~_''_;''''-'" '.'.<,::.,.., .~_v_ ~:~ .. _"~. __ O'. •.. ,;oj) .... _ .•.•. _ ........ _ .. _ ••. ~_,~_. _...;..., ....... "' .... :.~ ____ .,_._~ __ . __ ... _ .... _.~.~~ 
r:"""""""'~--';">c:"C'_"-"T',,"'~-"'" 
f<.: 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHl SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
SETAO ( 1) • -.022 ALPHA a ( 4) z .OB5 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











BETAO ( I) • -.019 ALPHAO( 5) .. 2.189 
SECTION I IRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/Bw .2350 .3640 
X/CW 






I .\63 .1271 .2413 -.0944 
.247 -.2264 I .390 -.2765 .1t29 -.0036 
I .547 -.0693 .637 -.0734 .63B -.,269'1 
















'.'. ,-, --,- J 
_ .. ~ ..••.••.•.•. c .•....••........• ~] 
r:"'~~" :' ,.."::- " ... ~,." ~"·'CC~~·~"""-
Iti'::: .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDl RT. WING TOP 
8ETAO ( 11 • -.014 ALPHAO( 51 • 4.274 
SECTION I)RlOHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















8ETAO ( 1) .001 ALPHAO( 7) .. 5.376 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 













i .429 .0121 
I .547 -.1128 
B .537 -.2778 













. ... ... . ..... ~ .. ~._._ .. ~.~_~___ .. . / ..J 
r~-~' "7 0 "'" 
,. 
;. .. " 
~. 
DATE e! OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2016 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP tRETRll ) [ :7 OCT 75 
REFERENCE DATA 










ALPHAO( II .. -6.258 8ETAO ( I) .. 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 1) '" -6.244 8ETAO ( 2) .. 
SECTION IJRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 













976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.078 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-2.027 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 

























~~.' -'~_~"-""''''~~''~'':~'-''7''''"-''' (". ' 
-.~- -, 
mr:::r. 
"--~-. ., -,- .. --
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2017' 
-, ------.r 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDl RT. WING TOP (RETRIll 
ALPHAO( \). -6.244 8ETAO ( 2) ~ -2.027 
SECTION ( lJRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 




'. . .793 .2562 
.798 -.0170 
ALPHAO( I) • -6.209 8ETAO ( 3) '" .049 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( I) -6.193 8ETAO ( '+) • 2.11'+ 
SECTiON ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.1126 -.2150 • 
l .010 
-.1066 





.113 -.1899 I 
~ .163 .1348 I, 






~..d!.tGio""~;':"_..i'""";~:.~.....o..cl.:" ... ~ ..... _,~2:"",;:,",:,,,",.~,:.!:.:...:....:- ].~ _.:......- ... ,.';';'o.;;..::.; •• .:..._! ... ,:..:..:.:,_~ .• ~._ ~~.,,~_._.,,--, .. ~_ ... ""_,~l.~_,,_._, .. L_ ... ,.< • • .~_._~ •• ...o..... ~~_,_ ;,.. __ •. __ L."._.,",.L .•• _.=..~ _ ~.~~. __ •. '"', ........... _._""'-.',--.-....:.: ~ .......... __ ~._.~._ .. i:._:_ .. ~.,'""'_~.~ ... _.~~-"_,"-.• _ •.. ______ .~ 
~"!";.1;:-~~:·:';.~~~1_1~~:·'~~--~·"'':"";",~·~.,·~~-,";·" ".' ~n '-:";' ;""-:",~.,..-!<;-,~ ~J/ 
DUE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( I) • -6.193 BE·TAO ( 4) • 
SECTION [ I)RIGHT WING TOP 











ALPHAO( I) -6.181 8ETAC' ( 5) = 
SECTION I)R1GHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 



















ARCII-OI9 IASI LVAP{ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
2.114 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
4.175 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAGE 2018 
tRETRIII 
~.-.. . -". .'.' 
L.--:._%",~.~.~ ...!w.--.:. __ ._~~ ...... ""~.~---.: ............ ~~.....:.._~ ..... "~ •. ..:..-..:.,-,, .:,.L~ __ ., __ .• "'--_J~.~-'_,_''''~~'''''-' .. ~ __ "''~~~'~ __ '._":.._ '~ __ .~. __ ,_ ••• .,:;_i.~_~~~ ........... ", ___ • 














_~"7:~':C~~C-''r''''"'--"~'C-'~~'''~~'''''""'"''C'-' , r .,,',\ ' 
~" AI,·"" .. , ;,,~'!.-!.";,,~.-:.;,:;~. --:;;:.;::;.;~'-"',"'" h."+ .. "~ , .. , • ,. 
';-~- ."" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 2)· -4.161 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELhL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
SETAO ( I) c -6.152 








































-4.149 BETAO ( 2)· -4.101 






















































.. ~'. .~~, ',: 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE_ SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO ( 2_) • -4.119 BETAD ( 3) .. .013 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/8W .2350 .38'+0 
X/CW 
.000 -.10'+5 -.1407 
















ALPHAO( 2) -4.090 BE TAO ( 41 .. 4.141 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .36'+0 
X/Cl-l 




























__ ~_.,,_~,_.C_-_L._~ ...... ____ ,..c:"" ~.: _____ . ____ ~_~~ __________ ... _ ~ ___ ... _ .• ..: __ ,J 
.:::::·';'.!Z'~::..~ .•• ,) ... ":"",,,,;z. ."::', .... ~>~,,;::~""; .... .:~;rt\"~ ':.;.::.-;;.::. 
Jr -'--.---.--.-~ 
' ... "",,"~ 
.. -... -.......-----
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2021 -----,,, 
ARCli-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRIII 
ALPHAO( 21 .. -4;088 BETAe ( ~l .. 6.203 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/Eiw .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) -2.044 8ETAO ( 1) .. -6.169 
SECTION { 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/81-l :2350 .3640 
X/Cl~ 





.1 \.3 -.3485 
.163 .0807 
0 0 .246 -.0198 .~~ .247 -.2017 
.390 -.1130 ~~ .429 -.0537 .5't7 -.0394 








0._ ..:...,_""~.;",,:..,,,:,!.....:_ ..... ,. ~.~'.;"_""'~~~""_:':'l",~-'--.J..''''''''''~ '._L':'~".d'':';'''.'~: ~"::.,,~ . '.,"-L~_ :." ,.~~.:.,;. 
1 
. __ •.. ___ ._ .• _" __ "_ .• ,_ . __ "" .......... ' __ ~_k'___' ___ , •.• '- ____ .. , ......... ~. _ .• __ ~c~~. __ • __ • ___ ~_J 




DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2022 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP CRETRII) 
AlPHAO( 3) • -2.029 SETAO ( 2) .. -2.075 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) -2.008 8ETAO ( 3) " 2.060 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





















~ ~~ __ l 
. , 
,;,,~..c~~ -:.;.....::.;.'.:.... ~:'"';,._ ... ,'~.: .... :~'.;~~::..": ... _ .... :; __ .: ... c-• ....:~"~,~<.:.::::. .... ...:.>.~. ..L._.'i...·, : __ ._ •. ~~_,"" .. ,i....~:,",,~~~: " •. _, ,-,-'. -:" .• ~_ .: .• _._~,; _ .. __ ~ .,'. ~,~~,"". ___ ._'----- •• ___ ;._,,",~,,,,,,',J~ _J 
~..,' "":",,"",,, ... ,,;~.,..,~:-,.,,~~r""F'_· ,~ -f~<,· '(-'.~:,"",,-7I" ._ .... __ ....... , 
"':::: ... 
...~-,,----
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2023 
ALPHAO( 3) • -1.995 BETAO ( 4) ,. 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP 
'f/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 4) .. .066 BETAO ( I) • 
SECTION )RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BI-l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 







I ; .246 -.0215 
i 
.247 -.2313 I .390 -.1289 













ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRtt) 
6.179 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.174 













:' ........ ~/ ~ 
lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION DATE 2.1 OCT 75 PAGE 202"+ 
---~_">i 
ARCtI-019 IA8l LVAPtELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP tRETR11) 
ALPHAO( ~) • .072 8ETAO ( 2) D -~.t24 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36~0 
X/CW 















.793 • t~29 
.798 -.09~4 
ALPHAQ( 4) = . 075 8ETAO ( 31 .. -.018 
SECTION I )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
XICW 



















i,~ ~..;iti«'~,~;:';",_,~"",,~~""'~.J6..u:...:...,";",,,--... ~,-~~, ..... L":"':"',.,,"~~ '~.:' .': '~~~':;~~':'.!"~~K:.;..!....' ,,,;L,.~~,J,,-,,~5.~' 1,'"'.,.,;:..,:..li:..:.:....~Ll..i. ... ~_.~ .. -~~-'-,',~~,, __ •. 
--"I 
, .. _.~ ...... " .. ~.~. __ , .•.. ,.~ .. ,~~_ . . " •. _~ .. "'M .... ~ .. ~~ .... ..;;~. ___ .~.,.,~ .. _ .. _~.~ ____ .~ 
rr;"'::·~'·.-·'··""'·'"'·:';·"'C_'~'~T~'~'-"'" .. , 
.1'" ....... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
ALPHAO( 4) • .088 BETAO ( 4) .. 4.105 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 4) .. • 092 8ETAO ( 5) .. 6.164 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
xrcJ.l 






r .\63 .0922 
[ .246 -,0623 .247 -.1209 
.390 -.2300 
'I: .429 -.0835 






~:"""""";_"':""'.";_:~":'~:'l,~~i<.~<-_-"''';'""--,-~\_~l~.-~ .. :_:,;;,,-,,. '. _~,-'z __ ....:. ." ,_.,._:,:,,,~'., 
,~o ~I :s/ 
.0 -l~~ § " tJ 
_,",_",,~ ...... _.,.o.-._'''-~"_'''' '~.''''"''''_-''_,",,_L;''v>'''':<'''''''''':''=1o...~~;;;\1''~::'':::::::;::;::::::::::-'::::-':''~;;:;:;;;;'·~~''..<:::I~~· -.... --~~.~ 
(RETRII) 
PAGE 2025 




..• '" .. _ .• ~,~_~ __ .~. __ .~" __ .c. __ •••• _.~_J 
""""'~-'~.'-="'.'-'. ;"""~"'~~"''''''''''''''''''''':''''C'''C<' f7 
DATE 2.1 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 5) ., t. 116 BETAO ( I) • 
-6.171 
SECTION I)R1GHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 







.04 I -.3573 

















ALPHAO( 5) '" 1.120 8ETAO ( 2) n 
-2.081 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/Ci-! 























[~'",""~~ . ..!<.~."-'L',"L"~"'L"":'~'~"_"""OC:"" .. ~ .. ,.;." .. ""'"".; " "-- .~...... . .. ; .. . ~._.CcLc .. · c ... " «.. ' .. ~ , 
IRETRll) 
...... ,. ~-~-.. ~~ ..... -~ .... - .. -~ .. ~ .. -.. ,~ 
PAGE 2t'26 
, • ..J. ........... ....,.~~~_ ......... ~,.,,~ •• _ 
r-~- .. ..,-· --
I 
;.--..;W....~_~ .! 




r".""--"C"-"'~C" -· __ .. _~-_,_,, __ c.~· __ _ 
,.::. il: 
---~ .. ~ 
~~'~'" ~'-- -~~- ... -.---
OATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2027 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RI. WING TOP (RETRII) 
ALPHAO( 5) • 1.132 BET AD ( 3) • 2.044 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 5) =- I • 141 BETAO (4) .. 6.158 
SECTION ( IlR1GHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















f:: .-'. '" . . .' . 
L.)~.;;.,....~_,.~, .... _~,"._" . .>' •. :...~,-.~ .. j;'~_"-l.I...:...:...l.~~L_":;';":".'_~:"':'_:' o •• -,_.~.,._. 
1 ---'-~-----' ---.-,.--~,--.-.. - .. ---.. ~. - ---- -.--.. --- .. -- ---~-.-~ 





DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lAB! LVAP(CLHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 6) • 3.217 BETAO ( I) - -6.163 
SECTION tlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/al-! .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) .. 3.218 8ETAO ( 2) • -4.114 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8w .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















l~~.",,, .. "",t~.'':'':-'·h'' .. '_~""._""'."-=.~'",~ .. '~:";" -' < 
-, 






























DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP!ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 6) • 3.223 SETAO ( 3) ,. -.012 
SECTION IIRIOHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CI-l 





. I 13 -.2636 
.163 .0043 
.246 -.1251 









ALPHAO( 61 '" 3.229 BETAO ( 'tl - 4.104 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
YIBW .2350 .3540 
X/CW 



















~~"'""""'_,.",;.,._;;~~d;~~~.,...~.,.'"" .• ~ ....... ..2.:..J"'_._~ .... ~_,~ ,' __ ,1. _ .•.. '"~,~-L.... ......... ;.".,.~'_,_.:;" •. ~.:....... .... __ ;_~ .. '-_.:. __ ._ ".,";1.-"-: _~.J.. 
(RETRII) 
PAOE 2029 





" ... .-...... 
i 





DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 6) .. 3.22B BETAO ( 5) .. 6.167 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/Sw .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 7) .. 5.320 SETAO ( 1) IS -4.097 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W . 235D .36'+0 
X/CW 



















~U' I " • 
















,..-·· .. ~·~i 
I 
._._ ... _._ ••.•..•...• ~ ...• , ff,".c .. __ .~"'_ .. ~ .... _.L~_~"_._,,; __ ..... ~_-L_._~ __ J 
F'"'7~~'~'-'T "7'~"'":""~'''''-''''7' 
~. 
- .......... ""-"-""IIiI 
~::':--:i< 
-----... ",.--+---
DATE 21 OCT 75 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2031 










ALPHAO( 71 • '5.323 SETAO ( 2) .. 
SECTION 1 lRIGHT 'WING TOP 
Y/ew .2350 . 36110 
X/CW 




.04 I -.2541 











.798 -T 1478 
ALPHAO( 7) 5.320 SETAO ( 31 • 
SECTION 1) RIGHT I-HNG TOP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 







.2'l6 -. ~571 
.2'l7 -.1752 










DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.002 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 










••.. _ •• ;---= __ , .. _ ..• ,...,~.: _~'" ",". _.~_ .. '-~~~~ . ..:. ..• ~ •• ~.~. ' ..• ~,:~.'---'--........... l_, ......... k_ •• ~ •• ~ ........ ":t..IIo..~,.~_,-'-.o!it~....:;:......-.... ..... _,.....~ ................... ~"'_ .. '- Y",-,~,""-~",,-••• __ ~~t~ 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA91A - PRESSURE SOURCe: DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2032 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP !RETRlll 
ALPHAO( 71 • 5.323 8ETAO ( 4) • 2.067 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/C\ol 

















ALPHAO( 71 5.325 8ETAO ( 5) ... 4.125 
SECTION ('I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARJAeLE CP 
V/8W .2353 .3640 
:1 X/C\.I 
























,." ." .. "' .. ""'~"'_ ., .. "~...., .. '"_ ... "~~ .. "'" ... "",." .. ~. _~" __ ~ _____ ~ _~:~J 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI RT. WING TOP !RETRI2l 
PAGE 2033 






SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREf • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( I) ~ -6.305 BETAO ( 11· -4.079 
SECT-ION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LECP 
Y/BW .2350 .36'+0 
XICW 

















ALPHAO ( I l ,. -6.288 BETAO ( 2) • -2.026 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
XICW 












.637 .0368 \~ 
-·tti 
















,"._., ___ .• ~"~~~._.:.._.~ ... _""':._ ..... ~", .• ~~~;. __ """"::~~...o.:.:::"".~':":"""'_, __ •.• "'-"--"'_~.~_.~.~_~._.~ .. " __ .. _ ~' . ..:'__.,..._.--.....: _ __W._.... . • 
ii"'~" ~~'~" ..... ,.._~.~7-fi .. 1'?.....--_':· 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8IA - PRESSIJRE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( I) • -6.288 SETAO ( 2) • -2.026 
SECilON I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






ALPHAO{ I) ~£l.273 SETAO ( 3) '" .028 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW . .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 1) • -6.241 BETAO ( 'i) • 2.117 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 










• __ ._.~. -<...w.:;;. ..... ~_..;~L ,-.~~ .• L.:....~.:.~n_';;"<'b,."'::1.\_<_:_';1:_ , ...•. --'._.,>:,., ': .•.. _ .. : __ 
PAGE 2034 
!RETRI2) 


























~=~~~~~~~=~R%~~= ~==~~~~3~~=:~=~~~~~~~_m .~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARClI-019 IABl LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( I) .. -6.241 BETAO ( 4) .. 2.117 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAO( I) -6.229 SETAO ( 5) .. 4.174 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CI-I 














































DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
ALPHAO( 2) .. -4.\92 BETAO ( I) .. -6.158 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 















.793 • 179lf 
.798 -.0370 
ALPHAO( 21 ., -4.180 8ETM ( 2l ,. -4.103 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
























--.; l -'~-I 
I , 
\~ 
,_. ~ .... ~,. ___ .;.. • .:. •. ,. __ , __ " ... "'"'-:...>..,~ ........ _ _ ~ •. ,.,",_.C..... ~._ /r_ . ., __ ~




~ ".. .. 
"", 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
~,"--
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 























-'+.157 SETAO ( 3) • 




















DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
ALPHAO( 2): -'+.13'+ SETAO ( 41 " 4.138 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABl~ CP 
Y/SW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 


























-.~ .. - Ii 
I 









DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 2) • -4,123 SETAO ( 5) " 6.209 
SECTION 1)R1GHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) '" -2.103 BETAO ( 1) ,. -6.173 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
'I'/B14 .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
















































DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 3) • -2.089 BETAO ( 2) .. -2.072 
SECTION 11RIGHT ~ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) .. -2.053 sETAO ( 3) • 2.068 
SECTlON ( ,1RIGHT HING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 






















_~T_ ... ""_' __ 
J j 
1 j 





., .............. ,,1-.. __ ......... _ .... , .. .."'- . . .. ~.j 
,- ~<~"\r- -'-~ 
!:',.-: 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TASULATION PAQ!;; 204() o.--~~-_",~.----
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR12) 
ALPHAO( 3) • -2.0:54 BETAO ( 4) • 6.180 
SECTION IIRIOHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 41 '" • 003 BETAO ( 1) .. -6.1BO 
SECT roN IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




















I l~·l;", L .' , J I ~~~;""Jw~';'~:"""Iw..i":'tia~; • .k..-;."",,,,:...-<,,~,;;"~,l;~M'';....~-_':''''~~;;'':'''';_.i ....• ...; ... ~~~:~ ... '-.'l;:_,~·."'.:<" .. ...;""'-;"_.i......,~.L .• '-• ..;.:.··_".~,,. _". .~" __ ._~_._.~ . .'~~ ~._~-=-" ... :~'"""--- ............. ..:....,,_~.,~~~"~~--......._:~~_ ... <~.~~_ .. __ ......... _~ 











DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION ! 
I 
I ALPHAO( It} • .006 
ARCtl-019 IABl LVAP[ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( 2)· -~.126 
SECTiON llRlGHT ~ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 






! .163 .0257 .246 -.0608 .247 -.2144 
i .390 -.1615 
I .429 -.0871 .547 -.0651 .637 -.1727 
I 
.638 -.1690 l .727 -.1829 .79'3 .1147 .798 -.0595 ALPHAO[ 4) • .015 SETAO [ 3) • -.027 
! 
l SECTION ! lRIGHT WING TOP Y/BJ..I .2350 .3640 
f 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/C\-I 










:,,'71 .4-29 -.0867 l'~t-J, '?4 .. 547 -.0759 
J '::;) .637 -.2721 
, ~qj "'~ .638 -.1813 01;- \ 
.727 -.2085 0'7 
.793 .0628 ~~ 
.798 -.0703 
i!Q\"t) C%, ~~ ~A ~'tP 
~~ .. , 
~~~ ........ ,.,u.~L~ .... ~~ .• ~~'J.I.~"',,_.:."':~C:,"~~;".':""_:"'-'~_.....,-..oo.l.'"O-' 
PAGE 2041 
(RETR12) 










. ",~.,_,._ ... _~_ .~~~~ .... __ .• ~... .~ ~ ....... ~c. _" .. ~ .. ~. ~ .c''L_ ..... ~, ......... _ .•. , ~, .. ~.~ __ " .. ".~ .. _ .. _.,.~ 
"'-·'~·::-"·"··'--C·'~~··-~·''';~'''··'C·~-:-'·"'··- -. .- '~f)- " . - .. ~--~-, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2042 r'-=_ ...... .. 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI2) 
ALPHAO ( In .. . 024 BETAO ( 4) .. 4. IDS 
SECTION IIRIOHT ~lNO TOP OEPEND~NT V.ARIABLE CP 
V/SW .2350 .3640 
-'"---.r 
X/CW 














i .638 - .1771 
t .727 -.215'+ 
1 
.793 -.1602 I .798 -.1153 
f ALPHAO( 4) ... • 038 
SETAO ( 51 .. 6.165 
I SECTION \)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




.041 . -.0105 
.113 -.1072 
I .163 .0813 .246 -.0559 .247 -.0652 
.! .390 -.1863 
:i .429 -.0528 , 
.547 -,036'+ ~ ~ 




f .727 -.2129 
I .793 -.2011 
! .798 -.1433 
I 
:1 





I J !""'_ ...... 
~ -.. -.-.,. ,.-
'?}<o,~,""~:1-"'-';'"':""~-t.... <""_'L~~"'<'-"'d"''''>''->:~~:~'~'''''~;'~~I..>''_'!' ~._ .,_" .. _ •• '.~.~ .... '~ .~ .. ::~._;,.,':'_.:,,~._ •.. ~_ : ..... " .••.• ~.; ... ___ ._,_"' . 
I 
......... cc .~... c.. __ ~_L ... ~_":. ___ .;;". __ • __ ._ .. _ .. ~._ .. _,~_ .... _~ __ .~ 
~::. 
;:';c-. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO[ 5) • 2.130 8ETAO [ I) .. 
SECTION I)RIOHT WINO TOP 
Y/BI-I .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO[ 5) ,. 2.133 BETAO [ 2) " 
SECTION [ I)RIGHT WINO TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
















.. 798 -.0884 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP[ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
-6.171 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-2.078 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
'·'·-'~~I..:A.:.J~.u .... ~. __ :..t.' ... ,'.{,,; •• ~, _,~ ....... i:..-_ ... _....t~--->_~.'.'O_ ~,. _~~.;._.""._ ~.!. 
__ '"' .~~_~_ ..... ___ ~n~~~~;:'~""!;J' i1:. t.$*jl.L_ttEi~~$.~* -~'~---".-' 
PAOE 2043 
IRETRI2) 













'I " i 
I 
i 
. ........ ~ ... ---~ ..._=] 
~:~_-"' , T'-;--'-~""-~","~"_-'~P , 
r 
! 
I DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
l ,. ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 5) .. 2.141 SETAO ( 3l ., 2.056 
SECTION IlR!GHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 5) 2.152 SETAO ( 4) " 6.169 
SECTION ( I)R1GHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
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DATE 2'1 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-0IS IA81 LVAPlELHL SEALEDl RT. WING TOP 
AlPHAO( 6) • 4.219 SETAO ( 11 • -6.158 
SECTION ( IlRtGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARtASLE CP 
Y/BI--I .2350 .36,+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) - 4.218 SETAO ( 2) • -4.108 
SECTION IJRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Yl8W .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAO( 6) .. 4.224 BETAO ( 3) • -.013 
; 
i' 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/S\-l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 















.793 -. i466 
.798 -.1556 
ALPHAO( 6) • 4.226 BETAO ( 4) .. 
SECTION l)RIGHT ~lNG TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 6) • '+.2IB SETAO ( 5) • 6.193 
SECTION 'l)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW _2350. .3640 
X/CW 





I .113 -.1374 .163 -.0111 
l .246 -.1210 .247 -.0698 
f .390 -.2485 
I .429 -.0886 
I .547 -.0605 .637 -.3395 .638 -.2090 .727 -.2537 
t .793 -.2543 .798 -.2448 
l 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.323 BETAO ( 1) • -It.082 
'SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALEDl RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAOI 71 • 6.327 8ETAO ( 21 .. -2.045 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8w .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 71 .. 6.326 SETAO ( 3) • .008 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 










.. 429 -.1017 
.547 -.0940 
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DATE 21 OCT 7~ IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2049 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED1 RT. WING TOP {RETR121 
ALPHAO( 71 • 6.323 BETAO ( If1 • 2.079 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT- WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BI-l .2350 .3640 ~--
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 71 1& 6.317 BETAO ( 51 • 4.142 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BI-l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




~~ .041 -.llfI3 .113 -.1821 
."s .163 ~.0858 ~~ .246 -.1592 . 247 -.0858 . .390 -.2831 .429 -.1206 
€." 
.547 -.1024 
.637 -.3708 ~~ .638 -.21+32 .727 -.2856 ~: .793 -.2797 '" .798 -.2538 
~-l 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 205~ --~----.. . .", ..... --
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRt3) 17 eCT 7'5 
REF"ERENCE DATA 
SREF - 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REF ,. 1.297.0000 INCHES 




ALPHAO( I) -6.055 SETAO ( 1 J • 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) • -4.020 BETAO ( Il • 
SECTION IJRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 














L' • ~> -" .... -.-,,' ! .• .' ~"--., .... , .. ".-.~.,..... .., .. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-.005 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.064 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 1 A81 A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION ' 
,. 
I I, 
ALPHAO( 2) • -4.020 8ETAO ( I) • 
SECTION. ( 1 )RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .235n .3640 
X/CW 
.638 -.217'+ 
.727 -. 1'+62 
.793 -.0335 
.798 -.3287 
ALPHAOI 2) • -3.985 SETAO I 2) • 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
XICW 

















ALPHAO( 2) • -3.974 SETAO ( 3) • 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 








'. __ :. ,....:.. ... :_:......,.:...::.. .. ~,.J:L~,. 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) 
-'+.06'+ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.001 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
4.077 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.. ,,., 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 2) • -3,974 BETAO ( 3) .. 4.077 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT ~ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 











ALPHAO( 3) .. . 096 BETAO ( I) .. -6.101 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
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lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2053 DATE 21 OCT 75 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP IRETRI3) 
ALPHAOI 3) • .098 SETAO I 2)· -4.070 
SECTION I IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 . 361t0 
X/CW 


















ALPHAO( 3) ,. . 086 SETAO I 3) • -.016 
SECTlON ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 . 361t0 
X/C~I 
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DATE 21 OCT-iS IA81A ~ PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2054 l..--> .. _",,~-,--
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALEDl RT. WING TOP (RETRI31 
ALPHAOI ;3) • . 117 BETAO ( 4) • 4.075 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/B\.l .2350 .3640 -----, 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 31:" . 121 SETAO ( 51 • 6.104 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT \.lING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW ,2350 • 361t0 
X/CW 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2055 ~---~" 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI31 
ALPHAO( 1+1 • 1+.21+1 BETAO ( 11· -1+.062 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/ew .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 1+1 • 1+.240 SETAO ( 2) • -.004 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Vi8W .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 






[: .163 -.1489 
[ o~ .21+6 
-.3825 
.2.47 -.0638 
I:>jH .390 -.4359 
~.~ .1+29 -.0866 .51+7 -.3015 ~~. .637 -.1827 .638 -.3451 
.727 -.1676 
§~ .793 .0016 .798 -.261+9 ~~ ~fE ~..-...;; 
I 
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DATE 21 OCT 7~ lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO ( 4·) • 4.238 BETAO ( 31 







































- •. 2195 
ALPHAO( 5) '" 8.385 BETAO ( 1) .. 
SECT! ON ( 1) R.I GHT W lI~G TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X1CW 



















[ .. _. . •. ~_~.c:.~" _.;~;., ,.: "".~ .. ~.~.~~ .... , ',.,.~ .... 
ARCll-t.;!9 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
4.073 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.010 
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-- --'---;-".- .. -u: 
DATE 21 OCT ?!I IABtA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
.. '
ALPHAO( 61 • 10.456 8ETAO II • .002 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
1" Y/8W .2350 .361+0 
x/cw 
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l.,,, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.fT. 
LREF .. 1297.0000 INCHES 
SREF a 1297.0000 INCHES 




ALPHAO( 1) -6.312 SETAO ( I) • 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( I) ,. -6.295 SETAO ( 2) • 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/SW .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 













ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
1+00.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.066 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-2.013 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVA~(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( I) • -6.295 8ETAO ( 2) • -2.013 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






ALPHAO( 1) • -6.258 BETAO ( 3) • .056 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 


















ALPHAO( 1) • -6.2'+'+ BETAO ( '+) • 2.126 
SECTION I) RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36,+0 
X/CW 
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L----~_,,-__ 
DATt:: 2\ OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE OATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2060 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI4) 
ALPHAO( I)· -6.244 8ET"'0 ( 4) • 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP 





















































.' ,~ ...... .;i,.~ .. ~.:.;. __ _ .....:..~M'1...b...;.;...._!·_· _-......... :>::...,~ • ...:.:.~;_,:.,: •• " 
2.126 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
4.187 
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IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2061 DATE 21 O~T 75 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP [RETRI'+) 
ALPHAO( 21· -~.20~ 8ETAO ( \1· -6.15\ 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT ~INO TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36~0 
X/CW 















I .727 -.0879 
r .793 .. 1769 
I .798 -.0390 
! 
t ALPHAO( 2) • -4.193 SETAO ( 2) • -~.092 
l SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
I 
I' 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





O@ .113 -.2540 
.163 .0491 .1>:Ij~ 
.246 -.0205 '"d~ .2~7 -.1699 o . 
.390 -.1025 .~~ .429 -.0734 
.547 -.0542 
'@l'd .637 -.0081 
.638 -.1479 ~~ .727 -.0907 .793 .1845 .798 -.032~ -~ 
?'L-:': I 
, .... ,,'r.".;~~,,:.~~_"._ ... :....:.:.r.".~~'....':..o..:. . ..; ..... _.:) ,'. .....:...,. _.c. , .•.•....•• :" •• __ .,",.c,':'.:~,_~ _~---:: ... ~-":,_. ___ .. ~"", ... _."",-,...-," .... ~ .. _.,,,,-, .. ~ .. :-. ...... ~ ••. _.~ ____ . ___ •.. _ .... 41 




DATE 21 OCT 75 
PAGE 2062 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 2) • -It. 164 SETAO ( 3) • 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHA a ( 2) • -4.142 8ETAO ( 41 • 
SECTION ( I.lRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.1524 -.0602 
.0.10 -.0215 
.020 -.0035 
1 .040 .0083 
., .041 -.0503 




! .247 -.0856 
i .390 -.1332 \-; .1+29 -.031+8 
'" 
.547 -.0252 i,; 
n .637 -.2382 ii .638 -.1366 






-",~~~_w._"",-,,,.a.j;,.;'1 __ l..~-:"~; .. '~_J~t •. ____ .i~_,~<".;,_, •. ,,-._.-
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP[ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI4J 
.031 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
1+.151 

























DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRl ... ' 
ALPHAO( 2) • -4.129 8ETAO ( 5) • 6.220 
SECTION IIRIOHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) c -2.093 BETAO ( I) • -6.169 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE ~P 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI lVAP[ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO(3) • 
-2.078 BE TAO [ 2) • 
-2.063 
SECTION ( llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
























ALPHAO( 3) : 
-2.057 SET AD ( 3) .. 2.077 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y;SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
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',ti.->'"' 
IA81A - PRESSUR~ SOURCE DATA TABULATION DATE 21 OCT 75 
PAGE 2065 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI'+1 
ALPHAO( 3) •. -2.039 BETAO ( 4) • 6.185 
SECTION I I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( It) .. . 021 BE TAO ( 1) • -6.181 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 . 36ltO 
X/CW 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO(4l • .023 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
BETAO ( 2)· -4.121 
SECTION ( I)RIOHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Vl8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 4l • .027 BETAO ( 3) • -2.070 
SECTION ( llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
,(/8W .2350 .3640 
X/Cl-I 
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l~ . l:;t;j 
r.a P 
-;2."::"7;::',.1:.-:;:::-:.::" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 I A8.l.A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA T A8ULA T I ON 
ALPHAO( 1+) • • 027 BETAO (It) • 









































• 038 8ETAO ( 5) • 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ARCII-019 IA8ILVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
-.007 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
1+. 112 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.l 









~~------- - ----_.-------,--,---,----" .-r-:"7"''''_''-:-.-'~,.~-.·. '\ .. ~.-; < 
...... ''''.''''''._''' .. r.;:m''_~.~~::.=,:!;:.;.l~";;.:J.~~1::;;.0~:::;;=-..::~..,~~:::·=:~'~~ .... :::;~~':"~1,;:;;:,;c:;-#-
t' 
1 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 4" • .051 BETAO ( 6) • 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WINO TOP 
'It.66t1LJ 
, , L.lr. 
.2350 .3640 
X/CW 






















ALPHAO( 5) '" 2.131 SETAO ! I l • 
SECTION { IlRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





















ARCII-OI9 IAet ~VAP(E~HL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
6.174 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.166 











~;,,;, __ ,_ ,_C_ <, __ :,_c<,,< __ ,,~<"< __ '-_,,«, L_ , ,,_«_,_«< C' __ '~ __ '_~ __ ""_' ___ '_~_"'",-__ ~L __ ~_< __ ~~-..i'~_'_~~' _~__, n,j 
---, 
.. ::'.-"~;"":::-::.::;;':.!','=::':":-":';:;:::i~:::,::::;:::;:::-:~-::::-":.:'~;:':.~::::;-;::::::;Y-:~;;~;;::';-'''':::;:':::;:;:;::::O:::~J..;:'.::' __ ~;'''::Z:;'l-~;m::,,;:...~:~;~~~;~:;;tm~lr:..-=;::o.",,"~,-"=,-~.x;~;;!;==~..2..--::::':;'~::.-;..~~~ ... , OJ 
;; ~-.."..----
DATE 21 OCT 75 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2069 
ARCII-019 IAOI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP IRETRII+1 
ALPHAO( ~l • 2.132 SETAO ( 21 • -2.063 
SECTION ( I)RIOHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 5) • 2.136 BETAO I 3) • 2. 061+ 
SECTION I 11R IOHT W INO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3040 
X/CW 
.000 -.1352 -.0981+ 















.7rJO -.1398 I >-----, 
I 
Ii::';" 
....•.. ,. __ ..•••..• c, __ ••....... _ .. _ .. ~. __ ~. •. ~ ... :...~---'_~_ .• """-----~_~~ ____ ... _.~_~ .'"".:,;.~:_ . .......: .. <.:.~:<:"":... ~":"" .... .i.._ '~'h_~.1;_i,,~ .. _:_-,_.;_t.., .~'"t.,J:....':,' _";',:. 
~ .. '. -.;~.,.....,.". i~~~""~'n:'"~-"-"""''''''-'-~---'''''' 
r . 
~Wt'."'~.",v~1 ,c.... .... " , ... ' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE bATA TABULATION PAGE 2070 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP (RETRI41 
ALPHAOl 5) • 2. 14B SETAO ( 4l ~ . 6.175 
SECTION I)RIGHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
YfBW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) .. 4.219 : .. 81:;T AO ( II " -6.11+3 
'SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING ·TOP· 
'.' ., 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 . 364P 
X/CW 























































. ':"':"_"." .. ' ~ .. ~ 
'- '--_'4I-~-
-'-t 
DATE 21 OCT '7'5 • lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2011 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI't) 
ALPHAO( 6) • ~.2IB BETAO ( 2)· -~.089 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36~0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) '" '+.2\8 . BETAO ( 31 • .008 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36~0 
X/CW 

































__ . _ .~~ . __ ,,,- ~~-....=;~m=;;;"~"~ ... ";.!:Z:"';;·J>.I:.:;:;::::-::::,::,::::~~~:"':::';::-::·::::::'~:-::-:;1i~~:':: 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 6) - 4.217 BETAO ( 4) -






































ALP!'iAO( 6) '" 4.218 BETAO ( 5) .. 
SECTION ( llRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 



















ARCII-019 IA8t LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
4.126 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.196 











·,,;/,;;. •• "', ..... ,,~~_"'._:."'.,.:....~_,,~'fuJC2!_.,,.,,_,~ .. _.,. ",,"~ ..... ~....u.,_~·~'.c,~.· •. . ,_ ..... , _ ... c •.. _,_ ..... "," .. ,," ...... , ... ,_ .. ,~_ ............ , ........ ~.~". ."='-~,_._._. __ .~._""~_.~_. __ ~. __ ~" ___ .... ~ .. ,.~~ 






IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
DATE 21 OCT 75 (R[TRtt+1 
ALPHAO( ;) • 6.327 BETAO ( 1> • -4.066 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 7) • 6.327 BETAO ( 2) • 
SECTION ( l)RIGHT WING TOP 
-2.028 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
l..---:::;: 
~~ 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


































DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 207~ 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI4) 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.325 SETAO ( 3) • .021 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 7) ,. 6.323 .8ETAO ( 4) .. 2.091 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36,+0 
X/CW 




















___ -A._ .. ~_~_ .. _>0"' ___ . ___ , __ •.. .:.. ;_. ____ ._ ...... :~._.,. __ ,:,.. , •• _: ___ ................. _j_ ......... ~. ___ ~~,.;."'-........... ~_......-.. ___ ..... __ ~_._ ~_..J •• '"~_.~, .•• ,,< __ ._ __."~,.=_ ............... 
--' 
n::j~'> 
•. ~ '-~v;.;r'~:':"'"..:~i;rj;:;~r. "~;~'1:::.' 
-, 
~~.".,,,->:,..=r:.tH!~:r;.~,;:::·.;.:::~;;!;z.:r.;!;~,;,,,·.,.:p,~,-.:~ __ ""n;;:t:I.<:!<;:::: .. :;;; i '<'-,,:;:::',:1 ,~;:.:::: :.::""~~ : .,:::~: ':~::~::.::~~:.~':::~: _~":.~ J"';:::::"l'-:~ ,_-::_:-:::-c:~;:;:r.::~::,::;.~ '::::-,:":::':":',~'::'~: 




IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2075 DATE 21 OCT 75 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP lRETR!4) 
ALPHAOI 7) • 6.316 BETAO ( !5) • 4.148 





































[1U-~:'::: ~.:,.' -'~.rr";'-:~::,::;;-~·. -::':~: ::~.;!:~":,:;..",:,:,.~.:-;"O.:1;"'::.;>J; 















------.. ,---~---- --.. ---~-,.--- -,.-;,--~~.-- ---.~--~.~.~--.-"- -~-~ 
r~-""'-:"'"';'C"'C""""':-:;'''''~~'''~~:'~''''-~~''''~'"~ "~·.·c .. 
-, 
~-.'-" "" .4t~~ .. ;, .~;;.-.::::...:::;::::::::-~~~~:-~::-t;.,..::',.>:" C;!-"'~~'"--= ....... »"." U"; 
,..~- ... ~-
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCll-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI5) 
PARAMETRIC OAT A 
PAGE 2076 
17 OCT 75 
REfERENCE DATA 
SREF' • 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




ALPHAO( II • -6.170 8ETAO ( II • 
SECTION llRIGHT ~ING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
















.. 798 -.4535 



































976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.069 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-2.03'+ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
o 
[
":......... """'=7''' .• 
















.--- .. ~ 
1 
j 
.L. ... ' .. L -' ...... L •• c. .................. ~~ •.• ~ ... o ....... , .~.......;.~_~ . • ~."_'.L...~_~_ .. ,_.~._.~"~~",--~_ .. ~"~ .. _.........4 
.... ,. ,_~."~.~~==.='=n'="=""=":::'=:~;;:;C:;".:;c,=~<~,,. -"'~ ._. -..., 
"~~. 
--~_ .. ;r--
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION DATE 21 OCT 75 
PAGE 2077 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRH5) 
ALPHAO( I) • -6.165 BETAO I 2) • -2.03~ 
SECTION IIRIGHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






ALPHAO( I) • -6.129 SETAO ( 3) • .031 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
, Y/SW .2350 .3640' 
! 
I, X/CW 
i .000 -.521~ .0805 F 
r .010 .1339 F .020 .1555 ~ .040 .1680 .041 -.4615 [ .113 -.0298 
! .163 .2317 
I 
I .2~6 .0229 .247 .0593 .390. -.1378 .429 .1009 
! .547 -.0082 
·fr 
.637 -.0768 
l .638 -.1261 { .727 -.0302 
1 .793 .0657 
.798 -.398? 
o~ ALPHAO( II • -6. I 18 BETAO ( 4) • I:I:JI-4 SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
~~ Y/8W .2350 .36~0 ~~ X/CW 
£~ .000 -.4971 .0832 .010 .1540 §! .020 .1793 .O~O .1880 .041 -.~163 • I 13 -.0114 
.163 .2437 
2.093 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.246 .0266 1 ; 
1 
I 
... , •••.. '""L ... _ ... '...~J.~ ... , .... ...-..._.:.-.....~.:.... ... _._:_,.-..,._ .... ~..:.J_ ........ ~..Q .... ;.. __ . __ ~.,._, ........... ,.., ...... ...,.1.> .... ~ •. ".d .. ,_'~---. ............. _""""~.~I~, ....... L ___ ... _ ................ ...:......:......., .. _~~ 
r'....,....~'"'",-,'7'~="'T~~···.~-"~'~""· ,---C" "-"--~'-' 
I ~~ . ~"~,, 
• _. ___ P--,_~~;.. • ..':;:~=;.;:.t::r~:7':'7:;;~ c 
:--~--....---






ALPHAOC I) • -6.118 8ETAO ( 4) • 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP 











ALPHAO ( I) ,. -6.110 SETAO ( 5) • 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP (RETRISI 
2.093 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
4.138 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
,-.--< 
;-~ .•. , ... -.<-" 
',,,~, J 
-,_,~._':, •. .c....""--'-',,"." ...... .:..._.~_~.,,'.;..;~ ........ ;..';";"~~. __ ............... _. _ ... -..~~ik~~ ... a.,._.. ~---..~ 
, ....... < •• 
1._,-' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAOt. 2). -It. 082 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
BETAO l I)· -6.131 
SECTION ( I)RIOHT WINO.TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
VIew .2350 . 361t0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) • -'+.072 BETAO ( 2) • -'+.082 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VAR!ABlE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.5102 .0770 
.010 .0913 
.020 .1099 














•• ____ ._. __ ~ __ ..... o ______ • __ • __ . ___ ~..., 













F~-:' """\'f""P"'~,~ .. ,.".~,., .. :., ... 
L .' 
r. . ... ""., "".,""="",""'"""'~"~'.,.'",,".", .. ~,,, •. ,,,, '~"'C:'"""":':.:' s::· .. , __ ,,,~ .~ __ .:;:. ';'~~':~:-,",,~,;:- ,:: ~ ;~o:;,:'~'+~~ .... ll'-"-.'-'''.~''J ...... -•• ., .... , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCtt-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 2)· -4.058 SETAO ( 3) • .016 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) • -Lt. 039 8ETAO ( 4) • 4.120 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















- •• .... 'N··Jf"t.·~,:~~.:· .. ,.......,14,"'''· 




















. . ' " , -~ ~ .. -,...,.;,~ • ..;;:.. ... ~~.:.;!~~~;...! ... ~~.,~:."- ~,.- ""-":-........ ~..:.~'.:;.,......;..-,.~--..:..-:......:... ........ --.. .• ~~. ~.~:,....,~..:..:.....;.--.:.~"--" ~.:- .... ~!.._, ~_.~ •.• c ~ .-...... ,--'.......:-.... .... ~ • ....;..L-._ •• ~~,._~_ .... ,~..;.;._ .... __ .~~._~_ ...... _.-...~~""""-~. ______ ........,--.. ............ __ .~ __ ".~~ 
,?,-. 
. 
~=.::;'::~~-:::."..";.'.::,:,.::..~:;:...-:....:.:-:::.... ' ... ..:!;-!.;.:::~..::;-,::;. "_:."::~.'~~," -:.::_,~~:_~:::;::=,,_~-""'-;J •• _4.>'~=-~_"''''._' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 2' • -'+.035 9ETAO ( 5) • 6.171 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36,+0 
X/CIol 

















ALPHAOI 3) • -2.011 SETAO I I) • -6.134 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
VI 8101 .2350 .36,+0 
X/CW 





.113 - .25.'+8 




.. 2'+7 .0173 ~~ ;390 -.1976 ~~ .429 .0523 •. 5'+7 -.0753 
.637 -.1656 
'@l"t:I .638 -.18'+8 ~! .727 .... 1186 .793 ... 0365 .798 -.4733 
"r~--:' :/,/, ... , 
"'!: .• L'"-.~,-.:.,...,_'~ , L:":"~'''''': __ ;;~''''''''''"',_':::A :,.;~.:_,.,-_.,-," .• ~C:" 'v~ _, 











....... ,.~ .. - ...... ~ .. -. : " ..• -"'--.-.~----"".--"~ ~.~~ 
~~..,.,..,..,..,.~_,........,....~~""~~ .. r._-" "~~'''.~' 
L' .'. ' 
~. ~ _ ._, ~~~.-...... _ ... t..:::f '.T~~"..;.~t ',' -'1! '" __ "";<c!\ ~ v,=w~t\..:tt.-e:.,,~:::-:'':: ,..::~,y;-~'- :::: .. - '"71".-,." _':::::-:-:::::·~:--7-:,':7:·_~,:.-,:,::;!,::..:-:::-. ..:..":..M'~-=_~ "_'.' •. ..,. ... ,> 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 3) • -2.000 BETAO ( 2) • -2.052 
SECTION I)RIGHT ~ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/8t.! .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAOl 3) • -1.985 BETAO ( 3) • 2.064 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




























.L .... _C..... . ....... ~._~_~~~~~_~ ____ J 
.-., _ . ...", 
"",'~'C:;"::',:;:~:~':,"":C::::::"":,,,,,,,"~,,~_,,,~,.,~,,.,=,=,,,'~""",,,,.,",,,,O,'C'''.''U''"'.' ..J-.!.:U~:,,,,;;n.-;-'-t''';;,1;;;'..'~~~~;~:~n';¢.;s.~~"';''~'':~"'''l4"-''-"'1:~';';',=.~.;".r;:::;;:;.~n';;""...:o:..~:,"i"!";;:-':::;:;:"'').OI",,< .... , ,.,<,_._,. ""'~'"'" ,'.~'"' .• ,~" ..... \ ....... C,'·~.*t-oW~"::":::;;:;;=;::-;;t'~._;;!=:itJ;,,.~~;u.,"""_-i' .... u .... ,.. ....J~...;.!'t!.:~::::::;;;;;-...::::.::.::;:;:;,::.::!!:;:-..::-;;t;.:;-k~' 
i---_ ...... ---
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2083 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALEDl RT. WING TOP (RETRI5J 
ALPHAO( 3) • -1.973 SETAO ( 1+) • 6.153 
SECTION IIRIOHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 4) • .079 SETAO' ( I J • -6.11+0 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
vIew .2350 .36,+0 
X/CW 
.000 -.5089 -.0121 
.010 .008'+ I 
.020 .0187 
.0 .. 0 .0251 
. ~ >'------
.01+ I -.3'+96 
.113 -.1893 
.163 .0350 












~VC~_'-i.i_, ..... ~ ...... :~,;.,:,., .: ,,-," .. ~,;':' .• _~. J'~' . _ .•. ....:"'-~_t_:,._~ """ •. : •.••.. "._,"._~' __ .'" ... " .. ____ .~.d..JL.._~.,~_~.~~. _.... .....J 
r",,:'~~"""~-~·~~·~·"~·"-·'-··"··"··~'"·-·"·"·'· 



















DATE 21 OCT 7~ lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( It) • .084 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
SETAO ( 2)· -4.099 
SECTION ~lRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAor 4) • . 085 SETAO ( 3) • -.004 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP DE~~NDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/ew .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
































"-.... ~ ... -"' ..•.. --
'",,~~ 
•• '""' .... 0 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2085 
ARCII-019 IABl LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP lRETRIS) 
ALPHAO( It) • • 097 SETAO ( It) • '+.092 
SECTION ( 1 )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
V/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 
.000 -.4193 .1337 
.010 .13,+9 
.020 .1'+59 














ALPHAO( '+) • • 102 SETAO I 5) • 6.138 
SEen ON I 1) RIGHT W It~O TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLECP 
Y/BW .2350 .35'+0 
X/CW 




00 .0'+1 -.2896 ,1':Ij~ .113 -.0920 
.163 .0843 
"'dQ .2'+6 -. 19'+0 ~~ .2'+7 .02'+2 .390 -.'+289 .'+29 .0569 
~~ .547 -.1765 .637 -.0~66 §! .638 -.4149 .727 -.1080 .793 .0961 .798 -.2989 __ J 
1 
1 
r,::;":':",,"::""'" \\ "'~, ""':::::o,,'.~ . "_,_.,._.~,_ .. A_ .. _.::..... __ ~._ •• ,....:.._,~ __ , __ ._,_" __ ~ •• _ •• ~ _....,~:,.;,~~'.J..-,~........:,· . ....:..;..t........:,...i...." . ..;."-"""':.;,_..-~'"k~~ ~ ... , ~,l...Io:.,~ ............. "~.', •• " __ ._-! ... _,";_ ••. ,~ •. _,,-' _ ..... ~,~_ •. ,.,_.;;.~->, •.• "., .... -'"_~_. __ •.• ,~ .• , •. _; ~,...L..-_, ... ~ ..• _~. 
,....,.....-c'''''"''''·~~~~ "-"'~':"'.,.,,~~ -',""---'" "" 
"", I . 
... ~ .• ' "jj.o";1.'.':'",,!,'!1~~-::':,~.,'::::::::::: ~:.:-.< 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 51 • 2.176 SETAO { II • -6.134 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO ('51 • 2.181 8ETAO ( 21 • -2.059 
SECTION ( llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/C:.I 





• I 13, -.1169 
.163 .0241 
.246 -.2175 



























, "",,: ,"",,,"~" ___ ' ",_ ",_X-...,,,d __ ,,,,,,. ~,~_ , ,_.c", __ ~' ~ __ ~_._j 
".-,",' ",,~-"-.. --., 
'-'., 





ALPHAO{ 51 • 2.IB5 8ETAO ( 31 • 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .361;0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO! 5) • 2.183 SETAO { 1;1 • 
SECTION l1RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .36,+0 
X/CW 














• ~;:e1 -.1496 
.793 .1178 
.798 -.2808 
~'~:~L~'" . '''':~':'_~~''~.<_7~_~~ -·.~,,",.·:I. _.:.~.i_ 
ARCII-019 tA81 LVAP!ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
2.01;8 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.1'+0 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAGE 2087 
(RETR151 
z~""";::,;::~c:::.:::;:;"",,,,,,-~"~·-, .-:--.. ---~---...., 
__ "f_.., 
:~ 








.,---" . , ... ~ .. ~~------,,-~--""""~--, .... -~,~-----.-,~ ...... -.j 
r·~~~--";'~-"-.."..·--'-~"--. . ..... "\<",..,, ... -,: __ :<, .. 'to 7.·':~,::'-"-· I-'- ""'---~-, , ""~ '" ~ '$~_~. >,_ •• _ ,~=,_\-·~;::;.:-,n::::::;i~"_ ..... ( ,. 
~~,...,,---
DATE 21 OCT 75 I AB I A "" PRESSU?,;E SOURCE DATA T A8ULA T I ON 
PAGE 2088 
ARC1I-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP (RETRI51 
ALPHAOl 6) .. 4.25l 8ETAO ( 1) .. -6.118 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) 4.253 BETAO ( 2) .. -4.076 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





! ;, .113 -.1402 
~ .163 -.0434 
1. .246 -.2347 
i~ .247 -.0331 ~ $. .390 -.4432 
11 
.429 -.0115 








.... y .. ~ , --, -1 
.~....d.:.~~u.~"' ...... _ . ..:::jL,.~_ .... _.:"~~..r..tl....:.o_;.:~~,".""'."';::':'l.o_~\._~.t·:_,_.:_'L.'._.. ~ ~.: .... ~~_.,:.i ....... ~,_ ._. -'--_ •. ..:.":._~.,_~,,-:....,_....:; .. ~:,·_,~.,_,.-'~~ .• 'L_' ' , .. __ .L'._C.LL",~"._.'--'. ___ .. ____ , __ , .. _~";,,.~' - ~~~_ ...• ____ ~ .. _~_~j 
~~"r~~·-"':~~~ry~"~a~!'f:"""·~¥'7,':--·":."'1'··''T·<''''~T''·~ •• "'-"~-.-,,,~.," .~ 
~:::::::;:;:;';::-';..!:::::'::Z::::;-"':::2i;<· ...... "'::.:.:" ... ~''<4'".,vroJ':-''''' ~t.(.~~~~~;:"-;;;::':-"~'(-"::': .. ::...::!:::;~~;~;.:.:;:.::~;.: >~;\;:~::;7 . ,;:.' .. !~'1,:~~ :;:-::..::::~.;:-~,t ~,=,.;<t:.,~ .... ,,-~ w-, ,~>.~- -~. -,"-- -




IA8IA. - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION DATE 21 OCT 75 
PAGE 20B9 
ARCtl-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHl SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI5) 
ALPHAO( 6) • '+.252 8ETAO ( 3) • .002 
SECTION ( I lRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .36'+0 
X/CIoI 

















ALPHAO( 6) • '+.253 8ETAO ( 4) • 4.095 
SECTION I)RIGHT IoIING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
YI8101 .2350 .3640 
X/CW 






i .113 -.134B .163 -.0193 ! 00 .246 -.28BI I ,~~ .247 -.00B3 1 
I ~~ .390 -.5379 .429 .01SI §f:I .547 -.2723 .S37 -.1522 
.S38 -.5409 
£>1'"tJ .727 -.2148 ~~ .793 . .0901 .798 -.32'+'+ -~ 





. . I 
......... __ . "_.=". __ ,,.~.' ... ~_~~"_ ~~ ____ ""-........ ,~=.~ ..•.. ~ .~_ .... ~_, ___ ;_J 
r~-c~::~·~,·',,~>:·C',,;"','C';':c"'~::-·~·--""''''~··> -~! .-.-; ~~:--:'-. 'c-'. ' .. ~-~ 
L 'b",~ • .:.:,~,;)\;;..ti':t;;:.;.:-;::.::~::,.t7r:;!!:!::.~~_:·;,:·..':.::~~.; :'--:::: .. :--: ,.::,:::,,_~':::. ,;:~~!..-::-~·!T;;;::;~::':;:::::;-':.'~-::::·:':';":-':-..s:,,:.:::: 
iL-""_ .... r--
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2090 
, 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP!ELHL SEALED) .:T. WING TOP IRETR15) 
.. 
! 
ALPHAO! 6) .. 4.245 SETAO ( 5) ,. 









































DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
ALPHAO( 7) ., 5.304 8ETAO ( I)· -4.072 
SECTION 1lRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
x/ew 




























.... ·.1 ..• · ~ .. _.L"'_" ... " __ .'" ...... __ .".;....~._~~"'">O ... ___ ::....~,, __ . . ~ ......... ~ .. ..L..J_. __ .;..".._._ ... c.>_.~ __ ~ __ "~ 
• -- ~,. .. •· ....... """'!'I"'II'..,~~7'"'~~-.... T'.,..---.r-·...,..'7.....,.,~.--,_"'-.'" 
; 
,~.~~-.~- ~.~~ 





IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 209t DATE 21 OCT 75 
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP (RETRI!5) 
ALPHAO( 7) • 5.305 SETAO ( 2l • -2.036 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
















r" .798 -.4096 
ALPHAO ( 7) .' 5.302 8ETAO t 3) • .007 
SECTION t I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 




.000 -.3874 -.0760 
.010 -.0131 
. 020 .0119 . 
o ~ .0'+0 .0213 
t:z;1 1"!"4 • 04 I -.'+'+58 
~ Cj) .113 -.1481 8 2 .163 -.0385 .246 -.2927 
~LE=; .247 -.0298 
.390 -.5298 
. t:) I-,j • '+ 29 -.0071 
~ l5 :~ri -.2B69 -.1965 
. ~.638 -.5,+59 
.727 -.2476 61. 793 .0369 
.798 -.3817 
...,..-~- ---... ----~ 
:'".: ••.. , c •.... " ...... ,."'....l,_ ... _~ ..... ...?,_""'_ ., __ .~_."'_." .. ~" >~ ,",:~. ~,~,_'_~ __ ~~~ ~,~ •• ____ •• _., __ •. ~.~~J 
~'~-:"""~'~~'"""~"~-':~--:...,..'''''-:'-~.: ' ,..~-.,--:-"~ .. , ....• '~., 
.•.. _."" .. "" •• _;. ... ;',-~_,,~~.,.,," r.\.·"~'~· ~:~;. :! :.:-;-::, ::-, .-;..-;;;; !:":,.':" 
..........-~-... ,,~--
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2092 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR151 ;f 
ALPHAO( 7l .. 5.302 SE.TAO ( 4l • 2.065 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP . 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.3640 -.0224 
.010 .0114 
.. 020 .0368 
.040 .0399 













ALPHAO( 7) '" 5.298 8ETAO ( 5' • 4.107 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPEND.ENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





















'-- --~ . , 
! 
.j .. 
l"",...::.,,_, .... ,c,; ..... ",.._: .. :": ....... c .. ~ "_~_L.,._"--, .~'J_ .. d:_' .. _'.~'_ ,~ .... ~~.j 
.",~ , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DA'·A TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




ALPHAO( I) • -6.246 BETAO ( I) • 
. SECTION liRIGHT WING TOP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















ALPHAO( I I ,. -6.234 SETAO ( 2) • 
SECTION t IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
0 0 X/CW 
r.9 '('l:l .000 -.2591 .0000 
• f-I 
.0272 1>0 Q .010 
o lZ .020 .0530 
o .040 .0691 
~ ~ .041 -.3664 
.113 -.3255 
.1) ~ .163 .2587 i:; :~~ .0808 -.0943 ~ .390 -.0010 
.429 .0205 
.. OJ .547 
.068'"1 
.637 .1627 
;~:-r,"; (,' " 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP!ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 ttL XT 
.0000 IN. VT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.078 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-2.033 




"_":::-:-::.;.-:---,:,,'.:;;- ;:: '~::::=-c-:: 
PAGE 2093 















..... ~~~-, .. -~.~~.~ ... ,- .. ;.~~~~ .... -,~ .. "-... ,---.... -~~ -.. -~ 
r''''';''''-''''~:'''~"~''7"'''~ ";'-'~-';'-K~~;'T""'" ,-~',--'-' 
. ""'~J';lO<.~;;,,,;~.: L:~;';;!U~~J.l_r~ ;\!',;..;:;;,-:..-, ::~. '~', .... ·1·::lC~ _ 
~-.,-..... ~~,-
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 209'+ 
ARC.lI-019 IA8l LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT; I-lING TOP (RETRI6) 
ALPHAO ( 1) u. -6.231+ SETAO ( 2) .. -2.033 
SECTION l)R1GHi wiNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-----""'~ 






ALPHAO( I) • -6.194 8ETAO ( 3) • .038 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 1 J • -6.181 BETAQ ( 4) • 2.103 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 












l1 ;, :.'; ~,:_,"",o.L~~' .:.. .. .L.~:~~,,_,,_..:>_ ... ,.:.,._ .. :..:.~.:;,;..:.c_'-'''-, 
I 
~-l 
"", -:~~:..'''', ",".,=-,~' ,_"~_"";"L"_',.,-lb._,~~"",.,";',_~" __ ,,,,,',, _""'_,,~ 
'----" 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PR~SSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP{ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR16) 
ALPHAO( n· -6.181 8ETAO ( 4) • 2.103 
SECTION ( 11RtGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 











ALpHAO( I) '" -6.169 BETAO ( 5) • 1+.159 
SECTION ( I1RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 . 36't0 
X/CI-I 
.000 -.1504 .0027 















0 .798 -.0594 ~~ 
t>d~ ~~. 
~~ ~~ ~~ -J j 
I 
~~ •.. ,~,.~..,~:~_.« .. , /. , .. ,~: ... _,: ... _~ ...... __ I~.'r_. __ ,:., ~ ••. ".'-= .. ~." .~.;".:.,.:'.~._~_. __ ._ 
J 
Jj 










DATE 21 OCT 15 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 2) • -4.136 SETAO ( I) .. 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 . 3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) • -4.125 BETAO ( 2) • 








































ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
-6.157 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.102 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 







, .u .~ _, .. ~ __ .. ' ... _<_~ _____ ._"_._~,_.,,.~._ .. _ .. ____ . __ .. _ .... _<_ .. , ... ~ ... ~ 
r·~-~~~~:':~·;l.""",~.:r.'."'''-''~'''''''~''''-'-- .. ",:"-Y.-:~,-.• "-
r: ~ ... _, [,,".".".f,' ~~;::;'::~:;:4~;;:,I!~;.:::';';;:;;;:,::;:.:;...,,;,.,,;:)C,!;,,~·~ .,_>--.:"' ~;~;':;-~!r:....: 
. ..., 
:....- :1':_: ...J::'- ___ :. :..;:~.~ • ___ ::::::-'''::':''~.~~=,:::;:,,::::: --:.~ .," , '" 
.--~'41---+----
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2097 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP !RETRISI 
ALPHAO( 2) • -1+. 108 SETAO I 3) • .014 
SECTlON I)RIGHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 














.727 • 1'+'+3 
.793 .2507 
.798 - .. 1015 
ALPHAOI 2) • -1+.082 8ETAO ( 1+) • 1+.132 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36,+0 
X/CW 
.000 -.1336 .030'+ 
.010 .0523 

















L ........ > !.....'-"' ... ~, ~ ...... =- ..... ~ .... ""~ ........ 10l..~ •.• ':._.~ •. _;'.,~_. "~,,_.,)..:~_ ...• -. ~c._,,":"'.;:,~ • ",-" ." •• "." .~ .• "> ... ,,._._,. "~, "_."" .. ",, ",,,. ~ .. _._~ __ ._ .. " .. ::~_.~~_,_ .... __ , __ .~_.,' • ...J 
r'~':-"-'~--c~~' ."~:-~~---",,..--, 
" 
r""' .... > 
--~--~--.., 
"-~--"",,--~---
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2098 
ALPHAO( 21 • -4.074 BETAO ( 51 • 
SECTION I)R:GHT WING TOP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) • -2.033 BETAO ( I) .. 
SECTION l)RIGHT WING TOP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















" __ .....,;..,.~~~'",~""_ .. ~~_~ .......... ~~......;._'_.~_..:,"__"_, ..... "" ..... _..::,,:-:.. ',. -'.~_'_L_':. <- , 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
6.189 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.165 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
(RETRI61 
"_c __________ ~~ _______ ~ ______ ,~_'"_~~~~_~ __ . __ ~_ _-=J 
r~~'~:;-''''-'-~'''''~:'''''''~~'"~-''' 
,. 
~::: '.::~::: ;-t;r:-,:: .~: ::~ ~: ":::":;::::~::.~. : J;.';,,;:~ ;;!~ ... :;;: ••. :~ -, ",~:...u.; :::. 
t· ....··· ,. ,... ... J., --~,.'" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE .DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO! 3)· -2.021 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
BETAO ( 2)· -2.073 
SECTION ! 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .f!350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO! 31.· -2.004 8ETAO ( 3) • 2.061 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 























.... _---_ ...•.. -.. -•.. --.-.----.~-....... __ ........... __ ... ~ ...  
r"--'~"--'-'-"" . -~.~. ~-' __ · __ '"_·''''W '-.-- r ,,'" 
--"'---, 
~ 
.DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 210tJ 
L---~. ' 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP CRETRI6) 
ALPHAOI 3) • -\.987 BETAO I 4) • 6.\66 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 





















ALPHAO( 4) . 070 SETAO l II .. -6.166 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




. r'd -.4283 








. --~ ... --' 
.638 -.1363 
.727 .0356 







.:-..:..,,;' ..... l ... ~~ .... '1..w.....:...., , ___ ,.~....;., ... "' ... .,,~_ ... M_~. _.~. _,;".:_".~".,",,-,-,.~;._ " ~ .. ~..:... ~ . "',_,_ ,..:_~' ~_ . .... , .... __ ........ . ". __ .~." ... , ... _,~~.~ .......... ~~~ ........ _". ____ c_._~J 





DATE: 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAOC 4) • .076 
IA81A - PRESSUR~ SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
SETAO C 2)· -'+.111 
SECTION C IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 






















ALPHAO( 4) • .08,+ 8ETAO ( 3) • 
-.007 
SECTION I)RIGHTWING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
vlaw ;2350 • 36'tO 
X/CW 

























'h.,,"k'_'"~"!'~'" __ ,_.:, " ••• ,c. "" ,c;, ".,',.,.:. , 
".~'~ 
1 
'!"'~1;~,U , .. ,-,,,,,_,,,, '~'<.-'''H''~'-<-~~>'~''''_=~·.''':';:':::l.''''''''''C,;:::'':~'':;:::"~;:;::::;::;_::-':::~:':::::::''::~::::-'::::=.~.~:u::-~.-.o;J 
CRETRIS) 












r-~-~ •• '~ ~',~"'~",,:-,', .' •• "~ •• """) 1 
I 
[: 
DATE 21. OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2102 K-~ 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALEDl RT. WING TOP (RETRI61 
ALPHAOC 4) • .099 8ETAO [ 4) • 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





















ALPHAO( 4) .. 
.104 8ETAO ! 5) .. 









































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.156 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 









.,.," .. _~ ..... _ ... ~"'"'" .,." .. ~~ .... ~ .. c._._. __ ;.,."~ .. _ ... _._ .. ~ .. _, .... ~~· ~;._......o--_:.._. ,"-~~ __ -='.~" _~ ___ ~ .. j 
rr~;;"- -.~'~_~:~~,~~:~~~~~.:~--~~-
,', ...... -
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 51 • 2.179 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
BETAO C· II· -6.160 
SECTION ( llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CPo 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 51 ,. 2.183 8ETAO ( 21 • -2.076 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/8W ~2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 


















, ,~l..";~~'':;::''.l.-~,:,;::: .... "-~.;,.'.-'.. __ >..J.,,,,,,,,,_ '..., .. :.~-... -h-~ .... ~..l _ ~ .:~.~ •• _:_. __ ,.',;: 









, , .... ~-~."':~-----~~.~- .. ":~-.... --,-.. ~-- ... ----,.-~ .. --"- .~---"-~.--.~j 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2104 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR16) 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.194 SETAO ( 3) • 2.052 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP "-----,,, 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 5) • 2.199 8ETAO ( 4) • 6.158 
SECTION 11RIGHT wiNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8\.1 .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















-,~,",~~"._~~_._. _.:....;".;.~ • ...l..:,~, .... ~---'''-~_,:;~~-~.-_ . .oJ.,_.' ,," • ...;~ __ ~ . ..: .lA._c.« ;,.,,',." , ... «._ .«_.~_,~_ .. '_'_<>"':.~.,, __ ~. -. _ .. _.~_ .• ~ •. __ .~_. __ J 
''''', 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IAS1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. ~INO TOP 
ALPHAO( 6) • 4.246 BETAO ( I) - -6.141 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT ~ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) • 4.252 BETAO ( 2) • -4.091 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 















.793 .. 1457 
.79B -.1836 
~-+-", -" ",<. 
~oKi.'.,_ .. ~ __ ·.l~:",-.'; .•. ,. ..,.~i .. ..J~.:_~.'-'-~.;"',: •. ~ . "~d' -'. ..... _.~,....: '~'-<A .• 1~ "'L-<-~~ _"~"L'_ _:., . .,." .... _ 










c,· .. ","-,,~-'-. __ , .. ~_~"~_ ... ,.: __ "".. . .•.....•..• ,........ , .... _ ... _~ 
r--:-""."" .... ..... '~.~~ .... ·..,.-w._,..,.,.,...,,· -.--~ .~~"-.,....--,~-.~~ 
-, '";': •• :.J~.>!.:.~:",c.::::;-::::::::::::::'...<:.:;':':.:::--:'::::'~-; 
~-~ , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2106 
ARCll-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP <RETRI6) 
AlPHAO( 6) • 4.259 SETAO ( 3l .. -.003 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~------,~ 
Y/BI·r .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




















ALPHAO( 6) '" It.261 SETAO ( 4) .. 4.109 
SECTION ( I lRLGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 























1 r···· ..... . ... 
Li.d.: ... ~~.11.'~'......:.£..&i. ......::._.-'-'~-:.:>_.a_d .. ·l....i.:..l.w~. __ :_,.i.,."'.:.~., _ ..". __ ..•. i'..!~~'~ .•.. _.; ~ •. ' 
i 
__ " .. c' .••.••. _... 'o"._'·,.~._ .. _~ ........... , .. , .• __ ..... _ ....... ~_ . ...o::......_._~~._ .. ~~._.~~ .. _~,~._~_j 




IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
DATE 21 OCT 75 CRETRI6) 
PAGE 2107 ------,~ 
ALPHAC( 6) • '+.259 BETAO t 5) • 6.170 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
view .2350 .3640 
X/CW 










. '+29 -.0470 






. ~ ALPHAO( 71 • 6.364 BETAO ( II • 
I j SECTION t I)RIGHT WING TOP 
I V/8W .2350 .3640 
-4.07,+ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/CW 
.000 -.1828 -.2497 
'1 .010 -.1737 
'~ .020 -.1351 
;f 
.040 -.1166 
"' d .041 -.2937 
. ~ 
't .113 -.3176 
; ~ .163 -.0034 
, ~i 
.246 -.132'+ 
.. ~ .247 -.2883 




.727 -.2225 : ! 
.J{ 
.793 .1314 ; , j .798 -.2028 
--I 





~;-;!",",;~"",!".'t"-:f'.~'~""""'~ -,,"-: ,- ". 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO! 7) • 6.367 SETAO ( 2) .. 
SECTION ( 1 )RIGHT WING TOP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO! 7) 6.367 SETAO ! 3) ,. 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 



















r' , ". 
l~<c_;Jc:,.,", ... " .. ",.",~,-,_,.. : .. , __ c,_" 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
-2.043 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.008 














'" ,"","" ".'-~.,.--.,.,-~>--.",:""---.-,.-,~,-,--."-,.-,-,,,-,~,,.-,-.~ 
~--~--",'-c",,..;~--,-.:r:-" .·,:-_r""_'_ . 
f . 
~:~::.:~:.::~::':'~'::":.:.-. ;:;;:::::,~:::: ~;,."-_':·~l ... ,,.c::.:; 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.36tt BETAO ( ttl • 2.073 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 . 36ttO 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 7) • 6.359 8ETAO ( 5) • It. 12tt 
-SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
,(IBW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.0605 -.2463 
.010 -.2301 
.020 -.1556 
• OttO -.1223 
.041 -.1901 
.1l3 -.1125 
:', -::) .163 .0318 
.246 -.1651 ~',1!j ~ 
.247 -.1509 
,"J ~ .390 -.3666 '~ .429 -.0659 .547 -.0922 ~¥;; .637 -.3609 
.638 -.3'+01 ,g~ .727 -.4138 ~~ .793 .0732 .798 -.1457 
r .'" 
~.'"---'"'-, ",";:.,.~,-", .. -~ ;. ,,"-- , .. ,~ .. ,,' ,," .:~' 
(RETR16) 










. -,. --- , ..",--., ,_ ..... , .. ,." ..... ,~:............... -, .. ,~,-,~".-, .... --.-----,- -.. -, --.--.. ----.. -" .. -~--.j 
~r."''''~:"C-~--''CC''''''::- .... :C"C:"'-:::;!r-"~"'~' II 
~f;.".:;:'·.-:-
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.fT. 
LREF 2 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




ALPHAO(I) '" -6.178 8ETAO ( I) • 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO ( I) ,. -6.167 8ETAO ( 2) .. 
SECTION C IlRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8\.! .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.5188 .0864 
.010 .1231 












',-•• >-.• ,~;_.:,~;,:,_" J.~~·~'~i...'L·l.'., 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.055 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-2.018 

















, "_ _ ~~.-.:.-~~~. • ...... ~. __ L~ _ __ 
.. _- .. ---, 
........... --.. ~----
.....•.... 1 








DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2111 
ARCII-019 IA8! LVAP(ELHL SE~LED' RT. WING TOP (RETRt'7) 
ALPHAO( \1 • -6. \67 SETAO ( 21 • -2.018 
SECTION ( \IRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






ALPHAO( II • -6.142 SETAO ( 31 • .046 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 










.429 • 10'+9 






ALPHAO( I) • -S.130 8ETAO ( 41 • 2. 10'+ 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
view .2350 .3640 
X/CW 










.... _ ........ ___ ~_ . ,,_ • .. ~~~~~ .. ~.~._~ . ..c __ ~ ____ ._ ... _. __ . ____ . __ .. ________ .... _ ..5.'O. ___ J ,~c .. ~1L .. ,: ... .Ii. •. 
~"""-:-":~"~""""7' ,. ·:--'?"F 
r-:-" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 1) • -6.1.30 BETAO ( 4) • 2.104 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAO( 1) '" -6.123 . 8ETAO ( 5) .. 4.151 
SECTION ( 1 )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/81-l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 



















r" '.' C'" ., ••• 
1~~.t:............"'-;";.¥:~.,._ .. ...;.~ .... '"Li.i,,:,,.~";'\.;L:_~_o.:.~:.., ....... .............::..:.__ .. _ .. ___ .... _.."._~ ...... ~ .• __ ._~'-_---.:. "._~"'--•. ~_ .. _: .... "--.. _ .. :._ ..... -'---'-~_~.u.,_~.~ 
'H_' >:,:---..-- ,,,_ 
PAGE 2! 12 
(RETRI71 
~ 









..•.... ~~"}._ .. ~ .... _._. ___ ~_ . .L........~ __ "'_~ __ ~ 
r~"~ ".7"'" .. -.. '"C"-"';"~-~-'-',,.-·'·-··'~·,...-'~-·"'. 
~ . 
. ...... ~.--.~~. --, 




lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION DATE 21 OCT 15 
PAGE 2113 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALEDl RT. WINO TOP IRETR17) 
AlPHAO( 2) • -4.099 SETAO ( Il • -6.119 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8H .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) • -4.079 8Er-AO ( 2) • -4.073 
SECTION IlRIGHT HING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




















... --~--" .~~ , 
I 
'~". 
'".....,' ... :.d."':_.~ .. ~::,:,·· ,.:, ,,;_,L ., " ........ ,.". . ...... , .. ~c.._.~ ... ~~_. __ ~, .. ,.,_ _ _ _______ J 
~'~ -"""~-"-~''''''''7''''~ -<~ -".~~ "7"~""-~ 









ALPHAO( 2) • -4.065 SETAO ( 3) .. 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
'f/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) '"' -4.044 BETAO ( 4) .. 
SECTION 1JRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/aw .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















.' . . ., 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
.030 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
4.123 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
















"'.c •• ~ .. ~ .. ~_."" .. _ ......... __ .. ~ ..• ~_._ ... __ .... ,'.~ ~ ____ ~._~ ..... ~.'_~ .• ~ ... " ...... ~_.~~_.~ •• ___ .. _._,_.~ _________ .~_j 





























ALPHAO( 2) • -4.041 BETAO ( 5) .. 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) .-2.003 SETAO ( 1) .. 
SECTION ( 1 JRIOHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















."c" <, <--" _c' .... ~. 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP IRETRI71 
6.1'75 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.127 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~~ 
















. . _ .. ' .... .... L........ .. .. ,._., __ ._ •. __ ._~~ .. ,_,,"~~~ ..... __ .... __ ............. ___ ._. ___ .j 
~;7/-'~~~~";~~~J"_~~ -'" .. ~~vr:-~-~~""":""~:~·",,----;~·"~" ,-,,;-.. Y~ 
~ 
-.-'''~ ... ...., 
• l. 
PAGE 2116 ~ ... -.,---
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PR(SSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR17) 
ALPHAO( 31 • -1.993 SETAO ( 21 :: -2.044 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDE~T VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 3) -1.979 8ETAO ( 3) =t 2.069 
SECTION ( llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















t~~~.~i;"",""' •. ~"""'~,~~.~~":'~e~_'!"'.;';";:'_~'~'''' ..... , ... ~.:,..; .• , ,..,_-·;,-;_._;C,._.":""'~,_ •. h •• , ..... _ .. _,._~_._~>.:::'~,," .•• _ ".:,-.'~"::L_, ,~_ .. :-~' .'. 
L-.. 
I 
. ' c' ·_JI 
..... ,~ .. _:" .•. ,~._ .. _c... .. _ ..... ~.,_ .... ....;c .......... , .... _..: ___ ... , ......... " .... _~~~.~._~~.j 
"-'~'-~" __ '."'~.<¥~;:4~ '"",'.~1.r--""'~ "'~"".' "" 4. ,,;"'~,~~.""~'.,.,"" .l-o" • ."..;."".,.,..;r .. I".o.- ~S~, 1::' _.:=<~;";·~~.:;;':";C~_'\''''''~'>;;'='~''l<~.A''''''''''~,""",,, o"'~ -
:-t~~, 
'-:-.=~, ..... 
DATE 21 OCT 7~ IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 3) • -1.967 BETAO ( 4) • 6.153 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/ew .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 4) • . 077 8ETAO ( I) • -6.130 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .::3640 
X/CW 






.163 . .0410 
.246 -.1103 
.247 -.0010 









.:->:...h!..~....:;,.~;.,.:.i,_j,,_. ': •. :~':_l.;~"""_''''.i,,---,.,- '1. _~._ ~ ~;';';~,--~.:." 













.c_c_ .• ~"._._.,_. _~:",,_.-:' .•• _~_.~ .... _.~....... . ....... _ •. "~ ••• ..J 
r'~':<"'-~';~'~'~~"-'~:"-":""--:C:" ','--XC- --" ' 
r 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 4) • .082 
''';'< 
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( 2)· -~.088 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 4) "" .083 BETAO ( 3)· .004 
SECT10N ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
































DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA.BI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 1+) • . 096 BETAO ( 1+) • 4.096 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 











.547 -. :766 





ALPHAO( 1+) • . 101 BETAO ( 5) • 6.11+3 
SECTION ( I)RtGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .361+0 
i' X/CW 



















~~.....t~·_·_o:.. .. _.':':.'-'-""""~""';'':'~::':~"';':A_.<,.c':~'L:~~.J~~:~_''._.d_. "_)"""';-''''':_';''L'·~'':'·-'' '~..h.. •• o:.;.~.l-"".i.~.c..l_.""~!...~,,-j.l:_~"-7_~''''.:._~o>. .. ,,, ...... ~._~,~:~--J •. ,', 



















~~~'n" ,,"(.,~,_ ~'''"''''~''~~~~;'~\' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. ~ING TOP 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.172 BETAD ( U .. -6.124 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8l-1 .2350 .3640 
XICl-I 

















ALPHAO( 5) 2.177 8ETAO ( 2) ,. -2.050 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT l-IING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/Bl-I .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















!~ .• ~ 
;~;~,,~'~~~, •. _.}J;.,' :.:-:,;..,~"~~\"-, •• • .. ..:;_,,.,;,.~~l:;'",,""i~:""I'''~._~: ....o;iJ-:.~...:_:"':~,~.~ :"_"" L .• '. , .• ~.L~" 
(RETRI7) 
~ 








.~ ... ~ ... --~-.~ ... ~.- .......... -.... ..- .. -.. . . ... ~--.-j 
OA TE 2.1 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.IBO SETAO ( 3) .. 2.054 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 5.1 . 2.179 SETAO ( It) • 6.1'+ I 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/Sl-l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.3678 .1277 






0.0. .246 -.2'+77 
.247 .0066 ~~ .390 -.4885 
ffdQ, .429 .0356 ~~ .5'+7 -;2312 .637 -.0862 .638 -.'+900 
~~ .727 -.1534 .793 .1156 ~; .798 -.2878 
L _~,,",-;;; ......... :':';'i-:.J-:,,,:,,'~:'';';''2.:''' •. _.L ...... ~~i,~_;t;<L~ __ ;-, " .• i~.~;;..i...i~", ... _ .. h_'.,;'· < :',-_:, ~ __ ~ __ .. '". 





















DATE 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2122 -~::---.. #~ 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI7) 
ALPHAO( 6) .. 4.252 SETAO ( I) .. -6. lID 
SECT! ON IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 -----y 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) " 4.257 SETAD ( 2) .. -\+.071 
SECTION ( IJRIGHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BI-! .2350 .3640 
X/CI-! 


















, ....... ~ .. , .. ~. _,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,_,~.,~,_-,-_~~."':""'.," ___ "_.,, .......... , ...... __ ............. _,_. .J 
I--
> 




~. f r' ~.", If 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2123 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALEDI RT. WING TOP (RETR171 
ALPHAO( 61 • 1t.252 SETAO t 31 • .005 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
VIBW .2350 .361+0 
X1CW 

















ALPHAOt 61 ,. 1+.251 BETAO ( 41 • 4.101 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/C!-l 























.c· .. , ... ; ' .. '_" •.. _,........ ' .. 4·'.~. ~ .. , . __ ,., ... ~~ .c ___ ••.. .. ......... ,_,._. ___ .. ...,_ ..... ~ __ ;..,_ ... __ ._~._._ . .::.., __ .... --...:_j 
~~~-------, 
t 
~. .. :-" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2124 ..t..--~~ ... ¥ 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP CRETRI71 
ALPHAOC 6) .. '+.2'+7 SETAO C 5) • 6.153 
SECTION I )RtGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
-----iI" 
X/CW 








.. 247 .0015 
.390 -.5474 







ALPHAOC 7) '" 6.350 8ETAO ( 1) .. -,+.053 
t 
SECTION ( lJRIGHT WING TOP 
;,' Y/8W .2350 .3640 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
[ X/CW t 
.000 -.'+238 -.1858 I 
F .010 -.0734 
l 
.020 -.0537 i 
.040 -.0430 I .041 -.5005 • 113 -.1581 . 
I .163 -.0814 .246 -.2712 .247 -.0533 .390 -.4891 
.429 -.0225 I 
.547 -.2716 j 
.. 
.637 -.264'+ j 
.638 -.5138 ~- .727 -.2697 I' 














DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2125 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI7) 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.348 SETAO ( 2) • -2.025 
SECTION ( IJRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 













j .637 -.2270 
.63B -.5392 
I .727 -.2714 .793 .0087 
I .798 -.3989 
! 
" ALPHAO( 7) '" 6.344 SETAO I 3) • .018 
SECTION ( IJRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
























. ___ J 
c:~. 

















































DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 lVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAO( 71 " 6.340 SETAO ( 4) " 2.076 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 7) .. 6.335 BETAO ( 5) .. 4.123 
SECTION r IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/B'" .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















'~.~._' ~':"'~ __ "-h.-:-",;.;~1~'C,','-',,' "'~ .. ~,_",' "" "'_"".,,,,,.',,,',',,,,,, .• ' 











._-' __ • __ , __ ,~c, __ ,,~: ,_,_~_,~".. ___ ,._..d 
r~:-'l~''''~:'~-~~~'''''''''""~'~''~-':-:--;'' ""'"~~'""'<O""' __ T~ ,~"'- ~".' 
• ftIt',:;',,, ..• ,'.' ',--,,,, "" ':::'. :;:£ 
.-!~' ..... 
~,,~,' 




Q~ ~:;!:J \-">\ 
\rf1 ~ 
g.$~ ro 
'" ~I-o a~ 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREr • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
lREr • 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REr • 1297.0000 INCHES 




ALPHAO( 11" -6.223 8ETAO ( II • 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) ., 
-'t.129 SETAO ( 1 l • 































.637 . liS!? 
" 
IC=~~'~~"UL"" .. ,c~".~,;~_~,;.e::iL 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED I RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN." YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
.032 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.089 


















:;!i'l~·;;.c" .. · 






, ... " .""..:....~,~ .. "_ .. _,,~ ... _ ... __ .. _ ... , .. _ .. ". . .. " . . .... _J 
F""-~;~-":'-'''''''''''''''-:.~~'-;'"~''\- -·T·~····:-·'· 
I,' . 
..... ,,~ ...-.. ,-.. "."."~.,, 
.-~.c--.. ...., 
OATE .21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAf'~ 2128 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETRI8) 
ALPHAO( 2) .. -4.129 BETAO ( I) .. -4.089 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






ALPHAOl 2) .. -4. III 8ETAO ( 2) • .021 
1/ 
SECTION llRlGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
,(/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) • -4.085 BETAO ( 3) .. 4.129 
SECTION l)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CI-! 




















' ... ' .•. "~ ~ .. c~~ ............... ~~ ...... I';'\.. ....... ~ ..•• ~ .. ,. .~._,"'"c ••• _._~ .. _.~ __ ~."""~ __ ._._._._ •. _::...._.~~_ ....... _. ___ ~ 
J~. ~,' -
- -. ·.-.-~.--....".., 
!<:~.' 
... -~-- .. ,,~- ---
----~"" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2129 






















ALPHAO! 2) .. -4.085 BETAO t 3) .. 4.129 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DtPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAO( 3) .. . 045 BETAO t I) .. -6.157 
SECTION !!RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
































.. -,.,.-.. -.:---'-..... ~ ... -.... -.~-... ~ .. ~--... -.-.-- .... ;..;,.~~. --.;,. .... ,:...~ ... ~ ....... ----.-~.j 




DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 3) .. 
.049 
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(~icHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
8ETAO ( 2) a -4.107 



























ALPH/.O( 3) " .052 BETAO ( 3) ,. 
-.012 
SECTION I)RIGHT WiNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 





















-.&....;..:~:.:~,"L:.;..,_.,..c...:..".A.:..'t;...I~, ~'_;,,,,~l2:_':_".~_,,"-_'<J -,;.,:_~~. :_ ..... "."., .. : ; . ..:c...: .. ;, .... >'-' - •• 
---'----~-~ 
,/~ 







DAlE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 3) • .069 SETAO ( 4) • 4.104 
SECTION ( IIRioHT t.I.ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















AlPHAO( 3) • . 076 BETAO ( 51 • 6.152 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 










.390 -.2754 ~~ .429 -.0337 "S~ .547 -.0502 .637 -.0378 ~~ .638 -'.2268 .727 -.2251 
.793 .1995 16~ .798 -.0627 ~ ~"~ ~ 
'. 






















DATE 21 O'CT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 4) eo 4.250 SETAO ( 1) • 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 4l .. 4.253 SETAO ( 2) ,. 
SECTION l)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/C\oI 

















ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
-4.085 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.000 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 










~ __ , __ <.~ ,", •• , •• __ ._ •. __ .;> ________ ..:-.. ,_ •••• ~ ••• ,_ •• _"_< •• ~ • ..<id:-. ~,._~__.:....~"c. __ ~._, •.... ....;.:.. ,_._ •.... ,~ __ . " .. ~,'~:_~_~ ... ~.-.. _ 
'f/-
'-_. - .... 
, DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP!ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAOI 4) • 4.255 BETAO I 3) • 4.115 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAOI 5) • 6.356 BETAO ( I) '" .011 
SECTION II RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 



















, ~~..,-,-,~ •. _~,__ ~._:,,;~\,,_ .. ":L:iL -._";,,,,,, .i>.-l.. •. ;"'_,., ._.:.:'-.:..,_~_~~ 
















,,", ,_,~_~_.,_,_~..:.... '_""''''~'~~ .~'. ~~J 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2134 














ALPHAO( II = -4.169 BETAO ( 1) • 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( I) .. -1t.t49 8ETAO 2) .. 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 














976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.086 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.018 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
L .... , ... ";.."'""-'~:::o."C-...... ~:~.;,~~,~~~e""'-:~~~, ""~"',_c.,""." .• ;"",s,'"".:. v,~ •• ,~C"L~ .C~,~ _._ .• _.~ .c, ._" 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 1.250 RN/F'T • 2.250 
ELV-IS • 10,000 ELV-OS • 1t.000 
Rl.:jDER • ,QOO SPD8RK .. .000 
. '~:..'.:....:.."'-. . ~,.~ ... " .... _~' ,-;;, ": .. ,~_~.""",:~_,.~_,,,."''-k ........ L_.:'._~, __ ....... ,...,..--'.:.~~~ .. ..d:... ..... J..~"""""'---~~ ___ ._~_..i.,i •• '".~. ___ ........... "'-.. .... _ 










DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE OAT A TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 11 • -It • 1'+9 8ETAO ( 2) • .018 
SECTION IIRIGHTWlNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






ALPHAO( I) • -'+. 10'+ 8ETAO ( 3) • '+.148 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) "" .052 8ETAO I)· -4.119 
SECTION I)RIG!-i1 WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 









~'-"''''';~''''.t.: __ ,"" ...... ,...o~'_J.-.~-_-.:'.L...-;.~,_»-~":,~.~:'''':::~T_-'l''''''_.,,,,-,, 
PAGE: 2135 
!RETRI9) 
























DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 2) • .052 
. -.~·t'" 
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALEO) RT. I--lING TOP 
BET AO ( I)· -4 . 1 19 
SECTION I)RIGHT I--lING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAO( 2) '" .055 SETAO ( 21 '" -.007 
SECTION 11RIGHT I-!ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BI-! .2350 .3640 
X/CI-! 
















.. 798 -.0775 
...... --~''''' 





- ..... -~-~.-..-... 
I 
1~~'.":~1~.....:.t:, ... k·.';~~l.~~~....:...';' ••• .J;£_."",-".;:,;·." ":_~"~;,:-",-_,,:,,,, •. ~, -".,;, , ~'.w .~ __ "., _., ..• ~::,:-'"·~c __ ,_;:;:.>. ~ '--.J) ~_~ •. ~~._~._._~. ~._~_~ -c... _~. _~_. ~ .J 
r~·"r'<-,,,,,,,", .. -.~",~.--:~-.,,,,.,,,~--... ,,.,.e~.~, .• 
~!-:;<.. 
DATE 21 OCT 15 IA81A - PRESS;;RE: SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
ALPHAO( 21 • • 067 BETAO I 3) • 4.107 
SECTION ( t IRIGHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















I ALPHA!)! 3) • 4.2'+2 SETAO I II • ~ SECTION I I)RIGHT WING lOP 




DSPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.000 -.1855 -.27'+0 
.010 -.1756 
.020 -.1375 
0 0 .040 
-.1223 
8:j~ .0'+ 1 -.2962 
.113 -.2965 
l"d Q .163 -.0135 O~ .2'+6 -.10'+2 ~~, .247 -.2223 .390 -.2385 
-@t-d .429 -.0836 .547 -.0773 \~ .637 -.2673 .638 -.2369 .727 -.2718 .793 .0713 .798 -.1059 
., 














' ..... '" ... -'~ ... ,...~ 
I 
... __ ~.c&",_~ __ .J.id'.~~.,_· .~~"_~___._~~"'~ 
r:~~'~'~"'r="C--'""'iir-~-"Y"'C' "~'" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 3) • 4.243 BETAO ( 2) • .004 
SECTION I)RIGHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 31 '" 4.2't2 BETAO ( 3) .. 4.125 
SECTION 11RIGHT W!NG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CI-I 





























..... -.~---~, .. -, .. ,~,~ .. -- .. -... "...... "'-.... "-~.-j 
~~' __ ~'":":',:_~:" 7'""C_"~::C m; 'E-'"- , .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALEDI RT. WING TOP 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( I) .. .017 SETAO t II - -6.173 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT ~lNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/S~ .2350 .36"+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( I) ,. .018 8ETAO ( 2) - -4.117 
SECTION ( IJRIGHT ~ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 


































- ~"~ -~-""7·--~ 






..... , •. ____ ....... __ . _ .... ~ •. , ........ _~, .... _ .. _ ............. ~ ...... L._ .. ~, . _., ___ .• __ .. " .. ___ ~,.-J 
r""':;-·""-''''''~-':~-::''':"''"'~'·'·''·~·' ---.,..-~.-""'i 
l" .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 21'+0 -~.., .. -,~ .. 
ARCII-019 IABI lVAP!ELHL SEALED) RT. \-lING TOP (RETR20) 
ALPHAOC II • .01B SETAO ( 21 • -4.117 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






ALPHAO( II • • 024 8ETAO ( 31 • -2.072 _._--
SECTION llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/C\-l 

















ALPHAO( 1) • . 023 8ETAO ( 4) • -.006 
SECTION IIRIGHT WlNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE ~p 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/C\-l ~ 
.000 -.2295 -.0816 j 









.. ......... , .•• _. _._, •• , __ ,~ ",_~,_",_,",~_,_~ ________ c __ , •• _~ 
,t. 




,. ~ .... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( I) • .023' SETAO ( 4) • -.006 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 











ALPHAO( 1) • . 030 8ETAO ( 5) • 2.059 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BI:! .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 














t5.~ .727 -.2123 §~ .793 -.0570 
,.,;~ .798 -.0318 ~~ 
-@Mj 
~r;' ~~ ~tb 
















.=. __ ... c.> •••. ,._.~".~" ..J 




DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-D19 IA8! LVAPtELHL SEALEOl RT. WIN~ TO~ 
ALPHAO( I) .. • 0.32 SETAO ( 6) • 4.IIS 
SECTION llRIGHT W!NG TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8L~ CP 
Y/BW .2350. .3640. 
XICW 















.793 -. 153'1 
.798 -.0.496 
ALPHAO.( \1 .0.44 8ETAO ( 7) '" 6.175 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LEGP 
~. Y/BI-l .2350. .3640. 
X/CW 




































.•.•.•.• _.Cc •.. ,"-.~._._.~~ __ . "~" ___ "~,_,~",,,,,,."": .. _";"~ ... _u: __ :_. __ ._.~ .•. : __ .": .. •. L .... \_~ ___ j 
r""'""="-"'C'-'T~-~" -.. ;":""C"'·;-:'·-"-~T 









' •• ~ _ ....... ," .• "., .. ~. ' ___ ...cA:'-"!'._ ... _,",...J.<-;"":;-~~:j .. ;Il:;;:;::.tt:';:::T;;:;:!.:;.;::;::!.':".;'!;---~~'!..~.::-..:::::;..-~~:!:'::::':-~-:~::'=:-:::~:..~::~...::;;.::;::..;::.....-::-.;:#,......-. 
.~ ""-~--... -~--
DATE 21 OCT 7~ IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2·1'+3 


















ALPHAO( 1) • • 038 8ETAO ( 1) • 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.2176 -.1319 
.010 -.1037 
.020 -.0962 
.0 ... 0 -.0933 













ALPHAO( 11 • .045 BETAO ( 2'j • 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP 
VIBW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 













~_._,.;,i..~, ... "",.. .,,,_'';c>C.; __ .• ,-, •. ~; ... >,,"~.'" .. , 
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. VT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.160 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.11'+ 

















.. .. ... I 
, .. ... "",f" " .. ,:.. ... __ .... """ .... L.. _""./"-. __ ~'~ __ .'L.':"" ___ .....j,,_~.~ __ "~ _.~n._.,_.-J 
r~~·-::":.!~''''~o:.-'''"'·--~"'7~:!~''S'':l~~''''''';r~-;-;·:-,~-~:··''''"'':-''':''-'- ··'iT:-'i"'- )",' 
i 
\ 











'U .. ' ~''',"''4H ''''''' "'''.~'" ~'~', <I' e"''''=''' --"'·;..V,,,'..\~l,;,,,,,,~,,,,",',"""·"'''4 , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO{ ll- .0~5 
ARCI1-019 IAS1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. W1~U TOP 
BETAO ( 2)· -~.11~ 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






ALPHAO( 1) • . 0~7 BETAO ( 3) • -2.070 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( I) .. . 05~ SETAO ( ~) • -.OOB 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36~0 
X/CH 





















,::.~-,--.. ,.'~."~-~~:,~.'~~':~ .• ~~~~~~- .. "~",~.-~-~-.------~-j 
.,,~~,.,.= ".:,:~;'~=~'~=~~"~;"'~_"2o.::=':.'''''''';;''';;;;:'"::::_::_:':''C:::::-C:;_~::::~:::::::::::::::~::::::::::~_::::: -::":::-:=,,-~. , . ---, 
f'· 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAQE 21'+5 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR21) 
ALPHAO( I' • .051+ BETAO ( 1+1 • -.008 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAO( II • .082 BETAO ( 5) • 2.056 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















f';'::':: ,'::::.. ~:: ;:.;-:~c-_ 
L .. ___ .,~~ ~;:_ .. ~~ .. '.c.: .. _:' j _____ .. _____ . ___ ., ... __ ~ .. __ ~_-'-._ .. ~. __ . "._~,_,_~~~~, .. __ ... ~,.~ __ ~ __ .... __ .... ___ .AIIIl 




.. :-;,:;,:,:::::::--:".:; :~:. ::::;r:2..':\\.":::,:.''':: c~,:::':':,",:.:-:::::::.-::-:::-:.:::::;.::~:--t:!:':t:..:;f.!:~~"".';1.;~~U~~;=r..;~ .... , . ...l·~" .'" , 
!;.,,,". 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A _ PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PA.G~ 21",6 .... ~--:----
ALPHAO( I) • . 087 SETAO ( 61 • 
SECTION. ( [IRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .361t0 
X/CW 



















ALPHAO{ \1 • . 091 SETAO ( 71 .. 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP 
r., 
i, Y/BW .2350 .3640 
:j X/CW 












t, .390 -.2282 





.638 - .. 201t8 




• Yi!..~.:;~;,...,.~:...._;:._~ .... :.L:;; .. ,,' .. ~"'~_;.:.....~lt~o~L...::..: ... J,;..~_:·.,~_~_ ,'::.~,._~:.:: .. i..-. "'~~:, .. -, :. 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
It. III 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.170 












__ ,_~, __ ... ___ ~, ___ ._ .• _ .. ~ _, _._ •. c. _____ .. ___ •. ~~_._."_"--'_ .. __ ""~ __ _'~,_ ... _~~_~ __ . __ ... _:.._ ............... 
i··, 
I. 














g~ ~~ ~t9 
~~ 
~ .. ' 
• ~~~",,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,.,",,,,,-..c.--'''''''''''_~.~;'I~r..-,:,."::..-,.;.$;';;::':::~::;':::':;::;:';:'';::';';;:-=<~:..~ ~ ':~":,::'::::::'::'::;;:.:;:;:::,:;:'~"XI;-:';',",,~',,, ~., 
--""-----
!-----"j 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI RT. WING TOP (RETR22) 
PAGE 211+7 













ALPHAO( II 2 .039 BETAO ( Il ,. 








































976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.151 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE·CP 
ALPHAO( 1 I - .042 BE TAO l 2)· -4.101 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.2751 -.1045 
.010 -.0175 
.020 .. 0077 
.040 .0248 
.041 -.3953 



























'.~~- .... ~--~_c.."""~~"'--''''''''';'''''-__ '''''''''''~~~~'''~~M.id..-~''~~_.'_'~_~ 
r~T"r<~ {-~~~~-.-. -, """"""""'~"~~;"<-7"""""'~~1";~~-; 
, , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
~--~ ~'>! '.::" .••. "::::'l~:""'~ .~,n. ' ... "",,,. ~ . 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
-, 
_I~ ."";...c,, ::;~nl=;"";C"':~~':_ ~;,-;.::~ • .;t"_~;~~:t:~::'--::~.~::~~~: 
_ .. -..... ---
PAGE 211+8 






ALPHAO( 1) • .042 8ETAO ( 2) s -4.101 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP 






ALPHAO( I) .. .047 8ETAO ( 3) .. 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8t.1 .2350 .3640 
X/CW 







.246 . -.0335 
.247 -.1751 
• 390 -.1912 . 































DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
-2.062 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.007 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






















· . .,." 
.' .~_ ... '~.;..:..;:.--:";;:;':':~:':':::: :::;:;:.::::.:., :::'~~:~~~_::J;;... :.:::,,; •• :,' .;-g;_"""""1'..4~,,,--,-,,",c...,",J;"',,",-'->"" ~_ .. "~~~;,,,w -":P.~",,~llT,;:.++,,~.7~·~~;.J,x;;;~ .. ~·,;~~~::;;;:::-:,':;::::::::::::""~;::''''':':::::':~:~V''''>,-' 
.,~>, 
__ r"':_.,. __ _ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
PAGE 211+9 
ALPHAO( I) • .053 8ETAO ( 1+) 
SECTION I'RIGHT WING TOP 









.793 .18'+ 1 
.798 -.0211 
ALPHAO( I) . 079 8ETAO ( 5) .. 
SECTION IJRIGHT ~ING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















'_'"~':':.L:.;":.-' •. "";; .•. ...J-..c'-" •• ~L .. ",,-.v.,-,-.:"_:::;~, ,-,-,-,-'; .• _.,::~' .... ~.', _~. ___ .':':._._~.:_ ;'~ ,_._,:",~ .~ __ ,:" 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
-.007 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.058 










I "f ... ·.• 
. ~""c __ ."c, ..• _.~_,,_~. __ .~.~~._._~_,,~~. _,_~,,,,,;,,,,",,,--______ ... ___ ._.~~ __ j 
~-"~_-"""""---"'f""~~~~ ""-r-'-:~ 
r . 




DATE 2~ OCT 75 IA8LA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2150 
I..-.-.~-~---.--
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR22) 
ALPHAOC I) • . 083 8ETAO C 6) .. 4.107 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
'(/814 .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
















.. 798 .0288 
ALPHAOC II '" . 090 SETAO ( 7) ... 6.163 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
v,/I3W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

























"~ .. ~L;""l,,, .. :. "",,,,:_:,;,_:,~~, ___ ~,_,_~:.-<o __ ~.'...:_.;._~:'c- , . .'...: .••. : • ,-"~:. 'r~< 
1 












'~.: ~ ~:" 
"'!:~\I. 
'_r 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
lREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




8ETAO ( II .033 ALPHAO( I)· 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
iucw 

















BETAO ( I' . 011 ALPHAO( 2) • 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
XICW 













ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. VT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.272 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
-4.160 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 





























""~'''~.I'<,=<:"~~:l.;;c';,~i:':k:-;' '~.'~':::.;::.:; ,_" • 
DATE 2!OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
BETAO C I) • .011 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAOC 2)· -4.160 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






SETAO ( I) ., 
-.007 ALPHAO( 3) ,. 
-2.069 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CH 

















SETAO C I) .. 
-.022 ALPHAO( 4) • .024 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT W1NG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

























- .. -.~-... -~ ..... -~.---.•.. ~ ....... ---... _. ... ..- .~.~ 
~:~''''''!~i , !~. ,!', .... '!'!.,.'t'.""'~~7{<-,~."""""""":~~-~r":··-'··-·~~~·-' ~-"'--- ,- -, 
~:;:'::~::~'::;:;''';:::::~:::;:;::::L:;:::-.:·_;, -.:::::: ::--;: ;::~;:.;:.-i:.,.,~ {~.::: ,~.:":-:~~r:"~.;:: -{¥.":-...... ;:: -:-'"-'; T ,~ _.:-;-:;::';;';:, ': ""':':: • .:':: .. 
'!_--''- ....... 








SETAO ( 1) • -.022 ALPHAO( '+) • 























BETAO ( I) • -.018 ALPH.\O( 5) • 
SECTION ( I)RIGHTWING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




.0'+ 1 -.1835 
.113 -.2590 
.163 .. 0049 
.2'+6 -.0898 
.247 -.1742 




Q~ ·.638 -.2101 .727 -.2368 
M;.\ v""\ .793 -.0663 ~~ .798 -.0646 ~~ 
p\-Q ~~ ~ am 
......... ,,'''~~._ ~~."' .. ,., d:".. ~,.'''' ... ~,_~..,._.,_ .,,~. 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
.02'+ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.134 







._~_~ ________ ~ __ .. _._ .. _~J 




1 DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
BETAO ( II " -.008 ALPHAO( 61 • 4.218 
.( 








































8ETAO ( 1) '" -.002 ALPHAO( 7) • 
SECTION I)RtGHT WING TOP 
Y/.BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















,-...-l.-:..:..." . ..:.: .......... ~ .;,._~,~,_,~~-:.....~.~-::~ : ~._l....:....-<...J~ ... c __ • ,'.':':"~·L~:''- _'-Al:.{~:. 
DEPENDENT VAR.I ABLE CP 
5.273 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
RT. WING TOP 











............... _._ .......... _._~ .. _._~~_""'. __ .. _ .... ~ .. __ .. _.._.~._ .... , __ .. J 
~~lIi'~",",""~;-'~." ,+<,.. j~~.-.~ ..... 
-, 
:- ---,~",,,,, ... ~----. 
:>- "'''''';' 
"'~'-
DATE 21 OCT 75 IAS1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2155' 
ARCII-019 IA91 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR21+) 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
17 OCT 75 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
'SREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
SETAO ( I) " .028 ALPHAOl I)· -6.248 
i 
:r 








































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
SETAO ( I) .. .001 ALPHAO{ 2)· -~.131 
:1 
., SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP 
.j Y/BW 
1 X/CW J .000 
.ij .010 
.~ .020 j .0'+0 
'J .0'+1 
:, .113 
it .163 .~ .2'+6 
, .2'+7 
~ .390 











~ .'+29 -.1141 
~ .547 -.0351 
I~ .637 .0560 
,! 
1 
- .. . - . 
','" ' 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






















DATE 21 .oCT 75 
I"(} 







ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. ~ING TOP (RETR24) 
8ETAO ( 1) • .001 ALPHAO( 2) ~ -4.131 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP 






SETAO ( I J -.012 ALPHA.o( 31 E 
SECTION ( I1RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 









































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-2.038 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.059 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 































DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
SETAO ( I) • -.021+ ALPHAO( 1+) • .059 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIASLE CP 











SETAO ( I) '" -.019 ALPHAO( 51 • 2. \62 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















;~......:. .................. ;"- ;~_t.~~,-,. ..u,_.~':"';';CHL".~,~:~ .• _ '_~ __ '~;~""_ 
.., 









" I \, '" 
I 
--, 
_,,_._~.~.~_~~ __ ~~_._~.~._ ~.\ ~I __ ~.~~~_ •• ~ __ ,,",,~~~.~_~ •• ___ ",~~ ._. •• _~.J 
r ,&,'":"C~~~,;,..,...:,,-,., .... ,~~-, ,,,.~,.;, '-'''''C;''.~''-''", C' ", -,'" 
L~. . .... "....,, ______ "".-_. _'"~~,._ .. ,...,~».< __ ,~ .<> __ • '" .... "_~" __ .-... "'=~;t;'""'~.;:;~,=~->i.m~J.""._~o~"',.."""' ... .r-J""~;~~"'~"'''-.,< .. -.~. // 
.~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2158 i--~..r------
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR21+) 
8ETAO ( I) • -.013 ALPHAO( 6) • '+.248 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 

















BE TAO ( I) '"' .001 ALPHAO( 7) ,. 6.352 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




























DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
REF'ERENCE DATA 
SREF' • 2690.0000sa.FT. 
LREF' • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF' • 1297.0000 INCHES 




BETAO ( I) • . 018 ALPHAO( II • 
SECTION I)RIGHT IolING TOP 
Y/810l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
















.798 . -.0035 
8ETAO ( I) • . 000 ALPHAO( 2) • 
SECJlON I)RIGHT WiNG TOP 
Y/810l .2350 .3640 
X/CW 













IlC;·::~··.·~·;·'::;':W::-.""",,,""c'-~·"""-····"' ._._." .... 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO TOP 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.220 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'CP 
":1+.109 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
























, ... , ...... ,,..~p,.uT.!::~;~:!_:;':'~-:::;::·::::~:;;~ ..... "::::s:.:::';::::.:7;;:::;:~;-J:1~:.:-:.:.:i;:.::~::.::·n."1';:;;t~,;0>01.'" -"~"",,,. -
,",c •• ,.. '_"" .,,, •••• -~'-c.+.".,'-~-.,--.-? 
, ->""'-,, .. ------.. ~. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2160 
ARC11-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP IRETR25) 
BE TAO ( 1) ,. .000 ALPHAO( 21 ,. -If. 109 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 . 36lfO 
X/CW 





BETAO ( I I • -.015 ALPHAOC 3) -2.020 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350. .36'ta 
X/CW 








.2't7 -. 1 't69 
.390. -.1776 
,'t29 .00.18 
t. .5't7 -.0103 
,. .637 .0967 , 
.63B - .. 1820 
t .727 .0.663 f 
.793 .2121+ i 
~. .798 -.0133 , 
t BETAO ( 11· -.021+ ALPHAO( Ifl • .0.66 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WINO TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 . 36ttO 
r 
I X/CW .0.0.0. -.1751 -.0.60.8 [ .010. -.0372 .0.20. .0.0.23 
.0'tO .0151 
I: 
• a't I -.3117 
.113 -.2527 
.163 .177'+ 
.2't6 -. 0517 
..=.. 
'--'< 
: .. ·-O';'.......:~,J.~;~:""_ ....... ,,:;>.; .•• ..:.,., __ ~~ __ ......;., •• ;,~ •• _ •• "" .. "__~i., ... i_",.~· 
I 
... , .......... __ ... -'-- ______ ~_~ ~:~ ... ~_,.~. ,,_~~ .. ___ .~._~J 
',,,,, 
"'~·V;~~~~~,~",:,~~--:-,-~";"':·"'t7':" -.-.,~ .. , , ..... """'..,..~-, 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2161 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP IRETR25I 
8ETAO I I) • -.021+ ALPHAOI 1+) • .066 
SECTION I t)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 











8ETAO ( t) .. -.019 ALPHAO( 5) .. 2.167 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 
.000 -.1636 -.1329 















o.~ .793 .1704 ";I!~~ .798 -.0383 
,'. F!l 
?(; G'i O~ o.~ ~ . 
.g~ ~~ ~~ , 
1 
-"~j~.~.'""'""'.~~....:.~....;_~:.,...L.:..:..~, ~._-'-• ..,~,_ .• ,:..._; ','"'.~.,._- ...... ~ ....... _"'-,. '_Cod. " ..... -<. ... ; .. c,.'-. ,.' ..... ' ., ... ~.. ...,~._ •• __ .~:~.~ .. ""' ... ~~.~ ....... __ ._ ..... ___ J 
r""""""""'---~--"-"~-~'--"'"'-"-~-"""~" ---- "c-"" .... ,,~,---'-," 
L. ':"""'~","==""="":O:-~"::::~:::::::L~ ",;:~::'::":'::;:: -:"'" c' :: "",,,' ~ .. "~" .. ". ' '.::-::r:~:.':C";""'~,"",.L", ... '--, " "~,.,,,,'~;.!';;~<~;i:':!::~~';7:·':::':=":':::::::;~:::~.~_~ ... ,,_, 
. , 
:,.......:. .. -.. ,,~~-
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8IA- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2162 
ARCII-019 IA8! LVAP(ELHl SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR25) 
BETAO ( I) -
-.015 ALPHAO( 6) ., 4.256 
SECTION ( I JRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 






























8ETAO ( I) • 
. 000 ALPHAO( 7) • 6.355 
SECTION IJRIGHTWING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 



































''1 I~ .... -c 











.~~:-.,..~ '--'-~" ... -~",.~.~ .. ,. - "-' .-; .. .,,- ... ,-. 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
'-: -----., 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT.· WING TOP (RETR26) 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
PAGE 2163 
17 OCT 75 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF 1297.0000 INCHES 




976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( ll" -6.182 SETAO ( U· -4.055 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/SW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 1) s -6.173 SETAO ( 2) .. -2.019 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 












.637 . -.0804 


















'~".--~'''~'- __ ''''~_.~''''''':l_.~G...'''''''''''''''''''~",", __ '''''''''';'' ••• '':'''",:""""--,-,,,~~~~~~~ "~1""_~_...4 
r,...."......'·""'"'·~~'l",...,,~":'"_~'~e'.n.c:~"-
Ln'O " ,~~ .. ,,~c."'''''''':::::::::·:::::'.:' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ALPHAO( II· -6.173 
~RCI1-019 IAB1 LYAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( 2) s -2.019 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






ALPHAO( I) a -6.160 8ETAO ( 3) " .037 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .36'+0 
X/C!-J 

















ALPHAO( I) • -6.132 BETAO ( '+1 • 2.107 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/C!.I 



















,.-Joo.k ..... ___ < ...... ,.;~;,:L'~ .... >.~,;.,.·...-..[i-.._· _" ·l~~;. ....... ·&.: "".~~,"--.i......~J:"~ .~:, ...... _., .• _ •. :.'_'''' __ .':"~" > .~ .... _< _ e .. , .... ~., .. e~.~.".C_ .. __ e"e e .. ~"~ .•. _ ... _~~._:_~~". __ ~~_~ ___ La_,: .~_~._.~~"" "".~~ .t:.:;~~~-::''''1':'<;''~···"' 
r·~~· ,i'':''-'. -.,~~.~--.,-->-:-~ .. ~ ..•. 
rat::~;'::;~ .. ::::~:?:-~:,:::::::=~~:':;~'::':: .. :,:::,:::.-:::::;.:;:t:: '--X~:.',:::....r;; ,~;:;;.. <'~:';'!;.:;::.:;,::...:~ ~., .. "- ~ ••. ,., -"-:'. '" 
. '-, .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARC11-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDl RT. WINO TOP 
ALPHAO( I) - -6.132 8ETAO ( 4)- 2.107 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAO( I) '" -6.123 8ETAO ( 5) .. 4.151 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
V/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















..... ...:.i~~...;.-'"'.~: •• " ..•. -,....,J.; • ..0..,.-'_ ,_-::....."..:.,<.:.. •• ..:..'--~~~.,.. , • ,~.,.:....'::.-,,-'c. , ....... ,.~'-.. ___ .. ~.~ .... _~~l:...:..._ 
~. , •. ,,, ..... _"",,_~",I'~ _:~:;;",_-;;;:,,;;!'!:",,;~;:::~;::.:::.:-_-~o:::.: .... ~:::::::-::-::._-::::;;::'::::~.":::::::::~::- _.:-,,,:~:.:::::::~-:':::-':'::::::::~.:::::.-::-.z::::;.::.~..;1:';'._._ 
PAGE 2165 
(RETR261 
. ~~ . 
',---
~~' 




..... " •.. ~... . .• , .. " .•.•. ~ ........... ~c. __ ""'. __ ."'._.~ ..... __ ••••.. __ J 
r""'-'~~''''-~''-;,,",,",,7'":-''~"'~-:C-:"" 
L' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAOI 2)· -~.098 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
BETAO I I)" -6.117 
SECTION ( llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) ,. -4.086 SETAO 2) ,. -4.069 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 
,000 -.5155 .0735 























' •. ,-,!~ 
........... ---.~.-.-.~ .. -"--------~., ..... ~..:...-- ~] 
(;::'~::~;~~::::;~::·;~.::"c~.::~:c ... --::~.::·:::~~:::L~'~-:~~~~~~~'~::~'::;":':~~:~~~~:~:':' '~'-~::::2:::'f-::::;::":::":::-:~~:':~T::~_::-:::::::-:~::·:~-:':::;::·;::::::t;::~,;.::;.:::;~:z,.~ •. ,.,t,-_ ~ •• :'-'>y'~" __ '"'"_"-">-"0-~""~~" "~~~~~:'~~~~~=~~;';:h~~~~.:;.,.:~~;:~r:~~-=~~:;~;~':;;;~~=:~'-~""--·..--..,~ 
'!.;;l;;~' 
t-.. ~ ........... --
(i~' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2167 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR26) 
ALPHAO( 2) .. -1+ .. 071 BETAO 3) .. .025 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~----
Y/BW .2350 .361+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 2) .. -4.050 BETAO « 4) .. 4.127 --:< 
SECTION llRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP \.. ~ \ ~ 
Y/8l-l .2350 .361+0 I I 
X/CW it 
i 
.000 -.1+561+ .1261 i 
.010 .1645 I 
.020 .1828 I I 
.040 .1908 I 
.041 ".4062 ----, 
L .113 -.0379 .163 .1923 .246 -.0535 IJ .247 .0488 r~ .390 -.2461 
,M .429 .0906 
U .547 -.0656 
:!. 
.637 -.0254 04. 
'I .638 -.2002 
I 
.727 - .. 0155 
.793 .1299 
.798 -.0107 
= ... ~~~~:.·fu"':' ... ~~h.z. __ ~~'" _~ •• "_~._:,.," .... ~~ ... ,~ ............ :,.._.:.,. __ ;.+~, .~--~~ .. -~--" --.~ - .. ~-j 
~~ '."";!iP @,~.,.,.. ... .,.,.,~~ 'HI',~·~~~"-:"':7'·~·:'-r<";'"~ ~,-' ~-"-" .. -,,~:~.,,.~~~ .. 
~" ,,'C , •• ,,,,,>:4:1' "1...u;:~;:;":;;.-:!::;.;:ti-:..'"7 ;:'::::~:;::::::! .. :i'.~,,~::;<:::-':':'~-;..:: •. ;:;~n:.;:ttt "';;'.-'-_,,.' 
~ 
r" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
----,- -'--' 
i' I'-......: .. - ........ -~,~.~.-PAGE 216B 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. W!NG TOP IRETR26) 
ALPHAO( 2)· -4.048 8ETAO ( 5) • 









































DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
ALPHAO( 31· -2.011 8ETAO ( II = -6.126 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 




















L~.''''''L._",;o.~LC';''_'''~''~~'' ~""." ... ~_ .. ~, .. c ................. . ..... [ ........... 1.. • ..... " • __ "' ... . 
( 
"" ,.;." _c ........ , •• _._ .• _...... __ • ___ ._~ __ " __ ~J 




,\;;j. ~~ ~~ • t;p: 
~,,'q:j. 
.~~ 
, ... ~." 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 3) - -1.998 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( 2)· -2.045 








































ALPHAOI 3)· -1.984 BETAO ( 3) • 
SECTION ( i)RIGHT WING TOP 
Y/BW .2350 .3540 
X/CW 















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.071 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.~ 
rP .793 .0832 .798 -.0530 
t..: __ .. ~.~ .. _____ . __ "~._~L~ .. · : ... , .... c' ,',_ ... ~ ........ , ": .. ~" •. d •••• , .• '.: .,:. 
.,~,' 









, • ••• _ ...... , ..... L ... , •• _~." ... _ •••• ____ .,.,.~ •• ~. __ ~ ... __ .. , ...... _"~ ......... ,,_~ • .....J 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 3) = -1.975 BETAO ( 4) 6.155 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 4) .071 BETAO ( 1) -6.13'1 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
'(/8W .2350 .36'10 
X/CW 






























......... - .. , .... " .... , .. _ ... , •....•.....• ~- ... " •. _ ... -.-~,,-~-... ~-~-.~.~~~.-- -... --.--.. -.. -.~-.~-~-~ 
r-:~ --,,-~ .--' ~""' '~;"'r:";::",:,,,,'-""'~;'" .~-.. 
ili€.::::--:2',' ~.;:::'::=:',::2:::::::::~,-;::::::"':;.::.\r~~"':"':"'~"~'''l-1l'':~:1 .... m"':!'.,,; 
.. 
'---"~T'--;, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 




PAGE 2171 . 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR26) 
ALPHAO( It) • .076 SETAO ( 2) z -It.088 
SECTION. ( I )RIGHT WiNG TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 
.000 -.'+805 -.0134 
.010 .0324 
.020 .0'+61 














ALPHAO( 4) • • 079 BETAO ( 3; • .002 
SECTION ( I )RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/Bl-! .2350 .3640 
X/CW 










:t .429 .0297 










~:"",_~~~,.t"".al.;--.'.....":J~';;~".~"}:'~~~;~':"--<.:';,.:_-,-;,:._.~_._~"".:..~,~;_~. __ . __ ,t~":"""_--'-'·;" __ '~-...........I.~'",:".d: .. ~.~~~"" 
j 
) 
. ... " " .. ~ ... _ ...... ~ ....• ___ --J'-~_"""--"~"~ .. _ .• _~;...c_ .••• ,, ___ ~_ .• ~ 
r~~~~~7~,..,~~..---~~·'~ ..... ~~<;<~:~r; .;-"r""-' .,,-....... -. •• ,~ ~-
r 
~. 










"I ~; .•. ' .. ~ 
ALPHAD( 4) a .084 8ETAD ( It) = 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP 
y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 4) '" .089 BETAO ( 5) '" 

































ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
1t.10I 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.149 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
l·~· ;: • ___ .• ,_ .•. _.~_ ._ ••• ~ •• ~ ,.",,,~,,,,,",_.,,,,~. ,""' ...... -..,""T ,~" ..... ,-.,. ...... ~ .... . '.,"..,.._ ...... ,.;. __ =~.~~,_w..~ ......... ~"'_ •. , •.•• ". __ "_, , .. _~ .... _.,.~.~~ .... ~. ____ ._;_""'~ " .. " .. <C, •• , •• ",.,. , 
-_._---.., 
PAGE 2172 --~-----
IRETR26I j: I: 
_._-----: 






.•• ~,.· __ .c_"", .. _. ____ ~_. ___ ~,~. __ .. __ ,, __ .. _ .. '_ __ ... _ • .........,..,c~~...:.-~..:"'-_ .. ~ ___ ~ ____ c.~ 
I 
. ~-~-,~ '---, 
.. ~;-.,,:.", '."" " ",."" c~ ,~,. ·~-~~::~-::.:':::'·:'-·~:: .. :"~::-:7_::.::::::::::--.:::=:::-.:.:;:~:::.::::-;'::~7"_--;:';:;;;:.::;;:;:::::!;';.'.::::::-.....:..::.::::..~;;::=::;:.~~-:::'.:::::::....--==:'.::;::.:.:.;-:.:.':::::::;.~!:r'."~_; 
~""" 
.~ !-'-~..r-----
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2173 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP (RETR26) 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.166 BETA.O I) = -6.124 
SECTION ( I) RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
XICW 















.. 793 -.0699 
.798 -.2975 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.174 SETAO ( 2) • -2.053 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .364-0 
X/CW 




















~ . L;::' . :,_ ... ~,. ___ ... I;~:':.~.~: - '.,,,' .. __ ~.,.;" .. ....;,.:.,. ","T"'""'~""~~_ ~ .• __ ._,".,,_~~~ •• H·,",,',, __ ,_ ..... , .• "._,.,._~~ •. _.,., .. ___ ,~.~._.,j 
~~"";~::.~'"7~:'r~;~"'~""""'!'["--;<:r~""""",:'-:-.--.""'~'~ 
, .' 
• :,~ ~ 
DATE; 21 OCT 75 
--., 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2174 L~--.,--
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING,TOP (RETR26) 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.176 SETAO ( 3) 2.058 
SECTION ( I)RIOHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W . 2350 .3640 . 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 5) 2.176 BETAO ( 4) ,. 6.147 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
)'/8W .2350 .3640 
X/CW 







.246 .... 2444 
.247 .0095 













['" .. ' "'"-~,~",--"-" .. ',,,,-
;" ·' ..... ".,.;;,...,"-,k, ...L;.:.:.~_",-,_L.;."~", .• . ","_,c.,",', ~:.". ' .. ;_~. _~. '.,~.,~_,.. . .. , .\\.. .,_", .. ,_~,C"",',_ ''''. ___ .~_, .. ~,._" .. , __ ,.;,~_,""",. __ ._~_ .. ,~~_..a<..._""";""~~,~~"._,_:~,_~ _ .. ~J 
"---, 




IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2175 DATE 21 OCT 75 
ARCII-019 IA8! LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP CRETR26) 
ALPHAO(6) • '+.2'+2 8ETAO ( I) 0& -6.110 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
~, Y/BW .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 
.000 -.4752 -.0813 
.010 -.0'+56 
.020 -.0'+07 
.0'+0 - .. 0365 
.0'+1 -.5563 











I .798 -.3020 ALPHAO( 6) 0& '+.246 8ETAO ( 2) • SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP -4.07,+ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/B;'! .2350 .36'+0 
X/CW 
.000 -.'+'+22 -.1221 
.010 -.0339 
.020 -.015B 
;, .040 -.0090 








I; .429 -.0101 
i!" •. 547 -.2318 
,I .637 -.2250 
'f .638 -.4'+6'+ :a .727 -.2174 
:~ .793 -.0309 
.;1 .798 -.2123 
U 
~ I I 
it 
~~.ll. .. ~ •• ,._ •. ...;k""-~.; :...~_:;";...!..".,)._ . ..:.;,_~.:.. .• _~...::..,, .. _ .r_~:"~-'..1,'_ ~ _:. __ .;_,'.,;::.,.~. 
;~ 





.:...:..~~~-"~ ........... -~~ .. _-_.----......;....j 
C:.-" .-·:~~r·"-~-;·"".c~~=~·<. 
....... ."._d, '.!:.~>-,-~::.~!~;;'\"" :~-:::;~;";::.":~:)"', '.::..~~--;;:.: :::::,::,:~·,:,=:;:::,-:~:";':-::,,-:-_~.;::::;:~.:-;.:;":~;.~.:.::::,!t-;;l'~-'" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAO( 61 • "+.2"+"+ 8ETAO ( 3) .. .001 
SECTION ( I)RIOHT ~ING TOP DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/8W .2350 .36"+0 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 6) " 4.243 8ETAO ( 4) .. 4.105 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .. 2350 .3640 
X/CW 
.000 -.3827 .0484 
.010 .0537 
















'~~~""":';':........."":">W...:'''-~',k. ..... ....:o_ •• ..::.... .... _~.:::.:... .... ,,"._.~. ____ _ 













DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lAB! LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
ALPHAOI 6) • 4.240 BETAO I 5) • 6.155 
SECTION I I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
V/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 












j, .637 -.0698 
.638 -.5356 
.727 -. 1172 
.793 . .1866 
.798 .0062 
ALPHAO! 71 ,. 6.337 BETAO I I) '"' -4.058 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















E~~ .. _·. ~_ '".. ~~ __ ~. __ ._~" ..... ,.,c··~~ •. _"~ __ : " •. ,_""~ j ,,"'~ ,,,c_ ... 'c.. .~,____., .. ;., ...•.. _ .... 
Y\ .; " . 
\1 
.... _,v:::::-::.:::.:~-.:··:---;:--'::'::>.;:.:~'::::-;. ':.::::;:'::::=':.!;;;"-:,:':;';:::'::;:;"!';':::L~::~:o,-... -;;~!:;-.:;;.:::.:.:.::-';::::",:::::-.:,:::::=:::::::=~>-:-;;:;~.:<" 











... -," "',,'d, ",.... , -"""' '" .. J 
- < ~ ,,- ••• ,. -" ~-~ ..• ,.,,,,.~ .---••• ---.- .. ~~....:--~ • .:......:..... .. -.....-.-"",-...-.-•• - ... -.-....!...--.. ,.---.. ~ .... ~~--. . 
r~<':f'i:-~~~~~",--.-.~;r-;,·~....,--,<,·-",-.."..·-
I~- .... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAOC 7) • 6.337 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING TOP 
BETAO ( 2) z -2.026 
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/ew .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAOl 7) = 6.335 BETAO ( 3) .015 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/ew .2350 .3640 
X/CW 


















~~~c." ..... " .• :.~_. .: ..... = : . . ,i" ... · 
~" 
. _ ... ----- . ._...., 











.. ....... ~. "..... . .. "_._ ... _._.".~~ .... _ .. "'-. ___ . ...;.~_ ..... _ .. ~.J 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.332 SETAO ( It) " 2.074 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARI~BLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
X/CW 

















ALPHAO( 7) .. 6.327 BETAO ( 5) • 4.123 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING TOP DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .2350 .3640 
i X/CW 

















RT. WING TOP 


















DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2180 
.... -"'-"'.....----
.! 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(S8HL UNSEALO) RT. WING BOT. (RETWOI) 
PARAMETRIC DA'iA 
02 OCT 74 
REFERENCE DATA 











976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN, ZT 
SETAO( I) .. .005 ALPHAO( 1)· -6.286 












SETAO ( I) -.006 ALPHAO( 2) -4.148 













L . .. .. 



















. . :'.~".,...... ..._ •.•• _ .. ,~o~, .... ,:._ .. _ ..•. ~.~ ___ ..... _~~\~_~_ ........... ~~. __ •• ___ ~ •• __ ..J 





DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
PAGE: 2181 









BETAO ( II • -.021 ALPHA(ll 3) .. 












BETAO ( I) '"' -.030 ALPHAO( 4) • 












BETAO ( I) '"' -.026 ALPHAO( 5) • 










.390 .14 I 0 
.798 .0000 
,~<. 
~...:-: ... ",-.. ,,-.;.~.~,- ,,.',-'-.....:~ .•• - . ..:.~.<,~ .. -,." :".-.• -.. ~.:,.". ,1'U' 
-2.025 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.092 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.226 













.... ...~._ .. __ . __ ~___ __ J 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2182 
,,:-,~-, ... ,~ 
"1 
/, /{ I' --~.,,---
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL UNSEALD) RT. WING BOT. IRETWOI) 
SETAQ ( 1) • -.018 ALPHAO( 6) • 4.337 
SECTION 11RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIA3LE CP 
-------, . 












8ETAO ( II -.001 ALPHAO( 71 = 6.460 
J SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











, . ~ 
.1 
BETAO ( II - . 009 ALPHAO( 8) • 8.583 
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...... , ...... -.... ~,~. ",~-~,--.~-...... --~'--""--... ~~ .. ~.....:.-~.--~ .... -~ 
"'~"-C'~-'"'-~:-"~-':~'-~'-':~'-'~""- , 
~ , 
!\I!:::'::: ':' '-~: ~~~::::~::::,:,;}:'~", er:, ,c::,~::, ;:,,,,,,:::::,,', 
,.,.t!'~. 
, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
, 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 





sREF '" 2690.0QQO sa.FT. 
LREF .. 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF = 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE'" .0300 SCALE 




ALPHAO( I) '" 












976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.155 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
·BETAO ( I) .. -.020 ALPHAO( 2) '" -4.065 
















'lc'i.~;;';';::':;.Y";:~ •• : --:.:_:!:;_.~:.;;:~ •. :.:,;~::;:.:.::-..::;~ :-"..-.:::-,,:,:,,::::::.;:::::::::,; :'::::::::'~'::~:::::::..-;:::.;::~~;n~' h' 
PAGE 2183 
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" ,,,' .,""'~-,., ,'-"~,,,. ~"",~," ~"-,,,,,,,,' ,"""._ .. "._, ,-,~.-"',, .... :..~-~.~-,,-,,-'''-,,'',- -,-.".,,-,-~,,---~ 
~~~"'C-~"-:"7·;" :'~~, ~",~"'·;;"'T'~·."~':l -, 
I" • 
! 
-"-'~ .. --~.., 
L,", 
DATE 21 OCT 75, lAB 1 A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA T ABUL,I', ION PAGE 21B4 
ARCII-019IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETW02) ~.....:-..,--­! 
BETAD ( I) .. -.028 ALPHAO( 3) • -1.995 












BETAO ( 1) -.031 ALPHAD( 4) 2 .07B 
SECTION ( 1JRIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .3640 
X/CW 




D! .040 .1143 1/ 
.086 .0670 
t· .163 -.0031 
.246 .0157 
.390 - . .1338 
.798 .0000 
BETAO ( I) -.032 ALPHAO( 5) • 2.167 





.020 .1212 ' 









<O~-"~",,,,;b.,~~.,'"<1:t.&~::,,,~_:..t.~,_ •. .-.l:~'t,. -,; ... ~ -',;~._~,.< ..... ;.::",~.-",~:......L~-O.. .• __ ~.,": .:.....,.~:_. ~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2185 
~----..,,, 
ARCII-OI9 lAS! LVAP(SSHL SEAL~D) RT. WING SOT. (RETW021 
8ETAO ( I) • -.026 ALPHAO( 6) • ~.2~2 












BETAO ( I) -.007 ALPHAO( 7) a . 6.338 

























h. • J' 
-'_ ...... .>.l_,_'"'_ .. ~ __ , _.".,"'.~~~"O&<_"'----' __ ~ ___ ""'~ __ ~_~ ............ """": ... ~. ____ ._ .. _. __ ~ ... ' ' 
r~~' ?f .H~. ~1""'.~/'~e~~""~~Y""'·::r;"-"~"r""'~·· 
L: 



























ALPHAO( I I " 

























~ .. ' ."-r~~ 











.004 ALPHAO( 2) " 











!'!-~~i''''''_'':~.i~:'':':',~.':'',_:.J .... ___ ~>._-"·.i..:~.,"""",---~-",_ . ..J<;-,'.~.':'.,._"-'l,"_.~J '~u, .•. ' ,_, _ ~, 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAPCSBHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.277 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.157 




"~-'~=--',~~,:::::~==----' -~-=; "-' 
PAGE 2186 
CRETW03) C 02 OCT 74 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE: 2187 i ~----'J 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPISOHL SEALEDl RT. WINO BOT. (RETW031 
BETAO ( I I • -.020 ALPHIIO( 31 .. -2.0~5 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











SETAO( 11· -.030 ALPHAO( ~l • .070 
SECTION ( 1 lRIGHT WING BOTTOM . DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











BETAO ( t I • -.035 ALPHAO( 51 • 2.209 
J 
1 














r:':-::'::-::::::-- .', --, ,-- ,,-
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rc'~~' 
" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
BETAO ( I) • -.028 ALPHIIO( 6) • 












BE TAO ( I) . 066 ALPHAor 7J .. 













ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) RT. WING 80T. 
4.323 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.247 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
"Y~'-' 





I.....-- ' I It 
t="~ __ ,.;",~""" ... .,.;"C~''''';' .,".","=< .. ~,:~~ •. ,;.:~ ........ c. .C ........... ,.~ ..•. " .......... "-oJ' .... ....... ,.c. •• c~ ... _'.. "" •••. .. ' .. ,~' .. "~-.. ,,.," ... ~~ .. ~,,~~"':' .. ~-' .;-~~ .. -~"-~--~~.~.~--~~ .. ~ .. -.~-~".~ 
















DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREf • 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 2 .0300 SCALE 




ALPHAOC II ,. 












SCTAO ( 1) • . 066 ALPHAO( 2) • 












ARCII-019 IASI LVAPCSBHL SEALED I RT. WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
1+00.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.854 
DePENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-3.849 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 


























! DATE 21 OCT 75 
".' .. ~""- .. .,- ... -.., 
'"_".... ... ,..,.....-'......,.,-<-,~_ ,~C<~""~i>I>O'~...;:r,"'"'-; ..... 
PAGE 2190 i' 
t-"'--~ IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
















SETAO ( 11 : .067 ALPHAO( 3) -1.842 












SETAO ( 1) '" . 067 ALPHAO{ 41 • .164 












SETAO ( I) • . 067 ALPHAO( 5) • 2.192 

















__ .. J 
-J 
, 1 



















DATE 21 ocr 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
SETAO ( I) • . 066 ALPHAO( 6) • 












8ETAO ( II .066 ALPHAO( 71" 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WINO BOTTOM 
Y/BW .3640 
X/CW 









ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SSHL SEALED) RT. ~INO BOT. 
4.200 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
5.218 












., ..... ~_..:;...;~.~, .. _~~.~_"~ ... ~._,,.~~."~,.~.>_ .. ~ .. '"' .• "'c.~,..... . .... ~.cc .. ~ .~. ..•...• .."' ...•. , ...• ". . ~,: c. ••• ; .•• .:. ............... _."." •••..•.• ~ __ .i.,"' •• _. _ __ .•• ..:._. ."... ._._~ ......... _~.~_~.~ __ ._~ 
r-~ ~-~. ~---"~~ 
, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
i" 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE Q .0300 SCALE 




ALPHAO( 1) • 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 
Y/BW .3640 
X/CW 









BETAO ( I) .. . 070 ALPHAO( 2) • 













ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPlS8HL SEALED) RT. WING 80T. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
,DODO IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-5.882 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
-3.880 






























..... ~.".-. ., .. '"""IlI 
.~c,.,~c"",cc.~,,,.:";;:.",,;,~=:~",~~,\:"~:r,="'~C"~"~.~~'"==8,;=,~,~~=~=="~""~=L==~=:,"'=~~'=~~~:=~~~"'~ 
, '-.,. 
, .' t ~'. ",;~ .. 
'" ___ :~.~.";';;"',J..,.."-" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(S8HL SEALED I RT. WING BOT. 
BETAO ( \l • .070 ALPHAO( 31· -1.873 










.390 . II '+6 
.798 .0000 
BETAO ( I) • . 070 ALPHAO! '+1 • . 113 











. '798 .0000 
BETAO ( I) K . 070 ALPHAO( 51 • 2.171 


















•• ....• ~_ ..• _o •• _ •... :... .... ~ __ d .. _~,_.~ .. _. .. ..... ~._~_ .. ___ ._J 
r:-~'--"<"":':-~''''''''~~-'~' ,00","C",c,-",,"'~",' 




8ETAO f 1) '" . 070 ALPHAO( 6) .. 





















SETAD It) '" .069 "ALPHAO(7)" 












8ETAO ( 1) .. .069 ALPHAO( 8) " 













ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIS8HL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
4. \.85 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
6.212 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
7.211t 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 












.. ~ ,. -~~-~~ .. --..------_ ........ -.. ---.-~~-~"---•. ~.-.- .~, .. -"- .. ~.-- -_ .. ~.--...... ~- ,-",,-' .. _._, J,' 
r'"::'-"'-"""-'-~--""""'-''''''''''-':'-;-·-·,,,,· ---.--'.----.. ---~-. -~ 
~:~,"".:;~2t .::·~~~::~:~:.::.;::7::::~'::::::::;;:.r::;;;.;.:_.w;;u:e.,..;,;;.n.l'~~:::~_,;r!i;::;; lr-~; ..... ;g:;) .. ;.,:;;:,t..;.;.._;.;;"_ .. ":~:.t"..::!c":.:.:,..:;:=_;~::t~,-.:.::-' --coo ',."C .• ",,::-::;:-::;:·-: •. :;;:;::':':::;::~;::::::;.:~: ::. :::;::::::::M'~:"'?~~':·.:;:7;;::::::::;::':;:::::::-::;::-'·::::;;;:-::::;-;;:.;:. ;':':-::::';:';::-~::.:::;;-.::;~::t::::"'::':""':'::;"~"'='''"'='"~<W"''''''''-''---'''=:.,,,,,==.='.o;;.;,,",,=,,-:;;.-::;:':"~::::::::::::=="'-"'~~~. 
;'" '~' .... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREI" • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE. .0300 SCALE 




8ETAD C II· 






















ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. VT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-.007 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
ALPHADC 2) s -4.013 8ETAD ( II· -4.061 











.798 fi] ~. 
~0 §~ 
./P c::~ ~0. ~trJ .~~ 

































~_ •• ~_ ..• L.-.O,, ___ .. ~ _ .. ___ .J 
'-'" 
DA TE 2J OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2196 
""-~--.".---
ARCll-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING 80T. (RETWOS) 
ALPHAO( 2) - -3.981+ BETAO ( 2)- .011 














-3.968 BETAO ( :3) • 4.081 












ALPHAO( 3) • .071+ BE:i~b ( \} • -6.097 












;~ J ~ __ J 
" .. - .. ~.~-~-'~ ........,-L,·. ,.,,.,. ""~""c,,.,~·, '"'>".""""""'.>r .• • .~.~_ _"~.~~~ ..•.• , .• ~ c .......•... _ ••. 
~~'~--"'-'~-'':;",:,,:--'-':~'''''''~'~-"'~--~~'''' .. __ . - ~--, 
~:-:~~:. ---~.-.. ,,~ .... ---
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2197 
ARCII-019 lASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WINO BOT. (RETIoI061 
ALPHAO( 31 • .072 SETAO ( 21· -~.067 
~ 
ii ..~ 










.390 - .. 1166 
.798 .0000 
ALPHAO( 3) • .076 OCTAO ( 3) • 












ALPHAO( 31 - .OB7 SETAO ( If) • 










. 390 -.0702 . 
.798 .0000 
b'· ........ " ~'. ~~: ............ '~;.: ••... ~, •. ,_" .... , ..... ~.... . .. "~."c ...... ~~. 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.005 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
4.063 







. •..•. • ... ~ •. ~.~. ~ .. ~ ~.~.u ...... ,~.~ ..... ~, ... ~.~~ __ ~~ •• _~ ........ ~_~ .. ~ ... c ...... ~ , .. ~ ..... ~ ........... >-~.~~~ •• _J 

























DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOUP..CE·DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING BOT. 
At.PHAO ( 3) .. . 090 SETAO ( 5) .. S.100 












ALPHAO( 41 • 4.240 BETAO ( II· -4.061 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 
Y/BW .3640 
X/CW 








ALPHAO ( ,+) '"' 4.239 BETAO ( 21 .. 
























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.008 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 


















LC_.'"'-........ , •. _ .. ~~ ••. ~~ .. _,· . __ ._~... . , .•• _ .. _._.j 
'. 
i 
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~ ... ~ 
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'~r '-~ 
D~TE 21 OCT 7!i lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE: 2199 




£)'"t:1 ~~ ~t2:1 
- t6 
ALPHAOC It) • 4.235 SETAO ( 3) • 






















ALPHAO( 5) - 8.382 BETAO ( 1) -












ALPHAO( 6) .. 10.1+53 BE TAO ( 11 -













DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.008 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.001+ 
OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 







.... -." .... ,,~ ... , .... ~ ... :..~.;..._ .. ,.,,_>L:..~ •.. _.,~ . ..;.."_~_ .. "_ .' .. , ..• "_._ .. ~ .. C ___ "d'''''''''_'''''''_* __ '''''''''' __ '~~._ .. -'~~-'-_" __ ._. __ :_~ 













ARCII-019 lA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) RT. \.-lING 80T. 
976.0000 IN. Xi 
.0000 IN. Yi 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( I) • -11.207 SETAO 11. -4.037 




































~," .. : .. ;~.:"_" _ ,-~c, •• :~ •. ~".~., .• ' ".c.: •• " •· ..... :"v.· ... " .' 

























~ ~ ••. ~ __ ' .••. _.; .• _~~,;_.;_ •.• ";L._". ·C"'_'_.~d __ ~--'-._.c..... __ ,; .... ,,,", __ L~_ .. ~,_, .. ,_ •. ~~_".,_.,' __ ~..A 
k':' ~,e __ -c~~~~"m7~::c~'=~~~'~~'~~_o~~:""" 
,. 
,.~$ot~~ 
DATE 21 OCT 7S lASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( II· -6.128 SETAO ( 3) • 






















ALPHAO( II ~ -6.115 SETAO [ 4) .. 






















ALPHAO( I)· -6.107 BETAO ( 5) • 





















ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING BOT. 
.034 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.098 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
".1"3 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
[
' :-:C"::;':'" ',':- "','--' ',-,': .-















~ ,,",,~ __ ' _ .. u.. __ -,~,; ..... ~,,,,_.~, ___ ".,~,c.. . ___ ._"_,,~ .. .c." __ L_'._' __ '.~......a 
r.;'.-~~~"':~~·-""""7'"'·:""·C'''r"'"'"''''''''''''''''~--7' . ,!,: ... ",.,~:,. ':'-'~~,C<' 
-...., 
! 
:"';v;;,H:", 7A_~:-:l:"":! .. ~ ~. ::.';, :;::~::::~::.<~':"':;~:.::':::: ',:~:;:'~ :::~~' ::". 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2202 t-~~_-.r-----
ARCI1-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING BOT. (RETW07) 
ALPHAO( 21 • -It. 084 BETAO ( 1) .. 
-6.127 












ALPHAO( 2) • 
-4.075 SETAO ( 21 • -~.085 












ALPHAD( 2) • 
-4.057 SETAO ( 3) • .023 















[~, _~.ti: •.•..•• ;~ .• " .. __ .. ,._ ..... , ... ,._" ..... ,,:...c: __ .. ~: •..• c_,.·.:~~ .... ~ .. _.~ .. ...i... ...c .• ·.: ................. : .... , "."" •..• " ...•• '-- ......... ~._.... ,,_ . .;..._~ __ ~.-"L_. __ .""'c ... ~_ •• _. . ..... __ ............. . ....... ~~ 
~':~',~""""""~"'""'"l~''''''''-::-''''i.'''.'"'''-"\,,. ,.,,..,. -,-,.,-rC"",-:- • <-- ~~.-, ~.-~,--,.. '""'"~''''_'_'"n~ __ ~_~,, ____ ""'"""C,"_~,". __ ,,~::::::::::',";"=".7-"'~~ •... -. c -~~-,r~ ---, 
'-
., .... '+. 
'--- .... ~'-
DATr 21 OCT "75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURcr DATA TABULATION PAOE 2203 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPtELHL UNSEALD) RT. WINO BOT. tR£T1ol07) f----.. 
ALPHAOt 21· -~.038 8ETAO ( ~I • 






















ALPHAO( 21· -~.037 SETAO ( 5) • 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 
VIBW .3640 
X/CW 









ALPHAO( 3) • -2.013 BETAO ( II • 













DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.169 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.133 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 








__ "-__ . ___ .. ~. __ ,,, __ ,., ..... ,," .·,._,. __ ",",.c_~."., .... __ "_. __ ."c=:.o...._~'_'_'_'_""'.: _____ c.~_. ___ " ... _.~ 
,-., ..... -. ..-.", ... ' .. ~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) RT. WING SOT. 
AlPHAO( 3) - -2.004 SETAO ( 2) - -2.060 
" 












AlPHAO[ 3) .. -1.969 SETAO ( 3) - 2.058 












ALPHAO( 3) - -1.958 8ETAO ( It) • 6.150 












...... A) ••• .~ 
,~ 
,;"_·'_~~-"i..._""'~"j,''';''''~--'--'-.~_.~~.~.o. .... ~_ .. :_A'.''' . ...I..;'';''.,",,",.;,,_.--l!..:. ••• ~,"..1. ...... :.:~ ...... _;.,,_:_~". 
PAGE 2204 
(RETW071 






c_ ..• __ ~. ~_.~ .~ ____ .~~ .•• _ .....• _ .. _ .... __ J 
r~"·'""·"-~'-··:-:'-~···'-· .. ' ~"' ~~~....-,-" ''''~r-·..,..'''~~' 
!!f;:::::'::: - .. .,;:::::c:.~~,::::~::.;:: :'., . 
, ; '" <.~ ... ~.. ~ ....... ~ ... ; .. 
~~~o 
;.. ~ ..,-
DATE .~I OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING 80T. 
ALPHAO( It) • .059 SETAO ( I)· -6.1~5 
,~~ 
~~ ~~ 
.0 ~~ t& ~m 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 
Y/BW . 36ltO 
X/CW 
.000 -.0056 








ALPHAO( It) • .063 BETAO ( 2) • 
SECTION ( l)RIGHT WING BOTTOM 











ALPHAO( Itl • .066 BETAO ( 3) • 





















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.101 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.005 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
r-: . ." : "'.' ," '. " 









-.. -.- .. ,~ ..... ,-.,~, .. ~--..;~ .......... -,--.-.-:.~ .. -~~.--.----... ~~ 
r~·-·-·~ ~.-'-~ .. -.~'-~ ... ~-.~ .. 
_'It,,,<<.4 'It ·~"t ... :...;:;~, :t,.;'.;::..... - .. ~,i'.-;_: ::-:". ~,~ 
o ""-~'--., 
DATE 21 OCT 75 tABlA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2206 
"---''''-..;'~'--
ARCII-019 IABl LVAPCELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING BOT • CRETW071 
ALPHAO( 1+) • • 078 I?ETAO ( 1+) • 






















.082 BETAO ( 5) • 























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.135 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
ALPHAO( 5) & 2.177 SHAO ( I) - -6.133 












~''':~'''~''''!;:':~''''_'_~~~''''-u--.>:..;.~ .... ..i~~~:'''':.,",,-,.:j~ ....... '':,_~.~:.~_. _:~ ... :...-" ..... ,~:. d ..... _' .• ; ..:...~ .• i:.:.....'::.. ....... -_,""-" ..• ,.-2_.:.;; . ..:.. ~.' ..... L"':':""-'_·.~,-"._-:.c~, • ..: _' .• 
~ 
< •• '~ ......... ,..... ..c ... ,' .. _ ••. ~_ .. , .• _~ __ ."_,~ __ ~~_.~_.~: ...... <'._ ...• ___ .. __ .• ~ .. _ ......... ~ ._~ .. j 
1/ 
,':-,- .. ' .-. "_~:":::'::::~;:::~::"'::-.;~~~;;t'r.-.:~:;:;, .~t"_·~ ~-:ft- . -W~~.::_ 
-", 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII~019 IA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( !51 • 2.18'+ SETAO ( 2)· -2.056 






















ALPHAO( 51 • P,185 BE TAO I 3) • 












AL?HAOI 5) • 
.36'+0 
.0705 








2.186 8ETAO ( '+) • 









.246 .183'+ " 
.390 .1076 
.79B .0000 
l~ .. _c."~'C"'J'~''-.c .. __ ,~~-"~c c .••.. '.,~., .. ' .. '.':.' 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
2.047 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.135 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
iL." .. 
.. -- ~'.----~ 











.. _ c....... ....... ,,__ ....... _," __ . __ .... ,. _~~.~ .• __ ~_._ ... _ .. _ ... __ •.. , ________ ._J 
r~';-' ,"--"~--C"-",.-~ .• -~" "SeC': "--
L ,_,.\.._ ... ::~-,:~.,~o:,:~;:::;:.:::,~~:_ ~,:;:' I ~:!_.,; .. _ 









ALPHAO( 6) - 1+.257 SETAO ( I) -












ALPHAO( 6) - 4.260 8ETAO ( 2)-












!.LPHAO( 6) - 4.257 BETAO ( 31 -










.390 - .. 0330 
.798 .0000 
,. \V". 
~_."_"'.:.,~"," C/,.""u ..... """._~." .. c'~... "",IL 
ARCII-019 IA91 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) RT. WING 80T. 
-6.123 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.081 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.003 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
--,- ._ .. _--_ .. ~ 
_ ~.~ •• ",.,..t<~::~c...:<~!~;...:.: .. :..:--:;.. -;-~;:;::~:::..;;::;':::.::,:.=: .:::~~.:t;..::;;'.:.";:::..':.;::.;: 
PAGE 2209 
(RETW07) 





_~ ___ .-&_J 
I' 
" .. " 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 6) • 1t.257 SETAO ( Ii) .. 






















'+.251 8ETAO ( 5) • 












ALPHAO( 7) • 6.353 8ETAO ( I) • 






















ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WINO BOT. 
4.093 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.1'+5 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-'+.069 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
---'".-'.--'"~\\". ~.:.>.-.~. 
(RETW071 






































DATE 2, OCT 75 tABlA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPtELHL UN5EALD) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.352 BETAO ( 2) .. -2.035 












ALPHAO( 7) • 6.347 SETAO ( 3) • .010 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .3640 
'X/CIoI 









ALPHAO( 7) • 6.3'+'+ BET.AO ( 4) • 2.069 































,- ... -''i._ 
-''''1''' 
DATE 2i OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.340 
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
SETAO ( 5) • 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. t.:Il.NG BOT. 
4.114 





































....... __ .. ~ .. , .._ .. ...:: ... ~ ~ __ ,~ .. _____~~ __ ~~_J 
r'C~"-·":">c~'~-~"""-'"'--""':'":1·''''?''~·C",,".':C:'·:·''' 
'{ , '~ 
{(~ 
L.,,_ ..... , """.!. "~,,,~'!:'\~' ,.:.,\;:;:'~:~;~\:"":,:,!:-":"::>-' 
DATE 2i OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WINO BOT. 
REF'ERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE· ,0300 SCALE 




BETAO ( I) • 












ALPHAO( I) '" . 071 SETAO ( 2) • 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 










. 79B .0000 . 
',. 
,--' 
976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
1.t00.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.230 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-1.t.159 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 


































"""""_ ... ..L;,, .. ,,~ •• ~~,.~.;. .• ___ ~.:...._.~ .• _,>. __ .».> ... ~~ _<. _,,~,. __ ,~....d 
~:;/'/'~"~T"'-~~~~'"C~" ,~.-•. ,,~. "",,~"~,",,"~, ... , .. ~ .. ~. 
at:;:::.:'..::: :~.::::~:.:::::.::.:: :;~::.;: ;: •. ", 
'~;~"'. 
(-~, -..... , 












• t , 
l 
ALPHAO( I) • .075 SETAO ( 3) '" 












ALPHAO( 1) .. . 09't 8ETAO ' c:.t) .. 












'ALPHAOI I I • .103 SETAO I 5) • 









.. 246 .2839 
.390 .3544 
.799 .0000 
ARCII-019 IABl LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING 80T. 
-.029 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
4.123 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
6.207 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
...... , •• ~ ... :~ ......... .L ... ...JJ._,.:!-"_~<:.b:~ •• ~~~ ... '"""':.; •. '--•.• ~~:-',-" •. ~,. .~. _ ... :~.:' ..•.• , .. 
,::t:~,:::'t.::;:.;;;~;:-,~-;'::'~~;:::::':-;:!.:::-;";:,(;'.:';':::;';:j;::;~;:.t:"~.;.::-::::::::-..::;'.:~.,.~:::' '=4~'~'~";;=-:'_;"" -
T' .:-..., 






















DATE 21 OCT 75 
AlPHAOC 21 • 2.216 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 I.A81 lVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING BOT. 
8EiAO C II· -6.219 






















ALPHAO[ 2) •. 2.214 8ETAO ( 2)· -2.090 






















ALPHAO( 2) • 2.22'+ SETAO ( 3) • 























DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
2.058 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 






















DATE 21 OCT 7~ lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WINO BOT. 
ALPHAO( 2) • 2.234 8ETAO ( 4) - 6.197 












ALPHAO( 3) • 4.330 8ETAO ( 1)· -4.129 





















ALPHAO( 3) • 1+.329 8ETAO ( 2) • 





















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.008 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











" ,,~ _,.,C"~""_"'_"~""~~'~'''''''_'''''_'~"''';';'''''_' ~'"~_,'.,._ .. ,_, ..... __ ,.~",' ... ,,','~ ,",',.~, ._,~_ •. ~ 
r=-C"'~~-'-'" . '-~. . . .. ""·,---~--c .•. ~,...--
t' .... 
"'~'-,:"~""-. ,''-'' , ~t .. :-:.:~'="':'~.:::'C::::-::-;::;;~~::_-:t;;_-;::; ..::_~ .• ~ .... ~"..~ 
._., _ ......... ~ ...... ~h ....... .......-..... Ma~ .. ".tl..".:fQ':.;:~~;;;;;.-=';:;.::2:;::::;:t::::::;:~~a;::;:!!S:;uts:AS::$!$!J~ -" -'-';~~' ~~-, 
~.o., .. "," 
















ALPHAO( 3) • 4.334 SETAO ( 3) " 





















ALPHAO( 3) • 4.331+ SETAO ( 4) • 























""";~_,.y~';""""'J.io:, ........... ,_"~_-"...i..~-,~,,,-:.:.-,-,,~ •• __ -.. ....,.~_., ._,' .-. '.:j~;:~ :~: ;.: .... 
ARC1 \-019 ) A8) L V.AP (ELHL UNSEALD) RT. W) NG SOT. 
4.139 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.220 
DEPENDENT VARIA&LE CP 
(RETWOBl 
•• .:J ••. __ ,",.,,",--~':":""~~.~_.-_ • .c....... ... ~, ~"';:'_,.~_,_,,~~_.,_'---'-- _".~_~"'"_\o ... "" ... ~-=-;.._~ ........ d ...' __ ............ ..:-..:-.:..=-'-_~_ 
-l 
,, __ ~"~J 






DATE 21 OCT 75 tABlA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LYAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING BOT. 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000sa.FT. 
LRe:F • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 




976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
8ETAO ( II· -4.085 





















ALPHAO( 11· -6.225 8ETAO ( 2)· -2.030 
















































r""'CC""''''''. =' .-' 
DAlE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2218 
--~":""-.. ..,'---
ARCII-019 IA8l LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING BOT. CRETW09) 
ALPHAO( 1) • 
-6.193 8ETAO ( 3) • .032 









.. 246 .0432 
.390 .0520 
.798- .0000 
ALPHAO( I) .. -6.179 8ETAO. ( 4) • 2.098 












ALPHAO( 1) • -6.167 8ETAO ( 5) • 4.163 













[.... . ... .. ,.; '.' 






._ u:~~.......:.._"--. :~~_"'~,_z....,~:...~.· .. t"...:;-..~ .... __ ._' ............... ~ .... L.M.. •• , ..... · .......... ·_ •• ""-;-............ -...:..... ...... ~ ........... ~~,--""' ........ "--...; .• - ......... -.-......-. ~. _. ,.-.. ~ 
~. .... .o,,,=,"~,,.~-~""~.~ '··'7'--'·',- ..... 
[II . ' i.. ' 
to ~::::;.. " ...... ":,~ .. ".", 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 2) • -4.143 SETAO ( I) 












ALPHAO( 2) z -'t. 132 SETAO ( 2) '" 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING BOTTOM 
i Y/BW .3640 
~" X/CW , 
i .000 -.0196 
I' 





i .163 .0697 
t .246 .0883 
.390 -.0355 I .79B .0000 
~. 
t ALPHAO( 2) & -4.101 BETAO ( 3) -







ARCII-'019 IA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALO) RT. WING BOT. 
-6.157 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4. 105 
DEPE~OENT VARIABLE CP 
.017 




£) Ei ~~ 









'"- .. ~ 
I 





t;,";"E 21 OCT 75 IAStA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATATA8ULATION 
ALPHAO! 21 • -tt.075 8ETAO ( ttl • 












.4LPHA.O( 2l -4.067 BETAO ( 5l • 












ALPHAO( 3) • -2.0tt5 9£TAO ( Il • 












ARClI-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALDl RT. WING 80T. 
4.131 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
6.191 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.165 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
'lotl"";"""~'~~~~"'-'''''-'''''i''_i:.i~c.;.,.. .. '''h1_._ .. ",,,.;';L ...... :t~~ :~_:"~'':''_''-_'_' __ ''-'''_''.'_~L.. •. ~i: .. ~,.:;_>:~:.;c: _ .. \_ ... ~\"",~~_~.->.-,;.:; __ ~,~_ ."._."~ •• _.~.:.:- •. _.. .;. ," _~:_',. _· .. ·L_.: 
!RETW091 






r---~ ... ~ ) I 
.,, __ ~_ •• _.~._ .... ~~d.L~·~~ ~.. ••• ••• ....~ ~J 
~;;:!'-::. . ... :~~~.~.,-~.,,,~~ .. 
;!~:~ • 




: ..... " -' .... : .. :.;.. ........ ~ ...... ,;., ..-. .... ..:.......,;... .. ,......, .. 
DATE 21 OCT7~ lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCtl-Ot9 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 31 • -2.031+ BETAO [ 21 .. -2.072 












ALPHAO( 31 .. -1.993 BETAO ( 31 .. 2.059 












ALPHAO( 3) • -1.97B SETAO ( It) .. 6.163 


















, ...•.... ~-,,~;-~.-~.-.-~--.---~-~-~-.. -. ~ t" .... . , ..... ,.. . .' --. ~_.,~~~_·_·~Io.~"'"'f~~~_,., ............ ~.~~ ....... ..L~;.,.~.;.-,~·--....!_ ...... u..:..'"''''u'~:~ • ...t...;...:...."''·...,_~~~ .... _~H.-:.~''...,~ . ...:;, .. ~''-'...J..l_''.~'-' 
""~-"7:~~-c~c.e·T·:.~·~ 
f ~ 
~"". ,., . "·"4_<",';>:~~.:.:~,~.-=(~a_a.-"';"~'~c...;.r -;J!.t1-{,'l-, :~':~J:'< 
.. ; 
Dr.": 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 lAS! LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI RT. WING 80T. 
ALPHAO( 41 • 
.052 SETAO ( I)· -6.173 





















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
ALPHAO( 4) .. 
























ALPHAO( It) • 
.063 8ETAO ( 3) • 























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.022 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






---···· .. l 
"."2L _ ._.~_ ~, ..• _."_, __ ... ~"' __ '--'"'_~~.:, ~~ ____ ~.~.~."""'-'~' ____ , __ ., __ 2_.~_,J 
~'>.-~~~.--:~\.~.'~~~"""'V~""=~~ 
;. 
~,:~":::::::::. .:;>:·:-:::~'.:·:::~~~:.7 t··,';":: 




ALPHAOI 4) • . 079 BETAO I 4) • 












ALPHAOI 4) • • 086 BETA.O I 5) • 












ALPHAO( 5) • 2.173 BETAO Ill· 






















ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) RT. WINO BOT • 
4.095 
DEPEr~DENT VARIABLE CP 
6.161 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.160 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
II ' l~:.=~""~~:,~~_ .. ~;.".,._c~"c.-~~; •. ~ ..•.... ~·.,,~L'.~ ...• ~·.,'-•••••.••. '. <-~.~,,' " .•.. , .. ,..', ' 
-".-----~ .. ---.... _- ..... , ... -"~----, 
- t(' 
._- ....... _..,,--" 
'. 





, ... __ ._ .... , ____ ._______ _ .. ~ __ J 
r"'"~-'--C-'~-"-- -_ ... 
'-.'.~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2224 ~~-~- ... - .. ---
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL UNSEALOI RT. WING BOT. (RETW09) 
ALPHAO( 51 • 2.175 SETAO ( 21· -2.076 












ALPHAO( 51 2.187 BETAO ( 31 • 2.048 













ALPHAO( 5) • 2.192 SETAO ( It) • 6.163 












"799 .• 0000 
, 
?-: 
f' t,,···.. '.-"-, .... "...... .. '.' .. ' "'" q.. 






. . ,. 1 
_ .. " ._.... _~_.~_. __ .. ______ ._.~~. ______ ._~--J 
,.. .. ~-C·:·"7:'""~ 





DATE 21 OCT '75 
ALPHAO( 6i • 1+.2'+7 
IABIA- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UN'SEALO) RT. WING BOT. 
8ETAO ( 11· -6.\4\ 





















ALPHAO (Eil • 4.249 BET AD ( 2) • 












ALPHAO( 6) - 4.25'+ BE TAO ( 3) • 













DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.002 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











~-... -~~.- ...... ~ 
l 
I 
(':'\. .~__ _.~.~ ... "_ .. __ ... ,,,..bi .. _~-__ __ ._~~. __ .. _ ... . ___ A 
i' ",\,::: . --.~---.. -.. .',. ---r- •. ~ .. · _____ '~ 
:....._,-", 
flATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2226 
----.. -... .,,~----
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALOI. RT. WING BOT. IRETW091 
.A.LPHAO ( 6) .. 4.256 8ETAO ( 41 .. 4.108 
SECTION ( I)RIQHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAOC 6) 1+.255 BETAO ( 5) .. 6.174 












ALPHAOC 7) ,. 6.369 8ETAO ( 1).- -4.073 

























... _.,.,.~ .. _~,.___ _._,_._. __ .~ ___ ._~._ .. _.~~_ .. _ili' __ •.. ~_._.~~· .... _ ... __ ._, __ .• __ ~ ... _. __ ~_ •.. _.j 
'~; 
---,:~--~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IAB1A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAOI 7) ~ 6.370 SETAO I 2) a -2.035 





















ALPHAO( 7) .. 6.369 SETAO ( 3) • 






















ALPHAO( 7) • 6.366 BETAO ( 4) • 





























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.015 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.074 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 



























DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
























ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDl RT. WINO BOT. 
4.127 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.~:_;J-"""J._'<_~~':'~"'';'''';':~:'L.~-h''''_;'.'~'''::_~~'':':'~ ___ :''':'''.'_-'':'' ",.,'. ,~; __ -_,:. ,,-,. '''''':'<''''}'' __ .L, ~_L:,~.;,.~_._ ;_ .~.~-;.; 
PAGE 2228 
(RETIoI09l 











.... _~.".""... ".~."",_~_ .. ,~" .. ____ ."'.:'."."_'_' ... "" .. , .•..... c.... . .._.~ •.... _j 
:;>, 
.....-;:,"'- ';,' ~'.'.' -
'''''''' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IAdl LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI RT. WINO BOT. 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.OC'U0 INCHES 
SCALE. .0300 SCALE 




976.0000 IN. Xl 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( II· -6.200 























.001 ALPHAO( 21· -4.091 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Y/BW .3640 










































".~'. . .... ~_'"". ,~ __ ~~;.,_, ....... ", .... " ..... ~ .... ...J 
r~·~T .. ;" ··.·~.··,.~'.."..~r,.·.··.'''·''~,....,~.',. 
f 
;~Vf-, ~ 'I -;;~\., 
! ,....,. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT, 
SETAO ( I) .. -.016 ALPHAO( 3) = -2.000 












BETAO ( 1) .. -.022 ALPHAO( 4) .. .085 












BE TAO ( I) .. -.019 ALPHAO( 5) .. 2.189 































.... ,~' '--.. '" "~~ -....... ~ .... ~, .. "'.. . ..-~.--j 
~,"-"""",,,~,,:,~,,, .•. ':~~-~"",i;;"~'''''''''~'''''' 
8fc~:: 
K 
DATF:: 21 OCT 7~ lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
::;.~ 
SETAO ( 1) - -.01'+ ALPHAO( 6) -





















BETAO ( 11 • .OCI ALPHAO( 7) -












ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
4.274 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.376 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~~.i,,",..i........:. .... i.b.,:;;;..!.-1>' ....... .......:..::,..~"'"t~~ .. ,"-..:;,...:..., .. ~.~. ~,i.;.... ... :;..,; .. ", ~'",",,,,.,,:,\'_~, __ l~,:_,~ _, :!Ii..;---,-';~;.,.,...!:>., __ _ .-., ,,-i. <.d.~~_ •. .::. "L~ 
PAGE 2231 
(RETWIO) 
, __ •. :\..l.-..-__ ~:. >.01&&-:'. 




































ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. VT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( 1) '" -6.258 BETAO C I) '" -4.078 


































46.244 BETAO ( 2) '" -2.027 











DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 



























_ •• __ , •. ~ _____ ._ A •• ". ___ ""---. __ • ___ ._;:~~~ __ ~~,"_,-_____ .,,,:_ •• _~.,." ___ "_. J 
,...-,..,--.. -~,"-~-c:~~.~. ~'c····-"'--··-······-rr··r .. 1\ -
I!C:"' 









ALPHAO( II • -6.209 BETAO ( 3) 












ALPHAO( I) .. -6.193 BETAO ( 41 • 












ALPHAO( 1) • -6.181 BETAO ( 5) • 
SECTION ( !)RIGHT WING BOTTOM 
Y/BIo! 
06 ~!;!O 
t-:1 M;J~ 8~ ~~ 





















ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT . 
. 049 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.114 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
4.175 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











__ ._ .. ~._ ...... _. _"_J 
""-,-~---~ 
l, , , 
I 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAD( 2) - -'+.161 BETAD ( 1 l • 












ALPHAOC 2) ,. -4. 1'+9 BETAO ( 2) • 












ALPHAO( 2) - -4.119 BETAO ( 3) • 














ARC11-019 lAS! LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
-6.152 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.101 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.013 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











.. , __ ~_" .. _, __ ... __ , __ ••••.••. L .. __ •• _._, ••• , ... ", ..... ,_~_.J 
,...._"~--,..c~ -T-",. __ ," .. ,-;~"- ... ,,~ .... -- " . 
---n---~ 
.. 
-,-- .. ,,~ . 
.... 
DATE 21 OCT ;5 tABlA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2235 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. tRETWIIl -~--" 
ALPHAO( 2) • -'t.09O Sl::TAO ( 't) • 4.141 




I .000 -.1572 .010 -.2638 .020 -.0108 .040 .0108 .086 -.0666 I, 
.163 -.0258 t .246 .1086 
I .390 .2915 .798 .0000 ----
! 
l ALPHAO( 2) • -4.0B8 BETAO ( 51 • 6.203 I 
I 
SECTION 11RfGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/8W .3640 
X/CW 
! .000 -.1093 
! .010 -.2077 
! .020 -.0035 
I .O~'O .0741 
I .086 -.0425 
f .163 -.0016 , 
.246 .1379 , 
.390 .3565 
.798 .0000 
ALPHAO( 3) • -2.0Itlt BETAO ( 1) • -6.169 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP l , 
, 
Y/8W .3640 ,,~ .. _l 
XICW . 
.000 -.1136 : 
.010 -.1098 I 
.020 -.0704 j .040 -.0606 
.086 .0752 I 
.163 .0745 





" ~ ~ 




DAlE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 lAB! LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. ~lNG 80T. 
ALPHAO( 3)· -2.029 BETAO ( 21· -2.075 












ALPHAO( 3) "' -2.008 BEiAO ( 3) • 2.060 












ALPHAO( 3) '"'- -1.995 BETAO ( 4) • 6.179 

























. ___ .... _ ... ~  ~_~~__ ___ J 




DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP[ELHL SEALEDl RT. WING BCT. 
ALPHAO( It) - .066 BETAO ( I)· -6.174 


















. 1'+ 1 '+ 
.0002 
.0000 
ALPHAO( It) • .072 BETAO ( 2)· -'+.12'+ 






















ALPHAO( It) • .075 BETAO ( 3) -





















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.OIB 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAGE 2237 
[RETWlt) 




__ .__~ __ "_.____ __ J 
r"'~CV'-'C-':"-'" 
r . 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCll-Ol9 IABl LVAPCELHl SEALED) RT. WING Bor. 
ALPHAO( 4) • 
.088 SETAO ( 4) - 4.105 












.390 . 37't2 
.79B .0000 
ALPHAO( 4) • 
.092 BETAD ( ~) • 6.16" 












ALPHAO( 5) • 1.116 BETAD ( 1) • 
-5.171 














r-' ". . 















... _~_ .... ....J 
I 
__ " _ .. .....:. .. _.-'. __ " "' jJ 
--"- .... _-
r--:,-...... _ ..,.-_. ;·"r·-~-~-··-- -,,-~. 
~: ... :'4. 
DATE 21 OCT 7S lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 5) • 1.120 BETAO t 2) • 












ALPHAOt 5) .. 1.132 SETAO ( 3) • 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM 
Y/8W .36'+0 
X/C~l 




































ARC11-019 IA8! LVAP(ELHL SEAL~D) RT. WING 80T. 
-2.081 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.04'+ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.158 












_ .. _--.-1 
t-iQ 
. ~: ~ 
L· I .' . , " . "~,.-..~., .. :~_~ ........ _....,.. -, ~~."""",_""",~_,_.""":~,"~,, .... ,-._ ......... ;':""""._-.l ___ :"'l..,~" _' .. ~ .... ~ ...... =.:~ .. ~ ....... ,.u~~ __ .... ~_ •. _,~._'_. ___ .~~ __ , __ ._ .• "_,._~',, _ •• ;..: ....... _ •.. _ • .:.._.!::.. ....... , __ ~ •. ~ ___ ._~: __ 't.....-__ .-"'_,;-___ ~.""""'~.;;:...--:________ __~~ .• _." __ .• _._" •. _~ ••• j 
~---~:-""/i';""'-'~--"""--" --.-,--.-,--.-
r . ~=,.""",""'m"'. 
















~. ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING eOT. 
ALPHAO( 6) ,. 3.217 BE TAO ( II = -6.163 








.1 G3 .1582 
.2-+6 .2008 
-- ',90 .0'+71 
.798 .0000 
ALPHAO( 6) 3.218 BETAO ( 2) ,. -4.114 




.010 -. 15'+9 
.020 -.0590 
.0'+0 -.0298 





ALPHAO( 6) ,. 3.223 SETAO ( 3) • -.012 












_, ...... _~:-.....;._ .. _1.l 
'--' 
PAGE 22'+0 .---~- ..... -~--




. ___ . __ ._ '"_.~._--'-- ___ ."' .. u._~ _,.,_~.~ ______ "~ .. _._..........,._ ..... ~ ..... ____ • ....::~. ___ , ....... _ .... _ ..... _,_.... "", ___ "J 
r~-'-"""~~'~'~~' .' C'-'--~---'­
iIIc, . , .... :.:: :.': ·":'::~~'-';·:=:::;:"=,·a .• 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
i--
ALPHAO( 6) • 3.229 BE TAO ( 4) -
SECTION I)RIOHT WING BOTTOM 











ALPHAO( 6) - 3.22B BETAO ( 5) • 






















ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
4.104 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.167 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
ALPHAO( 7) • 5.320 BETAO ( 1). - .... 097 

























~_ .~._~' .• " :. ,.~.J~·.c .. _ •••. · 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-., 
~ 




___ _... _ __J 
r-'~'-"~-""~~~--~"'-;'""""'~C'-'-"'""" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 71 • 5.323 SETAO ( 21 












ALPHAO! 7) • 5.325 SETAO ! 3) • 












ALPHAO! 71 • 5.323 BETAO ! '+1 • 














ARCI!-0!9 lAB! LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
-2.054 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.002 
DEPE~DENT VARIABLE CP 
2.067 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 





J "'-~ -. J 
._ •• ____ . __ ~_ .... _ .. ___ •. ,' ._._ .• _____ ~~_,~~ •• ~ ~_~ .. _._~.. ~..:Lo&......~~"-~ __ ~~ ............... 




DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
:: 
, . 
ALPHAO( 7) • 5.325 BETAO ( 5) • 





















ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) Ri. WINO 80T. 
4.125 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
........... .;..,~~. _·, .......... __ . ____ .. ,.> .... _~,,~_"_ _ _.~ ....... "'~_d~ ....... 'u:..,_:._.~~..... ,.~,'~ .. ___ "._~_ ........ _._,~,_ .. ~.~ ... _~..': ... _"", .:._.: .. , 





r~'"-~-~""""--~~-----~~' -" ---~ 
! ' 
~ .... _~ ;-...t.>.:_...:1- l 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF a 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF - 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE ~ .0300 SCALE 




SETAO ( I) • 











.798 .. 0000 
ALPHAO( I) = -6.288 BETAO ( 2) OK 












, .... ,-~-- .... ~-, .. -;.~- ..... - ~-.. -.--~.--..... --.. ' 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SE~LEDl RT. WING 80T. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.079 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
-2.026 


















'. __ '._~_.~ __ '_..L..... _____ .' _____ '~~ 
[~.'=,.,.: .. =~~~--'-~~ ~-.~. 
.,~, .. 
"-:-.::-;.;" 




ALPHAO( Il· -6.273 BETAO ( 3) '" 





















ALPHAO( I)· -6.21+1 BETAO ( 1+) • 





















ALPHAO( I)· -6.229 BETAO ( 5) • 





















i"-::lt?=.1 ~ tij. 
,~,,,,,,,,,,.~,,",,,,:,,, •• ~_._ ....... ..;~ ........... ~. _" ..;_L ...... _·_~' >...;---...:..~ ___ • ~ 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDl RL WWG aOT, (RETWI2) 
.028 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2. I 17 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
4.17'+ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 







. ___ 1 
1 
I 
--, ....... _j 
,..---~, ~~ .. ----;-.",.---.. - .. ~~.-.. -.... ". 
l_~,_ .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING SOT. 
ALPHAO( 2)· -~.192 SETAO ( ll" -6.158 












ALPHAO( 2) -4.180 BETAO ( 2) • -4.103 












ALPHAO( 2) • -4.IS7 BETAO ( 3) • -.002 









.2'+6 . 0466 
.390 .OBB4 
.798 .0000 















-,.~ .. ~ 
~-."-. L'.. .... .' ,~._ .. ~."",n'-_' __ "'_" 
!Ill:::.::"" " 
-.., 
~,,~ --; >---""-.. " - --
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 22'+7 
ARCII-019 lAB! LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETWI2) 
lr": 
ALPHAO{ 2)· -~.13~ BETAO ( ~) • 












ALPHAO( 2) • -~.123 BETAO ( 5) • 












AlPHAOC 3) • -2.103 BETAO ( 1) • 






















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.209 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.173 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 





"' .. C"~H~'._~_~,.~_· ___ _ _______ .....Jl 
r-' .-~ .. ~~. oo_."_ ... _ 
~.~ ._~,.~_ ....... " .... L,.-. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAOI 31· -2.089 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
8ETAO ( 21· -2.072 












ALPHAO( 3) • -2.053 SETAO ( 3) ,. 2.06B 












ALPHAOI 31 • -2.034 SETAO I 41 • 6.180 





























DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( '+1 • .003 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED} RT, WING BOT. 
8ETAO ( 11· -6.180 





















ALPHAOI 4) • .006 BETAO ( 2)· -'+.126 






















ALPHAO( 41 • . 015 8ETAO ( 3) • 





















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.027 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 







... ~~" __ --J 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
if 
'$ 
ALPHAO( 4) • .02li SETAO ( lil· 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 




















ALPHAOC 4) • . 038 SETAO ( 51 • 












ALPHAOI 5) • 2.130 SETAO ( I I • 












ARGII-OI9 IABt LVAP(ELHL SEALED) Ri. WING 80T. 
li. 105 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.165 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.171 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
'-,"----- --_._----, 
PAGE 2250 




._ ..  ... ____ .. _____ ~_~~ .. ~ .... ~_ .. _ ... J 
'--'"'T~-~~ .~------~~-
l . __ ,-U. • ~_. 
r, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 5) .. 2.133 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ElHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
8ETAO ( 2)· -2.078 





















ALPHAO( 5) • 2.11+1 BETAO ( 3) • 












ALPHAO( 5) • 2.152 BETAO ( It) • 













L-__ ~, i!_ .... -"~ .. ,.~~,_..:......... .. _,~.""'""_v ....... ~ ..... .J"-_ ... __ •• _~~_._~~~,_._ .• _~.~_ ..... ~~." ... _._, .. ,._ •• _. ____ .~~ J, ..... _.~_ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.056 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.169 









_ __ c ____ ,~ __ ... , __ .,_,_ ... _ ,_, .. _~.~ .......... 
r .. ........--..,......-"\\~~~-.. ~'''-.. "'-~--~.~.-.... 
r· 
-..., 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2252 --- ... ,., -- -.~ 
ARCII-0t9 IABt LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. IRlZiill2) 
ALPHAO( 61 • 4.219 BETAO (. I) • -6.158 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 












ALPHAO( 6) • 4.218 BETAO ( 21 • 
-4.108 












ALPHAO( S) • 4.22"+ BETAO ( 31 • -.013 

















l"""-.. ~~_ .. ~_,~_ .... ~-,, .~.,~ .. ~.~ .... ~ ..... '_0 ............ ~.~ .•• __ .. ~ .. _ ... :, l \ ,.. ......... ~ .......... _ ... _. __ ~ .. _._. _~.~ .. ~ ___ .. __ .. ____ ... '\.\ __ j 




..... ~-"'----.---~' ..... - ... 
DATE 21 OCT 15 IA81A - PRESS~RE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2253 
ARCI/-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEA~£D) RT. ~tNG eOT. (RETWI2) 
OG ~~ ~ t,;~ ,~~ 
~1'tJ ~~ 
_tii 
ALPHAO( 61 .. 4.226 8ETAO ( 41 • 





















ALPHAO( 6) • 4.21B BE TAO ( 51 • 












ALPHAO( 71 • 6.323 BETAO ( IJ • 














,DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.193 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-I+.OB2 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 




" ,_~~~_,_, __ ~~ __ ,_.~__ '- ._'-c, __ ,_~~~ J1 
- ... ~--'-- --.~~ ___ '_~' :c:.~ 
"-' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2254 
ARCt!-019 lAS! LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING SOT. (RETWI2) ---""-,,-_._-
ALPHAOC 7) • 6.327 8ETAO ( 2) • -2.045 












ALPHAO( 7) • 6.326 8ETAO C 3) • .008 













ALPHAO( 71 • 6.323 SETAO ( 4) • 2.079 
I SECTION I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM l VIBW .3640 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
!~ X/CW 















DATE 2t OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2255 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETWI2) 
ALPHAO{ 7) • 6.317 BETAO ( 5) • '+.142 





















E_ .. ~_ .~~ .. ~,. ,'-d~_.~~~ ... _ ...... ' 
- -',-' t~, ',-.. 
-~,-.-.~.-- -~,...,--:~---:-- .. -.. -..:.-,-- -- --."~.-~ .. -.--,~.----... _-_ .. _- .:-.--~-.-~'--,--








~.,".~. --~-~-~--~-~._,.". -·~,.,JC_. 
L""·",.,,,~~n.;1;~.u::.:,-;:-.:,:-~~,!t.::-:-;;:;~~..::c'_7"?~~~;:::;;:"::-:::;;;'':>::':'~,,:::', 













ALPHAO( II. -6.055 BETAO ( II • 






















ARCII-O\9 IABt LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-.005 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
ALPHAO( 2)· -4.020 SETAO! I)· -4.06'+ 









































:'- , ..... 
---.~--.-~ 
-:::: - • ~) ..... 1-:';, ~l ;:.;:.::.:.:::.::: ~ ::::: ;".::' ~;_,.::'";:::::.::t: ,-.-; ''::'':=2(~:':;...-::.:~",,-<. 
~-~-
,-~,::;. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE .DATA TABULATION PAGE 2257 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WI~G BOT. (RETWI31 >------, •
ALPHAO( 21 • -3.985 8ETAO ( 21 • . 001 












ALPHAO( 21 • -3.974 SETAO ( 31 • 4.077 












ALPHAO( 3) • .096 8ETAO ( II • -6.101 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
VIBW .3640 
~§ X/CW .000 -.0487 
.010 -.0419 ~~ .020 -.0036 ~~ .0,+0 .0042 .086 .0'+20 
.163 .0006 





'L....:,..: ....... ~ __ .:...:....w....: • .c.-;... .... ~_, .. :,:_~.,.~. ,.:.~~ "··-·-·------~ __ .. ~ __ ,c=.... -~~--~.-_~" _____ J 
r--:;'-~'~""-' .~~~~. -~'-'-'-" .. ' 
L 
:;:::;:::-
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 3l • .098 SETAO ( 2). -~.070 





















ALPHAO( 3) • .086 SETAO ( 3) • 












ALPHAO( 3) • .117 BETAO ( 4) • 













" ,~ . 
• _. _~~ ......... L,,","",".~"" __ ·~· ~_t; ..... __ '"'-":'''<_' __ ':'''~_'.. " •• _. __ ,~._ ... _ .••..• < ........ " 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.015 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
1+.07~ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
..... ~ 
PAGE 2259 
(RETWI3) "'--~_ .. J---
- .. ~" ... ~, -~~.~.~ ., .~............,,--....... -... ~~---< ....... --.... -- .. -
--j 
-~--~ .. " - ~~-
-~ "- (i'~" 
:::~',:::::.::::>:'~;~:;:" '.':":J::~~::;-:::: ;,"" .... _._, ._ , .. ' 
~,.." 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP!ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT • (RETWI31 
ALPHAO( 3) • • I~I BETAO ( 5) • 6. 104 












ALPHAO! 4) - 4.241 BETAO! II • -4.062. 












ALPHAO( 41 • 4.240 BETAO ( 2) • -.004 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .3640 
X/CW 
~@ .000 -.0830 .010 .0371 
.020 .1043 ~~ .040 • I 167 ~~ .086 .1328 .163 .0614 .246 .0604 
.390 -.0994 I~ .798 .0000 
- tE 
-:::-~. 
~,,"...,y,--.~~~-.......o.-~ ..... __ .~_ ............. :.. ........ _.-...._.~ ... _~ .... ~........., • ......-.. , ... ~.~_ ... ~~_ -... .............. 










- ... _J 
L_-__ .--."-~,,, 
.--;!":::;'.'",-r: 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 4) • 4.238 8ETAO ( 3) • 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT ~ING BOTTOM 











ALPHAO( 5) • 8.385 BE TAO ( 11 • 












ALPHAO( 61 • 10.456 BETAO ( II • 












ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP(ELHL S~ALEOI RT. WINO BOT. 
4.073 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.010 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.002 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
"" .. 
___ ' ~' _' ~~""",_;'"-"""'_.....:._,._ .... __ '_' ~,~ .. ,.L--:';;"'~;~' .• ~_~ .. ' __ ~,~:~_,_,_~""""~"",,,,~, __ ~,-,--,_,"--_.,,,,,~_""'::;'\" ... .:.-__ ..::. __ ... ~ .. _"_,, 
PAGE .2260 
(RETW131 
........... _~. _____ ""' ... 1:_,-'"'-.~ .............. 
--_ .... '-' 





r- ," "~'~~-'-~""--'~,--"""'" ~"-'.'~-"-'---"'- '. -
1IIi.c' ,--- ":;;'c:,:::::::',;,',o::-,,,,,,,,,c.,",,,,,,,,_,, 
': .,~ ... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
REF'ERENCE DATA 
SREF' • 2690.0000 sa.F'T. 
LREF' • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF' • 1297.0000 INCHES 




ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT, WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
'+00.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( 1,. -6.312 BETAO ( 1,· -1+.066 












ALPHAO( 11 • -6.295 BE TAO C 2,) • -2.013 


















(RETWl'+1 ( 02 OCT 7'+ 
PARAMETRIC DATA 














L_.,_",~",",~",,", '. "",",~ .', 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATIO~ 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT, WING 80T. 
ALPHAO( I) • -6.258 8ETAO ( 3) • .056 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING 80TTOM DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
V/8W .3640 
X/CW 









ALPHAO( \1 • -6.24'+ SETAO ( 41 • 2.126 










? .390 .100'+ 
Ii 
.798 .0000 [ 
r ALPHAO( I I • -6.233 SETAD ( 51 • 't.187 
! SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 
I V/SW .3640 I X/CW .000 -.0661 .010 -.1778 
f· .. 020 -.14199 
t: .040 -.0614 
.1 
.086 -.0663 Ii Ii .163 -.0'+86 
.. 
.2'+6 -.0921 































·'.r -_. - '---, 
.""'*;1>. 
--'-~-... ~ 
DATE 21 cr.T 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2263 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. 'WING BOT. (RETWI't) -----..,~ 
ALPHAO( 2) • -'+.20'+ BETAO ( I) • -6.151 












ALPHAO( 2) • -'+.193 BETAO ( 2) • -'+.092 












ALPHAO( 2) • -'+.16'+ SETAO ( 3) • .031 












.:......-.............., ..... .....-..--.;~.~---.::....."'."~.,-~ - .... --.-".---~-.-.-- ,.,-" .. ~-.: 
... - .•.................... -~-.- .. _-~--~.-------
C .. ~.~~·,= ."-.... --~-.-~-~ ~~---, 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO BOT. 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 (RETWI4) 
PAGE 2261+ 
----"!'-.;"----
ALPHAO( 2) • -It. 142 SETAO ( It) • It.151 













ALPHAO( 2) - -It. 129 BETAO ( 5) - 6.220 












ALPHAO( 31 • -2.093 BETAO ( I) • -6.169 ~ 
;1 
SECT ION ( \l RIGHT W INO BOTTOM 




i' ~ .010 -.1818 ,. 
.020 -.1756 
·d .040 -.1747 .~ .086 .0270 .163 .0353 .246 .0719 .390 -.0121 .798 .0000 














--.......:. . ...c ..... c..... •. _ .... _ ... _.~~.c_._." c, _ ... c .J 














,......,....  -.' . ,....'-.-~~.---.-,-,,-~ " ~ '.. . .. . 
~::_::::-;~;,.;:;.~~.:::";:::':;::'.:::_;:~~~;:~l;t.,::;";H'''~_ ~ . '" . 
.... -,. 
"- ~- " 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 31· -2.078 
IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED1 RT~ WING SOT. 
8ETAO ( 21 & -2~063 





















ALPHAO( 31 & -2~OS7 BETAO ( 31 • 












ALPHAO( 31 .• -2.039 BETAO ( ~l • 










.390 .. 't005 
.798 .0000 
2.077 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.18S 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~~-" .... ~~. -.e' .. 









_, ____ 1 
~.~ __ J 
.....o.;: ............. ~.:..""--__ ,:::. __ ...-..'--......... _:.~;~ __ ..... :'->-_. ~ _____ """" ......... ~ ... ~. ___ ..... ~"._. 
, 
.,' 




r~~- .~.--.--... ~ .. -. 
L' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DAiA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO 80T. 
ALPHAO( It) • .021 SETAO ( I). -6.181 





















ALPHAO( It) • • 023 8ETAO ( 2) • 












ALPHAO( It) • .027 SETAO ! 3) • 












L ". . .:.._~_ .... ~c_, __ .. ~._ .• • _.:':'..rL ...... , _ .......... '. .' . L ••. " .. , ... " •.• 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-It. 121 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
-2.070 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






~ __ J 
-.---~---- ... :-------
. . c ...... ~.c~~",. -.-'"_. __ '"_ 
~.; ... , 




£>.I"d c;~ [:;~ ~tJj 
ALPHAO( 4) • . 027. 8ETAO ( Lt) ,. 









.2Lt6 . I LtO I 
.390 .1637 
.798 .0000 
ALPHAO( 4) • . 038 BETAO ( 5) • 
SECTION I ),RIGHT WING BOTTOM 











ALPHAO( 4) • . 051 8ETAO ,( ,1)) .. 
.-





















ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED}' RT. WING BOT . 
-.007 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Lt.112 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
b.174 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
t~~·· __ ~ ': ", ... _"-~~_ ~_~~_" .. _ ... _,., ... ,_, .... _.,_,.~ ~:_~~_ .~ __ .. _ .. ". .:", ~,. ~ 
--~-- .-~.-...., 
'-----' ..... ---... #--_. 
PAGE 2267 
IRETWI4) 
~.'.....".,....--~"C...,""""'-'~--c~-""'--'~~-'.-'--' ".. ---' ", ".." 
L 
DATE 21 OCT '75 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE: 226B 
-~--.." 
ARCII-019 IA91 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING 90T. IRETWI'+I 
ALPHAO( '5) • 2.131 8ETAO ( II • -6.166 












ALPHAO( 5) • 2.132 BETAO ( 2) • -2.0.63 












ALPHAO( 5) • 2.136 BETAO ( 3) • 2.064 













~._-1-'.......s",_: ... "_ .. •• ~ ._ .•. ~_.'"~"'~ •. ~" -
-I 




------ ... ~ 
----!':-------
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2269 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETWI'+) 
ALPHAO·( 5) • 2.14B BETAO ( 4) • 6.175 












ALPHAO( 6) • '+.219 BETAO ( 1)· -6.1"3 













ALPHAO( 6) • '+.21B BETAO ( 2) • -'+.089 ~ 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BonOM 
Y/BW .36'+0 














'~",,_",~-":~-" __ :. ..:.., ___ "':'.'_",...:_._':"_" __ ,.,~:.' __ ,,'i."' ____ ~ 'n, 
__ . ____ •.. _c. ___ . ___ ._'.._· __ .......: ___ • __ ._~~~J 
r-'~~~",,-',"c~-'~--:-'~-~"-~T"":-"''''''c- 0-' ~·c,· . 
f • 
.-~ .. ~.--.--, 
L 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 227Q 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETW,I\+) -~_..r---
ALPHAO( 61 • \+.218 BET ,0 C 3) • .008 












ALPHAO( 6) • \+.217 9ETAO ( \+) • \+.126 












ALPHAO( 61 • \+.218 9ETAO ( 51 • 6.196 

















~~'-_,,&-'~.:: .......... .:..._...:.:.......~~_._:l_< ~ ....... ~.::,_ . _ ,_ .~~, ___ ~."'-_ ... ~, __ ._., ____ ~~_~..,._'___._~. .~...,""'~,._~_~_. __ "'-:._ 
~ 
.' . .. ... ....~ ......... ~ ... _.~..... . ._~ .. _ .. ~_~_._.--J 
k·~-~=.'~=~--'---~-·-~~--~··· 






DATE 21 OCT 7~ lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2271 
ARCII-OI9 lA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WINO BOT. (RETWI'+) 
ALPHAO( 71 • 6.327 BETAO ( 11 • -4.066 f------,J 












ALPHAO( 7) • 6.327 BETAO ( 21 • -2.028 











.79B .0000 )~ , 
ALPHAO( 71 • 6.325 SETAO ( 3) • .021 






















DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2272 
ARCII-OIS IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETWl,+' 
ALPHAOI 7) • 6.323 BETAO ( '+) • 2.0SI 













ALPHAO( 7) • 6.316 BETAO ( 5) • '+.1'+8 



















".~ ... __ J 
r.",......~-~~"'· ,",' ,~."...,,-~-----~-~.,----,,-----.---
iIr:::::-,-::" .~:~:::;::~:-'::::': ;::~::;"" ", 
! 
II 







~ . t 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REfERENCE DATA 
SREf • 2690.0000 sa.fT. 
LREf • 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REf • 1297.0000 INCHES 




ARCll-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALEO) RT.WING aOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.OOOCI IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( 1)· -6.170 8ETAO ( I)· -4.069 












ALPHAO( II .. -6.165 BETAO ( 21 • -2.034 








































, ___ , ___ ~ ___ .__ .....J 
r~\f""'~'~-~-'~'-~~~~~ -
:"""",,;.'" _. _~~ ". ,,"- "', T'~_ , .. 
, -















ARCII-019 !ABI LVAPtELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT . 
ALPHAO( I) • -6.129 SETAO ( 3) • . 031 












ALPHAO( 11 - -6.118 BETAO ( 4) • 2.093 












ALPHAOC 11 - -6.110 BETAO ( 5) - 4.138 












"_~~.J_~.i~ao~....m...,.-...a..:....-4_"",;,,,,;__ _ _::.._.,.~ • .....:..:....." _ ._'~'~~_~.~.~"""""._.o-_ _. ~ .•.. ~ .......... ~._~_"._ 





:~~~'.:,:::::-:":~:;:;:":'.: :. q!.:'.:'::~I! 
.-
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 2)· -~.082 BETAO I 1) - -6.131 





















.ALPHAO I 2)· -It • 072 BETAO ( 2)· -1t.082 
SECTION I I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAO( 2) • -4.058 8ETAD ( 3) • .01S 



























_ __ ____ ___ ___J 
'-~.~~ .. ·--r';-<-. ..... ..,.~-~ ,- .:;- """-'-P-' 
----, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2276 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. IRETWI'S) 
ALPHAO( 2) • -4.039 SETAO ( 4) • 4.120 











.798 .. 0000 
ALPHAO( 2) • -4.035 8ETAO ( 5) • 6.171 












ALPHAO( 3) • -2.011 BETAO I I) • -6.13'+ 

















.:::~:, :·oc cc, '::"CO""C'''~.,".;""'L .. ''",,,, 









ALPHAO( 3). -2.000 BETAO ( 2). -2.052 





















ALPHAO( 3)· -1.985 BE TAO ( 3) • 











. 798 .0000 













_ ........ _~ ... ~~'_'_ •• L 











DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.06'+ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
S.153 






, . --J_ ......
J,,",,;I~!~ . --"."<~ •• __ ,___ __~_~ ____ • """"'""-._.-......... ______________ _ 
,r---'"'---"~~'--"'~' .··C-:·,-C--· 
L' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA8t LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. ~ING BOT. 
ALPH,t.O{ 4) • .079 BETAO { II. -6.1'+0 





















ALPHAO( '+1 • .OB4 BETAO ( 2)· -4.099 






















ALPHAOI 4) • .OB5 BETAO I 31 • 














• I 13'+ 







.'"".-~,.'----::.....'~-, ........ ~ ....... ~.,---~.-, "_ .. ,- , 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.004 






_ .... ~ 
_._----~_._-,-_ .. __ .-, .-.~  
,........-~-- -~--.. ~----~-~~ 
It. __ 
, 
DATE 21 OCT 7~ lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATWfJ 
ARClt-Ot9 lASt LVAP(ELHL SEALED I RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO! If) • .097 BETAO ( 4) • 4.092 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
VIBW .361+0 
X/CW 









ALPHAO( 4) • . 102 ,;jETAO ( 5) • 6.138 






.040 . 1998 
.086 .1704 
.163 .0933 
.246 • 15'+B 
.390 .1009 
.79B .0000 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.176 8ETAO ( I)· -6.134 





















L_:.-,-~_ . ____ " __ ''--' ___ " _' ___ .0, _L_ 



















DATE 21 OCT 75 tA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.181 8ETAO [ 2) • 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING 80TTOM 











ALPHAO( 5) • 2.185 BETAO [ 3) • 






















2.IB3 BETAO I It) • 





















ARCII-OI9 1A81 LVAPIELHL SEALED I RT. WING BOT. 
-2.059 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.048 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
6. 1 '+0 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAGE 2280 
(RETWI5) 
'~"""'-'~'-..... __ ".;_ ..... __ ......... u",-~_~~~_. ~ ••• _~ ·":...J-·~-"""';""""_'"_'""-"_"~"'"' ___ """""",_,""..:......:... ... ~ ....... c._~.;.. ............... ___ .~ ____ l~' _ ,_~~ ___ " ....... _~~ ~ ~ • 
- .. --' .......... ~.; ... -'~..--.....~~~-.-~.-....I.. .• -'----~ .......... -"'-___ ....... ~-.1~ ~ ______ ... 
~ 







r'~' .,.-,,-,,~ .. ,--:"".~,~~~--,~~~~ ... ~ .. 
! 
~,~. ~,-<..-<~:~,.~.~ " 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 6) • 4.251 BETAO ( I) 2 -6.118 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 




















ALPHAO( 6) • 4.253 BE TAO ( 2)· -'+.076 






















ALPHAO( 6) • 4.252 9£TAO ( 3) • 






DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.002 

















.0000 ~~ 2:' 
_ :,' ,L:_-'_, .... _,' .. L~,-. ,~. <"'.N,~~. __ •• _ ... __ : 
" . _. ""---'r,--, 





... ",............ .. __ .~ .... ~. ___ ._. _,,_~_._......_-Ai 
r ,'~-~'~~ 
~~"",,:;.~.;;N~ ... t",:"·l'4i~·" \.~" 
... ::::':::'~'·i" " 
. __r_, 
PAGE 2262 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING 80T. (RETWI5) ~-"'--,+~--
ALPHAO( 6) • '+.253 BE TAO ( 4) ,. ~.095 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 












ALPHAO( 6) • 4.21+5 BETAO ( 5) • 6.1 '+B 













, ALPHAO( 7) • 5.30'+ BETAO ( I) • , 
] 
I SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM 
-'+.072 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.\ 
:-i V/8W .36,+0 i-i 
Ii XICW 
Id .000 -.1636 
;1 .010 -.06~0 



















ALPHAO( 7) • 5.305 BETAO ( 2) " 
SECTION ( I)RIOHT WINO BOTTOM 











ALPHAO( 7) .. 5.302 BETAO ('3) • 






















ALPHAO( 7) • 5.302 BETAO ( 1+1 • 























, .,... . - .,. " 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
-2.036 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
" 
.007 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.065 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






.. ___ ,_, __ .---',_, ,,_, ___ .~. __ .~: .... _~_, __ ._ .. ____ , .. ___ ... __ ,___J 
r""~~~"""-"'-'~"-::,~ ",' ""~_~M __ '-"""'''' __ '"'_' 
~P< •• " •• ". 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 7) • 5.298 SETAO ( 5l • 






















l,--"","" O"_~, .•. ~. ,~ 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING 80T. 
4.107 












DATE 21 OCT 7:5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 




ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
1+00.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( 1). -6.246 BETAO ( I). -1+.078 












ALPHAO( 1 I • -6;231+ BETAD ( 2) • -2.033 






































DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 22S6 ---~""--...--~~-
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED I RT. WING BOT. (RETWI61 
ALPHAO( 11 • -6.194 BETAO ( 31 • .038 












ALPHAO( 11 • -6.181 SETAO ( 41 • 2.103 












ALPHAO( 11 • -6.169 BETAO;( 51 • 4.159 












~ __ J 
.. J 














DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lA81 lVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
AlPHAO( 2)· -~.13S BETAO ( I)· -6.157 






















ALPHAO( 2) • -It. 125 SETAO ( 2) • 









.246 . 0913 
.390 -.0343 
.798 .0000 
AlPHAO( 2) • -'t.109 BET.i\O ( 3) • 













DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.102 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
' . 
.011+ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
L_._._~._,-",,_,,~"_",.~~._ .. :._ .. ~ .. ~ ... ~ ... : .. , ..... , 





r-~~'-~"'-""'~~ " ...~~" l :>r" "' .. "- --"'-~'-~~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2288 
ARCll-Ol9 IABl LVAPcELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. CRETWl6) --,-:'-...-.... --~-
ALPHAO( 2). -4.082 snAO ( .. ) - ".132 









.2 .. 6 • t 124 
.390 .2 .. 79 
.798 .0000 
ALPHAO( 2) • -4.074 SETAO ( 5) • 6.189 
SECTION l)RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAOC 3) • -2.033 SETAO ( 1) • -6.165 







.086 .10 .. 5 
.163 .0950 
.246 .1186 
'I .390 -.0599 .798 .0000 
:1 
"- -'-- ._------..;;; 
.' __ <> •• _~~ • ...:.......' ____ • __ ~_.a .... : __ •• ~· 
k",'_,~",_,,, __ .. ,, ""' __ ~_~~'''''' __ • __ ~__ ___J 
r-- '--.-.. ~ .. -.. ~.:~: .. ~==-~~ ...... ~ ... ;. -- ,. ... ,........-----.. ~~~7:;~ . .----~.........-





DATE: 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE: SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 22B9 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETWI61 
ALPHAO( 31 • -2.021 BETAO ( 2) - -2.073 










.390 .0170 0: 
.798 .0000 
ALPHAO( 31· -2.004 8ETAO ( 3) • 2.061 












ALPHAO( 3) • -1.987 8ETAO ( 41 • 
SE.CTlON ( I'RIGHT WING BOTTOM 
6.166 






























DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( ttl • . 070 BETAO ( II • 












ALPHAO( 41 • .076 BETAO ( 21 • 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 











ALPHAO ( 4,) OK .084 BETAO ( 31 • 












___ •• ,:, ... L_".~"";~, .... ~~";....:._.u~-,-~ .. ,_ ••• 
ARCII-OI9 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI RT. WING BOT. 
-6.166 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.111 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.007 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 





,_,_,~, __ ._~. __ ,~ ___ _ .~_J 
r~-'~-~"-"~~-~~'''''''~-'''-''' 
!itt.~=· , .' :,:':: ., """':" ' ." '" , 
~ __ """""'.T~'_· __ 
---- ---, 
.-
" ,- - _ .... 
~, 
_·-",_ .... r -,-~.-
PAGE 2291 
DATE 21 OCT 7~ IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. IRETWI6) 
ALPHAOI '+) • . 099 8ETAO ( If) • '+.099 










.390 . 2961f 
.798 .0000 
" ALPHAO( If) . 10'+ 8ETAO ( 5) • 6.156 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING 80TTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
VIBW . 361f0 
X/CW 
.000 .0406 
I .010 .0'+51 .020 .0316 
I .040 .0151 
t .086 .2363 
I .163 .1613 
~ 
.246 .2785 . [ .390 .3467 
~ .798 .0000 
I 
ALPHAO( 5) .. 2.179 BETAO ( 1) • 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM 
V/SW • 361f0 
-6.160 





og .020 -.031+5 
:1 
.01+0 -.0021 
l-:l:ji',-l .086 .1525 
~~ .163 .1609 .21+6 .1842 
.390 -.0068 ~~ .798 .0000 





. ,.~ ., " __ ... ~, __ ,, ~_~~.,_~. __ ~~.---"" ___ . __ '" ... ,~-----"-_._____________ _  _ J 
r-~""""""-" .' H. -e' --~~ .. ' -""-'----'-''-'-'' 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. ~ING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.183 8ETAO ( 2) = -2.076 





















ALPHAO( 5) • 2.19"+ BETAO ( 3) • 





















ALPHAO( 5) • 2.199 BETAO ( 4) • 























• ..:.:.......-~~_~~ __ ... t_.~. 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2·.052. 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.158 











DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCtl-019 IABt LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WINO 80T. 
ALPHAO( 61 • 1+.21+6 BET AO I 1)· -6 . 11+ 1 





















ALPHAO( 6) • 1+.252 BETAO ( 21· -1+.091 





















ALPHAO( 6) • 4.259 SETAO ( 31 • 





















DEP~NDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.003 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 












~_..,~ ___ ~. ~.,~_'~ ___ ~.T" -- ._-------, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 22S~ ... ---~-#"~-~ ~-
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP<ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETIolIS) 
ALPHAO( S) • 4.261 8ETAO ( 4) • ~.109 
SECTION IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 











ALPHAO( S) • '+.259 SETAO ( 5) • 6.170 












ALPHAOC 7) • 6.364 BETAO C I) • -'+.07'+ 
SECTIO~ ( IJRIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/S~ .3640 
X/CW 












.... H.o_--""".-...-..... ...... _.;;.., .......... __ ........ .;;..,;....._. _........" ................ ~'"""" ..... ____ .... ~._ ........... ~: __ .-.--.. __ ........ ~, ..... _, __ ~ .. ~~._ ".~ __ --L.~~._~u __ ._.# .. ~.~----.... ~. 
-,-- -.-,.~------,~--.---.----.-~.~. ~.,.--,~----.... - -----~ 
r----"'" -.~---~-~<""~< - ....... ~~-- .. -- 'i < "-.---------.., 
~< 
-~':'-. .,---
DATE 21 OCT 7~ IA81~ - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2295 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETWI6) 
ALPHAO( 71 • 6.367 8ETAO ( 2) • -2.043 












ALPHAO( 7) ., 6.367 SETAO ( 31 • .OOB 












ALPHAO( 71 • 6.364 BETAO ( 4) • 2.073 







t:x3t-l .0"+0 .0879 







DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.359 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP!ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
8ETAO ( 5) '" 4.124 






















~ ....... -' -,-,-~-",~"-""-.--.-"---~-,-,-","",,--~"--,~~,,:-,---,,, ._---_ .. 
,. 












. '--0_- • 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
REF"ERENCE DATA 
SREF" • 2690.~000 Sa.F"T. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF a 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 




976.0000 IN. XT 
;0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
BETAO I). -4.055 












ALPHAO( I) z -6.167 BETAO ( 2)· -2.018 








































.. '":.....-.-.,~--~--~ ........ -......:..~.-< .... --.--







._._ .... _ ... _."._.~J 
r-'""~~""-~-' 
l 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( I) • -6.142 8ETAO ( 3) .046 












ALPHAO( I) -6.130 8ETAO ( 1+) • 2.104 












ALPHAO( 1)· -6.123 BETAO ( 5) • 1t.151 






















~~i.....""""'~"";""'''''''''' __ ~'_.''''''''''''')::'"''_~''--~'''' .--' . .:.. ______ . ___ '~ __ .. h_~_.. .""" _.-'--"-___ . __ ."'._:...._._.~. _____ .. _~_._.., .... ~ __ . ~ .. _.~. __ .. __ . _". _. __ .. _ ......... _._ __. __ ., .. _~'-_"'-•• _ .. ~ ___ ._._ .. _ . __ ~ ___ '_~ __ ............ ~ __ 
! 
. _ , .. _,,,_._c_. __ ._._J 
~,--.. ~,-- '-~~. ~ .. -.--~ .. ·~,,,,=c .,"., 
f ' 
fir,; . 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP[ELHL SEALED) RT.WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 21· -4.089 BETAO ( 11· -6.119 





















ALPHAOI 21· -'+.079 8ETAO ( 21· -4.073 






















ALPHAO( 2)· -'+.065 BETAO ( 31 • 
























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.030 













-...~.> .. ,~.; ~ .. ~~ .•. -
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
f 
ALPHAO( 2) - -4.044 BETAO C 4) a 





















ALPHAO( 2) - -4.041 SETAO ( 5) -












ALPHAO( 3) - -2.003 SETAO ( I) • 












,~~~ ..... ,~""": ... ";""""": ___ ",.,,,,,,, __ ~_o._ ..• _ •• _,<~~,,:.,,_ ... ,-,_ ' 
ARCII-OI9 lABl LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING 80T. 
4.123 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.175 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-6.127 





__ .. _1 
.~'"'~.,_.~:... _.~ ... ~_.-_.~ _, __ . ____ , __ .::... __ ~.~ ___ '" , __ , __ '-~ __ ._.~.:~""":_~~---,-,~ ..... __ ~ ___ ~,D.,_ .. _~_._~._._~~_~_-,_. ___ _ ---4 
('~_~~~;C:'~~'~_'_"'''':"'~_''_'~'' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ALPHAO( 31 • -1.993 BETAO ( 2) • 
SECTION ( 11RIOHT WINO BOTTOM 











ALPHAO( 31 c -1.979 BETAO ( 31 • 






















ALPHAO( 31· -1.967 BETAO ( It) • 
SECTION 11RIGHT WINO BOTTOM 
























"" __ .~-* ••. _~".~.-..<_._ .. ~ ............. _.. _.~_ ~ .~_ .• __ .L~._. __ .• _ ••• 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING 80T. 
-2.0'+4 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.069 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.153 






.~-~ ~ ~ -~-~-.- -- --.--.".~.-... ~ .. --
r-'-~~ 
~~H"·"'"~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 4) • . 077 BETAO ( 1) • 












ALPHAO( 4) • .082 BETAO ( 2) • 












ALPHAO( 4) • • 083 SETAO ( 3) • 












ARCII-019 IAsl LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
-6.130 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.088 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.004 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 







--"--------_ . ..;;.. ..-.. -".-"~.~~ 
r'"~"~"'~~"-~"~:"--~~~~ 
1\v.2"' 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( ttl • .096 BETAO ( ttl -






















. 101 BETAO ( 51 • 












ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
't.096 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.1't3 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






















~""":~ •• ')_:'-"~ili. ... __ ..• >_ •.• -",,; ... c •• ,,-::"""; •• ....:....u.< ___ ...., __ .~_ ..•• 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 





.~-~-~--~.~.~ -~---~. -----.- ~- ..... ~~----.-.~~. ~ ~-..  
r~-'-"'----'~-~~' . ,--,-. ':,/F II 
L 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 




ALPHAO( 5) • 2.177 BETAO ( 2)· -2.050 





















ALPHAO( 5) - 2.IBO 8ETAO ( 3) -












ALPHAO( 5) - 2.179 8ETAO ( 1+) -












DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
2.051+ 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
6.11+ I 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 




--'~- ...... IRETW17) 
---I 
,.--..... - ..... ;.-.,- .. -.".-.--.-.--~ .. -.... ~-- .. --~~-~--.. -.-~~ 
r"-- ~ ".---~. -... ~ ... ~ .... , 
iii" . 
""- . 
!.,..~ r_ .. 
DATE 21 OCT 7!i IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 61 • ~.252 BETAO ( I)· -6.110 





















ALPHAO( 6) • 1t.257 BETAO ( 2)· -It.071 






















ALPHAO( 6) • 1+.252 BETAO [ 3) • 


























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.005 






[ ___ ~'-_L_. ___ .. __ .. ___ .. ____ ..____ ___________~J 
r.~--' . -...,..'..,,--" 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( S) • 4.25\ BETAO ( 4) "' 




































ARCtl-019 lASt LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
~.IOI 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.153 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
ALPHAO( 71 • 6.350 8ETAO ( I)· -4.053 





















tW;:_ ... ~"~.,.;..... ........... ~...-rl.~ __ .. ~..:-.....:... __ ~ .. ~..........,_'-~'--.h-'~~_. .'. "_ ... ,,_. ____ .~._., __ ........ ,._.~ .• ~ __ , •.•.•.....• _._ 







.. - .. ~ ...••.. - •.. ~ .. -,~-~.--.~ .. -,-~------ .. - ... ~ 






DATE 21 OCT 7S 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.31+8 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARC!!-0!9 IA8! LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
8ETAO'( 2). -2.025 





















ALPHAO( 7) ,. 6.344 BE TAO ( 3) • 









.2LtS .1 ... 23 
.390 -.0302 
.798 .0000 
ALPHAO( 7) - 6.340 BETAO ( 4) • 













DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.076 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






' .. J 
---.--
,....,...-,, ___ ._~_ c_._~.~~. ____ , ___ -. 
DATE 21 OCT 7'5 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.335 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
SETAO ( 5) • 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDl RT. WING SOT. 
4.123 






















L't .. " ',," . . _1i<~~~ .. j. ___ .,-.... ,..,,,.~" ............. J..;...u-:-"",--._ ,f>. , ...... __ .~_ ......... , ••.•• _~ __ ._~ .•••. ~. ___ . __ ,_ •. _. __ ... ~.~ ___ ._ ............. ,.,,~" •. ~ ___ .~~ __ .• _._'_ •• 
PAGEE30e 
(RETWI7) 











DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
REF"ERENCE DATA 
SREF" - 2690.0000 SO.F"T. 
LREF - 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF - 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 




BETAO I I I '" 






















976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
.032 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
ALPHAO( 2) ~ -4.129 BETAO I 1)· -4.089 





















-"-;.... .. ~ ..... ,,-.... "-"-........ ~-.. ~ .... " -~. 

























r~-- -'~--~,.' ',"":-,,-~ .. '~--:--~" 
~, 
f': 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARClt-019 IABI LVAP(£LHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO! 2) • -4.111 SETAO ( 2) • .021 












ALPHAO( 2) • -4.085 8ETAO ( 3) • If.129 
" 












ALPHAO( 3) • .045 BETAO ( II· -6.157 

























r~~· '-. -;-~-... """'--:.'-'r . ..,,..",-~,.~~- 'c'· -.-







CATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARClI-Ol9 IA8l LVAPfELHL SEALED) RT. WINO 80T. 
ALPHAO( 31 • .0~9 BETAO f 2)· -~.107 












ALPHAOf 31 • .052 BETAO ( 3) • 












ALPHAOf 3) • • 069 BnAO 'ii.'!\:} .. 





















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-.012 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
..... 10~ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 










j%~ __ ". . ;/..0. :... . .:...60-.-......... __ . _~....- . ....£.~~ ......... ,;,........~ ..... ___ ~ ______ :...... _____ "'""-.~ ____ ._._~ J 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE: 2312 
ARC!!-O!9 lAB! LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. CRETWIB) ---~--" -.--
ALPHAO( 3) • .076 SETAO ( 5) .. 6.162 













ALPHAO{ ttl • 4.250 Bt:TAO ( I) • -'+.085 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 












ALPHAO( ttl • tt.253 BETAD ( 21 • .000 
SECTION I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 














_ '_~_ .... ~_",: ......... .a-.,..~~,,,",, ........ ~.....:..:~..::......:r.... ___ 'iJ._"';"""., ,,-~.~_~,_-'--__ ._. __ ,_,.,.,;"';',~':::._",~_. __ ...:..",; ...... -"'->i-' , __ ,,-- __ .~...;._ ... ~.:.. •• " 
-----l 




--'''~'''''''''"77''"~:'''I"-, .• ~;.-:-:-~.- ---'-~---, 
... --"';"-,......,.-~-
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2313 
ARCll-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETWIB) 
ALPHAOC 1+) • 1+.255 BETAO C 3) • 1+.115 












ALPHAO( 5) • 6.356 BETAO ( I) • .011 























DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
SREF • 
LREF • 









ALPHAO( I) • -4.169 BETAO ( I) • 












ALPHAO( I) • -4.149 BETAO ( 2) • 












ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 1 N. ZT 
-'t.OB6 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.01B 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 























~~~ .... - ~j 
,"""-,,,,-,-~.,. . ... __ ._ ... 
~ ~_..,., ... o_.-.-._ .. _.::"_ .... ",,,~ry-.,.---,.-,-,- :-" ......... ~ 
lit;: ,. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ALPHAOC 1) • -4.104 BETAO ( 3) • 












ALPHAO( 2) • .052 8ETAO ( 1) -












ALPHAO( 2) • . 055 BETAO ( 2) • 





















< ....... ........,I~_, .,--'_.j~, . ..l,.!..~. __ , .~....:.;,......,_~....:....~:_~~~, • ..: •. -"~_ , __ ,.", 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
4.148 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
-4.119 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
-.007 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAGE 231!5 
RT. WING BOT. (RETWI9) 











DATE: 21 OCT 75 1 ASI A - PRESSUI~E SOURCE DA TAT A8UlAT 1 ON 
AlPHAO( 2) • .067 BETAO C 3)-
SECTION I)RIGHT WING 80TTOM 
Y/8W .3640 
X/CW 









AlPHAO( 3) • 4.242 BETAO ( 11 • 












ALPHAOC 3) • 4.2"'3 BETAO ( 2) • 






.0 ... 0 -.0'+95 
.086 .1983 
.163 .1856 
.2 ... 6 .2251 
.390 .1922 
.798 .0000 
ARCII-019 IA81 lVAPCElHL SEALED) RT. WING 80T. 
4.107 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
- .... 090 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.004 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAQ/" 2316 
(RETWI9) 









r:':'-'~--" ~-w "'~~.~'~, ..... >'-"' 1(: . !I /' 
i 
"""' 
:' .. ' 
.' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lASt LVAPIELHL SEALEDI RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAOI 31 • '+.2'+2 8ETAO I 3) •. '+.125 
SECTION t)RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
"" 












































DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC!!-019 lAS! LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING SOT. 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE. .0300 SCALE 




976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
SETAO ( II· -6.173 





















ALPHAO( II • .01B BETAO ( 21· -4.117 






















































lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION DATE 21 OCT 75 
PAGE 2319 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETW20) 
---------v 
ALPHAO( I) • .02Lt BETAO ( 3)· -2.072 












ALPHAO( I) • . 023 8ETAO ( Lt) • -.006 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
VIBW . 36LtO 
X/CW 
.000 -.0816 
i .010 -.008Lt 
I .020 -.0035 , 





I .390 .1666 l .798 .0000 
f 
I ALPHAO( I) • • 030 BETAO ( 5) • 
i 
I SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM 
I VIBW • 36LtO , 
" 
2.059 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP I 
___ I
ii. X/CW Ij 








1rw..." ........ ;.~ ..... ,~~_....;..:~_. _,..-...~.".".,;_ ......... ~ __ "._-.<_ ... ~ __ ~ .. ___ ~ •• _ •• __ .L~_ ••. ___ ~_.~ __ '-' ,:~ __ ,_,,_"'_~_~,~~ ~_ _ ·-:J 
r~ c~----:~-~---· -~~~----" --~-~--, 
k . 
! 
DATE 2] OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2320 
---~-,"--- ~-----
ARCIl-019 lA81 LVAPIELHL SEALEDl RT. WING BOT. IRETW20l 
ALPHAOI \1 • .032 8ETAO I 61 • 4.1\6 












ALPHAO( 1) • .044 BETAO I 7) • 6.175 















,_'~' ~~·-·7~~~.w ......... """","--.:..., ................ ~_. __ ~~..;.. ... ;. .. J-_._~, .•. __ ., .• ; .... i_". __ i ... _~-: .. ~ __ . _,,,",,_._ • ..--~.,- ... -.-.... -~ ,-.. -~ .. - , ---~ 














DATE 21 OCT '75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
REfERENCE DATA 
SREr • 2690.0000 SO.fT. 
LREr • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BArr • 1297.0000 INCHES 




ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED I RT. WINO BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 :N. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( II • .038 BETAO ( II. -6.160 












ALPHAO( I) • .045 BETAO ( 2) • -it. I 1'+ 









.246 ; 1428 
.390 .0561 
.79B .0000 
































______ " __ ~J 
~~~--....• :.-'-' -'-~~~--~. """~'\\ --. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA8ILVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 1) • .047 SETAO ( 3)· -2.070 












ALPHAO( I I • .054 BETAO ( 4) • -.DCB 












ALPHAO( I I • .082 BETAe ( 5) • 2.056 












L~"" ______ ~c___ ....... __ ~ ___ . ___ ... __ . ____ .. ___ ",_. 
PAGE 2322 
(RETW21 I 





._ \.J __ . _____ . __ ,,_ ..... _~. __ ~____ _~J 
~'-'"'"~"~--'"r~.,-r-~"C'--- - ,~-,.,- ~ ~~.'~ -~, ~ ,'. 
~c, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
AlPHAO{ II • .087 8ETAO ( 6) • 












ALPHAO{ II " .091 8ETAO { 71 • 




























L.. __ --. ___ .,.~ ............ __ , .............. ~ .... -.... ...., ..... _o...;._ .... '""".~ __ ....... _~_ .... ~:._._. ___ ,-' ___ .:_~ _.~ 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
4.111 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.170 





~~-"~~"~-~-"--~.-'----~-"";--''''''''''''''~.'---~"--.-~~-.-'''''--~ ---------........-..~ .... -..."""".--~,.---. ......-" 













DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF .. 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF c 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF 1297.0000 :NCHES 




ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(E~HL SEALED) RT. WING 80T. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
ALPHAO( I) .039 SETAO ( I)· -6.151 





















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 














































~r,-=~"--~~'C'-, .. ~~-~~-~.-~.~ ... - . 
I . 
I!I$~' ',," ·1 " ... 
.-.---.---.--.---- -- .. --.. ---~--, 
""----.. ,..---~-
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2325 DATE 21 OCT 75 
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETW221 
ALPHAO( I) • .047 BETAO ( 3)· -2.062 












ALPHAO( 1) .. . 053 8ETAO ( 4) .. -.007 












ALPHAO( 1) .. . 079 BETAO ( 51 • 2.058 
SECTION ( 11RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BI-J .3640 
X/CW 























DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION, 
ALPHAO( I) • . 083 SETAO ( 6) • 





















ALPHAO( II • . 090 8ETAO ( 7) • 












ARCII-019 IA8! LVAP!ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
4.107 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
6.163 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
















DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETW231 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
PAGE 2327 
02 OCT 71+ 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000S0.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 




ALPHAO( II • 










.390 . \)483 
.798 .0000 
BETAO ( I) • . 011 ALPHAO( 21 • 
SECTION ( IIRIGHT WING BOTTOM 











976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.272 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.160 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 



















•• __ ... ~ __ J_~_ ... _",_~, • .... _ ...... _-'-_J-""_' ___ '_"" . __ ~_~. ___ ~ . ...:.._~ _~. _._ ~ _______ J 
,..---. '.:~::'"'-'~"~~-,.,.'~~. 
~ 
i ~ .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPtELHL SEALEDl RT. WING BOT. 
8ETAO ( I) • -.007 ALPHAO( 3)· -2.069 





















SETAO ( II ,. -.022 ALPHAO( 'tl -
SECTION ( IlRIGHT WING BOTTOM 








.246 . .1363 
.390 .1617 
.798 .0000 
BETAO ( I) ., -.018 ALPHAO( 51 • 












DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.024 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.134 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
_"'~~r~"'~~;...&_'_' _._'_' _'_, __ ,,",--...... _._~~_ . .::::::~".:.J .......... ,~~.,.; ..... ~"_~. __ ... __ ~~_;: .. _.,_ .• ...'.l._. __ ~ .. _~. ___ ,_ ..... 









,-><" •.. __ -'--.o.,_._~.'"-"", _ •• _ .. _. __ . __ •. _._~_ .. .-.._~ ___ ._ .... _._._ ................. ~ 
j 
",....~:' .. '"' ..... ''C''7 .. ~--~~: '~'~~~"'-""'~'-' 
r . 
L 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
~ , 
BETAO ( II • -.008 ALPHAOC 6) • 





















,SETAO ( II • 
-.002 ALPHAO( 71 • 


























L_k'''''~"~_'_'-'~''''-__ ~c..,;--,_.~c...."",- .. _. ,c',,",,- .... 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED I RT. WING BOT. 
4.21B 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
5.273 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
, ) 






r"'~~~"""~-" '-""_n,~-- .--'. ----. 
~~ 
If 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 











SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
lREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREr • 1297.0000 INCHES 




976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
SETAO ( l' '" .028 .ALPHAO( II· -6.248 












SETAO ( I) .001 ALPHAO( 2) - -4.13\ 

































__ . ~,.__ .. ______ ., ..... ,_._~, ... _~ ~ J 
!!=~~~,~ .. -... ".,.""._.", . ~~ ..• ~~t'~: . ..:..,.,; •. :,;t;;.,t:;;"O;;...._~'""" ... ,-4-. ~ .. -
i't:- .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IAB1 LVAPIELHL SEALEDJ RT. WINO BOT. 
BETAO ( 1 J • -.012 AlPHAO( 31· -2.03B 





















BETAO ( I) • -.024 AlPHAO( 41 • 












SETAO ( II • -.019 AlPHAO( 51 • 












'"_",""""",~",",,".!.~.::c...:_~_.:...,":"":"_ ........ ,;.w,,,~·  .............. ,:~_ .... ........; -:.,.:' ... , ... ,, ___ , .. '",. __ ~. _h ... Lo .. L.: .•. ;,.. ~.:...:. _"~_~~,_ •.. __ _ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.059 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.162 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 














____ ____ . __ J 
r-"~-m-'-C"7':-·"'''~,. -.~.,~,..~, ... - .. ~-... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
SETAO ( U • -.013 ALPHAO( 6) • 





















BETAO ( II .. . 001 ALPHAO( 7) • 





















ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
4.248 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.352 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~-.L.~_~ __ ;-.... ~~ •. _ • ...:.:.~ ............. __ .~'-.;-'-' .• ,......---..-.,_._,~~. ~"" .• _~. _.' •.....••... __ ~.~. ", 
PAGE 2332 
(RETW24) 
_ ~-:-"- ,-==-""1"1"- ~ 



























DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REfERENCE DATA 
SREf • 2690.0000 SQ.fT. 
LREf • 1297.0000 INCHES 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE· .0300 SCALE 




ALPHAO( i I • 












BETAO ( I) • . ouo ALPHAO( 21 • 















ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
. 0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6,220 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-4.109 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 

























.. ~~. __ ~ .. ____ ~._ _ _ __J 




DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
BETAO ( I I • -.Ot5 ALPHAO( 3) .. -2.020 












SETAO ! I) : -.024 ALPHAO! 4) • .066 









.246 . 16Lj7 
.390 .1201 
.798 .0000 
BETAO ( I) • -.019 ALPHAO( 5) - 2.167 

























~~ ____ . .... ..J 
,...---.-~., .. -,--., ..•.. '".~...  .-.C'.~. ·c'·"-' "'''.--
1 • 
~ 
=""--=:'._ .. " 





SETAO ( 11 • -.015 ALPHAO( 6) • 





















SETAO ( I l • . 000 ALPHAO( 7l • 






















ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
4.256 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.355 










• ~ __ •• _ .•.•.• ~._.'" ...... __ ... _. L_.~ 
V"--'---' ".~" .. ,,,"~--,,~--:-~ c ___ '.-
L 
DATE: 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REF 1297.0000 !NCHES 
SCALE· .0300 SCALE 




BETAO ( \) • 












ALPHAO( I) • -6.173 BETAO ( 2) • 










.390 -. 1436 
.798 .0000 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-4.055 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-2.019 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 

















~ .. .,,, -- .,--------..., 











.,.--.. --,~~-,-. --".--~~~ .. ~.---...... ,.~ .. ~--.. --.,' . .,--,~ .. , --,.""~ y~-j 
~-- eli," ',' ~. ..,---":-",,.,,-,~ ',~ 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ALPHAO( I).' -S.160 8ETAO (3) • 






















ALPHAO( 11. -6.132 BETAO ( 4) • 






















ALPHAO( I)· -6.123 SETAO ( 5) • 








IS ~ .2'+S 
~ /:or' .390 













ARC11-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETW26) 
.037 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2 107 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
'+.151 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
















r~;-"" "C--~, F'_~' .~' '~---.-'- -----~ 
L' _____ '-:'::=-::::::-,:::::::::::::"'7.:::-; -:.:.: 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATlON PAGE 2338 
--=-..,---
ALPHAO( 2) • -'+.098 SETAO ( 1) • 
SECnOM [lRIGHT WING BOTTOM 











ALPHAO( 2) • 
-It. 085 8ETAO ( 2) • 












.798 .0000 ", 
ALPHAO( 2) • -4.071 BETAO ( 3) • 
SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM 













, r- ',' -
~~ .......... ,;,----.: ... - ~~"",~---~~""""'~'.-.. -- .... -- .... -.-.,-. ."."~~ \ 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING 80T. (RETW2S1 
-5.117 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
-1+.069 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.025 





___ ,,' ___ ~,_.,, ____ , ______ "_-__ , _____ ._ _. ~.~ .~ .", ..J 
r~"--~-"""~~'-"'''''''''-~' 





DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2339 :~ 
ARCII-019 iA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETW26) 
ALPHAQ( 2) • 
-4.050 BE TAO ( 4) • 4.127 












ALPHAO( 2) • -4.048 BnAO ( 5) • 6.181 












ALPHAO( 3) • -2.011 8ETAO ( \1 • -6.126 












-- - --1 
'---.... _ .• ""'-_ _'_._. ~, ... :_~,. __ ..... ~~ ___ .". ___ ._"' .... _.o ___ " ..... _.~ .. , .. "_._ .. _._... . .. _ ..• , .. ~_ ._ /,,,--,_ ~._. .~ .•.••• __ , •. __ ..:........._ ••• "'"""~~ ....... _. __ .-....... ....... ~ __ • ___ ~_ H.t • ,. 
[:-----._ _~~~....,....._m-_,_, __ ,_. __ ' 
: ~.. '+ + _ • '" '10. • ;-,~ , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
( 
ARCII-O,19 IABt LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 3)· -1.99B SETAO ( 2)· -2.045 





















ALPHAO( 31 • -1.984 BtTAO ( 3) • 












ALPHAO( 3) • -1.975 SETAO ('+) • 














~-~ • ....o...;.:_ ~ • .& .. . ;._·_-,.~,.",.~~ ......... ~~·L.,,_."''''''';.-,::._,.-__ ._._, 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.071 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.155 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
rr--' --, 
PAGE 23'+0 
(Rl:TW26) L-.......;~_ ... .".~--








DATE 21 OCT '75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 231+1 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. (RETW26) 
ALPHAO( 4) • .071 BETAO ( I) • -6.134 












ALPHAO( 4) • .076 BETAO ( 2) • -4.0S8 
k 
~ SECTION ( I)RIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
! V/BW .3640 !, , 
, 
X/CW I 






ALPHAO( 4) ., . 079 BETAO ( 3) • .002 




~g .010 .1135 .020 .1390 
't:ip;) .040 .1390 
.OB6 .1295 ~f .163 .0541 j .246 .0652 I .390 -.0681 I .0 .798 .0000 $~ ~fJ 
__ ~I ~t;j 
I 
11 I ;l'l:-- ~ .. : 
J 
,~.i....:~ ..... -,-~.'~~~--,","':""""~ ~_~~ ... ~_ ..... -,..:." .. -..:..c ._~J ..... ! ... ~ .. ,--~- ... ~ ....... ~,- - .. _.- • - -.:.-- ..... -.~ •.. '--..,.-.......-..:- ..... ...:.~ ............ ........-~- ...-......-~.~ ............ -, ~.-
F., '.=~.,,:~~~~~~' ~'''--'C~ __ ~ __ ' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAOC ~I • .08~ BETAO ( ~) • 




















ALPHAO( ~) • 
.089 BETAO ( 5) • 






















ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) RT. WING eOT. 
~.101 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
6.149 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
ALPHAO( 5) • 2.166 BETAO ( II. -6.124 




























1 .~. -~.-.~-~ .... -.~ ... --...... -.. .-.. -.--~ 




~ -:-- .:1< 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED I RT. WING BOT. 
ALPHAO( 51 • 2.174 BETAO ( 21· -2.053 





















ALPHAO( 51 • 2.176 BETAO ( 31 • 






















ALPHAO( 5) • 2.176 BETAO ( If) • 












• __ ._~_~"_~ ..... ~~ •• L._,:..,.,....~~_ .... ~ .• ........:._~._ .. ~.~._~. __ ~.-'- .• _._,.'._~ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
2.05B 
DEPENDENT VARIABlE CP 
6.147 








~_~ _______ ~_""'- _........c-..:... ___ ...J 




E)ATe:: 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRe::SSURe:: SOURCe:: DATA TABULATION PAGe 23'+'+ 
-----~"'----
ARCII-019 IABt LVAP!ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. !RETW261 
AlPHAO( 6) • 4.242 SETAO ( I) " -6.110 









.2't6 • 112'+ 
.390 -.0899 
.79B .0000 
ALPHAO( 6) "" '+.246 SETAO ( 2) - -4.07,+ 












)\lPHAO ( 6) • 't.2'+'+ BETAO ( 3) • .001 
SECTION IlRIGHT WING BOTTOM DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y/BW .36'+0 

















, __ b"~_", ",,,L,_, __ ~_~~~~ ____ , ____ " __ ,,,,,_,,__ ' __ ,, __ ' ___ ' '"'" .. ," ,,_, _",' ~: "_, ___ "",Q.,,,~,,, ____ ~ ____ , ___ ~ __ , _..A 
[~: "~~-·=.:~"W"~ ,,_ .. "." .. ,.:~~=-~ -~~-.•. 
, ; 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP[ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAO( 6) • '+.243 BETAO (It) • 4.105 












ALPHAO( 6) .. 4.240 BETAO ( 5) • 6.155 












ALPHAO( 7) • 6.337 BETAO ( I)· -4.058 

























~.;'..o>-_ "_, • __ .• _ •. -'_._,>.L. .••• ~ __ .~. ,c...I'_ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
--, 
- _. _ .. ~ .. _ - n' 
_~T~_ ... .,. __ _ 
-'::'-
PAGE 23'+5 
RT. WING BOT. (RETW26I ~---......." 
.---. .... _-! 
I 
r", .. .,........,..,.,............, . .."......,.... .~ 
~. 
t:;: 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2346 
--.. ",--~ .... --'" 
ARCII-019 IA81 lVAP(ElHl SEALED) RT. ~ING 80T. lRETW26} 
AlPHAO( 7) • 6.337 8ETAO ( 2) .. -2.026 













ALPHAO( 7) • 6.335 BE TAO ( 3) • .015 












ALPHAO( 7) • 6.332 8ETAO ( 4) • 2.074 













~ --" ~ .. 
L"'~"':''':L:':_._,;:".",,,"_,,,_,, , 
DATE ~t ,OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAO( 7) • 6.327 BETAO ( 5) • 





















~"""-'" . ',~.~.-: .=......, ~., , 
ARCII~019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) RT. WING BOT. 
4.123 








--,> .. _--".- -- _. -" , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABL~ATION PAGE: 23'+8 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(S8HL UNSEALO) SRM BOOSTER (RETSOI) 17 OCT 75 
REFEREN~t:: DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF . 2690:0000 sa.FT. XMRP 
· 
976.0000 IN. XT MM'H 1.100 RN/FT . 3.000 
LREF 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP 
· 
.0000 IN. YT ELV-IB • .000 ELV-OB '" .000 
8REF . 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
· 
'+00.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SPDBRK • 55.000 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
BETAL I) '" . 216 ALP HAL ( I) .. -6.825 
SECTION l)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .d18 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2901 .2079 .1046 -.6893 -.5'+18 -.2155 -.1180 -. II 1'+ -.1228 -.0077 .2369 .'+660 -.2987 -.'+109 -.5000 
'+5.000 .2413 .1373 -.6858 -.5506 -.1541 -.1453 -.1676 -.2270 -.1208 .1760 
90.000 .2953 .1930 -.6818 -.4811 -.3777 -.3101 -.3353 -.3086 -.1329 • I '+0 I -.5161 -.4968 
135.000 .4512 .3047 -.6377 -.3306 -.0123 -.2197 -.2'+95 -.2674 -.0371 .2532 
180.000 1.2901 .6154 .4617 -.5899 .1506· .0851 -.1094 -.1661 -.1950 .0812 .285'+ .6512 -.1730 -.3948 -.6'+51 
225.000 .6024 .5617 -.5534 .2561 .1460 -.0896 -.1458 -.14'+5 .1186 .3318 
270.000 .3'+'+3 .4211 -.5229 .058'+ -.4560 -.5798 -.2221 -.0932 .0327 .2982 .7377 .20'+0 .,2402 -.5708 
315.000 .1925 -.0085 -.7750 -.5587 -.3910 -.1832 -.1133 -.0871 .0107 .24'+'+ 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1'+95 -.3110 .0587 .4232 .0196 -.0911 
45.000 -.1418 -.2156 -.0218 -.1008 
90.000 -.254'+ -.1088 .2923 -.0920 .1260 .0935 
135.000 -.1275 -.0892 .3905 .2805 
180.000 -.1617 -.1894 .4711 -.1201 .2981 .1785 
225.000 -.2821 -.3085 -.0830 .0000 
270.000 -.3196 -.2816 -.1262 -.2466 -.1998 -.2056 
315.000 -.2937 -.3395 -.1159 -.1142 
SETAL ~ 1) - .180 ALPHAU 2) .. -4.560 
SECTION t IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3:E9 .2456 .1616 -.6699 -.5539 -.2021 -.0635 -.0660 -.0788 -.0048 .2666 .4365 -.2778 -.3728 -.452'+ 
45.000 .2747 .1966 -.6655 -.5165 -.1032 -.0767 -.1083 -.1180 -.'l.277 .2379 
90.000 .;;172 .2452 -.6608 - .4648 -.2365 -.1948 -.2331 -.2202 -.0796 .1862 -.5058 -.4965 
135.000 .4284 .3134 -.6307 -.3726 .0217 -.1300 -.1703 -.1977 .0158 .2885 
180.000 1.3168 .5277 .4178 -.6031 -.2366 .1176 -.0915 -.1448 -.1529 .0980 .3048 .S7ltO -.2322 -.'{297· -.5868 
225.000 .5419 .5101 -.5807 -.2'+58 .1733 -.1049 -.1421 -.1470 .1319 .3325 
270.000 .3071 .4957 -.5082 -.3020 -.3381 -.5926 - .1973 -.0850 .0436 .2969 .7082 .1037 .1659 -.1+650 





,·-,--~~~-""",;, ... .-..:.... .. --, __ :~ .. _ . ..:.......:.;.~ . .....:_ .. £k~~.,~_-_....,. ... ..-. ............ __ .--.I........~_ . ____ ... __ ~ ........... ~ •. __ ~_ ...... _,,. ~ ••. ....;._ •• _ .,~ 























DATE 21 OCT 75 
8ETAL ( II • .IBO 





























BET AL ( I) • . I 05 



































§~ ~© ~V3 
-.1652 -.3139 
-.0689 -.2172 






IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL UNSEALD) SRM dOOSTER 
ALPHAL! 2) • -4.560 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0641 .2309 .0449 -.0443 
.0266 -.0436 
.1492 -.0215 .1558 .1179 
.3256 .2489 
.3860 -.0366 .2865 .1738 
-.0487 .0000 
-.0740 -.2377 -.1809 -.1843 
-.1245 -.1234 
AlPHAl! 3) • -2.337 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 . i397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
.2156 -.6591 -.5129 -.2084 -.0395 -.0347 -.0597 
.2372 -.6572 -.4868 -.1144 -.018'1 -.0597 -.0926 
.2727 -.6505 -.4534 -.1196 -.0951 -.1398 -.1554 
.3075 -.13280 -.4072 .0374 -.0524 -.1130 -.1494 
.3665 -.6160 -.3380 .1289 -.0549 -.1247 -.1398 
.4498 -.6029 -.3336 .1407 -.0934 -.1320 -.1467 
.5652 -.4797 -.5302 -.3486 -.4246 -.1783 -.0765 
.2224 -.6857 -.4979 -.3997 -.0766 -.0636 -.0601 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0011 .1609 .1090 .0475 
.1269 .0716 
.0890 .0498 .1692 .1057 
.2593 .1859 
.2927 .0089 .2408 .1295 
-.0418 .0000 




... , ..... ~ .. 
PAGE 2349 
(RETS01) ~--~., 
.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7:570 
.0164 .2734 .4599 -.3392 -.3103 -.425'+ 
.0066 .2697 
.0019 .2517 -.5024 -.5112 
.0637 .3287 
.1252 .3395 .6902 -.2561 -.4570 -.5482 
.1507 .3476 
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. ~,--\\ ,~, \~ .. " .. 
,.~,-~~~ l6' 5ft 
_'1_ 
57ycvrrrl'S." ;; .. -~ .. ~ ....... ..., 
~ .. , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2350 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL UNSEALO) SRM BOOSTER (RETSOI) 
SETAL ( I) • .OBI ALPHAL( 4) • -.131 .--- ........ --.. ""._--
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .D950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .'1360 .7370 
. PHI 
.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .OGOO .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
45.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
90.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
135.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
180.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
225.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
270.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .CDQO .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
315.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .000El .0000 .0000 
45.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
90.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
135.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
180.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
225.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
270.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
315.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
BETAL ( I) .. .109 ALPHALI 5) e 2.068 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VAR1A8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 . 0~,s0 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3205 .3837 .3062 -.6338 -.4219 -.1223 -.0150 -.0068 -.0225 .0028 .2953 .1+946 -.2351 -.311+8 -.1+018 
45.000 .3387 .2843 -.6399 -.4419 -.1702 .0299 .0066 -.0480 .0185 .3171+ 
90.000 .3212 .2789 - .641'+ -.4567 -.1476 .0561 -.0061 -.0941 .0839 .3069 -.451+5 -.461+4 
135.000 .3236 .2631 -.6324 -.4705 .0030 .0534 -.0291 -.0882 .14'+0 .. 341+ 1 
180.000 1.3205 .3192 .2624 -.6364 -.4808 .019c: .023i -.0655 -.1103 .1741 ·.3625 .6567 -.2BOO -.4126 -.4600 
225.000 .3451 .2900 -.6577 -.4132 -. 18t32 .0087 -.05B1 -.0953 .1846 .3619 
"\ 
210.000 .4155 .5825 -.4107 -.4144 -.3305 -.0497 -.0429 -.01+95 .1011 .3032 .6748 .2101 .2303 -.4669 
315.000 .4229 .3929 -.6214 -.4250 -.21BI+ -.0568 -.0068 -.0166 .0491 .2746 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1014 -.2153 .0'+98 .1091 .1753 .1448 
45.000 -.0'+22 -.2039 .2058 .1436 
90.000 -.1154 -.1005 .0965 .0765 .1766 .0908 
135.000 -.0150 -.1003 .2496 .1691 
180.000 -.1314 -.0556 .1833 .0332 .1142 ,.0041 
L-..., 
-I 
'··,.;....~,~ .......... ......::..-.._ •• ,la...oO .. :ci......;.;.. •• ; .... ..:.,,~ ..... "i._ .......... -'-..L._. ~o_ .~ ... ~-.--,--.-~ .. - -~--- .~ ~ 
r-"~"""""""''''''''''''''-~'~''---''-"--C'C-'"'-'' '~ 
In ~~:c·::.:.:i::,'-':':"::":::':':':1;:'..;.:""7;':'~;~""_"'\ "" 
" 
~~- -.~ ... 
---" --..,.--4' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2351 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(S8HL UNSEALO) SRM BOOSTER (RETSOl) 
" 
BE TAL ( 11 • .10'9 ALPHAl( 5) • 2.068 
SECTION ( I'SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 • 931t1t .9565 
PHI 
225.0'00' -.2530' -.2945 .0'0''+8 .0'0'0'0 
270.0'0'0' -.2871 -.2572 -.0'898 -.1951t -.1'+74 -.1558 
315.000 -.2573 -.30'23 -.D9'+1t -.0'713 
8ETAL ( I) • • litO' ALPHA\-( 6) • 1t.2'+7 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0'0'0'0' .0'335 .0'950' .1118 .1397 .1956 • 2791t .3632 .1t75D .5867 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.0'0'0' 1.3113 .1t51t5 .3539 -.630'7 -.368'+ -.0'922 .00'19 .0'0'79 -.0115 -.0'0'96 .3195 .5672 -.220'8 -.3196 -.1t'+37 
'+5.0'0'0' .3637 .289'+ -.6440' -.'+20'4 -.1710' .0'293 .0'140' -.0''+70' -.0148 .3'+50 
90'.000 .3013 .. 2525 -.6542 -.4633 -.2299 .0458 .0'0'07 -.1028 .0796 .3219 -.470'9 -.4923 
135.00'0 .2539 .2172 -.6'+30 -.4976 -.0271 .0'558 -.0137 -.0'838 .1496 .3295 
180'.0'00 \.3113 .2485 .2019 -.6'+80' -.5223 -.0646 .0'339 -.0436 -.0777 .1855 .3'+18 .5689 -.3090 -.428'+ -.4119 
225.000 .2771 .190'8 -.690'9 -.3215 -.310'8 .010'4 -.0266 -.0'470' .1963 .3354 
270'.0'0'0' .3985 .5375 -.4853 -.4009 -.30'98 -.0'594 -.0'414 -.0'334 .1295 .3217 .5513 .0'973 .1415 -.4602 
315.0'00' .4770 .4577 -.5997 -.3573 -.1492 -.0'256 -.0'183 -.0'0'64 .0'40'0' .2995 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000' -.0'693 -.2483 .1454 .0'212 .270'1 .2170' 
45.00'0 -.0'20'4 -.19'+3 .2'+87 .1861 
90'.000' -.10'29 -.0748 .137'+ .0'553 .1242 .0'226 
135.0'0'0' .DC>59 -.1132 .2594 .1719 
180'.0'0'0 -.1107 -.0439 .2297 .0197 .0'952 -.00'49 
225.000 -.2252 -.3329 .0'667 .0'0'0'0' 
270'.000' -.270'1 -.240'3 -.0'236 -.1613 -.1084 -.1312 
315.0'00 -.2382 -.2890 -.0127 .00'62 
8ETAL ( I) • . 223 ALPHAl( 7) • 6.430 
00 SECTION ( I'SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP ~~ X/LS .00'00 .0'335 .0950 .1119 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .'+750' .5867 .6995 .7280' .7290' .7360' .7370 H h;;IQ 
g~ PHI 
~~ .0'00 1.2937 .50',+3 .3946 -.6175 -.3355 -.0'733 -.0'396 .0'20'6 .0 11+1 -.00'31 .3740' .6'+16 -. 10'+8 -.2848 -.'+538 45.0'0'0' .3685 .2839 -.6493 -.40'56 -.1269 -.0'243 .00'56 -.0'488 -.0'384 .3657 




o .~~ ... ;."._ ... ,.;..~' .. ~~:......."",._ • .I...<L~~ .. _._...:..." •• __ • " ...... ,_ ... '-._'"-"--.~.'"-,_ .. _-c.... ___ ~.~ •• _.'~_.i'_ . . "~ ........... _._,~._ ..• _ .. = ... _--' ., ~'~~--'-~-~"';.......;...--- ..•. -.~~---............. -.-----~.---.~. I 
r~-:---~~e_~.~. ·r-..,...··-'-~···.,-c·· f '~- --, L' r; . "h' _'~r :'.' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2352 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL UNSEALDl SRM BOOSTER (RETSOl) ---.,.~-
SETAL ( Il • .223 ALPHAL! 7) • 6.430 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'" .3632 ..... 750 .5867 .5985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .3466 .... 568 -.5185 -.4451 -.2298 -.0316 -.0012 -.0098 .1540 .3478 .4900 -.0373 .1998 -.4637 
315.000 .5139 .5056 -.5830 -.2495 -.1131 -.0"'34 .0269 .0321 .0564 .3529 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0521 -.2556 .1756 .0801 .3235 .2758 
45.000 . -.0257 -.1973 .2899 .2371 
90.000 -.091'" -.0897 .1695 .0071 .1230 .0193 . ~.--
135.000 .0208 -.1163 .1512 .0563 
180.000 -.0781 -.0688 .. 2717 -.0277 .1118 .0169 
225.000 -.2207 -.3324 .0770 .0000 
270.000 -.2558 -.2370 -.0213 -.1652 -.0995 -.1144 
315.000 -.2435 -.2714 .0227 .0684 
SETAL ( I) '" .255 ALPHAL( B) a 8.625 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .llIB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .... 750 .5667 • 69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2651 .5792 .4355 -.6072 -.2186 -.0752 - •. 0684 .0158 .0231 .000'+ .3768 .6996 -.1006 -.2729 -.4900 
45.000 .3881 .2723 -.6561 -.3836 -.1597 -.1071 -.0295 -.0723 -.0584 .3555 
90.000 .2029 .1528 -.6936 -.5075 -.4084 -. I 139 -.0747 -.1827 .0829 .3280 -.4513 -.4665 
135.000 .1397 .0987 -.6812 -.5737 -.1135 -.0061 -.0107 -.1038 .091.2 .2470 
180.000 1.2651 .1254 .0673 -.6855 -.4363 -.1642 .0175 -.0042 -.0280 .1945 .3020 .5160 -.2301 -.3875 -.3779 
225.000 .0913 -.0628 -.7179 -.3563 -.2933 -.0178 .0007 .0078 .2132 .3089 
270.000 .2789 .3893 -.5526 -.4305 -.2795· -.0993 -.0139 -.0157 .1590 .3864 .551+7 -.0353 .1+270 -.1+759 
315.000 .5528 .5440 -.5624 -.1722 - .. 1209 -.0231 .0377 .0527 .0733 .3823 
X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.03IB -.2680 .2547 .1338 .4620 .3701 
45.000 .0016 -.2334 .3088 .2372 
90.000 -.0778 -.1152 .2088 -.0243 .0650 -.0151 
135.000 .0018 -.1528 .0770 -.0152 
180.000 -.0800 -.1147 .2549 -.0746 .0953 .0018 
225.000 -.212B -.3195 .0311 .0000 
270.000 -.2497 -.2344 -.0368 -.1625 -.1174 -.1412 
315.000 ,-.2324 -.2869 .1041 .1401 
~-j 
.. ,-_. --~,,--,~~_~,_, .... ;....,~..-... -.....i.i.. .... _~..:.. __ ,_~ .......... Lt;.b._ ~ ...... _-"'--,~ .......... --".:....~--.~~~-.~-.~-~-~-~.-.--~. .-.. --- ~--- .. '--.~------,-~~~--,----,---.----_._ __<4' ~ 
c .• : .. _:~ .... ::. " .. :~~=,._' .... "--~~~--. ~""",:,"'-··-·r>",·fS·. 
. ,.,. ..' '-.'"." -~ 
'. 







DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATlON PAGE 2353 
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS02) ( 17 OCT 75 ) 
REF'ERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF' 
· 
2690.0000 5a.FT. XMRP . 976.0000 IN. XT MACH • .600 RN/F'T • 3.200 
LREF' • 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .. .0000 IN. YT ELV-IB • .000 ELV-OB • .000 
BREF' 
· 
1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP . 400,0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SPOBRI< • 55.000 SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
SETAL ( I) = .088 ALPHALC I) • -6.461 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0511+ -.0420 -.3394 -.9932 -.2351 -.1880 -.0736 -.0531 -.0522 -.0738 .0004 .2447 -.5449 -.372B -.4B55 
45.000 -.0071 -.3035 -1.0608 -.2211 -.1531 -.1168 -.0914 -.0876 -.1120 -.0659 
90.000 .0349 -.2341 -1.0913 -.2315 -.3401 -.2819 -.2567 -.2637 -.2323 -.0424 -.6436 -.6559 
135.000 .1955 -.1234 -.9319 -.1949 -.1517 -.1365 -.1216 -.0991 -.1254 -.0203 
180.000 1.0514 .3927 .0570 -.8648 -.0926 -.0798 -.0670 -.0446 -.0150 -.0346 .0222 .4793 -.6703 -.606B -.6243 
225.000 .4151 .1771 -.5751 -.0654 -.0510 -.0400 -.0093 .O!'+I .0008 .1247 
270.000 .1217 -.0656 -.7323 -.1682 -.4051 -.2334 -.1430 -.0924 -.1073 .0843 .7079 -.2316 -.0060 -.5377 
315.000 -.0497 -.4509 -1.0558 -.4235 -.4196 -.0808 -.0640 -.0413 -.0508 .0388 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0685 -.2128 .1250 -.2012 .0064 -.1213 
45.000 -.1021 -.1266 .0207 -.0876 
90.000 -.1463 -.1241 .1626 -.1309 .0985 -.0570 
135.000 -.0610 -.1295 .1940 .0073 
180.000 .0504 -.2467 .4554 -. )709 .1971 -.0205 
225.000 -.229B -.2748 .1746 .0000 
270.000 ~.2388 -.2118 .1212 -.1368 -.0685 -.0969 
315.000 -.2662 -.2762 -.0282 -.1057 
.BETAL ( 1) '" .047 ALPHAL{ 2) • -4.3!5 
SECTION IISRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 • 69B5 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0960 .0230 - . 2978 -\. 0297 -.2165 -.1565 -.0563 -.0396 -.0363 -.0451 .0274 .2609 -.5076 -.3211 -.4406 
45.000 .0537 -.2529 -1.0537 -.1984 -.1170 -.0801 -.0541 -.0555 -.0660 .01lB. 
90.000 .0901 -. 1965 -I. 0618 -.1846 -.2133 -.1677 -.1489 -.160B -.1414 .0044 -.6163 ·-.6328 
135.000 .1999 -.1250 -.9240 -.1680 -.1145 -.0965 -.0795 -.0526 -.0703 .0228 
180.000 1.0960 .3357 -.0016 -1.0236 -.1107 -.0848 -.0637 -.0398 -.0083 -.0147 .0482 .'+B21 -.6226 -.596'+ -.5617 
225.000 .3802 .1027 -.8007 -.1084 -.0649 -.0500 -.0230 .0150 .016'+ .133'+ 
270.000 .2037 .0329 -.6380 -.2723 -.3562 -.1709 -.1085 -.0688 -.0849 .0878 .6960 -.2127 .0320 -.4679 
315.000 .0488 -.3622 -1.0845 -.3378 -.3888 -.0678 -.0502 -.0331 -.0426 .0418 









L" ." .... " .. ·,.,.,",,,· .. .,.,,." .. ·'4.'.'· "::"""'.2." . .,. .• 
DATE ElOCT 7!5 
". 
SETAL ( 1l • .01+7 





























8ETAL ( I) • .034 



















































lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCll-~19 IABI LVAPtSBHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 
ALPHAL( 2)· -1+.315 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9341+ .9565 
.0916 -.1612 .0666 -.0638 
.1158 -.0211 
.1548 -.0949 .1408 -.0222 
.1769 -.0010 
.3760 -.1480 .1602 -.0355 
.1568 .0000 
.1076 -.1306 -.0742 -.1135 
-.0527 -.1023 
ALPHAL( 3) • -2.199 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 
-.2546 -1.0675 -.2027 -.1237 -.0446 . -.0313 -.0220 -.0280 
-.2222 -1.0479 -.1753 -.0869 -.0498' -.0303 -.0254 -.0378 
- . 1688 -I. 0960 -.1511 -.1212 -.0787 -.0651 -.0804 -.0583 
-.1358 -.9562 -.1475 -.0768 -.0637 -.0442 -.0227 -.0262 
-.0606 -1.0717 -.1208 -.0771 -.0574 -.0394 .0024 .0115 
;0198 -.8201 -.1573 -.0692 -.0526 -.0226 .0172 .0330 
.0968 -.6309 -.3695 -.2847 -.0922 - .. 0508 -.0223 -.0343 
-.2633 -1.0930 -.2991 -.2906 -.0581 -.0397 -.0237 -.0283 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1152 -.1277 .1350 -.0199 
.1696 .0258 
.1816 -.0599 .1925 .0026 
.1731 -.0090 
.3240 -.1232 .1048 -.0632 
.1270 .0000 
.0685 -.1403 -.0774 -.1069 
-.0501 -.0914 
._ .............. ~~~_. ~,..,-~,...::...~_~ ...... ~ ........ __ ,"' ...:._. __ ._r~"""'-~'LA':._~ ..... ,_.~ .... ~.~_ ... _".,,:,~~ _~"'._~_"-''''''''''''''''''''''''''''-_A 




.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0330 .2699 -.5068 -.3345 - .... 273 
.0478 
.0429 -.5971 -.6073 
.0630 
.0683 .4791 -.5982 -.5754 -.5303 
.1342 





____ .... _._._ ... _~_J 







DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULA1ION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) 
BETAL ( I) • • 026 ALPHAL( 4) • -.091 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 279l+ .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.1152 . 1445 -.2033 -1.2043 -.1957 -.0890 -.0385 -.0250 
45.000 .1389 -.1896 -1.0347 -.1593 -.0677 -.0337 -.0164 
90.000 .1481 -. 1526 -1. 0220 -.1307 -.0720 -.0357 -.0296 
135.000 .1674 -.1533 -.9770 -.1329 -.0637 -.0420 -.0338 
180.000 1.1152 .2102 - . I 1 36 -1. 0831 -.130'+ -.0738 -.0500 -.0355 
225.000 .2742 -.0657 -1.0445 -.1960 -.0612 -.052'+ -.0300 
270.000 .2889 .1253 -.7348 -.4862 -.1548 -.0622 -.0327 
315.000 .2032 - . 1850 -I. 1812 -:2972 -.1702 -.0656 -.0397 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0885 -.1872 .1442 -.0921 .2075 .0234 
45.000 .0362 -.1263 .2447 .0518 
90.000 -.0153 .0110 .1991 -.0166 .1972 .01'+7 
135.000 -.0204 -.0485 .1840 .0095 
180.000 -.0056 -.0690 .2808 -.1049 .0619 -.0830 
225.000 -.1818 -.2715 .0973 .0000 
270.000 -.2326 -.2107 .0369 -.1424 -.0707 -.0932 
315.000 -.2405 -.2600 -.0311 -.0517 
8ETAL ( 1) • .027 ALPHAL! 5) • 2.046 
o OSECT10N ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
~ ~/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 279l+ .3632 
"tIO 
o !2! PHI 
-.1397 -1.1727 -.1809 -.0664 -.0279 -.0130 o g;; .000 1.1183 .2089 ~ 45.000 .1707 -.1545 -1.0947 -.1535 -.0591 -.0286 -.0081 
90.000 .1461 -.1474 -1.0389 -.1290 -.0635 -.0241 -.0189 
£) "'t1135.000 .1514 -.1678 -.9792 -.1308 -.0527 -.0321 -.0171 1!i ~ 180.000 1.1183 .1545 -.1576 -1.0220 -.1334 -.0674 -.0470 -.0230 
~ 225.000 .2111 -.1432 -1.0771 -.2227 -.0746 -.0612 -.0341 
~ 270.000 .2915 .1303 -.7926 -.5325 -.1373 - . 0432 - -. 0 I 82 Fa 315.000 .27'+3 -.0930 -1.2'+03 -.2565 -.1067 -.0'+73 -.0237 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
~ 
PHI 
.000 -.0725 -.158'+ .2266 -.0425 .2639 .0536 
45.000 _ .0288 -.1046 .2736 .0637 
90.000 .0066 .0295 ;2642 -.0028 .1598 -.0081 
135.000 .0259 -.0426 .1625 -.0053 
180.000 -.0047 -.0253 .2573 -.0759 .0229 -.1029 
•• $ 1I!f:i:_.~..c..~.; •• -,-~._._. ·_~" ____ C_._d •• ~ __ ••• C_~_.,~~.~,_;.....;_~_~_~ __ "_ ,.L- ... ____ .~~ __ ~_"~ __ ~ ____ .~ ___ ~_ 
SRM BOOSTER 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0188 -.0208 .052'+ 
-.0112 -.0173 .0627 
-.0359 -.0085 .0662 
-.0028 .0063 .0799 
.0088 .0278 .0785 
.0165 .0436 .1254 
.0067 .0098 .1092 
-.0127 -.0198 .0418 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0015 -.0089 .0801 
-.0015 -.005l+ .0938 
-.0175 .0139 .0864 
.0111 .0329 .0931 
.0174 .0509 .0811 
.0185 .0639 .1138 
.0192 .0290 .1008 































~ __ ~_c~~_,. ~ ._ j 
r' ," -",'" '~'----~"--","C"'_·~~-_·'''-
r' 
r 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP(S8HL SEALEDI SRM 800STER (RETS021 
SETAL ( II • .027 








-.2327 - .. 2016 
-.2276 -.2539 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.046 
.9120 
.0877 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9130 .9344 .9565 
.1441 .0000 
-.1118 -.0363 -.0740 
.0257 -.0127 





r~~' '.' -"'~~....,.....,....-~-. ~c--~ .. -·~- •• -.,'--.--.,,---.--
~.<.-. 
...... _., ... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCS8HL SEALED) 
8ETAl ( I) • .073 AlPHAlC 7) • 6.303 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335' .0950 .1118 - .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
270.000 .2125 .0423 -.6583 -.4722 -.2562 -.0919 -.0780 
315.000 .3712 .071+1 -.931+8 -.1628 -.0825 -.0064 .0038 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0121 -.1290 .3763 -.0006 .3648 .1105 
45.000 .0388 -.1077 .2861 .0619 
90.000 .0062 -.0083 .3524 -.0675 .1230 -.0280 
135.000 .0516 -.0648 .0997 -.0590 
180.000 .0217 -.0490 .2795 -.1071 .0307 -.1012 
225.000 -.1286 -.2591 .0702 .0000 
270.000 -.2004 -.1856 .0064 -.1085 -.0453 -.1079 
315.000 -.2285 -.2461 .1528 .0423 
f.~ ~ 
E" 
SRM 800STER CRETS02) 
.4750 .5867 • 69B5 .72BO .7290 
-.001+6 .0567 .1853 .1+497 -.3172 












DP:TE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2358 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(S8HL SEALED I SRM BOOSTER (RETS031 ( 17 OCT 75 ---."!-.-~~-
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREI'" . 2690.0000 SQ.I'"T. XMRP .. 976.0000 IN. XT MACH • .900 RN/F'T • 3.500 
LREI'" 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP . . 0000 IN. YT ELV-Ie • .000 ELv-oe • .000 
BREI'" . 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP .. 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • . 000 SPD8RK • 55.000 
SCALE = .0300 SCALE 
BETAL II .. .303 ALPHAl( II '" -6.749 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . tl 18 .1397 .1956 . 279Lt .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1745 .0768 -. I 189 - I . 1423 -.5189 -.2396 -.1321 -.0555 -.0277 -.0339 .0854 .3579 -.573'+ -.5211 -.6527 --.--
45.000 .1017 -.0847 -I. 1416 -.7837 -.1550 -.1753 -.11906 -.0864 -.1326 -.0439 
90.000 .1380 -.0318 -1.1400 -.7452 -.3737 -.3382 -.2405 -.1994 -.1889 .0294 -.7216 -.7277 
135.000 .2969 .0670 -1.0897 -.3018 -.2518 -.2551 -.1340 -.0733 -.0929 .0742 
180.000 1.1745 .4886 .2399 -1.0357 -.0430 -.1290 -.1985 -.0555 .0180 .0233 .1'+47 .5817 -.1899 -.708Lt -.7124 
225.000 .5126 .3590 -.9879 .0076 -.0506 -.1755 -.0166 .0572 .0661 .2470 
270.000 .2441 .2097 -.9745 -.1650 -.4373 -.2994 -.0664 -.0037 -.0378 .1823 .7538 .OLt83 .1088 -.6319 
315.000 .0680 -.2156 -1.2155 -.5939 -.4654 -.1604 -.0496 .0002 -.0058 .1333 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0913 -.3638 .1998 -.3302 .0575 -.1083 
45.000 -.2312 -.1567 -.0812 -.1463 
90.000 -.2Lt89 -.1133 . 13LtO -.1447 .0195 -.0690 
135.000 -.2497 -.2130 .2858 .1191 
180.000 -.1548 -.2180 .3824 -.1358 .1014 -.0038 
225.000 -.2990 -.2831 -.0953 .0000 
270.000 -.2881 -.2797 -. I 182 -.2650 -.2192 -.2081 
315.000 -.3199 -.3083 -.1638 -.1486 
8ETAl ( 1l ,. .202 ALP HAlt 21 .. -4.516 
SECTION 11SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.OGO 1.2109 .1343 -.0675 -1.1320 -.4960 -.2131 -.1068 -.0336 -.0081 -.oogtt .1020 .3261 -.5352 -.4185 -.5897 
45.000 .1595 -.0313 -1.1285 -.8867 -.1023 -.1257 -.0502 -.0242 -.0489 .0693 
90.000 .1973 .0165 -1.1263 -.8160 -.2380 -.2426 -.1411 -.1136 -.1132 .071'+ -.6931 -.7016 
135.000 .2997 .0775 -1.0930 -.4140 -.1552 -.1989 -.0880 -.0302 -.0314 .1232 
180.000 1.2109 .4330 .1941 -1.0640 -.0651 -.1114 -.1717 -.054B .0238 .0'+37 .1722 .5813 -.2'+53 -.6762 -.6613 ~ __ ~,~J 225.000 .4757 .3101 -1.0268 -.002'+ -.0555 -.1647 -.0325 .0495 .0822 .2507 
270.600 .3259 .3082 -.9309 -.3838 -.4010 -.2444 -.0479 .0089 -.0005 .1781 .7292 .0501 • 10'+5 -.5475 
315.000 .1653 -'. 0992 -I. 1827 -.5515 -.4767 -.1308 -.0336 .0016 .0047 • I 150 
~ ~J 
", ',tii~ •• l 
•• --....~~~~ ........ -..l~.......,.: ____ !~ ............. __ ~~~_" •• .~-.,~.--,-.-- .. ---... --.~ 
, ", ~.;¢ r~"'" , -"._. -------iiIt;,.~. '.", ,,~ 
.~-« .•• ~-:-~-,:~,~:-
DATE 21 OCT 75 
8ETAL ( 1) • • 202 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER 
X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0901 -.2960 
45.000 -.1939 -.1174 
90.000 -.2196 -.0807 
135.000 -.224'+ -.1195 
180.000 -.1003 -.2170 
225.000 -.2678 -.2508 
270.000 -.2845 -.2677 
315.000 -.3085 -.2936 
8ETAL ( I) .. .127 









































.aII:iF1!t k--"" ~~~ ...... _ ..... >~._ • ..>o~"""""_~-"""_~~"",,,,~, •.. ~_~_ 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIS8HL SEALED) 
ALPHALI 2) • -4.516 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
.0830 -.1960 -.0415 -.1223 
-.0080 -.0814 
.0726 -.08'+2 .0,+06 -.0'+15 
.2491 .0961 
.3863 -.1200 .1193 -.006'+ 
-.0915 .0000 
-.1226 -.2577 -.2126 -.2G24 
-.1735 -.1601 
ALPHAL( 3)· -2.324 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 2791f .3632 
-.0185 -1.1318 -.632'+ -.1701 -.0982 -.0233 
.0011 -1.1270 -.8687 -.0536 -.0892 '-.0291 
.0395 -1.1251.+ -.8218 -.1110 -.11.+70 -.0710 
.0597 - I . 0990 -.:'305 -.0848 -.1486 -.0636 
.11.+29 -1.0836 -.2'+'+3 -.0920 -.1610 -.0541 
.21.+50 -1.0615 -.1930 -.0836 -.1561 -.0349 
.3755 -.9072 -.6121 -.1.+058 -.2055 -.0219 
-.0007 -1.1563 -.5116 -.4'+22 -.1269 -.0173 
.9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
-.0067 -.1636 .0211 -.0627 
.0736 -.0044 
.0500 -.0120 .0850 -.0166 
.15'+2 .0304 
.3792 -.129'+ .1'+22 .0079 
-.0676 .0000 




.4750 .5867 .6985 
.0027 .0011 .1009 
-.0011 -.0043 .1081 
-.0370 -.0289 .1166 
.0032 .0161.+ .1548 
.0274 .0650 .1877 
.01.+76 .0945 .2'+75 
.0253 .0279 .1856 





















" "<." ••• ~---,,-.~.----.-.~,.-.. -.--,.---<.~--""""~ .-,~----~ 
[,= ~=~~'c~c~"c, ...•... -.--..•• ' •... ~.=:- no. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
SETAL ( I) • .08'+ 
SECTION ( 1) SRMBOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1458 -.2277 
45.000 -.1291 -.1275 
90.000 -.1404 -.0151 
135.000 -.1655 -.0254 
180.000 -.1409 -.1523 
225.000 -.2440 -.2628 
270.000 -.2686 -.2660 
315.000 -.3067 -.2857 
BETAL ( I) = .067 










































........ ..:..-~. ,.<.-:- __ c ...... ~ ..... _'~~l"""-'--I.......:.;.. ....... ~L.::...c:~C_~~~.~~_._ 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
ALPHALi 4) .. -. ISO 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .\956 .2794 .3632 .• 4750 
.0332 -1.1207 -.8432 -.1331 -.0684 -.0245 .0073 
· 0304 -I. I 181 - .83't4 -.0167 -.0564 -.0207 .0091 
.0535 -1.1172 -.8080 -.0280 -.0762 -.0401 -.0036 
.0584 -'1.0937 -.7229 -.0290 -.0960 -.0455 .0260 
· 0954 -I. 0886 -.4042 -.0736 -.1133 -.0533 .0339 
.1731 -1.0874 -.4525 -.1352 -.0873 -.0478 .0367 
.4123 -.8840 -.6463 -.4119 -.0780 -.0619 .0019 
.0921 -1.1220 -.5572 -.4015 -.0833 -.0216 .0(99 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0210 -.0986 .1235 .0143 
.1921 .0692 
.0889 .0259 .1436 .0132 
.1019 -.0145 
.2927 -.1081 .1045 -.0375 . 
-.0450 .0000 
-.1013 -.2271 -.1709 -.1748 
-.1417 -. i 129 
ALPHAL( 5) '" .149 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 
.0362 -1.1022 -.8402 -.1385 -.0704 -.0290 .0114 
.0396 -1.0994 -.8337 -.0149 -.0582 -.0217 .0145 
.0640 -1.0992 -.8117 -.0263 -.0787 -.0382 .0001 
· 0656 - I .0876 -.7766 -.0232 -.1011 -.0465 .0255 
· I 0 I I -\.0830 -.5332 -.0670 -.1149 -.0577 .0337 
· 1781 -I. 0830 -.5364 -.1375 -.0958 -.0520 .0367 
.4193 -.8801 -.6410 -.4119 -.0944 -.0665 .0050 
.1036 -1.1148 -.5657 -.4051 -.0937 -.0244 .0185 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0221 -.0946 .1222 .0131 
.1908 .0674 
.11+71 .0242 .1329 .0135 
.1008 -.0119 




















.6985 .7280 .7290 




.1675 .4961 -.3390 
.2146 
.2261 .5319 -.0626 
.1387 
.6985 .7280 .7.290 




.1761 .5018 -.3373 
.2187 



















...... __ ..~.,.-~.--~-~.. - li... ___ .--.-J 





DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2361 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS03) ---v 
BETAL ( I) ., • 067 ALPHAL( 5) • .149 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI .... --._-
225.000 -.21+54 -.2666 -.0471 .0000 
270.000 -.2710 -.2735 -.09'73 -.2256 -.1689 -.1783 
315.000 -.2964 -.29'+7 -. 137'+ -.1145 
SETAL ( 11 "' .074 ALPHALC 6) .. 2.025 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2266 .3174 .0859 -I. 1 199 -.7961 -.0838 -.0591 -.0210 .0123 .0248 .1626 .4525 -.1+781 -.4585 -.4902 
45.000 .2658 .0483 -1.1225 -.8059 -.0013 -.0501 -.0210 .0112 .0307 .1683 
90.000 .2420 .0488 -1.1246 -.7949 .0129 -.0571 -.0410 .0059 .0566 .1506 -.6'+13 -.6576 
135.000 .2394 .0333 -1.1001 -.4679 .0068 -.0723 -.0447 .0290 .0835 .1528 
180.000 1.2266 .2476 · 044 I -I. I 0 I 0 -.3'+84 -.0809 -.0931 -.0496 .0311 .1079 .1603 .4389 -.2809 -.5669 -.5717 
225.000 .3071 · 0851 -I. I 169 -.3623 -.2232 -.0728 -.0516 .0342 . 11'+7 .2042 
270.000 .3940 .4065 -.8436 -.5511 -.4107 -.0700 -.0632 .0010 .0765 .2457 .5201 -.1175 .2084 -.5272 
315.000 .3844 .1736 -1.0970 -.6024 -.3439 -.0732 -.0125 .0258 .0412 .1780 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.. ~ 
PHI 
.000 -.1147 -.2010 .0786 -.0635 .1689 .0548 
45.000 -.1278 -.0815 .2029 .0738 
90.000 -.1213 -.0088 .1208 .0323 .1408 .0056 
135.000 -.1341 -.0261 .0891 -.0305 
180.000 -.121.!t -.1262 .2289 -.1001 .0601 -.0727 
225.000 -.2356 -.2629 -.0486 .0000 
270.0~0 -.2565 -.2672 -.1138 -.2202 -.1622 -.1555 
315.000 -.2866 -.2913 -.1163 -.0877 
SETAL ( I) • . 085 ALPHAL( 7) • 4.235 
O~ 
r.:slj:-l SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
~~ X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 ~.~ PHI 
.000 1.2085 .379'+ • 1319 - 1 .0970 -.7070 -.0443 -.0279 -.0175 .0156 .0282 .1730 .1+852 -.1+643 -.5085 ';.5182 
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Ci~TE: 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2362 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS031 ----.'" ---~. 
BETAL ( I) • .OB5 ALPHAL( 7) • 4.235 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1 I IB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHl 
------v 
270.000 .3678 .3699 -.8520 -.4818 -.4214 -.1025 -.0767 .0226 .0927 .2341 .5041 -.0839 .1785 -.5088 
315.000 .4348 .2427 -1.0590 -.6674 -.1887 -.0378 -.0206 .0280 .0498 .IB50 " 
X/LS .8102 .B661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0791 -.2133 .1738 -.0311 .2415 . I 198 
45.000 -.1268 -.0621 .. 2149 .0818 
-,,--90.000 -.1217 -.0046 .1674 .0026 .1152 -.0163 
1.35.000 -.1 I 17 -.0286 .0995 -.0230 
180.000 -.1251 -.1078 .2080 -.0964 .0506 -.0918 
225.000 -.2646 -.2819 -.0149 .0000 
270.000 -.2605 -.2543 -.0789 -.2124 -.1510 -.1470 
315.000 -.2790 -.2855 -.0849 -.0590 
BETAL ( 1) • .066 ALPHAl,.( 8) • 6.247 
---
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABlE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . i I 18 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 I • 1747 .4356 . 1731 - I . 0878 -.5928 -.0531 -.0195 -.0098 •. 0203 .0302 .2029 .5521 -.3827 -.5161 -.5265 
45.000 .2828 .0603 -1.1161 -.7373 -.0584 -.0892 -.0605 -.0313 .0028 .1893 
90.000 .1710 -.0008 -1.1412 -.4455 -.1291 -.1'+22 -.1425 -.0630 .0529 .1743 -.5968 -.5932 
135.000 .1395 -~0399 -1.1280 -.3792 -.0370 -.0741 -.0556 .0248 .0974 .1366 
180.000 1.1747 .1240 - :0579 -1.1270 -.3893 -.1240 -.0713 -.0455 .0437 .133a .1420 .3744 -.3084 -.5272 -.519'+ 
225.000 .1322 - . 120 1 - I • I 891 -.3780 -.3375 -.0674 -.0455 .0447 .1359 .1755 
270.000 .3071 .2991 -.9137 -.3991 -.3236 -.0894 -.0820 .0100 .10ao .2709 .'+8'+0 -.166'+ .'+060 -.'+97'+ 
315.1300 .'+723 .3017 -1.0464 -.5176 -.1443 -.0012 .0053 .0407 .0637 .2233 
X!LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 I 
:;J 
PHI 
.000 -.0251 -.2621 .2778 .0111 .366'+ .1884 
45.000 -.1'+25 -.0678 .2373 .0901 
90.000 -.1338 -.0199 .2109 -.0279 .0985 -.0'+0'+ 
135.000 -.1154 -.0452 .0500 -.0694 
180.000 -.1349 -.1212 .201'+ -.1083 .0375 -.1011 I 
r 225.000 -.2778 -.2946 .0208 .0000 ~_I ~' 270.000 -.2766 -.2534 -.049,+ -.1828 -. I 132 -. L204 , . 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2363 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCS8HL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSOIt) I 17 OCT 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. XMRP 
· 
976.0000 IN. XT MACH • 1.100 RN/F'T • 3.000 
LREF ., 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP 
· 
:0000 IN. YT ELV-18 • .000 ELV-OS • .000 
8REF . 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
· 
400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SPOBRI< • 55.000 
~CALE - .0300 SCALE 
SETAL I I) • .066 ALPHAL I I) • -4.854 ---
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3071t .2091 .1335 -.6748 -.5679 -.1888 -.0790 -.0863 -.1033 -.0120 .2659 .4505 -.2789 -.1+123 -.1+757 
45.000 .2447 .1650 -.6726 -.5298 -.1314 -.1140 -.1295 -.1592 -.0710 .2177 
90.000 .3137 .2233 -.6677 -.4668 -.2979 -.2520 -.2751 -.2403 -.1102 .1387 -.5101 -.1+91+1 
135.000 .4348 .3112 -.6300 -.3505 .0117 -.1752 -.2058 -.2259 -.0105 .2613 
1BO.OOO 1.3071+ .5635 .4380 -.5929 -.1284 .0959 -.0989 -.1577 -.1570 .0892 .2941 .6581+ -.1921+ -.1+051+ -.6232 
225.000 .5674 .5367 -.5619 .0192 .1456 -.0965 -.l l t07 -.1384 .1260 .3306 
270.000 .3659 .4493 -.5227 -.2495 -.3899 -.4753 -.1823 -.0766 .0535 .3230 .7138 .11+51 .1536 -.61+1+7 
315.000 .2103 .05BI -.7388 -.538B -.4111 -.1137 -.0975 -.0757 .0157 .2661 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1280 -.321+2 .0887 -. ;839 .0456 -.0702 
45.000 -.0898 -.2073 -.0123 -.0833 
90.000 -.2357 -.1031 .1042 -.0600 .1390 .1025 
135.000 -.1167 -.0815 .3384 .2668 
180.000 -.1782 -.1794 .4079 -.0778 .2820 .1715 
225.000 -.2635 -.3005 -.0858 .0000 
270.000 -.3157 -.2750 -.1340 -.2493 -.2050 -.2011 
315.000 -.2803 -.3189 -.1471 -.1383 
BE TAL ( I) • .066 ALPHAl( 2) .. -3.849 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
o~ .000 1.3151 .2309 .1553 -.6692 -.5533 -.2058 -.0646 -.0659 -.0763 -.0058 .2615 .4241 -.2823 -.361+1 -.4566 45.000 .2600 .1911 -.6645 -.5169 -.0993 -.0775 -.1094 -.1140 -.0286 .2377 b:j~ 90.000 .3089 .2389 -.6591 -.4651 -.2309 -.1955 -.2319 -.1962 -.0783 .1902 "-.5046 -.1t960 
~~ 135.,000 .4144 .3065 -.6284 -.3787 .0225 -.1269 -.1706 -.1950 .0200 .2848 180.000 1.3151 .5167 .4115 -".6005 -.2393 .1164 -.0892 -.1461 -.1513 .1011 .299B .6734 -.2148 -.4311t -.5BOO i ~~ 225.000 .5330 .5108 -.5802 -.2620 .1729 -.1045 -.1398 -.1456 .1318 .3261 "l 270.000 .3826 .4977 -.5081 -.3783 -.3278 -.5814 -.1981+ -.0798 .0441 .2897 .7159 .0999 .2047 -.37IB I '§ I'; 315.000 .2307 .1216 -.7221 -.4961 -.4199 -.0902 -.0738 -.0638 .0139 .2531 ~~ I ~t?=J "~~ 
"'-"------·~-~l 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
SETAL ( 1) - .066 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .8102 .8361 
PHI 
.000 -.1544 -.3404 
45.000 -.0849 -.2173 
90.000 -.2260 -.1003 
135.000 -.1016 -.0858 
180.000 -.1709 -.1526 
225.000 -.3198 -.3056 
270.000 -.3123 -.2707 
315.000 -.2942 -.3282 
BETAL ( 1) .067 




















































ALP HAL ( 2) a -3.849 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0545 -.1450 .0452 -.0478 
.0204 -.0429 
.0518 -.0266 .1553 .1178 
.3175 .2473 
.3758 -.0388 .2668 .1656 
-.0317 .0000 
-.1053 -.2371 -.1912 -.1911 
-.1452 -.1317 
ALPHAL( 3) % -1.842 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
.2137 -.6603 -.5171 -.2080 -.0382 -.0329 '-.0584 
.2358 -.6561 -.4882 -.1175 -.0182 -.0580 -.0901 
.2731 -.6495 -.4553 -.1203 -.0953 -.1418 -; 1388 
.3052 -.G293 -.4103 .0376 -.0507 -.1133 -.1503 
.3666 -.6172 -.3386 .1296 -.0529 -.1250 -.1420 
.4493 -.6024 -.3329 .1404 -.0914 -.1306 -.1469 
.5644 -.4807 -.5257 -.3302 -.4370 -.1812 -.0755 
.2284 -.6871 -.5041 -.3995 -.0785 -.0606 -.0592 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0020 -.1741 .1116 .0408 
.1236 .0657 
.0369 .0496 .1651 .1058 
.2609 .1812 
.2990 .0091 .2347 .1252 
-.0608 .0000 
-.1094 -.2298 -.1861 -.1864 
-.1646 -.1302 















.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.2706 .4544 -.3459 -.2900 -.4290 
.2686 
.2511 -.5007 -.5136 
.3304 
.3380 .6901 -.2363 -.4562 -.5568 
.3439 
.2812 .7853 .1771 .2793 -.4317 
.2479 
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DATE 21 eCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2365 
ARCII-OlS IABI lVAP(S8HL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSOl+i 
BETAL ( II • .067 ALPHAl( 1.fl • .161.f 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .(,000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 2791.f .3632 .4750 .5967 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3237 .3200 .2568 -.6508 -.1.f732 -.1704 -.0223 -.0150 -.0430 .0127 .2764 .1+487 -.3189 -.2951 -.'+074 
45.000 .3202 .2595 -.6481 -.4652 -.1712 .014i' -.0160 -.0642 .0287 .3094 
90.000 .3316 .2805 -.6444 -.4526 -.0986 .0076 -.0554 -.1017 .0709 .3015 -.4723 .-.4925 
135.000 . 349Ei .2834 -.6271 -.4413 .0312 .0196 -.0659 -.1165 .1190 .3480 
180.000 1.3237 .3748 .3061 -.6251 -.4215 .0862 -.0075 -.0998 -.1293 .1603 .3687 .6965 -.2346 -.4313 -.5001+ 
225.000 .4093 .3713 -.6276' -.4338 -.0235 -.0559 -.1080 -.1285 .1758 . 371.f1 
270.000 .4237 .5911 -.4637 -.5312 -.3575 -.2578 -.1309 -.0589 .0717 .2885 .8077 .2596 .3330 -.4220 
315.000 . 3641.f .3101 -.6517 -.4832 -.2982 -.0691 -.0430 -.0446 .0279 .2620 
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1399 -.2976 -.0695 -.1187 .1514 .1180 
45.000 -.021.f2 -.2802 .1412 .0847 
SO.OOO -.1367 -.1116 .0360 .0727 .1994 .1300 
135.000 -.0747 -.0873 .2412 .1688 
180.000 -.1727 -.0948 .2179 .0287 .1779 .0757 
225.000 -.3119 -.2727 -.0741 .0000 
270.000 -.3054 -.2491 -.1267 -.2175 -.1878 -.1827 
315.000 -.2694 -.3134 -.1601 -.1201 
SETAL ( I I ., .067 AlPHALC 5) "& 2.192 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .IS56 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6995 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3194 .3730 .3032 -.6371 -.4277 -.1288 -.0128 -.0097 -.0266 -.0001 .2911 .5016 -.2422 -.3220 -.408a 
45.000 .3500 .2803 -.6433 -.4455 -.1908 .0302 .0067 -.0509 .0168 .3151 
90.000 ' .3141 .2736 -.6450 -.4575 -.1531 .0548 -.0087 -.0903 .0831 .3046 -.4518 -.'+707 
135.000 .3044 .2502 -.6331 -.4704 .0011 .0543 -.0313 -.0883 • 11.f30 .3426 
180.000 1.315'. .3012 .2539 -.6376 -.4834 .0189 .0263 -.0660 -.1101 .1725 .3615 .6558 -.2808 -.~149 -.'+663 
225.000 .3431 .2842 -.6565 -.4262 -.2039 .0069 -.0599 -.0954 ._ 1806 .3642 
270.000 .4181 .5768 -.4731 -.4339 -.3332 -.0565 -.0456 -.0487 .1028 .2997 .6336 .1963 .2274 -.1+1+72 
315.000 .1.f168 .3895 -.6246 -.4357 -.2160 -.0568 -.0087 -.0153 .0384 .2699 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .S130 . 931.f4 .S565 
PHI 
.000 -.1053 -.2796 .0515 -.0568 .1727 .1419 
45.000 -.01.f51 -.2024 .2019 .1434 
90.000 -.1182 -.0949 .0683 .0811+ .1702 .0896 
135.000 -.0195 -.0974 .2494 .1676 
180.000 -.1381 -.0597 .1803 .0364 .1134 .0037 ~ 
I 
1 
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lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAPISBHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER IRETS04) 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 
SETAL ( I) • .066 
















tod 2 ~~ 
-81\1 ~§ 
.~~ 













lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL( 7) '" 5.218 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 
.'+966 -.5083 -.4201 -.2684 -.0109 -.0251 
.4820 -.5936 -.3043 - .1186 -.0346 .0100 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1479 .0118 .3014 .2532 
.2663 .2088 
.1698 .0362 .1181 .0277 
.1925 .1016 
.2476 -.0008 .1091 .0110 
.1025 .0000 









(RETSO'+) ;-' ----" 
.6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATiON 
PAGE 2;,;~g 






2690.0000 sa.FT. XMRP . 976.0000 IN. XT 
MACH 1.250 RN/F'T . 2.250 
LREF' 
· 
1297.0000 INCHES YMRP . . 0000 IN. YT 
ELV-IS • .(\00 ELV-OB • .000 
BREF' • 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP .. 400.0000 IN. ZT 
RUDDER • .000 SP08RK " 55.000 
SCALE • . 0300 SCALE 
8ETAL ( I) .. .069 ALPHAL( I) .. -5.882 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE·CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280' .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
I 
.000 1.3656 .0470 .1187 -.5195 -.442~ -.3316 -.0988 -.1070 -.1220
 -.0952 .2337 .4074 -.1553 -.2465 -.4236 
45.000 .0856 .1638 -.4966 -.4081 -.2854 -.1878 -.1335 
-.1906 -.2567 .1282 
I 90.000 .1625 .2271 -.4799 -.3750 -.2876 -.3321 -.3211 -.2912 -.2032 .050
0 -.3304 -.2571 
135.000 .3065 .3334 -.4395 -.2879 .0122 -.1378 -.234
8 -.2687 -.1063 .1405 
i 180.000 1.3656 .4489 .4742 -.4002 -.1995 .1592 -.0088 -.07
'+7 -.1912 .0999 .1716 .5686 -.0788 -.2181 -.5424 
! 225.000 .'+795 .582
6 -.3775 -.1671 .1982 .0226 - .. 0155 -.1533 .1257 .2980 
270.000 .2972 .5323 -.3313 -.1926 -.2744 -.'+403 -.1573 
-.0844 .0282 .2971 .6689 .1923 .22'+8 -.5359 
315.000 .1042 .0628 -.5792 -.6132 -.4440 -.2067 -.1262 -.0
847 -.0456 .2344 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9i30 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0813 -.3229 .1359 -.2933 .1789 .0422 
45.000 -.1033 -.2281 -.0235 -.0992 
90.000 -.2035 -.1393 .1011 -.0909 .0342 .0877 
135.000 -.0854 -.1786 .3756 .3375 
180.000 -.0974 -.2293 .2959 -.0833 .3197 .2387 
225.000 -.2451 -.2703 -.038'+ .0000 
Ii 270.000 -.2785 -.2338 -.0934 -.2109 -.1709 -.1647 
H 315.000 -.2306 -.2725 -.0928 -.0738 
8ETAL ( I)· . 070 ALPHAL( 2) .. -3.880 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
J' X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1 I 18 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 
.6985 • 7280 .7290 .7360 . .7370 
~ .j PHI 
.000 1.3771 .0783 .1779 -.4902 -.4155 -.2951 -.0767 -.0655 
-.0862 -.0760 .2154 .3812 -.1788 -.2023 -.356B 
45.000 . I I 13 .2121 -.4747 -.3787 -.2576 -.1189 -.0880
 -.1317 -.1230 .1840 
f. 90.000 .1680 .2685 -.4602 -.3485 -.2702 -.2229 -
.1991 -.2162 -.1476 .1517 -.3106 -.2703 
135.000 .2488 .3333 -.4318 -.3020 -.0260 -.0716 -.
1732 -.2116 -.0513 .2502 
180.000 1. 3771 .3503 .423'+ -.4130 -.2451 .1642 .0072 -.0
609 -. ! 58'+ .1216 .2416 .6536 -.1093 -.2622 -.4981 
~ 225.000 .3987 .5313 -.3912 -.2356 .1
771 .0081 -.0194 -.1550 .1382 .3213 
270.000 .3453 .6032 -.2922 -.3092 -.3004 -.4426 -.159
4 -.0938 .0342 .2683 .7417 .2018 .3245 -.'+965 
3.15.000 .0965 .1720 -.5340 -.5324 -.4219 -.1338 -.085
6 -.0753 -.0335 .2074 
! 
~. oj 
~~--' ~-~""'--..:L",,-':";':_2."'_,-_,_"_~~' •. "~~~-.,~~~~ -.:. "- .~,"""L"':"""""~":":.L. •. ..:.,..,.,,~ ..... ..!"_ t .. ~ 
l."d"C .'~=:~~'~~-'-~~~-" .~ .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
~RCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) 
BETAL ( II· .070 ALPHAL! 21 .. -3.880 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1046 -.3340 .1643 -.2300 .0784 -.0055 
45.000 -.0471 -.2285 .0046 -.0485 
90.000 -.1642 -.1522 .1123 -.0294 .0779 .0968 
135.000 -.0281 -.1803 .3083 .3191 
180.000 -.0690 -.1774 .1948 .0528 .2851 .2218 
225.000 -.2140 -.2681 -.0104 .0000 
270.000 -.2635 -.2230 -.0743 -.1985 -.1642 -.1525 
315.000 -.2184 -.2662 -.1001 -.0727 
8ETAL ( I I ,. .070 ALPHAL( 3) .. -1.873 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0'000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3850 .1039 .2352 -.4714 -.3881 -.2662 -.0734 -.0380 
45.000 .1407 .2549 -.4572 -.3528 -.2237 -.0429 -.0310 
90.000 .1740 .2935 -.4479 -.3327 -.2250 -.1157 -.0962 
135.000 .1978 .3222 -.4300 -.3160 -.1011 -.0157 -.1057 
180.000 1.3850 .2089 .3710 -.4218 -.2971 .0343 .0230 -.0398 
225.000 .2614 .4692 -.4133 -.2889 .1206 .0163 .0053 
270.000 .1996 .6474 -.2735 -.4152 -.3774 -.4307 -.1173 
315.000 .1450 .2762 -.4S21 -.4499 -.3877 -.1554 -.0981 
. 
X/LS .8102 • 8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1011 -.3542 .0827 -.1070 .0599 .0427 
45.000 -.0331 -.2675 .1285 .1188 
90.000 -.1067 -.1905 .1240 .0192 .1267 .1185 
135.000 .0104 -.1959 .2483 .2614 
180.000 -.0562 -.1569 .1350 .0748 .2181 .1654 
225.000 -.2400 -.26.78 -.0502 .0000 
270.000 -.2665 -.2271 -.0890 -.1914 -.1526 -.1329 
315.000 -.2381 -.2747 -.0924 -.0387 
_ ..... """"'-,~ ____ ...:,.:. ........ ~ •. "~;_.:.i.....~~ ...... ~. ~ .. __ ......:.L' .... _ .... <--.-'-••• 
SRM BOOSTER (RETS05) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 
-.0596 -.0563 .2654 .4128 -.1700 
-.0923 -.0865 .2451 
-.1462 -.1043 .2039 -.2847 
-.1655 -.0154 .3282 
-.1261 .1261 .3230 .7148 -.0708 
-.1329 .1476 .3651 
-.0659 .0529 .2922 .8109 .2731 
-.0579 -.0169 .2274 
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DATt: 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 237tJ 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS051 ----~ ... ~--. 
BETAL ( II • .070 ALPHAL( 4) .. .113 
SECTION 11SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3859 .1408 .2841 -,4563 -.3582 -.2332 -.0789 -.0285 -.0432 -.0403 .2594 .4026 -.1774 -.0764 -.2D07 " 
45.000 .1655 .2842 -.4544 -,3371 -.2008 -.0294 -.0045 -.0567 -.0683 .2853 
90.000 .1800 .3000 -.444:'/ -.3261 -.2087 -.0465 -.0289 -.0906 -.0853 .2622 -.2657 -.2650 
135.000 .170\ .3027 -.434.\ -.3299 -.1516 -.0029 -.0451 -.1302 .0111 .3509 
180.000 1.3859 .1442 .3231 -.434' -.3362 -.0732 .0402 -.0338 -.1164 .1349 .3752 .7385 -.0950 -.2703 -.4061 
225.000 .1955 .3964 -.4430 -.3568 -.1538 .0112 -.0097 -.1068 .1584 .3910 
270.000 .2017 .6699 -.2653 -.4828 -.3772 -.3499 -.1626 -.0739 .0552 .2354 .7903 .2014 .2961 -.4055 
315.000 .1905 .3593 -.4581 -.3807 -.3325 -.1134 -.0930 -.0646 -.0160 .2316 
-.--
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0931 -.2998 -.0 1D8 -.1546 .1501 .1526 
45.000 .0109 -.2599 .1403 .1281 
90.000 -.0592 -.2063 .1370 .0274 .1797 .1617 
135.000 .0634 -.2145 .2313 .2316 
180.000 -.0367 -.1434 .1248 .0726 .1736 .1141 
225.000 -.2202 -.2627 -.0166 .0000 
27.0.000 -.2630 -.2174 -.0599 -.1726 -.1372 -.1247 
315.000 -.2309 -.2627 -.1045 -.0595 
BETAL ( II .. .070 ALPHAL( 5) = 2.177 
SECTION ( IISRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1 I 18 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5967 .69es .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
i PHI \ .000 1.3826 .2064 .3355 -.4440 -.3262 -.2317 -.0785 ~.0346 -.0290 -.0307 .2612 .4334 -.1056 -.1501 -.2959 
.\ 45.000 .1934 .3057 -.4502 -.3278 -.1826 -.0273 .0027 -.0351 -.0587 .2947 90.000 .1786 .2931 -.4477 -.3325 -.2191 .0026 .0.109 -.0626 -.0793 .2756 -.2637 -.2603 ( ! 135.000 .1548 .2739 -.4389 -.3451 -.1923 -.0001 .0054 -.0960 .0340 .3510 
'i ~ t 180.000 1.3826 . I 116 .2705 -.4487 -.3668 -.1206 .0078 .0118 -.0880 .1347 .3840 .6953 -.1501 -.2427 -.3694 I 
.1 225.000 .1561 .3107 -.4764 -.3982 -.2748 -.0172 .0106 -.0889 .1562 .3827 
:\ 270.000 .1968 .6'505 -.2774 -.3960 -.3371 -.0892 -.0635 -.0640 .0709 .2301 .6737 .2357 .2666 -.3718 
I 315.000 .2397 .4397 -.43\ i -.3097 -.2615 -.0867 -.0498 -.0332 .0075 .2366 I 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 I 
"" 
PHI '.~ 
.000 -.0540 -.2566 .0274 -.0565 .1452 .1477 
4::5.000 -:0098 -.2201 .1556 .1251 
i; 90.000 -.0568 -.1867 .0949 .0354 .1809 .1501 
i" 135.000 .1054 -.2141 .2096 .2061 j 180.000 -.0268 -.1357 .1284 .0640 .1385 .08lf1 I 
1 t'I 




- .. -.--<-~--J 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 23"71 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(SBHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS05) 
8ETAL ( I) • .070 ALPHAL( 5) = 2.177 
SECTION IISR~ BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2170 -.2711 .0231 .0000 
270.000 -.2560 -.2239 -.0150 -.1557 -.1123 -.1103 
315.000 -.2229 -.2626_ -.0556 -.0293 
BETAL ( I) .. .070 ALPHALC 6) • 4.185 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .69B5 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3719 .2695 .3B45 -.4334 -.2835 -.2336 -.0661 -.0305 -.0161 -.0203 .2816 .4827 -.0903 -.1378 -.3443 
45.000 .2226 .3133 -.4494 -.3134 -.1721 -.0908 -.0116 -.0305 -.0590 .3280 
90.000 .1705 .2639 -.4562 -.3398 -.2609 -.0134 -.0006 -.0600 -.0741 .2991 -.2914 -.3045 
135.000 .1251 .2214 -.4481 -.3580 -.1884 -.0040 .0165 -.0698 .0591 .3348 
180.000 1.3719 .0712 .2118 -.4597 -.3847 -.1862 -.0210 .0280 -.0695 . :354 .3711 .5976 -.1851 -.2369 -.3326 
225.000 .1032 .2075 -.5087 -.3131 -.3288 -.0539 .0006 -.0680 .1634 .3585 
270.000 .1951 .6124 -.2854 -.3806 -.3008 -.0780 -.0426 -.0526 .0985 .2339 .5324 .1710 .1374 -.4215 
315.000 .2975 .5033 -.4016 -.2418 -.2370 -.0399 -.0518 -.0286 .0250 .2412 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0210 -.2254 .1396 -.0078 .2629 .2696 
45.000 .0456 -.2046 .2558 .2284 
90.000 -.0433 -.1351 .1338 .0273 .1039 .0365 
135.000 .1369 -.2166 .2263 .1938 
180.000 -.0161 -.1256 .1555 .0496 .1329 .0691 
225.000 -.1835 -.2917 .1488 .0000 
270.000 -.2266 -.1960 .0618 -.1054 -.0340 -.0721 
315.000 -.1904 -.2464 .0560 .0781 
00 BETAL ( 1) • .06~ ALPHAL( 7) • 6.212 b:j~ 
~.~ SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
@~ X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .698~ .7280- .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
1 e§ro .000 1.3569 .3986 .4348 -.4216 -.2509 -.1456 -.0600 -.0484 --.0100 -.0081 .3590 .5607 .0386 -.0984 -.3654 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2':'12 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(SBHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS05) 
----.,-......... -~ 
SETAL ( I) • .069 ALPHAL! 7) .. 6.212 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .!t750 .5B67 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .2862 .5539 -.3167 -.45!t1 -.2660 -.0862 -.0152 -.0247 .1320 .2703 .4286 .0667 .0861 -.!t095 ~ 
315.000 .4212 .5561 -.3898 -.1910 -.2085 -.0280 -.0225 -.0001 .0421 .2904 
X/LS .BI02 .86CI .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0062 -.2100 .1834 .0090 .3597 .3514 
45.000 .0584 -.2015 .2737 .2523 
90.000 -.0206 -.1285 .1670 .0044 .0840 .0304 
-.--
135.000 .1455 -.2321 .1932 .1546 
180.000 -.0091 -.1436 .1831 .0197 .1258 .0574 
225.000 -.1811 -.3157 .1395 .0000 
270.000 -.2220 -.1955 .0779 -.0855 -.OISO -.0601 
315.000 -.1785 -.2159 .0993 .1506 
8ETAL ( II '" .069 ALPHAL! 8) " 7.214 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632· .4750 .5867 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3441 .4428 .4545 -.4174 -.2,85 -.0742 -.0741 -.0597 -.0137 -.0096 .3696 .5869 .0726 -.0752 -.3953 
45.000 .2883 .3179 -.4541 -.3048 -.1930 -.1680 -.0802 -.0518 -.0732 .3653 
90.000 .1"125 .2082 -.4809 -.3780 -.3523 -.1567 -.0927 -.0902 -.0364 .3315 -.3055 -.3351 
135.000 .0608 .15/4 -.4783 -.4054 -.2219 -.0402 -.0055 -.0527 .0211 .2657 
180.000 1.3441 .0106 .1357 -.5015 -.4132 -.2143 -.0536 .0320 -.0394 .1419 .3124 .4841 -.1542 -.2397 -.2755 
225.000 .0306 .0562 -.5776 -.3743 -.2957 -.0844 .0061 -.0256 .1815 .3075 
270.000 .3019 .5223 -.3284 -.5125 -.2599 -.1356 -.0323 -.0262 .1410 .3131 .4749 .0523 .0976 -.3~56 
315.000 .. 4671 .5747 -.3818 -.1763 -.2103 -.0213 -.0207 .0039 .0435 .3220 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.. 000 .0307 -.2035 .1933 .0481 .3635 .3669 
45.000 .0538 -.1953 .2714 .2827 
90.000 -.0159 -.1440 .2070 -.C251 .1015 .0478 
135.000 .1323 -.2290 .1610 .1119 
180.000 -.0144 -.1522 .1973 -.0010 .1125 .0'tl7 
225.000 -.1872 -.3087 .1122 .0,'00 
270.000 -.2189 -.1912 .0667 -.0831 -.0160 -.('615 










DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2373 
ARC11-019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER CRETS06) 17 OCT 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF . 2690.0000sa.FT. XMRP .. 976.0000 IN. XT MACH • .600 RN/F'T . 2.250 
LREF 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP . .0000 IN. YT ELV-IB • 8.000 ELV-OB • It. 000 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP . 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SPDBRK • .000 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.267 BETAL ( I) • .043 -'-,.--
SECTION IISRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0343 -.0431 -.3460 -.9936 -.2396 -.2057 -.0801 -.0625 -.0619 -.0759 .0064 .2153 -.5060 -.2959 -.1+5'+1 
45.000 -.0161 -.3002 -1.2118 -.2292 -.1666 -.1250 -.0921 -.0886 -.1183 -.0663 
90.000 .0313 -.2409 -1.2328 -.2381 -.3256 -.2572 -.2312 -.2237 -.2051 -.0342 -.5865 -.5992 
135.000 .1815 -. 1283 -1.221 0 -.2030 -.1608 -.1447 -.1252 -.1055 -.123'f -.0088 
180.000 1.031+3 .3694 .0334 -1.0081 -.1092 -.0972 -.0766 -.0559 -.0254 -.0412 .0323 .4677 -.5661 -.5453 -.5478 
225.000 .3974 .1540 -.7590 -.0774 -.0690 -.0554 -.0253 .0022 -.0007 .1264 
270.000 .1234 -.0639 -.7380 -.1895 -.4117 -.2330 -.1368 -.0877 -.1023 .0852 .6707 -.2012 -.0788 -.1+657 
315.000 -.0558 -.4462 -1.0663 -.4352 -.4308 -.0917 -.0730 -.0489. -.0541 .0405 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .91~u .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0632 -.1943 .1377 -.2045 .0083 -.1241 
45.000 -.0911+ -.1129 _ .0123 -.1006 
90.000 -.1307 -.1254 .1402 -.1471 .0728 -.0701 
135.000 -.0196 -.1378 .2032 .0142 
180.000 .1089 -.2'347 .5080 -.1551 .2756 .0178 
225.000 -.2021 -.3405 .2691 .0000 
270.000 -.2218 -.1808 .2601 -.1301 -.0411 -.0928 
315.000 -.2425 -.2379 -.0122 -.1029 
ALPHAL( 2) s -4.228 SETAL ( I) • -4.021 
SECTION ( IISRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0786 .0302 -.3031 -1.0434 -.2236 -.1707 -.0850 -.0699 -.0543 -.0573 .0349 .1996 -.41+17 -.191+2 -.3889 
45.000 .0740 - . 2334 - I . 1905 -.2136 -.1451 -.1128 -.1002 -.0906 -.1022 .0110 
90.000 .1452 -.1433 -1.2095 -.IL91 -.2094 -.1930 -.1869 -.1975 -.1925 -.0341+ -.5878 -.5904 
135.000 .2567 -.0578 -1.1493 -.1189 -.0&55 -.0583 -.0472 -.0257 -.0298 .0691 
180.000 ! .0786 .3320 .0007 -1.0529 -.0760 -.0436 -.0316 -.0205 .0120 .0191 .0936 .4791 -.5601 ~.4961 -.5261 
225.000 .3320 .0638 -.9587 -.1137 -.0561 -.0416 -.0184 .0161 .0263 .1706 
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DATI: 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE <?371f 







ALPHAU 2) .. -4,228 
SECTION 1lSRM BOOSTER 
X/LS ,8102 ,8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0952 -,1959 
45,000 -.0535 -.2315 
90.000 -,1282 -.1426 
135.000 .0416 -.1039 
180.000 .0625 -.0965 
225.000 -.1834 -.3398 
270.000 -.2420 -.1672 
315.000 -.2718 -.2080 
ALPH/l.L( 2) • -4.165 




















































SETAL ( !) • -4.021 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 ,9130 .9344 ,9565 
-.0500 -.2733 -.0546 -.144B 
,1022 -.0208 
,1864 -.0798 .1773 -.0021 
.2489 ,0331 
,3926 -,0778 .1783 -.0296 
,2136 .0000 
.1682 -,1680 -.1135 -.1519 
-.1191 -.1677 
8ETAL C 2) • .045 
DEPENDENT VAR1A8LE CP 
.0950 .11\8 .1397 .1956 .279'+ 
-.2954 '-1.0714 -.2200 -.1615 -.0648 
-.2518 -1.0552 -.1970 -.1239 -.OElO9 
-.20lf1 -1.1816 -.1855 -.2054 -.1639 
-. 1280 -\.2193 -.1704 -.1140 -. 1030 
-.0133 -1.1096 -.1192 -.0879 -.0738 
.0872 -.9549 -.1229 -.0712 -.0552 
.0359 -.6601 -.2816 -.3500 -.1573 
-.3456 -1.0495 -.3416 -.3907 -.0733 
.9i20 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
.0990 -.1550 .0525 -.0747 
.0879 -.0439 
.1475 -.0919 . (101 -.0490 
.1823 .0020 
,4433 -.1368 .2383 .0025 
.2469 .0000 
.2282 -,1196 -.0500 -.1016 
-.0358 -.1031 










,4750 .5867 .6985 ,7280 
-.0326 -.0498 ,0311 .2377 
-.0487 -.0661 .0143 
-.1352 -.1297 .0154 
-.0646 -.0707 .0444 
-.0193 -.0182 .0612 ,4668 
.0052 .0138 .1385 
-.06'.51 -.0773 ,0932 .6566 
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DATE: 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2375 
ARCII-019 IASI lVAP(ElHl UNSEAlD) SRM BOOSTER (RETSOS) 
ALPHAL( 2) • 
-Ii'. 113 SETAL ( 3) • '+.125 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0001) .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0516 -.00'+'+ -.2977 -1.081'+ -.2318 -.1731 -.0573 -.0'+27 -.03'+1 -.0'+61 .0161 .2507 -.4988 -.3022 -.4489 -_.---
45.000 .0053 -.2921 -1.0809 -.1956 -.1108 -.0634 -.0'+17 -.0366 -.0512 .0100 
90.000 .0190 -.2625 -1.152'+ -.1967 -.1988 -.1290 -.0911 -.0785 -.0686 .033'+ -.5553 -.551t3 
135.000 .0959 -.2177 -1.2388 -.2360 -.1763 -.1512 -.1254 -.0972 -. 101t8 .0090 
180.000 1.0516 .2716 -.0578 -1 1722 -.1773 -.1527· -.1209 -.0906 -.0512 -.0'+82 .0125 .1+803 -.580'+ -.5737 -.5079 
225.000 .3856 .1051 -.9278 -.1375 -.0935 -.071'+ -.0402 -.0063 .0018 .0998 
270.000 .2313 .0521 -.6362 -.2873 -.3538 - .1'156 -.0861 -.0'182 -.0599 .1089 .6'+78 -.16'+8 .0638 -.1t535 
315.000 .0455 -.338'1 -1.1528 -.3528 -.'+010 -.068'+ -.0543 -.0'+00 -.0'+82 .0282 
X/LS .. 8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 931t'+ .9565 
. 
PHI 
.000 -.031'+ -.1589 .2056 -.0916 .2555 .04'+1 
45.000 .0369 -.1573 .10'+7 -.0659 
90.000 -.060'+ -.0179 .1773 -.0896 .0'+41 -.0856 
135.000 -.0473 -.0913 .1132 -.0309 
180.000 .08UI -.269'1 . ,+342 -.2077 .1718 -.0258 
225.000 -. 17'+ 1 -.3360 .0729 .0000 
270.000 -.2186 -.1798 .1753 -.0866 -.0280 -.1156 
315.000 -.2228 -.2'+01 .0567 -.0120 
ALPHAL( 3) = -.064 BETAL ( 1) '" -6.063 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'1 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1035 .17'+2 -. 1839 -I. 13'+B -.1753 -.0890 -.01t40 -.029'+ -.0169 -.0157 .0764 .2652 -.3997 -.2972 -.3895 
45.000 .2063 -.1256 -1.2267 -.1'+85 -.067'+ -.0'+05 -.0290 -.0209 -.0259 .0790 
90.000 .2390 - . 0632 - 1 . I I I 0 -.0987 -.0506 -.0213 -.0199 -.019'+ .0027 .08,+6 -.5511 -.5608 
135.000 .2390 -.070'+ -1.1'+'+0 -.0888 -.0280 -.0061 -.0017 .0262 .05'+9 .136'+ 
180.000 1.1035 .2236 -.1000 -1.0962 -.0867 -.0301 -.0162 -.0017 .0359 .0799 .14'+6 .4279 -.'+379 -.'+2'+7 -.4298 
O~ 225.000 .237'+ -.094'+ -1.1451 -.1731 -.0396 -.0162 -.0037 .0390 .0800 .1927 270.000 .2537 .0932 -.7718 -.4705 -.1389 -.0486 -.0260 .0068 -.0071 .1015 .6481 -.0688 .1668 -.3013 b;iH 315.000 .1966 -.1971 -1.1991 -.261'+ -.1396 -.06'+3 -.0361 -.0137 -.019'+ .0597 
~~ X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 931t1t .9565 I ~~ PHI j 
.000 -.07'+9 -.2383 .0087 -.266'+ .0486 -.0837 I gl-d '+5.000 .0322 -.2200 .2617 .0587 I 
~! 90.000 -.0157 -.0328 .2501 -.0251 .2466 .0'+31 I 135.000 .0935 -.0490 .2562 .0407 I 180.000 .0563 -.0034 .3819 -.0609 .1016 -.0692 
r-"J I 
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DATE: 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER 
f 
I 
~~". . . 
~.-...~~~.~ 
ALPHAl( 3) • -.064 SETAL ( I) • -6.063 
SECTION I)SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9G65 
PHI 
225.000 -.1555 -.3956 .2435 .0000 
270.000 -.2173 -.1555 .1976 -.1629 -.1059 -.1351 
315.000 -.239,+ -.2137 -.12G6 -.15'+5 
ALPHAL( 3) • -.060 SETAL I 2) • -4.038 
SECTiON IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0uOO .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .• 2794 
PHI 
.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
4S.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
90.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
135.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
180.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
225.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
270.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
31S.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
X/LS .8102 .8561 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
4S.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
90.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
135.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
180.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
225.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
270.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
31S.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
ALPHAl( 3) • -.051 BETAL ( 3) • .017 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.0956 .1390 -.2020 -1.?Gri -.2027 -.0973 -.0461 
4S.000 .1253 - . 1878 - I . /693 -.1693 -.08'12 -.0446 
90.000 .1329 - • I 664 - I . 2161 -.1400 -.0858 -.0466 
135.000 .ISG3 - . I 51 6 - I • I (l119 -.1400 -.0732 -.0532 
180.000 1.0956 .1939 - . I 241 - I . 1943 -.1426 -.0816 -.0597 
225.000 .2564 -.0783 -1.2189 -.2111 -.0']48 -.0572 
. ./1 .. 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.0320 -.0216 -.0248 
-.0272 -.0201 -.0227 
-.0413 -.0347 -.0115 
-.0300 -.0100 .0033 
-.0428 -.0018 .0201 










.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 




.6985 • 72BO .7290 .7360 .7310 I 
I 
"'l 
.0542 .2798 -.4715 -.3B04 -.373B j ~---. 
.0619 
.0639 -.5377 -.5459 
.0851+ 
.0843 .'t366 -.4995 -.5092 -.'t'22 
.1211 
I 
----.. -.-~ .. j 




DATE 21 OCT 75 1 A81 A - PRESSURE SOURCE D," TAT ABULA T 1 ON PAGE 2377 
ARCII-019 IA81 lVAP(ElHl UNSEAlO) SRM BOOSTER (RETSOS) 
---" 
AlPHAl( 3) • -.051 8ETAl ( 3) • .017 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+'/50 .5867 • 698S .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .2742 .1143 -.8009 -.5078 -.1613 -.0638 -.0352 -.0018 .0026 . 103e! .1+753 -.1971 -.0760 -.4089 ---.~--
315.000 .1990 -.1939 -1.3001 -.3107 -.1747 -.0718 -. 0448 -.0232 -.0229 .03;!j 
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0867 -.1685 .1300 -.1045 .1765 .0037 
1+5.000 .0319 -.1339 .1931 .0183 
90.000 -.0210 .0135 .1957 -.0292 .1648 -.0160 
135.000 .0098 ·-.0359 .1618 -.0154 
180.000 .0255 -.0683 .3341 -.0913 .1285 -.0430 
225.000 -.1564 -.3363 .1972 .0000 
270.000 -.2115 -.1811 .1497 -.0989 -.0398 -.0757 
315. O',IJ -.2225 -.2173 -.0226 -.0655 
AlPHAl( 31 • -.038 BETAL ( 41 • 4.091 
. SECTION ( I )SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .; 118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0819 .1106 - . 2156 - I .2626 -.2253 -.1097 -.0548 -.0437 -.0266 -.0342 .0'503 .3942 - .'5118 -.1t50lf -.3901 
45.000 .0700 -.2323 -1.1266 -.1808 -.0867 -.0487 -.0362 -.0281 -.0250 .0676 
90.000 .0745 -.2196 -1.0609 -.1578 '-. 08B3 -.0467 -.0372 -.0301 -.0143 .0463 -.5179 -.5260 
135.000 .0862 -.2100 -1.1470 -.1672 -.1019 -.0805 -.0593 -.0255 -.0092 .0636 
180.000 1.0819 .1629 -.1475 -1.2569 -.1834 -.124ft -.0956 -.0674 -.0276 -.0046 .0503 .1+602 -.5123 -.5123 -.4793 
225.000 .2691 -.0530 -1.2255 -.2258 -.0930 -.0754 -.0513 -.0072 .0218 .0916 
270.000 .3021 .1375 -.74'50 - .51 ~8 -. 1':)52 -.0739 -.0493 -.0072 .0050 .1053 .3825 -.2008 ':'.1237 -.3794 
315.000 .2132 - • 1617 - I . 3375 -.3183 -.1826 -.0669 -.0387 -.0220 -.0250 .0432 
X/lS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
0 0 " PHI ---~~ .000 -.0426 -.099G .2738 -.0113 .2683 .0636 
~~ 45.000 .0137 -.0536 .1521 -.0124 90.000 -.0081 .U179 .2527 -.0506 .0943 -.0506 ~~. 135.000 -.0145 -.0437 .0882 -.0509 180.000 .0586 -.1596 .3377 -.1627 .1340 -.0306 i 225.000 -.1648 -.3130 .0993 .0000 
'J .gl-d 270.000 -.2045 -.1674 .1426 -.0808 -.0294 -.1145 
~~ 315.000 -.2065 -.2258 .1360 .0574 1 I I 
I 
r'-- ...... -~--~ 
I 
i~"""_.ho.!_ ... ,~_ ......... ~ .... -..~ ___ ~ _____ . _'"I1."-~ ____ ~, __ "_,.~,,.i-."';:"'_"':' __ ,_~ __ .,"-""~"':"'_"""""'-'-'-_"""""''''''''''''''':''' .• __ ''' __ ,,,._~_.,.,._""_.~.-'--_. __ ~_ ~""."":'::"'~.:.::d __ ",~.u~,._.'T_. 
•• --.~.~--,"",~~-~-' -----.~_ ..... __ ._ f :Ii_~~~ ___ ~~ _____ ~ 
r"'""~~""""--:---"~' ~ ... ~-~. -o~----·~,--· ~ 
L .. 
DATE' 21 OCT 75 1A8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULAT!';'W PAGE ~3·.i61 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER CRETS06) .---~-"''' 
ALPHAL( 3) .. -.038 SETAL ( 5) .. 6.129 
SECTION ( I)SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1856 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 • 69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0705 .0947 -.2254 -1.2909 -.2379 -.1147 -.0634 -.0482 -.0308 -.0413 .0549 .4067 -.5285 -.47BO -.3985 
45.000 .0447 -.2620 -1.1226 -.1901 -.0948 -.0498 -.0384 -.0283 -.02BO .0646 
90.000 .0472 -.2401 -1.0557 -.1612 -.0880 -.0508 -.0364 -.0303 -.0157 .0386 -.52Bo -.5489 
135.000 .0620 -.2376 -1.1489 -.1849 -.1147 -.0877 -.0617 -.0280 -.0147 .0605 
180.000 1.0705 .1458 - . 1551 - 1 .2861 -.2059 -.1451 -.1115 ~.O809 -.039B -.0126 .0329 .4510 -.5423 -.5448 -.4887 
225.000 .2760 -.0'f~5 -1.2219 -.22115 -.0933 -.0027 -.05'31 -.0142 .016G .0748 
270.000 .3143 .1547 -.7140 -.5125 -.1588 -.0786 -.0536 -.0147 .0028 .1075 .3644 -.2273 -.1356 -.3960 
315.000 .2188 -.1489 -1.3255 -.3165 -.1758 -.0660 -.0314 -.0198 -.0258 .0'169 ~'-.--
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0270 -.0603 .3705 .0208 .3033 .0855 
45.000 .0601 -.0572 .1765 .OG62 
90.000 .0030 -.0031 .2937 -.0853 .1376 -.0246 
135.000 -.0021 -.0577 .0683 -.0656 
180.cao .0755 -.1621 .3109 -.1651 .0678 -.0661 
225.000 -.1579 -.3383 .0800 .0000 
270.000 -.2151 -.1621 .1275 -.0968 -.0534 -.1627 
315.000 -.2046 -.2345 .2907 .1371 
ALPHALC 41 • 4.193 BETAL ( I) ~ -4.026 
SECTION ( I)SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1 I 18 .13~7 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0824 .2851 -.0769 -1.1887 -.1504 -.0493 -.0142 -.0036 .0131 .0093 .1075 • 37't0 - '+767 -.3660 -.3726 
45.000 .2404 -.0777 -1.196'1 -.1326 -.0493 -.0188 -.00'+0 .0036 .0083 .1304 
90.000 .1804 -.11'+2 -1.1795 -.1326 -.0931 -.0596 -.0543 -.0458 .0139 .1273 -.'t89't - .... 970 
\35.000 .1224 -.1685 -1.1089 -.13't7 -.0629 -.0415 -.0282 .0067 .0567 .1344 
180.000 1.082't .0970 -.2106 -.9790 -.1310 -.0639 -.036't -.0146 .0256 .0816 .11't6 .3898 -.4223 - .... 3 ... 0 -.3685 
225.000 .1148 -.24'11 -1.0350 -.22'17 -.1396 -.0526 -.0241 .0307 .0978 .1441 
270.000 .2302 .OG95 -.7061 -.4658 -.1704 -.0576 -.0261 .0302 .0531 .1019 .4340 -.1354 .0236 -.2573 
315.000 .3004 -.0320 -1.2094 -.2121 -.0793 -.0152 -.0115 .0083 .0139 .0790 
X/LS .BI.o~ .8651 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0282 -,1864 .1773 -.1423 .2080 .00B2 
45.000 .0409 -.1357 .2875 .0726 
90.000 .0155 .0257 .3026 -.0215 .2105 .0223 
135.000 .0681 -.0134 .l't36 -.0147 
180.000 .0529 -.0140 .2890 -.0774 .0676 -.0864 ~ 
I 
~~",--...~._:"' ___ ~~:..._"";""::~ .• : ,._A.;o .... ~~ .. ~ .... ~:.... _., __ ....... '"'_'-.:.... __ ....... ~_...:.....~.~, ......... w~~~~~ __ "~.~ .... ~._"~."'_, •• ~ •• ~.~_ _. ___ ~_~_~_~. ., __ ,_~ __ .:.._" _____ ~_~ __ -"_~~~~_~ J 
'." ~.,-~-~~-, *'.' ,I ~n'''~'''''C'~~'~'-'~'--""~-'C----- ---
r . 





DATE 21 ocr 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2379 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS06) 
ALPHAL( 4) - 4.193 e:::iAL ( I) - -'+.026 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOS TER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .866\ .9120 .9130 .93'+'+ .956~ 
PH) 
225.000 -.1321 -.3'+32 .1909 .0000 ~--
270.000 -.1718 -.1728 .1486 -.1403 -.077'+ -.1002 
315.000 -.2157 -.1890 -.0668 -.0956 
ALPHAL( 4) • 4.182 8ETAL ( 2) • .019 
SECT! ON ( I) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0727 .2579 -.0923 -1.2350 -.1703 -.0709 -.0287 -.0197 -.0101 -.0125 .0880 .4022 -.4992 -.4339 -.3949 
45.000 .1693 -.1505 -1.0969 -.1662 -.0829 -.0'+93 -.0367 -.0272 - .0176 .0991 
90.000 .1106 -.1758 -1.1353 -.1500 -.1115 -.0738 -.0688 -.0453 .00'+2 .0956 -.4850 -.4967 
135.000 .089'+ -.2112 -1.0405 -.1469 -.0735 -.0447 -.0357 -.002'+ .0321 .0930 
180.000 1.0727 .0793 -.220'+ -1.0'+98 -.1532 -.095'+ -.0538 -.0392 .0058 .0'+74 .0829 .3404 -.4582 -.4491 -.3716 
225.000 . .1203 -.2'+31 -1.1009 -.2708 -.1672 -.0688 -.0412 .0179 .0677 .11'+9 
270.000 .2508 .0858 -.7206 -.52'+7 -.16'+1 -.0723 -.0'+12 .0129 .0296 .1108 .3845 -.1665 -.0657 -.3270 
315.000 .31,+6 -.0169 -1.2259 -.2302 -.0899 -.0252 -.0162 .0012 -.0049 .063,+ 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0288 -.1309 .2730 -.03'+1 .2790 .0633 
'+5.000 .0092 -.0799 .238'+ .0422 
90.000 .0077 .0399 .3156 -.0386 .1084 -.0356 
135.000 .0810 -.0487 .1350 -.0257 
180.000 .0373 -.0216 .~272 -.0883 .0833 -.0648 
225.000 -.1341 -.35'+4 .1937 .0000 
"- 270.000 -.1992 -.1846 .1767 -.0757 .0091 -.0414 
315.000 -.218'+ -.2091 .07,+8 .0037 O@ ALPHAL ( It) - 4.163 BETAL ( 3) • 4.099 bj-
~~ SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP ~~ X/LS .0000 . .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.g~ PHI 
.000 1.0555 .2314 -.1136 -1.2749 -.1978 -.0943 -.0555 -.0500 -.0369 -.0413 .0666 .4595 -.5230 -.4460 -.4409 §~ 45.000 .0983 - .2214 -I. 120'+ -.2056 -.1163 -.0837 -.0736 -.0636 -.0505 .0804 90.000 .047'+ -.2356 -1.063'+ -.1591 -.1204 -.0787 -.0630 -.0399 -.0031 .075R -.4890 -.5008 135.000 .0454 -.2'03 -1.0285 -.1560 -.0807 -.0545 -.0389 -.0042 .0228 .0712 
180.000 1.0555 .Q495 -.2325 -1.1603 -.1878 -.1251 -.0761 -.0550 -.0128 .0366 .0687 .3506 -.4450 -.4719 -.4074 





~..i.--':''''''::'''''''''''''''~~-..JW.;.._.t.:..~,....,...,; __ ~ __ .~".<-.~_,~ •. ..J.:;.,..,. ...... _ ... :~,-,...--.... " .......... _,~ __ ...;;..o.....L. ~"~~l ... -..-,;~ ... : ..... ·..r....."--_"";_~_. __ "" ... ,_. ___ ....... ---.......,:,.~.--..._~";,, ...... ~ .. ,, .. _ ... ~_~"",,-,-~~_ ............... __ ._.,~~._ ~~ ........... ,-.~"" ... ~--·-~-'""""'-..,.j~~,d· • I )~.c""_I. j • 




~ ... -. 
DATE 21 OCT 7S IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2390 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALOJ SRM 800STER (RETSOSJ 
---~-.,--
ALPHAL( 1+) • 4.163 BETAL ( 3) ~ 4.099 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .111.B .1397 .1.956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .2746 .1135 -.6743 -.5352 -.1654 -.0726 -.0484 .OC:5 .0228 .1165 .3653 -.1815 -.1134 -.3490 
315.000 .3427 .0098 -1.2089 -.2296 -.0852 -.0238 -.0172 -.0026 -.0072 .0704 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0303 -. 1053 .4232 .0042 .3569 .1073 
45.000 -.0007 -.0573 .1491 -.0196 
90.000 .0059 .0267 .3408 -.0711 .0605 -.0774 
-.--135.000 .0418 -.0641 .1189 -.0340 
180.000 .0376 -.0750 .2644 -.1169 .OG65 -.0675 
225.000 -.1387 -.3282 .1587 .0000 
270.000 -.1898 -.1489 .2127 -.0259 .0404 -.0939 
315.000 -.2211 -.2085 .2558 .1127 
ALPHAU 5) 8.375 8ETAL t 1)" .050 
=" 
SECT! ON I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP -----
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .: 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 .9873 .3805 .0227 -1.0214 -.1266 -.0557 -.0223 -.0168 -.0013 -.0048 .1032 .491+2 -.5318 -.4972 -.4157 
45.000 .1765 -.1400 -1.1237 -.2003 -.1321 -.1039 -.0926 -.0805 -.0562 .0823 
90.000 .0111 -.2458 -1.2352 -.2222 -.2955 -.2236 -.2041 -.1350 -.0200 .1001 -.4620 -.4585 
135.000 -.0219 -.2824 -1.0935 -.1809 -.1164 -.0757 -.0598 -.0190 .0079 .0435 
180.000 .9873 -.0275 -.2956 -.9114 -.1642 -.1363 -.0430 -.0306 .0130 .0761 .0889 .3317 -.3749 -.3703 -.3897 
225.000 -.0625 -.3989 -.9982 -.3427 -.3432 -.0515 -.0422 .0181 .0843 .11J9 
270.000 .1227 -.0709 -.6132 -.5013 -.3112 -.1552 -.1274 -.0378 .0466 .2056 .4514 -.3235 .1+560 -.3642 
315.000 .392i .1366 -.8706 -.1269 -.0727 .0008 .0118 .0268 .0272 .1259 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0471{ -.1255 .4204 .0044 .3861 .1150 
45.000 .0413 -.1103 .2594 .0403 
90.000 -.0020 -.0024 .3603 -.0839 .0534 -.0819 
135.000 .0511 -.05£15 .0463 -.0886 
180.000 .0883 -.0987 .3416 -.1288 .1210 -.0620 
225.000 -.1066 -.2G90 .1120 .0000 
270.000 -.1915 -.1501 .0655 -.0677 -.0051 -.0937 





~~ ..... ~ ......... _ ........... ~~....t..........., .. __ . _. ~:",;,~,:" .. "",,:,~,,-,,~ ___ . =-..... ,i.<io.:....~~"'-_ ....... "'.iL, .......... c.."'..,.."-"._~<~~ •. __ ~~.:.'-c~~ __ ......... _~~'->_ ._ ..... _ ..... _._h~_._._.~.~_() . __ . __ ~.~..;.... ... ~ ___ ....... , ... __ ~_J 
~~;:'::~'~"":='7;~_:~''''---''-' 
i 
_'r.~'_"-"<~""""_f"",-.... ,.~~.;-'~.,..,~".;",.~ .. ",r--""~",..,,.~=.:.-<=-f.'~""~~~~~=----~-. . ""'!Ii! , 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2391 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPtELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS06) 
ALPHALI 6) • 10.486 8ETAL ( 1) • .094 '" 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 .9220 .4413 .0868 -.8394 -.1054 -.0356 -.0137 -.0096 .0003 -.0057 .1044 .5142 -.5596 -.4571 -.4529 
45.000 .1634 -.1332 -1.1942 -.2270 -.1715 -.1390 -.1369 -.1263 -.0911 .0610 
90.000 -.0648 -.2973 -1.3097 -.2786 -.4047 -.3207 -.2776 -.1899 -.0352 .1008 -.4554 -.4539 
135.')00 -.0947 -.3324 -1.0267 -.2051 -.1522 -.1068 -.0774 -.0713 -.0998 .0177 
180.000 .9220 -.0892 -.3182 -.8706 -.1743 -.1674 -.0524 -.0305 .0030 .0742 .0829 .3"+45 -.3492 -.3831 -."+035 
225.000 -.1693 -.'-185'-1 -.9416 -.4314 -.3608 -.0630 -.0496 .0228 .0931 .1166 
270.000 .0239 -.1977 -.6298 -.5768 -.3'-1'-16 -.2165 -.16'-11 -.0632 .0'-152 .2150 .5066 -.3507 .5295 -,4127 
315.000 .4220 .2094 -.6298 -.0644 -.0'-159 .0221 .0291 .0457 .0'-142 ,1331 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .1109 -.1296 .5410 -.0017 .4483 .1386 
45.000 .0569 -.1296 .2577 .0300 
90.000 -.0231 .0022 .4095 -.0914 .0234 -.1079 
135.000 .0268 -.0658 .0275 -. 1108 
180.000 .0906 -.1186 .3248 -.1317 .1280 -.0502 
225.000 -.1108 -.2258 .1113 .0000 
270.000 -.1887 -.1483 .0341 -.0632 -.0003 -.1124 




....;:-'-" .. --.~~~-"'---"-.. ~~-.~-.>~-... '~~ .. ~~.> 
.. " .. ~ ..... "' .. -... , .. , ........ ,','-..... --.. "-... -~"'-~".".;,. ..... --.~~--~ .. ---~.. --~~ . ..:;---~ ____ , .... J 




L ., ., ~'. " ". 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2392 
ARCll-Ol9 IA8l LVAPIELHL UNSEALOI SRM 800STER CRETS07) ( 17 OCT 75 ) 
---~~-... ,,--




2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP • 976.0000 IN. XT MACH .900 RN/FT .. 2.250 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .. . 0000 IN. YT ELV-18 .. 8.000 ELV-OB .. 4.000 
8REF 
· 
1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP .. 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SPDBRK It .000 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAL( I) • -11.551 SETAL [ II • -3.891 
SECT ION I)SHH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .033~ .0950 . I I 18 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1753 .0904 - . I 322 - I . 1640 -.5015 -.2546 -.1730 -.OB97 -.0600 -.0599 .0692 .2243 -.4877 -.2869 -.5001 
45.000 .1118 -.0800 -1.1692 -.8426 -.2067 -.2387 -.1592 -.1146 -.0992 .0479 
90.000 .1989 .0157 -1.1399 -.5482 -.3338 -.3546 -.2829 -.2406 -.2332 -.0259 -.6662 -.6752 
135.000 .3608 · 1325 -1.0819 -.1015 -.1246 -.1886 -.0964 -.0300 -.0285 • I 167 
180.000 1.1753 .1,a09 .. 2237 -1.0302 .0429 -.0463 -.1440 -.0400 .0426 .0632 .2095 .5844 -.1787 -.5707 -.6625 
225.000 .4580 · 3 I 1 9 - 1 . 0 1 37 .0149 -.0260 -.1581 -.0262 .0550 .0782 .3143 
270.000 .2339 .2102 -.9054 -.2148 -.4487 -.3591 -.1102 -.0394 -.0839 .1205 .8071 .1235 .2171 -,5786 
315.000 .0833 -.2219 -1.2350 -.5494 - .4824 -.1548 -.0515 -.0120 -.0184 .1190 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1749 -.2669 -.0830 -.2536 -.1432 -.2242 
45.000 -.1907 -.1526 -.0681 -.1068 
90.000 -.2238 -.1775 .0396 -.1436 .1132 -.0146 
135.000 -.1630 -.1499 .3444 .1533 
180.000 -.0694 -.2109 .5;05 -.0696 .2905 .0863 
225.000 -.3106 -.2623 .2199 .0000 
270.000 -.2623 -.2393 .1288 -.2651 -.1852 -.1808 
315.000 -.2995 -.2604 -.1885 -.2100 
ALPHAL( II • -8.993 BETAL ( 2) = -1.869 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6995 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1718 .0838 -.1289 -1.1593 - .5217 -.2485 -.1522 -.0724 . ~.01+86 -.0517 .0535 .2646 -.5091 -.3918 -.5659 
1+5.000 .1019 -.00G5 -1.1642 -.8777 -.1811+ - .2112 -.1281 -.0991 -.0996 .0142 
90.000 .1641 -.0126 -1.1458 -.7302 -.3328 -.3408 -.2472 -.2023 -.1947 .0026 -.661+0 -.671 !5 
135.000 .3266 · 10 15 - 1 • 0950 -.1784 -.1730 -.2201 -. I 184 -.0517 -.0621 .0992 
I 180.000 1.1718 .4782 .2231 -1.0352 .0109 -.0887 -.1763 -.0490 .0281 .0363 .1797 .5706 -.1915 -.5783 -.6'320 






. '~~' __ ""-":"""';""R_'_' __ . _. _. _.""--........ ~.:.~~.L. ___ <-
•• , __ t...... __ •• ~ ___ ,.:._ ..... _""--____ ,"-., , •• ___ , LJ_.: ........ L;_"'""-'_."-'-......... __ " ....... __ · ~~_~--...u. _____ .....r........-""'& ______ _ ~ 
r' . ......,.",.~ ... , .. ".~'.-:-~_~H.~ 
~c:.,.: 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( II· -8.993 




















ALPHAL( I)· -6.417 
SECTION ( ilSRH BOOSTER 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER 






BETAL (3) • 













































270.000 ~ ~ 315.000 
~ t'd~ ~~ 


















-.1345 -1.1742 -.5442 -.2593 
-.0976 -1.1712 -.8908 -.1658 
-.0435 -1.1645 -.8135 -.3405 
.0569 -1.:103 -.2585 -.2321 
.2125 -1.0482 -.0387 -.1333 
.3403 -.9950 -.0126 -.0605 
.2155 -.9134 -.2026 -.4424 
-.2299 -1.2386 -.5584 -.4839 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1872 -.3184 .0680 -.0984 
-.077G -.1519 
.0502 -.1675 .0134 -.0847 
.2976 .1199 
.4358 -.0999 .1988 .0427 
-.0108 .0000 
-.0721 -.2301 -.190'+ -. 1 'J'14 
-.1568 -.1498 
Lo<_ .. ~._.... .. ...... ~~., .. "c-"'., ....... ~, ... ; .• c, ..... __ " "., ... ~ ... . 
-. I't76 -.1)6·;4 -.0373 -.0457 .0614 .2960 -.5305 -.4598 -.6325 
-.1839 -.1008 -.0967 -.1412 -.0543 
-.3198 -.2237 --.1709 -.1637 .0304 -.6757 -.6795 
-.2712 -.1372 -.0779 -.0936 .0727 
-.2140 -.0715 .0034 .0098 .1360 .5537 -.2191t -.6325 -.664'+ 
-.1880 -.0366 .0420 .0472 .2255 
-.2975 -.0744 -.0120 -.0401 .1761 .7192 .0515 .0838 -.5670 
-.1639 -.0503 -.0150 -.0165 .0993 
. ... _~.c.~" ... __ •.• _._., ... ~ •. , ..... _~...:_.~ ____ ••• _____ • __ ....J 
L-=--~--'··· ~ 
, -
DATE 21 OCT 75 IAelA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
PAGE 2384 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALDI SRM BOOSTER (RETS07) 
--~---.~.~-
ALPHAL( I) .. -6.393 8ETAl ( 4) • 2.259 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 
.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1595 .0709 -. 1 31 5 - I . I 662 -.5617 -.2647 -.1380 -.0475 -.0260 
-.0397 .0591 .3340 -.5594 -.4994 -.66!59 
45.000 .0836 -. 0966 -I. 1669 -.7270 -.1426 -.1562 -.0757 -.07
09 -.1455 -.037i 
90.000 .1005 -.0715 -1.1673 -.8457 -.3336 -.2849 -.1944 -.1302
 -.1283 .0632 -.6681 -.6685 
135.000 .2'+51 .0180 -1.1224 -.3382 -.28lI2 -.2945 -.1640 -.0995 
-.1175 .0576 
180.000 1.1595 .4633 .2095 -1.0443 -.091 l f -. 177'5 -.2356 -.0894 -.012
0 -.0064 .0849 .5512 -.2072 -.6220 -.6100 
225.000 .5213 .3613 -.9681 -.0236 -.0726 -.1881 -.0382 .038
1 .0445 .1705 
27.0.000 .2665 .22l12 -.9069 -.1943 -.422\1 -.2689 -.0620 -.001
9 -.0285 .1698 .7203 .0538 .1767 -.5078 
315.000 .0701 -.2233 ':'1.23'+9 -.5705 -.4863 -.1643 -.0427 -.012
0 -.0202 .0790 ----
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0297 -.3599 .2762 -.3111 .3062 .0704 
45.000 -.2133 -.1605 --.0386 -.13'+7 
90.00!) -.2568 -.0263 .1004 -.1168 -.0257 -.1070 
135.000 -.2529 -.2327 .2560 .0956 
180.000 -.0409 -.2'+68 .'+080 -.1'+09 .1218 .0005 
225.000 -.2877 -.2'+31 -.0915 .0000 
270.000 -.2590 -.2435 -.1368 -.2352 -.1750 -.1835 
315.000 -.2938 -.2778 -.1077 -.0913 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.365 SETAL ( 5) ,. '+.311 
] SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
J X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 
.7290 .7360 .7370 
i 
PHI 
.000 1.1'+98 .065! - • 1396 -1. 16'+ 0 -.5552 -.2720 -.1206 -.0402 -.0
107 -.0252 .0476 .3268 -.5482 -.4775 -.6424 
U 
'15.000 .080<+ -.1046 -1.1670 -.5663 -.1230 -.1206 -.0'159 
-.0378 -.1024 .0004 
90.000 .0782 -.0926 -1.1737 -.8681 -.3225 -.2'185 -.145'+ -.09
08 -.09'+2 .0809 -.618'+ -.6252 
135.000 .2027 -.0187 -1.1'+22 -.4085 -.3218 -.3080 -.1791 -.1
1'18 -.1365 .0311 
i:'t 180.000 1.1498 .4532 .1971 -1.0'+17 -.1521 -.2176 -.2'133 -.1105 -.0
282 -.021'1 .018'+ .5560 -.4603 -.5036 -.6008 
it; 225.000 .5397 .3783 -.9246 -.0333 -.0801 -.1834 -.0419 
.0363 .0431 .1239 
if; 270.000 .2828 .2323 -.8988 -. t716 -.4068 -.2555 -.0526 
.0052 -.0127 .1.673 .7354 .0668 .3438 -.4863 
315.000 .06f)i - • 21 91 - I . 2'+ 13 -.5'+20 -.469'+ -.1663 -.0393 -.0076 -.
0142 .05'18 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 - .0341 -.34 !7 .2711 -.1665 .3750 .13 .. 8 
----
45.000 -.2098 -.1785 .0151 -.1025 
90.000 -.2'+88 -.oeo'1 .1379 -.0937 -.0250 - .1151 
135.000 -.2451 ~.2501 .1674 .0064 





.-~~-~ ..... ~, ......... _.,,;: .. ....2;;~.-;. ... _ .... , 
.- - ------.----~~c·~·------~~--------............ ~ _______ ~_~_u~~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2385 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP[ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS07) 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.365 BETAL ( 51 • 4.311 
SECTION I ISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2930 -.2510 -.1099 .0000 ----
270.000 -.2566 -.2418 -.1784 -.2322 -.1836 -.2083 
315.000 -.2984 -.2804 -.0750 -.0583 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.387 BETAL ( I) • -6.009 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2090 .1519 -.0746 -1.1381 -.5546 -.2412 -.1479 -.0871 -.0398 -.0214 .1220 .2226 -.'+!597 -.1299 -.'+!597 
45.000 .1916 -.0074 -\. 1340 -.8539 -.1521 -.1860 -.1281 -.0923 -.0845 .08'+'+ 
90.000 .2786 .0909 -1.1008 -.7182 -.2168 -.2604 -.2063 -.1724 -.1588 .0308 -.6723 -.6854 
135.000 .3783 .1604 -1.0676 -.1407 -.0408 -.1053 -.0509 .0215 .0436 .1805 
[80.000 1.2090 .4222 .1847 -1.0646 .0505 -.0031 -.1019 -.0317 .0593 .1093 .2579 .5767 -.2011 -.5915 -.6506 
225.000 .4102 .2523 -1.0496 .0277 -.0119 -.1212 -.0258 .0656 .1198 .3480 
270.000 .2914 .2953 -.8734 -.4683 -.4100 -.2734 -.0690 -.0042 -.0336 .1146 .8168 .1751 .2679 -.5903 
315.000 .1736 -.1049 -1.1831 -.5769 -.4568 -.116.4 -.0391 -.0020 .0078 .1395 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1386 -.2666 -.1589 -.3196 -.1611 -.2357 
45.000 -.1726 -.1857 .0229 -.0299 
90.000 -.2119 -.1567 .0495 -.0410 .1892 .0421 
135.000 -.1091 -.0671 .3325 .1500 
180.000 -.0923 -.1503 .4844 -.0347 .2546 .0661 
225.000 -.3184 -.3367 .2346 .0000 
270.000 -.2921 -.2502 .1437 -.2605 -.1965 -.2053 
315.000 -.3020 -.2734 -.2109 -.2292 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.345 BETAL ( 2) • -3.973 _____ 1 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2112 .1499 - . 0697 -I. 1326 -.5705 -.2348 -.1402 -.0736 -.0344 -.0171 .1107 .2073 -.4596 -.1980 -.4792 
45.000 .1817 -.0166 -1.1356 -.865[ -.1367 -.1705 -. 1080 -.0729 -.0581 .0920 
90.000 .2513 .0620 -1.1\09 -.8045 -.2195 -.2611 -.1890 -.1568 -.1456 .0432 -.6756 -.6846 I 
135 .. 000 .3505 . 1331 -I. 0719 -.3042 -.0737 -.1491 -.0721 .0008 .0220 .1643 j 
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DATE 21 OCT '75 IA91A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE: 2395 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP[ELHL UNSEALOl SRM BOOSTER [RETS07) 
-~-- .. .,--.----
ALPHAL( 2) • 
-4.345 BETAL [ 2) - -3.973 
SECTION I 1 SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .3044 .3063 -.8625 -.4511 -.4282 -.2881 -.0636 .0052 -.0123 .1595 .7920 .131+7 .2701 -.4755 
315.000 .1731 -.1056 -1.18t5 -.5568 -.4886 -.1291 -.0411 -.0022 .0075 .1392 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1548 -.2416 -.1280 -.2804 -.1443 -.2141 
45.000 -.1817 -.1550 -.0072 -.0531 
90.000 -.2053 -.1409 -.0023 -.0663 .1472 .0117 
-.--135.000 -.1520 -.1073 .3323 .1471 
180.000 -.0821 -.1821 .4887 -.0607 .2705 .0815 
225.000 -.3111 -.2789 .1764 .0000 
270.000 -.2699 -.2377 .. 0757 -.2386 -,1822 -.1925 
315.000 -.2985 -.2533 -.1982 -.2227 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.283 8ETAL ( 3) • .133 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 • 1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .698~ .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1972 .1258 -.0845 -1.1651 -.5456 -.2265 -.1112 -.0456 -.0206 -.0211 .0856 .291+0 -.5013 -.1+033 -.5679 
45.000 .1481 - . 0502 -I. 1594 -.9192 -.1089 -.1339 -.0650 -.0381 -.0579 .0559 
90.000 .1831 -.0012 -1.1530 -.8377 -.2262 -.232: -.1373 -.1022 -.0985 .0649 -.61+63 -.669'7 
135.000 .2B41 .0636 -1.1137 -.4084 -,1504 -.2043 -.1000 -.0350 -.0369 .1179 
180.000 1.1972 .4111 .1673 -1.0822 -.0520 -.1143 -.1883 -.0709 .0086 .0315 .1596 .5525 -.2281 -.601'5 -.6237 
22S.000 .4567 .2856 -1.0465 -.0113 -.0720 -.1771 -.0463 .0375 .0642 .2302 
270.000 .3233 .3105 -.8816 -.4449 -.4126 -.2304 -.0560 .nolo -.0046 .1795 .6908 .01+31 .0329 -.5573 
31S.000 .1635 -.11'13 -1.2071 -.52'18 -.49G8 -.1309 -.0408 -.0068 -.0072 .1008 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0893 -.2870 .1203 -.2096 -.0357 -.1290 
4S.000 -.1.911 -.1036 -.0217 -.0958 
90.000 -.2111 -.060G .0257 -.0864 .03g5 -.0571 
135.000 -.1982 -.1313 .2531 .0979 
180.000 -.0144 -.2.374 .4591 -.1042 .2143 .0525 
225.000 -.2554 -.2623 -.0280 .0000 
270.000 -.2620 -.2527 -.0789 -.2394 -.1965 -.1880 
31S.000 -.2854 -.2773 -.1745 -.1588 
~-
iIII>~~ .. -'--'--'" ... '_.':' __ ~",~~...:..N..~~ ... -.;..~-..:....~' __ '_ •.• _'_'_~~~"-."':""""""'-:"""-""""""""""'--'-'""""_.-.......L",:,,_. _" ~. ____ ,~ ......... ~ ___ .:... ...... ,,,~£ .. ~ ...... ~.~-......_, .... 
r~"':""'''''''~~~~~'~'''''"':"-~-~'-~-''-' 
iIItl.;;..: ' ___ .::~.",,' ... :" : ::.~:.:.:r;,::,: ' 
-, 
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DATE 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2387 
ARCI1-019 lA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS07) 
ALPHAl! 2) • -4.247 SETAL ( 4) ,. 4.233 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.1834 .1225 -.0864 -1.1592 -.6032 -.2444 -.0972 
45.000 .1221 -.0702 -1.1491 -.7523 -.1011 -.0950 
90.000 .1330 -.0522 -1.1611 -.9033 -.2211 -.1767 
135.000 .2153 -.0045 -1.1310 -.6143 -.2345 -.2396 
180.000 1.1834 .3935 . 1530 -1.0804 -.1517 -.1946 -.2284 
225.000 .4987 .3213 -1.0199 -.0601 -.0900 -.1745 
270.000 .3548 .3254 -.8781 -.3782 -.3943 -.2076 
315.000 .1740 -.1022 -1.1966 -.5243 -.4689 -.1225 
X/LS .8102 J. .8661 .9120' .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0564 -.2893 .1905 -.1166 .2603 .0928 
45.000 -.1757 -.1340 .0728 -.0588 
90.000 -.2321 -.0680 .0872 -.0680 -.0176 -.0983 
135.000 -.2187 -.1743 .1501 .0151 
180.000 .0186 -.3173 .3286 -.1987 .0296 -.0842 
225.000 -.2966 -.2497 -.1005 .0000 
270.000 -.2559 -.2420 -.1308 -.2165 -.1748 -.1951 
315.000 -.2870 -.2670 - . .0931 -.0602 
ALPHAL( 2) -4.229 8ETAL ( 5) '" 6.299 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.1726 .1117 -.0908 -1.1620 -.5980 -.2508 -.0875 
45.000 .1125 -.0818 -1.1489 -.5486 -.0982 -.0790 
90.000 .1095 -.0743 -1.1617 -.9146 -.2113 -.1566 
135.000 .1839 -.0352 -1.1438 -.5597 -.2626 -.2521 
O~ 180.000 1.1726 .3890 .1467 -1.0813 -.1902 -.2305 -.2439 225.000 .5134 .3387 -1.0081 -.0779 -.1013 -.1756 ~~ 270.000 .3635 .3387 -.8705 -.3500 -.3680 -.1941 
t-O~ 315.000 .1726 -.0900 -1.1948 -.4819 -.4564 -.1195 ~'~ X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.g~ .000 -.0696 -.2178 .2020 -.0098 .2455 .0998 45.000 -. [516 -.1214 .1920 .0393 ~,~ 90.000 -.1809 -.0485 .1511 -.0666 -.0087 -.0986 ~t9 135.000 -.1755 -.16'18 .0519 -.OG57 
~\:jj 180.000 -. [011 -.2535 . [756 -.1856 -.0198 -.0961 
, 
,t 



















.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0088 -.0112 .0592 
-.0114 -.0236 .0588 
-.0456 -.0438 .1015 
-.0607 -.0693 .0768 
-.0176 .0075 .0528 
.0277 .0543 .1383 
.0101 .0030 .1682 
-.0037 -.0075 .0625 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0032 -.0109 .0521 
-.0077 -.0180 .0618 
-.0385 -.0240 .0959 
-.0653 -.0664 .0483 
-.0285 .0041 -.0019 
.0254 .0427 .0989 
.0123 .0071 .1570 
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DA TE 2.1 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE: ~n3B 




















ALPHAL( 2) ., "'''.229 8ETAL ( 5) - 6.299 
SECTION tlSRH 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .91~g .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2926 -.2899 -.0927 .0000 
270.000 -.2604 -.2512 -.1138 -.21t2 -.1952 -.2321 
315.000 -.2926 -.2919 -.0020 .0141 
ALPHALt 3) • -2.234 BETAL ( 1) '" -6.051 
SECTION t)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .111B .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.2286 .2170 - • 0 120 - L 1 139 -.7368 -.1758 -.1123 
45.000 .2528 .0484 -1.1054 -.8219 -.0787 -.1241 
90.000 .3133 • 1 177 -1. 0826 -.7451 -.e927 -.1518 
135.000 .3565 .1427 -1.0567 -.4564 -.0054 -.0788 
180.000 1.2286 .3685 .1371 -1.0628 -.1414 -.0024 -.0928 
225.000 .3774 · 1974 -I. 0593 -.1352 -.0472 -.1167 
270.000 .338,6 .3561 -.8215 -.6013 -.3899 -.2461 
315.000 .2495 -.0019 -1.1372 -.5090 -.4068 -.1101 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1087 -.2271 -.1556 -.2992 -.1148 -.1803 
L15.000 -.1349 -.1746 .0967 .0169 
90.000 -.1644 -.0782 .1266 .0203 .2160 .0579 
135.000 -.0922 -.0189 .2902 .1117 
180.000 -.0964 -.1219 .4336 -.0276 .2304 .0467· 
225.000 -.3057 -.3641 .2474 .0000 
270.000 -.2916 -.2456 .1395 -.2278 -.1777 -.1934 
315.000 -.3030 -,.2792 -.2031 -.2224 
ALPHALt 3) '" -2.188 8ETAL ( 2) '" -1.984 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.2189 .2106 -.0194 -1.1320 -.7317 -.1740 -.1058 
45.000 .2188 .0094 -1.1238 -.8440 -.0605 -.1113 
90.000 .2494 • 0570 -I. 1 1 18 -.8345 -.1081 -.1568 
135.000 .3048 .0929 -1.0792 -.7291 -.0579 -.1343 
180.000 1.2189 .3601 • 1296 - I .0715 -.2226 -.0632 -.1417 


















.5967 .6985 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-' -'--
.007B .1429 .2302 -.4517 -.1766 -.5127 
-.0298 .1210 
-.0528 .09B7 -.6676 -.6773 
.0903 .2101 
.1349 .2695 .5505 -.2015 -.5662 -.6100 
.1399 .3482 
-.0067 .1124 .7885 .1713 .2504 -.5452 
.0215 .1441 
.5867 .6985 .7C!90 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0009 .1069 .2790 -.4685 -.2863 ·'.4930 
-.0099 .1173 
-.0435 .0997 -.6559 -.6657 ----
.0378 .1702 
.0840 .2146 .5446 -.2657 -.5945 -.60BO . 
.0997 .2822 
...... -·--~ ...... l 
., ., .. -"~--~~, .. ,,------------..... ----..... - -------------------
;....-__ ~ ....... -,.,-_"..'"' •• ~---. •• F ~'_'· ___ .;~r·· -'--~--, ~;~ " ~~ 
r~"" ... ""'.~' .. ~-~ 
\ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2389 
ARC11-CI9 IA81 LVAP(£LHL UNSEALD) SRM 800STER (RETS071 
ALPHALC 3) -. -2.188 8ETAL ( 2) .. -1.984 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 -.--
PHI 
270.000 .3556 .3721 -.8276 -.5622 -.3996 -.2171 -.0485 .0180 .0314 .1777 .6890 .0568 .1036 -.5428 
315.000 .2506 -.0037 -1.1454 -.4872 -.4450 -.1335 -.0360 -.0010 .0128 .1114 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1518 -.1959 -.0740 -.1946 -.0452 -.1201 
45.000 -.1537 -.1119 .0772 -.0086 
90.000 -.1769 -.0532 .0605 -.0031 .1250 -.0053 
135.000 -.1638 -.0513 .2612 .0932 
180.000 -.0742 -.1886 .4643 -.0759 .2590 .0730 
225.000 -.3023 -.264''+ .1154 .0000 
270.000 -.2531 -.2304 .0661 -.2005 -.1534 -.1739 
315.000 -.2897 -.2445 -.1663 -.1792 
ALPHAL! 31 .. -2.151 8ETAL ( 3) • 2.144 
SECTION I I SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . i 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000' 1.2111 .1941 -.0250 -1.1281 -.7907 -.2052 -.0992 -.0299 -.0092 .0004 .0860 .3225 -.5198 -.4425 -.5404 
45.000 .1822 -.0183 -1.1172 -.8840 -.0739 -.0826 -.0288 -.0062 .0034 .0957 
90.000 .1963 .0090 -1.1281 -.8574 -.1150 -.1416 -.0660 -.0173 -.0055 .1113 -.6435 -.6484 
135.000 .2490 .0358 -1.0991 - .7839 . -. I 199 -.1734 -.0822 -.0119 -.0007 .1362 
180.000 1.211 t .3509 . 1258 -1. 0725 -.3811 -.1344 -.1778 -.0749 .0123 .0417 .1359 .5373 -.2934 -.6002 -.5647 
225.000 .4337 .2437 -1.0451 -.1843 -.1218 -.1582 -.0549 .0384 .0759 .1775 
270.000 .3871 .3901 -.8326 -.5711 -.4215 -.1737 -.0365 .0146 , U309 .1790 .5863 -.0194 .0803 -.411+1 
315.000 .2572 .0075 -1.1383 -.4896 -.4737 -.1276 -.0240 .0038 .0056 .0814 ~-.--j 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0994 -.2208 .0791 -.1155 .11+22 .0229 
45.CioO -.1499 -.1297 .1027 -.0254 
90.000 -.1981+ -.0473 .0794 -.0254 .0270 -.0679 
135.000 -.2002 -.0976 .1360 .0214 
180.000 -.0332 -.2620 .4170 -.1576 .1670 .0244 
225.000 -.2818 -.2296 -.0794 .0000 
270.000 -.2582 -.2334 -.1229 -.2153 -.1661 -.1818 
315.000 -.2932 -.2585 -.1233 ~·.()947 
I.~""" ... '.. ." '" 
~>=.",_._ .._.~~ _____ .... ___ . _ ........ ~~ __ ~ .. -. .~ ...... " _.-,-~._.,~_.~";_...b.:'~_~_--"""""',, ___ - ..... ~~ ____ '--'. __ ~ __ ~~._. __ .~...:......~ ___ ."_. __ ...... ~ ___ ........ ,- .. _ .... , __ .... ~_~~ .. _~~~ __ . __ ._ _~_.. J 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE '::3: 
.--~.~-- ...... , 
ARCII-(l!19 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM 800STER (RETS07) 
ALPHAU 3) .. -2.129 BETAL ( '+) .. 6.252 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IU8 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-~---.r 
PHI 
.000 1.198'+ .1760 -,0346 -1.1244 -.7919 -.2415 -.0883 -.0211 .0066 .0049 .0918 .3818 -.5446 -.5061 -.53'+5 
45.000 .1518 -.0464 -1.1262 -.8722 -.0772 -.0765 -.0166 .00'+4 .0064 .1071 
90.000 .1570 -.0312 -1.1311 -.9000 -.1122 -.1' 119 -.0457 -.0126 -.0063 .1082 -.6373 -.6£!38 
135.000 .198'+ -.0151 -1.1178 -.8303 -.1814 -.1950 -.0937 -.0163 -.0081 .0948 
180.000 1.1984 .3355 .1169 -1.0770 -.3685 -.1993 -.2164 -.1110 -.0126 .0283 .0413 .4468 -.4339 -.5308 -.5752 
225.000 .4643 .2822 -1.0290 -.1259 -.1267 -.161'+ -.0623 .0190 .0591 .1045 
270.000 .• '+139 .'+164 -.8311 -.5244 -.413'+ -.141'+ -.0369 .0026 .0357 .1550 .4853 -.0646 .0659 -.'+885 
-----315.000 .2705 .0293 -1.1330 -.4685 -.4722 - .. 1311 -.0155 .0097 .0119 .0793 
X/LS .6i02 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1061 -.1'+ 12 .2006 .0198 .2412 .1102 
45.000 -.1334 -.0909 .1822 .0357 
90.000 -.1681 -.0'+07 .1537 -.0654 .,0135 -.0928 
.iSo.ooo -.1660 -.1161 .08'+4 -.0462 -----
160.000 -.0696 - .. 2299 .2058 -.1828 -.0215 -.1051 
225.000 -.2958 -.2886 -.0614 .0000 
270.000 -.2787 -.2341 -.0710 -.1917 -.1747 -.2220 
315.000 -.2916 -.2737 .0375 .04BO 
ALPHAL( 4) ,. -.112 8ETAL ( 1) '" -6.075 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .09~0 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2250 .280B .0406 -1.1105 -.8632 -.0920 -.0830 -.OLt27 -.0031 .0283 .15'+5 .2898 -.~666 -.2340 -.4692 
,+5.000 .3002 .0862 -1.0989 -.7919 -.0249 -.0723 -.0386 -.0060 .0149 .1538 
90.000 .3215 .1269 -1.0851 -.7022 -.0[31 -.0601 -.OLt\5 .005,+ .0372 . 153't -.6'+23 -.6502 
135.000 .3167 .1112 -1.07'+1 -.60'+6 .0136 -.0479 -.0363 .0'+77 .1137 .2216 
180.000 1.2250 .3066 .0810 -1.084'+ -.2919 -.0032 -.0612 -.0'+19 .0656 .1509 .2566 .5048 -.2018 -.5103 -.5612 
225.000 .3287 .1228 -1.09'+3 -.2287 -.1026 -.0627 -.0278 .06B9 .1575 .3173 
270.000 .3515 .3728 -.798'+ -.55'+8 -.3'+22 -.103'+ -.0312 .0350 .0730 .1802 .6813 .110'+ .2360 -.3125 
315.000 .3047 .0742 -1.1168 -.5209 -.3212 -.0871 -,.0278 .0108 .0331 .138'+ 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 j I 
PHI ~ .. _._1 
.000 -.1387 -.2413 -.11'+0 -.2558 -.0191 -.1026 
45.000 -.1125 -.1727 .1928 .0735 
90.000 -.1289 -.0226 .'+321 .0573 .22'+9 .0721 
135.000 -.0683 .0052 .2283 .0619 
180.000 -.0615 -.0996 .3981 -.0309 .19'+3 .0120 
... ...--,..... ... -·,·-1 








~~ O~ ~t"! 
@L-d ~~. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 41 • -.112 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .810? .8661 
PHI 
225.000 -.2965 -.3274 
270.000 -.2927 -.2264 
315.000 -.3026 -.2417 
ALPHAL( 4) • -.099 
SECT [ON 11SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.lIOt) -.1590 -.2321 
.;5.000 -.1245 -.1437 
90.000 -.1323 -.0156 
135.000 -.0932 -.0029 
180.000 -.0378 -.1284 
225.000 -.2803 -.2922 
270.000 -.2723 -.2184 
315.000 -.2930 -.2474 


















IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALOI SRM BOOSTER 
BETAL ( 11 • -6.075 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1352 .0000 
.0669 -.2178 -.1705 -.1848 
-.2082 -.2060 
BE TAL ( 21 • -4.038 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1 [18 . [397 • [956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
.0399 -1.1125 -.B732 -.1063 -.0839 -.0391 -.0036 
.0687 -1.1057 -.8060 -.0223 -.0676 -.0361 .0020 
· 0971 -1. 0975 -.7442 -.0181 -.0698 -.0439 .0024 
.0915 -1.0801 -.7129 -.0029 -.0676 -.0480 .0431 
.0822 -1.0854 -.3239 -.U277 -.0843 -.0513 .0557 
.1346 -1.0919 -.2857 -.1262 -.0758 -.0372 .0554 
.3865 -.7942 -.5560 -.3598 -.0898 -.0350 .0244 
· 0784 -I. I 179 -.5396 -.3572 -.0861 -.0317 .0121 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.0667 -.2030 .0174 -.0707 
.1749 .0578 
.2216 .0426 .1749 .0278 
.1938 .0415 
.3958 -.0626 .2086 .0337 
.1312 .0000 
.0738 -.2015 -.1537 -.1732 
-.1756 -.1851 
BETAL ( 3) '" .054 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .. 3632 .4750 
· 0278 -I. I 186 -.8540 -.1309 -.0789 -.0392 -.0040 
.0241 -1.1160 -.8376 -.0121 -.0685 -.0322 .0015 
.0447 -1.1092 -.8116 -.0304 -.0885 -.0481 -.0026 
.0567 -1.0916 -.8403 -.0381 -.1056 -.0526 .0193 
.0851 -1.0863 -.6752 -.0778 -.1282 -.0611 .0275 
• 160 I -I. 0847 -.4709 -.1553 -.1015 -.0541 .0301 
t· .. 



































.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.3106 -.4709 -.2555 -.4533 
-.6380 -.6519 
.4919 -.2686 -.5438 -.5712 
.5959 .0430 .1169 -.4439 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .'7370 
.3692 -.4725 -.3477 -.4905 
-.6544 -.6574 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION FA'3!: 2:";~' 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS07) -----... .,- --
ALPHAL( 4) • -.096 BETAL ( 3) • .054 
SECTION IISRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .3901 .4096 -. ~;921 -.5943 -.4086 -.0752 -.0604 -.0039 .0596 .2252 .4989 -.0785 .071 I -.5033 
315.000 .3174 .0848 -1.111'2 -.5606 -.416'1 -.0885 -.0215 .0137 .0305 .1337 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1381 -.2226 .0390 -.1063 .1217 .0031 
45.000 -.1362 -.1335 .1665 .0353 ----
90.000 -.1347 -.0051 .1'188 .009'1 .1106 -.0199 
135.000 -.1'150 -.0154 .1236 -.0008 
180.000 -.0636 -.1526 .3452 -.0892 .1525 .0175 
225.000 -.2187 -.2573 .0457 .0000 
270.000 -.2600 -.2520 -.0470 -.1989 -.1'163 -.1493 
315.000 -.2845 -.2638 -.1278 -.1086 
ALPHALC 41 - -.081 8ETAL ( 41 • 4.152 
SECTION 1 ) SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2090 .2395 .0168 -1.1247 -.8472 -.1476 -.0709 -.0349 -.0045 .0033 .1282 .4223 -.4991 -.4549 -.5193 
45.000 .1918 -.0091 -1.1397 -.8828 -.02J9 -.0628 -.0293 .0004 .0112 . :334 
90.000 .1861 -.0054 -1.1232 -.8816 -.0362 -.0787 -.0449 .0011 .0243 .1084 -.6249 -.6268 
135.000 .2102 .0063 -1. I 11'1 -.8357 -.0822 -.1296 -.0627 .0059 .0280 .1159 
180.000 1.2090 .2808 .0760 -1.0977 -.7211 -.1380 -.1611 -.0775 -.0004 .0475 .0942 .4459 -.3381 -.5526 -.5680 
225.000 .3867 . 1886 -1. 0781 -.421)4 -.1602 -.1073 -.0734 .0130 .0747 .1417 
270.000 .4178 .4309 -.8092 -.6262 -.4265 -.0735 -.1012 -.0203 .0463 .2037 .4508 -.1329 .1572 -.4900 
315.000 .3322 . 1008 -1. l i 76 -.5558 -.4402 -.0765 -.0178 .0179 .0242 .1397 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1217 -.1565 .1321 -.0173 .1943 .0839 
45.000 -.1464 -.0680 .1658 .0401 
90.000 -.1498 -.0275 .1821 -.0384 .0746 -.0536 
135.000 -.1641 -.0519 .0687 -.0'107 
180.000 -.0775 -.2054 .2933 -.1648 .0668 -.0601 
225.000 -.3084 -.2500 -.0377 .0000 
270.000 -.2920 -.2252 -.0796 -.1844 -.1407 -.1638 
315.000 -.3221 -.2't(32 -.0036 .0000 
I 
-I 
~~&~~~~~~~ .. "--'-.."-.~. -' " .... U.:..:...L' ___ ~'-.-.~·_,_·_~ •• "'''' ••• ,;.. ...... .:..''''".CJ_~_..;..t...<-.~_'''~.:. __ ·_'"--'"-..... ,_,~~~.:......;. _~_~~'"'~' ••. ____ '':''''''''''._l 
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_ ...,--' - .. ~~~ .. ~-~;"-.---~.-~--"",,,-~~"'--"""--,,-.--' -~.--~~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 7'5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2393 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALD1 SRM BOOSTER (RETS07) 
ALPHAL( 4) • -.078 BETAL ( 51 6.202 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .I! 1B .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .1360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2007 .226B .0088 -1.1357 -.8463 -.1646 -.0640 -.0332 -.0068 .0001 .1286 .4413 -.4933 -.4757 -.5217 
45.000 .1701 -.0390 -1.1444 -.8980 -.0239 -.0629 -.0343 -.0046 .0079 .1316 
90.000 .1652 -.0296 -1.1335 -.8700 -.0404 -.0785 -.0440 -.0008 .0252 .0994 -.6263 -.6368 
135.000 .1859 -.0209 -1.1222 -.8424 -.1052 -.1503 -.0674 .0016 .0312 .1039 ~ 
180.000 1.2007 .2723 .0701 -1.0992 -.6830 -.1711 -.1848 -.U993 -.0063 .0477 .0551 .3799 -.3805, -.5195 -.5'+82 
225.000 .3987 . 1990 -1, 0735 -.3374 -.1626 -.1194 -.0834 .0057 .0675 .1117 
270.000 .4291 .4374 -.8168 -,f)355 -.3972 -.0756 -.1254 -.0292 .0424 .1971 .4368 -.1689 .2490 -.5116 
315.000 .3393 . 1 084 -1. I 156 -.5500 -.4443 -.0581 -.0146 .0106 .0192 .1413 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .8344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1080 -.1358 .2074 .0370 .2534 .1283 
45.000 -.1509 -.0460 .1649 .0329 
90.'000 -.1483 -.0330 .2145 -.0612 .1032 -.0314 
135.000 -.1534 -.0686 .0607 -.0595 
180.000 -.0949 -.1847 .2115 -.1690 -.0059 -.1044 
225.000 -.3158 -.2663 -.0421 .0000 
270.000 -.3112 -.2168 -.0552 -.1782 -.1523 -.2165 
315.000 -.3360 -.2400 .1021 .0859 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.065 8ETAL ( II .. -6.066 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5B67 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2216 .3390 .0899 -1.0956 -.8081 -.0538 -.0565 -.0343 .0059 .0426 .1700 .3543 -.4604 -.2953 -.'+596 
45.000 .3364 .1200 -1.0851 -.7518 -.0002 -.0377 -.0122 .0210 .0493 .1937 
90.000 .3155 .1248 -1.0825 -.7195 .0089 -.0281 -.0184 .0273 .0853 .1986 -.6'+39 -.6'+43 
135.000 .2704 .0760 -1.0839 -.6385 .0112 -.0380 -.0321 .0489 .1296 .2253 
.; 180.000 1.2216 .2480 .0313 -1.0904 -.3520 -.0181 -.0458 -.0361 .0653 .1605 .2350 .'+617 -.2702 -.5063 -.5235 
I 225.000 .2730 .0466 -1.1242 -.3281 -.1830 -.0336 -.0262 .0668 .1722 .2781 270.000 .3446 .3666 -.7872 -.4816 -.3388 -.0565 -.0217 .0377 .1024 .1741 .5684 .0132 .1071 -.4323 315.000 .3502 .1479 -1.0862 -.5736 -.2320 -.0731 -.0122 .0273 .0570 .1'+98 
I X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
'! I :1 PHI J .000 -.1218 -.2092 -.0865 -.2130 .0407 -.0657 
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DA TE C? I OCT -J5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2!94 
ARCI!-Ot9 IA8t LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS07) -.---':'-.. .,-~--
ALPHAL( 51 • 2.0.65 SETAL ( 1) '" -6.0.66 
SECTION 1 ) SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120. .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2419 -.4018 .2072 .00.00 
270..000. -.2871 -.2276 .110.8 -.210.4 -.1401 -.1692 
315.000. -.2977 -.2458 -.1729 -.1770 
ALP HAL ( 5) '" 2.07i BETAL ( 2) .. -2.001 
SECTION ( IISRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750. .5867 .6985 .7280. .7290. .7360. .7370. 
PHI 
.000 1.2176 .3248 · 0827 -1. 0985 -.8206 -.081B -.0628 -.0.355 .0103 .0.334 .1650. .4040 -.4528 -.3503 -.4636 
45.000 .2882 .0763 -1.0996 -.8050 -.0050 -.0451 -.0225 .~125 .0.371 .1784 
90.000 .2613 .0692 -1.1026 -.8065 .0026 -.0510 -.0421 .Oi43 .0617 .1665 -.6194 -.6236 
135.000 .2474 .0454 -1.0879 -.6287 .0011 -.0632 -.0498 .033'-1 .0963 .1792 
180.000 1.2176 .2422 .0357 -1.0971 -.3446 -.0639 -.0802 -.0587 .0420 .1194 .1911 .4302 -.2571 -.5032 -.5387 
225.000. .2882 .0662 -1.1222 -.3545 -.2397 -.0628 -.0550 .0453 .1330 .2342 
270.000 .3711+ .3953 -.7753 .-.4656 -.4078 -.0732 -.0576 .0118 .0847 .2472 .5346 -.0.882 .141.1+ -.470.3 
315.0.00 .3688 .1603 -1.0860 -.5253 -.3308 -.0783 -.0130 .0.259 .0490. " !708 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1237 -.1967 .0284 -.0969 .0983 -.0070 
45.000 -.1255 -.1154 .2371 .0897 
90.00.0 -.1184 .0025 .2746 .0284 .1447 .0100 
135.000 -.0.875 -.0067 .1174 -.0138 
180.000 -.0433 -.1036 .2920 -.0743 .1374 -.0224 
225.000 -.2592 -.3177 .1337 .0000 
270.000 -.2726 -.2273 .0647 -.1734 -.1233 -.1380 
315.000 -.2936 -.2654 -.1222 -.1141 
ALPHAl( 51 .. 2.0.52 BETAL ( 3) .. 2.100 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750. .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2097 .3034 .0673 -1.1070 -.8113 -.1154 -.0677 -.0319 -.0006 .0161 .1564 .4690. -.4675 -.4657 -.5057 
45.000 .2335 .0250 -1.1194 -.8478 -.0130 -.0596 -.0389 -.0050 .0199 .1571 
90.000 .2066 · 0 161 -I. I 190 -.8474 .0102 -.0695 -.0541 .0046 .0422 .1333 -.6099 -.6227 
135 .. 000 .2137 .0108 -1.0985 -.8276 -.0199 -.0887 -.0566 .0225 .0600 .1315 
180.000 1.2097 .2376, .0392 -1.0963 -.4924 -.1173 -.1116 -.0729 .0217 .0816 .1251 .4100 -.3151 -.5184 -.5459 




[ ..... ,.~ .. --- .. -~~-.-,.-. 






DATE 21 OCT 7~ IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2395 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALO) SRM 800STER IRETS07) 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.052 8ETAL ( 3) • 2.100 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 




.4001 .4199 -.7717 -.5076 -.4468 -.0795 -.0961 -.0177 .0578 .2c67 .4566 -.1686 .2719 -.4764 




















ALPHAU 5) .. 2.045 

























































DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2794 
-.8001 -.1352 -.0581 
-.8664 -.0317 -.0640 
-.7376 -.0077 -.0662 
-.8687 -.0522 -.1087 
-.5795 -. \702 -.1530 
-.3281 -.2847 -.1046 
-.5123 -.4743 -.1007 



















.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0056 -.0057 .• 1473 .5048 -.4653 -.4784 -.5257 
-.0159 .0044 .1525 
.0025 .0308 .1119 -.5134 -.6118 
.0148 .0521 .1160 
.0137 .0729 .0784 .3765 -.3912 -.4976 -.5309 
.0137 .0855 .1246 
-.0'193 .0464 .2121 .4479 -.1960 .3477 -.4984 


















~;:.:. _~ ::~'_·~-;·t .. ;!·: •• 
DATE 2t OCT 75 
ALPHALC 6) .. 4.,216 

































































































IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE r,3t;!5 
ARC11-019 IA8t LVAP{ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS07) 
8ETAL ( I) c -6.052 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.1345 -1.0962 -.7293 -.0383 -.0173 -.0014 .0263 .0556 .1855 .3965 -.4567 -.3396 -.4541 
.1376 -1.0905 -.6953 -.0040 -.0077 .00'f1 .0333 .066'f .2128 
· 1 0 I 0 -I. 1048 -.6626 -.0391 -.0428 -.0606 -.0051 .0884 .2184 -.6236 -.6386 
.0242 -I. 09't0 -.4278 -.0185 -.0461 -.0510 .0373 .1369 .2228 
-.027't -1.0989 -.'t118 -.0338 -.0480 -.0384 .0593 .1682 .2176 .4496 -.2764 -.4837 -.4773 
-.0469 -1.1553 -.3771 -.2749 -.0336 -.0207 .0754 .1855 .2613 
.3251 -.8059 -.4744 -.3485 -.0750 -.0492 .0407 .1057 .1840 .5309 -.0503 .0799 -.4365 
.2024 -I. 0681 -.6762 -. 14'f8 -.0310 -.0162 .0310 .0657 .1708 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0065 -.1440 .1175 -.0049 
.3372 .1585 
.2018 .0513 .2184 .0642 
.1134 -.0136 
.2543 -.0567 .0990 -.0532 
.1733 .0000 
.0894 -.1958 -.1262 -.1535 
-.1499 -.1595 
8ETAL l 2) ~ -4.020 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
• 1326 -1.0869 -.7366 -.035't -.0180 -.0140 .0214 .0490 .1879 .4222 -.4414 -.3630 -.4608 
· I 154 -1. 0898 -.7381 .0014 -.0247 -.0107 .0192 .0549 .2064 
.0744 -1. 1010 -.7795 -.0323 -.0666 -.0791 -.0217 .0757 .2064 -.5914 -.6060 
· 01 't 7 -I. 0979 -.'t357 -.0084 -.0618 -.0626 .0304 .1233 .2012 
-.0229 -1.0952 -.3636 -.0555 -.0677 -.0541 .0531 .1556 .2139 .4457 -.2585 -.4608 -.4910 
-.0378 -1.1445 -.3708 -.3128 -.0559 -.0397 .0612 .1719 .2562 
.3395 -.7909 -.4372 -.3860 -.0917 -.0644 .0256 .0987 .2016 .5457 -.0391 .1143 -.4257 
.2146 -1. 0558 -.6505 -.1690 -.0409 -.0221 .0282 .0620 .1796 
.9120 .9130 . 934't .9565 
.0750 -.0968 .1359 .0182 
.2823 .1285 
.1986 .0319 .1584 .0227 
.1067 -.0288 
.2650 -.0699 .1108 -.0418 




















~"""""~~'_"_~~"~_._'"T""r~,. .. ""," ~ 
DATE 21 OCT 7~ 
ALPHAL( 6) • 4.225 
SECTION ( I)SRH 800STER 
X/LS 
PHI 
225 • .0.0.0 
27.0 . .0.0.0 





ALPHAL( 6) • 4.198 
SECTION ( IlSRH 800STER 
X/LS . .0.0.0.0 . .0335 
PHI 
• .0.0.0 1.1982 .3748 
45 • .0.0.0 .2794 
9.0 • .0.0.0 .2119 
135 • .0.0.0 .19.03 
18.0 . .0.0.0 1.1982 .1836 
225 • .0.0.0 .2224 
27.0 . .0.0.0 .3595 
315 . .0.0.0 .4266 
X/LS .81.02 .8661 
PHI 
. .0.00 -.0801 -.2.039 
45.000 -.13.05 -.0585 
9.0 . .0.0.0 -.1171 . .0.023 
135 . .0.0.0 - • .0941 - • .0258 
18.0 . .0.0.0 - . .0611 -.1.025 
225 . .0.0.0 -.24.07 -.2975 
27.0 . .0.0.0 -.246.0 -.2489 
315 . .0.0.0 -.27.03 -.27.02 
ALPHAL( 6) • 4.17.0 
SECTION ( IlSRH BOOSTER 
X/LS • .0.0.0.0 . .0335 
PI-II 
• .0.0.0 1.1868 .36.08 
4'"J.DD.o .2198 
~D.DDD .1624 
1'.35 • .0.0.0 .162.0 
18.0 . .0.0.0 1.1868 .1713 tgl'TJ 2'25 • .0.0.0 .2358 
~~ 
- ~ 
l~u-.l""'~_~ ~·~' ___ """""""""'L __ ~~_.~ ................ "" . .....:..~ __ ~t ... 
\~ 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2397 
ARCII-OI9 IASI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDl SRM BOOSTER (RETS07) 
8ETAL ( 2)· -4 . .02.0 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.912.0 .913.0 .9344 .9565 
.1698 • .0.0.0.0 
• .0924 -.1865 -.1168 -.1432 
-. I I 86 - . 1 343 
8ETAL ( 3) • . .052 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
• .095.0 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
• 1228 -I . .0852 -.7428 - . .05.0.0 - • .0312 
. .0646 -1.1.053 -.7694 - • .0.067 - . .0481 
• .03.0.0 -I. I 131 -.826.0 - • .02.0.0 - • .0776 
• .0.0.02 -1 . .0982 -.4979 - . .0.018 - • .0739 
- • .0.095 -1.1.055 -.3858 -.11.08 - . .09.08 
- . .0136 -1.1442 -.388.0 -.3622 - . .0798 
.3711 -.7819 -.4526 -.4488 -.1.052 
.2363 -1 . .0534 -.6322 -.1935 - . .0492 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1593 -.0425 .2312 . .0994 
.1894 . .057.0 
.2.0.06 - . .0.042 • .0942 - . .0371 
.1.0.05 - . .0291 
.2297 - . .0827 . .0938 - . .0599 
. .0544 . .0.0.0.0 
- • .0127 -.1796 -.116.0 -.1293 
- . .0777 - • .0659 
8ETAL ( 4) " 4.154 
DEPENDENT VAR1A8LE CP 
• .095.0 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
• I .049 -1 . .0871 -.7355 - • .0722 - . .0481 
. .0.0.09 -1.1191 -.8375 - . .0377 - • .0813 
- • .0166 -1.1228 -.8.013 - . .0134 - . .0824 
- . .0241 -1 . .0953 -.60.05 - . .0.043 - . .0798 
- . .0.088 -1.1.079 -.4621 -.1579 -.1112 
. .0143 -1.1368 -.3739 -.38.07 - . .0927 
.3632 
- . .0297 
- . .0462 
- • .09.03 
- . .0631 
- • .0631 
- • .0584 
- . .0867 
- . .0234 
.3632 
- . .0499 
- . .077.0 
- . .077.0 
- . .0549 
- • .0693 
- . .0663 
.475.0 .5867 .6985 .728.0 .729.0 .736.0 .737.0 
• .0.067 • .025.0 .1723 .47.09 -.44.05 -.445.0 -.4929 
- • .01.06 • .0198 .18.01 
- . .0161 . .0529 .1668 -.6.0.01 -.6.063 
. .0247 . .0882 .1567 
. .0373 .1142 .1631 .4.031 -.272.0 -.4877 -.5291 
. .0466 .1297 : 1979 
. .0172 . .0829 .2295 .5037 - • .0931 .1251 -.4724 
.0247 . .0462 .1798 
.475.0 .5867 .6985 .728.0 .729.0 .736.0 .737.0 
- • .0119 . .0.027 .1516 .52Dlt -.4516 -.4928 -.5.019 
- • .0417 - • .0.069 .1597 
- . .0.071 • .0388 .1337 -.5797 -.6D3B 
• .0247 . .0656 .1245 
• .0314 . .09.09 .1111 .416.0 -.361.0 -.5317 -.5157 
. .04.07 .1133 .1426 













DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2398 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP[ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS07) 
ALPHAL( 6) • 4.170 





































SETAL ( 4) .. 4.154 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.4006 -.7694 -.4763 -.4638 -.1108 -.0969 
.2603 -1.0462 -.5727 -.2096 -.0451 -.0218 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.3175 .0082 .3611 .1933 
.1422 .0181 
.2401 -.0392 .0419 -.0844 
.0508 -.0589 
.2610 -.1397 .0706 -.0645 
.0228 .0000 
.0342 -.1338 -.0943 -.1677 
.0989 .0727 
ALPHAL( 6) 4.149 BETAL ( 5) • 6.208 

































































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2794' .3632 
-.7234 -.0950 -.0591 -.0625 
-.8756 -.0629 -.0984 -.1025 
-.5543 -.0164 -.0814 -.0777 
-.5585 -.0217 -.0895 -.0629 
-.4990 -.1835 -.1336 -.0799 
-.3743 -.3777 -.1117 -.0740 
-.4998 -.4567 -.1195 -.0995 















































.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4279 -.1530 .2012 -.4688 
.1280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.5676 -.5132 -.5195 -.5255 
-.5917 -.6036 
.3990 -.4059 -.5281 -.5330 
.4173 -.1655 .2211 -.4881 
-










-~ .. --.. ~-----
,.....--...,...',..--~..,,"""":'".-..,-.~--'~"~'~' 
L~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 7) • 6.359 




























































- .. 3418 
-.2433 
-.2627 
ALPHALC 7) • 6.302 



















IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDl SRM 800STER 
SETAL 2) ~ -1.940 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1379 .0000 
.0840 -.1597 -.0777 -.1019 
-.0556 -.0568 
8ETAL ( 3) s 
.0950 .1118 
• 1676 -1. 0730 
.0608 -\.0992 
-.0033 -1.1260 





























































DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2794 























• 0224 -I. 1238 -.7859 -.0678 -.0917 -.0975 -.0635 -.02'+6 
-.0266 -1.1399 -.8465 
- . 0'1 G8 -1. 1 171 -.4105 
-.0595 -i .1243 -.4158 











-.1392 -.0502 .0391 
-.0642 .0142 .0660 
-.0612 .0362 .1055 
-.0642 .0'+10 .1185 
(\ (,-", ''''''--, 
PAGE 2400 -.. ~--...~-~~-
(RETS071 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.1847 .5207 -.4135 -.4602 -.4994 
.1777 
.1632 -.5700 -.5707 
.1334 
.1416 .3613 -.2989 -.4759 -.4986 
.1713 
.2320 .4285 -.1499 .1563 -.4546 
.1918 
.6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 ,7370 
i 
_,-.-__ 1 
.1706 .5472 -.'+232 -.4742 -.5001 
.1628 
.1531 -.5631 -.5686 
• 1 11 '+ 








•• -~- •• --•• < .. ~~~ ... -- -.,.~.~~.~.~-' .......:-. - •• ~--:....--___ ~_ •• _~....J 
r~~"--~~~7/~~--~~--"---
t .. ~ .. 1IIi! ..... _~_ 
/1 ~ 
)/ 
..... - ... _ .. 01 •••• ----
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2'+01 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALD) SRM 800STER (RETS07) 
ALP HAL ( 7) • 6.302' 8ETAL I It) .. 2.164 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
----270.000 .3199 .. 3124 -.8110 -.4470 -.3971 -.0991 -.0923 .0179 .0905 .2254 .4028 -.1966 .2342 -.4552 
315.000 .4769 .3012 -1.0264 -.5079 -.1560 -.0144 -.0003 .0313 .0519 .18'+ 1 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0233 -.2636 .3587 -.0165 .4261 .2179 
45.000 -.1588 -.0619 .1872 .0545 
90.000 -.1303 -.0259 .2550 -.0551 .0482 -.0841 
135.000 -.1016 -.0665 .0593 -.0668 
180.000 -.0833 -.1414 .2094 -.1147 .0682 -.0773 
225.000 -.27'+7 -.2921 .0467 .0000 
270.000 -.2904 -.2151 -.0132 -.158'+ -.0981 -.1296 
315.000 -.2961 -.2391 .0390 .0411 
ALPHAL( 7) .. 6.279 8ETAL ( 5) • 4.217 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENf VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1544 .'+132 .1452 -1.0830 -.6153 -.0900 -.0528 -.0520 -.0238 --.0129 .1'+93 .5761 -.4516 -.'+'+9'+ -.4861 
45.000 .2130 -.0078 -1.1335 -.8222 -.0950 -.1179 -.1255 -.0919 -.0'+35 .1530 
90.000 .1138 -.0538-1.1466 -.6558 -.1022 -.1393 -.1248 -.0409 .0386 .1366 -.5467 -.5559 
135.000 .1149 - . 0594 - I . I 185 -.'1207 -.0328 -.0835 -.0678 .0155 .0606 .0896 
180.000 1.1544 .1082 -. 0594 -1 :1234 -.4233 -.1895 -.0983 -.0715 .0334 .0991 .0967 .3266 -.3334 -.4730 -.4969 
225.000 .1381 -. 10 1 3 -I. 1784 -.3958 -.4187 -.0938 -.0656 .0379 .1102 .1310 
270.000 .3335 .3283 -.8058 -.4'188 -.4050 -.1190 -.1233 -.0025 .0811 .2295 .4385 -.2133 .3609 -.4357 
315.000 .5001 .3167 -1.0211 -.4911 -.1616 -.0106 -.0083 .0311 .0453 .1860 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 ____ I
PHI 
.000 .0115 -.2630 .4598 .0091 .5062 .2531 
45.000 -.1460 -.0550 .1530 .0338 
90.000 -.1262 -.0320 .296'+ -.0595 .0235 -.1017 
135.000 -.1138 -.0720 .0323 -.0848 
180.000 -.0944 -.1633 .2097 -.1392 .0615 -.0736 
225.000 -.2740 -.2773 .0209 .0000 
270.000 -.2972 -.2168 -.0101 -.1418 -.1021 -.1710 
315.000 -.2988 -.2309 .1287 .1170 
...-_o..--r'-4 
~fi -...:. .... ·~~~." ___ .,~_._-'"_.J. .• ,,._"'~~.~ ......... L_ ............. _-_ ~-_.0<-.. _" ...... :.-._---~~_~_...:... ....................... ~ ....... ~-~_~i. ____ ~_ 
r~' ~, '-....,..~-"'-'~~'~~-'~'~-
! . ...., 
11::,' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
... ----....., 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) SRM 800STER (RETS08) 
PAGE 2402 
17 OCT 75 ) 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
8REF • 1297.0000 INCHES 
SCALE· .0300 SCALE 




8ETAL t I) • 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
-6.112 
SECTION I) SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.3444 .4099 .2711 -.6498 -.4822 -.1450 -.0005 
45.000 .4362 .3130 -.6375 - .4208 -.2066 .0400 
90.000 .4529 .3504 -.6264 -.3820 -.1648 .0514 
135.000 .4431 .3201 -.6207 -.4118 .0867 .1024 
180.000 1.3444 .4183 .2889 -.6312 -.4589 .1684 .0822 
225.000 .4333 .3214 -.6415 -.4804 -.0384 .0310 
270.000 .,4676 .5520 -.5010 -.5721 -.3214 -.3060 
315.000 .4252 .3115 -.6480 -.4966 -.2628 -.0761 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.14'+0 -.3186 -.1380 -. :943 .0493 .0447 
45.000 -.0289 -.2872 .2354 .1852 
90.000 -.1394 -.1029 .0564 .1219 .2863 .2108 
135.000 .0373 -.0806 .3696 .2599 
180.000 -.0994 -.0308 .3650 .1041 .2856 .1599 
225.000 -.2693 -.3591 .1523 .0000 
270.1)1)0 -.3158 -.2809 -.0367 -.2389 -.1850 -.1695 
315.000 -.2887 -.2917 -.1943 -.1783 
ALPHAL ('1) & 
-. I :2 8ETAL ( 2) • -4.042 
SECTION ( I )SRM 80()Sl£i1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .139':' .1956 .27911 
PHI 
.000 1.3393 .3825 .2684 -.6528 -.4850 -.1553 -.0058 
45.000 .4035 .2949 -.6452 -.4418 -.2109 .0'104 
90.000 .4149 .3223 -.6383 -.'-i136 -.1397 .0470 
135.000 .4099 .3063 -.6293 -.4292 .0703 .0826 
180.000 1.3393 .3971 .2934 -.6353 -.4518 .1564 .0597 
225.000 .4248 .3347 -.6'146 -.'1791 -.03'13 .0030 
270.000 .4586 .5644 -.4976 -.5367 -.3324 -.2564 



























































































It:_,~':'-:, . ::,:,.0._" 
DATE 21 OCT '75 
ALPHAL( 11 • -.112 
SECTION { IlSRM BOOSTER 


























ALPHflL ( I 1 '" -.095 



























8 ~..l ;;"'-4, ~~ 


























IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDl SRM 800STER 









































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1397 .1956 • 279tt 
-.4693 -.1716 -.0226 
-.4630 -.1708 .0129 





-.'t't24 .0't0't .0 171 ' -.0679 
-.4253 .0999 -.0100 -.1018 
-.'t381 -.0211 -.0538 -.1135 
-.5257 -.3559 -.2585 -.1400 
-.4730 -.2963 -.0686 -.0460 



















.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
.0153 .2785 .tt422 -.32tt6 
.0313 .3114 
.0735 .3075 -.tt718 
.1201 .3537 
.1609 . 370tt .6913 -.232tt 
.1747 .3758 
.0699 .2965 .7960 .2551 
.0276 .2605 
~ .... -.w....-.-:.-;~ .. ~~ ... _. _. _ .. "..._ ...... ....:. ..... -''"'~. __ L-... •• ~---'"._.:.....~_ .. ; ................ --./ ___ ~~ __ ,.~~_. _ _"__'" ....... ~.,. _-'-..,~_:_. 















L~~'-~~--~-"~-~"-'-'" ....... _----, 
, ~.- ~ ~. . 
•• } '11 ... ,--_"" -.~ 
DATE 21 OCT 7!S lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2401f 
ARCII-019 lAB! LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER CRETS081 ---.-.--,-,,-.-'-"~ 
ALPHALt I) - -.078 8ETAL ( It) - 't.23'+ 
SECTION 11SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3038 .3068 .2588 -.6528 -.'+599 -.21'+3 -.0494 -.0275 -.0509 .0415 .2444 .3909 -.2203 -.31+19 -.4181 ---~ 
't5.000 .2B2'+ .2296 -.6602 -.'t906 -.1515 -.021'+ -.0331 -.0897 .06'+6 • 26l;5 
90.000 .2913 .2355 -.6565 -.'t896 -.0633 -.0280 -.0702 -.15IS .1086 .2S'+6 -.5197 -.5121 
135 .. 000 .3157 .2'+34 -.6'+'+0 -.'+705 -.037'+ -.0638 -,1299 -.1420 .1197 .2727 
180.000 1.3038 .3615 .3016 -.6330 -.3981 -.0221 -.1106 -.1671 -.1277 . I 'to I .2252 .5876 -.2085 -.'t827 -.'+985 
225,000 .4139 .3944 -.6262 -.3975 -.0163 -.1369 -.1452 -.0420 .1704 .2525 
27£1.000 .4221 .6236 -.4358 -.5237 -.3543 -.2750 -.1413 -.0302 .0952 .2948 .7251 .1635 .4262 -.1+790 
315.000 .3617 .3388 -.6516 -.4576 -.3023 -.0891 -.0't38 -.0268 .0586 .2474 
--.--
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1234 -.2248 .0778 -.0125 .1632 • lOll 
45.000 -.0720 -.1942 .2026 .1194 
90.000 -.1248 -.09'+4 .1082 -.00'+0 .1'+81 .0308 
135.000 -.1286 -.0'+22 .0875 .0067 
180.000 -.10'+5 -.1688 .2671 -.0936 . 119'+ .010't 
225.000 -.2608 -.38't9 .0366 .0000 
270.000 -.2937 -.277't .0656 -.1518 -.1009 -.1't57 
315.000 -.2718 -.3281 .0001 .0286 
ALPHAL( II -.089 BETAL ( 51 "% 6.32'+ 
SECTION ( I)SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . \ 118 .1397 .1956 • 279't .3632 .'t750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2942 .2796 .2505 -.6517 -.4't5't -.2251 -.0660 -.0416 -.03'+3 .0't39 .2610 .4680 -.2298 -.3755 -.1+425 
45.000 .2515 .2127 -.6618 -.5005 -.1306 -.038'+ -.0'+01 -.0723 .0721 .279'+ 
90.000 .2572 .2186 -.6598 -.5008 -.0582 -.0'+31 -.0718 -.14'+0 .1118 .2710 -.!S376 -.!S623 
135.000 .2786 .2260 -.6472 -.'+785 -.0687 -.0998 -.1506 -. 10'+5 .1169 .26'+2 
180.000 1.29'+2 .3328 .3011 - .6317 -.37'+1 -.0582 -.1556 -.1903 -.0650 .1378 .1882 .5407 ':'.1815 -.4016 -.4876 
225.000 .4026 .4021 -.6229 -.3698 -.0086 -.1787 -.1591 -.0263 .1595 .2514 
270.£00 .4110 .6328 -.'+133 - .5317 -.3452 -.2673 -.1280 -.0216 .1088 .2980 .6683 .1791 .3259 -.'+5'+1 
315.000 .3501 .3't70 -.6'+60 -.'+302 -.2870 -.10'+2 -.0462 -.0069 .0688 .2'+66 




.000 -. 10'+6 -.2127 .1445 .0459 .2865 .205'+ 
45.000 -.0770 -.1695 .1'+77 .0517 
90.000 -.1312 -.0912 .1650 -.0301 .1'+19 .05'+7 
135.000 -.1223 -.071'+ .076! -.0200 
180.000 -.1010 -.1688 .1818 -.1168 .02',+5 -.0706 
-l 
,~ob\- IV ...... ....;-_.u .. l~,_·_· - ... .....;...;:-. ...:...~~ .... '"'_~~~ ........ ~ __ .__ ._ .. __ "_~'~~~""",<->_._.,_-,-" '~"-"''''''''''''''''''~' __ ._''''''--''''''';;'';;'--......;,t 
.. -~.-.. -.~--~--' ~~-~~---~----... ' . .. ____ . J 
, . r" --..,..-,..~"~~~---~-~~~~-"'~ ~-'"7--"'- ~ 
I '"""=:"~-
~~"''''' 
""1>" • ..J,t,.~b~"""--.... ~~ .... ~~----";"'~, .......... ~", ....... ~ ...... ..:..... •. .i-t ....... ~> ..... -"-........ , ............................... ,..._.,,,"",,,,,,,~'-.~.-..Io<...-,:", ___ .~<" ••• ,--_.~_ •• _ •• ~_~.'_J,,-,_ .. """ ----"-.---.-~~--'-,----~ ..~"'--.~-~------.~,-.........,..;..-"---_____ -J 
'l',",ru-"'~""'_'~~-"'~"~"~~~.L.."""._ ...... ~ .......... _ ......... ,~ ............ ~.~....-... ...... _~._._ .... __ ~_~"._ 
..... -~ .. ~~.-.~.-----. ---"-~""-.. -.-.--...... --~--..... -.;..., ,~<-j 
~/~."~ . .,.~~-. ......,.,"-~,---.,------:-
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IAAIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 1A81 LVAP!ELHL UNSEALDI SRM 800STER 
ALPHAL! 2) - 2.062 SETAL ! 41 6.312 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118, .1397 .1956 . 2791t .3632 .lt750 
PHI 
.000 1.2844 .3316 .2912 -.6461 -.3835 -.1975 -.0782 -.0461 -.0385 
45.000 .2542 .2113 -.6668 -.4894 -.1794 -.0356 -.0405 -.0677 
90.000 .2416 .2086 -.6626 -.5050 -.0501t -.0166 -.0507 -.1128 
135.000 .2441 .2123 -.6481 -.4935 -.0529 -.0458 -.1072 -.0956 
180.000 I • 281t1t .2552 .2549 -.6431 -.4523 -.1031 -.1062 -.1532 -.0603 
225.000 .3079 .3143 -.6551 -.3674 -.1541 -.0960 -.1218 -.0333 
270.000 - .3803 .6369 -.4011 -.4480 -.3258 -.1055 -.0797 -.0566 
315.000 .4079 .4286 -.6202 -.3920 -.2047 -.1152 -.0361 -.0011 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 ,9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0706 -.2178 .2611 .0920 .3964 .3018 
45.000 -.0595 -.1462 .1870 .1003 
9Q.000 -.1061 -.0717 .1740 .0190 .1~69 .0278 
135.000 -.0900 -.0634 .'u677 -.0248 
180.000 -.0506 -.1430 .1959 -.0971 .0290 -.0683 
225.000 -.2700 -.3943 .0241 .0000 
270.000 -.3071 -.2360 .1173 -.1022 -.0667 -.1667 
315.000 -.2722 -.2830 .1588 .1374 
ALPHAL( 31 = 4.315 BETAL ( II ... -3.956 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 ·9950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
PHI 
.000 1. 3221 .5028 .3650 -.6312 -.3961 -.1105 .Olt63 .0253 .0060 
45.000 .4574 .3354 -.6329 -.3BB9 -.1613 .0787 .0431 -.0091 
90.000 .3773 .290B -.6477 -.4283 -.2905 .0896 .0229 -.0758 
135.000 .3080 .2188 -.6529 -.5005 -.0406 .0804 .0165 -.0588 
180.000 1.3221 .2777 .1794 -.6506 -.5452 -.0421. .0455 -.0030 -.0541 
225.000 .2962 .1587 -.7024 -.3195 -.232'5 .0026 .0173 -.0317 
270.000 .4195 .4967 -.5246 -.4205 -.22G9 -.0393 -.0049 -.0091 
315.000 .4950 .4385 -.6066 -.3539 -.1173 -.0013 -.0018 .0049 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0664 -.2357 .0702 -.0477 .2083 .1606 
45.000 .0122 -.2121 
.1968 
.3409 .2688 
90.0.00 -.0521 -.0413 .0777 .1799 .0848 
135.000 .0433 -.0493 .1991 .1032 
'. 180.000 -.0468 -.0194 .3147 .0451 .2171t .1045 






.!S867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0306 .2930 .6777 -.3035 -.4009 -.4930 ----
.0615 .3099 
.1018 .2714 -.5226 -.5421 
. 1472 .2696 
.1577 .2080 .5299 -.2182 -.4251t -.lt601t 
.1715 .2527 
.1246 .3254 .5560 .0670 .2741 -.4821 
.0603 .2802 
.5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0371 .3195 .5001 -.2289 -.2977 -.3861 
.0241 .3696 
.0912 .3662 -.4362 -.4440 
.1808 .3763 
.2245 .3994 .6277 -.2905 -.3834 -.38BB 
.2351 .4085 
.1539 .2695 • 585B .1377 .1264 -.4019 
.0799 .2896 
--------~ 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE: 2408 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALDI SRM BOOSTER CRETS081 .----~-.,-------' 
ALPHAL( 3) • 4.315 BE,AL I) m -3.956 
SECTION I) SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.1967 -.3581 .2018 .0000 " 
270.000 -.2598 -.2465 .0536 -.1617 -.0981 -.1270 
315.000 -.2367 -.2666 -.0755 -.0858 
ALPHAl! 3) .. 4.282 8ETAL ( 2) : .148 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 ---
PHI 
.000 1.3067 .4650 .3561 -.6341 -.3665 -.0865 .0011 .0070 -.0151 -.0105 .3229 .5727 -.2292 -.3150 -.4301 
45.000 .3775 .2899 -.6467 -.4215 -.1709 .0235 .0124 -.0513 -.0110 .3472 
90.000 .3075 .2519 -.6573 -.4660 -.2183 .0406 .0014 -.1129 .0821 .3256 -.4698 -.4893 
135.000 .2693 .2229 -.6489 -.5011 -.0212 .0493 -.0166 -.u871 .1494 .3320 
180.000 1.3067 .2533 .2066 -.6529 .- .5243 -.0548 .0301 -.0472 -.0815 .1848 .3374 .5688 -.2995 -.4144 -.4215 
225,000 .2779 .1913 -.6961 -.3246 -.3037 .0080 -.0316 -.0486 .19<+5 .3355 
270.000 .3992 .5328 -.4959 -.4172 -.3002 -.0522 -.0438 -.0385 . !288 .3200 .5366 .0346 .1450 -.4617 
315.000 .4798 .4599 -.6032 -.3449 -.144~ -.0234 -.0175 -.0110 .0460 .2963 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0628 -.2237 .1422 .0026 .2685 .2155 
45.000 -.0143 - . .1554 .2493 .1828 
90.000 -.0924 -.0346 .2038 .0645 .1336 ,0311 
135.000 .0302 -.0751 .2785 .1810 
180.000 -.0904 -.0173 :2783 .0418 .1548 .0451 
225.000 -.2074 -.3440 .1582 .0000 
270.000 -.2518 -.2363 .0306 -.1394 -.0768 -.1007 
315.000 -.2235 -.2777 .0046 .0193 
I ALPHAL( 31 a 4.23i 8ETAL ( 3) .. ~.305 SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER tK;~~NOENT VARIA8LE CP 1 
! X/LS .0000 .0335 .09[.,0 . r l ~8 . t~97 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .72.80 • 72S~' .7360 .7370 I 
I PHI ., 
:1 .000 1.2855 .4247 .3425 -.6,Z'Ji~ -.3563 -.1556 -.0732 -.0199 -.0376 .0356 .3004 .6631 -.2557 -.3530 -.4830 J 45.000 .2994 .2341 '.65. 't -.4579 -.1752 -.0408 -.0264 -.0985 .031+8 ~129 I' 90.000 .21+05 .2078 -.bt:i" ,) -.5036 -.1245 .0045 -.0274 -.1272 .1155 .c739 -.~056 -.5245 
" 135.000 .2334 .1987 -.649~ -.5113 -.0382 .01't2 -.0561 -.0989 .1575 .2731 








i!...."'~.,~_, .. ~"_,~.~_"_".~~_~~,-,:~"_._ .•.••• " _".'. '. ,_, , .".~"".,~ ___ • _.~""'".c_c" __ ~~._._~· __ ,, ___ ~_~- ~_~ _ ~ ___ J 
r':"~'~~~~~-.-~~''''--~C'~-'-''''~'- ---~-~, 
---", 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+09 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM 800STER (RETSOB) 
ALPHAL( 3) • 4.231 BE TAL ( 3) '" 4.305 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 279lf .3632 .lf750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
- .. --270.000 .3671 .5683 -.4546 -.3821 -.3250 -.0566 -.0668 -.0272 .1423 .30lf3 .5123 .018lf .1879 -.lflf43 315.000 .lf732 .4796 -.5966 -.3104 -.1936 -.0702 -.0206 -.0052 .0766 .2782 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0624 -.1919 .2581 .0840 .3769 .3073 45.000 -.0558 -.1304 
.1974 .1122 90.000 -.1028 -.0363 .2267 .0290 .1000 -.0128 135.000 -.0328 -.0677 
.1358 .0362 180.000 
-.0358 -.1144 .2184 -.0645 .0862 -.0298 225.000 ~.2281 
-.3733 
.0611 .0000 270.000 -.2815 -.2260 .1519 -.0956 -.0274 -.1277 315.000 -.250 l l -.2563 
.1368 .1225 
ALPHAU 3) .. 4.218 BETAL ( 4)= 6.391 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .lf750 .5867 .u985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHl 
.000 1.2700 .3959 .3305 -.6386 -.3289 -.1973 -.1021 -.Olfll -.0308 .0022 .2792 .6662 -.294~ -.3982 -.4907 45.000 .2489 .2034 -.6735 -.4774 -.2132 -.0688 -.0481 -.0877 .0198 .3135 90.000 .2080 .1820 -.6716 -.5208 -.0899 -.0204 -.0445 -.1077 .1039 .2620 
-.5149 -.5328 135.000 .2085 .1847 -.6536 -.5171 -.0538 -.0184 -.0778 -.0849 .1568 .2603 180.000 1.2700 .1948 .2036 -.6554 -.5060 -.1687 -.0634 -.1215 -.0500 .1765 .2203 .4991 -.26lfl -.4lfI8 ':'.4228 225.000 .2194 .2135 -.6918 -.2884 -.2985 -.0607 -.1077 -.0248 .180'+ .2463 270.000 .3438 .58'+4 -.'+210 -.3675 -.3027 -.0753 -.0809 -.0282 .1365 .3083 .4801 .0211 .2561 -.4652 315.000 .4603 .4885 -.5961 -.2771 -.2129 -.0885 -.0289 .0088 .0598 .2776 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0581 -.1896 .2919 .1181 .'+351 .3223 45.000 
-.0586 -.1179 .1793 .0925 90.000 -.1036 -.0390 .24'+5 .0106 .0814 -.0307 
135.000 -.038.0 -.08'+1 .1003 .00'+1 180.000 
-.0124 -.1490 .2119 -.0959 .0398 -.0662 
225.000 -.2'+52 -.3906 
.0113 .0000 270.000 
-.2986 -.2177 .150'+ -.0699 -.0368 -.1559 315.000 
-.2'+87 -.2603 .175'+ .1519 
L"·-··· .' . " :' ............. _ .• _;...~~_:-'.,_~_,:.....~, . .:~.~_,. __ .... ~ ... -'l. •. _"......c..",;.. :~'-.~_'--...• _~;.~_,---.:.... ...... -',. __ :.. .• ,._:;. _~ ... ~ 
~- -I 
___ ~_" __ .. __ ._._._.c .. , ___ .c ____ ~ __ .. ____ ~._,. ________ ~·· ~_~' . _~ __ ~J 
r--. .--:- ·,··~....,.-~."..,...v·~_",·~"··· -~,. "'.'- ~ ,'-,,, ,,,<'~--~- , -'---~, [ . 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2410 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP!ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS09) ( 17 OCT 75 ~~--""'-.. ""~.--------= 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMET,nC DATA 
SREF .. 2690. 0000 sa. FT. XMRP .. 976.0000 IN. XT MACH 1.100 RN/FT .. 2.250 
LREF .. 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .. .0000 IN. YT ELV-IS • 8.000 ELV-OS .. 4.000 
BREF 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP ,. 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER .. .000 SPD8RK .. .000 
SCALE .. .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAL( I) .. -6.685 8ETAL ( I) ,. -3.892 " 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3028 .2539 .0911 -.6914 -.6142 -.2170 -.1450 -.1581+ -.1335 -.0530 .1895 .3641+ -.2266 -.2B48 -.4888 
45.000 .2764 .1572 -.6822 -.5511 -.2313 -.2223 -.2044 -.2339 -.1016 .1745 -.--
90.000 .3647 .2590 -.6570 -.4600 -.3187 -.3251 -.3301 -.3259 -.2022 .0782 -.1+81+7 -.4771+ 
135.000 .5191+ .3696 -.6240 -.3599 .0612 -.1104 -.1626 -.2029 .0091 .2861 
180.000 1.3028 .6206 .4502 -.6015 -.2040 .1767 -.0132 -.0881 -.1575 .1172 .3785 .7032 -.0143 -.2939 -.5722 
225.000 .5869 .5235 -.5776 -.2307 .1844 -.01+03 -.0933 -.1223 .1415 .4525 
270.000 .3815 .4249 -.5074 -.3357 -.3681 -.6059 -.2320 -.0980 .0381+ .3308 .8528 .3030 .3018 -.3619 
315.000 .2411 .0069 -.7718 -.5269 -.4588 -.1163 -. 1105 -.0901 .0280 .2990 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1954 -.2898 -.1053 -.2307 -.1211 -.2105 
45.000 -.1509 -.2245 -.0733 -.0222 
90.000 -.2945 -.1712 .0299 -.0752 .2092 .1458 
135.000 -.0663 -.0833 .4740 .3308 
180.000 -.1072 -.1062 .5354 .0405 .3866 .2349 
225.000 -.3418 -.3264 .0821 .0000 
270.000 -.3641 -.2847 -.0506 -.2359 -.1973 -.1792 
315.000 -.3468 -.2854 -.1882 -.2040 
ALPHAL( 1) -6.637 BETAL ( 2) = -1.831 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.30 II .2315 .0971 -.6977 -.5957 -.1974 -. I 188 -.131+0 -.1341 -.0281+ .2203 .1+316 -.2378 -.3589 -.1+820 
45.000 .2515 .1399 -.6934 -.5515 -.1753 -.174:= -.1844 -.2386 -.1420 .1731 
90.000 .3169 .2215 -.6783 -.4658 -.3481 -.3098 -.3256 -.3087 -.1659 .0882 -.5017 -.1+906 
135.000 .4865 .3356 -.6225 -.3597 .02B7 -.15!'8 -.2091 -.2281 -.0133 .2514 
180.000 1.3011 .6167 .4497 -.5887 -.0410 .1393 -.0487 -.1285 -.1888 .0967 .3238 .6631+ -.1206 -.3452 -.5831 
225.000 .5940 .5352 -.5589 .1419 .1570 -.0633 -.1308 -.1331 .1138 .3827 
270.000 .3823 .4132 -.5331 -.2547 -.4104 -.5717 -.2130 -.0827 .0375 .3441 .7871 .2235 .2295 -:3649 
315.000 .2275 -.0018 -.7678 -.533'1 -.4328 -.1145 -.1162 -.0863 .0106 .2803 
j 
~- l 




DATE 21 OCT 7!5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAL( 1)· -6.637 
SECTION { I)SRH BOOSTER 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRH BOOSTER 



























8ETAL ( 3) '" ALPHAL[ 11 
SECTION 






































-.1738 -.3056 .0438 -.1689 
-.1498 -.21"17 
-.2547 -.1201 -.0066 -.1156 
-. 1322 - . I 1 I 1 
-.1812 -.1808 .4817 -.0355 
-.3'+78 -.3051 






































































.3632 .4750 .5867 
-. I 143 -.1313 -.0162 
-.1735 -.2270 -.1162 
-.3267 -.2757 -.1244 
':'.2520 -.2643 -.0401 
-.1780 -.1891 .0727 
-.1592 -.1486 .1045 
-.2290 -.0973 .0266 







.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 r 
.2236 .4434 -.3242 -.4262 -.5051 
.1657 
.1402 -.5308 -.50B4 
.2511 
.2802 .6427 -.2180 -.4032 -.6235 
.3191 
.2923 .7137 .198'+ .2443 -.4552 
.2224 
----...,~ ..... --"-"-.-.....o; 
1 
I L:" " " ' .;....._._'" .. ..:~c~_, ~ .. -"-.n"*,~.-._"",~~ ••. ~._-'. __ •• ~..!J~L ...... ~~~._-<-.~ ... l . ........,.~ .......... _""".'O:"""'~_~:...-'-~ ..... ~~ ..... :.Jo."'""..,<.:._,:. __ ->. :.. ..... _ ----,,-,,~-,,'-,.~~,' ,--~~-,-,---,,~.,--,",----~~.----.----~---.j 
r"""-.----~··"7"~',~~'."-,....'"'""C,--7"~-'.-- ''''';, -~ 
L., 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2412 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI SRM BOOSTER (RETS091 --.' ~-~.,. 
ALPHAL( II • -6.536 BETAL ( 41 u 2.301 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 ',0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 ,7360 
.7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2757 .166B .L070 -.6929 -.5456 -.1982 -. L252 -.1047 -.1161 .0140 .2026 .5249 -.3967 -.4004 -.539B 
---------" 
45.000 .2109 .1343 -.6883 -.5566 -.1352 -.1464 -.1532 -.1893 -.0375 .1475 
90.000 .2500 .1662 -.6916 -.5077 -.3870 -.2823 -.3119 -.2531 -.0519 .1783 -.5404 -.5266 
\35.000 .3925 .2635 -.6505 -.3042 -.1023 -.2840 -.2954 -.2976 -.0437 .2265 
180.000 1.2757 .5789 .4457 -.5912 .1374 .0372 -.1786 -.2179 -.2202 .0602 .2045 .6399 -.2709 -.4748 -.6172 
225.000 .5832 .5658 -.5352 .2374 .1334 -.1311 -.1789 -.1530 .1094 .2459 
270.000 .3046 .4293 -.5104 .1106 -.4373 -.5962 ~.2157 -.0890 .0442 .2531 .6913 .1804 .2556 -.4755 
315.000 .1484 .0047 -.7682 -.5469 -.4112 -.1594 -.0940 -.0847 .0202 .1807 ---
X/LS .8102 .86Gl .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1294 -.3481 .1220 -.2191 .2391 .1292 
45.000 -.1755 -.2086 .0000 -. 1097 
90.000 -.2560 -.1001 .0345 -.0998 .0381 -.0052 
13!J.000 -.1771 -.1223 .3101 .2'192 
180.000 -.2043 -.2335 .4124 -.0897 .2675 .1583 
225.000 -.3625 -.3073 -.0683 .(JOOO 
270.000 -.3427 -.3090 -.1693 -.2441 -.1903 -.1885 
315.000 -.3061 -.3735 -.0879 -.0553 
ALP HAL ( 1) -6.515 BETAL ( 5) -= 4.365 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 • 698!3 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2534 .1175 .1043 -.7000 -.5747 -.1790 -.1190 -.0920 -.0874 .0268 .1672 .4095 -.3632 -.4252 
-.5402 
1 
45.000 .1695 .1244 -.6974 -.5610 -.1172 -.1407 -.1381 -.1557 -.0106 .1717 
90.000 .2028 .1356 -.7046 -.5291 -.4106 -.2864 -.2929 -.2236 -.0090 .2108 -.5640 -.5699 
"j 135.000 .3375 .'2232 -.6687 -.201-8 -.2082 -.3602 -.3446 -.2923 -.0562 .2016 
1 
180.000 1 .2534 .5371 .'1396 -.5928 .0929 -.0088 -.2331 -.2594 -.2418 .0498 .0947 .6461 -.2521 -.5205 -.6101 
225.000 .5568 .5796 -.4680 .2251 .1265 -.1707 -.1954 -.1021 .1022 .1845 
'. 270.000 .2502 .4205 -.5133 .1177 -.3730 -.5338 -.2126 -.0631 .0557 .2183 .6564 .1912 
.2868 -.4773 
I 
315.000 .0644 .0252 -.7640 -.5499 -.3869 -.1671 -.1118 -.0804 .0248 .1322 
j 






.000 -. \.130 -.3464 .1115 -.1011 .3430 .2546 
1 
-----, 
45.000 -.1677 -.2321 .0286 -.0689 
90.000 -.2541 ,,:,.1010 .0624 -.0550 -.0075 -.0810 
135.000 -.2163 -.1621 .2351 .1458 
180.000 -.1766 - .2734 .2735 -.1395 .0637 -.0'102 
-l 
,tf""_"'~_" __ ' ..:.. .• _."._-.~_._,";, ........ H.,",,~~....-.._,.,,~ __ ,-u~.--" __ • _c<.,_",_ .. ___ "'; .: •• L.,_ . ..:.. .... ,..L:. ........ :: _~'------........... -'-- ~~ __ ._._ •. ,~ • ..:~-"->,~--'-_~ __ • _____ .,-,--J ___ ;_. __ ._. __ ~ •• _ .~ __ .. -' .•• -.:.._~_. __ ~~_L.. _ _' ... _ ..~_......_ ____ . .:.....~_.~....w..:..;... ..... __ ..:.:.. . _____ ._",,_. __ J 
r"~ --C'"-:~·-· -:'~~"~~,....,~-: ~~. "<or. . .. -~, 
iIB;;, 
-_ .. _,.,,,---
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 21+13 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALDI SRM BOOSTER CRETS09) 
-~--" 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.515 BETAL C 5) - "1.365 
SECTION \1 SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93"14 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.3"150 -.3"127 -.0813 .0000 -_ .. _-
270.000 -.3"140 -.31"11 -. 101+4 -.21"13 -.1792 -.2173 
315.000 -.2963 -.3676 -.0289 -.0195 
AL?HALl 21 • -4.512 BETAL C II CO -6.037 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279"1 .3632 ."1750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3298 .3117 .1585 -.6823 -.5714 -.2275 -.0752 -.1106 -.1155 -.0089 .24B7 .3320 -.2918 -.1868 -.3971 
"15.000 .3501 .2172 -.6718 -."1950 -.1907 -.1278 -.15"14 -.1947 -.03BO .2310 
90.000 .433B .31"10 -.6"109 -."1100 -.1910 -.18B2 -.2311 -.2713 -.1194 .1552 -.4788 -.4733 
135.000 .5211 .3770 -.6092 -.352"1 .1046 .0086 -.0827 -.1037 .0990 .3"17"1 
180.000 1.3298 .5555 .3905 -.6099 -.3521 .203"1 .0"159 -.0518 -.0625 .1696 ."133"1 .7216 -.01"15 -.2987 -.5241 
225.000 .54 L I ."1515 -.5988 -.3501 .1906 -.0018 -.0824 '-.0802 .1709 .5066 
270.000 .4"140 ."1981 -.4519 -.4800 -.3742 -.5856 -.2762 -.1007 .0274 .2765 .9237 .3731 .3819 -.3361 
315.000 .3353 .1306 -.7164 -.5714 -.4067 -.0772 -.0931 -.0641 .0392 .2937 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1474 -.2B04 -.1827 -.2744 -.144"1 -.\977 
"15.000 -.1566 -.2614 .0705 .1033 
90.000 -.3223 -.1602 .0094 .0247 .2870 .18"13 
\35.000 .. 0105 -.0367 ."15"11 .3355 
180.000 -.1060 -.0417 .4693 .1228 .3800 .2272 
225.000 -.3253 -.3748 .1856 .0000 
270.000 -.3517 -.3086 -.025"1 -.2"187 -.2055 -.1950 I 315.000 -.3246 -.2928 -.2071 -.219B 
i 
ALPHALl 2)- -4.469 BETAL C 21- -3.982 I 
... =->-..-----, 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3248 .2865 .1525 -.6726 -.5662 -.2108 -.0707 -.0960 -.1021 -.0068 .2"198 .3356 -.263"1 -.2716 -."1138 
"15.000 .3225 .2059 -.6687 -.5051 -.1396 -.0930 -.1390 -.1636 -.0433 .2446 
90.000 .3927 .2898 -.6494 -.4269 -.2115 -.1892 -.2228 -.2500 -.1184 .1727 -.4780 -.4737 
135.000 .4854 .3589 -.6123 -.3701 .0742 -.0247 -.1002 -.1399 .0676 .3301 
180.000 1.32"18 .5381 .3989 -.6043 -.3284 .1800 .0138 -.0733 -.1249 .1434 .4025 .7095 -.084"1 -.3240 -.5321 




.. - --~-.~ 
I.:' 
1 
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ALPHAl( 2) a -4.387 



















































IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCll-Ol9 IABl LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) SRM BOOSTER 
8ETAl ( 2) ~ -3.982 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
.4988 '·.4924 -.4587 -.3544 -.5857 -.2500 -.0887 






BETAl ( 3) ., 


































DEPENDENT VAR I AEILE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2794 
-.5516 -.2114 -.0730 
-.5145 -.0969 -.0827 
-.'1673 -.2197 -.1836 
-.3967 .0108 -.1281 
-.2569 .1175 -.0966 
-,2632 .1647 -.1116 
-.4094 -.3261 -.5849 

































.'7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.8675 .3120 .3478 -.3325 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4177 -.2947 -.3732 -.4507 
-.5131 -.5081 
.6607 -.2461 -.4323 -.5639 
.7050 .1009 .1774 -.4907 

















--- -- ....... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 21+15 
ARCII-019 I.A8\ LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS09) 
ALPHAL( 2) • -1+.353 SETAL ( 4) : 4.277 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .61385 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI ---,_._-
.000 1.2861 .1953 .1631+ -.6743 -.5493 -.1976 -.0874 -.0618 -.0791 .0364 .2189 .4690 -.3776 -.'+1+75 -.5016 
45.000 .2288 .1764 -.6691 -.5299 -.0926 -.0819 -.0919 -.1216 .0403 .2434 
90.0GO .2537 .1.918 -.6733 -.5121 -.2334 -.1853 -.2018 -.1836 .0400 .2431 -.51+26 -.5676 
135.000 .3257 .2430 -.6552 -.4277 -.0896 -.2396 -.2580 -.2181 .0128 .2339 
180.000 1.2861 .4685 .3948 -.6116 .0018 .0008 -.2246 -.2210 -.2112 .0780 .1633 .6248 -.2296 -.1+891 -.5613 
225.000 .5145 .5234 -.5688 .2002 .1242 -.1872 -.1801 -.0976 .1162 .2061 
270.000 .3375 .5325 ~. 4639 -.0621 -.3178 -.4050 -.1817 -.0635 .0694 .2392 .5723 .1556 .2314 -.4701 
315.000 .2009 .1436 -.7195 -.5011 -.3913 -.1193 -.0846 -.0658 .0420 .1704 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1397 -.3074 .0883 -.0411 .2998 .2388 
45.000 -.0534 -.2546 .1759 .0543 
90.000 -.1988 -.0676 .0630 -.0057 .0332 -.0618 
135.000 -.1793 -.0890 .1895 .1331 
180.000 -.1445 -.2335 .2835 -.1247 .0864 -.0200 
225.000 -.3041 -.3456 -.0437 .0000 
270.000 -.3151 -.2860 -.0323 -.1828 -.1477 -.1878 
315.000 -.2743 -.3533 -.0368 -.0164 
ALPHALt 2) -4.341 BETAL ( 5) ,. 6.342 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2716 .1459 .1567 -.6769 -.5363 -.2051 -.0913 -.0572 -.0734 .0423 .2043 .3917 -.3146 -.3993 -.1+960 i I 
45.000 .1849 .1664 - .. 6791 -.5340 -.0815 -.0858 -.0779 -.1211 .0485 .2380 i 
90.000 .2082 .1674 -.6769 -.5256 -.2439 -.1853 -.1920 -.1788 .0498 .2315 -.5406 -.5462 -~ 135.000 .2853 .2097 -.6641 -.4259 -.1644 -.2813 -.2964 - .1778 .0145 .1919 180.000 1.2716 .4441 .3838 - .. 6102 .0681 -.0387 -.2667 -.2543 -.1817 .0668 .0968 .4848 -.2759 -.4678 -.5334 
225.000 .4979 .5212 -.5657 .2097 .1141 -.2217 -.2053 -.0761 .1046 .1700 
270.000 .2975 .5438 -.4396 .0165 -.3067 -.3355 -.1622 -.0550 .0743 .2151 .4395 .0341 .0187 -.4252 
315.000 .1436 .1517 -.7126 -.4936 -.4043 -.1185 -.0802 -.0584 .0't3~ .1653 
X/LS .. 8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9555 
PHI 
.000 -.1388 -.2749 .1450 .0426 .3238 .2318 
45.000 -.0597 -.2672 .3335 .2191 
90.000 -.1791 -.1007 .1194 -.0358 .. 0426 -.0604 
135.000 -.1515 -.1228 .0594 -.0388 
180.000 -.1860 -.2020 .1550 -.1443 .0060 -.0679 
L'··.. , I 
- - - -"-..... ~.:... .. ~-...:........- • .:....~ ....... -~.-: ... -~-.-,~ .. ~ ...... ~-. --~"--...~~~",~_ ... ,.~ __ .......... ,~-",-",,,-."""--' • ....:._......r..._ .. _~ ••••• _. __ L.~ ,-" •• ",,~ __ • ..:... ___ _ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2416 
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL UNSEALO) SRM 800STER IRETS09) --~~-- ...... ' 
ALPKALC 2) • -It.3ltl SETAL ( 5) " 6.3lt2 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PKI 
225.000 -.3103 -.3772 -.0552 .0000 
270.000 -.3257 -.2803 -.0193 -.1751 -.1745 -.2237 
315.000 -.2923 -.3351 .0115 .0271 
ALPHAL( 3) • -2.313 8ETAL ( I) " -6.070 
SECTION I ) SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
- .. --
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.. 000 1.3371 .3589 .2112 -.6750 -.5334 -.1927 -.0557 -.0785 -.0799 .0431 .2608 .3495 -.3146 .0532 -.4058 
45.000 .3927 .2626 -.6661 -.4624 -.2098 -.0382 -.0910 -.1291 .0106 .2670 
90.000 .4442 .3323 -.6411 -.4038 -.0775 -.0833 -.1359 -.1743 -.0235 .2460 -.4616 -.4425 
135.000 .4797 .3501 -.6159 -.3840 .1395 .0595 -.0353 -.0762 .1400 .3801 
180.000 1.3371 .4853 .3353 -.6229 -.4185 .1990 .0615 -.0405 -.0543 .1977 .4405 .6949 -.0803 -.2976 -.4780 
----225.000 .4902 .3866 -.6229 - .4087 .1352 .0046 -.0773 -.0756 .1957 .5046 
270.000 .4652 .5407 -.4996 -.5696 -.3660 -.5040 -.1750 -.0589 .0827 .2959 .9094 .3728 .3800 -.3265 
315.000 .3806 .2191 -.6825 -.5672 -.3378 -.0979 -.0835 -.0415 .0436 .2911 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1285 -.2735 -.1958 -.2662 -.0883 -.0955 
45.000 -.1016 -.2913 .1420 .1265 
90.000 -.2295 -.1248 .0574 .0668 .3021 .2253 
135.000 .0219 -.0730 .3734 .2727 
180.000 -,1373 -.0377 .4197 .1232 .3358 .1994 
225.000 -.305" -.3705 .1735 .0000 
270.000 -.3240 -.2999 -.0244 -.2489 -.1950 -.1858 
315.000 -- .3048 -.2985 -.2057 -.2055 
ALPHAL! 3) • -2.252 8ETAL ( 2) '" -1.981 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHl I 
.000 1.3235 .3074 .2098 -.6704 -.5216 -.2006 -.0420 -.0442 -.0736 .0002 .2689 .3765 -.2659 -.2092 -.3854 I 
45.000 .3298 .2364 -.6635 -.4807 -.1308 -.0189 -.0726 -.1044 -.0106 .2"61 _._---, 
90.000 .3637 .2805 -.6513 -.4385 -.1020 -.0734 -.1386 -.1451 -.0224 .2456 -.4582 -.4615 
135.000 .41'+3 .3108 -.6228 -.4003 .0681 -.0072 -.0817 -.1358 .0775 .3493 
180.000 1.3235 .4561 .3474 -.6187 -.3685 .1529 -.0069 -.0921 -.1112 .1398 .3903 .6977 -.1652 -.3617 -.4969 
225.000 .4815 .4185 -.6110 -.3756 .1281 -.0559 -.1171 -.1220 .1475 .4231 
1 
.. _J 
~.........--....~ . .:...~_. __ ".'~..........,)~"''';'''''''"'''''''''~'''''',""",_''--,-''''_-i ___ ., __ ". __ ._~~, • .....,.~~, ....... _"_~~........, ~,~ ... ..:.~ ..... ~ __ .,. ___ .... __ ~ J 
~:-'C-'~'--'C'--"~'_'-""~ __ O~" ~ •. ,,",.-
1:.,. 
DATE: 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 3)· -2.252 



























ALPHAL( 3)· -2.203 
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IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER 
8ETAL ( 2)· -1.981 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
.5542 -.4841 -.5678 -.3642 -.4865 -.1886 -.0735 






8ETAL ( 3) • 

































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1397 .1956 .279'+ 
-.5157 -.2252 -.0504 
-.5003 -.1151 -.0296 
-.4832 -.1215 -.0913 
-.4317 .0010 -.0961 
-.3536 .0707 -.1130 
-.3280 .1152 -.1370 
-.5469 -.3551 -.3596 















































.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.8250 .2961 .3375 -.3093 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.3850 -.3606 -.3363 -.4467 
-.5284 -.552'+ 
.581'+ -.2831 -.'+749 -.5455 









._ .. ~,,_,~, __ .. __ ~_ .... ~._~,.. .~__ . __ J 
r-~'_r~....--:::~,-""'C~-~.~"-",--.--,,-,, -
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+18 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER CRETS091 ---- ~- .. "". - .--
AlPHAL< 3) • -2.183 8ETAl ( 4) == 6.267 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6!?85 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
----.r 
.000 1.2869 .2218 .2015 -.6662 -.5018 -.2515 -.0719 -.0472 -.0579 .0472 .2183 .3481 -.2487 -.2818 -.4467 
45.000 .2278 .1870 -.6701 -.5155 -.0985 -.0550 -.0527 -.0943 .0646 .2546 
90.000 .2422 .1969 -.6691 -.5159 -.1263 -.1017 -.1215 -.1696 .0688 .2527 -.5385 -.5139 
135.000 .2859 .2172 -.6551 -.4570 -.0888 -.1855 -.2144 -.1137 .0692 .2275 
180.000 1.2869 .3893 .3338 -.6267 -.3184 -.0390 -.2163 -.2264 -.0915 .1019 .1438 .5169 -.2136 -.4142 -.5116 
225.000 .4537 .4662 -.6005 -.2706 .0775 -.1923 -.1845 -.0421 .1264 .2141 
270.000 .3667 .6048 -.4265 -.5460 -.3623 -.3348 -.1485 -.0398 .0927 .2615 .5697 .0887 .1241 -.4516 
315.000 .2665 .2481 -.6782 -.4754 -.3471 -.1102 -.0660 -.0378 .0492 .2104 
--.~-
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1690 -.2181 .0843 .0174 .1892 .1214 
" 45.000 -.0359 -.2462 .3039 .2084 90.000 -.1664 -.0947 .0983 -.0352 .0739 -.0215 
135.000 -.1475 -.0930 .0697 -.0187 
180.000 -.1392 -.1810 .1694 -.1297 .0087 -.0740 
225.000 -.3028 -.3804 -.0235 .0000 
270.000 -.3188 -.2814 .0012 -.1709 -.1417 -.1849 
315.000 -.2770 -.3389 .0070 .0363 
AlPHAlC 4) = -.123 8ETAL C I) '" -6.088 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3349 .4014 .2584 -.6585 -.4911 -.1524 -.13164 -.0502 -.0587 .0573 .3083 .3629 -.2381 -.0772 -.4080 
45.000 .4251 .3008 -.6484 -.4325 -.2080 .0287 -.0262 -.0795 .0418 .3283 
90.000 .4425 .3403 - .6349 -.3940 -.1548 .0420 -.0246 -.0856 .0769 .3244 -.4310 -.4281+ 
135.000 .4287 .3143 -.6246 -.4198 .0976 .0933 .0043 -.0584 .1769 .4119 
180.000 1.3349 .4155 .2811 -.6340 -.4600 .1628 .0768 -.0216 -.0535 .2261 .4611 .6780 -.0897 -.3036 -.4442 
225.000 .4300 .3140 -.6437 -.4948 -.0637 .0248 -.0580 -.0775 .2320 .5181 
270.000 .4661 .5519 -.4904 -.5279 -.3358 -.3487 -.1655 -.0525 .1064 .2582 .9113 .3834 .3573 -.3145 
315.000 .421.8 .2959 -.6534 -.5032 -.2743 -.0921 -.0551 -.0257 .0736 .3044 
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1476 -.3130 -.1425 -.2062 .0351 .0224 ~----45.000 -.0479 -.2727 .2253 .1733 
90.000 -.1525 -.1027 .0318 .1141 .2832 .2016 
135.000 .0267 -.0176 .3583 .2520 
180.000 -.1158 -.0263 .3557 .1060 .2829 .1615 
r 
L,· , ". '- ' .. , ,-,~~ ... ",""-';' ... ·~ .... -~j(,.~~L~'''''~.'''''''''''l':~_''''''':''-' __ '·"''.'':'~ __ '_·l.i_~'''~-'''~;,..---_"--'"'-' .... ~. _ ........... ~~ __ ~ ._,,"._........:. . ___ ._._ .... _..-........ '-,_.~ ...... _.....,. ••• ....., ... ~~ ••• b ... ~ __ • .,..:.:-_ •• -... .......... '-~ __ ..... ~~,~ __________ ..-J 
t __ .~ 
... -~--"'- .. --~-





DATE 21 OCT 7S lABIA - fJRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 21+19 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM BOOSTER (RETS09! ---............." 
AlPHAL( 4) • -.123 SETAL ( 11 " -6.088 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI ~ .. ---
225.000 -.2BOI -.3837 .1440 .0000 
270.000 -.3183 -.3066 -.0329 -.2400 -.1864 -.1723 
315.000 -.2918 -.3157 -.2059 -.1851 
ALPHAL( ... ) -.102 BETAL ( 2) - .... 04, 
SECTION l)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 279"t .3632 ."t750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PH! 
.000 I .332'+ .3750 .2594 -.6551 -."t851 -.1600 -.0121 -.0335 -.0514 .0265 .3070 .3876 -.2138 -.1280 -.3920 
"t5.000 .3898 .2852 -.6463 -.4419 -.20'51 .0365 -.0209 -.0663 .0209 .3267 
90.000 .4023 .3112 -.6367 -.4131 -. ! 37'3 .0423 -.0287 -.0829 .0621 .3155 -.1+308 -.4325 
135.000 .4049 .2977 -.6215 -.4262 .0750 .0'183 -.0086 -.0854 .1537 .3924 
180.000 1.3324 .3947 .2856 -.6269 -.4496 . l'i23 .0576 -.0426 -.0743 .2025 .4402 .6806 -.1132 -.3157 -.'+585 
225.000 .4190 .3276 -.6366 -.4,-56 -.0364 .0050 -.B748 -.0857 .2101 .4946 
270.000 .4528 .5672 -.4797 -.5235 -.3387 - 299! -.1523 -.0494 .0940 .2841 .8832 .357'. .356'" -.3115 
315.000 .4023 .2990 -.6500 -.4943 -.2858 -.0867 - .. 0537 -.0344 .0501 .2946 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1546 -.3095 -.1053 -.1749 .0572 .0468 
45.000 -.0540 -.2458 .2148 .1631 
90.000 -.1533 -.0832 .0253 . \049 .2414 .1703 
135.000 -.0005 -.0692 .3136 .2256 
180.000 -.1432 -.0"'07 .3386 .1004 .2879 .1699 
225.000 -.2960 -.370'" .1277 .0000 
270.000 -.3118 - .. 3004 -.0374 -.2126 - .1732 -.1645 
315.000 -.2850 -.3131 -.2048 -.1803 
ALPHAL( "t) • 
-.085 8ETAL ( 3·) .. .061 
SECTION ( 11SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .... 750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI j 
.000 1.3190 .3384 .2611 -.6530 -.4779 -.1667 -.0281 -.0223 -.0527 .0070 .2726 .4290 -.3289 -.2914 -.4053 
.-.. --~ 45.000 .3 ... 33 .2619 -.6507 -.4662 -.1680 .0060 -.0219 -.0755 .0280 .3QII 
90.000 .3519 .2764 -.6444 -.4548 -.0838 -.0024 -.0557 -.1063 .0653 .2982 -.4741 -.4965 i 135.000 .3657 .2813 -.6333 -.4454 .0362 . O~ 12 -.0699 -.1218 .1119 .3463 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCEOATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2420 
ARCll-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDl SRM BOOSTER tRETS09l 
ALPHAL! 4) • -.085 SETAL ( 3) • .061 
---:---~.,. .--.-~-
SECTION 11SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .4361 .5914 -.4682 -.4987 -.3538 -.2505 -.1430 
-.0667 .0689 .2955 .794B .2505 .2858 -.4712 
315.000 .3808 .3139 -.6548 -.4739 -.2989 -.0733 -.0495 
-.0562 .0303 .2509 
-------
-., 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.PHI 
.000 -.1459 -.2890 -.0721 -.1252 .1464 .1080 
45.000 -.0379 -.2621 .1464 .~781 
90.000 -.1367 -.0766 .0287 .0762 .1933 .1123 
135.000 -.0645 -.0551 .2567 .1774 
-'---
180.000 -.1720 -.0692 .2713 .0563 .2407 .1387 
225.000 -.2947 -.3011 .0212 .0000 
270.000 -.2907 -.2644 -.0598 -.2071 -.1629 -.1575 
315.000 -.2594 -.3071 -.1580 -.1240 
ALPHAL( 4) -.071 SETAL ( 4) " 4.175 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .47
50 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3002 .3079 .2550 -.6550 -.4638 -.2099 -.0540 -.0326 
-.0566 .0411 .2392 .3967 -.2153 -.3370 -.4137 
45.000 .2832 .2247 -.6619 -.4937 -.1576 -.0245 -.0342 
~.0920 .0631 .2621 
"'. 
90.000 .2832 .2303 -.6550 -.4947 -.0674 -.0319 -.0709 
-.1486 .1043 .2559 -.51B6 -.5150 
:: 135.000 .3043 .2412 -.6440 -.4746 
-.0365 -.0628 -.1323 -.1387 .1190 .2671 
[ 180.000 1.3002 .3493 .2974 -.6339 -.4021 -.0241 -.1122 -.1690 -.1
265 .1371 .2228 .5697 -.2232 -.4686 -.4919 
;,; 225.000 .4095 .3855 -.6289 -.40
t5 -.0332 -.1372 -.1456 -.0447 .1678 .2474 
(I 270.000 .4141 .6110 - .4'154 -.5148 -.3495 -.2694 -.1317 -.0365 .0958 .2877 .7079 ,1455 .3711 -.4840 315.000 .3674 .33G2 -.6510 -.4605 -.2857 -.0904 -.0',53 -.0339 .0552 .2372 
" 
1 X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
·1 
-I 
1 PHI j 
1 
.000 -.1302 -.2294 .0690 -.0262 .1571 .0889 
45.000 -.0736 -.1962 .2056 .1162 
t 90.000 -.1308 -.0976 .1041
 -.G~196 .1457 .0242 
if 13
5.000 -.1328 -.0456 .0:81 .0026 
180.000 -.118'i -.1653 .2689 -.0954 .1266 .015'i 
225.000 -.27'+0 -.3840 .0281 .0000 
, 
1 
270.000 -.2914 -.2753 .0573 -.1569 -.1055 -.1435 
J 
315.000 -.2696 -.3209 -.0122 .0298 
~ 
L~_~~"~~~~_""_._"._~ __ ."~~"~ ,.~~,--.-";"---' ~ ...... -~~,---.-------. -. --~ 
~~'.~-~~-.......-~"" ",~"'~,·.-r·'·"·7···~'" 
, I 
.... ,;..t::.;,. • 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( If) • -.075 





















































IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
BETAL ( 5) .. 





















































































































































































































































.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.1t635 -.2386 -.3752 -.1t516 
-.51t19 -.5708 
.5399 -.1997 -.3921t -.1t898 
.6581 .1671 .2811t -.1t711t 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.1t385 -.2083 -.21t77 -.3733 
-.1t070 -.3917 
.65'+5 -.0892 -.2801t -.3897 
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DATE 21 OCT 7~ IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+23 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPCELHL UNSEALO) SRM BOOSTER IRETS09) 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.0!59 BETAL ( 3) '" 2. P+l 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6385 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .'+152 .5893 -.'+£25 -.'+219 -.3462 -.0664 -.0606 -.0585 .1131 .3112 .5902 .1060 .2097 -.'+239 
--.--
315.000 .4270 .3991 -.6i~26 -.4233 -.2175 -.0836 -.0229 -.0267 .058'+ .2721 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0986 -.2298 • GG':'i -.005tt .2370 .182'+ 
45.000 -.0296 -.1638 .1840 .1164 
90.000 -.1186 -.0589 .1106 .0551 .1545' .0547 
135.000 -.0505 -.0726 .2058 .1238 
180.000 -.1373 -.0753 .1973 -.0102 .1353 .0177 
225.000 -.2580 -.3224 .0833 .0000 
270.000 -.2738 -.2590 .0093 -.1574 -.1038 -.1201 
315.000 -.2533 -.2986 -.0128 .0331 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.042 BETAL ( 4) - 6.264 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . i 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2819 .3351 .2845 -.6519 -.4037 -.2060 -.0872 -.0528 -.0196 .024'+ .2879 .65,+6 -.3160 -.'+003 -,'+9'+7 
45.000 .2526 .2082 -.6709 -.4962 -.1829 -.0447 -.0452 -.0777 .0591 .2951 
90.0MlO .2401 .2019 -.66'+7 -.5126 -.0556 -.0261 -.0579 -.1131 .0948 .2591 -.5263 -.5398 
135.000 .2438 .2062 -.6508 -.5009 -.0529 -.0557 -.1147 -.0788 .1400 .2637 
180.000 1.2819 .2553 .2459 -.6468 -.4573 -.1008 -.1165 -.1586 -.0539 .1524 .2048 .5115 -.2331 -.4213 -.'+681 
225.000 .3052 .3057 -.6588 -.3746 -.1595 -.1009 -.1267 -.0330 .1671 .2441 
270.000 .3729 .6220 -.4235 -.4416 -.3263 -.1126 -.0803 -.0543 .1200 .3158 .5431 .0510 .2291 -.4980 
315.000 .4041 .'+252 -.6260 -.3856 -.2114 -.1233 -.0358 -.0015 .0571 .2682 I 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .~,)65 1 , 
PHI 
___ I
.000 -.0836 -.2108 .2527 .0840 .3747 .2879 
45.000 -.0672 -.1431 .1890 .0931 
90.000 -.1182 -.0706 .1620 .0076 .1285 .0206 
135.000 -.0954 -.0673 .0632 -.0302 
180.000 -.05::-:2 -.1535 .1887 -.1118 .0209 -.0724 
225.000 -.2785 -.3913 .0202 .0000 
270.000 -.3178 -.2410 •. 1165 -.1108 -.0715 -.1701 
315.000 -.2712 -.2907 . :454 .1199 
i 
--l 
~~--.~~...."rl,,,"·..c~~,,",~-t....:"":""""""":':"~<.L..~;.;....: .... .,;.. ...... ~.L": __ '.~-.:.,_ ••• ~.~,:...",~_--'-'<) 
...... c ...... _.c .•• _._.;,,:. ___ .. _'-.• ______ ~ •.. _~. __ ._~~......:~~~ ____ ._J 
r-----"'--'~'-'-~'~~";-"---- -'~T 
, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
If 
----, 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE21f.2I+ 




ALPHAL( 6) • 1f.211 BETAL ( II .. -6.006 
SECTION llSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.3215 .5n7 .3541 -.6333 -.4018 -.1082 .0344 
45.000 .4911 .3502 -.6287 -.3697 -.1487 .0789 
90.000 .4133 .3095 - .6435 -.4105 -.2723 .0799 
135.000 .3315 .2172 -.6496 -.'4959 -.0266 .0698 
180.000 1.3215 .2976 .1636 -.6596 -.5418 -.0319 .0497 
225.000 .3154 .1442 -.7055 -.3074 -.2301 .0094 
270.000 .4264 .4944 -.4708 -.4095 -.2288 -.0328 
315.000 .5013 .4182 -.6107 -.3580 -.1251 -.0150 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0911 -.2813 .0090 -.0856 .1852 .1397 
45_000 .0125 -.2827 .4127 .3278 
90.000 -.0418 -.0812 .1540 .0844 .2324 .1514 
135.000 .0426 -.0661 .1814 .0892 
180.000 -.0476 -.0376 .2753 .0470 .1918 .0791 
225.000 -.2173 -.3708 .2363 .0000 
270.000 -.2766 -.2500 .0230 -.1786 -.1154 '.1324 
315.000 -.2478 -.2748 -.1238 -.1252 
ALPHAL( 6) • 4.210 BETAL ( 2) ~ -3.973 
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.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 
.0026 .0735 .3026 .4491 
-.0010 .0784 .3679 
-.0413 .1276 .3758 
-.0449 .2053 .3882 
-.0449 .2430 .4180 .6077 
-.0183 .2544 .'4462 
.0033 .1554 .1935 .6692 
.0099 .1030 .2704 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 
-.0114 .0362 .3089 .4676 
-.0221 .0264 .3571 
-.0774 .0871 .3509 
-.0691 .1711 .3617 
-.0675 .2127 .3922 .6141+ 
-.0465 .2242 .4053 
-.0229 .l'i55 .2780 .5851 






























DATE 21 OCT 75 












ALPHALC 6) • 4.197 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 
.4650 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATiON 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALDI SRM BOOSTER 
BETAL 2)· -3.973 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.9120 .91::0 .9344 .9565 
.2091 .0000 
.0377 -.1633 -.1022 -.1305 
-.0833 -.0881 
BETAL ( 3l • .111 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 
.3538 -.6320 -.3948 -.0965 -.0063 -.0005 -.0235 -.0108 .000 1.3047 























































































ALPHAL! 61 • 4.157 BETAL ( 4l ., 4.224 


























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
-.6358 -.3851 -.1658 -.0725 
-.6653 - .4630 -.1739 -.0468 
-.6673 -.5137 -.1296 -.0029 
-.6570 -.5187 -.0414 .0053 
-.6563 -.5261 -.1272 -.0273 
-.6943 -.3157 -.3194 -.0357 
-.0057 -.1141 .0760 
-.0235 -.0890 .1453 
-.0521 -.0841 .1800 
-.0355 -.0533 .1900 
-.0476 -.0389 .1254 
-.0261 -.0108 .0400 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.0282 -.0444 .0200 
-.0304 -.1019 .0341 
-.0330 -.1283 .1062 
-.0639 -.1029 .1518 
-.0997 -.0685 .1695 
-.0837 -.0338 .1861 
PAGE 2425 
(RETS091 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.3115 .5619 -.2398 -.3125 -.4299 
.3347 
.3128 -.4726 -.4910 
.3229 
.3357 .5724 -.3010 -.4091 -.4160 
.3337 
.3184 .5280 .0788 .1426 -.4562 
.2877 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.2916 .6362 -.2745 -.3587' -.4791 
.2998 
.2644 -.5084 -.5284 
.2680 
.2363 .4868 -.2588 -.429\ -.4239 
.2461 
~-,.--:..~-~~ ............. -.......--~~~-, .~ ..... -"'~_-"'-. ..:...:;...~ __ .. .::.....J"._~ __ ~..;_ .... ~~ .... , __ ._~.~."_ .... __ •. _ ....... ~_" .• __ ~, __ :.:..._~"'-'_~,,_ 





















DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 6) • 4.1~7 






































lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCil-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEAlO) SRM BOOSTER 
8ETAL ( 4) '" 4.224 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
.5650 -.4637 -.3694 -.3375 -.0741 -.0724 -.0315 





































ALPHAL! 6) "' 4.141 8EtAL ( 5) 6.306 






























































DEPENDENT VAR1A8LE CP 
. i 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
-.6423 -.3587 -.2027 -.1053 
-.6784 -.4789 -.2084 -.0735 
-.6745 -.5241 -.0885 -.0264 
-.6536 -.5174 -.0490 -.0267 
-.65C'!3 -.5060 -.1555 -.0735 
~ .68'78 
-.2924 -.2941 -.0689 
-.4320 -.3637 -.3068 -.0823 
-.5940 -.2736 -.2125 -.0936 
.9130 .9344 .9565 
.1149 .4277 .3139 
.1724 .0882 
.0079 .0726 -.0386 
.0953 -.0033 
-.1053 .0274 -.0696 
.0023 .0000 












.5867 .8985 .7280 .7290 
-.0018 .2732 .6535 -.3152 
.0230 .3024 
.0984 .2539 -.5302 
.1531 .2575 
.1691 .2159 .4770 -.2701 
.1763 .2375 
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DATE 21 OCT 7~ IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2427 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALO) SRM 800STER (RETS09) 
ALPHAL( 71 • 6.38't 8ETAL ( 1) .. -3.906 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
" X/LS ?' .0000 .0335 .0.950 .1118 '397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2954 .5500 .3912 -.6226 -.3601 -.0581 -.0122 .0423 .0231+ .0523 .31+55 .51+55 -.2111 ".2971 -.3958 
1+5.000 .1+61+6 .3388 -.6367 -.3802 -.1477 .0140 .0374 -.0113 .0127 .3756 
90.000 .3293 .2464 -.6613 -.4544 -.3604 -.0187 -.0389 -.1333 .0520 .3566 -.4453 -.4505 
135.000 .2418 .1540 -.6705 - .5464 -.0925 .0247 .0007 -.061+1 .1639 .3350 
180.000 1.2954 .2186 .1114 -.6745 -.4046 -.1360 -.0012 .0050 -.0357 .1923 .3 l 151 .5710 -.3485 -.3863 -.3591 
225.000 .2261 .0463 -.7427 -.3343 -.2591 -.0278 .0264 - .0017 .2215 .3569 
270,000 .3688 . ,+35'+ -.'+762 -.3805 -.2333 ",0249 .0231 ,0147 .1658 .2673 .'+968 .0872 .0903 -.4371+ 
315.000 .5183 .'+685 -.5939 -.3113 -.0742 -.0249 .0364 .0271 .0899 .2904 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0560 -.2389 .1416 -.0011? .3132 .2510 
45.000 .0350 -.2172 .3874 .3082 
90.000 -.0449 -.0648 .3762 . 021~i .2184 .1240 
~35.noo .0239 -.0831 .1030 -.0073 
180.000 -.0211 -.0935 .286'+ -.0276 .2145 .0933 
~: 225.000 -.2039 -.3861 .2355 .0000 
~~ 270.000 -.2439 -.2323 .065'+ -.1465 -.0700 -.1023 315.000 -.2222 -.2520 - .0'+25 -.0331 
ALPHAL( 7) ,. 6.375 8ETAL { 21 ,. -1.87l 
'3ECTI ON ( 11SRt1 BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .11 \G .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 ,4750 .5867 .69B5 .72130 .7290 .7350 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2933 .5303 .3930 -.6221 -.3526 -.0449 -.0158 .0306 .0150 .0154 .364g .5907 -.1780 -.2967 =.4220 
'+5.000 .4206 .3095 -.6458 -.3878 -.1451 .0085 .0225 -.0343 -.0243 .3688 
90.0(;0 .2911 .2234 -.6668 -.4726 -.3321 -.006,+ -.0320 -.1'+79 .0518 .3'+13 -.'+671 -.1+71+6 
135.000 .2198 .1577 -.6670 -.5413 -.0724 .02'+8 -.0061 -.0820 .1'+39 .3210 
180.000 1.2933 .197'+ .1281 -.6706 -.3938 -.1206 .0163 -.0067 -. ()~t85 .1892 .3360 .5782 -.3750 -.4164 -.3766 
225.000 .2102 .0545 -.739'+ -.3'+72 -.260'+ -.0142 .0082 -.016'+ .2059 .3206 
270.000 .3565 .'+'+55 -.512'+ -.4139 -.2373 -.0220 .0147 -.\1046 .1597 .2964 .4618 .0217 .0529 -.4506 
315.000 .5208 .4853 -.5872 -.2859 -.0972 -.0252 .0332 .0220 .0662 .3042 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI. 
.000 -.0579 -.2276 .1652 .0118 .3397 .2695 
'+5.000 .0010 -.1881 .3257 .2575 
90.000 -.0648 -.0624 .2916 .0118 .1688 .0632 
135,000 .0244 -.0856 .1051 .0110 
180.000 -.0209 -,0892 .3238 -.01'+5 .220B .1! 13 
,tv;' 
~Y'~~~':""'-""....."~ .. ..: ___ ... ~~,~~.':-~-..t,",,,-_d_ • __ .~~. l..o...~;_~~~_,,--.:-,.,_.--,._ '_~"A"--'_":""'.'_:"""_'-'·.~. 
_ ,~-,~~l ____ .~''''._~-''k __ •. '~'''''''':_'''''':'''-'''''_'''''''''~''''''' ___ ''''''; ___ ~. 
-~ ....... 



















DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+28 
_.-- -~ .. -. 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM 800STER (RETS09l 
ALP HAL ( 7) • 6.375 SETAL ( 2) -1.871 
SECTION 11SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
-~------v-
225.000 -.2105 -.3794 .2078 .0000 
270.000 -.2417 -.2263 .0622 -.1432 -.0662 -.1053 
315.000 -.2179 -.2484 -.0057 .0097 
ALPHAL! 7) - 6.351 8ETAL ( 3) - .181 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
---
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2850 .5087 .3886 -.6179 -.3412 -.0686 -.0405 .0165 .0061 -.0085 .3635 .6303 -.1131 -.2818 -.44B9 
45.000 .3801 .2857 -.6468 -.4071 -.1278 -.0279 .0003 -.0561 -.0444 .3576 
90.000 .2502 .2074 -.6675 -.4884 -.3083 -.0185 -.0292 -.1461 .0645 .3279 -.4623 -.4784 
135.000 .2010 .1605 -.6613 -.5386 -.0589 .0256 -.0149 -.0771 .1292 .2922 
180.000 1.2850 . Ie?'" .1359 -.6613 -.4630 -.1214 .0198 -.0227 -.0454 .1822 .2929 .4934 -.3012 -.4010 -.3724 ----
225.000 .1892 .0641 -.7326 -.3458 -.2852 -.0107 -.0110 -.0163 .1951 .2788 
270.000 .3430 .4625 -.5024 -.4270 -.2629 -.0266 -.0055 -.0183 .1484 .3167 .4390 -.0343 .1488 -.4453 
315.000 .5114 .4966 -.5811 -.2709 -.1141 -.0489 .0239 .0216 .0510 .3?;>0 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0475 -.2271 .1828 .0592 .3298 .2740 
'15.000 -.0278 -.1592 .2811 .2218 
90.000 -.0826 -.0522 .2496 .0086 .1338 .0167 
135.000 .0221 -.0930 .1595 .0812 
180.000 -.0499 -.0642 .3074 -.0060 .1598 .0622 
225.000 -.2134 -.3656 .1494 .0000 
270.000 -.2435 -.2295 .0456 -.1325 -.0627 -.0846 
315.000 -.2211 -.2603 .0459 .0972 
ALPHAL( 71 '" 6.312 BETAL ( 4) '" 2.226 
SEC1ION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP j 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .1280 .7290 .7360 .7370 I 
PHI 
_00._1 
.000 1.2787 .4834 .3828 -.6164 -.3270 -.1125 -.0852 -.0004 -.0053 -.0171 .3453 .6849 -.1690 -.2996 -.4784 
45.000 .3295 .2562 -.6563 -.4255 -.1533 -.0722 -.0189 -.0803 -.0262 .3397 
90.000 .2175 .1898 -.6681 - .5040 -.266B -.0276 -.0202 -.1320 .0978 .3065 -.4676 -.4830 
135.0000 .1824 .1656 -.6530 -.5324 -.0494 .0212 -.02"14 -.0797 .1252 .2G18 
IBO.OOO 1.2787 .1680 .1489 -.6593 -.5194 -.1362 .0193 -.0428 -.0392 .1807 .2501 .3981 -.1811 -.3298 -.3672 
225.000 .1621 .0893 -.7242 -.35"12 -.3212 -.0030 -.0344 -. a 138 .1920 .2576 I 
"-1 
:~~~""-»",.~~_~,,,,~.,,-,, __ O_~ ...... ,...-<="O'O'...:............-..:-.;.,.:. .......... _~ ......... ~ ... "'--->..~ __ .. _~;;. ........... _~_....:..L>_ .... ~_~ 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2429 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL UNSEALD) SRM 800STER IRETS09) 
-- .. -~.--", 
At,PHAL! 7) • 6.312 8ETAL I 4) .. 2.226 
SECTION il SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PH! --.,~-
270.000 .3160 .4811 -.4903 -.4377 -.2661 -.0393 -.0205 -.0262 .1476 .3492 .4857 -.0712 .3393 -.4033 
315.000 .5011 .5122 -.5755 -.2354 -.1'-+21 -.0596 .0170 .0257 .0537 .3449 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0390 -.2303 .2442 .0615 .4103 .3397 
45.000 -.0522 -.1482 .2442 .1552 
90.000 -.0938 -.0643 .2481 -.0006 .1169 .0000 ---
135.000 .0104 -.1134 .2137 .1206 
180.000 -.0707 -.0680 .2280 -.0314 .0683 -.0390 
225.000 -.2173 -.3432 .1231 .0000 
270.000 -.2426 -.2273 .0544 -.1091 -.0521 -.0955 
315.000 -.2276 -.2744 .1166 .1232 
ALPHAL( 7) .. 6.288 8ETAL ( 5) .. 4.285 
SECTION 11SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .• 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 ~3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHl 
.000 1.2632 .4658 .3769 -.6243 -.3027 -.1538 -.1385 -.0295 -.0279 .0196 .3127 .6974 -.2747 -.3342 -.4928 
45.000 .2884 .2185 -.6715 -.4569 -.2164 -.1041 -.0486 -.1213 .0075 .3215 
90.000 .1821 .1607 -.6800 -.5252 -.2197 -.0363 -.0386 -.1317 .1114 .2849 -.4800 -.4892 
135.000 .1732 .1581 -.6573 -.5379 -.0494 .0123 -.0451 -.0902 .1317 .2379 
180.000 1.2632 .1548 .1516 -.6630 -.5182 -.1504 .0036 -.0736 -.0445 .1738 .2196 .3956 -.1854 -.3394 -.3687 
225.000 .1319 .099lt -.7286 -.3606 -.3381 -.0172 -.0668 -.0167 .1918 .244 \,. 
270.000 .2890 .4921 -.4737 -.4559 -.2719 -.0490 -.0473 -.0376 .1425 .3438 .4941 -.0521 .3900 -.4376 i 
315.000 .4957 .5190 -.51'-+4 - .. 1772 -.1605 -.0778 .0033 .0173 .0774 .3197 1 






.000 -.0435 -.2083 .2950 .1109 .4823 .3671 
I 
45.000 -.0678 -.1035 .1875 .1141 ~S 90.000 -.1063 -.0576 .2619 -.0209 .1102 -.0242 , ~~ 1 135.000 -.0224 -.0914 .1167 .0303 j I 180.000 -.0449 -.1115 .1781 -.0719 .0459 -.0632 i 225.000 -.2237 -.3717 .0739 .0000 
.! 270.000 -.2642 -.2220 .1232 -.0680 -.0297 -.1264 §~ 315.000 -.2294 -.2850 .2115 .2072 ------, 
i' i! " 
--"'l 
-.-.......---.--'-.~ ....... ~ ........ -... ...... __ d.....-...... .... '.;~:.;-..:._~._ .•. . ~'_'-'-'''~';''''--.:~U •. '~.'~L~.~_~'''~~_~~..:..-.u_ ............. "~",,-~. 
-- ---~ .. ~"'."'"""--'''----~'"'''''''''-~~.--.---~- ,---~~~~_ .. ___ .~ ____ J 
,-,.'-c., ..... , ..... ~~ ... --.. --~.~.'='"." 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA ~ PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IASI LVAPCELHL SEALED1 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF . 2690.0000 sa.FT. XHRP . 976.0000 IN. XT 
LREF .. 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .. .0000 IN. YT 
BREF .. 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP .. 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .. .0300 SCALE 
BE TAL ( 11 .. . 220 ALPHAL( 11 .. -6.574 
SECTION ( IlSRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1 I 18 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.2900 .1998 .1016 -.6911 -.5574 -.2057 -.1191 -.1126 
45.000 .2322 .1331 -.6878 -.5524 -.1483 -.1531 -.1690 
90.000 .2885 .1929 -.6796 -.4839 -.3640 -.3017 -.3244 
135.000 .4453 .3036 -.6345 -.3450 -.0100 -.2133 -.2505 
180.000 1.2900 .6014 .4473 -.5905 .1266 .0829 -.1152 -.1767 
225.000 .5880 .5490 -.5521 .2542 .1430 -.0948 -.1573 
270.000 .3484 .4283 -.5156 .041 I -.4291 -.5928 -.2256 
315.000 .1965 -.0077 -.7688 -.5547 -.4153 -.1460 -.1081 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1668 -.3011 .0474 -.:676 .0066 -.1091 
45.000 -.1495 -.2150 -.0335 -.1114 
90.000 -.2545 -.1109 .0635 -.1 !23 .1169 .0758 
135.000 -.1272 -.1038 .3885 .2889 
180.000 -.1773 -.IB03 .4541 -.0289 .3384 .2116 
225.000 -.2644 -.3008 -.0076 .0000 
270.000 ..... 3225 -.2888 -.1178 -.2't72 - .. 2051 -.1997 
315.000 -.3158 -.3438 -.1327 -.1195 
BETAL ( I) .. .1't3 ALPHALC 2) 2 -4.379 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .UOOO .0335 .0950 .111B .1397 .1956 • 279't .3632 
P'" 
.000 1.3103 . 23't0 .160! -.6701 -.5538 -.2135 -.0721 -.0696 
'15.000 .2627 .1931 -.6649 -.5161 -.100't -.0912 -. I 145 
90.000 .3222 .2408 -.6570 -.4671 -.2188 -.1837 -.2218 
135.000 .41't6 .3081 -.6296 -.3833 .0151 -.1258 -.1762 
180.000 1.3103 .5127 .4052 -.6022 -.2639 . I 192 -.0909 -.1520 
225.000 .5303 .5019 -.5782 -.2659 .1659 -.1071 -. 1't97 
270.000 • 393't .5068 -.4951 -.'t13't -.32E3 -.5886 -.2030 
315.000 .2549 .1222 -.7183 -.4767 -.'t283 -.0970 -.0786 





.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.1249 -.0146 .2238 
-.2246 -.1190 .1732 
-.2748 -.1297 .1393 
-.2625 -.0381 .2499 
-.1819 .0754 .2743 
-.1470 .1070 .3167 
-.0942 .0284 .2952 
-.0860 .0164 .2265 
.4750 .5067 .6985 
-.0860 -.0065 .2559 
-.1229 -.026't .231't 
-.1953 -.0713 .1956 
-.1959 .0137 .2869 
-.1512 .0936 .3018 
-.1489 .1216 .3201 
-.0867 .040'i .2901 
-.070't .01't0 .2425 
PAOe: 2430 
CRETStO) ( 17 OCT 75 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
1.100 RN/F'T . 2.250 
B.OOO ELV-OS .. 4.000 
.000 SPDBRK • .000 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4434 -.3154 -.4211 -.5009 
-.5209 -.5025 
.6381 -.2126 -.3978 -.6082 
.7137 .2010 .2320 -.5075 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4124 -.289't -.3706 -.'t523 
-.5094 -.5050 
.6609 -.2400 -.4363 -.5728 
.6998 .0965 .1756 -.5011 
...... ~ 
_. ~--. ., -.. -_.-
--_.-
, 





«.« " ...... _,,'_ .c_~.~ ..... _<_ .. _«~. «_~~ ............. _<._._ ........ _<_,._ ..... ,,~ 
"...,.~~,.-~. ..,-,-.-.. -.~~~. .-.-~-'-.. ' 
.~- ~.., 
DATE 2L OCT 75 IA8LA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2431 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIO) 
BETAL ( I) • .143 ALPHAL< 2) D -4.379 
SECTION 1 ) SRM 800STEFI DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9L30 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1588 -.3365 .0414 -.1538 .0479 -.0531 
45.000 -.0799 -.1980 .0136 -.0528 
90.000 -.2217 -.0895 .0323 -.0370 .1376 .0926 
135.000 -.1025 -.0808 .3294 .2602 
180.000 -.1833 -.1362 .3929 .0106 .3251 .1998 
225.000 -.3198 -.3096 .0194 .0000 
270.000 -.3085 -.2722 -.0758 -.2321 -.1856 -.1741 
315.000 -.2901 -.3326 -.1461 -.1307 
BETAL ( I) s .079 ALPHAL( 3) ,. -2.212 
SECTION ( l)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . I 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3175 .2839 .2083 -.6606 -.5142 -.212.\ -.0"156 -.0391 -.0683 .0122 .2636 .4359 -.3447 -.303" -.4266 
45.000 .3006 .2302 -.6574 -."1855 -.1207 -.0229 -.06"11 -.0990 .0\ 16 .2626 
90.000 .3327 .26"16 -.6"172 -."15"18 -. I 147 -.0874 -.1379 -.1382 .0041 .2"176 -.5037 -.5142 
135.000 .39"18 .2986 -.G2"12 -.4 118 .0357 -.0521 -.1178 -.1508 .0650 .32"15 
180.000 1.3175 .4426 .3552 -.6129 -.351 I .1257 -.0547 -.1314 -.1"120 .1217 .3356 .6726 -.2"183 -."1"180 -.5397 
225.000 .4750 . "1373 -.6009 -.3"165 . 1281 -.09"12 -.1388 -.1"162 .1"126 .3405 
270.000 ."1223 .5659 -."1712 -.5"189 -.35"11 -.4312 -.1861 -.0752 .05"19 .2860 .7660 .1821 .2618 -.4975 
315.000 .3137 .2250 -.6803 -."1915 -.39"16 -.0883 -.0650 -.061 I .0262 .2333 
X/LS .8102 .866\ .9120 .9130 .934"1 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1690 -.2990 .0243 -.18"18 .1077 .0"174 
45.000 -.0601 -.1669 .1057 .0432 
90.000 -.180! -.0667 .0341 .0"141 .1576 .0905 , 
135.000 -.0968 -.0710 .2685 .1918 , 
180.000 -.1792 -.1192 .3629 .0337 .3006 .18"16 _____ 1 
225.000 -.2896 -.31"18 .0198 .0000 
270.000 -.2886 -.2726 -.0"173 -.2163 -.1628 -.1590 
315.000 -.2706 -.3017 -.1582 -.1161 
1 
~O I 
, ~ I 
'"r:il$ ___ .~ __ i 
~~ 
£) ~~ ~& ~~ 
it-.-~.....:., ...... .:........;.,~ .. ,_ .. _.."o","-""""':"_""--':"~_"" __ ~~'~''''' ~ 
~ _. ____ ~~_.__'_~ .......... '_c"'. ____ • __ • __ "_."'_ __ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE: 2'+32 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIO) 
BETAL ( I) • • 059 ALPHAL( 4) • -.065 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
~-~-~~--.r 
PHI 
.000 1.3164 .3299 .2557 -.6513 -.4737 -.1697 -.0292 -.0221 -.0528 .0101 .2693 .4393 -.3253 -.2803 -.3967 
45.000 .3185 .2560 -.6497 -.4650 -.1727 .0054 -.0240 -.0751 .0271 .2974 
90.000 .3322 .2717 -.6425 -.4533 -.08'+1 -.0020 -.0593 -. 1065 .0662 .2964 -.4698 -.4923 
135.000 .3,+92 .2753 -.6270 -.4430 .0272 .0109 -.0722 -.1216 .lltt8 .3'+20 
180.000 1.3164 .3724 .3001 -.6250 -.4257 .0756 -.0137 -.1081 -.1343 .1536 .3622 .6Blt5 -.2350 -.ltI96 -.5015 
225.000 .4094 .36'10 -.6280 -.4443 -.0491 -.0557 -.1165 -.1310 .1683 .3632 
270.000 .4225 .5909 -.4517 -.4877 -.3630 -.2627 -.1553 -.0635 .0659 .2830 .78B6 .2449 .2990 -.lt652 
-- --~ 315.000 .3728 .3077 -.65\)0 -.4613 -.3009 -.0735 -.0548 -.0547 .0284 .2550 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1381 -.2824 -.0656 -.1173 .1499 .1134 
45.000 -.0337 -.2505 .1460 .0763 
90.000 -.1332 -.0697 .0728 .0766 .1944 .1141 
135.000 -.065'+ -.0491 .2525 .1762 -----
180.000 -.1639 -.0641t .2706 .0579 .2486 .1408 
225.000 -.2931 -.2981 .0437 .0000 
270.000 -.2904 -.25ltl -.0614 -.1979 -.1573 -.1560 
315.000 -.259B -.3011t -.1469 -.1186 
SETAL ( I) • .081t ALPHALC 5) s 2.085 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .lt750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3132 .3885 .3031 -.6428 -.4275 -.1317 -.0291 -.0184 -. Olt II .0018 .2781 .4742 -.2ttltl -.30lt7 -.3938 
45.000 .3495 .2736 -.6'+77 -.4472 -.1718 .0150 -.0061 -.0664 .0210 .3019 
90.000 .3188 . 266't -.6lt71t -.4602 -.1374 .0373 -.017't -.1001 .0863 .2938 -.'+536 -.'+628 
\35.000 .~122 .2517 -.6349 -.4726 .0042 .0399 -.0427 -.0981 .1411 .3329 
180.000 1.3132 .3067 .2497 -.6395 -.4833 .0119 .011't -.0803 -.1176 .1682 .3528 .6372 -.2693 -.4026 -.4582 I 225.000 .3453 .2772 -.6622 -.4041 -.1958 -.0012 -.076'+ -.1039 .1747 .35'17 
270.000 .4219 .5750 -.4686 -.4061 -.3300 -.0634 -.0651 -.0583 .0993 .2921 .6516 .1823 .2099 -.4232 J 315.000 .4330 .3852 -.6252 -.lt319 -.2329 -.0661t -.0220 -.0279 .0445 .2582 
I 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 I PHI -_."'"---, 
.000 -.1073 -.2629 .0453 -.0582 .1644 .1345 
Its. 000 -.0445 -.1688 .20lt4 .1391t 
90.000 -.1191 -.Ot51 .0832 .0793 .1788 .0825 
I 
135.000 -.0121 -.0668 .2506 .1718 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 
SETAL! 1 1 • .081+ ALPHAL! 5) '" 2.085 
SECTION ( 11SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 





-.2669 -.3118 .0880 .0000 
-.2786 -.2542 -.0255 -.1802 -.1300 -.1277 
-.2529 -.3065 -.0973 -.0661 
8EiAL ( 1) • .100 ALPHAL( 6) .. 4.216 
SECTION ( IlSRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.3031 .4612 .3505 -.6347 -.3965 -.0972 -.0101+ 
45.000 .3734 .2833 -.6537 -.4282 -.1714 .0165 
90.000 .2987 .2433 -.6580 -.4706 -.2325 .0363 
135.000 .2695 .2093 -.6473 -.5013 -.0274 .0434 
180.000 t .3031 .2512 .1945 -.6526 -.5247 -.0675 .0246 
225.000 .2758 .1817 -.6964 -.3320 -.3267 .0049 
270.000 .4042 .5316 -.4863 -.3774 -.3280 -.0728 
315.000 .4927 .4474 -.6072 -.3557 -.1573 -.0414 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0732 -.2325 .1412 -.0067 .2694 .2225 
45.000 -.0251 -.1547 .2425 .1717 
90.000 -.1023 -.0333 .1335 .0600 .1323 .0256 
\35.000 .0255 -.0783 .2719 .1814 
180.000 -.0990 -.0303 .2639 .0386 .1462 .0356 
225.000 -.2151 -.3433 .1546 .0000 
270.000 -.2575 -.2390 .0263 -.1488 -.0856 -.1037 
315.000 -.2308 -.2816 -.0061 .0131 
BETAL ( I) • .170 ALPHAL! 7) • 6.360 
SECTION! 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT V~RIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ 
PHI 
.000 1.2£:)57 .5172 .3909 -.6218 -.3334 -.0704 -.0425 
45.000 .3818 .286B -.6536 -.4019 -.12'+7 -.0315 
90.000 .2'+97 .2(,63 -.6689 -.4811 -.3089 -.0205 
135.000 .2088 .1609 -.6532 -.5311 -.0538 .0276 
180.000 1.2957 .1980 .1347 -.6549 -.4=55 -.125'+ .0205 
225.000 .1939 .0696 -.725'+ -.34'+8 -.2885 -.0066 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.0045 -.0272 -.0058 
.0023 -.0612 -.011'. 
-.0071 -.1149 .0827 
-.0239 -.0908 .1552 
-.0537 -.0862 .1806 
-.0375 -.0532 .1901 
-.0482 -.0427 .1238 
-.0282 -.0156 .0425 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
.0166 .0031 .0020 
-.0018 -.0589 -.0338 
-.0299 -.1471 .0737 
-.0166 -.0768 .1337 
-.0270 -.0426 .1838 
-.0121 -.0143 .19'+7 




.6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
----
.3132 .5537 -.2249 -.3140 -,,4299 
.3351 
.3103 -.4749 -.lI885 
.32Ft 
.3341 .5714 -.2983 -.4090 -,4250 
.3338 












.6985 .7C?80 .7290 .7360 .7370 
i 
I 
.3571 .61'+4 -.1345 -.2877 -.4470 I 
.3561 i 
.3288 -.4677 -.1+82'+ 1 
.2903 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 
n 
8ETAL ( II • .170 






























~=-> __ ~.:..:~ __ ~;_ --~ ....... _~.",',,_--'- .,.,.._ ,_ .• ~_J, ~ 
lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED I SR~ BOOSTER 
ALPHAL( 71 6.360 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
.4590 -.4898 -.3841 -.2566 -.0257 -.0063 -.0146 
.4953 -.5747 -.2656 -.1161 -.0486 .0215 .0203 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1811 .0545 .3305 .2693 
.2761 .2200 
.1769 .0125 .1320 .0177 
.1692 .0872 
.3066 -.0027 .1692 .0630 
.1608 .0000 
.0484 -.1308 -.0632 -.0853 
.0468 .0793 
CRETSIOI 
.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
.1471 .3151+ .4452 -.0355 
.0559 .3271+ 












~. -_~._-_~L~_" __________ ' ______ ' __ ~ 





DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2~35 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIl) (17 OCT 75 ) 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000sa.F.T. XMRP a 976.0000 IN. XT MACH 1.250 RN/FT· 2.250 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP· .0000 IN. YT ELV-IB • 8.000 ELV-08. ~.OOO 
BREF • 1297.0G~0 INCHES ZMRP • 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER· .000 Spr1RK. .000 
SCALE· .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAL( I)· -6.775 BETAL ( I) = -3.911 
SECTION ( I )SRM BOOSTER DEPENDEN'r VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000.0335.0950. I I 18 . 1397 . 1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .58676985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3908 .1074 .1439 -.5116 -.4390 -.3417 -.1231 -.1307 -.1680 -.1266 .1914 .3476 -.1139 -.1374 -.4023 
't5.000 .1615 .1996 -.4959 -.3987 -.2992 -.2666 -.2000 -.2187 -.2304 .0838 
90.000 .2719 .3022 -.4646 -.3288 -.2787 -.3032 -.4073 -.3267 -.2964 .0213 -.3312 -.2679 
135.000 .4163 .4114 -.4157 -.2539 .1460 -.0117 -.1436 -.2046 -.1386 .2561 
180.000 1.3908.5023 .4812 -.4018 -.2095 .2776 .0955 -.0541 -.1321 -.0699 .3652 .6944 .0280 -.1300 -.4870 
225.000 .4936 .5626 -.3880 -.1840 .2502 .0943 -.0272 -.0622 -.0416 .4502 
270.000 .3384 .5255 - .3483 -.2233 -.3404 -.4174 -. 1289 -.0758 -.0089 .3359 .8675 .379 I .3967 -.3022 
315.000 .1655 .0929 -.5681 -.5895 -.4156 -.2981 -.1359 -.0853 -.0~g8 .2771 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1526 ~.2646 -.07B7 -.1967 -.0955 -.1616 
45.000 -.0855 -.2469 -.0845 -.0533 
90.000 -.2608 -.2085 .0381 -.0842 .1424 ,1944 
135.000 .0023 -.1987 .4922 .3845 
180.000 .0240 -.1978 .3063 .1882 .4423 .3087 
;0. 225.000 -:2599 -.2759 .0106 .0000 
~~. 270.000 -.3030 -.2293 -.0701 -.1952 -.1542 -.1186 
~ . 315.000 -.2781 -.2366 -.1484 -.1531 
'0 
, 2. ALPHAU I)" -6.726 BET AL ( 2)" -I .850 'i 
~ ~ SECTION ( 1 )SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
~ ~ X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.... ~ 
'P. ~ PHI i::"~t9 .000 1.3797 .0641 .1264 -.5038 -.4406 -.3396 -.0992 -.1175 ".1441 -.1116 .2222 .4136 -.1229 -.1992 -.4042 
f ~ 45.000 .1215 .1783 -.4945 -.4034 -.2955 -.2460 -.1639 -.1999 -.2728 .1124 
!_ rP 90.000 .2181 .2626 -.4710 -.3525 -.2877 -.3282 -.3740 -.3102 -.2565 .0490 -.3324 -.2735 
. 135.000 .3617 .377B -.4289 -.2704 .0804 -.0796 -.1957 -.2362 -.1707 .2019 
180.000 1.3797 .4766 .4803 -.3997 -.2018 .2220 .0379 -.0406 -.1448 -.0710 .2924 .6548 -.0605 -.1882 -.5083 
225.000 .4837 .5757 -.3820 -.1810 .2239 .0529 -.0305 -. I 165 .0838 .3',':37 
270.000 .3151 .5297 -.3405 -.2068 -.3408 -.4289 -.1373 -.0922 .0185 .3308 .7790 .2326 .25BO -.3B38 





[~-~~.~.~-"-.~-~~~-"~".--.--.- ....•. -~ ...• - ... ~. ,-... ---- ..... -'-~--.- .. . . 1 -........ :,.~-....... -.~.~ .. , .... -.-~-- •. --.-..-.....-~--~~..-...----.~.-. ~~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2436 
ARCII-CI9' IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSil) 
ALPHAL( I)· -6.726 




45 . .0.0.0 
9.0.0.00 
135. DOD 
18.0 . .0.00 
225 . .0.0.0 
27.0 . .0.0.0 



















ALPHAL( I)· -6.672 




45 . .0.0.0 
9.0 • .0.0.0 
135 . .0.0.0 
18.0 . .0.0.0 
225 . .0.0.0 
27.0 . .0.0.0 








225 . .0.0.0 
27.0 . .00.0 







- • .0773 
-.1.014 
-.2.0.05 























SETAL ( 21· -1 .. 85.0 
.9120 .9130 
.0514 -.1606 
. .0150 - .1053 
.3350 . .0835 
- • .0.06.0 -.1851 
BETAL ( 3) • 








. .0584 -.5831 
.912.0 .913.0 
.1926 -.2687 
.053.0 - . .0863 
.3423 - . .03.07 
- . .0646 -.2.036 
DEPENDENf VARIABLE CP 
.9344 
-.0.097 

















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2i'94 
-.447.0 -.3276 -.1.0.07 
-.'+139 -.281.0 -.1837 
-.3774 -.2845 -:3295 
-.2917 • .0122 -.1391 
-.2.01.0 .157.0 - . .0125 
-.1655 .2188 • .0198 
-.1884 -.2823 -.4424 
-.6133 -.4442 -.209.0 
.9344 .9565 
.2015 .0277 
- . .0.07'+ - . .0835 
. .0515 . .0842 
.371.0 .3362 
.3765 .2891 
• .0234 . .0.0.0.0 
-.16.08 -.1448 
- . .0804 - . .0522 
~'"'-*~ . ..:... -.....~'"" ..... ...;.~~----< .. -~.-~..:"O"":".--~.t......:........--....~ ............... .............,...:..,..,F.....:......._..:.... •• ~.-'-.... _~.2~., 
.3&32 .476.0 .5867 .6985 .72BC .729.0 .7360 .737.0 
-.1.074 -.1239 - • .0917 .2337 .4121 -.15.03 -.2482 -.421.0 
-.1291 -.19.01 -.2492 .12'+5 
-.3188 -.2795 -.1997 • .0522 -.33.0.0 -.2613 
".24.07 -.2661 - . .09.05 .1472 
- . .08.02 -.1938 .1.094 .1765 .5663 - • .07.09 -.2135 -.5398 
- . .0.089 -.1526 .1328 .2998 
-.1617 - . .0831 • .0384 .3.038 .6651 .1895 .2419 -.5318 
-.1251 - . .084.0 - • .0382 .2367 
<, 
















DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.639 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER 
XILS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0522 -.2665 
45.000 -.0881 -.1789 
90.000 -.1839 -.0618 
135.000 -.1302 -.1062 
180.000 -.1358 -.2249 
225.000 -.2872 -.23't0 
270.000 -.2772 -.2366 
315.000 -.2192 -.2854 
ALP HAL ( I) .. -6.606 
SECTION C I)SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .B661 
PHI 
.000 -.0732 -.3090 
45.000 -.0676 -.2384 
90.000 -.1476 -.0943 
135.000 -.1470 -.16lI6 
180.000 -.1069 -.2403 
lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) 
BETAL ( 4) • 2.332 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.1085 -.5263 -.4509 -.3167 -.0930 -.0954 
.1505 -.5019 -.4176 -.2597 -.1271 -.1115 
.1900 - .4933 -.3987 -.3063 -.3316 -.2750 
.2922 -.4572 -.3171 -.0674 -.2114 -.2701 
.4613 -.4103 -.1993 .1089 -.0637 -.1200 
.5813 -.3810 -.1't07 .1838 -.0216 -.0291 
.5301 -.3366 -.1712 -.3397 -.4579 -.2051 
.0511 -.5905 -.6252 -.4384 -.1973 -.1316 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1935 -.2183 .4257 .2556 
.0432 -.OlI08 
.0994 -.0115 .0447 .0209 
.3252 .3133 
.3600 -.1056 .2687 .2107 
-.0860 .0000 
-.1768 -.2134 -.1755 -.1749 
-.0060 .0389 
BETAL ( 5) '" 4.393 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.0857 -.5277 -.4576 -.2977 -.1000 -.0960 
.1163 -.5135 -.4188 -.2356 -.0954 -. J 140 
.1460 -.5095 -.4191 -.3200 -.3041 -.2479 
.2372 -.4743 -.3460 -.1424 -.2891 -.3189 
.4367 -.4179 -.2001 .0580 -.1190 -.157-1 
.5660 -.3848 -.1216 .1588 -.0672 -.0794 
.5332 -.3280 -.1754 -.3849 -.4705 -.238B 
.0442 -.5947 -.6!97 -.4350 -.2031 -.1403 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1319 -.1030 .4416 .3476 
.0756 .0145 
.• 212 -.008B .0261 -.0359 
.2385 .1807 
.2459 -.0935 .1056 .0291 




SRM BOOSTER (RETSil) 
.4750 .5967 .6995 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.1045 -.0795 .2266 .!5722 -.255!5 -.2982 -.4!554 
-.1725 -.1808 .1318 
-.2564 -.1266 .0998 -.3495 -.2901 
-.2923 -.0767 .1293 
-.2't02 .0631 .0730 .5617 -.1446 -.2679 -.5651 
-.1672 .1087 .2432 
-.0872 .0311 .2712 .6151 .2249 .2917 -.5002 
-.0878 -.0366 .2119 
.4750 .5867 .6985, .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0913 -.0605 .2356 .5706 -.3158 -.3421 -.4193 
-.1654 -.1239 .1876 
-.2'"21 -.0719 .1900 -.3421 -.2595 
-.3234 -.0848 .1897 
-.2616 .0158 .0029 .6281 -.1718 -.3704 -.4952 
-.1800 .0771 .1984 
-.1005 .0183 .2445 .5159 .2127 .2402 -.3169 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2'+38 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER [RETSIl) -~-... ~-' 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.606 SETAL [ 5) • '+.393 
SECTION I) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93,+'+ .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.312'+ -.2607 -.0586 .0000 
270.000 -.2989 -.2600 -.1103 -.1635 -.1267 -.1724 
315.000 -.2384 -.3199 .0704 .0913 
ALPHALI 2) • -4.579 SETAL [ 1) • -6.041 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5967 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.'+088 .2058 .2188 -.4893 -.'+105 -.3090 -.1321 -.0948 -.1376 -.0999 .2010 .2399 -.1632 -.0503 -.3010 
'+5 .. 000 .2500 .2766 -.4742 -.359'+ -.2623 -.1863 -.16'+0 -.1970 -.1954 .2019 
90.000 .3501 .3742 -.4467 -.2879 -.2292 -.1686 -.2686 -.2432 -.2576 .0972 -.2859 -.2553 
135.000 .'+335 ."277 -."139 -.2601 -.0427 .082'+ -.0'+70 -.0996 -.1132 .36'+5 
180.000 1.'+088 .4669 .43 .. 2 -."212 -.2765 .2139 .1479 -.0076 -.0679 -.0125 .'+686 .7331 .0529 -.0976 -.'+432 
225.000 .4759 .4984 -.'+120 -.2548 .2110 .1250 -.0079 -.0457 .05'+" .5373 
270.000 .4181 .5778 - .. 3320 -.3058 -.3'i24 -.4067 -.1147 -.0'+51 .0328 .3010 .9535 .4642 .4058 -.2883 
315.000 .3047 .2046 -.5249 -.5006 -.3856 -.1645 -.1168 -.0648 -.0427 .2803 
X/LS .8102 .8561 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.096'+ -.269'+ -.1194 -.1940 -.0781 -.1105 
45.000 -.0707 -.2991 .057 .. .1115 
90.000 -.2970 -.2420 .0179 -.0059 .2219 .2259 
135.000 .0977 -.2152 . '+61 I .'+179 
1.80.000 .079'+ -.1638 .2562 .2375 .4388 :3103 
225.0011 -.2354 -.3631 .1057 .0000 
270.000 -.2969 -.2559 -.0068 -.1964 -.1493 -.1269 
315.000 -.2565 -.2452 -.1255 -.1'+72 
ALPHAL( 2) • -'+.532 SETAL ( 2) • -J.988 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1 • '+0 I't .1303 .2028 -.4868 -.4083 -.2981 - • 10'+0 -.07~6 -.124'+ -.0931 .2186 .2798 -.lt2't -.098'+ -.327'+ 
45.000 .1969 .2561 -.'+723 -.3624 -.2623 -. 156'+ - .1150 -.1652 -.1758 .2036 
90.000 .2835 .3400 -.4473 -.3065 -.2447 -.1820 -.2542 -.226'+ -.23'+7 .1213 -.2817 -.25'+9 
135.000 .367'+ .4007 -.4136 -.2736 -.03'+5 .0389 -.0933 -.1392 -.113'+ .3366 
180.000 1.4014 .4078 .4319 -.4114 -.2607 . t951 .1086 -.029'+ -.OB73 -.058'+ .'+21'+ .7199 .02't8 -.1254 -.'+'+6'+ 
225.000 .4380 .5087 -.3992 -.2431 .2221 .0906 -.0224 -.0655 .0362 .'+868 
,~ 
-:::;,,/ 
,,:,~~,,,,,_,,,_'.:.:.,._,.,,_ .• ~ •• -.:. ___ ""':~ ..... __ ".. ~,~~.,~,-.L.~._ .. __ .~ .. c __ .. • ______ • .-......k_ .• __ ~J~·~ •• O~ ... _._~_~_.. • __ ~_.,~-.: .• ~, ••. ,'_._. __ ., __ •.•• __ ._._~_.'_. ___ '"~ ... '_ •.• _._ •.• , ___ • ....:....."' ____ » 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 2)· -~.532 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 
270.000 .3770 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
SETAL ( 2) a -3.988 
DEPENDENT VARIA9LE CP 
.0950 .\118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 
.5882 -.3153 -.2981+ -.3012 -.1+ 110 -.0891+ -.01+80 
.5867 
.0270 
315.000 .1679 .1938 -.5230 -.5107 -.391+0 -.1570 -.1192 -.0
640 -.0418 
X/LS .8102 .8'561 .9120 .9130 .93'14 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1288 -.2506 -.0936 -.1933 -.0722 -.1061 
~5.000 -.042~ -.2701 .0373 .0679 
90.000 -.2533 -.235? -.0185 -.0188 .1876 .cOG? 
135.000 .0559 -.2166 .4413 .~008 
180.000 .0528 -.1892 .2507 .2068 .4233 .3001 
225.000 -.2468 -.2925 .0269 .0000 
270.000 -.2919 -.2345 -.0~72 -.1811 -.1362 -.1069 
315.000 -.2506 -.2462 -.1213 -.1550 
ALPHAL( 21 • -4.453 BETAL ( 3) • .137 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAGE 21+39 
(RETSil) 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.31+27 .8991+ .1+291+ .1+066 -.27~9 
.2752 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .~7









































.0818 .1732 -.4982 
.1096 .2063 -.4825 
.1707 .2637 -.4677 
.2627 .3316 -.4363 
.3621 .4236 -.4174 
.4309 .5320 -.3948 
.3571 .5986 -.2989 
.1090 .1695 -.5391 
.8661 .9120 .9130 
-.3179 .1856 -.1703 
-.1986 
-.1300 .0408 -.0225 
-.1678 
-.18\0 .2345 .0942 
-.2780 
-.227'1 -.0439 -.1868 
-.2799 
-.4174 -.2811 -.0752 -.0663 -.0890 -.0681 .2289 .3846 -.2055 -.1981 
-.3'181 
-.3791 -.,2531 -.1048 -.0920 -.1296 -.1201 .1878 
-.3526 -.2625 -.2156 -.2093 -.213'2 -.l't72 .1537 -.3093 -.276
1 
-.3048 -.0219 -.0788 -.1812 -.2106 -.0303 .2592 
-.2473 .1653 .0000 -.0639 -.1629 .1248 .2426 .6512 -.1036 -.2631+ 
-.1+816 
-.2383 .1798 .009~ -.0099 -.1573 .1389 .3211 
-.3002 -.2779 -.4456 -.1568 -.0943 .0395 .2685 .7365 .2249 .2901 
-.1+071 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 











j [ I 
.~,-<,,-
ALPHAL( 2) • -'+.393 
SECTION I ) SRM 8~JOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .eS61 
PHI 
.000 -.0728 -.2584 
45.000 .0433 -.2710 
90.000 -.1318 -.0824 
135.000 -.1010 -.1218 
180.000 -.0761 -.2084 
225.000 -,2713 -.2851 
270,000 -.2751 -.2410 
315.000 -.2430 -.3002 
ALPHAL! 2) ~ -'+.397 











































8ETAL ( 4) • 
.0950 .1118 
.1447 -.5056 
,1688 -. '+911 






















• 154 I .0299 
.1309 -.0038 
.1645 -.1010 
~it .... ~ __ ~~:...~~~.~ .. ~~~ ........... ,~~-'-..:....._._ . ...:....~~_~"'""-.... _~ __ ~ .... ~~. 
4.293 
DEPENDENT VARIABLECP 
.1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 
-.4339 -.2978 -.0689 -.0728 -.0599 -.0507 .2258 
-.3958 -.2377 -.0'+08 -.0736 -.1065 -.0621 .2510 
-.3895 -.2418 -.1826 -.1589 -.1912 -.0440 .2264 
-.3515 -.0745 -.1948 7.2001 -.2695 -.0347 .2335 
-.2
'
t92 .0642 -.1122 -.1178 -.2209 .0422 .0924 
-.2295 .1711 -.0615 -.0654 -.1781 .0954 .2224 
-.3179 -.2940 -.4785 -.1891 -.0981 .0318 .2449 











DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 
-.4356 -.2793 -.0778 -.0723 -.0591 -.0015 .2168 
~.3963 -.2130 -.0321 -.0790 -.0979 -.0043 .2506 
-.3985 -.2369 -.1510 -.1451 -.2003 .0320 .2226 
-.3734 -.1291 -.2382 -.2195 -.2832 .0418 .1931 
-.2
'
t92 .0192 -.1434 -.1588 -.2435 .0760 .0914 
-.2388 .1596 -.0961 -.0933 -.2094 .0914 .2094 
-.3299 -.3057 -.4785 -.1698 -.1079 .0545 .2549 












.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.3897 -.2334 -.2325 -.3824 
-.3647 -.3735 
.6451 -.1501 -.3506 -.4574 
.5868 .2338 .3029 -.3256 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.31+76 -.2115 -.1862 -.4019 
-.4089 -.1+419 
.5275 -.211+9 -.'+271 -.'+'+66 




,-----....... _----- -~ 
L=c~"·~._ .~:'~~~~.~-.. ~.~.~.~~.. ...... ....... ... . ........... ,. T'- --, ... :;:.:~;;.:..:-,.~ .. " --,,--- ~." 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 21+1+1 
ARCll~Oi9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIl) 
ALPHALI 2) a -Lt.397 BETAL ( 5) s 6.362 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER OEPENOlNT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9341+ .9565 
---
PHI 
225.000 -.2986 -.2778 -.0425 .0000 
270.000 -.2889 -.2286 -.0490 -.1676 -.1357 -.1798 
315.000 -.2539 -.2979 .0558 .0798 
ALPHAU 3) .. -2.330 8ETAL ( 1) .. -6.083 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VAR[A8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .11 [8 .1397 • [956 • 279Lt .3632 • Lt750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 I.Lt 132 .2365 .2715 -.4713 -.3790 -.2802 ;".1241 -.0673 -.0887 -.0721 .211Lt .3735 -.1738 .2Lt22 - .• 2687 
45.000 .2857 .3218 -.4580 -.3230 -.2150 -.1147 -.0543 -.1177 -.1422 .2588 
90.000 .3527 .3935 -.4351 -.2745 -.1807 -.0927 -.1342 -.1461 -.1687 .211 Lt -.2422 -.2194 
135.000 . 37E.8 .4037 -.4174 -.2777 -.1310 .1144 -.0032 -.0567 -.0942 .4i98 
160.000 1.4132 .3787 .3833 -.4281 -.3148 -.1065 .1541 .0105 -.0459 .0156 .5003 .7257 .0410 -.0841 -.382Lt 
225.000 .4105 .4395 -.4287 -.3085 .0257 .1333 .0054 -.lJ336 .1347 .5594 
270.000 .4417 .6169 -.3104 -.4410 -.3696 -.3962 - . .\046 -.0222 .0618 .2834 .9623 .5057 .'+055 -.2754 
315.000 .2866 .2931 -.4860 -.4196 -.3465 -.1913 -.0606 -.0361 -.0281 .2761 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0591 -.2763 -.1614 -.2361 --.0142 .0273 
45.000 -.0240 -.3406 .1418 .1485 
90.000 -.1935 -.2250 .0310 .0432 .2233 .2321 
135.000 .1263 -.2291 .3509 .3558 
180.000 .0847 -.1517 .2236 .2117 .3936 .3016 
225.000 -.2118 -.3604 .1711 .0000 
270.000 -.2776 -.2521 -.0368 -.1913 -.1317 -.1256 
315.000 -.2354 -.2858 -.1272 -.1407 
" 
---'
O~ ALPHALC 3) • -2.276 8ETAL ( 2) • -1.980 I-:l;jl-l 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP ~~ X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7C:~0 .7290 .7360 .7370 ~~ , I PHI ~ J 
'§t-cl .000 1.3950 .1472 .2430 -.4785 -.3901 -.2629 -.0828 -.0413 -.0807 -.0680 .2689 .3340 -.1304 .0255 -.2943 j '+5.000 .1843 .2711 -.4631 -.3517 -.2235 -.0895 -.0425 -.1057 -.1104 .2533 ~~ 90.000 .2300 .3199 -.4·'i92 -.3224 -.2179 -.1228 -.1151 -.1517 -.1356 .2102 -.2615 -.2423 135.000 .2522 .3477 -.4317 -.3iol -.1067 .0264 -.0807 -.1319 -.1107 .3639 
i 




~~:;:,tig~~~z.1;::-:::l"Jc--r~r·~l"'H~"""~'·"""'~'"··''' ','-,,-.' ••• , 
___ .. ____ .J ..-.......~ .• , ... ~~___"'__ .. ~ L'--.........~"O'~"_ .... -..~_ • .;~~._ .• ...:.~"~ ___ .:._ 
. ____ ."" .• _--'--......i.-:.... •. ~_._~ •• _". __ ...._....~ 
'----"-----' 
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DATE: 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+'+2 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIl) ----~ ... -.,,---
ALPHALI 3) '" -2.276 SETAL ( 2) • -1.980 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1955 . 2791t .3632 .1t750 .5867 • 69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI , 
270.000 .221'+ .633'+ -.2957 -.4191 -.3873 -.'t220 -.0929 -.0563 .0587 • 32ltS .8628 .3980 .1t00S -.271+5 
315.000 .1781 .2828 -.4950 -.41t49 -.3735 -.1792 -.0822 -.0532 -.0200 .2577 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 ,~130 .93'+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1149 -.2846 -.081t7 -.1236 .0363 .0477 
45.000 -.0070 -.3051 .1'+55 .1550 -~.--
90.000 -.1'+ 15 -.2034 .0048 .0321 .1733 .1703 
135.000 .0593 -.2242 .3091 .3168 
180 .. 000 .0183 -.1902 .1959 .1498 .3485 .2579 
225.000 -.2450 -.2991 .0119 .0000 
270.000 -.2711 -.24"10 -.0490 -.1"80 -.1505 -.141'+ 
315.000 -.2"140 -.2777 -.1511 -.1272 
ALPHAU 3) -2.234 BETAL ( 3) ,. 2.154 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE'CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . i 118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1 •. 3654 .1026 .2121 -.'-1829 -.3970 -.2599 -.0619 -.0458 -.01t98 -.0413 .2281+ .3625 -.2395 -.1866 -.3352 
It!:i.OOO .1066 .2l93 -."1699 -.3639 -.2250 -.021'+ -.0388 -.0770 -.0693 .2552 
90'.000 .1295 .2507 -."1647 -.3520 -.2259 -.1007 -.1023 -.1395 -.0'+3'+ .2103 -~31t12 -.3'+26 
135.000 .1699 .2837 -.4"1"18 -.3322 -.0871 -.0735 -.1193 -.1932 .0288 .2693 
180.000 1.366"1 .2544 .3599 -.4322 -.3029 .0973 -.0296 -.0"767 -.1797 .09"10 .2374 .5511t -.2135 -.3139 -.1t505 
225.0no .3234 .4747 -.4180 -.2835 .1316 -.0293 -.0026 -.1372 .133'+ .2893 
270.000 .3456 .6533 -.2743 -.431'+ -.3817 -.4506 -.l518 -.0733 .0442 .2454 • 662't .1825 .3166 -.'tOl0 
315'.000 .1375 .2671 -.5017 -."1613 - . 377"1 . -. 1272 -.0809 -.0582 -.0186 .1937 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1056· -.2708 .0378 -.0805 .2712 .2525 
45.000 .0681 -.2"197 .173'+ .1001 
90.000 -.1031 -.0575 .0421 .0552 .1120 .0461 
\.35.000 -.0530 -.0732 .1981 .1762 
180.000 -.1066 -.1199 .245~ .0378 .2806 .2129 
225.000 -.2280 -.2969 .0989 .0000 
270.000 -.2566 -.2310 .0139 -.1480 -.1008 -.1006 
315.000 -.2339 -.2729 -.0639 -.0217 
,,~;--:), 
~ ... ~--..._;_ ........ ~.,.:"""'--~~''''~'''''''''''''';'''';'-''~J_:'~~_.~ __ ''-',_,~"":,,,~--.-...~ ... ~_ ... ~_~ .... _..:.....o...... ................... _.~ .... -......... ~ 
~~~.-z;:;; ,\.'7f"'W'''''!~''"'5 ... ~'~_-.-..;-~ __ ..,..':.~~'" 
r . 





DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 21t1t3 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIl) 
ALPHAL( 3) • -2.212 BETAL ( 4) • 6.290 
". 
'SECTION I I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .
4750 .5967 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3321 .0721 .1767 -.4912 -.4113 -.2484 -.0865 -.0557 -.04
89 -.0015 .2319 .3557 -.1~99 -.1993 -.3501 
45.000 .0425 .1684 -.4918 -.3890 -.2219 -.0209 -.0544 -.07
39 -.0071 .2719 
~---
90.000 .0579 .1752 -.4874 -.3846 -.2087 -.0590 -.0950 -.15
57 .0271 .2651 -.4121 -.3898 
135.000 .12\'2 .1943 -.4753 -.3780 -.0774 -.1567 -.1322 -.2172
 .0646 .2436 
180.000 1.3321 .2570 .3195 -.4476 -.3121 .0325 -.1350 -.1011 -.22
33 .1227 .1618 .5809 -.1540 -.3528 -.4153 
225.000 .3961 .4756 -.4233 -.2978 .1081 -.1164 -.0715 -.1
932 .1335 .2423 
270.000 .3341 .6687 -.2428 -.4575 -.3495 -.4644 -.1929 -.09
57 .0751 .2783 .5959 .2393 .3227 -.3171 
315.000 .2381 .2547 -.5106 -.4493 -.3490 -.1344 -.0809 -;0
526 .0102 .2165 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1032 -.2106 .0959 .0310 .2452 .2038 
45.000 .0335 -.2520 .3691 .3006 
90.000 -.0764 -.1013 .1112 .0176 .1158 .0402 
135.000 -.0944 -.0884 .1167 .0531 
180.000 -.1019 -.1575 .1770 -.0671 .0746 .0018 
225.000 -.2652 -.3141 .0037 .0000 
0, 
270.000 -.2784 -.2554 .0262 -.1161 -.0938 - .1322 
315.000 -.2420 -.3113 .0277 .0780 
ALPHALI It) • -.100 8ETAL ( II ... -6.115 
SECTION ( I'SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 2791t .3632 .475
0 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .n6D .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4136 .3250 : .3256 -.4607 -.3509 -.2415 -.0920 -.0281 -.06
48 -.0485 .2837 .3364 -.1124 .1233 -.2717 
1t5.000 .3429 .3642 -.4468 -.2998 -.1680 -.0907 .0154 -.
0605 -.0910 .3419 
90.000 .3605 .3992 -.4338 -.2711 -.1652 -.0030 -.0021 -.050
1 -.0796 .3037 -.2118 -.1992 
135.000 .3373' .3661 -.1t284 -.3001 -.1819 .1028 .0413 -.03
09 -.0808 .4550 
180.000 1.4136 .3126 .3271 -.4'142 -.3531 -.1992 .1328 .0355 -
.0291 .0695 .5283 .7305 .0337 -.0963 -.3379 
225.000 .3432 .3677 -.4587 -.3786 -.22'11 .1040 .0313 
-.01'19 .2057 .5866 
270.000 .4744 .6315 -.3039 -.5183 -.3436 -.3873 -.1424 
-.0648 .0846 .1980 1.0116 .5368 .1t260 -.2754 
315.000 .3401 .3735 -.4596 -.3600 -.2898 -. 1351t -.0938 
-.0287 -.0016 .2981 




-.1025 -.335,+ -.1027 -.1472 .0879 .1'+01t 1 
45.000 .0455 -.3221 .2807 .2773 
90.000 -.0833 -.191t6 .0678 .0632 .2380 .2212 1 
I 
135.000 .1487 -.2119 .3212 .2892 
,I 






~ ............ -..,~~~ .... ~+ 
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DATE: .21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE: DATA TABULATION PAGE 2444 I 
.ARCIl-019 !A8ILVAP(ELHL SEALE:OI SRMBOOSTER (RETSll I --""-... "' ... ......,.--1-
ALPHAL( 4) • -.100 8ETAL ( 1) • -6.115 
$!'.:CT I ON ( I) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Xlt.S .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI " 
225.000 -.2063 -.3467 .1935 .0000 
270.000 -.2579 -.2428 -.0090 -.1786 -.1325 -.1139 
315.000 -.2264 -.2677 -.\469 -.1143 
ALPHAL( 4) • -.073 SETAL ( 2) • -4.067 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
_._-\ 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 • .,370 
PHI 
.000 1.4064 .2506 .3203 -.4549 -.3494 -.2445 -.0765 -.0180 -.0577 -.0425 .2988 .3632 -.0821 .ll06 -.2597 
45.000 .2660 .3432 -.4448 -.3086 -.1798 -.0638 .0142 -.0608 -.0769 .3379 
90.000 .2885 .3669 -.4343 -.2903 -.1842 -.0153 -.0035 -.0641 -.0800 .2961 -.2030 -.1925 
135.000 .2685 .3447 -.4251 -.3114 -.1773 .0734 .0133 -.0671 -.0849 .4316 
180.000 1.4064 .2395 .3222 -.4367 -.3472 -.1716 .1066 -.0352 -.0554 .0011 .5062 .7305 .0181 -.1068 -.3495 
225.000 .2703 .3709 -.4528 -.3791 -.2150 .0795 .0154 -.0443 .1575 .5603 
270.000 .2793 .6462 -.2859 -.4812 -.362'+ -.3669 -.1263 -.0508 .0761 .2497 .9729 .5168 .4'302 -.2665 
315.000 .27.84 .3749 -.4534 -.3659 -.3158 - .1235 -.1092 -.0385 -.0060 ,2846 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'; .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1102 -.3274 -.0709 -.1377 .1043 .1456 
45.000 .0452 -.3025 .2723 .2823 
90.000 -.0766 -.1930 .0494 .0534 .2103 .1862 
135.000 .1267 -.2106 .2958 .2674 
180.000 .0587 -.1436 .1962 .1578 .3141 .2496 
225.000 -.2078 -.3287 .1156 .0000 
270.000 -.2538 -.2320 -.0056 -.1680 -.1322 -.1121 
315.000 -.2286 -.2604 -.1405 -.1065 
ALPHAL( 4) • -.074 SETAL ( 3) • .055 
SECTlON IlSRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6995 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3839 .1527 .2840 -.4619 -.3634 -.2311 -.0609 -.0334 -.0402 -.0393 .2617 .4021 -.1840 -.0996 -.2924 
45.000 .1691 .2828 -.4560 -.3417 -.2028 -.0157 -.0131 -.0549 -.0679 .2878 
90.000 .1798 .3001 -.4486 -.3310 -.2119 -.0444 -.0350 -.0930 -.0864 :2663 -.2739 -.2739 
135.000 .1718 .3029 -.4377 -.3317 -.1537 .0010 -.0430 -.1309 .0283 .3521 
180.000 1.3839 .1503 .3266 -.4371 -.3376 -.0575 .0431 -.0213 -.1193 .1405 .3782 .7358 -.0996 -.2767 -.4071 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 21t45 
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSil) ~--.. 
ALPHAL ( '+) •• -.074 BETAl ( 3) .. .055 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 2791t .3632 .1t750 .5867 .6985 .'7280 .7agO .7360 
.7370 
---PHI 
270.000 .201t5 .6629 -.2694 -.4709 -.3771 -.3429 -.1735 -.071t1 .0572 .2371 .7963 .2130 .3097 
-.1t01t0 
315.000 .1996 .3590 -.4632 -.3903 -.3313 -.1039 -.0973 -.0615 -.0151t .2306 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 • 9341t .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0993 -.2855 ,0050 -.0924 .1703 .1560 
45.000 .0122 -.2304 .1761 .1486 
90.000 -.0644 -.1667 .0652 .0579 .2008 .1690 
135.000 .0563 -.1762 .2545 .2357 
180.000 -.0369 -.1346 .1843 .1018 .2350 .1702 
225.000 -.2209 -.2732 .0490 .0000 
270.000 -.2502 -.2140 -.0194 -.1531 -.1189 -.1028 
315.000 -.2250 - .. 2631 -.1064 -.0622 
ALPHAL! 1+ 1 .. -.055 BETAL ( 4) .. 4.187 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . i 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 . 69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 
.7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3519 .1338 .2473 -.4693 -.3725 -.2073 -.0789 -.0557 -.0410 -.0478 .2511 .3778 -.1054 -.1791 
-.2969 
45.000 .0903 .2161 -.4770 -.368i -.2180 -.0133 -.03't0 -.058'+ -.0641 .2619 
90.000 .0906 .2220 -.4665 -.3615 -.2088 -.0252 -.0't83 -.1054 -.0080 .2742 -.3820 -.4157 
I~ 135.000 .0872 .2380 -.4575 -.36',0 -.0965 
-.0658 -.0733 -.1660 .055't .3077 
180.000 1.3519 .1332 .2963 -.'t503 -.3461 .0239 -.076't -.0556 -.1693 .0972 .2687 .6152 -.2'+80 -.3692 
-.1t010 
-, 225.000 .20't1 .4049 -.'t't59 - .3454 -.0685 -.0612 .0243 -.1379 .1502 
.2785 
270.000 .3260 • 680't -.2545 -.'t665 -.3535 -.359'+ -.1609 -.0859 .0511 .2't8S .6609 .1919 .3232 
-.4075 
31.5.00p .2023 .3636 -.'t660 -.3872 -.2953 -.1061 -.0748 -.0505 -.0086 .2398 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 93't4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0699 -.1822 .0824 .0299 .1792 .1377 
45.000 .0264 -.2039 .2815 .2116 
90.000 -.0335 -.1183 .1090 .0390 .1917 .1016 
135.000 -.Q261 -.0749 .1493 .1025 
180.000 -.0361 -,1300 .269S -.0336 .1881 . I 176 
225.000 -.1?090 -.3432 .0811 .0000 
270.000 -.<"436 -.2169 .1087 -.1021 -.0502 -.0855 
315.000 -.2228 -.2827 .0332 .0732 
I 
! 
~~~_.L .. " __ ~_~~"~ .~_ .•• _~ . .2~.~_. __ C'L •••• ' .............. _ ...... __ . __ . .. ___ •• _ ••• ___ .____ __~_._. ~ ,11!''':.: .' 
L~ i!""-W"I'1!l ,,,,.,,!:-"''* ; j ...... ~:-~~~~ .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - .PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHALI It) • -.065 SETAL ( 5) • 6.257 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279"+ .3632 
PHI 
. 000 1.3325 .121"+ .2243 -.4801 -.3779 -.1915 -.089"+ -.0610 
"+5.000 .0525 .1776 -.4919 -.3838 -.2220 -.0271 -.053"+ 
90.000 .0"+5"+ .1819 -."+817 -.3779 -.1975 -.0222 -.0641 
135.000 .0615 .1952 -."+695 -.3832 -.0788 -.0968 -.0827 
180.000 1.3325 .1350 .2743 - .li~81 -.3439 -.0023 -.1328 -.0"+76 
225.000 .3108 .3988 -.41+77 -.3423 -.0505 -.0964 -.0161+ 
270.000 .4174 .6747 -.2623 -.4641+ -.3461 -.3363 -.1"+53 
315.000 .2190 .3497 -.4682 -.3835 -.2779 -.1203 -.0686 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.06't8 -.1757 .1690 .0596 .2765 .2327 
45.000 .0067 -.1590 .2107 .1327 
90.000 -.0667 -.0789 .1592 .0374 .1504 .0706 
135.000 -.0537 -.0710 .1224 .0663 
180.000 -.0525 -.1373 .2040 -.0601 .07GI .0042 
225.000 -.22G6 -.31138 .0383 .0000 
270.000 -.2564 -.2285 .0879 -.0982 -.0614 -.1093 
315.000 -.2272 -.2866 .1026 .1541 
ALPHALC 5) • 1.003 8ETAL ( II .. -6.101 
" 
. SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 
PHI 
.000 I. '+ I 02 .3612 .3507 -."+548 -.3361 -.231+0 -.0726 -.0103 
"+5.000 .362"+ .3782 -.4430 -.2917 -.1502 -.0927 .036"+ 
90.000 .3553 . 3955 . -. 43"+ 7 -.27,,+7 -.1682 .0056 • 0"+31+ 
135.000 .3164 .3470 -."+341 -.3137 -.2016 .0746 .051"+ 
180.000 1.4102 .2886 .3022 -.4498 -.3663 -.1600 .0929 .0285 
225.000 .3176 .3312 -.4719 - .11 OB2 -.VG07 .0~35 .0465 
270.000 .4956 .6290 -.30119 -.4807 -.3024 -.21163 -.230 l l 
315.000 .3874 .4091 -.4470 -.3307 -.2548 -.0933 -.0005 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934"+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1001 -.3313 -.0575 -.1161+ .1318 .161+ 1 
45.000 .0651 -.3008 .3031 .3305 
90.000 -.0522 -.1853 .. 0967 .0603 .2457 .2273 
135.000 .1599 -.2\18 .2728 .2673 
180.000 .0793 -.1284 .1928 .1544 .2747 .2126 
SRM BOOSTER 
.~750 .5867 .6985 
-.0"+97 -.0055 .2535 
-.0696 -.0150 .2661+ 
- • .1209 .0499 .2720 
-.1724 .0937 .2735 
-.2001 .1312 .2073 
-.1826 .1537 .2674 
-.0966 .0755 .2920 
-.04"+6 .0213 .251"+ 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0476 -.0398 .3130 
-.0350 -.0687 .3666 
-.0305 -.0601 .31+01 
-.0250 -.0752 .4611 
-.0189 .109B .5347 
-.0025 .2191+ .5920 
-.0786 .0812 .1317 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2447 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSil) 
ALPHAL( ~) • 1.003 BETAL ( II • -6.101 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2052 -.3361 .20i! .0000 
270.000 -.2492 -.2369 -.0022 -.1717 -.1262 -.1017 
315.000 -.2303 -.2719 -. 138'+ -.0964 
ALPHAU 5) • 1.024 BETAL ( 21 • -2.001 <.., 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP -/ 
---' X/LS .oaoo .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3943 .2086 .32'+1 -.45'+3 -. 3!+l 0 -.2'+OLt -.07Lt2 -.0187 -.03Lt6 -.0371 .2820 .Lt074 -.1239 -.0378 -.2728 
Lt5.000 .2265, .3201 -.Lt509 -.3202 -.1784 -.0395 .0160 -.0407 -.0614 .3177 
90.000 .2286 .3241 -.4462 -.3143 -.2001 -.0163 .0178 -.0590 -.0771 .3041 -.218Lt -.2012 
135.000 .2011 .3006 -.4347 -.3313 -.1891 .0279 .0087 -.0752 -.0924 .4019 
180.000 1.3943 .1588 .2813 -.4448 -.357Lt -.\033 .0480 -.OLt89 -.0921 .135Lt .4763 .7227 -.0245 -.1481 -.3541 
225.000 .1990 .3321 -.4662 -.4030 -.27'34 .0203 .0096 -.0810 .2058 .5015 
270.000 .2252 . 644Lt , -.2822 -.4438 -.3313 -.2001 -.1342 -.0792 .0693 .2113 .9107 .4541 .4113 -.265'+ 
315.000 .2468 .404Lt -.4432 -.3423 -.28E6 -.0346 -.0608 -.0525 -.0091 .2472 
X/LS .8102 .B661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0919 -.3192 -.0236 -.0989 .1325 .1538 
45.000 .0172 -.2483 .2Lt33 .2506 
90.000 -.0622 -.179'+ .0843 .0587 .213'+ .1926 
135.000 .1140 -.2068 .2637 .2579 
180.000 .0253 -.1501 .1697 .1322 .2619 .2007 
225.000 - .2430 -.2938 .0550 .0000 
270.000 -.2603 -.2317 - .0172 -.1648 -.1310 -.1100 
315.000 -.2424 -.2868 -.1271 -.0839 
ALPHAl! 51 • 1.015 SETAL ( 31 • 2.136 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3675 .1628 .2929 -.4607 -.34B2 -.2060 -.0788 -.OLt81 -.0299 -.03';'4 .2423 .'+059 -.1310 -.1286 -.2885 
'+5.000 .1455 . 257Lt -.4675 -.3Lt57 -.1998 -.0127 -.0188 -.0417 -.0667 .2635 
90.000 .ILtOO .2586 - .4623 -.3403 -.2164 .0019 -.0179 -.0779 -.0510 .2641 -.3221 -.3382 
135.000 .1193 .2620 -.4452 -.3 lt57 -.1455 -.0209 -.0274 -.1293 .0645 .3114 
IBO.OOO 1.3675 .1048 .2858 -.4448 -.3567 -.0331 -.0106 -.0118 -.1201 .1173 .307"1 .6256 -.14e6 -.30B3 -.383a 
225.000 .1637 .3576 -.4571 -.3811 -.184'+ -.0334 .0058 -.1137 .1584 .3353 
, ........... ""' .................. :. ......... ""- ... ~ ... ...:...., __ ................... ~~_ ....... _~.,_.'->.r- _.<" __ ...,. ...... "." ...... ..........::_ "'~~-· ....... ~ •• , ..... ~ ..... ~_ •. L _ •• ~~~ .... _...,: .. ~'"~ • 
r~~'7.~~~;!~ Q :--~".,.~ -'~~'~..,-p-:-.-.,-,,;~ .. .....,,"-.~-....- - -
I . 
-, l.=~"".,"=,",,, .. ""," .. ,," .. ,,".,,,,="-",,,,,,,".".,,,.",, ... , .. ,.-'" .,'" ~. -~ "'. '~'., 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2448 
ARCII-OI9 1A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIIl 
~,~-
ALPHALC !:j) • 1.015 BETAL ( 3) • 2.136 
SECTION 1) SRM BOOSTER m:PENDENT VAR I ABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .1939 .6658 -.2669 -.4587 -.3269 -.151t3 -.1263 -.0719 .0629 .2202 . 691t0 • 171t1t .2388 -.3865 
315.000 .2210 .1t038 -.1t1t1t2 -.3435 -.2712 -.0870 -.062'+ -.0372 .0009 .22'+0 
X/LS .8102 ·El661 .9120 .9130 . 9341t .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0712 -.2115 .0399 .0009 .1741 . 1601t 
1t5.000 -.0195 -.1618 .2021 .11t70 
90.000 -.0512 -.1210 .1012 .0695 .2448 .1893 
---135.000 -.0006 -.0914 .1857 .1377 
180.000 -.1282 -.0682 .1738 .0543 .1707 .1002 
225.000 -.2281 -.2706 .1308 .0000 
270.000 -.2483 -.2209 .0442 -.1216 -.0692 -.0737 
315.000 -.2212 -.2665 -.0530 -.0030 
ALPHAL( 5) • .993 BETAL ( 4) • 6.269 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .; 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3352 .1548 .2617 -.4679 -.3577 -.1635 -.1025 -.0583 -.0429 .0056 .2745 .~279 -.1335 -.2192 -.3729 
45.000 .0643 .1890 -.484,9 -.3822 -.2182 -.0319 -.0523 -.0630 -.0067 .2858 
90.000 .0455 .1853 -.4821t -.3753 -.1930 -.0054 -.0496 -.1008 .0559 .2637 -.3751 -.4003 
135.000 .0464 .1946 -.1t661 -.3797 -.0880 -.0586 -.01t81 -.11t76 . I 182 . 281t0 
180.000 1.3352 .0948 .2512 -.4595 -.3775 -.0349 -.1068 -.0274 -.1734 .1480 .2293 - .6128 -.1726 -.3601 -.3919 
225.000 .2361 .3566 -.4626 -.3836 -.1229 -.0994 -.0194 -.1629 .1590 .2723 
270.000 .1t190 .6874 -.2366 -.ltl09 -.3172 -.141t5 -.08'+6 -.0905 .0860 .2855 .6329 .2455 .3743 -.3484 
315.000 .2558 .4074 -.4460 -.3440 -.2328 -.1080 -.0651 -.0377 .0322 .2'+40 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .912(' .9130 .9344 .9565 
! 
I PHI .000 -.0391 -.1883 .2176 .0906 .3778 .3339 
\ 
1t5.000 .0128 -.1430 .1853 .1263 
90.000 -.0489 -.0819 .1675 .0351 .1669 .0998 
135.000 -.01t89 -.0747 .1144 .0506 
180.000 -.0366 -.1307 .2103 -.0577 .0711 -.0014 
225.000 -.2223 -.3392 ' .0LtOO .0000 
<, 270.000 -.2560 -.2256 .1013 -.0909 -.0513 -.1159 ~ 
!! 315.000 -.2239 -.2766 . 11t41 .1786 
\'...:;; .. ' 
, 
........... I"" ...... -7;~....:....~_,:._~_, '_' - ......... ~ .. ~ __ ""'O.::....~:~~_;l._ ":",. 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 21+1+9 
ARC11-019 [A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI \J 
ALPHAL! 6) • 3.196 8ETAL ( 1> • -6.054 
SECTION \l SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .,1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .'7290 .'7360 .'7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4077 .4200 .4061 -.4382 -.2976 -.2224 -.0457 .0176 -.0092 -.0056 .3057 .4145 -.11+79 -.1917 -.2669 
45.000 .4083 .4104 -.4304 -.2677 -.1095 -.0737 .0584 .0085 -.0253 .3880 
90.000 .3475 .3876 -.4341 -.2756 -.1992 -.0284 .0648 -.0113 -.0449 .3782 -.1812 -.15BI+ 
135.000 .2677 .3062 -,.4441 -.3397 -.2209 .0332 .0444 -.0179 -.0388 .4485 
180.000 1.4077 .2079 .2474 -.4604 -.3888 -.1400 .0246 .0265 -.0056 .1715 .5286 .6970 .02'+2 -.OBI9 -.2855 
225.000 .2360 .2483 -.4994 -.4051 -.2231 -.0357 .0289 .0214 .2268 .5943' 
270.000 .'+714 .6012 -.3174 -.4630 -.2265 -.0503 -.0655 -.0695 .0552 -.OLI06 .9620 .5021 .3580 -.3542 
315.000 .4440 .4745 -.4183 -.2523 -.1916 -.0317 -.0104 -.0173 .0226 .2482 
X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHl 
.000 -.0529 -.3157 .0363 -.0997 .2389 .2416 
1+5.000 .1125 -.2401 .3060 .3240 
90.000 -.0143 -.1432 .1470 .0687 .2443 .2068 
135.000 .1871 -.2137 .2318 .1937 
180.000 .0822 -.1388 .2062 .1297 .2315 .1504 
225.000 -.1960 -.3383 .2977 .0000 
270.000 -.2445 -.2020 .0531 -.1366 -.0732 -.0558 
315.000 -.1809 -.2662 -.0665 -.0442 
ALPHAL( 6) • 3.186 BE TAL ( 2) .. -4.004 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .'7290 .'7290 .'7360 .'7370 
PHI 
.000 t .3982 .3622 .3949 -.4349 -.3004 -.2398 -.0508 .0012 -.0137 -.0114 .281'7 .3938 -.0890 -.1488 -.25'+0 
45.000 .3324 .3826 -.4334 -.2850 -.1327 -.0685 .0389 -.0064 -.0314 .3566 
90.000 .2884 .3515 -.4401 -.2995 -.2200 -.0210 .0423 -.0353 -.0651 .3431 -.2059 -.1858 
135.000 .2225 .2838 -.4449 -.3469 -.2231 .026B .0319 -.0344 -.0455 .4094 
180.000 1.3982 .1683 .2428 -.4543 -.3865 -.1468 .0225 .0064 -.0396 .1445 .4907 .6939 -.0282 -.1090 -.2753 
225.000 .1985 .2502 -.4980 -.3855 -.2467 -.0326 .0246 -.0206 .1902 .5186 
270.000 .3678 .6042 -.3042 -.4345 -.2552 -.0602 -.0435 -.0498 .0776 .0920 .8096 .3963 .2630 -.2629 
315.000 .3887 .4727 -.4182 -.2596 -.2093 -.0587 -.0240 -.0188 .0248 .2417 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0476 -.2685 .0073 -.1003 .2297 .2355 
45.000 .0761 -.2332 .2465 .2398 
90.000 -.0331 -.1394 .1242 .0677 .2074 .1599 
135.000 .1713 -.2181 .2364 .1962 
180.000 .0665 -.1'+ 13 .1931 . 1:: .2230 .1461 
I~,r.-;-:.;-;:--
.....!.-.---',.-"" •.• ~,- ~'~- .. -.-~ .. -..• ~-~.-~ .. - .. ,-_ .. _.....-...-_------_ ....... '_. --~~.... .. 
r:-''---' ;'-:"'-"~'" ~~,.....~-~ .. ~~, 7'"-.;~--"----~""\,~r' ,' ... _-
f . 
L ... _""," "", __ ,_,., " .. -_- ,,-.-,,' ,,--' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
ALPHALC 6) - 3.186 BETAL ( 2) • -'+.00'+ 
SECTION I )SRM BOOSTER DEPrNDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 934't .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2008 -.3150 .2196 .0000 
270.000 -.2278 -.2099 .0357 -.1378 -.OB'+8 -.0761 
315.000 -.1916 -.2442 -.0784 -.0598 
ALPHAL( 6) • 3.158 SETAL ( 3) • .099 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 
PHI 
.000 1.3757 .2536 .3621 -.4464 -.3089 -.2420 -.0601 -.03B2 --.0229 -.0235 
45.000 .2169 .3113 -.4565 -.3252 -.1751 -.0528 -.0111+ 
90.000 .1781 .2804 -.4578 -.3394 -.2420 .001'+ .0072 
135.000 .1353 .2539 -.4486 -.3544 -.2005 -.0025 .0194 
180.000 1.3757 .0909 .2434 -.4574 -.3805 -.1647 -.0074 .0340 
225.000 .1306 .2589 -.4973 -.3657 -.3136 -.0330 .0084 
270.000 .2062 .6272 -.2838 -.3868 -.3205 -.0902 -.0561 
315.000 .2884 .4725 -.4213 -.2797 -.2479 -.0647 -.0607 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0382 -.2192 .093'+ .0293 .2389 .2455 
45.000 .0290 -.1704 .2230 .1952 
90.000 -.0521 -.1151 .1269 .0610 .1763 .1010 
135.000 .1136 -.1689 .2437 .1946 
180.000 ,- .0327 -.1009 .2062 .0766 .1794 .! i47 
225.000 -.1.877 -.3022 .1568 .0000 
270.000 -.2390 -.2066 .0891 -.1122 -.0503 -.0701 
315.000 -.1997 -.2349 .0073 .0289 
AlPHALC 6) • 3.123 SETAL ( 4) - '+.226 


























,-~ _.' ---~., .... ,-.. ".- .. ~. .~.-.'-- " 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 
-.3226 " -.1449 -.1077-.0759 
-.3707 -.2179 -.0759 -.0562 
-.3758 -.253'+ -.0035 -.0303 
-.3758 -.1376 -.02'+9 .0006 
-.3997 -.1005 -.0548 -.0098 















--- ----- ---., 
PAGE 21+50 
(RETSil) ~-..,,----.-
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.2840 .4678 -.0808 -.1261 -.320'+ 
.3169 
.2865 -.2797 -.290'+ 
.3436 
.3755 .6173 -.1622 -.2275 -.31+10 
.3706 
.2515 .59,+5 .2156 .1721 -.31+75 
.2566 
• 69B5 • 72BO .7290 ' .7360 .7370 
.2791 .5,+75 -.0832 -.1553 -.3500 
.271'+ 
.2428 -.353'+ -.3913 
.3034 
.2751 .5167 -.23B5 -.3362 -.3315 
.2770 
r~---~~"-' -.~ ... ~..,.,-" ... ". 
tIl': .. "'-' .• "' ..... ,iJ....:..""r.:l:::;.:~::..~:;:::~:::.!::::.~,: • .:::.:::::==.: .. - ~:=.:-::.--::-:<:::-~:::::_,~=:::~-::..~.::-:::.:·:.:::: ... -__ '4 "" <", 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 21+51 
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETStt ) 
ALPHAU 6) • 3.123 BETAL ( 4) "' 4.226 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 




.2819 .6562 -.2643 -.3805 -.3369 -.0979 -.0773 -.0725 .0915 .2696 .5173 .1152 .1707 -.3642 




















ALPHAU .61 • 3.111 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER 























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 













































.3073 -.4565 -.3208 
.1879 -.4879 -.3858 
.1746 -.4833 -.3849 
.1737 -.4735 -.3827 
.1993 -.4716 -.4012 
.2605 -.5005 -.3117 
.6654 -.2445 -.3695 
.4843 -.4185 -.2677 
.9120 .9130 .9344 
.2939 .1261 .4423 
.2832 
.2150 .0520 .1352 
.1066 
.2153 -.0580 .0749 
.0539 
.1306 -.0577 -.0207 
.1687 
-.1170 -.1201 -.0784 -.0427 .0167 .2767 .6337 -.1594 -.2204 -.3989 
-.2376 -.0780 -.0665 -.0650 -.0140 .2647 
-.2389 -.0080 -.0461 -.0863 .0253 .2512 -.3786 -.4129 
-.1048 -.0223 -.0162 -.1223 .1297 .2905 
-.1060 -.0811 -.0269 -.1450 .1561 .2484 .5520 -.2140 -.3488 -.3571 
-.2703 -.0954 -.0312 -.1383 .1729 .2693 
-.3196 -.1045 -.0756 -.0873 .1042 .2960 .5397 .1433 .2323 -.351+0 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2It5.? 
ARCII-019 IABt LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIl) ~ 
ALPHAL{ 7) • 5.31+0 SETAL ( 1) • -3.935 
SECTION I ) SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.38B5 .4433 .4424 -.4221 -.2549 -.2173 -.0322 .OOBO .0135 .0180 .2967 .1+328 -.1302 -.1687 -.2769 
45.000 .3809 .1+037 -.1+301 -.2687 -.1065 -.0809 .0208 .0074 -.0181+ .3801 
90.000 .2831 .3308 -.4446 -.3101 -.2772 -.1059 -.0103 -.0574 -.0874 .3541 -.2337 -.2409 
135.000 .1854 .2404 -.4579 -.3766 -.2138 -.0310 .0244 -.0292 .0392 .3639 
180.000 1.3985 .1177 .185! -.4729 -.4064 -.1489 -.0294 .0208 -.0230 .1355 .4117 .6346 -.1486 -.1345 -.2363 
225.000 .1546 .1645 -.5332 -.3098 -.2273 -.0638 .0192 -.0043 .1765 .4120 
270.000 .3972 .5663 -.3224 -.3355 -.2038 -.0364 .0031 -.0016 .1079 .0965 .5255 .1872 .0895 -.3404 
315.000 .4458 .5306 -.3948 -.2035 -.2154 -.0103 .0004 .0036 .0499 .2177 . 
X/LS .9102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0109 -.2165 .1052 -.0088 .2825 .2902 
45.000 .0917 -.2297 .4142 .3886 
90.000 .0214 -.0975 .2045 .0528 .1597 .0991 
135.000 .\.487 -.1773 .1682 .1006 
180.000 .0847 -.1553 .1990 .1003 .2295 .1454 
225.000 -,1666 -.3432 .2371 ,0000 
270.000 -.1961 -.1902 .1332 -.1002 -.0232 -.0421 
315.000 -.1707 -.2069 -.0155 .0082 
ALPHALC 7) ,. 5.331 BETAL ( 2) ,. -1.897 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 






























. I 579 - . I 87 I 
.0428 -.1266 
r . . ~,,' .'. "-'-, 
L-__ ~~.~, . ...,.~_~~_._. _~ .. ""'; .... ,,,-,-,,-.....,--,,::;.....~, _..,. 
.4245 -.4309 -.2685. -.2245 
.3597 -.4463 -.2955 
.2870 -.4602 -.3379 
.2131 -.4642 -.3797 
.1802 -.4708 -.4051 
.1506 -.5358 -.3284 
.5642 -.3188 -.3704 
.5301 -.3995 -.2088 
.9120 .9130 .9344 
.1355 .0317 .3107 
.3377 
.2158 .0467 .1315 
.1999 
.2222 .1048 .2343 














-.0438 -.0197 -.0033 .0011 .3025 .4785 -.1270 -.1690 -.3071 
-.0992 -.0020 -.0100 -.04.28 .3633 
-.0803 -.0142 -.0660 -.0889 .3344 -.2749 -.2960 
-.0331 .0220 -.0499 .0309 .3473 
-.0389 .0281 -.0456 .1261 .3820 .6100 -.2025 -.1812 -.2748 
-.0767 .0132 -.0342 .1616 .360B 
-'.0517 -.0160 -.0259 .1116 .1641 .4763 .1381+ .0538 -.3681+ 










r --_ .. ,...;,.....,.~'.,"",..,.-..-,-~-',n-c·_--:.'_~'·r"_''' .. '' ::-.::,:::'_-:.'.:::=:._.:~~~~~!",I~':' ..... $_ ..... J ......... '-!1I£l. I g IT ;;; _ilih! i~i:Qt 't .. ,, ____ ....-__ -
I!I(::~~,' " "::::::::;:~::~:::';:"":::,,~::::::,,::'"'' 
i -", 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHALI 71 • 5.331 







-. 1790 - .3395 
- . 1953 -. 1905 
-. 1721 - .21 12 
ALPHALI 71 • 5.309 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0236 -.1920 
45.000 .0627 -.1728 
90.000 -.0251 -.0697 
135.000 .1395 -.1647 
180.000 -.0051 -.0941 
225.000 -.1553 -.3195 
270.000 -.2045 -.1787 
315.000 -.1791 -.1963 
ALPHAL( 71 • 5;273 
SECTION ( \ISRM BOOSTER 
XI.LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 




180.000 1.3,+64 .0357 
225.000 .0807 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI SRM BOOSTER 
BETAL ( 21· -1.897 
.9120 .9130 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9344 .9565 
.2437 .0000 
.1498 -.0924 -.0132 -.0389 
.0269 .0592 
BETAL ( 31 • .161 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
.4091 -.4364 -.2699 -.1961 -.0562 
.3200 -.4567 -.3141 -.1791 -.1137 
.2510 -.4691 -.3559 -.2987 -.0458 
.2004 -.4611 -.3702 -.1939 -.0135 
.1884 -.4752 -.4039 -.1863 -.0336 
.1567 -.5339 -.3348 -.2799 -.0638 
.5703 -.3091 -.3998 -.2651 -.0577 
.5312 -.3964 -.2171 -.2136 -.0342 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1895 .0704 .3457 .3298 
.3368 .3027 
.2160 .0470 .1119 .0318 
.2528 .1914 
.2412 .0537 .1603 .1003 
.2193 .0000 
.1161 -.0675 .0081 -.0337 
.0854 .1337 
8ETAL ( 41 • 2.221 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ 
.3909 -.4431 -.2829 -.139'+ -.0722 
.2682 -.4736 -.3423 -.2051 -.\432 
.2032 -.4813 -.3734 -.30'+1 -.0323 
.1819 -.4689 -.3794 -.1853 -.0104 
.175'+ -.4796 -.'+095 -.1768 -.0347 
.1652 -.537..1 -.320\ -.2975 -.0579 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.0428 -.0080 -.0100 
-.0348 -.0233 -.0601 
-.0339 -.0696 -.0616 
.0194 -.0671 .0515 
.0291 -.0604 .1252 
-.0016 -.0530 .1560 
-.0150 -.0370 .1136 
-.0385 -.0152 .03~1 
.3632 .... 750 .5867 
-.0689 -.0199 -.027'+ 
-.0635 -.0424 -.0818 
-.0372 -.0686 -.0314 
.0134 -.0759 .0562 
.0076 -.0815 .1248 
-.0205 -.0689 .1559 
-:=:--' 
~''::.-~'"'' 
PAGE: 2 ... 53 
(RETSlll 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.3170 .5111 -.0821 -.1"'7'" -.3496 
.3480 
.3170 -.30'+2 -.3231 
.3127 
.3385 .5203 -.2179 -.2338 -.29"'2 
.3099 
.2180 .4273 .0934 .0725 -.3998 
.2311 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.3207 .5713 .0005 -.1196 -.3697 
.3182 
.2829 -.3223 -.352'" 
.264\ 







~. ___ .O>' . ...........J...--",~"~,~~, ___ """",~"",-_.,,~",,~,, __ ~""'~~"" __ "-~~.,~,_,,,,~ __ ,,,_
,,-,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,, -~~».-'-~~&',-'~-~-"'-~---- J 
r~~~-~TI_~' -"'~~~~.,~~-, ~~~~?...,=--= .. ~"'.-. ~-~.~" 
L~ ......... _. __ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAU 7) • 5.273 -8ETAL ( 4) • 2.221 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
270.000 .3400 .5869 -.2983 -.3962 -.2865 -.0579 -.0354 
315.000 .4221 .5301 -.4001 -.2129 -.1673 -.0360 -.0577 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'14 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0020 -.1642 .2180 .1100 .4174 .3804 
45.000 .0381 -.1157 .2830 .2238 
90.000 -.0402 -.0264 .2135 .0584 .1225 .0355 
135.000 .0730 -.1032 .2412 .1655 
180.000 -.0462 -.0380 .225'1 .0108 .0880 .0050 
225.000 -.1563 -.3242 .2073 .0000 
270.000 -.2082 -.1780 .1'130 -.0475 .0383 -.0150 
315.000 -.1755 -. 198'1 .1362 .1830 
ALPHAL( 7} a 5.249 8ETAL ( 5) • 4.291 
SECTION ( IlSRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3329 .3317 .3766 -.4399 -.2804 -.0843 -.1035 -.0859 
45.000 .1643 .2283 -.4787 -.3673 -.2371 -.1710 -.0822 
90.000 .0690 .1705 -.4873 -.3915 -.3039 -.0303 -.0467 
135.000 .0302 .1726 -.!.1706 -.3865 -.1746 -.0071 .0160 
180.000 1.3329 .0062 .1708 -.4841 -.4172 -.1731 -.01+36 -.0023 
225.000 .0600 .1643 -.5356 -.3338 -.3203 -.0646 -.0239 
270.000 .3619 .6021 -.2788 -.4072 -.3036 -.0637 -.0476 
315.000 .'-1311 .5385 -.3975 -.2001 -.1385 -.0'-139 -.0658 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .01+82 -.161+1 .2639 .1511 .'-1230 .3895 
45.000 .1135 -.164.8 .2785 .2119 
90.000 -.0'-11+2 -.0'-133 .2505 .0361+ .0939 .0203 
135.000 .0'-118 -.0828 .1447 .0711 
180.000 -.0012 -.0687 .2052 -.0250 .1009 .0257 
225.000 -.1566 -.32'-15 .0899 .0000 
270.000 -.2093 -.1622 .1216 -.0250 .0127 -.073'-1 
315.000 -.1610 -.2200 .2311 .2107 
{~ 
~("""~~~-'~"'~""-_""';:::""'_'''''''''';''''~ __ " __ ':''''-'"L'~''''''''''':'''''''''''~'''~~~''~''' __ '' '-M,~ •• ~"",-. "L~"~~''''''''''''''_~_. ___ '''''''''''''w'~~'''~''''''':: 
SRM BOOSTER (RETSil) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
-.0455 .1190 .2626 .4171 .0640 
-.0120 .0310 .2658 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
-.0299 -.0350 .3075 .6689 -.0377 
-.0597 -.0984 .2747 
-.0752 -.0111 .2496 -.3350 
-.0825 .0750 .2628 
-.0950 .1289 .2502 .4304 -.2340 
-.0717 .1605 .2557 
-.05'-10 .1121 .2858 .4172 .0513 
-.0056 .0278 .2925 









' .. ~ 







r :' ........,. ...... ,ow __ ._-___ "' 





DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2Lt55 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER CRETSI2) 17 OCT 75 ) 
.. 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
, 
SREF .. 2690.0000 sa.FT. XMRP .. 976.0000 IN. XT MACH .. I.LtOO RN/F"T • 2.250 
LREF .. 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YT ELV-IB • B.OOO ELV-OB • .000 
BREF • 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP .. LtOO.OOOO IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SPDBRI( • .000 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAL( 1) • -6.839 SETAL C 1) • -3.931 
SECTION ( IISRM SOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .111S .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 . Lt750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4680 .0957 .1872 -.3542 -.3079 -.2680 -.2029 -.1541 -.1300 -.1339 .1224 .2040 -.0274 -.0970 -.3962 
45.000 .1718 .2097 -.3533 -.2784 -.2174 -.1981 -.2573 -.2266 -.1908 .0007 
90.000 .2513 .3000 .0000 -.2340 -.2294 -.1913 -.3340 .0000 -.2808 -.0161 -.1238 -.0994 
135.000 .3560 .4333 -.2686 -.1717 -.0739 .0769 -.0498 -.1333 -.1642 .1068 
180.000 1.4680 .3927 .5173 -.2505 -.1398 -.0111+ .1916 .0067 -.0602 -.0805 .2975 .6101 .1895 .0566 -.4257 
225.000 .2859 .6181 -.2315 -.1116 -.1076 .2006 .0139 -.0125 -.0431 .432'+ 
270.000 .0960 .6244 -.1818 -.0899 .0000 -.2656 -.0792 -.0772 -.0515 .0000 .9204 .5016 .5035 -.5107 
315.000 .0355 .1565 -.4201 -.4762 -.3625 -.2730 -.1113 -.0551 -.0593 .2672 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0645 -.2784 -.0238 -.2021 -.0670 -.1313 
45.000 -.0735 -.2425 -.0551 -.0455 
90.000 -.2Lt31 -.2459 .1683 -.0637 .0739 .1367 
135.000 .1119 -.3266 .3252 .4122 
180.000 .1303 -.3116 .0801 .2263 .4743 .3716 
225.000 -.2063 -.2965 .1730 .0000 
270.000 -.2698 -.2133 -.0872 -.1774 -.1393 -.1129 
315.000 -.2050 -.2152 -.0303 -.0295 
ALPHAL( I) .. -6.794 SETAL ( 2) • -1.861 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 279Lt .3632 • Lt750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7350 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4504 .0691 .1637 -.3721< -.3219 -.2786 -.1883 -.1221 -.1271 -.1063 .ILt72 .2772 -.013Lt -.0792 -.3692 
45.000 .1379 .1721 -.3637 -.2915 -.2235 -.1996 -.2243 -.1862 -.2640 .0155 
90.000 .2015 .2466 .0000 - .i;;>1527 -.2566 -.2231 -.3506 .0000 -.2562 -.0120 -.147S -.116B 
135.000 .3082 .3877 -.2878 -. i983 -.0935 .0191 -.1099 -.1799 -.1616 .0583 
180.000 1.4504 .3577 .5022 -.2566 -.1474 .0160 .1451 -.0338 -.1123 -.12:5 .2310 .5195 .0775 -.0519 -.'+50'+ 
225;000 .2694 .6166 -.2342 -.1152 .0264 .1653 -.0130 -.0515 -.06ILt .3693 
270.000 .0793 .6280 -.1824 -.0812 .0000 -.2825 -.0701 -.0835 -.0632 .0000 .8352 .4026 .4372 -.4739 
315.000 .0087 .1445 -.4322 -.5031 -.3702 -.2965 -.1096 -.0554 -.0557 .2640 
I:.' . ~-,,"-.-.,~-,.~ ... _:._~~_.~~.~ ... , .. , ..."_._._~.".~.,,_._ c .• _~. __ ._~,~.c •. "" ... _"i,.,. ,,--.~.-.,,--~--.---~.-. __ •• # J 
r-.. · ----~."~~~., 
DATE: 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( \). -6.794 





























ALPHAL( II = -6.757 
SECTION I I)SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 
PHI 













































lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
8ETAL ( 21· -\.861 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .93'+'+ .9565 
.0300 -.1918 -.0167 -.0976 
-.0571 -.07"'1 
.0722 -.0625 .0395 .1207 
.3268 .'+029 
.0999 .1861 .... 377 .35 ... 3 
.0889 .0000 
-.0898 -.1710 -.148'+ -.1173 
-.0532 -.0705 
BETAL ( 3) .. .212 
DEPENDE~T VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'" .3632 .... 750 .5867 
.1'+30 -.3928 -.3283 -.28'+0 -.1554 -.0788 -.1097 -.0913 
.1'+72 -.3712 -.2956 -.226'+ -.1913 -.1577 -.1334 -.26f:'J 
.2030 .0000 -.28"'3 -.2729 -.2"'29 -.3378 .0000 -.2330 
.3407 -.2993 -.2200 -.09"'2 -.0512 -.1622 -.2267 -.2028 
.... 901 -.2586 -.1"'96 .0701 .0960 -.0625 -.1600 -.1660 
.6176 -.2307 -.1089 .1368 .1253 -.0088 -.0919 -.0796 
.6278 -.1729 -.0737 .0000 -.2966 -.0690 -.0832 -.0661 
.1367 -.4348 -.5141 -.3719 -.3111 -.1049 -.0542 -.0623 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0668 -.2319 .1859 .0386 
-.0'+27 -.0959 
.0'+116 -.0686 -.0056 .0'+'+6 
.2 ... 71 .32'+1 
.10,+6 .0832 .3531 .3002 
.01 ... 0 .0000 




.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.1827 .3144 -.0054 -.0739 -.3521 
.0634 
.0290 -.1877 -.1021 
.0038 
.1357 .576'" .0307 -.123'" - ....... 23 
.316'" 
.0000 .7323 .3023 .3958 - .... 179 
.2 ... 22 
"-
~:... ... ,~.~...;,.,..,..:. .... -,.,....; .. ;~ .... .;; ...... :..-..,< .... ...:...~~~~",., --._~~' ___ ""'''''''''';''';~.''';~...i_ ....... _ . . ~ .. .l.~ .. ,~~ __ • _~,...:_.~_ ......... ..>..... __ ~~._ 











DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+57 " 
. 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI2) ~~---. 
ALPHAL( 1) • -6.700 BETAL ( 1+) .. 2.318 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 • 0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 I .4073 .0105 . 13lJS -.391+8 -.31+66. -.2811 -.1072 -.0695 -.0888 -.0831+ .2061+ .4680 -.0758 -.1170 -.379'+ 
1+5.000 .0678 .1212 -.3810 -.3056 -.2293 -.1767 -.0766 -.1105 -.2087 .1053 
90.000 .1068 .1605 .0000 -.3108 -.2823 -.2529 -.2971+ .0000 -.1991 .0715 -.21+20 -.191+8 
135.000 .201+9 .2952 -.3175 -.2507 -. 111+1+ -.1286 -.2')93 -.2850 -.2096 .0386 
180.000 1.4073 .3075 .1+761 -.2663 -.1610 .0985 .0361 -.0716 -.211+1 -.1178 .0691+ .4511 -.048,+ -.1170 -.4662 
225.000 .2517 .6123 -.2339 -.0991+ .1733 .0779 -.0087 -.1151 -.01+69 .2539 
270.000 .0621 .6336 -.1729 -.0776 .0000 -.311+9 -.0826 -.1058 -.0323 .0000 .5897 .2621 .3231 -.1+251 
315.000 -.0369 .1281+ -.1+422 -.5252 -.3760 -.3223 -.0891 -.0658 -.0520 .2215 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+1+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0076 "'.2847 .0321+ -.2056 .3141+ .2716 
'+5.000 -.0262 -.2651+ -.0157 -.0603 
90.000 -.11+19 -.11+26 .0360 -.01+87 -.0321 -.0371 
135.000 -.0632 -.2109 .221+1 .3116 
180.000 -.051+0 -.3699 .1807 -.0523 .3177 .2727 
225.000 -.2057 -.2780 -.0318 .0000 
270.000 -.2553 -.2290 -.1037 -.1925 -.1640 -.11+08 
315.000 -.2087 -.2997 .0057 .0743 
',"'" ~ 
ALPHAL( I) .. -6.673 BETAL ( 5) '"' 1+.383 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .'5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
--
.000 1.3B20 -.0257 .1030 -.1+061 -.3599 -.2861 -.091+3 -.0801 -.0789 -.0765 .1960 .5410 -.1289 -.1316 -.3819 
45.000 .0278 .0865 -.3971 -.3192 -.2291 -.1416 -.0735 -.1270 -.1822 .1535 
90.000 .0561 .1115 .0000 -.3357 -.2867 -.2662 -.2558 .0000 -.1666 .1167 -.2430 -.1175 
135.000 .1557 .2339 -.3391 -.2861 -.1157 -.1987 -.2763 -.3271 -.2050 .0289 
180.000 1.3820 .2853 .4'+35 -.2775 -.1739 .0917 -.033'+ -.1015 -.2622 -.1337 .0032 .6352 -.1142 -.2511 -.4905 
225.000 .2751 .5905 -.21+11+ ':'.0961 .2069 .0335 -.0176 -.1337 .01+72 .201+7 
270.000 .1238 .6236 -.1703 -.0915 .0000 -.3390 -.0711+ -.1070 -.0092 .0000 .5533 .2778 .3089 -.4671 
315.000 -.025'+ .1148 -.1+500 -.5401 -.3929 -.2377 -.0825 -.0621 -.0529 .1955 
, 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+1+ .9565 I 
PHI j 
.000 -.0101+ -.2811+ .0650 -.1716 .2966 .3611+ 
1 
1+5.000 -.0176 -.2631 .0433 .0231+ 
90.000 -.1223 -.1323 .0573 -.0349 -.0022 -.0548 
135.000 
- .1055 -.1791 .1783 .1826 
180.000 -.0773 -.2903 .1937 -.1336 .1506 .0751 
j 
~"""""""''''''''~~'''J'''''_' ____ -...:..... ............. _ ... _,...:~~ .. _~~ __ .~",~i_~i ........ ~ ___ ................... ,....:..~~_:._ •• __ ._ .... _ •• __ , ~ ...• _____ 
- -" ,.-"'-.-~~-~.:~-.-~>--~-.--~-. ..................... ----... j ....d ~ 
--'~ -'~~"~1 
't.t~; ..... f 
c=~c ____ ~~_ ,~ .. _-'~_~_ .~-.~- ~"- .... --"-'----~~,.-:.....~--"-~"-'""~~-~ .......... ~--.~-~ ..... --------- -
L::f-:'~~,=.~=~.~" ... , .. =,. ,."--. ...:"',,~.-~.: 
IlI!i:'~;::"'" .: 
-
J.._~ __ ... 
'. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
. ALPHALI 21. -It. 571 
SECTION I 115RM BOOSTER 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
BrTAL I 21. -3.997 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAGE 2lt59 
IRETSI21 




.1174 .6700 -.1638 -.1776 .0000 -.2799 -.1073 -.0632 -.0557 .0000 .9285 .5357 .5081 -.lt989 




















.!':.120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.0743 -.1727 -.0698 
.0590 
-.0457 -.0627 .1418 
.2397 
.064'+ .1712 .385,+ 
.1787 










ALPHAL( 21· -'+.508 'tiETAL ( 3) .. .123 
SEcn ON ( 1 ISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 











(:) ~ PHI 
,t:i;1 ~ .000 
T?d g. 45. 000 
o 24 90.000 9 tp. 135.000 
q;w t'I 180. 000 


















































































































.3221+ -.02'+3 -.02'+6 -.28Lt4 
-.1669 -.0979 
.6828 .0121 -.11+29 -.'+15'+ 
.796'+ .3053 .3698 -.'+133 









IT' , f~'" ___ .... <_~ __ =<~~~==<=.~_.~._=_-= 'CC"_'."" "-_"." ~~=,..~.,_ .... < __ •• __ ._- -
, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A- PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 21+60 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI2) 
ALPHAL{ 2)· -4.461 8ETAL ( 4) 4.298 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 














































































-.2789 .0299 -.1301 
-.2905 
-.1480 .0409 -.0304 
-.1839 . 
-.2553 .1331 -.0397 
-.2304 
-.2231 -.1045 -.1758 
-.2755 
ALPHAL( 2)· -4.418 SETAL ( 5) .. 



















































.3737 -.1626 -.1010 -.3325 
-.2570 -.2504 
.6383 -.1154 -.2~59 -.4546 
.5784 .3010 .3515 -.4422 




























































































































.3265 -.1343 -.0594 -.3271 
-.2592 -.2652 
.5759 -.2288 -.3608 -.41+~1 
.!S181 .2287 .191+2 -.4694 





• .0...-_"'-, ....... : ~. __ -'-.~"-_._ ...... ~~ ..... __ ~_,;.._:..-._ .. "'~~. __ ~_._........: ....... ~~ ...... ~~~....:... ....... ,~_~ ...... ___ ......... :...-.;~._ .. ~. ___ •. ,_. kl,_~_ .. ___ ·~_ .. __ ._. _____ .. _ ... ,.,-_~.,.L..._____ ~ 







DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 21+61 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI2) ~ 
ALPHALC 2) • -4.418 BETAL C 5) .. 6.382 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9341+ .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2668 -.2389 -.0636 .0000 
270.000 -.2705 -.2273 -.1201 -.1771 -.161'+ -.1748 
315.000 -.2242 -.2760 .0149 .0594 
ALPHALC 3) • -2.374 8ETAL C I) • -6.107 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5967 .6995 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4941 .2098 .3004 -.3276 -.2547 -.2134 -.1627 -.0609 -.0639 -.0656 .1565 .271+7 -.110B .14'+ 1 -.2132 
45.000 .2923 .3331 -.3138 -.2177 -.1336 -.1666 -.0862 -.0915 -.1054 .2109 
90.000 .3445 .3919 .0000 -.1801 -.1162 -.0580 -.1075 .0000 -.1242 .1418 -.0619 -.0030 
135.000 .3526 .4063 -.2657 -.1801 -.0633 .1504 .0613 -.0423 -.0530 .3639 
180.000 1.4941 .3016 .4153 -.2776 -.2036 -.1749 .2177 .0613 -.0064 ·.0620 .4751 .6396 .2132 .1597 -.3006 
225.000 .2\94 .4997 -.2786 -.2027 -.3000 . \860 .0320 .0253 -.0967 .5624 
270.000 .1492 .6962 -.1541 -.3342 .0000 -.3034 -.2093 -.0342 -.0563 .0000 1.0306 .6393 .5126 -.'+935 
315.000 .1468 .3565 -.3410 -.3128 -.3289 -.1770 -.0974 -.0091 -.043£.! .2468 
X/LS .9102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0475 -.2991 -.1872 -.2891 -.0553 .0279 
45.000 .0042 -.3205 .1565 .220'+ 
90.000 -.1790 -.2703 -.0045 -.0369 .1836 .2483 
135.000 .2228 -.3248 .2341 .3089 
180.000 .2146 -.2890 .0903 .1239 .2694 .3092 
225.000 -. C254 -.2660 .2335 .0000 
270.000 -.2501 -.2136 -.0722 -.1611t -.1088 -. 107'+ 
315.000 -.2311 -.2703 -.1091 -.1110 
ALPHALC 3) • -2.326 BETAL ( 2) • -1.992 
SECTION ( I,SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .'+750 .5967 .698!5 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1 . '+627 .1511 .2636 -.31+03 -.2766 -.2371+ -.1249 -.0192 -.0700 -.0577 .2327 .29'+1 -.011+9 .1132 -.2230 
'+5.000 .2012 .2591 -.3304 -.2438 -.1550 -.1'+62 -.0353 -.0700 -.0909 .1780 
90.000 .2435 .2861 .0000 -.2255 -.1568 -.0769 -.1296 .0000 -.1195 .1051 -.10!51 -.01+55 
\35.000 .2645 .3364 -.2959 -.2166 -.1057 .0724 -.0160 -.0705 -.1004 .3122 
1BO.00O 1.4627 .251.9 .3892 -.2861 -.2175 -.1816 .1499 -.0198 -.0780 -. i 118 .3977 .6951 .1210 .0127 -.3721 
225.000 .1880 .4993 -.2803 -.2114 -.2711 .1478 -.0415 -.0371 -.1004 .4467 
I 
. . 





DATE: 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL! 3) • -2.326 BETAL ! 2) • -1.992 
SECTION tlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
270.000 .1140 .7145 -.1363 -.3198 .0000 -.3085 -.1159 
315.000 .0981 .3361 -.3495 -.3Lt61 -.3373 -.1782 -.0981 
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 93LtLt .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0851 -.2898 -.0756 -.1397 .0204 .OLt51 
45.000 .0811 -.2898 .1740 .2198 
90.000 -.1004 -.24LtI -.0075 -.0295 .1508 .1874 
135.000 .1692 -.3134 .2046 .2949 
180.000 .1732 -.2965 .0703 .1318 . 29Lt9 .3135 
225.000 -.1691 -.2794 .1357 .0000 
270.000 -.2405 -.2040 -.0827 -.ILt98 -.1198 -.1065 
315.000 -.2187 -.2472 -.1133 -.0858 
AlPHAU 3) -2.286 BETAl ( 3) ,. 2.162 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.4278 .0926 .2299 -.3534 -.2967 -.2Lt25 -.1020 -.0257 
45.000 .1277 .1987 -.3507 -.2Coe -.1712 -.0955 -.0070 
90.000 .1522 .2029 .0000 -.2584 -.1850 -.1088 -.0898 
135.000 .1735 .2706 -.3157 -.2508 -.1461 -.0156 -.1038 
180.000 1.4278 .1945 .3773 -.2912 -.2229 -.0958 .0316 -.0821 
225.000 .1606 .5191 -.2713 -.2055 -.0405 .0521 -.0560 
270.000 .0830 .7387 -.1121 -.3037 .0000 -.3223 -.0776 
315.000 .0593 .3315 -.3561 -.3646 -.3411 -.1504 -.1085 
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0559 -.2655 -.0459 -.1801 .2089 .2315 
45.000 .1022 -.2731 .1127 .08B1 
90.000 -.0529 -.1423 .0076 -.0096 .0706 .0319 
\35.000 .0136 -.1851 .1172 .1431 
180.000 .0249 -.2557 .096Lt .0685 . 278Lt .2242 
225.000 -.1732 -.2823 .0806 .0000 
270.000 -.2352 -.2065 -.0569 -.1667 -.1263 -.IOLt8 
315.000 -.2092 -.2566 -.0571 .0063 
·...; ....................... _~.-..~M_...: ............ _l.-.,;.'~_· ~~ ~ ... _~.~_~ ... ,.~~ ...... ,,--, .... ___ ~ ~LJ_........:~_~ : __ L""~L ___ "_'''''''''''''<'~~· ~~.......-~~ ...... _ .... ~_~, ~_~.J~.!"""""'" ~~ .... ~ •. ~"'"'_ .... _ " 
SRM BOOSTER 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0810 -.0550 .0000 
-.0389 -.0395 .2518 
. Lt750 .5867 • 69B5 
-.0'+71 -.0'+10 .2239 
-.0634 -.0685 .2359 
.0000 -.1098 .1608 
-.1274 -.1403 .2329 
-.1444 -.0912 .2185 
-.1005 .071Lt .3088 
-.0763 .0427 .0000 







• 55Lt3 -. 1001 
.7007 .2255 















,,' ~~~ __ ........... ,..' '"""'J:......"-_ ........... ~---.. __ ,_. ______ ' -:--... _",,--,"_.~ __ ~ ___ J 
r~~-" "'-::""''''''''';''''''>'''''-~~----'''-'' -'-,--,.~'-' 
i,.,. .......... ". ,;:,,:::,:-~:' ',l~ :- ~~:: .. ': --::~::.:~::. _"' -~~, -.;';/ .. ~...... '" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
0' 
IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
ALPHAL( 3) • -2.233 8ETAL ( 1+) • 6.302 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE'CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 
PHI 
.000 1.3795 .0286 .1851+ -.3678 -.3201 -.2639 -.0828 -.01+78 -.01+16 -.0442 .2068 
45.000 .0448 .1434 -.3780 -.2956 -.1889 -.0179 -.0270 -.0525 -.0762 .21+06 
90.000 .0616 .1390 .0000 -.2889 -.2006 -.0885 -.0647 .0000 -.1329 .2218 
135.000 .0820 .1929 -.3455 -.2926 -.1358 -.1264 -.1516 -.1673 -.0272 .2164 
180.000 1.3795 .1312 .3384 -.3079 -.2516 .0287 -.0781 -.1305 -.1876 .0472 .1160 
225.000 .1225 .5174 -.2739 -.2348 . 1131+ -.0110 -.0748 -.1470 .0801 .21+66 
270.000 .0901 .7615 -.0920 -.3177 .0000 -.3592 -.0828 -.0911+ .0269 .0000 
315.000 .0286 .3039 -.3663 -.3736 -.3127 -.111+3 -.0686 -.01+81 -.0176 .2151 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9341+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0509 -.1971 .0,*25 .0071 .1630 .1485 
1+5.000 .0850 -.2571 .320'* .3017 
90.000 -.0131 -.1'*97 .0528 .0065 .1292 .0852 
135.000 -.0610 -.1381 .091+1 .0726 
180.000 -.0735 -.1650 .1229 -.01+25 .0680 .0155 
225.000 -.2,*95 -.21+73 -.0101 .0000 
270.000 -.253,* ·'.2130 -.0618 -.1568 -.1357 -.1,*11 
315.000 -.212'* -.271+2 .0300 .081+3 
ALPHAL( It) • -.143 BETAL ( I) = -6.129 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 
PHI 
.000 1.4922 .2501 .3557 -.3107 -.2361 -.1915 -.1104 -.0350 -.0442 -.0538 .2439 
45.000 .3116 .3692 -.3017 -.1991+ -.09,*5 -.1202 -.0113 -.0232 -.0592 .2958 
90.000 .3395 .3851 .0000 -.1820 -.101+2 -.0846 -.0196 .0000 -.0368 .2169 
135.000 .3161 .3809 -.2857 -.1988 -.10,*6 .1021+ .0576 -.0195 -.0213 .1+291 
180.000 1.1+922 .2519 .3587 -.2967 -.2371+ -.2019 .1555 .0724. .0122 -.0550 .5271 
225.000 .1815 .4298 -.3114 -.2735 -.2456 .0875 .0549 -.0153 .-.0801+ .6048 
270.000 .1692 .7120 -.1437 -.4237 .0000 -.2445 -.2587 -.0505 -.0748 .0000 
315.000 .1767 .4319 -.3117 -.2,*04 -.2860 -.109B -.1006 -.0135 -.0278 .2735 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+1+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0833 -.3259 -.1584 -.2537 .0230 .1191 
45.000 .0744 -.2992 .2,*71 .3150 
90.000 -.0515 -.2162 .0230 -.0575 .2076 .2521 
135.000 .2507 -.2958 .1969 .2372 
180.000 .2060 -.2539 .1022 .0901 .1933 .2286 
'C:.~ 
. ....:..~.;. __ ...:... •.• ~~.u..~"O" ........... """'O-.......... ....-.:..~,_'.I..!, .. ~~........:...-.., 








.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.3300 -.0674 -.1465 -.2953 
-.3121+ -.3052 
.6172 -.1642 -.3181 -.4053 
.5786 .3237 .3612 -.4368 
.7280 .7290 .7360 ."1370 
---
~ 1 
.3582 -.0434 .1825 -.1906 
-.0256 .0158 
.6835 .1954 .1260 -.2629 
1.0475 .6123 .4972 -.5831 
j 
,.-----." ......... _. ___ ' .....:.....-_~,_,-'-~ _______ J 
[~~.--~~_~~o""". -~_ m,_ '_~_~_~. 
-_.- .~ 
-'-' 
-~ .~ ~".~. 
DATE 2,1 OCT 7~ IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+6'+ 
ARCII-019 IA8~ LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI21 ~--
ALPHAL( It) • -.llt3 8ETAL ( 1) • -6.129 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.1010 -.2784 .2919 .0000 
270.000 -.2398 -.2150 -.0486 -.1530 -.1100 -.1075 
315.000 -.1960 -.2600 -.1272 -.0754 
ALPHAL( It) .. 
-.130 8ETAL ( 2) = -4.076 
SECTION 1 ) SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4794 .2133 .3339 -.3236 -.2451 -.2083 -.1008 -.0167 -.0434 -.0525 .2530 .3lt32 -.0233 .2017 -.1837 
It5.000 .2644 .3306 -.3140 -.2154 -. I 104 -.1237 .0050 -.0202 -.0591 .2863 
90.000 .2825 .3252 .0000 -.2031 -.1258 -.0812 -.0345 .0000 -.0534 .2211 -.Olt35 -.0020 
135.000 .2674 .3276 -.2955 -.2151 - .1156 .0853 .0244 -.0474 -.0510 .3937 
180.000 1. It794 .2157 .3366 -.3050 -.2433 -.2049 .1418 .037'+ -.0183 -.0747 .4912 .6922 .1789 .0952 -.2917 
225.000 .1528 .4187 -.3160 -.2774 -.2553 .09,+5 -.0039 -.0192 -.0693 .5686 
270.000 .12'+3 .7231 -.1390 -.4228 .0000 -.2937 -.2610 -.0627 -.0813 •. 0000 1.0066 .5995 .5195 -.5417 
3.15.000 .147'+ .'+223 -.3200 -.2645 -.2821 -.1079 -.0889 -.0'183 -.0'+08 .2580 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
PHI 
• 
.000 -.0895 -.3121 ",:.1038 -.1835 .0659 .1386 
45.000 .0739 -.2893 .2386 .3050 
90.000 -.0519 -.2129 .0269 -.0'+93 .1865 .2195 
135.000 .2305 -.2989 .1847 .2272 
180.000 .1967 -.25'+6 .0921 .0906 .2026 .2'+04 
225.000 -.1119 -.2648 .2597 .0000 
270.000 -.23'+'+ -.2114 -.0531 -.1523 -.1049 -.0882 
315.000 -.203'+ -.2'+21 -.1106 -.0717 
ALPHAL( '+1 • -.115 BETAL ( 3) • .0'+3 
SECTION 1) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 2791t .3632 .,+750 •. 5867 .6985 • 72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1. 't't66 . 163'+ .299'+ -.3296 -.2605 -.2207 -.0983 -.0216 -.0398 -.0385 .2297 .3696 -.·1051+ .0515 -.2263 
'+5.000 .1886 .2606 -.3359 -.2477 -.1389 -.1161 .0084 -.0341 -.0574 .2560 
90.000 .2003 .2288 .0000 -.2370 -.1548 -.0'+69 -.0371 .0000 -.0720 .2240' -.1226 -.0940 
135.000 .1958 .2564 -.3135 -.2'106 -.1313 .0206 -.0350 -.0562 -.104'+ .3201 
180.000 1.4466 .1715 .323'1· -.3083 -.2480 -.2026 .081'+ -.0513 -.0670 -.1320 .3729 .7796 -.Olt91 -.llt91 -.35lt2 
225.000 .1303 .4267 -.3089 -.2725 -.2415 .0725 -.0371 -.07'+1 -.0876 .'t016 
'J 
1 
. ·i-liillr~:~·~~~..-..;; •• ~ ... _;.,.;.:.~",-~.-':"tA.".; •• ~.>« .... :_._._ .. ",-; .. ....'j L ..•.. ....,.,:._~ .. ..:..;.:........".~' __ ' _~ __ .; ........ :.....-_'-.. ~'....~'->.~.~,""-
.. -.-... __ .. "-,-,_.c.. __ ~ ___ ,,;~_..;.. __ ~ __ ... _ •• .....;_~-...; •• _,._._~~_~ ___ ~J 
I 
r 
~~--;-""" .. ,' """-~T:"'""""~'. 
II!'::~::::~"" .. ~- ... ~ .. ""';-:..:::t.:.... ;:::-s.:::.::" :':~:~:;-_~.', . ;~:::;~::.:':_ -:;:.:' 
~~~~ 
,~~",'" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( It) • -.115 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER 




X/LS .B102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0629 -.2758 
45.000 .0'+49 -.2320 
90.000 -.04'+3 -.2072 
135.000 .1784 -.2829 
190.000 .1123 -.2351 
225.000 -.2051 -.2936 
270.000 -.2317 -.1992 
315.000 -.2066 -.2532 
ALPHALC '+1 • -.109 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 




1BO.000 I. '+056 .10BB 
225.000 .0938 
270.000 .0734 
O~ 315.000 .0908 ~~ X/LS .8102 .8661 
~~ PHI ~E: .000 -.0228 -'.2040 '+5.000 .042'+ -.2168 90.000 .0054 -.1773 
\% 135.000 .0199 -.1755 180.000 .0235 -.2147 225.000 -.1908 -.2818 \iI=j. 270.000 -.2367 -.2003 
ta 315.000 -.1954 -.2542 




IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2lt65 
ARCII-019 1A91 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI2) 
8ETAL C 3) • .0,+3 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.7'+07 -.1150 -.'+265 .0000 -.2797 -.1369 -.1056 -.0370 .0000 .7717 .2205 .306'+ -.'+106 
• '+ II 0 -.3206 -.2731 ·-.2833 -.1030 -.0790 -.0622 -.0'+03 .2217 
.9120 .9130 .93'+'+ .9565 
-.0297 -.1207 .0866 .1187 
.1952 .2145 
.0399 -.0276 .1752 .1952 
.1800 .2163 
.0860 .0967 .2136 .2172 
.1181 .0000 
-.0333 -.1424 -.1079 -.0957 
-.0919 -.0546 
8ETAL C 4) .. 4.202 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP. 
.0950 .: 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6995 .7290 .7290 ,7360 .7370 
.2588 -.3436 -.2848 -.2'+41 -.0866 -.0433 -.0'+06 -.0359 .218'+ .It 119 -.05!9 -.OB59 -.2BOO 
.1880 -.3655 -.2827 -.1737 -.0352 -.0139 -.0'+12 -.0601 .2187 
.1559 .0000 -.2689 -.1753 -.0'+83 -.0278 .0000 -.0997 .2283 -.27'+9 -.3043 
.2069 -.3390 -.2701 -.1642 -.0385 -.0783 -.0891 -.0580 .2669 
.2957 -.3178 -.2671 -.1321 .0042 -.0967 -.1205 .0679 .2334 .5955 -.1592 -.2373 -.3800 
.'+280 -.3065 -.2625 -.1196 .0383 -.0753 -.0999 .1479 .2875 
.7306 -.1196 -.3995 .0000 -.2969 -.0931 -.0897 .0563 .0000 .6619 .2662 .3615 -.'+140 
.4040 -.3240 -.2802 -.2803 -.0848 -.0694 -.0502 -.0116 .2326 
.9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
.0773 -.0237 .1338 .1231 
.191'+ .1578 
.0803 -.0251 .16'+ I .11'+5 
.0969 .0883 
.1127 .0322 .1905 .1538 
.0782 .0000 
-.0248 -.1463 -.1053 -.0896 
.0111 .0742 
.-....... -.... -..... -.•.... - ...... ~ .• -...... -~.-~. -..:..~. --~---~ .. -.~~ ..  
- ----------""'""IIlI r--~-~~.........--,--·,...-~'7'---~-'--·-------------
- . 





DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2466 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI2) 
ALP HAL ( Itl • 
-.080 BETAL ( 5) • 6.260 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
---_ . 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 . 7370 
PHI 
.000 1.383'1 .0800 .2411 -.3481 -.2934 -.2404 -.0968 -.0621 -.0452 -.0394 .2333 .41f79 -.0228 -.1052 -.3258 45.000 .0695 .1586 -.3745 -.2964 -.1911 -.0167 -.0303 -.0490 -.0684 .2288 90.000 .0677 .1412 .0000 -.2805 -.1801 -.0306 -.0371 .0000 -.1060 .2497 
-.2955 -.321+3 135.000 .0704 .1754 -.3515 -.2854 -.1642 -.0911 -.0832 -.1 I 17 -.0074 .2542 180.000 1.3834 .0803 .2861 -.3218 -.2728 -.0541 -.0449 -.1132 -.1410 .0692 .1813 .6241 -.1337 -.2889 -.37lt9 225.000 .0761 .4295 -.3074 -.2606 -.0657 -.0146 -.0802 -.1225 .1164 .2707 270.000 
.0641 .7136 -.1471 -.3913 .0000 -.2714 -.0752 -.0854 .0461 .0000 .6679 .3561 . 4841f -.4205 315.000 .07'16 .3959 -.3261 -.2722 -.2619 -.0814 -.0844 ".0429 -.0077 .2368 
X!LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
"" PHI 
./ 
.000 -.0114 -.2040 .1499 .0056 .2568 .2642 45.000 .0408 -.2025 
.1846 .1306 90.000 -.0066 -.1401 .1188 .0181 .1375 .0918 135.000 -.0071 -.1515 
.1087 .0954 180.000 -.0227 -.1594 .1348 -.0267 .0776 .0253 225.000 -.226':t -.2799 
.0569 .0000 270.000 -.2462 -.2080 .0115 -.1283 -.0939 -_.0967 315.000 -.1995 -.2661 
.0862 .1584 
ALPHALC 5) 2.105 8ETAL C I) 0: -6.091 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 2791f .3632 .4750 .5867 .69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4897 .2971 .4107 -.2966 -.2076 -.1660 -.0685 -.0117 -.0123 -.0327 .2859 .3611t .0725 .0398 -.1669 45.000 .3434 .3977 -.2948 -.1822 -.0603 -.0916 .0123 .0224 -.0207 .3473 90.000 .3361 .3869 .0000 -.1828 -.1172 -.1002 .0328 .0000 - .00 Ilf • 321f2 
.0043 .0491 135.000 .2845 .3352 -.2968 -.2189 -.1451 .0061 .0340 -.0079 -.0082 .4451 180.000 1.1f897 .2109 .3103 -.3139 -.2591 -.1791 .0583 .0298 .0008 -.0411 .5546 .7267 .2149 .1332 -.213'+ 225.000 .1463 .3563 ~.3415 -.3305 -.2333 -.0551 .0456 .0259 .0203 .6486 270.000 . 151f I .6994 -.1555 -.4270 .0000 -.1023 -.1427 -.0665 -.1033 .0000 1.1144 .6636 .5056 -.5799 315.000 .212.4 .5035 -.2833 -.1724 -.1840 -.0557 -.0313 -.0372 -.0249 .2743 
X/LS 
.8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0567 -.2965 -.0888 -.1613 .0785 .1454 45.000 .1272 -.2631 
.2925 .3611 90.000 .0055 -.1764 .0871 -.0493 .2375 .2696 135.000 .2911 -.2845 
.1935 .2182 180.000 .2106 -.2517 .1261 .0821 .1813 .1865 
'~ 






DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8lA - P?£SSG~ S~E DATA TA9ULATION 
ARCll-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL( 5) s 2.105 OCTAL ( 1) s -6.091 
SEen ~ ( 1) SP.t1 roosTER OCPE!U-UT il'ARJI8..£ CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'-+4 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.10"7 -.3148 .2991 .0000 
270.000 -.2330 -.leI6 -.0225 -.119't - .. C5SS -.0638 
315.000 -.1800 -.2"'fi2 -.ca37 -.0233 
ALPHAU 5) • 2.097 SETAL I 2) • -1.985 
SECTION ( 1 )SP.t1 BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
Y./LS .0000 .0335 .C~D .! lIe .1397 .IS"A .279't .3632 
PHI 
.000 J.'t608 .2383 .3743 -.3029 -.2224 -.2020 -.0790 -.0137 
'+5.000 .2552 .3281 -.3074 -.2191 -.1037 -.1030 .0222 
90.000 .2389 .2858 .0000 -.2249 -.155'1 -.0920 .0133 
135.000 .2032 .2S33 -.3152 -.2450 -.14'30 .0230 -.0065 
180.000 1.'+608 • 1477 .2747 - .. 3Z02 - .2717 -.1537 .0388 -.0208 
225.000 .0993 .3331) -.345'+ - .. 3293 -.2393 -.0336 -. G247 
270.000 .1108 .7187 -.1346 -.3360 .0000 -.0828 -.0739 
315.000 .1765 .4971 -.282'+ -.1949 -.1950 -.067'7 -.0288 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.oao -.0'+1'+ -.26'+3 • C:i33 -.1091 • 1'+ I <) • l '73'-+ 
'+5.1;00 • t27'S -_2~~'J .. 2:53 .2l73 go.ooo -.0495 -.1927 .OBB9 -.0311 .2300 • 237'i 
135.000 .2'+72 -.2769 .1811 .1982 
180.000 .1631 -.2555 .105'+ .0870 .1909 .2042 
225.000 -.13'+3 -.2693 • .2229 .0000 
270.000 -.2224 -.1989 -.0373 -.128'+ -.0859 -.0692 
315.000 -.2022 -.24'+8 -.0616 -.0381 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.064 SETAL ( 3) ,. 2.166 
SECTION I 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.4202 .1852 .3395 -.3146 -.2447 -.2331 -.0750 -.0462 
45.000 .1666 .2549 ""'.3426 -.2591 -.1605 -.0883 .0013 
90.000 .1483 .1999 .0000 -.2610 -.1810 -.0411 -.0034 
135.000 .1270 .2041+ -.3354 -.2656 -.1580 .0002 -.0465 
180.000 1.4202 .0970 .2564 - .3345 -.2842 -.1783 .0106 -.1085 






SRM BOOSTER (RETSI2J 
... 750 .5e67 .6995 .728C .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0238 -.0220 '.2459 .'t036 -.0267 .0't98 -.2206 
-.0039 -.0283 .3006 
.0000 -.03'16 .2932 -.0636 -.0378 
-.0271 -.0501 .3555 
-.0429 -.0gea .'+705 .7187 .1098 .0231 ,-.2707 
-.0156 -.0468 .5186 '-~-~-' 










.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 • 73S0 .7370 A 
! 
-.03B7 -.0276 .2171 .370'+ -.0020 -.0326 -.2723 
-.0328 -.0488 .2'+07 
' .0000 
-.067'+ .2321+ -.18B8 -.IB31 
.... 0638 -.079'+ .2961 
-.0500 .0239 .3096 .S197 -.048S -.1717 -.3156 
-.0509 .1336 .3,+99 
r--:~~7"'··~·-'·~:~~"'-"'~·~·-"·~"'~~' 
.' 
'" . -., '~"'-'. .~ '., -'~~.':, .,:" :-~ .:," . 
-" ... ~.~,~~ .............. .........,.-. 
",lfij:t ;1 tU - Gy_ ····--:>c.~ 
DATE 21 OCT '75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2468 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRH 800STER (RETSI2) 
ALPHAL! 5) • 2.064 8ETAL C 3) - 2.166 
-~--
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279~ .3632 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .'72BO .7290 .7360 • '7370 
PHI 
270.000 .0855 .7319 -.1213 -.3780 .0000 -.0871 -.0690 -
.0584 .0613 .0000 .6335 • 19'7Lt .1938 -.36\B 
315.000 .1477 .4920 -.2867 -.2028 -.2160 -.0672 -.0563 -
.0345 .0059 .2\36 
X/LS .BI02 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0230 -.2180 .0643 -.0560 .1890 .2068 
45.000 .0434 -.1696 .1332 .0972 
90.000 -.0278 -.1733 .0958 -.0227 .1917 .1807 
135.000 .1275 -.2361 .1911 .1791 
180.000 .0070 -.1739 .0955 .0530 .1240 .0977 
225.000 -.1628 -.3005 .1498 .0000 
270.000 -.2235 -.1895 .0153 -.1073 -.0613 -.0491 
315.000 -.1956 -.2404 -.0111 .0475 
ALPHALC 5) ,. 2.067 8ETAL ( 4) =< 6.296 
SECTION l IJSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . i 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .363
2 .4750 .5867 .6985 .'7280 .'7290 .'7360 :73'70 
PHI 
.000 1.3719 .1330 .2982 -.3315 -.2682 -.2450 -.1113 -.0833 -
.0501 -.0400 .2346 .5480 -.0469 -.0692 -.3'+11+ 
45.000 .0835 .1747 -.3714 -.3025 -.2064 -.0626 -
.0340 -.0453 -.0786 .2190 
90.000 .0616 .1231 .0000 -.2875 -.1911 -.0136 -.03
40 .0000 -.0878 .1960 -.2'795 -.2997 
135.000 .0486 .1582 -.3619 -.2845 -.1697 -.0456 
-.0884 -.0869 .0195 .2669 
I 180.000 1.3719 
.0342 .2282 -.3429 -.3035 -.0974 -.0424 -.0507 -.1052 .0797
 .2286 .5853 -.1720 -.2801+ -.3516 
I 225.000 .0306 .3444 -.3463 -.
3203 -.2242 -.0133 -.0207 -.1034 .1194 .2759 
I 270.000 .0676 .7566 -.0873 -.3485 .0000 
-.0706 -.0795 -.0759 .0599 .0000 .51+1+1 .2241 .2863 -.'+135 
315.000 .1252 .4927 -.2894 -.2129 -.2033 -.0575 
-.0913 -.0406 .0040 .2316 
J 




.000 .0050 -.1898 .1721 .0286 .3258 .3460 
45.000 .1027 -.1920 .2553 .2087 
90.000 -.00'+3 -.1190 .1275 .01'+0 .1507 .1163 
135.000 .0182 -.1353 .0996 .0626 
180.000 .0056 -.1491 .1'+00 -.0297 .07'+1 .0198 
225.000 -.2015 -.2983 .0723 .0000 
270.000 -.2419 -.1889 .06'+8 ..,.0933 -.0'+69 -.0760 







-- ---.~-~"~ - •• -.--...::.................-'-.-..-•• -------......--~~ •. ~-._ ""' lIII~' wt --... ___ --...-------... ___ ~_~ ·""""~· .... , .... :........~_.ttl. ... ._~ ..... ~_~._, ~_~;, 
(-.-~--~ 
.. :: w".':_ . .-:. ":.:~: _'''' .:. .,.",. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 JABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAl! 6) • 1t.262 8ETAL ( I) • -6.014 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.1t823 .3585 .4670 -.2785 -.1739 -.1406 -.0822 .0171 
45.000 .3735 .4325 -.2B1B -.1650 -.0440 -.0902 -.0007 
90.000 .3286 .3717 .0000 -.1892 -.1598 -.1404 .0106 
135.000 .2557 .2905 -.3108 -.2411 -.1757 -.0529 .0;57 
180.000 1.4823 .1799 .2557 -.3221 -.2741 -.1363 -.0084 .0032 
225.000 .1233 .2800 -.3685 -.3770 -.2292 -.0733 .0201 
270.000 .1539 .6621 -.1708 -.4574 .0000 -.0155 .0139 
315.000 .2563 .5626 -.2564 -.1064 -.1587 -.0211 .0127 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0098 -.2980 .0172 -.1837 .2137 .2451 
45.000 .2313 -.1814 .2356 .2543 
90.000 .0366 -.1330 .1212 -.0106 .2558 .2395 
135.000 .2892 -.2631 .1844 .2032 
180.000 .2109 -.2490 .1526 ,0717 .1731 .1518 
225.000 -.1453 -.3218 .1716 .0000 
270.000 -.1982 -.1526 .0338 -.0859 -.0281 -.0203 
315.000 -.1667 -.2251 -.0252 .0391 
ALPHAL( 6) • 4.245 SETAL ( 2) s -3.964 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.4671 .3259 .1t491 -.2816 -.1822 -.1580 -.0782 .0062 
45.000 .3253 .4027 -.2888 -.1874 -.0736 -.0990 .0039 
90.000 .27BO .3167 .0000 -.2130 -.1794 -.14~6 .0104 
135.000 .2165 .2531 -.3151 -.2473 - .. 1764 -.0311 .0143 
180.000 1.1t671 .1413 .2399 -.3286 -.2855 -.1571 -.0106. .0042 
225.000 .0915 .2732 -.3705 -.3424 -.2036 -.0782 .0202 
270.000 .1293 .6680 -.1626 -.3628 .0000 -.0406 .0101 
315.000 .2387 .5597 -.2561 -.1140 -.1716 -.0293 .0048 
X/LS .BI02 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0040 -.2524 -.0017 -.1356 .2580 .3102 
45.000 .1595 -.2130 .2494 .2473 
90.000 .0164 -.1266 .1087 -.0088 .2179 .1930 
135.000 .2670 -.2613 .1864 .1955 
180.000 .1804 - .. 2433 .1446 .0826 .1820 .1625 
- ..... ~""'""~~-"'-~_._~ ....... .-.J.-..:>..~ ... ~~"'-.. _-'-'-._ ~ •• '-~ ___ . '~~"': .......... ~_~~-........_~~._ ......... :... ..... ~~~_._ •.• ~.~;_~"~~ __ •• __ ._. "'-_~ __ 
SRM BOOSTER (RETSI21 
.1t750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
.0162 .0164 • 243B .3719 -.OB69 
.0334 .0098 .3540 
.0000 -.0147 .3387 -.0059 
-.00B7 -.0120 .3955 
.0188 .0170 .4853 .6541+ .151t5 
.0286 .. 0656 .5590 
-.0165 .0307 .0000 .8052 .4697 
.0017 .0316 .1866 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
.0033 .0050 .221t6 .3657 -.01t45 
.0231 -.0055 .3311 
.0000 -.0354 .3182 -.0502 
-.0147 -.0348 .3673 
.006B -.0067 .4501 .629B .0701t 
.0152 .0648 .4995 
-.0141 .0502 .0000 .6745 .3321t 
-.0114 .0242 .1979 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE"SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+70 
-~--
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP{ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER {RETSI21 
ALPHAL(SI • 4.245 BETAL ( 2) • -3.964 
SECTION \l SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .9102 .9661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.11+75 -.3210 .216'+ .0000 
270.000 -.195B -.1588 .0306 -.0972 -.0207 -.0227 
315.000 -.1732 -.2065 -.0204 .0396 
ALP HAL: 6) a 4.213 BETAL ( 3) .. .131 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1119 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 ."1370 
PHI 
.000 1.1+359 .2690 .4158 -.2862 -.2007 -.1958 -.0606 -.0325 -.0310 -.0021 .2201 .It 119 -.0362 -.0575 -.2763 
45.000 .2345 .3133 -.3164 -.2353 -.1352 -. 10'+5 -.0135 -.0221 -.0322 .2972 
90.000 .1809 .2267 .0000 -.2555 -.2157 -.1170 .0034 .0000 -.0654 .2757 -.1678 -.1792 
135.000 .1360 .2022 -.33'+7 -.2729 -.167'+ -.0089 -.0159 -.0212 -.0439 .::-:079. 
180.000 I .1+359 .0778 .2085 -.3519 -.297'+ -.1'+78 -.0185 -.0340 -.0185 .05'+'+ .:' JI8 .5680 -.082'+ -.1021 -.2289 
225.000 .0419 .2552 -.3812 -.3326 -.2543 -.0618 -.0058 -.0206 .1240 .3671 
270.000 .0955 .6842 -.1466 -.3684 .0000 -.0568 -.0176 -.0304 .0783 .0000 .5105 .1823 .1140 -.3851 
315.000 .2067 .5590 -.2592 -. 13~1 -.1825 -.0262 -.0265 -.0248 .0296 .1973 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .g130 .9344 . 95b5 
PHI 
.000 .0165 -.1791 .0900 -.0019 .2294 .2486 
45.000 .0777 -.1828 .2937 .. 2890 
90.000 .0058 -.1183 .1110 .0090 .1339 .0814 
135.000 .2078 -.2332 .2187 .2108 
i 180.000 .0712 -.1809 .1383 .0755 .1585 .1283 , 225.000 -.1238 -.3230 .2071 .0000 
t 
270.000 -.2026 -.1592 .0452 -.0672 -.0007 -.0173 
315.000 -.1770 -.2042 .0698 .1181 
t 
ALpHALI 6) • 4.173 BETAL ( 4) .. 4.272 
SECTION I )SRM800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
, 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6~ .7290 .7290 .7360 .73'10 
1 PHI I .000 1.3876 .2147 .3742 -.3060 -.2268 -.2281+ -.1017 -.0768 -.0483 -.0292 .2233 .5009 .0175 -.0227 -.31+05 1+5.000 .1'+23 .2279 -.3526 -.2813 -.2072 -.1231+ -.0459 -.0528 -.0690 .2197 90.000 .0877 .1360 .0000 -.2948 -.2333 -.0341 -.0210 .0000 -.0702 .1999 -.2481 -.27~1+ 135.000 .0706 .1393 -.3557 -.2878 -.1564 -.009't -.0447 . -.0468 .0046 .2619 
180.000 1.3876 .0222 .1886 -.3567 -.3159 -.1815 -.0216 -.0450 -,0576 .0905 .2720 .1t841 -.1827 -.2235 -.28'+1 
225.000 .0048 .2513 -.3854 -.3273 -.2761 -.0525 -.0361 -.0663 .1434 .2831 
~~ ..... ' .... , ' ........ .,.;."...:......~ ......... ~~~L 
. __ "_. __ c. __ •.. _. __ •• ~_ •. ~". __ ~___ _ _ J 
, . ."........, .... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHLSEALED) 
ALPHAL( 6) • 4.173 8ETAL ( 4) • 4.272 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
270.000 .0628 .7114 -.1172 -.3380 .0000 -.0284 -.0504 
315.000 .1817 .5567 -.2608 -.1353 -.1837 -.0145 -.0593 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0208 -.1682 .1849 .0157 .3151 .3380 
45.000 .1078 -.1940 .3053 .2440 
90.000 -.0137 -.0925 .1409 .0080 .0963 .0511 
135.000 .0663 -.1621 .1296 .0872 
180.000 -.0015 -.1412 .1019 .0178 .1251 .0839 
225.000 -.1581 -.3178 .1447 .0000 
270.000 -.2216 -.1713 .0871 -.0676 .0014 -.0347 
315.000 -.1725 -.2311 .1465 .1850 
ALPHAl( 6) '" It. 152 8ETAL ( 5) '" 6.366 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .: 118 .1397 .1956 • 2791t .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3593 .1894 .3496 -.3155 -.2365 -.1901 -.0891 -.1098 
45.000 .0946 .1804 -.3689 -.3035 -.2365 -.1496 -.0629 
90.000 .0469 .0973 .0000 -.3056 -.2335 -.0181 -.0374 
135.000 .0430 .1222 -.3576 -.2897 -.1549 -.0181 -.0612 
180.000 1.3593 -.0062 .1732 -.3594 -.3224 -.1846 -.0398 -.0469 
225.000 -.0062 .2443 -.3860 -.3071 -.2680 -.0543 -.0606 
270.000 .0670 .7123 -.1027 -.3701 .0000 -.0202 -.0713 
315.000 .1735 .5479 -.2601 -.1393 -.1537 -.0089 -.0837 
O@ X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
t:i:JH-
"tl~ PHI 
.000 .0349 -.1829 .1924 .0482 .3357 .3405 ~~ 45.000 .1082 -.2025 .2529 .1939 90.000 -.0233 -.0978 .. 2120 .0087 .1001 .0603 
.g~ 135.000 .0363 -.1336 .1010 .0578 180.000 .0268 -.1370 .1506 -.0346 .0737 .0210 ~~ 225.000 -.1780 -.3231 .0734 .0000 270.000 -.2224 -.1795 .1048 -.0640 -.0058 -.0570 315.000 -.1740 -.2257 .1461t .1822 
ts:'.:~~:~w=' -,.- :.~_-c~_= __ ._~' .1...,~,~_., 
SRM 800STER 
.1+750 .5867 .6995 
-.0453 .0914 .0000 
-.0295 .0261 .2149 
.4750 .5867 ,6985 
-.0481 -.0355 .2237 
-.0573 -.0941 .2033 
.0000 -.0822 .1950 
-.0657 .0281 .2455 
-.0843 .0963 .2395 
-.0894 .1352 .2637 
-.0624 .0816 .0000 
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ALPHAL( 7) • 6.393 



















































ALPHALC 7) - 6.~80 










































IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 











































































































































































































.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 

















.4757 .0512 -.0038 -.2904 
-.1408 -.1528 
.5303 -.0612 -.0452 -.1633 
.4615 .1891 .1431 -.4061 
--~-..,---..-





















" .. ",,,,. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 7) • 6.380 







-. 1'+23 - . 3530 
-. 1980 - . 1634 
- . 164 1 -. 1956 
ALPHAL! 7) • 6.357 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 
BETAL ( 2)· -1.857 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0772 -.0591 
















































































































ALPHAL! 7) • 6.321 BETAL ( 4) "' 2.263 
SECTION ( I)SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 2791f 
PHI 
.000 1.3993 .3013 .'+426 -.2837 -.181'+ -.1615 -.0797 
'+5.000 .2069 .2846 -.3335 -.2542 -.1875 -.1378 
90.000 .1187 .1634 .0000 -.3011 -.2778 -.1494 
135.000 .0752 .1352 -.3605 -.3017 -.1805 -.0308 
180.000 1.3993 .0141 .1451 -.3813 -.3292 -.1878 -.0'135 
225.000 -.0270 .1544 -.4312 -.3'133 -.2598 -.0714 
-.0328 -.0272 .0056 .2956 .50'+7 .1157 .0212 -,3055 
-.0678 -.0435 -.0'+04 .3287 
-.1)388 .0000 -.0697 .2971 -.1798 -.1987 
-.0086 -.0064 .0106 .2580 
-.0080 -.0100 .1098 .3281 .4795 -.0853 -.1315 -.1948 
-.0047 -.0106 .1621 .3296 
-.0204 -.0124 .1227 .0000 .'+480 .1345 .1391 -.4012 
-.0083 -.0150 .0453 .2590 
.3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 • 72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0643 -.0403 ":'".0177 .2853 .5551 .11.;38 .0505 -.3281 
-.0924 -.0729 -.0607 .2889 
-.0349 .0000 -.0515 .2668 -.208'+ -.2363 
-.0213 -.0243 .0113 .2411 
-.0195 -.0258 .1129 .2850 .'+519 -.085'+ -.1589 -.2108 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+75 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI3) ( 17 OCT 75 ) 
>I 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
. SREF 
· 
2690.0000 sa.FT. XMRP 
· 
976.0000 IN. XT MACH • .60b RN/tT . 2.250 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP 
· 
.0000 IN. YT ELV-IB • 8.000 EI"V-OB • .000 
BREF 
· 
1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
· 
,+00.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SF"'1lBRK • .000 
SCALE· .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAl( I) • -6.278 BETAL ( I) • .048 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0370 -.0386 -.3'+05 -.9924 - .2'+39 -.210'+ -.0868 -.0612 -.0608 -.0790 .005'+ .2162 -.5171 -.3123 -.1+701 
'+5.000 -.015'+ -.3014 -1.2099 -.2312 -.1681 -.1240 -.0995 -.0936 -.1197 -.0701 
90.000 .0262 -.2440 .0000 -.2353 -.3239 -.2629 -.2389 .0000 -.204\ -.0344 -.5983 -.6136 
135.000 .1835 -.1297 -\.2276 -.2022 -.1585 -.1427 -.1285 -.1078 -.1232 -.0095 
180,000 1.0370 .3691 .0356 -\.0132 -.1076 -.0954 -.0799 -.0563 -.0304 -.0403 .0292 .1+6'+1 -.5933 -.5'+28 -.5612 
225.000 .3958 .1568 -.7676 -.0776 -.0684 -.0534 -.0254 .0019 -.0061 .1205 
270.000 .1266 -.0579 -.7641 -.1885 .0000 -.2379 -.1339 -.0959 -.1048 .0000 .66'+0 -.2103 -.0753 -.'+830 
315.000 -.0550 - .4469 -\.0631 -.4398 -.'+341 -.0873 -.0725 -.0492 -.0547 .0351 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.060'+ -.1932 .11+21 -.1909 .0131 -.1242 
1+5.000 -.0970 -.1169 .0038 -.1032 
90.000 -.1312 -.1204 .1342 -.1429 .0660 -.0757 
135.000 -.0313 -.1382 .1931 .0059 
180.000 .0919 -.2'+31 .5099 -.16'+9 .2725 .0168 
225.000 -.2055 -.3'+2'+ .2676 .0000 
270.000 -.2233 -.1876 .2637 -.1365 -.0394 -.0984 
315.000 -.2'+77 -.2386 -.0119 -.1033 
ALPHAl( 2) • -'+.2'+0 8ETAL ( 1) • -,+.023 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'t750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.085'+ .0377 -.2923 -1.0116 -.2254 -.1680 -.086'+ -.0650 -.0535 -.0586 .0'+14 .2039 -.41+13 -.1839 -.3903 
't5.000 .0770 ... 2253 -1.1677 -.2143 -.1488 -.1142 -.0958 -.0900 -.1030 .009'+ 
90.000 .1507 -.1355 .0000 -.1694 -.2088 -.1862 -.1809 .0000 -.1961 ".03'+3 -.5879 -.5991 
135.000 .2599 - • 0506 -I. 1465 -.1153 -.0672 -.0562 -.0433 -.0197 -.0286 .0689 ~.'t97't 180.000 1.0854 .3395 .0107 -1.0539 ":'.0739 -.0419 -.0343 -.0142 .0167 .0231 .0974 .'t813 -.5663 -.5317 
225.000 .3376 .0666 -.9756 -.1050 -.0510 -.0382 -.0195 .0197 .0340 .17\6 
270.000 .1812 .0166 -.6984 -.2764 .0000 -.1770 -. III 't -.0803, -.0997 .00.00 .7078 -.1305 .1153 -.3588 
315.000 .0514 -.3602 -.9816 -.3232 -.367'+ -.0776 -.0506 -.0384 -.0388 ,0573 
'it::-"'" 
"' .... ~~~~~. __ "'_~~--._~--....l"~,~~,' ___ '..-.., .... _,_"_-.",-~"-.,,,,_~~,_,_. '__ ~~~'."-<.'_~~'~'-""""' __ -bl.._~ 
r~~''''''-'~'' , 1' ...... j;'-I\II\I.":-"_,~!"~~""-' ~~---""F"!""~',~.~. ~ ... .,-
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 











ALPHAL ( 21 '. -1+ , 21+0 8ETAL ( I) = -1+.023 
SECTION 11SRH BOOSTER 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 
PHI 












-.2438 -.1751 .1628 -.1693 
315.000 -.2581+ -.2170 
ALPHAL( 21 2 -1+.170 BETAL ( 2) 2 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER 










1.0720 .0235 -.2971+ -1.0690 
.01+32 -.2589 -1.0894 
.0787 -.2067 .0000 
.1827 -.1283 -1.2188 
1.0720 .3139 - . 0218 -I. I 193 
.3572 .0817 -.9821 
.1985 .0331+ -.6920 
.01+08 -.3570 -1.0283 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 
PHI 












-.2295 -.1827 .2101 -.1152 
315.000 -.2361 -.2341 
L......l 




















DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2791.+ 
-.2261 -.1753 -.0638 
-.2002 -.1296 -.0887 
-.1956 -.2139 -.1691+ 
-.1763 -.1246 -.1048 
-.1241 -.09Y5 -.0791+ 
-.1307 -.0801+ -.0638 
-.2824 .0000 -.1671+ 










"'O-' .... ~......,.;..~"._.J ....... i~~..i....l..<.Lo.,;.,.~··~· "":~"""'_"_~"'~"~'''_~~_''_'_''''''''''::''''''_~_~-''_'>_.''".'''~':'_''~_H_' _ _ L~ •• _....; ....... ~_.~~, .••• 
.3632 .1.+750 .5867 
-.0506 -.0432 -.0558 
-. 0647 -.0579 -.0712 
-.1391 .0000 -.1370 
-.0863 -.0623 -.0727 
-.0550 -.0168 -.0207 
-.0335 -.0019 .0065 
-.1068 -.0662 -.0786 
-.0569 -.01+25 -.0430 




.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0179 .21+79 -.1+876 -.2682 -.1+288 
.0080 
.0055 -.5697 -.5913 
.0312 
.0540 .469'+ -.5539 -.5'+18 -.5219 
.1316 










DATE: 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+77 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI3) 
ALPHAL< 21 • -Ii. 138 BETAL ( 3) • 4.121 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 • 728il .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 I .05'+13 .0008 -.2939 -1.1'+43 -.2279 -.1671 -.0'+84 -.0406 -.0303 -.0430 .0177 .2'+88 -.505'+ -.3185 -.'+'+29 
45.000 .0098 -.2905 -1.0636 -.1901 -. 107'+ -.0593 -.0'+06 -.0303 -.0494 .0112 
90.000 .0197 -.2587 .0000 -.1932 -.1957 -.1227 -.0878 .0000 -.0678 .03'+6 -.5550 -.5610 
135.000 .0996 -.2111 -1.2307 -.229,+ -.1717 -.1'+77 -.1197 -.0927 -.1017 .0058 
180.000 1.051+8 .2772 -.0493 -1.1699 -.1779 -. 11+83 -.1192 -.0878 -.0'+60 -.0519 .0167 .4813 -.5852 -.5793 -.516B 
'225.000 .3928 .1115 -.9257 -.1391 -.0901 -.0701 -.0371 -.0042 -.0012 .1008 
270.000 .2360 .0561+ -.6550 -.2799 .0000 -.11+23 -.0819 -.0479 -.0564 .0000 .6'+B4 -.1663 .0851 -.'+504 
315.000 .0'+50 -.3252 -1.1056 -.341+7 -.1+033 -.0617 -.0470 -.0390 -.01+65 .0271 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0190 -.1606 .201'+ -.0898 .2564 .0499 
45.000 .031+6 -.1581 .1128 -.0608 
90.000 -.0597 -.0187 .1738 -.0878 .0450 -.0841+ 
135.000 -.0575 -.0897 . 10'+0 -.03'+1 
180.000 .0732 -.2730 .1+556 -.2182 .1728 -.0276 
225.000 -.1780 -.3333 .0759 .0000 
270.000 -.2138 -.1711+ .1586 -.0878 -.0283 -.1032 
315.000 -.2211+ -.2531 .0568 -.0037 
ALPHAL< 3) • -.01+2 BETAL ( II ,. -6.070 
SECTION { IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1077 .1777 - .IBBI -I. 1543 -.1795 -.0888 -.0446 -.0304 -.0151 -.0156 .0767 .2720 -.'+156 -.30B9 -.3999 
45.000 .209'+ -.1187 -1.2007 -.1516 -.0667 -.0370 -.02'+2 -.0186 -.0300 .OBI3 
90.000 .2'+21 -.0595 .0000 -.1006 -.0'+99 -.0193 -.0100 .0000 .0008 .0854 -.5637 -.5663 
135.000 .2401 -.0717 -1.1'+82 -.0922 -.0268 -.0086 -.0001+ .0265 .0532 .1351 
IBO.OOO 1.1077 .2227 -.1023 -1.1008 -.0885 -.0305 -.0137 -.0021+ .0372 .0788 .1'+23 .4329 -.451+'+ -.'+315 -.'+'+'+12 
225.000 .2385 -.0937 -1.1498 -.1675 -.0368 -.0198 -.0001+ .042'+ .0839 .1961 
270.000 .2503 .0947 -.7437 -.'1662 .0000 -.0502 -.0247 .0085 -.0001 .0000 .66'+3 -.0713 .1779 -.309'+ 
315.000 .1986 -.1983 -1.2130 -.2573 -.1359 -.0598 -.0328 -.0151 -.0165 .0635 
X/LS .8102 .B661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0770 -.2'+99 .0224 -.2795 .0490 -.08'+3 
i~ '+5.000 .0283 -.22'+9 .2682 .0640 90.000 -.0185 -.0303 .IB59 -.0212 .2550 .0415 
135.000 .08,+6 -.0501 .2468 .0353 
IBO.OOO .0545 -.0028 .3625 -.0621+ .0994 -.0666 
11:;',-, 
,~-~~,-~ : ~,~-..-....,_, ......... ~ ................. &o-.. __ '-.~'"'-......... __ "'" ._·_-,~_ ....... '--'~::... .............. _ • .:. • ..:.~o_~.i....--~:_ •. -__ .~ ..... ~~._~~ .• , .. _ 
~':"~---~;'~- "", ~-~"W' ... - .- --.~ . -
r ' 
c< 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 








ALPHALC 3) • -.042 8ETAL ( I) .U -6.070 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.1500 -.3871 .2378 .0000 
270.000 -.2228 -.1659 .1934 -.1687 -.1118 -.1401 
315.000 -.2462 -.2032 -.1348 -.1523 
ALPHAL( 3) .. -.035 SETAL ( 2) "' -4.042 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 279lf 
PHI 
.000 1.1070 .1640 -.1903 -1.1412 -.1838 -.0906 -.0465 
45.000 .1802 -.1407 -1.1770 -.1557 -.0719 -.0370 
90.000 .2010 -.0972 .0000 -.1198 -.0630 -.0314 
135.000 .2091 -.1002 -1.1627 -.1047 -.0422 -.0254 
180.000 1.1070 .2167 -.1098 -1.1309 -.1047 -.0474 -.0324 
225.000 .2425 - . 0926 - 1 . 1929 -.1896 -.0515 -.0350 
270.000 .2576 .0982 -.8091 -.4859 .0000 -.0565 
315.000 .1994 -. 1989 -I. 2435 -.2802 -.1518 -.0676 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0606 -.2175 .0546 -.2227 .0952 ".0492 
45.000 .0136 -.1930 .2366 .0586 
90.000 -.0181 -.0156 .2080 -.0211 .2281 .0270 
135.000 .Olf38 -.0405 .2221 .0128 
180.000 .0302 -.0213 .3460 -.0663 .0992 -.0638 
225.000 -.1592 -.32.52 .2000 .0000 
270.000 -.2008 -.1707 .1589 -.1610 -.1009 -.1430 
315.000 -.2243 -.2029 -.1114 -.1323 
ALPHAL( 3) • -.041 8ETAL ( 3) '" .008 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 279lf 
PHI 
.000 1.1010 .138() -.2068 -1.1941 -.2026 -.0980 -.0493 
45.000 . !263 -.1927 -1.1010 -.1687 -.0756 -.0423 
90.000 .1339 -.1643 .0000 -.1370 -.0824 -.0459 
135.000 .1577 -.1511 -1.1724 -.1391 -.0694 -.0493 
180.000 1.10 I 0 .1967 -.1243 -1.1995 -.1407 -.0793 -.0613 
225.000 .2590 -.0732 -1.2271 -.2093 -.0761 -.0568 
<-'<--
__ :all .. 1_'''~.~ •• ~:'''' ... .;.._~--...lL..,.",..:.i....J:'':'''''';'::'''~:'''_' __ ~ .• ....;."u_ ••.• _ ........... ~ ..... ~ 

















.-<--~- -"-.-.~-."""-,,,- .~-,-.- , 
-- --~~- .'. --..... 
PAGE 2478 
SRM BOOSTER (RETSI3) 
.lf750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0164 -.0187 .0651 .2787 -.4466 -.2516 -.3913 
-.0199 -.0232 .0824 
.0000 -.0065 .0794 -.5495 -.5669 
.0128 .0372 • I Ilf'+ 
.0215 .0590 .1210 .4292 -.4840 -.4717 -.4430 
.0265 .0621 .1687 
.0027 .0082 .0000 .6212 -.1349 .0504 -.3872 
-.0182 -.0187 .0725 
.4750 .5867 .S985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0182 -.0255 .0512 .2941+ -.1+81+5 -.3761 -.3899 
-.0162 -.0194 .0694 
.0000 -.0138 .0618 -.5479 -.5535 
-.0118 .0014 .0857 
-.0062 .0202 .0862 .4396 -.5310 -.504lf -.4696 
.0029 .0380 .1187 
~," )...~, 











DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2479 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI!) 
ALPHAL( 3) • -.041 BETAL ( 3) • .008 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .2767 .1172 -.7969 -.5022 .0000 -.0643 -.0387 -.0021 .0050 .0000 . .4790 -.1925 -:0866 -.'+0'+7 
315.000 .1987 -.1856 -1.3032 -.3056 -.1793 -.0734 -.0382 -.0189 -.0245 .0392 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0840 -.1691 .1360 -.1062 .1807 .0018 
45.000 .0223 -.1284 .2064 .0284 
90.000 -.0191 .0125 .2053 -.0243 .1692 -.0148 
135.000 .0036 -.0350 .1491 -.0218 
180.000 .0276 -.0788 .3300 -.0992 .1295 -.0386 
225.000 -.1592 -.3247 .1998 .0000 
270.000 -.2219 -.1885 .1717 -.1007 -.0374 -.0701 
315.000 -.2245 -.2302 -.0123 -.0600 
ALPHAL< 3) • -.008 BETAL ( 4) = 4.102 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .: 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .51367 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.0830 .1155 -.2108 -1.2421 -.2227 -.1016 -.0532 -.0449 -.0231 -.0317 .0548 .3886 -.5109 -.4559 -.3909 
45.000 .0763 -.2340 -1.0886 -.1803 -.0863 -.0444 -.0265 -.0211 -.0218 .0662 
90.000 .0749 -.2172 .0000 -.1523 -.0817 -.0,+58 -.0309 .0000 -.0083 .0498 -.5203 -.5309 
135.000 .0927 -.2003 -1.1365 -.1650 -.0960 -.0709 -.0446 -.0213 -.0098 .0647 
180.000 1.0830 .1611 -.1360 -1.2483 -.1814 -.1199 -.0935 -.0662 -.0257 -.0034 .0518 .4564 -.5034 -.5180 -.4937 
225.000 .2717 -.0544 -1.2370 -.2201 -.0873 -.0743 -.0466 -.0068 .0300 .0915 
270.000 .3059 .1451 -.7664 -.5096 .0000 -.0714 -.0437 -.0048 .0077 .0000 .3916 -.1993 -.1175 -.3780 
315.000 .2162 -.1543 -1.3151 -.3061 -.1785 -.0675 -.0353 -.0138 -.0171 .0612 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0331 -.0962 .2771 -.0056 .2698 .0697 
45.000 .0195 -.0539 .1431 -.0067 
90.000 -.0122 .0129 .2693 -.0454 .0992 -.0407 
135.000 -.0253 -.0345 .0864 -.0585 j 180.000 .0603 -.1620 .3430 -.1619 .1406 -.0282 225.000 -.1594 -.2921 .1091 .0000 
270.000 -.1921 -.1547 .1286 -.0759 -.0289 -. 1048 
I 
315.000 -.2069 -.2165 .1544 .0677 
~~~~"':"';';:~~J-*"-........ _~.;.,----~~_.""._ .... ~A..i"~.~-'-_.~ ......... ...:-....o~ __ ~_.,a.;._ •. _~":'~_ ... .-'~_~;.~_~~ ~- -, .~-~~~~-~----, ..... ......:-. 
r·· ...,-,-<.:' . '. -"~.,,.~-<~ .. < .. --<--" _ .. ,c'·' - • 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 





















































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
-.2191 -1.2785 -.2293 -.1147 -.0578 
-.2588 -1.0718 -.1873 -.0938 -.0499 
-.2424 .0000 -.153) -.0810 -.01.t1.t5 
-.2370 -1.1385 -.1889 -.1106 -.0805 
-.1580 -1.2783 -.2017 -.1418 -.1095 
-.0457 -1.2312 -.2247 -.0948 -.0800 
.1624 -.7520 -.5136 .0000 -.0731 
- . 1386 - I . 3 I 36 -.3131 -.1706 -.0686 
.9120 .9130 . 93LfLf .9565 
.3766 .0221 .3098 .0855 
,1843 .0195 
.3059 -.0901 .1500 -.0168 
.0602 -.0674 
.2955 -.1668 .0622 -.0624 
.0845 .0000 
.1363 -.0743 -.0560 -.1695 
.2910 .1438 
ALPHALC 4) 4.194 8ETAL ( 1) '= -4.025 
























































DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2791+ 
-.ILf80 -.0542 -.0103 
-.1347 -.0486 -.0163 
-.1311 -.0937 -.0593 
-.1337 -.0609 -.0395 
-.1306 -.0660 -.0345 
-.2275 -.1367 -.0494 
-.4586 .0000 -.0637 







~._ ................... _~-":,,.--.:..-,-,,~.~ .... :......~;:...:_..:._.<~ ~ __ -.';:.._.,."i . ._' ............... ~.' _"_ 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.0440 -.0297 -.0348 
-.0352 -.0263 -.02Lf8 
-.0312 .0000 -.0099 
-.0588 -.0208 -.0138 
-.0795 -.0308 -.0054 
-.0573 -.0119 .0200 
-.0489 -.0109 .0056 
-.0327 -.011 Lf -.0233 
.3632 .1+-/50 .5867 
-.0049 .0121+ .0077 
-.0044 .0040 .0087 
-.0563 .0000 .0127 
-.0296 .0082 .0572 
-.0192 .0302 .0801 
-.0237 <.0322 .0971 
-.0266 .0257 .0507 
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DATE 2t OCT 75 IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2481 
ARCII-019 lAg! LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI3) 
ALPHAL( 4) • 4.19'+ 8ETAL ( I) .. -'+.025 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 93't'+ .9565 
PHi 
225.000 -.1302 -.3387 .1916 .0000 
270.000 -.18'+1 -.1652 • 1'+59 -.1373 -.:1738 -.1039 
315.000 "".2118 -.1903 -.0639 -.0964 
ALPHAL( 41 • 4.183 SETAl. ( 2) • .022 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .'72BO .'7290 .'7360 .'73'70 
PHI 
.000 1.0762 .2582 -.0977 -1.2300 -.1723 -.0553 -.0323 -.0209 -.0083 -.016'+ .0921 .'+093 -.5060 -.'+417 -.40'+3 
45.000 .169'+ -.1429 -1.1335 -.1687 -.0741 -.0487 -.0311 -.0247 -.0194 .1037 
90.000 .1093 -.1699 .0000 -.1527 -.1132 -.0746 -.0579 .0000 .0032 .0956 -.4915 -.497'+ 
135.000 .0918 -.2094 -1.0392 -.1485 -.0684 -.0442 -.0331 .0032 .0329 .0921 
180.000 1.0762 .0812 -.2139 -1.0759 -.1568 -.0875 -.0522 -.0321 .0037 .0480 .0861 .3469 -.4641 -.4411 -.386'+ 
225.000 .1163 -.2330 -1.0960 -.2640 -.1662 -.0691 -.0371 .0183 .0740 .1147 
270.000 .2511 .0866 -.7408 -.5115 .0000 -.0706 -.0371 .0118 .0364 .0000 .3838 -.1638 -.0360 -.3271 
315.000 .3178 -.0134 -1.2324 -.2300 -.0860 -.0239 -.0168 -.0023 -.0043 .0691 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0290 -.'1257 .2696 -.0347 .2810 .0631 
45.000 .0163 -.0893 .2484 .0429 
90.000 .0048 .0293 .3160 -.0426 .1139 -.0301 
135.000 .0668 -.0523 .1247 -.0303 
180.000 .0452 -.0339 .3106 -.0965 .0784 -.0662 
225.000 -.1396 -.3467 .1922 .0000 
270.000 -.2012 -.1797 .1673 -.0723 .0049 -.0432 
315.000 -.2161 -.2181 .0833 .0072 
ALPHAL( It) • '+.165 SETAL ( 3) .. 4.102· 
O@ SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP I':.:j~ 
~~ X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 ~~ PHI .000 1.0579 .2329 -.1089 -1.2669 -.1947 -.0951 -.0518 -.0449 -.0354 -.0344 .0654 .4606 -.5266 -.'+'+08 -.447'+ 
.gl'd 45.000 .0995 -.2180 -1.0996 -.2055 -.1147 -.0834 -.0721 -.0562 -.0'+9'+ .0820 90.000 .0520 -.2375 .0000 -.1609 -.1178 -.0755 -.0607 .0000 -.0013 .0790 -.4945 -.503'7 ~~ 135.000 .0520 -.2506 -1.0300 -.1547 -.0827 -.0483 -.0403 -.0068 .0252 .0684 180.000 1.0579 .0550 -.2355 -1.1220 -.IB35 -.1204 -.0671 -.0532 -.0083 .0428 .0684 .3553 -.44'+'+ -.'+705 -.4157 225.000 .1209 -.2210 -1.0953 -.2962 -.1796 -.0805 -.0463 .0132 .0609 .1052 
,IC.:. 
~~._"_ .._. __ .~ ___ ".;L....~.~ .. 
~-~~'-." 
I 
,~~' .... "-.. ~. -r.;-"7'" .... --~~.;"-. i(;:~~:.r_'_ ... _. 
l ""., •• --,,=.::.,,~-::;::, . .:..~;:.~~,-=.' -:~:~::'. .:-.:::~~~=~~::;';:=~:::;.,.:~;:;;::~,::;:=~",,;;~,;; .'-~-.-' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2482 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI3) 
.... ~--.. ,.,...----
ALPHAU 4) .. 4.165 SeTAL ( 3) ,. 4.102 
SECTION l ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .73150 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .2759 .1178 -.6815 -.5189 .0000 -.0755 -.0428 .0092 .0252 .0000 .3618 -.1830 -.1252 -.3413 
315.000 .3428 .0109 -1.2006 -.2317 -.0874 -.0206 -.0205 .0042 -.0111 .0628 
X/LS .9102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0472 -.1117 .4392 -.0019 .3641 .1111 
45.000 -.0020 -.0611 .1584 -.0160 
90.000 -.0055 .0225 .3337 -.0705 .0558 -.0797 ~--135.000 .0333 -.0560 .1016 -.0480 
180.000 .0441 -.0813 .2537 -.1247 .0737 -.0620 
225.000 -.1432 -.3142 .1500 .0000 
270.000 -.1912 -.1497 .2124 -.0228 .0349 -.0942 
315.000 -.2180 -.2020 .2551 .1139 
ALPHAU 5) 8.381 8ETAL ( I) = .049 
SECTION I)SRM 800STtR DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .l118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
,l .000 .9916 .3839 .0247 -1.0307 -.1271 -.0510 -.0209 -.0139 -.0021 -.0032 .1039 .4977 -.5394 -.5048 -.4202 45.000 .1738 -.1382 -1.1289 -.2007 -.1346 -.0998 -.0902 -.0802 -.0528 .0838 
~ 90.000 .0132 -.2470 .0000 -.2177 -.2909 -.2194 -.1921 .0000 -.0172 .0973 -.4618 -.4647 135.000 -.0213 -.2806 -1.0808 -.1775 -.1191 -.0735 -.0569 -.0152 .0104 .0365 180.000 .9916 -.0298 -.2891 -.9097 -.1662 -.1408 -.0402 -.0295 .0124 .0782 .0853 .3334 -.3937 -.3782 -.3997 
'I 
225.000 -.0588 -.4039 -.9932 -.3378 -.3461 -.0487 -.0414 .0204 .0903 .1139 
270.000 .1298 -.0681 -.6150 -.4926 .0000 -.1509 -.1250 -.0358 .0481 .0000 .4561 -.3306 .4632 -.3972 
315.000 .3984 .1400 -.8685 -.1248 -.0720 .0044 .0063 .0305 .0274 .1266 
~ ~ X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 J 
., 
PHI '1 
II .000 .0475 -.1273 
.4353 .0010 .3891 .1209 
45.000 .0360 -.1129 .2661 .0447 
: I 90.000 -.0135 -.0033 .3673 -.0864 .0541 -.0797 
iI 135.000 .0374 -.0624 .0352 -.1014 
180.000 .0785 -.1046 .3286 -.1305 .1209 -.0577 
225.000 -.1113 -.2492 .1125 .0000 
":-' 270.000 -.1942 -.1511 .0774 -.0715 .0031 -.089I t 
315.000 -.2044 -.2209 .2155 .0558 
'--
~~~-..-....---..-~ .. --....... -""'--.~ ..... , .................. --~ .. -~_~._,_"""~,,,,,,,,,-;,"",.L...._,.;,.:, ....... _,~ ... :.:.~_,,:,-'-'~_,,-,-,-_-,,,,,,,, __ ~ __ ,_._~,,~,,,,,,,,,,, ... ~~_ ....... (. <'~ __ -"-...... ....-......,_ .... 
~'-"-'- .. I' .... --
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._---._-, 
.'~ ,'-C"" , ) '~""""~--
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATATA8ULATION PAGE 21+83 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI3) 
" 
ALPHAL( 6) • 10.1+92 BETAL ( I) .. .093 
SECTION ( 1)5RM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 .9181+ .1+1+20 .0858 -.8351 -.1043 -.0436 -.0110 -.0115 .0060 -.0037 .0973 .5101+ -.5677 -.1+651+ -.'+561 
45.000 .1597 -. 1343 -1. I 962 -.2253 -.1674 -.1461+ -.1390 -.1243 -.0803 .0596 
90.000 -.0671+ -.2933 .0000 -.2795 -.4054 -.3170 -.2757 .0000 -.0301+ .0983 - .1+635 -.1+626 
135.000 -.081+6 -.3298 -1.0077 -.2066 -. 151+8 -.1088 -.0817 -.0684 -.1001 .0146 
180.000 .9181+ -.0886 -.3268 -.8586 -.1762 -.1634 -.0496 -.0361 .0027 .0720 .0851+ .3597 -.3632 -.3720 -.1+165 
225.000 -.1659 -.4838 -.9443 -.4298 -.3572 -.0526 -.0471+ .0181 .0918 .1206 
270.000 .0228 -.1935 - .,6700 -.5810 .0000 -.2124 -.1640 -.0610 .0443 .0000 .5059 -.31+39 .5336 -.'+066 
315.000 .4218 .2098 -.6299 -.06e5 -.0482 .0183 .0281 .0472 .0393 .1341+ 
~ , X/LS .• 8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+4 .9565 
PHI I 
I 
.000 .1217 -.1567 .51+20 -.0021 .1+'+75 .1401 I 
r 
1+5.000 .0519 -.1435 .2599 .0326 
90.000 -.0313, -.0145 .3667 -.1078 .0209 -.1067 
135.000 .021+1 -.0612 .0145 -.1177 
t 
180.000 .0741+ -. \308 .3060 -.1431 .1254 -.0588 
225.000 -.141+0 -.2503 .1161 .0000 
270.000 -.1918 -.1515 .0'+98 -.0520 .0012 -.1083 ( 315.000 -.1847 -.231+0 .2780 .0819 
i 
I 
',:1 !; , 
\. 
---,. -- .. ~,-.-~~--~.-.. ~~.~. -~--~ '''''''-'-_ ~_.~-_J 
-'--'-
1 
-"-"----~----.--------~"~-. .... -- ~ 
,... ......~.~" .. ----" .. ---.-
iffL .. 
rr,"""-- ,'0 . 
:.~.- ... -, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 1)· -6.807 






































































lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 









































DEPENDENT VAR1A8LE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2794 
-.3424 -.2908 -.1610 
.3632 
-.0913 
-.3077 -.2417 -.2018 . -.1500 
-.2970 -.2819 -.2509 -.3494 
-.2319 -.1029 -.0646 -.172'3 
-.160", .0654 .0822 -.0708 
-.1149 .1274 .1114 -.0187 
-.0866 -.2963 -.3090 -.0762 



















L..-"' ............ ~, ._,~ __ ".c~_.~~ ••. _ .~~ .• __ ~_~._.,~ __ .__ ~~. --.---.~.-.-~ ..... ----•• - ... -.-... -.-. 
(RETSI41 
.6985 .7280 .7290 




.1322 .5863 .0224 
.3128 















.. ..... _......... .... j 
r=~~ 
!. 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA91A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDl 
ALPHAL( 1) • -6.709 BETAL l 4) ,. 2.327 
SECTION 1 ) SRM ~OOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 279lt .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.4041 .0032 .1250 -.4053 -.3514 -.2950 -.1105 -.OBOI 
45.000 .0600 .1145 -.3915 -.3122 -.2342 -.1733 -.0816 
90.000 .1004 .1527 -.3795 -.3186 -.2949 -.2628 -.3069 
135.000 .2029 .2866 -.3235 -.2569 -.1140 -.1367 -.2200 
180.000 1.4041 .3028 .4710 -.2729 -.1655 .0944 .0288 -.0816 
225.000 .2517 .6099 -.2401 -.1048 .1665 .0683 -.0177 
270.000 .0603 .6298 -.1790 -.0799 -.2711 -.3241 -.0888 
315.000 -.0431 .1232 -.4505 -.5340 -.3976 -.3447 -.0956 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .00[0 -.2879 .0367 -.2139 .2993 .2724 
45.000 -.0318 -.2799 -.0229 -.0661 
90.000 -.1477 -.1562 .0367 -.0563 -.0443 -.0563 
135.000 -.0703 -.2271 .1902 .3050 
180.000 -.0620 -.3907 .1830 -.0858 .3306 .2789 
225.000 -.2081 -.2772 -.0333 .0000 
270.000 -.2581 -.2357 -.1197 -.2002 -.1692 -.1503 
315.000 -.2124 -.3042 -.0035 .0697 
ALPHAL( 1 I -6.687 8ETAL ( 51,= 4.406 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3794 -.0263 .1085 -.4086 -.3628 -.2922 -.0951 -.0788 
45.000 .0258 .0913 -.3984 -.3214 -.2299 -. 1'+51 -.0657 
90.000 .0558 .1160 -.3945 -.3383 -.2895 -.2673 -.2498 
135.000 .1572 .2345 -.3435 -.2864 -.1173 -.1977 -.2774 
180.000 1.3794 .2842 .4457 -.2812 -.1750 .0964 -.0353 -.1046 
225.000 .2851 .5922 -.2449 -.0973 .2106 .0358 -.0175 
270.000 .1340 .6232 -.1759 -.0853 -.2492 -.3396 -.0660 
315.000 -.1)296 .1130 -.4540 -.5399 -.3976 -.2397 -.0841 
X/LS .8102 .9661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0126 -.2904 .0609 -.1829 .3039 .3630 
45.000 -.0207 -.2817 .0343 .0218 
90.000 -.1292 -.1554 .0555 -.0465 -.0086 -.0626 
135.000 -.1193 -.1982 .1521 .1653 
180.000 -.0979 -.3122 .1929 -.1512 .1479 .0725 
1--
L.~ ... """_ .... 
SRM BOOSTER 
.lt750 .5867 .6985 
-.1001 -.OB95 .1967 
-.1219 -.2193 .1053 
-.2384 -.2047 .0709 
-.2903 - .2175 .0394 
-.2208 -.1226 .0610 
-.1190 -.0513 .2509 
-.1052 -.0393 .2803 
-.0687 -.0579 .2603 
.1+750 .5867 .6985 
-.0805 -.0788 .201'+ 
-.1287 -.1865 .153'+ 
-.2245 -.1673 .1138 
-.3317 -.2045 .0295 
-.2675 -.1304 .0037 
-.1382 .0487 .2069 
-.1124 -.0089 .2566 
-.0701 -.0509 .2411 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.6B7 
SECTION 1 )SRM .BOOSTER 
X/LS .8102 .86S1 
PHI 
225.000 -.29111 -.2403 
270.000 -.2B27 -.2338 
315.000 -.2400 -.2962 
ALPHAL! 2) .. -4.622 
SECTiON ( I)SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0671 -.2814 
45.000 -.0274 -.3374 
90.000 -.2741 -.3186 
135.000 .1932 -.3632 
180.000 .1969 -.3245 
225.000 -.1625 -.3122 
270.000 -.2747 -.2240 
315.000 -.2329 -.2670 
I ASI A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA T A8ULATI ON 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
8ETAL ( 5) .. 4.406 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .931+4 .9565 
-.0772 .0000 
-.1354 -.191't -.1679 -:1757 
.0549 .1160 
BETAL ( 1) .. -6.056 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.2458 -.3512 -.2873 -.2474 -.2244 -.1215 
.2855 -.3343 -.2499 ".1830 -.2000 -.1970 
.3775 -.3025 -.1971 -.1738 -.1265 -.2095 
.4421 -.2667 -.1725 -.0511 .1441 .0313 
.4719 -.2716 -.1814 -.1428 .2239 .0426 
.5611 -.2631 -.1560 -.2907 .2131 .0301 
. 663f"; -.1805 -.2124 -.3266 -.2795 -.1316 
.1''::11 -.3840 -.3984 -.3715 -.2167 -.1351 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.1234 -.2194 -.0889 -.0891 
.0596 .1205 
-.0154 -.0719 .1500 .2181 
.2318 .3710 
.0572 .1660 .3876 .3568 
.2692 .0000 
-.0731 -.1653 -.1141 -.1108 
-.0850 -.1201 
O@ ALPHAL! 2) .. -4.590 8ETAL ( 2) .. -3.986 
'bj ~ SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
. \PO ~ X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
: ~ t; PHI 
.000 1.4757 .1319 .2231 -.3504 -.2979 -.2518 -.2099 -.0856 \~ '+5.000 .2069 .2496 -.3462 -.2611 -.1889 -.1858 -.1175 90.000 .2704 .3168 -.3191 -.2224 -.1954 -.1367 -.2367 135.000 .3267 .'-l002 -.2776 -.1948 -.0812 .0998 -.0IB6 l?:1 180.000 1.4757 .3279 .'+51: -.2739 -.IB80 -.1435 .1873 .0040 
-~ 225.000 .2415 .5591 -.2611 -.1613 -.2647 .1807 -.0100 
r~'" ' 
~ .. ___ --s., ____ ...... ......:._ ..... _~ ........... ~ ____ _ 
~-- ......... ,-.... ••• ~._,"."""~._"""~_ ':".£.~_.J..-""._"-"",,. __ --....o...-._ ........... _,;. _., .~~ __ ~.L"" ,~, ....... ,._. ___ .....;._ 
.~ 
/.'--:::~- , 
\" -~. --~ ... ...,....~~ 
PAGE 21+87 
SRM BOOSTER . (RETSI4) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0914 -.0951 .1285 .1655 -.1366 -.0457 -.2808 
-.1833 -.1553 .1070 
-.2765 -.2137 .0360 -.0945 -.0352 
-.0760 -.0969 .2630 
-.0164 -.0769 .4178 .6275 .2089 .1390 -.3593 
.0309 -.1044 .5289 
-.0454 -.0715 .3465 .9841 .5745 .49BO -.5110 
-.0311 -.0571, .2868 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0969 -.0923 .1329 .185'+ -.1025 -.0122 -.2917 
-.1510 -.1504 .0903 
-.2394 -.2104 .0492 -.1137 -.0585 
-.1051 -.1324 .2525 
-.0608 -.0920 .3895 .6'+05 .1812 .0773 -.39'+1+ 
-.0086 -.0860 .4860 
.--...::......---------~--'-."'"--....... ---........... ---
r~~~-c -~~~----< .. ,,- . 
• ~. __ , ~OT· __ ~·_ 
, . ~ ... ~~ ".'--' 
DATE 21 OCT 7!3 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 21t88 
:--~~- ...... -~-
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSllt) 
ALPHAU 2) • -1t.590 BETAL ( 2) '" -3.986 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .OS50 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 2791t .3632 .1t750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.-
PHI 
270.000 .1126 .6696 -.1665 -.2031 -.3203 -.2885 -.1112 -.061t4 -.0557 .3667 .9294 .5405 .5002 -.4872 
315.000 .0759 .2517 -.3899 -.4166 -.3849 -.2150 -.1165 -.0365 -.0632 • 281t8 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1098 -.2533 -.0729 -.1715 -.0687 -.0973 -~--45.000 -.0025 -.2938 .0605 .1010 
90.000 -.2338 -.3024 -.0393 -.0616 .1204 .1749 
135.000 .1556 -.3598 .2029 .3662 
180 .. 000 .1688 -.3347 .0388 .1591 .3911 .3608 
225.000 -.1747 -.2736 .1716 .0000 
270.00p -.2591 -.2153 -.0967 -.1718 -.1259 -.1048 
315.000 -.2054 -.2595 -.0839 -.1291 
ALPHAL( 21 • -4.520 BETAL ( 3) '" .156 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4416 .0676 .1879 -.3741 -.3201 -.2704 -.1237 -.0451 -.0820 -.0830 .IB22 .3176 -.0342 -.0'+35 -.30IfB 
45.000 .1286 .1837 -.3641 -.2821 -.2026 -.1492 -.0838 -.1014 -.1241t .1189 
90.000 .1741 .2225 -.3506 -.2643 -.2320 -.1629 -.2361t .-.1778 -.1868 .1231 -.1812. -.1128 
135.000 .2345 .3230 -.3097 -.2333 -.1323 -.0094 -.1177 -.1787 -.1613 .1753 
180.000 1.4416 .2718 .4367 -.2806 -.1922 -.0623 .0872 -.0710 -.1517 -.1631 .2044 .6796 -.0010 -.1580 -.4245 
225.000 .2129 .56Jl -.2597 -.1679 -.0789 .1077 -.0389 -.1070 -.0896 .3364 
270.000 .0775 .6843 -.1553 -.1918 -.3527 -.3122 -.0871 -.0944 -.0782 .3016 .7851 .3022 .3761 -.4263 
315.r'C<J .0227 .2300 -.4030 -.4543 -.3896 -.2001 -.1151 -.0596 -.0614 .2730 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0559 -.3235 .1357 -.2408 .0729 .0015 
45.000 -.0266 -.2470 .00't5 -.0211 
90.000 -.1186 -.2117 .0161 -.0455 .0572 .0655 
135.000 .0505 -.3032 .1866 .3042 
180.000 .0410 -.3287 .0455 .0988 .2998 .2508 
225.000 -.1831 -.3075 .0536 .0000 
270.000 -.21t73 -.2224 -.OB07 ".1858 -.1503 -.1252 
315.000 -.2107 -.2796 -.0652 -.0166 
-'--
,~,.~'i..~~,::,. ......... _.."..~ ....... :;::"_"",-.",,.i...o.~.;.' .. ~ .. ~ ,_ .. _ ........ ,..;. , ...... -- ............... ~ ........ -.~ ....... - ...... ~-~.~-.. ~- .... -"-~ ...... ~.-----.-.. - .... - ... -~ 
~~~~;;~~;~~~~~~,~~~;~:::":==~==~~~.~::: ::~'~~~~~~~:~~~~"o=:.:~_.,::,~:=~==-~~~.:~,~<==,~,-",/~_,_~,.~"-~ A_~ _,~ __ ~::~~~~~J;~_~;;~~;~l!_~;~~~;~l~~"~"~'_'_" ".~ .. ",_._ ,-", __ ~;):.,~:-3r.~==:;-~' &At ::=: .. ~~'" - ....... 
"'t~, 
~-,' -~"...,-.~--
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2489 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI4) 
ALPHALC 2) • -4.472 BETAL ( 4) • 4,310 
SECTION I ) SRM .800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3937 .0060 .1522 -.3951 -.3463 -.2934 -.0810 -.0536 -.0605 -.0587 .1949 .3512 -.1653 -.0908 -.3lt60 
45.000 .0566 .1332 -.3851 -.3051 -.2098 -.OB67 -.04B9 -.0885 -.1020 • 1991t 
90.000 .0768 .1401 -.3845 -.3075 -.2448 -.1808 -.1641 -.1620 -.15ltO .1390 -.26lt8 -.2582 
135.000 .1350 .2290 -.3435 -.2879 -.1391 -.1469 -.2IBO -.2393 -.1432 .1 It 17 
180.000 1.3937 .2109 .3944 -.2977 -.2181 .0447 -.0331 -.1150 -.2414 -.0455 .0495 .6414 -.1206 -.2521 -.4621 
225.000 .1868 .5629 -.2630 -.1748 .1805 -.0069 -.0262 -.1480 .0615 .2258 
270.000 .0678 .6915 -.1333 -.2070 -.2304 -.3524 -.0575 -.1092 .0104 .2556 .5729 .3005 .3412 -.4lt67 
315.000 -.0079 .2103 -.4133 -.4677 -.3958 -.1743 -.0989 -.0707 -.0440 .2145 
X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0539 -.2863 .027! -.1465 .2420 .3115 
45.000 .0402 -.3051 .1584 .0919 
90.000 -.0995 -.1661 .0367 -.0477 .0367 -.0239 
135.000 -.0834 -.2006 .1241 .1855 
180.000 -.0511t -.2765 .1176 -.0483 .1549 .0875 
225.0')0 -.2774 -.2331 -.0653 .0000 
270.0lJO -.2694 -.2273 -.1131 -.1835 -.1608 -.1665 
315.000 -.2325 -.2808 -.0075 .0418 
ALPHALC 2) -4.lt21t BETAL ( 5) = 6.390 
SECTION ( I)SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 2791t .3632 .lt750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3696 -.0211 .1351 -.3950 -.3484 -.2850 -.0803 -.0597 -.0553 -.0598 .2011t .3333 -.1645 -.Olt91 -.3396 
45.000 .0207 .11 1t3 -.3913 -.3101 -.2086 -.0457 -.Olt96 -.0829 -.1000 .2296 
90.000 .0373 .1107 -.3940 -.3202 -.2Lt08 -.IBI5 -.1398 -.1630 -.1450 .1745 -.2639 -.2661t 
135.000 .1002 .1860 -.3551 -.3079 -.1317 -.2142 -.2436 -.2527 -.0820 .108B 
180.000 1.3696 .2043 .3726 -.3021 -.2239 .0620 -.0972 -.1207 -.2605 -.OOltO .0713 .5671 -.2302 -.3601 -.4457 
225.000 .2802 .5481 -.2650 -.1801 .2211 -.0511 .OLt56 -.1666 .0500 .2173 
270.000 .17Lt8 .7019 -.1240 -.2227 -.2623 -.3681 -.0457 -.1060 .0035 .2551 .5150 .2248 .1841 -.4725 
315.000 .0352 .2064 -.4119 -.4643 -.3859 -.1791t -.0788 -.0604 -.0415 .2263 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 9341t .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0612 -.2674 .0705 -.0286 .2662 .2868 
45.000 .0311 -.2775 .3424 .3043 
.90.000 -,'0572 -.1750 .0678 -.0220 .0964 .0577 
135.000 -.1037 -.1553 .0625 .0247 
180.000 -.1015 -.2032 .1133 -.0887 .0639 .0190 . 
• 
~~~:""t~; 
, . : . ~H~",_~ ..... -.~L"_,"""-:""~_"~ __ ~~_·~'--~""------"-"':':" ..... :......~",, ...... c.......k.-. 0....<_._ ........... ,,; 
I 
.-.. --~-;.~ ._~ ___ .--<...:.....~ __ ~ ........ : __ ... ,~.-.....-.. ~.-...io--, .,~ ____ .__ 
r-'1"T"~"'~:'"""""'''''''''''''''~--~' ___ ~-""'.~'f' __ ~"T_" 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 249(} 
ARCtt-Ot9 IA8t LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS14l ---"-----
ALPHAl( 2) • -4.424 8ETAL ( 5) .. 6.390 
SECTION I lSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.26139 --.2388 -.0640 .0000 
270.000 -.272D -.2259 -.1187 -.1770 -.1613 -.1721 
315.(10(' -.2250 -.2717 .0211 .0615 
ALPHALC 3) .. -2.371 8ETAL ( Il .. -6.107 
SECTION ( IlSRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4892 .2089 .2947 -.3376 -.2683 -.2271 -.1821 -.0682 -.0676 -.0740 .1512 .2686 -.1228 .1515 -.2233 
45.000 .2851 .3266 -.3225 -.2305 -.1502 -.1741 -.0899 -.0941 -.1136 .2034 
90.000 .3378 .3845 -.2996 -.1936 -.1290 -.0649 -.1179 -.1423 -.1335 .131+7 -.0704 -.0138 
135.000 .3504 .4025 -.2794 -.1923 -.0859 .1428 .0565 -.0530 -.0599 .3599 
180.000 1.4892 .3020 .4115 -.2908 -.2166 -.1877 .2175 .0553 -.0146 -.0740 .4691 .lJ236 .2051 .1485 -.3067 
225.000 .2173 .4931 -.2920 -.2151 -.3095 .1875 .0244 .0140 -.1085 .5568 
270.000 .1568 .6976 -.1683 -.3729 -.3501 -.3137 -.1982 -.0419 -.0671 .3280 1.0264 .6272 .5059 -.4771 
315.000 .1463 .3507 -.3526 -.3317 -.3295 -.1914 -.1066 -.0146 -.0536 .2746 
X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0508 -.3025 -.1860 -.2876 -.0555 .0273 
45.000 -.0036 -.3310 .1634 .2153 
90.000 -.1878 -.2859 -.0076 -.0549 .1611 .2287 
135.000 .2150 -.3411 .2001+ .2841 
180.000 .2073 -.3230 .0642 .1125 .2495 .3165 
225.000 -.1339 -.2846 .2209 .0000 
270.000 -.2558 -.2158 -.0785 -.1655 -.1160 -. 1074 
315.000 -.2416 -.270B -.1175 -.1164 
ALPHAL ( 3) • -2.325 BETAL ( en .. -1.981 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
)(/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4652 .1460 .2620 -.3505 -.2826 -.2375 -.144 I -.0223 -.0670 -.0676 .2308 .2857 -.0403 .1224 -;21+25 
45.000 .1981 .2590 -.3403 -.2467 -.1570 -.1507 -.0417 -.0765 -.0965 .1735 
90.000 .2367 .2683 -.3243 -.22113 -.1623 -.0851+ -.1397 -. I 120 -.1283 .1017 -.1179 -.0557 
135.000 .2599 .3255 -.2980 -.2157 -.1101 .0700 -.0262 -.076lf -.1070 .3089 
180.000 1.4652 .2463 .3876 -.2903 -.2218 -.1828 .1519 -.0271+ -.OB36 -. I 190 .3930 .6982 .1082 .0026 -.3602 




- _. .-...-...... :....._,;_"'""'~~~--.:li~~~~ ... ,=-.....;.oJ.. ....... ~ ... --.: .~-,,,-:...-;_£ .~,.; ~-.. -~,~. -,-" "~ .~_.. J 
'--. -.........----~ ~--~ ... ~.--~~.-".,. .. -, 
""-'.', .. '1"0,' 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA -PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+91 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI4' 
ALPHALC 31 • -2.325 SETAL ( 2) • -1.981 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .. 2791t .3632 .4750 .'5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .1096 .7092 -.11t32 -.3311 -.3468 -.3198 -.121t2 -.g!3~1t -.0601 • 3431t .8968 .4751 .'+835 -.2755 
315.000 .0961t .3328 -.3548 -.3508 -.3425 -.1825 -.1099 -.01,\45 -.0460 • 2721t 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1007 -.3007 -.0921 -.1553 .0122 .0450 
45.000 .0729 -.3023 .1627 .2208 
90.000 -.1203 -.2589 -.0158 -.0489 .1311 .1693 
135.000 .1583 -.3317 .1630 .2546 
180.000 .1596 -.3195 .0423 .1022 .2787 .3146 
225.000 -.2092 -.3127 .0700 .0000 
270.000 -.2565 -.2174 -.0695 -.1643 -.1312 -.1172 
315.000 -.2297 -.2617 -.1175 -.0875 
ALPHALC 31 = -2.294 8ETAL ( 3) = 2.169 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1t750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1t273 .0799 .2228 -.361t5 -.3059 -.2518 -.1035 -.0321 -.0575 -.01t76 .2211 .3578 -.120B -.0686 -.2825 
45.000 .1169 .1959 -.3621 -.2773 -. t783 -.1050 -.0109 -.0721 -.0792 .2332 
90.000 .11t26 .2026 -.3561t -.2712 -.1955 -.1130 -.091t8 -. 1071t -.1222 .1571t -.2137 . -.2053 
135.000 .1673 .2674 -.3281 -.2613 -.1555 -.0291 -.1148 -.1381 -.11t77 .2269 
180.000 1.4273 .1863 .3759 -.3019 -.2340 -.1054 .0187 -.0936 -.1589 -.0972 .2160 .5479 -.1072 -.1995 -.1t095 
225.000 .1513 .5146 -.2832 -.2167 -.0165 .0378 -.0688 -.1156 .1117 .2996 
270.000 .0759 .7377 -.1235 -.3210 -.3441 -.3424 -.0838 -.0888 .0338 .2533 .7063 .2232 .3234 -.4107 
315.000 .0515 .3235 -.3693 -.3752 -.3481 -.1537 -.1190 .... 0681 -.0323 . 2401t 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 9341t .9565 
PHI 
~fB .000 -.0613 -.2767 -.0587 -.1868 .2005 . 221t7 Its. 000 .0893 -.2976 .1071 0817 90.000 -.0577 -.1692 -.0040 -.0300 .0533 .0204 
'tt CS 135.000 .0004 -.2185 .0856 .1203 
a f;E 180.000 .0137 -.2939 .0793 .0440 .2633 .2301 
~ p;.: 225.000 -.1868 -.3025 .0688 .0000 
/:-f 270.000 -.21t59 -.2206 -.0650 -.1782 -.1420 -.1182 1 
£) 315.000 -.2222 -.2720 -.OE65 -.0039 j 
'Ii 1 1 1 I ,61 
1 
E:_~ .. ~. __ ._~ ... ~ __ .~~._ ,. .. _.~. __ ~,. ____  .,."...,,~"'~, --~'~":'~-' ~:-~''''~'"'-.-~~ ... -~-~-'''---.-~ ... ~''''"''--.-,~- .-.-.-.,. ...... -.--~~-~. --~-.. ~~.. ..,. _.' --~ " 
"..--""'" -,""--,-,,-~-",,",,-~,<, .. ,-,,.,---
! . 
• tr q Ii 
f\ DATE 21 OCT 75 
-l 
'IABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 
ALPHALC 3) • 
-2.242 8ETAL ( 4) .. 6.295 
SECTION tlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS 
.0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.3794 .025B .1805 -.3719 -.3241 -.264-6 -.0831 4-5.000 
.0438 .1444 -.3809 -.2962 -.1929 -.0174 90.000 
.0558 .1399 -.3740 -.2928 -.2073 -.0899 135.000 
.0814 .1934 -.3514 -.3005 -.1399 -.1357 180.000 1.3794 .1297 .3403 -.3127 -.2560 .0234 -.0831 225.000 
.1300 .5190 -.2796 -.2343 . I 181 -.0231 270.000 
.1084 .7485 -.0923 -.3149 -.3453 -.3653 315.000 
.035';t .3015 -.3725 -.3774 -.3204 -.1137 
X/LS 
.8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0614 -.2025 .0403 .0040 .1697 .1610 45.000 .OB40 -.2633 
.3267 .3148 90.000 -.0190 -.1583 .0555 .0026 .1152 .0861 135.000 -.0671 - . .1577 
.0915 .0548 180.000 -.0748 -.1810 .1090 -.0394 .0674 .0191 225.000 -.2599 -.2578 
-.0087 .0000 270.000 -.2603 -.2194 
-.05"5 -.1586 -.1375 -.1443 315.000 -.2157 -.2780 
.0195 .0737 
ALPHALC 4) 
-.129 8ETAL C I) ~ 
-6.132 
















































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
-.3181 -.2395 -.1993 -.1177 
-.3100 -.2027 -.0967 -.1216 
-.2920 -.1840 -.1052 -.0901 
-.2895 -.2036 -.1083 .0956 
-.3020 -.2423 -.194-7 .1595 
-.3170 -.2747 -.3195 .0766 
";.1549 
-.4084 -.2763 -.2666 
-.3149 -.2426 -.2666 -.1076 
.9130 .934-4 .9565 
-.2605 .0276 .1214 
.2369 .3158 
-.0781 .1923 .2387 
.1640 .2078 
.0681 .1729 .2216 
L ___ .-' "~ ... ~--- ... ~' .. ~,- .~"-.~,~ .... -~.,-.-~.-.. "~"~,-.. ~'-.'-... 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.0516 -.04-35 -.0488 
-.0290 -.0530 -.0793 
-.0691 -.1059 -.1402 
-.1537 -.1714 -.0317 
-.1323 -.1945 .0409 
-.0759 -.1543 .0741 
-.0795 -.0961 .0244 
-.0697 -.0533 -.0200 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.0354 -.0331 -.0562 
-.0108 -.0235 -.0615 
-.0191 -.0307 -.0340 
.0501 . -.0262 -.0223 
.0695 .0112 -.0585 
.0507 -.0220 -.0843 
-.2675 -.0412 -.0795 
-.1026 -.0244 -.0307 
-, 
;~~~;<-t-';.!>:"L_.;:tr:;·,._-:::·.-e:.:::::::c::...::....-;;:.::..:.=.:;:-..:...~--...-::·",! .. ~~ 
PAGE 24-92 ~.--
(RETSI'+) 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 





.1116 .6142 -.1680 -.3251 -.4093 
.2'tt32 
2732 .5640 .3127 .3350 -.4430 
.2'HI4 
.6985 .7280 •• 7290 .7360 .7370 





.5268 .6925 .1845 .1130 -.2678 
.6089 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2493 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RE:TSI4) 
~ 
ALPHAL( It) • -.129 BETAl ( 1) .. -6.132 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+1+ .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -. 101+5 -.2796 .2795 .0000 
270.000 -.2378 -.2166 -.0560 -.1575 -.1129 -.1099 
315.000 -.2031 -.2615 -.1302 -.071+5 
AlPHAl( 4) • -.116 BETAL ( 21 ,. -1+.071+ 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.480B .2172 .331+4 -.328't -.2483 -.2160 -.1082 -.0200 -.0513 -.01+98 .2568 .3't93 -.0271 .2097 -.1848 
1+5.000 .2660 .3287 -.3194 -.2197 -.1155 -.1267 .0017 -.0272 -.0615 .2887 
90.000 .2883 .3281 -.3083 -.2077 -.1299 -.0972 -.0355 -.01+06 -.0519 .2238 -.0391 -.0009 
135.000 .2681 .3271 -.3018 -.2228 -.1219 .0745 .0151 -.0474 -.0558 .3947 
180.000 1.4808 .2160 .3329 -.3101 -.2501 -.2141+ .1427 .0333 -.0165 -.0753 .4938 .6942 .1778 .0969 -.2874 
225.000 .1521 .4139 -.3217 -.2855 -.3021+ .081+6 -.0126 -.0255 -.0708 .5698 
270.000 .1325 .7321 -.1447 -.4355 -.3174 -.2340 .-.2426 -.0582 -.0847 .281'+ .9996 .6030 .5136 -.5,+77 
315.000 .152.7 .4214 -.3214 -.2627 -.2787 -.1112 -.1067 -.0519 -.0435 .3030 
i 




.000 -.0882 -.3110 -.1075 -.1861+ .0701+ .1425 
1+5.000 .0755 -.2932 .2319 .3040 
90.000 -.0'+65 -.2164 .0180 -.0705 .17'+4 .2119 
f. 135.000 .2333 -.3101 .1515 .1994 , 
~ 180.000 .1970 -.2889 .0674 .0719 .1851+ .2403 
f 225.000 -.1181 -.2683 .2546 .0000 270.000 -.2327 -.211+2 -.0500 -.1519 -.1084 -.0859 
315.000 -.2032 -.24'+6 -.1108 -.0670 
ALPHAL( 41 • -.102 BETAL ( 31 • -2.010 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 , .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.46\jQ .18'+9 .3145 -.3290 -.2603 -.2258 -.1023 - .0176 -.0513 -.0492 .2'+21 .3497 -.0678 .1018 -.2047 
45.000 .2256 .2901 -.3311 -.2372 -.1300 -.1356 .0095 -.0328 -.0579 .2674 
90.000 .2362 .2699 -.325'+ -.2249 -.1496 -.0597 -.039'+ -.0427 -.0630 .2187 -.0765 -.0't10 
135.000 .224'+ .2826 -.3131 -.2369 -.1330 .0449 -.0084 -.0570 -.0790 .3483 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHALt 4) • -.102 SETAL ( 3) • -2.010 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .139'7 .1956 .279'+ .3632 
PHI 
270.000 . 108'+ .7257 -.1453 -.4327 -.3051 -.2969 -.2060 
315.000 .1301 .4148 -.3248 -.2759 -.3052 -.1100 -.0901 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0889 -.2889 -.06Lf3 -.1312 .0819 .1253 
45.000 .0676 -.2659 .2310 .2819 
90.000 -.0525 -.2180 .0301 -.0542 .1652 .1953 
135.000 .2174 -.3103 .1488 .1906 
180.000 .1575 -.2873 .0652 .0783 .1968 .2372 
225.000 -.1563 -.2987 .1795 .0000 
270.000 -.2321 -.2082 -.0562 -.1485 -.1128 -.0945 
315.000 -.2131 -.2493 - .1033 -.0717 
ALPHAL( 4) - -.108 BETAL ( 4) • .063 
SECTION [ I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.4429 .1521 .2951 -.3356 -.2682 -.2282 -.1054 -.0267 
45.000 .1822 .2569 -.3446 -.2531 -.1450 -.1247 .0057 
90.000 .1918 .2256 -.3374 -.2411 -.1619 -.0553 -.0396 
135.000 .189Lf .. 2614 -.3225 -.2458 -.1324 .0111 -.0372 
180.000 I.Lf429 .1663 .3207 -.3161 -.2519 -.2064 .0828 -.0550 
225.000 .1271 .4258 -.3167 -.273'+ -.2460 .0781 -.0479 
270.000 .0970 .7458 -.1291 -.4281 -.3047 -.2614 -.1256 
315.000 .1121 .4080 -.3268 -.2838 -.2870 -.1068 -.0818 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0638 -.2810 -.02'+3 -.1269 .0866 .1119 
,+5.000 .0417 -.2389 .1885 .1987 
90.000 -.0451 -.2171 .0392 -.0512 .1614 .1826 
135.000 .1651 -.3041 .1489 .1811 
180.000 .0950 -.2598 .0684 .0809 .2061 .2172 
225.000 -.2063 -.2902 .1086 .0000 
270.000 -.2370 -.2063 -.0354 -.1475 -.1096 -.0995 
315.0('0 -.2109 -.2583 -.0881 -.054'+ 
.,:.......:, .... l:c ......... _ • .L ••• ,.. .. ~_ ..... "--__ ... _ .. ~~, .. _._._ ... _.,:_._ ... , 
SRM BOOSTER 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.102'+ -.0865 .2587 
-.0748 -.0489 .2733 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0399 -.0'+21 .22'+7 
-.0342 -.0601 .. 2541 
-.0524 -.0755 .2265 
-.0589 -.1085 .3162 
-.0737 -.1340 .362'+ 
-.0842 -.0851 .3990 
-.1097 -.0349 .2301 
-.0728 -.0427 .2556 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2495 
~RCII-OI9 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI4) 
ALPHAU 41 • -.101 BETAL ( 5) 4.195 
SECTION ( 1)5RM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI ---
.000 1.4037 .1031 .2558 -.3543 -.2942 -.2508 -.0906 -.0480 -.0432 -.0397 .2145 .4054 -.0605 -.0954 -.2822 
45.000 .1025 .1856 -.3733 -.2896 -.1834 -.0381 -.0184 -.0525 -.0662 .2103 
90.000 .1055 .1591 -.3603 -.2804 -.1800 -.0510 -.0343 -.0677 -.1061 .2292 -.2837 -.3108 
135.000 .1073 .2040 -.3487 -.2807 -.1723 -.0462 -.0892 -.0992 -.0562 .264£ 
180.000 1.4037 .1070 . 296B -.3280 -.2730 -.1083 -.0023 -.1133 -.1314 .0645 .2304 .5942 -.1638 -.2436 -.3864 
225.000 .0916 .4273 -.3151 -.2733 -.1068 .0251 -.0904 -.1136 .1382 .2800 
270.000 .0823 .7307 -.1453 -. 'il54 -.3176 -.2744 -.0936 -.0866 .0501 .2457 .6762 .2599 .3967 -.4150 
315.000 .0835 .3932 -.3367 -.2920 -.2825 -.0912 -.0781 -.0544 -.0187 .2705 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0274 -.2100 .0752 -.0292 .1240 .1219 
45.000 .0449 -.2327 .2163 .1844 
90.000 .0036 -.1906 .0764 -.0337 .1550 .1082 
135.000 .0159 -.1992 .0818 .0728 
180.000 .0177 -.2358 .0996 .0205 .1910 .1559 
225.000 -.1937 -.2748 .0755 .0000 
270.000 -.2417 -.2026 -.0301 -.1471 -.1099 -.0975 
315.000 -.2014 -.2552 .0065 .0764 
ALPHAL( 4) .. -.069 BETAL ( 6) '" 6.266 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3816 .0760 .2362 -.3572 -.3016 -.2534 -.1027 -.0625 -.0470 -.0"+81 .2250 .4306 -.0275 -.1140 -.3249 
45.000 .0637 .1513 -.3825 -.3028 -.1959 -.0161 -.0321 -.0550 -.0757 .224"+ 
90.000 .0622 .141"+ -.3695 -.2875 -.1867 -.0324 -.0396 -.0675 -.1135 .2"+72 -.3002 -.3285 
135.000 .0649 .1748 -.3563 -.2924 -.1643 -.0783 -.088"+ ~.1189 -.0127 .2514 
180.000 1.3816 .0766 .2843 -.3280 -.2786 -.0565 -.0556 -.1205 -. 1492 .0666 .1797 .6290 -.131"+ -.2969 -.3828 
225.000 .0742 .4288 -.3114 -.2614 -.0534 -.0220 -.0860 -.1312 .1107 .2670 
270.000 .0601 .7055 -.1409 -.3953 -.3176 -.2893 -.0771 -.093"+ .0402 .2754 .6672 .3538 .4776 -.4256 
315.000 . 0634 .3894 -.3382 -.2847 -.2682 -.0833 -.0830 -.0511 -.0124 .2769 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 I PHI 
.000 -.0139 -.2000 .1379 .0116 .2443 .2452 I 45.000 .0388 -.2083 .2023 .1504 90.000 -.0100 -.1432 .1162 .0101 .1400 .0941 135.000 -.0117 -.1647 .1055 .0760 
I 180.000 -.0246 -.1726 .1192 -.0238 .0772 .0226 
~-1 
I 
,.' _~J .~...,~~-.o-.""""'.~.!~.A_' ___ .~ .• """~"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. __ ,,~,,~,,,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,~~,=,';'_.-", ,.,_~' _~. ___ •.. ~._· __ L/~._~_ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2496 
ARCII-019 IA8! LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS!4) --""-....,,--
ALPHAL( 4) • -.069 BETAL ( 6) .. 6.266 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2310 -.2789 .0530 .0000 
270.000 -.2497 -.2095 .0084 -.1355 -.1039 - .1060 
315.000 -.2000 -.2648 .0742 .1506 
ALPHAL( 5) ,. 2.101 BE TAL ( 1) = -6.086 
SECTION 1) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .000'0 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750
 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 -----
PHI 
.000 1.4881 .2998 .4119 -.3035 -.2145 -.1773 -.0786 -.0127 -.0186 
-.0374 .2931 .3524 .0373 -.0155 -.1759 
45.000 .3529 .4026 -.3029 -.1862 -.0670 -.1045 .0073 .016
0 -.0272 .3439 
90.000 .3435 .3800 -.3032 -.1890 -.1287 -.1126 .0187 .024
0 -.0061 .3241 -.0037 .0436 
135.000 .2851 .3357 -.3032 -.2268 -.1564 -.0025 .0210 -.01
82 -.0143 .4395 
180.000 1.4881 .2083 .3050 -.3214 .. 2664 -.1819 .0'-158 .0193 -.
0212 -.0476 .5519 .7212 .2(123 .1308 -.2202 
225.000 .1489 .3456 -.3499 -.3143 -.2243 -.0657 .0425 
.0260 -.0007 .6471 
270.000 .1595 .6969 -.1641 -.4163 -.2335 -.0962 -.1543
 -.0701 -.1050 .0903 1.0909 .6648 .4951 -.5857 
315.000 .2158 .5017 -.2882 -.1788 -.2113 -.0568 -.0377
 -.0407 -.0281 .3111 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0613 -.2992 -.0756 -.1535 .0806 .1328 
45.000 .1374 -.2632 .2839 .3481 
90.000 -.0037 -.1900 .0835 -.0819 .2209 .2540 
135.000 .2848 -.3051 .1522 .1804 
180.000 .1998 -.2906 .0895 .0549 .1582 .1753 
225.000 -.11.37 -.3106 .2962 .0000 
270.000 -.2386 -.1934 -.0257 -.1258 -.0723 -.0647 
315.000 -.1854 :-.2663 -.0867 -.0265 
ALPHALC 5) - 2.088 8ETAL ( 2) .. -1.966 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4
750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4587 .2381 .3689 -.3084 -.2277 -.2084 -.0979 -.0222 -.040
4 -.0262 .2426 .3979 -.0419 .0237 -.2122 
45.000 .2510 .3220 -.3189 -.2234 -.1158 -.1128 .0114 -.0
121 -.0313 .2939 
9r..000 .2300 .2688 -.3246 -.2299 -.1648 -.1033 .0019 -.
0067 -.0406 .2900 -.0729 -.0506 
135.000 .1936 .2622 -.3216 -.2520 -.1563 .0219 -.0195 
-.0334 -.0568 .3583 
180.000 1.4587 .1398 .2670 -.3360 -.2793 -.1575 .0254 -.0356 -.
0478 -.0975 .4656 .7277 .0863 .0060 -.2592 
225.000 .0937 .3301 -.3520 -.3428 -.2517 -.0395 -.0344 -.018
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 21+97 
.; ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP!ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSt4) 
:1 ALPHAL( 5) • 2.088 8ETAL ( 2) c -1.966 
t 
SECTION ( IISR~ BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
1 X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
" 
'I PHI 1 270.000 .1085 .7127 -.1440 -.4118 -.2655 -.0905 -.0738 -.0777 -.0481 .1635 .8851 .4671 .3942 -.2923 
1 315.000 .1692 .4905 -.2912 -.1937 -.2058 -.0654 -.0377 -.0442 -.0220 .2717 
I X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
I 
'PHI ! 
\ .000 -.0425 -.2673 -.0061 -.1196 .1389 .1675 45.000 .1194 -.2117 .1997 .2053 
-i 90.000 -.0527 -.2049 .0853 -.0633 .2101 .2128 
135.000 .2399 -.2958 .1419 .1642 
180.000 .1576 -.2817 .0788 .0627 .1687 .1927 
225.000 -.1973 -.2924 .1904 .0000 
270.000 -.2338 -.2053 -.0356 -.1416 -.0940 -.0808 
315.000 -.2105 -.2596 -.0684 -.0348 
ALPHAL( 5) = 2.053 8ETAL [ 3) s 2.173 
~. 
SECTION I) SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
i X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 j 
! PHI 1 
.000 1.4184 .1770 .3340 -.3225 -.2504 -.2470 -.0808 -.0463 -.0368 -.03't3 .2208 .3711 -.0222 -.0418 -.2666 I 45.000 .1628 .2456 -.3481 -.2642 -.1633 -.0910 -.0001 -.0353 -.0556 .2391 
I 90.000 .1427 .1926 -.3508 -.2673 -.1820 -.0412 -.0082 -.0427 -.0754 .2289 -~1974 -.1950 
l 135.000 .1234 .2101 -.3394 -.2682 -.1590 '"'.0067 -.0505 -.0688 -.0868 .2958 
I 180.000 1.'t184 .0939 .2570 -.3381 -.2851 -.1844 .0064 -.1127 -.0637 .0242 .3087 .6295 -.0683 -.1820 -.3177 I 225.000 .0668 .3464 -.3480 -.3332 -.2716 -.0103 -.0356 -.0589 .1344 .3465 
270.000 .0831 .7306 -.1258 -.3615 -.2811 -.0829 -.0731 -.0616 .0573 .1908 .6052 .193B .184B -.3972 
315.000 .144B .4845 -.2930 -.2111 -.2154 -.0704 -.0609 -.0370 -.0016 .2621 
~ g X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
,- ~0 PHI 
~$ .000 -.0331 -.2251 .0680 -.0693 .1866 .1983 45.000 .0310 -.1814 .1226 .0883 90.000 -.0367 -.1830 .0978 -.0455 .1774 .1661 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2'+98 
-~----
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS1't1 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.0'55 SETAL ( Ifl • 6.294 
SECTION 115RM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .11l8 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.375B .1286 .2973 -.3372 -.2710 -.2396 -.1136 -.OB29 -.0'+96 -.0428 .2330 .5'+'+'+ -.0'+'+6 -.0802 -.3386 
45.000 .0828 .1693 -.3763 -.304'+ -.2071 -.0555 -.0373 -.0469 -.0828 .2204 
90.000 .0608 .1325 -.3802 -.2903 -.1936 -.0073 -.0344 -.0588 -.0918 .1978 -.2'180 -.3031 
135.000 .0472 .1587 -.3619 -.2903 -.1674 -.0472 -.0925 -.0891 .0188 .2705 
180.000 1.3758 .0319 .2283 -.3447 -.3054 -.0836 -.0436 -.0436 -.1110 .0789 .2348 .575'+ -.1761 -.2801 -.3570 
225.000 .0391 .3437 -.3484 -.3216 -.2301 -.0174 -.0186 -.1125 .1152 .2726 
270.000 ,0689 .7552 -.1029 -.3723 -.2839 -.0701 -.0785 -.0783 .0557 .2534 .5579 .2226 .2937 -.4207 
315.000 .1238 .4904 -.2949 -.2141 -.1989 -.0573 -.0901 -.0416 -.0005 .2850 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 ,9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0091 -,1815 .1795 .0456 .3312 .3565 
45.000 .0953 -.1846 .2635 .2158 
90.000 -.0036 -.1126 .1383 .0230 .1530 .1237 
135.000 .0214 -.1452 .1079 .0706 
180.000 .0149 -.157~ .1374 -.0214 .0853 .0295 
225.000 -.1993 -.2989 .081'+ .0000 
270.000 -.2399 -.1895 .0614 -.0989 -.0494 -.0784 
315.000 -.1938 -.2399 .1118 .1568 
ALPHAL( 61 • 4.258 8ETAL ( II ~ -6.000 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 : .4820 .3644 .4689 -.2835 -.1802 -.1476 -.0738 .0175 .010S .0132 .2'+23 .3S48 -.1099 -.1205 -.22159 
45.000 .3B18 .4356 -.2856 -.1707 -.0492 -.0910 -.0027 .0294 .0030 .3512 
90.000 .3,+ 1 a .3764 -.3013 -.1989 -.1697 -.1541+ -.0051 .0237 -.02'+6 .3338 -. 022'+ .0077 
"'! 135.000 .2587 .2921 -.3176 -.2495 -.1841+ -.0625 .0077 -.0IS2 -.017'+ .3844 
180.000 1.4820 .1845 .2524 -.3308 -.2838 -.1390 -.0122 .0023 .0066 .0222 .4810 .S553 • I "t'+'+ .1169 -.1530 
225.000 .1227 .2728 -.3789 -.3964 -.1887 -.0800 .01'+5 .0261+ .0711 .5671 
270.000 .1533 .6587 -.1805 -.4139 -.2041 -.021+7 .0112 -.0150 .0213 -.0252 .8320 .1+514 .. 2629 -.498'* 
315.000 .2587 .5635 -.2624 -.1133 -.1657 -.0185 .0112 -.0012 .0255 ,240S 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93,+,+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0119 -.2948 .00'+2 -.1955 .2212 .25'+8 
'+5.000 .2176 .-.1957 .2274 .2420 
90.000 .0270 -.1407 .102'+ -.0306 .2230 .2123 
135.000 .2729 -.2853 .1456 .1713 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAOe: 2 .. 99 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED I SRM BOOSTER (RETSI .. I 
ALPHAL( 6) • ".258 BETAL [ I) • -6.000 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93 .. 4 .9565 
PHI 
----
225.000 -.1521 -.3237 .1631 .0000 
270.000 -.1984 -.1613 .0238 -.0923 -.0390 -.0250 
315.000 -.1690 -.2285 -.0339 .0323 
ALPHAL! 61 • 4.237 8ETAL [ 21 .. -3.948 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4674 .3269 .4469 -.2904 -.1862 -.1669 -.OB94 .0042 -.0047 .0027 .2324 .3560 -.0"33 -.079'+ -.2262 
45.000 .3251 .3967 -.3003 -.1944 -.0832 -.1019 -.0071 .0080 -.0105 .3259 
90.000 .2740 .3122 -.3177 -.2220 -.1901 -.1571 -.0009 .0086 -.0450 .3109 -.070'+ -.0'+21 
135.000 .2094 .2497 -.3228 -.2563 -.1886 -.0439 .0030 -.0237 -.0393 .3577 
180.000 1.4674 .1357 .2325 -.3381, -.2937 -.1482 -.0270 -.0065 .0030 -.0012 .4405 .6250 .0999 .0855 -.1616 
225.000 .0840 .2611 -.3798 -.4021 -.2174 -.1019 .0167 .0123 .0588 .4884 
270.000 .1243 .6694 -.1656 -.4138 -.1993 -.0520 .0072 -.0183 .0492 .0108 .6783 .3593 .2176 -.11492 
315.000 .2364 .5564 -".2618 -.1255 -,1993 -.0252 .0033 -.0189 .0153 ,2618 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .S'i120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0129 -.2529 -.0113 -.1384 .2474 .3072 
45.000 .1466 -.2271 .2733 .2536 
90.000 .0187 -.1323 .0896 -.0288 .1884 .1631 
135.000 .2641 -.2802 ,1503 .1640 
180.000 .1807 -.2682 .1194 .0557 .1599 .154\ 
225.000 -.1320 -,3176 ,2414 ,£HlOO 
270.000 -.2001 -.1875 .0155 -.0827 -.0250 -.0303 
315.000 -.1817 -.2099 -.0274 .0303 
! ' ~& ALPHAL[ 61 • 4.199 8ETAL [ 3) • .148 
Pr:i& SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP ~! X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .1280 .7290 .7360 .7310 
PHI oD J~ .000 1.4321 .2617 .4066 -.2952 -.2039 -.2015 -.0668 -.0324 -.0300 -.0099 .223" .'+135 -.030'+ -.0:::30 -.283'+ 45.000 .2308 .3083 -.3264 -.2367 -.1432 -.1057 -.0140 -.0252 -.0399 .2931 Ii & 90.000 .1785 .2269 -.3454 -.2581 -.2211 -.1172 .004't -.0098 -.0707 .2680 -.178'+ -.1910 135.000 .1313 .1989 -'.3412 -.2756 -.1702 -.0066 -.0172 -.029't -.0519 .3030 
fi1 180.000' 1.4321 .0721 .2052 -.3534 -.3020 -.1579 -.0226 -.0347 -.0246 .0479 .3515 .5672 -.088" -.1203 -.2"28 225.000 .0312 .2506 -.3868 -.3786 - .2517 -.0650 -.0119 -.0282 .1230 .3551 
....... ~\,,;.,..--.. .. -, .~ ........... ~ ..... ~~~~ .. • ~.IL~~_, •• ~~'_t.. .. ~~...r-,-" __ ..... ..,..;..",,,,: ..... ~~:,:,,~., __ , 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABuLATION 
ARCII-019 IA8! LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 
ALPHALC 61 • 4.199 8ETAL C 3) .148 
















































































-. 1585 - . 3219 
-.22lf9 -.1723 
-.1763 -.2251 
DEFENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
.6825 -.1457 -.3835 -.2517 -.0567 -.0184 -.0387 



















































































































































.5038 -.008S -.0219 -.3501+ 
-.2548 -.281+5 
.4969 -.1878 -.2389 -.2906 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2501 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI4) 
AlPHAl! 6) • 4 . I 44 8ETAl I 5) ., 6.373 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER OEPENOENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI ---
.000 1.3606 .1879 .3473 -.3206 -.2407 -.1861 -.0855 -.1081 -.0533 -.0354 .2200 .5905 -.0559 -.0921 -.3423 
45.000 .0939 .1822 -.3743 -.3079 -.2371 -.1471 -.0596 -.0596 -.Q939 .2032 
90.000 .0475 .1036 -.3911 -.3088 -.2352 -.0111 -.0379 -.0673 -.0858 .195'" -.2850 -.3291 
135.000 .0418 . 13lf6 -.3601 -.2963 -.1588 -.0167 -.0653 -.0705 .0289 .2548 
180.000 1.3606 -.0073 .1792 -.3635 -.32~4 -.1699 -.Olfll -.0486 -.0936 .0976 .2lf85 .5227 -.2012 -.2727 -.3215 
225.000 -.0064 .2557 -.3874 -.3107 -.2837 -.0477 -.0611 -.0984 .1333 .2614 
270.000 .0843 .7220 -.IOlf2 -.3512 -.2705 -.0185 -.0769 -.0696 .0811 .2377 .... 705 .1'+85 .1594 - .... 059 
3i5.000 .1731 .5467 -.2690 -.1401 -.1608 -.0102 -.0852 -.0357 .0130 .2902 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0294 -.1848 .1931 .0487 .3386 .3511+ 
45.000 .1054 -.2029 .2825 .2163 
90.000 -.0258 -.0926 .1752 .0159 .1075 .0592 
135.000 .0342 -.1396 .1057 .0563 
180.000 .0272 -.1414 .1415 -.0252 .0720 .0175 
225.000 -.1795 -.3227 .0726 .0000 
270.1]00 -.2259 -.1811 .1021 -.0679 -.0049 -.0597 
315.000 -.1740 -.2235 .1254 .1605 
AlPHALI 71 ,. 6.390 SETAL ( II -s -3.876 
-SECT J, ON ( I) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VAR1A8lE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .... 750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4500 .3776 .4954 -.2805 -.1569 -.1382 -.1028 .0083 -.0054 .0163 .31't2 .4580 .ooeil -.0377 -.2732 
45.000 .3450 .4 II 9 -.3018 -.1907 -.0930 -.OSJ9 -.0346 -.0066 -.0029 .3611 
90.000 .2522 .2883 -.3347 -.2475 -.2396 -.2140 -.0778 -.0390 -.0687 .3172 -.116'" -.1116 
135.000 .175'+ .2016 -.3511 -.2908 -.2254 -.126'+ -.0143 -.0044 .0097 .3016 
180.000 1.'+500 .1025 .1847 -.3431 -.3170 -.1551 -.0662 -.0021 .0013 .0881 .364'+ .5050 .0021 .01BI -.1155 
~o 225.000 .0470 .1660 -.4261 -.3907 -.2223 -.1144 -.0140 .0082 .1521 .3905 -~ 270.000 .1097 .6203 -.1944 -.4817 -.2331 -.0295 .0122 .0160 .1163 .1512 .5086 .2122 .1269 -.4318 
~~ 315.000 .2715 .6068 -.2503 -.0822 -.1878 -.0191 .0218 -.0053 .0428 .2936 
a Q ! fJ~ X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 I I PHI j 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2502 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALEDl SRM BOOSTER CRETSII+) ------... ..,-~--
ALPHALC 7) • 6.390 SETAL ( I) • -3.B76 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .S120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
" 225.000 -.1451 -.3BI0 .1295 .0000 
270.000 -.2038 -.1841 .0535 -.0801 -.0106 -.0135 
315.000 -.1780 -.1943 .0395 .' i:':5 
ALPHAL( 71 • 6.373 8ETAL ( 2) • -1.841 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 -.--.1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4348 .3468 .4745 -.2835 -.1638 -.1586 -.0781 -.0141 -.0257 .0059 .28'+3 .'+793 .0666 -.0012 -.2976 
45.000 .2914 .3670 -.3142 -.2099 -.1254 -.1070 -.0591 -.0356 -.0181 .3420 
90.000 .1986 .2~72 -.3485 -.2545 -.2550 -.2059 -.0665 -.0338 -.0706 .3101 -.1473 -.1599 
135.000 .1333 .1722 -.3532 -.2909 -.2111 -.1020 -.0138 -.0031 .0032 .2885 
180.UOO 1. 1+348 .0692 .1679 -.3704 -.3238 -.1795 -.0641 -.0079 -.0031+ .0980 .3429 .5129 -.08'+0 -.0638 -.171'" 
225.000 .0125 .1499 -.4?f)6 -.3557 -.2535 -.0960 -.0019 -.0022 .1505 .33'18 
270.000 .0957 .6266 -.1826 -.3888 -.2571 -.0564 -.0111 -.0097 .1091 .2180 .... 278 .1392 .09£7 - .... 100 
315.000 .2610 .6034 -.2'149 - .. 0950 -.2140 -.0055 -.0010 -.011+2 .0347 .2907 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0157 -.1790 .1429 -.0120 .2885 .3183 
45.000 .1121+ -.1837 .3413 .356'+ 
90.000 .0452 -.1022 .197'+ -.0183 .0824 .0496 
135.000 .2096 -.2537 .1607 .1499 
180.000 .1187 -.2264 .1336 .05'+1 .1533 .1280 
225.000 -.1489 -.3603 .1509 .0000 
270.000 -.1972 -.1649 .0797 -.0603 .00'+7 -.0055 
315.000 -.1708 -.1947 .1021 .1562 
ALPHAL( 7) • 6.348 BETAL ( 3) • .208 
SECTION I,SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1 .... 185 .3187 .'+579 -.2880 -.1722 -.1688 -.0675 -.0359 -.0363 -.0027 .2879 .500B .1053 .0206 -.3133 
't5.000 .2454 .3220 -.3308 -.2332 -.1583 -.1250 -.0812 -.0505 -.0'+4'+ .3221 
90.000 .1547 .1975 -.36'+2 -.2826 -.27'+0 -.\893 -.0'+97 -.0349 -.068't .2991 -.1921 -.2138 
135.000 .0993 . 15G6 -.3578 -.29g8 -.1912 -.051'+ -.0157 -.0156 .0003 .2518 
180.000 1.'+185 .0366 .15'+1 -.3836 -.329(J -.1860 -.0'+79 -.0175 -.0174 .1042 .31'+6 .1+727 -.0903 -.1328 -.2063 
225.000 -.0140 .1499 -.'+303 -.3566 -.2802 -.0827 -.0118 -.0183 .15'+0 .3209 
I 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 lVAP(ElHl SEAlEDl 
ALPHALC 7' • 6.349 SETAL [ 3) • .208 
SECTION ( I'SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
270.000 .0752 .6378 -.1706 -.3965 -.2476 -.0544 -.0312 
315.000 .2436 .6029 -.2449 -.0905 -.2128 .0123 -.0166 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0312 -.1782 .1882 -.0148 .2803 .3066 
45.000 .0863 -.1760 .3024 .2958 
90.000 .0267 -.1075 .1963 -.0207 .0717 .0317 
135.000 .1907 -.2460 .2019 .1852 
180.000 .0353 -.1972 .1161 .0329 .1185 .0725 
225.000 -.1514 -.3281 .1575 .0000 
270.000 -.2095 -.1647 .0791 -.0652 .0073 -.0186 
315.000 -.1705 -.2166 .1230 .1684 
ALPHALC 7) • 6.313 SETAL C 4! • 2.274 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . i 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3947 .2905 .4305 -.2973 -.1904 -.1559 -.0869 -.0726 
'+5.000 .1977 .2742 -.3467 -.2642 -.1997 -.1456 -.0925 
90.000 .1082 .1546 -.3817 -.3090 -.2875 -.1399 -.0428 
135.000 .0672 .1338 -.3726 -.3115 -.1911 -.0381 -.0279 
180.000 1.3947 .0055 .1353 -.3873 -.3342 -.1782 -.0509 -.0273 
225.000 -.0355 .1437 -.4386 -.3692 -.2589 -.0914 -.0294 
270.000 .0627 .6'138 -.1637 -.'1039 -.2'139 -.0759 -.0521 
315.000 .2311 .5950 -.2519 -.0943 -.2030 .0051 -.0351 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0614 -.1730 .1846 .0069 .3237 .3603 
'+5.000 .0906 -.1924 .2445 .2338 
90.000 .0026 -.1052 .1957 -.0145 .0632 .0206 
135.000 .1121 -.2028 .1587 .1430 
180.000 -.0174 -.1561 .0956 .0075 .0685 .0255 
225.000 -.1245 -.3200 .1823 .0000 
270.000 -.2212 -.1681 .1025 -.0577 .1)331 .0102 
315.000 -.1718 -.2231 .1757 .1957 
~~----. ..:~.,,---.-~"" .... ~ ...... .........;..~~-~.--'...;.---->--~-)". 
SRM BOOSTER 
.'+750 .5867 .6985 
-.0213 .1210 .240'+ 
-.0201 .0378 .3006 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0401 -.02'iO .2796 
-.07BO -.069B .2790 
-.0449 -.0628 .2585 
-.0334 .0002 .2351 
-.0352 .1061 .2817 
-.0337 .1601 .31'11 
-.0319 .1166 .2796 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
--~- -~ 
PAGE: 250Q 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSl'+1 -""'------
ALPHAL( 7) • 6.293 















































8ETAL ( 5) .. 4.334 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
.4110 -.3035 -.2021 -.1421 -.0858 
.2276 -.3614 -.2909 -.2343 -.1844 
.1095 -.3960 -.3309 -.2930 -.0930 
.0929 -.3815 - .3119 -.1778 -.0212 
.1222 -.3913 -.3431 -.2069 -.0418 
.1366 -.4430 -.3757 -.2730 -.0736 
.6485 -.1532 -.4002 -.2521 -.0760 
.5918 -.2528 -.1000 -.1743 .0035 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.2147 .0226 .3448 .3~70 
.2052 .1735 
- .2061 -.0264 .0658 .0205 
.0900 .0427 
.O!:!33 -.0153 .1073 .0655 
.1318 .0000 
.1073 -.0699 .0029 -.0400 
.1535 .1972 
.... ~ • .,.~""", • ....,.,.~......;..i,;~""", .. ,_ ........ "" ....... ";'_ ..... "';":'.....,.~t,c_.,,·l.' "_.-....>.~.~.~"._.:...,,~~,,~.l.o.!,....:..l>...... .• ....:.~~-~,~~~ •. ~_~~.~.< 
.3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.1079 -.0531 -.0375 .2545 .6291 .0601 -.0533 -.3427 
-.1171 -.0927 -.1015 .2396 
-.0504 -.0510 -.0579 .2173 -.2704 -.2969 
-.0418 -.0409 .0193 .2227 
-.0382 -.0543 .1073 .2539 .4671 -.1763 -.2447 -.2836 
-.0329 -.0609 .1575 .2873 
-.0760 -.0537 .1085 .2888 .4840 .1150 .1596 -.3970 
-.0549 -.0270 .0190 .3291 
-----. 
I 







DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2505 
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAPCELHL SEALEDI SRM 800STER CRETSI5) C 17 OCT 75 ) 
-: 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF '"' 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP ,. 976.0000 IN. XT MACH .900 RN/FT • 2.250 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP . .0000 IN. YT ELV-IB • 8.000 ELV-OB • 6.000 
BREF . 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
'"' 
400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SPD8RK • .000 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
ALPHALC I) '"' -6.521 BETAL ( II • -3.911 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1860 .0933 -.1252 -1.1493 -.5405 -.2618 -.1814 -.0943 -.0567 -.0600 .0731 .2347 -.4954 -.2955 -.5100 
45.000 .1152 -.0702 -1.1535 -.9022 -.2011 -.2444 -.1564 -.1154 -.1013 .0506 
90.000 .2006 .0255 -1.1262 -.6604 -.3381 -.3603 -.2845 -.2419 -.2345 -.0227 -.6726 -.6799 
135.000 .3649 · I 392 -I. 0675 -.1095. -.1261 -.1964 -.1035 -.0310 -.0318 .1223 
180.000 1.1860 .4837 .2307 -1.0357 .0528 -.0445 -.1523 -.0425 .0465 .0671 .2177 .5887 -.1663 -.5776 -.6588 
225.000 .4599 .3191 -1.0039 .0262 -.0229 -.1661 -.0302 .0591 .0864 .3203 
270.000 .2348 .2145 -.8973 -.2104 -.4519 -.3814 -.1050 -.0318 -.0730 .1265 .8097 .1232 .2212 -.6003 
315.000 .0871 -.2136 -1.2181 -.5630 -.4928 -.1657 -.0513 -.0115 -.0166 .1324 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1917 -.2754 -.0800 -.2626 -.1445 -.2289 
45.000 -.1932 -.1528 -.0689 -.1069 
90.000 -.2213 -.1823 -.0797 -.1407 .1118 -.0156 
135.000 -.1612 -.1381 .3:;46 .1571 
180.000 -.0719 -.2096 .5(;'57 ~ .. ,u6~~ .2836 .0872 
225.000 -.3159 -.2652. .2042 .0000 
270.000 -.2678 -.2368 · :tl~7 '~.i~BH "'.1886 -.1965 
315.000 -.3038 -.2633 .. 2009 -.227! 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.479 BETAl ( 2'; .. -1.380 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
J~ g X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .111S .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
~S PHI 
i ~~ .000 1.1763 .0848 -.1253 -1.1455 -.5287 -.2580 -.1631 -.0731 -.0463 -.0469 .0539 .2692 -.5125 -.3963 -.5802 45.000 .1074 - . 0827 - I . 1524 -.9212 -.1801 -.2160 -.1302 -.0992 -.0995 .0187 90.000 .16'17 -.00'14 -1.1329 -.7834 -.3360 -.3470 -.2531 -.2018 ~. 1967 .0027 -.6711 -.6783 i £> 135.000 .3321 • 1059 - 1 .07!)11 - .18'16 -.1755 -.2351 -.1164 -.0503 -.0598 .1026 I ~f>rJ 180.000 1.1763 .'+827 .2280 -1.0393 .0126 -.0851 -.1819 -.0528 .0263 .0'+04 .1880 .5691 -.1751 -.5856 -.6'+90 l ~~ 225.000 .4800 .3306 -.9965 .0107 -.0419 -.1865 -.0326 .0507 .0633 .2848 270.000 .2457 .2200 -.899? -.2115 -.4393 -.3458 -.0946 -.0251 - .0534 .1575 .76'+7 .0831 .15-'9 -.5620 1 fJOj 315.000 .0859 -.2156 -1.2198 -.5552 -.'+893 -.1708 -.0513 -.0110 -.0133 .1198 I 
I 
.1 
, .... ..:.:...o....~~........,. ___ -"" ~~-•. ~ .......... ;. .......... ~...-... ..... ,: .•. b .......... ...;:....c... ..... -u 





DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC1l-019 IA9l LVAPCELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL ( 11 • -6.479 BETAL ( 21 '" -1.880 
SECTION I)SRf1 BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .B661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1582 -.2733 .0254 -.2438 -.1008 -.2040 
45.000 -.1946 -.1474 -.0819 -.1358 
90.000 -.2154 -.1398 -.0435 -.1684 .0709 -.0515 
135.000 -.1934 -.1714 .3323 .1372 
180.000 -.0459 -.2425 .5268 -.1000 .2857 .0896 
225.000 -.3139 -.2499 .1760 .0000 
270.000 -.2660 -.2472 .1342 -.2615 -.1851 -.2208 
315.000 -.3006 -.2647 -.1670 -.1932 
AlPHAU 1) :: -6.421 BETAL C 3) = .187 
SECTION IJSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.1695 .0705 -.1337 -1.1731 -.5430 -.2666 -.1497 -.0621 
45.000 .0933 -.0985 -1.1747 -.9028 -.1702 -.1879 -.1011 
90.000 .1274 -.0439 -1.1623 -.824'+ -.3477 -.3283 -.2253 
135.000 .2840 .0601 -1.1099 -.2593 -.2403 -.2774 -.1389 
180.000 1.1695 .4700 .2109 -1.0563 -.0411 -.1401 -.2172 -.0753 
225.000 .4959 .3381 -.9934 -.0114 -.0670 -.1944 -.0425 
270.000 .2519 .2151 -.9161 -.2075 -.4489 -.3090 -.0830 
315.000 .0670 -.2319 -1.2405 -.5525 -.4918 -.1736 -.0602 
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1031 -.3'+24 .1954 -.3266 .0605 - .1029 
45.000 -.2235 -.1470 -.0814 -.1559 
90.000 -.2316 -.0999 .0224 -.1683 .0158 -.0821 
135.000 -.2346 -.2081 .3057 .1223 
180.000 -.0195 -.2088 .4614 -.1029 .1990 .0462 
225.000 -.2783 -.2591 -.0099 .0000 
270.000 -.2771 -.2644 -.0660 -.242B -.1851 -.1878 
315.000 -.2984 -.2913 -.1701 -.1546 
SRM BOOSTER (RETSI5) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
-.0471 -.0474 .0570 .2966 -.5379 
-.1050 -.1403 -.0535 
-.1740 -.1652 .0271 -.6870 
-.0789 -.0992 .0704 
.0048 .0117 .1349 .5569 -.2133 
.0413 .0478 .2236 
-.0163 -.0436 .1756 .7241 .0501 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2507 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI5) 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.400 8ETAL ( 4) .. 2.259 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 ,4750 .5867 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
k PHI 
.000 1.1611 .0690 -.1301 -1.1636 -.5655 -.2665 -.1322 -.0469 -.0239 -.0349 .0619 .3365 -.56'+3 -.'+95'+ -.6612 
45.000 .0867 -.0970 -1.1632 -.8956 -.1430 -.1545 -.0754 -.0696 -.1507 -.0379 
90.Clno .1017 -. 0677 -I. 160 I -.8433 -.3404 -.2893 -.1902 -.1291 -.1297 .0645 -.66'+6 -.6728 
\35.000 .2488 .0216 -1.1128 -.3226 -.2874 .-.2931 -.1633 -.0991 -.1175 .0584 
180.000 1.1611 .4656 .2115 -1.0457 -.0854 -.1767 -.2290 -.0880 -.0104 -.0054 .0871 .5529 -.1925 -.6208 -.6200 
225.000 .5218 .3643 -.9608 -.0187 -.0706 -.1967 -.0389 .0412 .0469 .1712 
270.000 .27.04 .2261 -.9066 -.1919 -.4280 -.2735 -.0658 .0003 -.0291 .1781 .7279 .0539 .1851 -.5010 
315.000 .0725 -.2206 -1.22.61 -.5709 -.481.3 -.1625 -.0466 -.0058 -.0177 .0863 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0372 -.3571 .2793 -.3183 .3035 .0647 
45.000 -.2132 -.1559 -.Ott47 -.1376 
90.000 -.2483 -.0830 .0644 - .1181 -.0217 -.1039 
135.000 -.2535 -.2330 .2685 .0971 
180.000 -.04tt6 -.2421 .4134 -.1389 .1323 .0050 
225.000 -.299B -.2422 -.0931 .0000 
270.000 -.2576 -.2426 -.1327 -.2373 -.1806 -.1823 
315.000 -.2994 -.2749 -.1154 -.0910 
ALPHAL( 1) -6.375 8ETAL ( 5) .. 4.306 
SECTION ( I)SRH 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
I .000 1.1542 .0690 -.1332 -1.1624 -.5789 -.2832 -.1278 -.0338 -.0119 -.0223 .0466 .3343 -.5573 -.46S17 -.6350 45.000 .0786 -.1047 -1.1624 -.7001 -.1302 -.1266 -.0511 -.0415 -.1068 -.0005 90.000 .0775 -.0920 -1.1682 -.8611 -.3366 -.2525 -.1493 -.0956 -.0903 .0798 -.6323 -.6377 
135.000 .2080 -.0180 -1.1262 -.3998 -.3317 -,3088 -.1842 -.1179 -.1312 .0313 1 180.000 1.1542 .4556 .1999 -1.Ott63 -.1412 -.2199 -.2494 -.1178 -.03Itt -.0161 .0183 .5639 -.'t554 -.5139 -.6211 
225.000 .5't49 .3813 -.9247 -.0268 -.0806 -.1807 -.0445 .0324 .0412 .1192 
270.000 .2858 .2346 -.8929 -.1730 -.4154 -.2429 -.0549 .0045 -.0150 .1620 .7429 .0729 .3609 -.5073 
315.000 .0744 -.2206 -1.2242 -.5604 -.4711 -.1't73 -.0434 -.0100 -.0173 .0686 
I 
I 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 1 
PHI l 
.000 -.0352 -.3405 .2746 -.1803 .3792 .1389 
45.000 -.2120 -.1705 .0102 -.1036 
1 90.000 -,2505 -.0811 .1202 -.0952 -.0308 -.1128 135.000 -.2't62 -.2406 .1707 .0124 
I 180.000 -.0478 -.3125 .2550 -.1841 .0025 -.1016 
,:...-'-;..._.J.f' ........ .:..~.'Lc......u~· _' .:..:_..;~L'~'._":.."._'"" ~.--. .... ~, -=-->,",-, .• 
...•.. - .•.. '-.-~,-.~.-~.~.--....... ~.-- ... -.~-....:-.--.-- ~~~ .",. 
~:--"~'''''''''''~'r~~,  .~.~~", - ,-,'W _" '" "' __ , _, "~.,:,' 
I 
- ... --~ - ----~~ ---~--.-~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULAiiON 
PAOe: 2:509 ~~ 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRH 800STER (RETSI5) 
ALPHAL( I) .. -6.375 SETAL ( 5) • 4.306 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 -'--v 
PHI 
225.000 - .2917 -.2538 -.1109 .0000 
270.000 -.2580 -.2451 -.1672 -.2305 - .1868 -.2115 
315.000 -.3019 -.2818 -.0749 -.0597 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.386 SETAL ( I) • -6.016 
SECTION I)SRH 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 . 36~~2 .
4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
;< 
.000 1.2113 .1536 -.0761 -1.1493 -.5050 -.2295 -.1403 -.0932 -.03
91 -.0179 .1234 .2236 -.4516 -.1321 -.4431 
45.000 .1943 -.0065 -1.1474 - .8542 -.1511 -.1839 - .1253 -
.0926 -.0836 .0825 
90.000 .2806 .0904 -I. I 142 -.6889 -.2142 -.2545 -.2049 -.17
53 -.1612 .0307 -.6659 -.6698 
135.000 .3794 · 1591 -1.0809 -.1065 -.0385 -.0982 -.0468 .02
'10 .0440 .1790 ~ 
180.000 1.2113 .4251 · 1815 -1. 0793 .0511 -.0039 -.0916 -.0264 .0
601 .1086 .2567 .5785 -.1761 -.5701 -.6371 
225.000 .4104 .2479 -1.0637 .0220 -.0138 -.1113 -.0253
 .0648 .1215 .3467 l 270.000 .2899 .2911 -.8874 -.4767 -.4078 -.2846 -.0695 -.0052 -.0321 .1089 .8165 .1719 .2717 -.5859 
315.000 .1726 - . 1072 -I. 1965 -.5779 -.4371 -.1137 -.0384
 - .,0006 .0085 .1446 
, 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1325 -.2591 -.1573 -.3111 -.1623 -.2309 
45.000 -.1679 -.1926 .0309 -.0274 
90.000 -.2075 -.1596 .0249 -.0428 .2002 .0447 
135.000 -.1014 -.0615 .3350 .1488 
180.000 -.0646 -.1478 .4827 -.0270 .2598 .0646 
225.000 -.3123 -.3458 .2478 .0000 
270.000 -.2846 -.21137 .1529 -.2584 - .1906 -.19GO 
315.000 -.3070 -.2646 -.2041 -.2255 
ALPHAL! 2) • -4.343 8ETAL ( 2) • -3.973 
SECTION IISRH 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .
4750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2085 .1546 - . 0693 - I . I 363 -.5396 -.2274 -.12B2 -.0721 -.03
29 -.019B .1069 .2021 -.431t3 -.1761 -.4584 
45.000 .1827 -.0186 -1.1402 -.8650 -.1360 -.1643 -.1109 -
.0709 -.0623 .0869 
90.000 .2527 .0588 -1.1144 -.7994 -.2164 -.2558 -.1912 -.15
78 -.1'+83 .0410 -.6500 -.6576 
135.000 .3528 · 1331 -I. 0756 -.2448 -.0719 -.1389 -.0659 
.0077 .0211 .1611 
180.000 1.2085 .4255 .1808 -1.0638 .0359 -.0351 -.1286 -.0428 
.0468 .0892 .2346 .5753 -.1761 -.5718 -.6422 
225.000 .4297 .2650 -1.0433 .0230 -.0313 -.1443 -.0359 
.0563 .0999 .3241 
-I 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - P
RESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE: 2509 
ARCII-019 iA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
(RETSI5) 
ALPHAL! 2) • -4.343 BETAL ( 2) '" -
3.973. 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPEN
DENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1 I 1
8 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4
750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .736
0 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .3035 .3012 -.
8696 -.4535 -.4061 -.2754 -.0613 
.0012 -.0171 . 1527 .7946 .1288 
.2895 -.5586 
1· 
315.000 .1746 -.1063 -1.18
29 -.5472 -.4649 -.1228 -.0382 -.0
003 .0070 .1431 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .913
0 . 934"t .9565 
, PHI 
.J , 
.000 -.1"t28 -.2206 -.1228 -.2613 
-.1305 -.2063 
',i 
,J "t5.000 -.1710 -.1423 
.0138 -.0459 
~ ! 90.000 -.1977 -.1275 -.0063 -.0555 .1507 .0150 
, 135.000 -.1385 -.0876 
.3234 .1444· 
180.000 -.0523 -.1830 ."t888 -.052
4 .2752 .0777 
225.000 -.3027 -.2722 
.1919 .0000 
270.000 -.2590 -.2272 .1549 -.229
8 -.1735 -.1774 
315.000 -.2811 -.2512 
-.1805 -.2054 
ALPHAL! 2) • -4.288 BETA!.. ( 3) • .129 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEP
ENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .l11
8 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4
750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
.7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2030 .1335 -.0741 -1.1489 
-.5780 -.2262 -.1174 -.0428 -.0201 
-.'()201 .0871 .2963 -.4999 -.3889 -.5745 
45.QOO .1536 -.0433 -1.1435 -.9047
 -.1048 -.1397 -.0670 -.0385 -.051
5 .0656 
90.000 .1898 .0056 -1.13
89 -.8319 -.2202 -.2316 -.1435 -.0
993 -.0970 .069e' -.6479 -.6
557 
135.000 .2915 .0708 -1.09
56 -.4490 -.1507 -.2062 -.0997 -.0
327 -.0323 .1215 
i 
180.000 1.2030 .4163 .1728 -1.06
56 -.0600 -.1132 -.1916 -.0674 .0
128 .0381 .1671 .5569 -.2316 -.61
14 -.6399 I 
225.000 .4622 .. 2934 -1.03
07 -.0027 -.0650 -.17"t7 -.0451 .0
381 .0660 .2352 
! 
270.000 .3246 .3142 -.870
6 -.4148 -.4023 -.2512 -.0535 .00
94 -.0059 .1793 .6944 .0443 
.0446 -.576B 
I 
315.000 .1732 - . 1084 -I. 187
1 -.5310 - .4904 -.1377 -.0424 -.0




X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .91






.000 -.oe06 -.275? .0991 -.2055 
-.0380 -.1282 




90.000 -.2041 -.0677 .0299 -.09
34 .0433 -.0527 
1 
135.000 -.1933 -.1288 
.2620 .1053 
180.000 -.0119 -.2297 .4640 -.1003
 .2102 .0567 
225.000 -.2589 -.2435 
-.0116 .0000 
. j 
270.000 -.2642 -.2473 -.0864 -.2362
 -.2008 -.1885 
315.000 -.2843 -.2821 
-.1697 -.1633 
'------' 
.s.... ' .............. .:,.~ ':":;'-"'~"'~';;"''' ..... _ .. k.~"' ....... _~_-""~ .... 
l 
···'···-··-~~-·-··'-'--.~~:~-~··-·--····~···---.-1"· ...:. .. _.~,_~ 
r~- ,-" ... -, ... -;--~ .. .,---, .... -,---." .. -" 
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DATE 2.\ OCT 7~ IA9lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2510 ----""-... ,,--
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIS) 
ALPHAL< 21 a -4,251 BETAL ( 41 • 4,243 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS ,0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 ,2794 .3632 .4750 .5967 .6985 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1865 .1273 - . 0840 -I. 1329 -.6110 -.2406 -.0900 -.0295 -.0030 -.0073 .0727 .3272 -.5470 -.4766 -.60ltO 
1t5.000 .1288 -.0563 -1.1:~44 -.9106 -.1050 -.0831 -.0236 -.0076 -.0211 .0712 
90.000 .1377· -.0379 -1.1:359 -.8992 -.2191 -.1743 -.0848 -.0386 -.0426 .1107 -.6312 -.6251 
135.000 .2206 .0069 -I. 1277 -.6464 -.2342 -.2443 -.1231 -.0575 -.0743 .0856 
180.000 1.1865 .4007 . 1693 - I . 074 I -.1738 -.1904 -.2239 -.0986 -.0096 .0061 .0586 .5743 -.4326 -.5158 -.5693 
225.000 .5025 . 3375 -1.01 14 -.0431 -.0842 -.1739 -.0523 .0379 .0670 .1416 
~.--270.000 .3579 .3394 -.8764 -.3765 -.3966 -.2124 -.0405 .0161 .0126 .1754 .7028 .054'+ .1797 -.4892 
315.000 .1736 -.0866 -1.1893 -.5223 -.4668 -.1319 -.0301 .0000 .0019 .0720 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 934't .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0565 -.2997 .2106 -.1234 .2640 .0950 
1t5.000 -.1803 -.1192 .0698 -.0670 
90.000 -.2336 -.OGGO .0993 -.0655 -.0177 -.096'+ 
135.000 -.2288 -.1795 .1600 .0201t 
180.000 -.0174 -.3121 .3075 -.1921 .0228 -.0891 
225.000 -.2997 -.2't55 -.1040 .0000 
,270.000 -.2624 -.2421 -.1558 -.2252 -.1740 -.1979 
315.000 -.2903 -.2821 -.0953 -.0656 
ALPHAl! 2) • -4.229 8ETAL ( 5) " 6.302 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1771 .11lt7 -.0894 -1. 1464 -.6550 -.2680 -.084'+ -.0169 .0007 -.0095 .0543 .3001 -.e4Ie -.4895 -.561! 
45.000 .1158 -.0759 -I. 1387 -.7873 -.1111 -.0772 -.0238 -.0008 -.0171 .0670 
90.000 .1150 -.0705 -I. I503 -.9139 -.2180 -.1524 -.0841 -.0357 -.0202 .0971 -.62l l2 -.6169 
135.000 .1917 - • 0332 -I. I 31 I -.6042 -.2695 -.2498 -.1385 -.0618 -.0695 .0452 
180.000 1.1771 .3922 .1535 -1.0705 -.2040 -.2275 -.2371 -.1282 -.0282 .0047 .0054 ,4~!9 -.4683 -.4822 -.6077 
225.000 .5193 .3453 -.9962 -.0721 -.09'+8 -.1777 -.0599 .0276 .0444 .1044 
270.000 .3664 .3368 -.868't -.3457 -.3673 -.1907 -.0334 .0157 .0073 .1621 .6231 .006B .2451 -.4791 
315.000 .1747 - . 0909 - L 1804 -.5121 -.4620 -.1251 -.0223 .00'13 -.0072 .0637 
X/LS .&102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0787 -.2260 .1884 -.0183 .2522 .0970 
'15.000 -.1626 -.1130 .1911 .0371 
90.000 -.1880 -.0504 .1365 -.0690 -.0006 -.0993 
i3S.000 -.1703 -.1726 .0490 -.0616 
180,000 -. I 19'+ -.2560 .1707 -.1877 -.0217 -.1021 
--~ 
f , 







DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2511 



























ALPHAL( 21· -~.229 BETAL ( 51 • 6.302 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .8102 .8661 
-.3015 -.2886 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .93't~ .9565 





-.2666 -.2458 -.117't -.2180 -. 1927 - .2335 
-.3023 -.2913 -.0183 .0060 
ALPHAL( 3) s -2.232 SETAL ( II - -6.053 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.2201 .2147 - . a 175 -I. 1393 -.5006 -.1799 -.1066 
45.000 .2496 .0353 -1.132't -.8316 -.0929 -.1188 
90.000 .3111 · I 058 -1. 1073 -.7270 -.0994 -.1't03 
135.000 .3569 .1332 -1.0746 -.2618 -.0139 -.0659 
180.000 1.2201 .3688 .1266 -1.0807 -.0977 -.0070 -.0809 
225.000 .3761 · 1883 - I . 0769 -.0914 -.0492 -.1073 
270.000 .3361 .3470 -.8384 -.5959 -.3767 -.2308 
315.000 .2l139 - . 0 175 - I . I 527 -.'t892 -.3903 -.0974 
X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934't .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0903 -.2310 - .1464 -.3019 -.1132 -.1945 
45.000 -.1364 -.1841 .1046 .0157 
90.000 -.1628 -.0860 .0492 .0164 .2155 .0555 
135.000 -.0834 -.0128 .2784 .1047 
180.000 -.0231 -.1078 .4325 -.0310 .2267 .0390 
225.000 -.3027 -.3866 .2G69 .0000 
270.000 -.2802 -.2457 .1642 -.2406 -.1813 -.1873 
315.000 -.2981 -.2789 -.2033 -.2177 
00 
."ij tt/ALPHAL ( 3 I - -2.183 BETAL ( 21 - -1.977 
~ ~ SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
::e ~ X/LS .0000. 0335 .0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2791+ 
10 PHI if;;'. 000 I. 2171 .2069 -.0239 -1.11+28 -.5911+ -.1683 -.1002 q) 45.000 .2146 .0066 -1.1359 -.8542 -.0626 -.1040 
.0546 -1.1243 -.8508 -.1116 -.1445 ~ 90.000 .2478 
135.000 .3039 .0897 -1.0966 -.6218 -.0610 -.1198 
"'" (;J 180.000 1.2171 .3580 · 1276 -I. 0886 -.1394 -.0633 -.1337 
225.000 .3993 .2107 -1.0753 -.1295 -.0896 -.1433 
L to' '", ", • '" ," , ~.~--.... ...... ~,~.L~·.~_~· . ." ...... "'..:.·~_.-.L,loo...........,~ .... ;~,_< __ ~,.o~ _-..... ..;",;" • .....;~'"" ___ .:...:..:. .......... _..,....,...; .• _~.~ .. _._~---........~~~_.~_ ... ~~ .... _ ~_. _.,~ .,.~" ____ . _____ .~_~_k_,~ •• _1-
.3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0517 -.0183 .0123 .1380 .2210 -.~483 -.1999 -.5089 
-.0771 -.0445 -.0285 .1127 
-.1040 -.0706 -.0553 .0913 -.6471 -.6621 
-.0395 .0440 .0857 .2003 
-.0379 .0624 .1334 .2600 . 543't -.IB79 -.5616 -.6020 
-.0364 .0669 .1341 .3366 
-.061't .0100 -.0086 .0982 .7838 .1559 .2519 -.'1825 
-.0322 .0081 .0182 .1423 
.3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7350 .• 7370 
~ 
-.0336 -.0081 .0047 .1119 .2790 -.'1610 -.2539 -.'171+9 l 
-.0470 -.0158 -.0076 .1196 
-.0786 -.01+40 -.0413 • 1021+ -.6366 -.6528 i 
-.0582 .0151+ .0'111 .1702 I -.0509 .0361 .0874 .2180 .5'139 -.2201 -.57'17 -.5998 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 1 ABI A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2512 
'_~7"_"", ____ 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP{ELHL SEALEDI SHM BOOSTER (RETS15) 
ALPHALC 3) - -2.IB3 SETAL ( 2) • -1.977 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-v 
PHI 
270.000 .3553 .3673 -.8436 -.5526 -.3981 -.2003 -.0405 .0223 .0273 .1801 .6923 .0633 .1066 -.4591 
315.000 .2505 -.0088 -1.1635 -.4715 -.4417 -.1148 -.0293 .0039 .0166 .1178 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1301 -.1875 -.0668 -.1967 -.0387 -.1200 
-'-----45.000 -.1463 -.1060 .0869 -.0059 
90.000 -.1645 -.0519 .0341 -.0025 .1324 -.0056 
135.000 -.1418 -.0409 .2659 .0903 
180.000 -.0363 -.1815 .4665 -.0668 .2677 .0739 
225.000 -.2942 -.2577 .1513 .0000 
270.000 -.2542 -.2161 .0919 -.1925 -.1443 -.1801 
315.000 -.2859 -.2367 -.1555 -.1771 
ALPHAL( 3) -2.167 8ETAL ( 3) ,. 2.150 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CPO 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .: 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2076 .1844 -.0379 -1.1536 -.7337 -.1892 -.0942 -.0290 -.0063 -.0023 .0840 .3184 -.5207 -.4280 -.5247 
45.000 .1751 -.0290 -1.1393 -.8739 -.0609 -.08'9 -.0286 -.00'+7 -.0016 .0920 
90.000 .1890 -.0007 -1.1517 -.8709 -.1184 -.1351 -.0579 -.0202 -.0139 .1055 -.6309 -.6323 
135.000 .2428 .0267-1.1204 -.7311 -.12IB -.1706 -.0791 -.0123 -.0066 .1312 
180.000 1.2075 .3466 • 1 18B -I. 0933 -.2545 -.1325 -.1783 -.0672 .0065 .0384 .1381 .5360 -.2678 -.5804 -.5483 
225.000 .4291 .24 I 0 - I . 0652 -.1150 -.1176 -.1594 -.0494 .0338 .0740 .1753 
270.000 .3764 .3790 -.8568 -.5746 -.4114 -.164B -.0421 .0096 .0276 .1753 .5787 -.0183 .1016 -.4140 
315.000 .2510 -.0015 -1.1615 -.4677 -.4545 -.1212 -.0255 .0000 .0034 .0833 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1062 -.2353 .0844 -.1208 .1381 .0232 
45.000 -.1380 -.1382 .1026 -.0347 
90.000 -.1964 -.0392 .0643 -.0235 .0382 -.0628 
135.000 -.1890 -.0778 .1427 .0192 
180.000 -.0251 -.2593 .4256 -.1552 .1875 .0257 
225.000 -.2758 -.2252 -.0655 .0000 
270.000 -.2555 -.2256 -.1212 -.2109 -.1634 -.1714 
315.000 -.2891 -.2523 -.1226 -.0967 
--.~ 
I 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2513 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER [RETSI5) :,. .. 
ALPHALC 3) • -2.1'+2 BETAL ( It) • 6.253 
SECTION I IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .111B .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
--.--
.000 1.1947 .1713 -.0415 -1.1475 -.7909 -.2323 -.0752 -.0170 .0026 .0003 .0831 .37'+9 -.5370 -.5008 -.5189 
'+5.000 .1469 -.0523 -1.1'+63 -.7483 -.0753 -.069S -.0193 -.0016 .001'+ .103B 
90.000 .1504 -.0407 -1.1513 -.9095 -.1152 -.IOB7 -.0486 -.0147 -.0097 .1049 -.6141 -.611B 
135.000 .1929 -.0292 -1.1369 -.819S -.1825 -.1953 -.0967 -.0220 -.0109 .0896 
180.000 1.1947 .3307 .1099 -1.0928 -.3110 -.2049 -.2215 -.1064 -.0128 .0279 .0367 .4393 -.4329 -.510t; -.5702 
225.000 .4605 .2755 -1.044i -.1201 -.1304 -.1633 -.0605 .0179 .0566 .1064 
270.000 .4107 .4087 -.8490 -.5319 -.3992 -.1418 -.0309 .0026 .0275 .1551 .494B -.040B .1123 -.4761 
315.000 .2666 .0195 -1.1506 -.4559 -.4598 -.1168 -.0167 .0052 .0041 .0895 
X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0859 -.1417 .1851 .0184 .2473 .1152 
45.000 -.1175 -.0866 .1840 .0376 
90.000 -.1476 -.0316 .1540 -.0546 .0161 -.0892 
135.000 -.1481 -.1128 .0822 -.0412 
180.000 -.0631 -.2210 .2097 -.1756 -.0139 -.0959 
225.000 -.2856 -.2856 -.0619 .0000 
270.000 -.2749 -.2313 -.0557 -.1867 -.1679 -.2241 
315.000 -.2890 -.2749 .0457 .0614 
ALPHALI 4) z -.091 8ETAL ( 1 I '" -6.072 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2267 .2728 .0328 -1.1170 -.8429 -.0943 -.0821 -.0471 -.0069 .0243 .1559 .29'+1 -.'+667 -.2089 -.4579 
45.000 .2998 .0821 -1.1090 -.8034 -.0303 -.0682 -.0395 -.0065 .0117 .1555 
90.000 .3221 . 1237 -1.0936 -.7093 -.0175 -.0579 -.0353 .0046 .0354 .1498 -.6419 -.6416 
135.{)OD .3164 .1071 -1.0858 -.6630 .0090 -.0448 -.0326 .0507 .1085 .2162 
180.000 1.2267 .3029 .0794 -1.0964 -.3131 -.0080 -.0636 -.0'+10 .0622 .1'+83 .2528 .5058 -.1785 -.5159 -.5513 
225.000 .3268 .1206 -1.1059 -.2500 -.1038 -.06'+0 -.0280 .0695 .1559 .3120 
270.000 .3507 .3682 -.8103 -.6162 -.3299 -.0986 -.0280 .03'+7 .0749 .1830 .6710 .0900 .2783 -.3107 
315.000 .3006 . 0744 -I. 1280 -.5450 -.3049 -.0944 -.0322 .0125 .0371 .1454 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1444 -.2541 -.1067 -.2557 -.0152 -.1029 
45.000 -.1052 -.1757 .1909 .0737 
90.000 -.1301 -.0295 .1062 .0530 .2238 .0683 
135.000 -.0625 .0004 .2292 .0723 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2511+ 
-~"'-.... -----
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI5) 
ALPHAL! 1+) • -.091 BETAL ( I) .. -6.072 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
, 
PHI 
225.000 -.2904 -.3306 .1755 .0000 
2.70.000 -.2931 -.2298 .0875 -.2181 -.1706 -.1829 
315.000 -.3086 -.2469 -.2013 -.2073 
ALPHAL ( 1+ I • -.077 SETAL ( 2) c -It.Oltl 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
----
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI ") 
.000 1.2238 . 273't .0310 -1. 1235 -.8401 -.0971t -.0803 -.0395 -.0037 .0236 • 150't .3112 -.I+7lt3 -.21+78 -.It't19 I 1 It5.000 .2804 .0676 -1.1189 -.8150 -.0263 -.0642 -.0318 .0006 .0194 .1561 \ 90.000 .2900 .0962 -1.1100 -.7537 -.0232 -.0642 -.0364 .0036 .0351 .140lt -.6305 -.6394 
135.000 .2974 .0897 -1.0940 -.6844 -.0058 -.0572 -.0372 .0412 .0911 .1933 
180.000 1.2238 .3024 .0808 -1.0997 -.3030 -.0282 -.0761 -.0395 .0520 .1283 .2244 .1+956 -.2393 -.5273 -.5605 
225.000 .3372 . 1302 -I. I 065 -.2536 -.1213 -.0742 -.0345 .0562 .1389 .2769 
270.000 .3631 .3835 -.8081 -.5795 -.3578 -.0865 -.0433 .0247 .0822 .2171 .5884 .0213 .11+77 -.1+059 
315.000 .3078 .0757 -I. I 328 -.5430 -.3455 -.091.5 -.0318 .0159 .0370 .1392 
X/LS .9102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1659 -.2289 -.0782 -.2030 .0266 -.0755 
45.000 -.1133 -.1377 .1745 .0566 
90.000 -.1303 -.0121 '.1206 .0401 .1838 .0258 
135.000 -.0878 .0061 .2046 .0459 
180.000 -.0228 -.1171 .4073 -.0543 .2127 .0305 
225.000 -.2746 -.3446 .1672 .0000 
270.000 -.2685 -.2225 .0755 -.2027 -.1572 -.1709 
315.000 -.2944 -.2411 -.1819 -.1774 
ALPHAU 41 • -.074 BETAL ( .3) • .052 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .47~0 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .'1370 
PHI 
.000 1.2164 .2500 .0162 -1.1460 -.8655 -.1299 -.0858 -.0370 -.007~ .0039 .1196 .3740 -.'t867 -.3477 -.'t925 
45.000 .2263 .0124 -1.1433 -.8525 -.0251 -.0711 -.0311 -.0021 .0143 .1327 
90.000 .2325 .0364 -1.1382 -.8231 -.0404 -.0819 -.0435 -.0052 .0251 .1234 -.6287 -.641 I 
135.000 .2496 .0461 -1.1184 -.8020 -.0469 -.1079 -.0556 .0159 .0432 .11+35 : 180.000 1.2161+ .2923 .0768 -1.1130 -.4543 -.0840 -.1265 -.0610 .0182 .0698 .1531 .'t718 -.3I'tO -.5553 -.5829 i 225.000 .3603 .1494 -1.1100 -.3193 -.1518 -.0997 -.0590 .0247 .0903 .1952 j 
l j 
~ I 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 
:;.& 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATATA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL( 41 • -.074 BETAL ( 31 • .052 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .! 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
270.000 .3841+ .1+038 -.8185 -.5802 -.4023 -.0819 -.0734 
315.000 .3114 .0753 -1.1463 -.5572 -.4031 -.0943 -.0346 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1502 -.2101 .0451 -.1022 .1314 -.0005 
45.000 -.1301 -.1292 .1689 .0339 
90 .. 000 -.1270 -.0009 .1070 .0138 .1175 -.0229 
135.000 -.1288 -.0105 .1345 .0043 
180.000 -.0410 -.1368 .3580 -.0890 .1681 .0197 
225.000 -.2090 -.2571 .0722 .0000 
270.000 -.2506 -.2502 -.Oi98 -.1931 -.1289 -.1379 
315.000 -.2815 -.2712 -.1192 -.0966 
ALPHAL( 41 -.060 BETAL ( 4) = 4.153 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .: 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.2063 .2348 .0078 -1.1332 -.8474 -.1582 -.0696 -.0292 
45.000 .1893 -.0204 -1.1370 -.8827 -.0285 -.0608 -.0288 
90.000 .1854 -.0084 -1.1320 -.8744 -.0342 -.0762 -.0349 
135.000 .2074 -.0042 -1.1182 -.8306 -.0775 -.1328 -.0646 
180.000 1.2063 .2808 .0700 -1.1030 -.6933 -.1399 -.1606 -.0847 
225.000 .3862 .1854 -1.0B43 -.3377 -.1585 -.1055 -.0716 
270.000 .4171 .4271 -.8169 -.5925' -.4073 -.0746 -.0974 
315.000 .3329 .0997 -1.1254 -.5610 -.4304 -.0689 -.0134 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1163 -.1591 .1537 -.0240 .1904 .0752 
'+5.000 -.1399 -.0708 .1790 .0393 
90.000 -.1326 -.0224 .1522 -.0325 .0790 -.0487 
135.000 -.1489 -.0400 .0787 -.0357 
180.000 -.0476 -.1968 .2848 -.1540 .0771 -.0529 
225.000 -.3042 .,..2508 -.0244 .0000 
270.000 -.3004 -.2151+ -.0556 -.1678 -.1167 -.16'+1 
315.000 -.3115 -.2485 .0100 .0031 
J ~ 
L '"h,-~L-~_~_. ~~_~~. ___ .~~. __ ~~ .. ~ __ .,.~~. ____ . __ ~ 
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PAGE 2515 
SRH BOOSTER (RETSI5) 
'J" 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0046 .0567 .2160 .5001 -.0913 .0620 -.5096 
.0097 .021+7 .1357 -.--
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0041 .0055 .1218 .4236 -.4972 -.4349 -.1+969 
-.0018 .0120 .1317 
.0021 .0270 .1087 -.6070 -.6123 
.0039 .0285 .1168 
-.0007 .0496 .0934 .4422 -.3332 -.524S -.5399 
.0185 .0784 .1386 
-.0187 .0485 .2027 .'+'+76 -.1410 .1771 -.~.733 
.0162 .0204 .1463 
r-~~~~--":""'"""'"1'r~))'~~~-""'-- ---~- -~---- _c-
t 
L 
~ ...... ~~"'::~,,_ •. • ::':.':"' .... _r.";.,_' :......::~-:::.>, .:;>'1.- •• ';;,-' .--. _"_!,¥. r-', 
)ATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 lAB! LVAPIELHL SEALED) 
AlPHAL( 41 • -.056 BETAl l 51 .. 6.186 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARfABlE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.1980 .2221 -.0023 -1.1474 -.8467 -.1587 -.0625 -.u304 
45.000 .1667 - . 0453 -I. 1555 -.8525 -.0271 -.0602 -.0296 
90.000 .1651 -.0333 -1.1463 -.7681 -.0431 -.0698 -.0381 
\35.000 .IB57 -.0283 -1.1370 -.8437 -.1080 -.1349 -.0702 
180.000 1.1980 .2709 · 0666 -I. I 156 -.6386 -.1705 -.1782 -.0949 
225.000 .3946 .1986 -1.0889 -.2816 -.1621 -.1174 -.0795 
270.000 .4271 .4316 -.8326 -.5955 -.3975 -.0815 -.1232 
315.000 .3,!11 · 1026 - I . 1313 -.5471 -.4263 -.0598 -.0141 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1105 -. L 146 .2222 .0412 .2534 .1205 
45.000 -.1442 -.0373 .1667 .0292 
90.000 -.1391 -.0201 .~964 -.0478 .1105 -.0347 
135.000 -.1302 -.0559 .0670 -.0510 
180.000 -.0677 -.1808 .2229 -.1506 .0050 -.0932 
225.000 -.2962 -.2696 -.02 l I7 .0000 
270.000 -.2989 -.2063 -.0358 -.1649 -.1456 -.2025 
315.000 -.3133 -.2364 .1120 .1005 
AlPHALI 5) 2.065 SETAL ( 1) = -6.067 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLECP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 -.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.2160 .3269 .0735 -1.1142 -.7754 -.0558 -.0557 -.0352 
45.000 .3331 · 1 105 -I. I 127 -.7450 -.0098 -.0391 -.0117 
90.000 .3110 · 1 163 -I. 1065 -.7191 -.0014 -.0252 -.0175 
135.00D .2662 .0660 -1.1059 -.'t214 .0062 -.0387 -.0364 
180.000 1.2160 .2'+06 • 022'+ -\. j 1 16 -.1+001 -.0087 -.0'-;87 -.0325 
225.000 .2681 .0390 -i .1451 -.3791 -.164:;? -.0391 -.0256 
270.000 .3'120 .3566· -.8074 -.5335 -.3220 -.0549 -.0217 
315.000 .3458 .1379 -1.1086 -.6023 -.2154 -.0738 -.0187 
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1212 -.1992 -.0815 -.2129 .0472 -.0715 
45.000 -,0976 -.1912 .2788 .1205 
90.000 -.0864 .0067 .1 !39 .0638 .2388 .0734 
135.000 ".0238 .0078 .1925 .0339 
180.000 .0181 -.0424 .31l2 -.0291 .1382 -.0309 
,,~, 
SRM BOOSTER 
.4750 .5867 .6995 
-.0037 .0021 .1279 
-.0025 .0071 .1306 
-.0037 .0221 .0956 
.0021 .0275 .1033 
-.0072 .Q468 .0598 
.0059 .'0678 .1140 
-.0295 .0413 .1952 
,0171 .0155 .1476 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
.0033 .0369 • 16'+'+ 
.0207 .0469 .1886 
.0249 .0953 .1916 
.0469 .1271 .2215 
.0630 .1558 .2296 
.0661 .1675 .2686 
.0427 .1012 .1832 
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DATE: 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2517 
.... 
A~C11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSISI 
ALPHALC 5i • 2.065 8ETAL ( II • -6.067 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARiABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+4 .9565 
- .. --
PHI 
225.000 -.2300 -.1+01+2 .2187 .0000 
270.000 -.2788 -.2113 .1271+ -.2079 -.1427 -.1671 
315.000 -.2874 -.2285 -.1720 -.171t0 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.071 SETAL ( 2) • -2.005 
SECTION ( l)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.X/lS .ooon .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2150 .3191 .0674 -1.1209 -.7977 -.0826 -.0633 -.0385 .0082 .0295 .1616 .4001 -.4645 -.3227 -.451+0 
45.000 .2819 .0586 -1.1240 -.'7901 -.0125 -.0474 -.0281 .0101 .0326 .1719 
90.000 .2528 .0586 -1.1271 -.8279 -.0102 -.0575 -.0447 .0089 .0573 .1604 -.6038 -.6116 
135.000 .2408 .0323 -1.1133 -.4997 -.0068 -.0679 -.0516 .0276 .0873 .1723 
180.000 1.2150 .2376 .0273 -1.1217 -.3304 -.0682 -.0803 -.0516 .0361 .1131 .1835 .4265 -.2376 -.4652 -.5225 
225.000 .2823 .0586 -1.1473 -.3480 -.2271 -.0656 -.0535 .0384 .1255 .2280 
2.70.000 .3653 .3868 ,...7985 -.4902 -.4002 -.0764 -.0616 .0057 .0774 .2376 .5275 -.0900 .1721 -.4842 
315.000 .3629 .1519 -1.1114 -.5569 -.3113 -.0830 -.0177 .0199 .0413 .1709 
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1226 -.1865 .0111 -.098G .0986 -.0090 
45.000 -.1129 -.1172 .2286 .0882 
90.000 -.1098 .0036 .1275 .::J319 .1487 .0015 
135.000 -.0772 -.0037 .1337 -.0074 
180.000 -.0300 -.0924 .2914 -.0637 .1383 -.0239 
225.000 -.2502 -.3382 .1603 .0000 
270.000 -.2627 -.2208 .0851 -.1736 -.1092 -.1396 1 315.000 -.2913 -.2551 -.1223 -.1173 
~--1 
~ ~lPHAL( 51· 2~055 BETAL ( 3) ,. 2.097 I 
;; ~ SECTION { IlSRM BOOSTER I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~ ~X/LS .0000 .0335 .09S0 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 ."+750 .5867 .69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
R1 ~ PHI 
.0617 -1.1234 -.8226 -.1067 -.0646 -.0398 .0007 .0119 .1558 .4742 -.4651 -.4373 -.4769 .0 .000 1.2121 .3029 
11 Q ~ 45.000 .2316 .0174 -1.1316 -.81+94 -.0141 -.0592 -.0383 -.0043 .0165 .1566 'j 90.000 .20'" .0155 -1.1343 -.8383 .0042 -.0646 -.0417 .0003 .0388 .1312 -.591~ -.5937 Q 135.000 .2106 .0077 -1.1218 -.7003 -.0213 -.0921 -.0506 .0231 .0577 .1331 I t=i:J 18G.000 1.2121 .2335 .0344 -1.1191 -.4780 -.109B -. I 164 -.0688 .0219 .0762 .1266 .4148 -.2933 -.4935 -.5078 _ ti1 225.000 .3064 .0898 -1.1340 -.3648 -.2421 -.0940 -.0688 .0273 .0967 .1612 
1 j 
1 j 
t .----~ t· -_. ~~-~.~~-... '"'-~"-- .... ~" ~ .. -~"'-
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULAf~ON 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP1ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHALC !5 ) • 2.055 BETAL ( 3) .. 2.097 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 
PHI 
270.000 .3983 .4194 -.7932 -.5062 -.1+517 -.0863 -.0888 
315.000 .3863 .1702 -1.1057 -.5665 -.3513 -.0751+ -.0112 
>IlLS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1181 -.1710 .llf60 -.0370 .2091 .0929 
45.000 -.1385 -.0656 . 18lfO .0499 
90.000 -.1239 -.0036 .1525 .0019 .1067 -.0289 
135.000 -.1246 -.0253 .0641 -.0468 
180.000 -.0588 -.1333 .2915 -.1098 .1083 -.0303 
225.000 -.2981 -.2420 .0211 .0000 
270.000 -.2909 -.2299 -.Olf35 -.1656 -.1088 -.1300 
315.000 -.3095 -.2599 -.0343 -.0284 
ALPHAL( 5) 2.047 8ETAL ( 4) = 6.187 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.1952 .2836 .0427 -1.1299 -.7976 -.11+25 -.0574 -.0416 
45.000 .1807 -.0350 -1.1511 -.8799 -.0427 •• 0'566 -.0493 
90.000 .1626 -.0323 -1.llf53 -.6228 -.0096 -.1l662 -.0400 
135.000 .1730 -.0354 -1.1301 -.8170 -.0599 -.1036 -.0593 
180.000 1.1952 .2148 .0249 -I. 1228 -.5lf43 -.17lI9 -.1490 -.0893 
225.000 .3199 . 1 127 - 1 . I 221f -.3326 -.2G97 -.1117 -.0793 
270.000 .4251 .4533 -.8006 -.5169 -.lf803 -.1117 -.1348 
315.000 .'+108 . 1950 -I. 0904 -.5538 -.3501 -.0489 -.0185 
X/LS .BI02 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 9341f .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0886 -.1118 .32'+7 .0618 .3531 .1932 
If5.000 -.llf63 -.0283 .1518 .0168 
90.000 -.1182 .0039 .2506 -.0273 .0977 -.Olf34 
135.000 -.1065 -.0295 .0517 -.0611 
180.000 -.0355 -.1478 .2072 -.1428 .0088 -.0925 
225.000 -.2981f -.2753 -.0096 .0000 
270.000 -.3151+ -.2056 .0226 -.1486 -.130lf -.2072 
315.000 -.3101 -.2397 .1882 . 130lf 
L··'·'·,··· - _.' ...... ,~_~ .. ~ ... J...:. .. ~~~...:... >""---.:... ~,1- ..... ~ 
11-, 
PAGE: 25!G --~-~-
SRM BOOSTER (RETSI5) 
.1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
·,<0142 .0648 .2260 .4615 -.1596 .2515 -.1+61+2 
.0161 .0341 .1730 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0069 -.0027 11+02 .5189 -.4675 -.4613 -.1+970 
-.0177 .0016 .1449 
.OOOB .0261 .1091 -.5980 -.5877 
.011+6 .0523 .1091 
.0119 .0695 .0764 .3810 -.3766 -.4739 -.5204 
.0085 .0799 .1245 
-.0476 .0'ilf6 .2132 .4472 -.18'+5 .3532 -.481+3 
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DAre 21 OCT 75 
ALPHALt 6) • 4.209 
SECTION I 1 sr:lH BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1184 -.1898 
45.000 -.0729 -.1525 
90.000 -.0679 .0063 
135.000 -.0211 .0048 
180.000 .0093 -.0493 
225.000 -.2073 -.4047 
270.000 -.2709 -.2148 
315.000 -.2929 -.2228 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHl SEALED) 
SETAL ( I) = -6.046 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.1220 -1.1126 -.6715 -.0428 -.0162 -.0038 
· 1275 -I. I 071 -.6791 -.0104 -.0119 .0050 
· 0980 -I. 1238 -.5357 -.0489 -.0468 -.0491 
• 0 I 97 -I. I 164 -.4404 -.0237 -.0445 -.D402 
-.0326 -1.0690 -.4220 -.0363 -.0476 -.0332 
-.0500 -1.1788 -.3993 -.2654 -.0367 -.0189 
.3163 -.8322 -.4795 -.3451 -.0751 -.0413 
.1973 -1.0950 -.7062 -.1510 -.0348 -.0178 
.9120 .9130 .!:B44 .9565 
.0040 -.1438 .1100 -.0096 
.3384 .1640 
.2154 .0510 .2129 .0593 
.1247 -.0132 
.2624 -.0558 .1013 -.0508 
.1913 .0000 
.1004 -.2059 -.1235 -.1517 
-.1493 -.1552 
1 





















































....w.i~w.w-...... _ ......... _. _._. _ •• _~. _. _. ~~---.,:.... .. ;.".. "-. 
DEPENDENT VA~IA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
• 1244 -I. 1068 -.7073 -.0461 -.0203 -.0091 
.1030 -1.1033 -.7184 -.0111 -.0210 -.0110 
.0702 -1.1180 -.79SI -.0450 -.0650 -.0719 
.0100 -1.1247 -.4288 -.0142 -.0608 -.0553 
- . 0267 -I. 1213 -.3890 -.0439 -.0696 -.0472 
-.0433 -1.1727 -.3691 -.2957 -.0561 -.0361 
.3354 -.8140 -.4760 -.3775 -.0947 -.0615 
.2107 -1.0825 -.6712 -.1706 -.0407 -.0187 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0690 -.0895 .1421 .0194 
.2944 .1263 
.2094 .0363 .1551 .0167 
.1178 -.0217 
.2832 -.0514 .1205 -.0347 
- .... ~-."C •. -....., 
-~- ... ,,~--
PAGE 2519 
SRM BOOSTER (RETSI5) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 ."73"70 
---
.0282 .0519 .1838 .3977 -.451"7 -.3276 -.4427 
.0340 .0616 .2116 
-.0023 .0843 .2162 -.6186 -,6254 
.0319 .1330 .2208 
.0581 .1631 .2173 .4456 -.2747 -.4627 -.4619 
.0708 .1811 .2562 
.0423 .1149 .1896 .5125 -.0637 . (}"186 -.4457 
.0303 .0687 .1732 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 ."7370 
.0259 .0443 .1831 .4?31 -.4389 -.3441 -.4369 
.0209 .0493 .2011 I -.0191 .0712 .2015 -.5756 -.5849 .0278 .1204 .1996 
.0493 .1522 .2073 .4436 -.2378 -.4500 -.4809 -~ 
.0605 .1658 .2494 c 
.0278 .1026 .2061 .5278 -.0589 .1135 -.4562 .\ 
.0275 .0615 .1819 
-I 
.. .-:..~ .. -~. ----~--"--.-------,j 
....  -:'"~" ~'~'-.'~"""-~'~"-~~-"~-'~--C"--
'f ; 
DATE 21 OCT 75 












ALPHAL( 6) .. 4.195 



















































IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IAsl LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
SETAL ( 2) = -4.014 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1701 .0000 
.1155 -.1748 -.1075 -.1333 
- . I 168 -. 124 I 
BETAL ( 31 • 
.0950 .1118 
.109[+ -1.1040 
.0491 -I. 1200 
.0186 -1.1368 
-.0115 -1.1170 










































































ALPHAL( 6) .. '+.185 BETAL ( '+) .. '+.158 























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .... 750 .5867 
-.7455 -.0720 -.0498 -.0"'86 -.0120 -.0027 
-.8280 -.0"'35 -.0806 -.0728 -.0'+01 -.0100 
-.5052 -.0139 -.0825 -.0690 -.009'" .0'+29 
-.'+421 -.0097 -.0825 -.0517 .0199 .0659 
- .... 227 -.1'+95 -.1156 -.0651 .0310 .0913 
-.366'+ -.3667 -.0987 -.0613 .0'+10 .1122 
(RETSI5) 
.6985 .72BO .7290 




.1625 .'+043 -.2651 
.2043 
.2261 .5070 -.0775 
.1789 
.6985 .7280 .7290 





























DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 6) • 4.185 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER 




X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0674 -.1854 
45.000 -.1441 -.0405 
90.000 -.1094 -.0077 
135.000 -.1032 -.0302 
180.000 -.0237 -.1538 
225.000 -.2809 -.2886 
270.000 -.3003 -.2019 
315.000 -.3075 -.2441 
ALPHALi 6) '" 4.151 
SECT! ON C 1) SRM 800STER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS ;8102 .8661 
PHi 
.000 -.0222 -.1683 
45.000 -.1366 -.0348 
90.000 -.1114 -.OOILt 
135.000 -.0942 -.0660 
180.000 -.0055 -.16Lt9 
225.000 -.2729 -.3250 
270.000 -.3094 -.2018 
315.000 -.3060 -.2413 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
8ETAL ( 4) .. 4.158 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.3952 -.7843 -.4693 -.4537 -.1022 -.0825 
.2564 -1. 061 1 -.5863 -.2Iji3 -.0382 -.0209 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .':3565 
.3094 .0144 .3517 .1743 
.1544 .0193 
.2326 -.0325 .0466 -.0778 
.0688 -.0539 
.2648 -.1343 .0734 -.0581 
.0396 .0000 
.0666 -.1135 -.0732 -.1504 
.1018 .0590 
8ETAL ( 5) '" 6.210 
DEPENDENT VARiABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .139,7 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.0818 -1.1151 -.6926 -.0994 -.0614 -.0568 
-.0395 -1.1619 -.8509 -.0716 -.1004 -.0965 
-.0511 -1.1495 -.4676 -.0205 -.0834 -.0725 
- . 0491 -1. 1275 -.4867 -.0285 -.0880 -.0533 
- . 021 7 -1. 1324 -.4607 -.1825 -.1282 -.0764 
.0182 -1.1576 -.3642 -.3829 -.1108 -.0745 
.4074 -.7941 -.4857 -.4537 -.1070 -.0914 
.2650 -1.0622 -.5478 -. i834 -.0305 -.0220 
.9120 .,9130 .9344 .9565 
.4253 .0329 .4404 .2291 
. 130Lt -.00Lt5 
.2681 -.0427 .0375 -.0901 
.0668 -.0506 
.2176 -.14LtO .0271 -.0882 
.0179 .0000 
.0699 -.1359 -.1032 -.1939 
.1744 .1172 




SRM BOOSTER (RETSIS) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0157 .0808 .2069 .4390 -.11+65 .1718 -.4601 -~---
.0203 .0360 .1628 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0247 -.0143 .1273 .5654 -.5206 -.5055 -.50Lt3 
-.0575 -.0220 .1450 
-.0112 .0283 .1158 -.5712 -.5731 
.0218 .0595 .1077 
.0256 .0902 .0920 .3981 -.4047 -.5086 -.5171 
.0295 .1020 .1327 
.0076 .0682 .2091 .4263 -.1663 .2158 -.4839 






-.. ,.,"~,---'~' '~--:...,~,,' "'-'~~"'~" ~"~ ......... -..... ............ -,~~~.-___ ,_,,,. __ J 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2Se2 
ARCII-019 lAB! LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI5) 
ALPHAU 7) • 5.300 SETAL ( 1) .. -3.994 
SECTION 11SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI -----... 
.000 1.IB65 .416B • I 'tB I -1. 098't -.6622 -.0381 -.0090 -.0071 .0271 .0515 .186B .4523 -.4618 -.'tOSO -.4470 
45.000 .3413 • 1 109 -1. 0976 -.6884 -.0214 -.0263 -.0155 .0137 .051! .2059 
90.000 .2418 .0566 -1.1165 -.6823 -.0931 -.0963 -.1127 -.0536 .0591 .2032 -.5BI9 -.5847 
135.000 .1720 - . 0 I 54 - 1 . 1 1 84 -.4465 -.0393 -.0674 -.0662 .0228 .1200 .1937 
180.000 1.1865 .1516 -.0508 -1.1199 -.4100 -.0654 -.0694 -.0490 .0488 .1514 .1975 .4407 -.2776. -.4447 -.4613 
225.000 .1697 -.0917 -\.1849 -.3747 -.3367 -.0578 -.0374 .0572 .1688 .2376 
270.000 .3008 .3031 -.8286 -.4577 -.3591 -.0778 -.0574 .0373 .1007 .1856 .4940 -.0798 .0425 -.'t331 
315.000 .4130 .2392 -1.0641 -.6539 -.1405 -.0124 -.0152 .0339 .0655 .1731 
-----
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0995 -.185't .1.95 -.0680 .1838 .0509 
45.000 -.0817 -.0992 .2963 .1274 
90.000 -.0809 .0115 .2239 .0098 .1763 .0309 
135.000 -.0292 -.0095 .0874 -.Ol:92 
180.000 .0088 -.0767 .2709 -.0761 .1255 -.0273 
225. 000 -.1866 -.3827 .1667 .0000 
270.000 -.2539 -.2134 .1057 -.1739 -.0991 -.1261 
315.000 -.28"3 -.2194 -.1075 -.1097 
ALPHAL( 7) '"' 5.292 SETAL ( 2) : -1.960 
SECTiON ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .. 0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1850 .4091 .1't50 -1.0858 -.6826 -.0429 -.0221 -.0129 .0201 .0399 .181\ • 46't5 -.4510 -.4078 -.4596 
45.000 .3086 .0879 -1.1004 -.7252 -.0228 -.01+55 -.0336 -.0056 .0303 .1945 
90.000 .2136 .0336 -I. 1262 -.8011 -.0740 -.1070 -.1253 -.0574 .0't95 .1876 -.5611 -.57't6 
135.000 .1658 -. 0 179 -1. 1223 -.4138 -.0250 -.0716 -.0732 .0147 .1007 .1762 
180.000 1.1850 .1523 - . 0'1 17 - 1 . 1 185 -.3895 -.0903 -.0812 -.0551 .0395 .1393 .1873 .4133 -.2646 -.4395 -.4847 
225.000 .1731 - . 0798 -I. 1819 -.3823 -.3728 -.0762 -.0486 .0472 .1536 .2220 
270.000 .3125 .3190 -.8201 - .4559 -.39't1 -.0889 -.0662 .0330 .0990 .1922 .4868 -.0809 .0638 -.4345 
315.000 .'t295 .25't0 -1.0574 -.6273 -.1600 -.0232 -.0152 .0330 .0589 .1760 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.09'-15 -.1819 .1844 -.0337 .2485 .0925 
45.000 -.1006 -.0537 .2522 .0948 
90.000 -.0771 .0177 .2570 .0013 .1333 -.0041 
135.000 -.04't2 -.0229 .0995 -.0370 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2523 
., 
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI5) 
ALPHAL( 71 • 5.292 SETAL ( 21 .. -1.960 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X'- -
.:J .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI ~---
225.000 --.2054 -.3728 .1626 .0000 
270.000 -.2547 -.2184 .1199 -.1523 -.0787 -.1042 
315.000 -.2'786 -.2466 -.0602 -.0565 
ALPHAL ( ']) .. 5.274 BETAL ( 3) = .086 
SECTION IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .~867 ,6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
r-
PHI 
.000 1.1846 .4029 . 1364 -1. 0973 -.6924 -.0540 -.0259 -.0163 .0072 .0250 .1662 .4817 -.4560 -.4595 -.4867 
45.000 .2818 .('''140 -1.1220 -.7666 -.0391 -.0601 -.0521 -.0229 .0116 .1750 
90.000 .1900 .0061 -1.1417 -.79S2 -.0704 -.1101 -. I 183 -.0471 .0487 .1620 -.5850 -.5691 
135.000 .1626 -.0290 -1.1284 -.3941 -.0258 -.0751 -.0671 .0189 .0867 .1405 
180.000 1.1846 .1522 - • Olil 0 -I. 1292 -.3861 -.1172 -.0874 -.0556 .0327 .1208 .1520 .3625 -.2896 -.4435 -.4928 
225.000 .1815 -.0707 -1.lfJ36 -.3656 -.3911 -.0759 -.0525 .0434 .1328 .1915 
270.000 .3354 .3300 -.8:87 -.4155 -.4117 -.0890 -.0709 .0361 .0902 .1980 .4323 -.1016 .0619 -.4597 
315.000 .. 4488 .2605 -1.0603 -.6025 -.1654 -.0163 -.0175 .0300 .0473 .1675 
X/LS .B102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 93114 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0837 -.1830 .2090 -.0216 .2841 .1240 
45.000 -.1215 -.0519 .2146 .0641 
90.000 -.0969 -.0002 .2398 -.0277 .1178 -.0312 
135.00CJ -.0527 -.0413 .1105 -.0272 
180.000 -.0261 -.0842 .2390 -.0774 .0936 -.0547 
225.000 -.1861 -.3487 .1032 .0000 
270.000 -.2572 -.2236 .1120 -.1451 -.0742 -.0988 
315.000 -.2830 -.2668 -.0154 -.0176 
ALPHAL! 7) • 5.25~ BETAL ( 41 .. 2.139 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1814 .3895 .1331 -1.1009 -.6927 -.0652 -.0383 -.0340 -.0040 .0071 .1575 .5167 -.4522 -.4828 -.4Q40 
45.000 .241:.2 .0211 -1.1321 -.8011 -.0503 -.079! -.0734 -.0444 -.0109 .1614 
90.000 .1648 -.0125 -1.1391 -.7144 -.0542 -.1l15 -.1027 -.0298 .0439 .1483 -.5737 -.5756 
135.000 .1516 -.0345 -1.1190 -.4033 -.0180 -.0799 -.0626 .0236 .0712 .1219 
180.000 . 1.181Lt .1458 -.0365 -1.1270 -.3900 -.1397 -.0988 -.0664 .0301 .1034 .1303 .3767 -.3327 -.4936 -.5021 
225.000 .1852 -.0550 -1.1730 -.3653 -.4018 -.0957 -.0641 .0455 .1245 .1591 
-~~""'4 
~' ... 
~u~~·~-. ~...:.~;;_ •• ~ .• t)~ ............. ~_~ ,_ .;;'L, .,-.. n· \;,,_ //: .... _.~_~~_~J 
~~<T"C--_"?,~ ____ '''''''-'"F:'.~~'';'~~''''''''''''''_':_'_ 




DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL( 7) .. 5.253 SETAL ( 4) • 2.139 
SECTION IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
270.(}~:J. .3505 .3,+55 -.803'+ -.'+12'+ -.'+276 -.1003 -.0629 
,/ 315.0~::'; .4621 .2733 -1.05r.~ -.5687 -.1709 -.0205 -.0097 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0403 -.2054 .2B93 -.0123 .3409 .1709 
45.000 -.1312 -.0503 .1724 .0363 
90.000 -.1099 -.0092 .2434 -.0493 .0679 -.D!':.98 
135.000 -.0732 -.0412 .0818 -.0391 
180.000 -.0290 -.1189 .2468 -.1107 .1041 -.0484 
225.000 -.2625 -.2960 .086,+ ,0000 
270.000 -.2789 -.2130 .0702 -.1284 -.0698 -.IOB7 
315.000 - .. 2907 -.2381 .0482 .0304 
ALPHAL( 7) 5.237 BETAL ( 5) ,. 4.193 
SECTION l)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
~/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .; 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
'i~~ PHI 
, " 
.000 1.1701 .3809 .1209 -1.0990 -.6899 -.0827 -.0561 -.0495 
45.000 .2060 - . 0080 -1. 14' 8 -.81'+2 - .• 0717 -.1004 -.0918 
90.000 .136'+ -.0397 -1.1387 ".'+918 -.Q504 -.1089 -.0975 
135.000 .1352 -.0462 -1.1251 -,,4362 -,0136 -. Oa~2 -.0606 
180.000 1.1701 .1356 -.0389 -1.1323 -.'1068 -.1720 -.1082 -.0741 
225.000 .184'+ -.0443 -1.1746 -.3763 -.4196 -.1051 -.0722 
270.000 .3612 .3583 -.8016 -.'l275 -.4397 -.0966 -.0729 
315.000 .4757 .2874 -1.0'l96 -.5506 -.1853 -.0202 -.009S 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0112 -.2210 .3958 -.0027 .4289 .2252 
45.000 -.1364 -.0409 .1411 .0136 
90.000 =. \Q94 -.0120 .2706 -.0566 .0382 -.0886 
135.000 -.0937 -.0478 .0610 -.0554 
180.000 -.011+3 -.1625 .2653 -.1323 .0768 -.0531 
225.000 -.2601 -.3045 .0506 .0000 
270.000 -.2863 -.2018 .0816 -.1166 -.0808 -. 15'+2 
315.000 -.2917 -.2303 .1095 .0826 
!'IIi~~.>oIl_"'«=~'~'_"''''..l.~~._""":"""~",,,_~~,,,-,~.''''''...i.':-'''-.~~_~ .... __ . ,_. _~ ... ~"'_~..-. .... ,.;._ .............. _:....-"---~ ~.£_....:, ..... "" .... ~~ ••• ~."'.~ 
. e>_---:~_:_ 
PAGE 2524 
5RM BOOSTER IRETS15) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0309 .0923 .2017 .'+208 -.1161 .0936 -.4495 
.0297 .0447 .1659 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0195 -.0085 .1443 .5509 -.4754 -.4997 -.5013 
-.0645 -.0254 .1524 
-.0191 .0369 .1336 -.57'+6 -.5678 
.0127 .0553 .1083 
.0231 .0961 .1083 .3961 -.3839 -.5210 -.5091 
.0404 .1175 .1340 
.028'+ .0853 .2018 .3992 -.1522 .0974 -.4573 
.0269 .0'+13 .1621 








____ . ....J 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF '" 2690.0000sa.FT. XMRP 
· 
976.0000 IN. XT 
LREF . 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP 
· 
.0000 IN. YT 
BREI" . 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
· 
'+00.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE - .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAL( 1) • -6.698 BETAL ( 1) '" -3.888 
SECTION IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . 1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3146 .2432 .0959 -.6946 -.6012 -.2205 -.1241 -.1429 
'+5.000 .2682 .1'+70 -.68'+3 -.5398 -.2'+01 -.2052 -.2031 
90.000 .3573 .2532 -.6569 -.4453 -.3123 -.3064 -.3328 
135.000 .5084 .3632 -.6060 -.3501 .0572 -.0971 -.1659 
180.000 1.311+6 .6071 .4444 -.5847 -.2131 .1720 .0021 -.0875 
225.000 .5783 .5167 -.5614 -.2546 .1767 -.0266 -.1002 
270.000 .3769 .4204 -.5148 -.3360 -.4106 -.5903 -.2322 
315.000 .2378 .0078 -.7545 -.5557 -.4487 -.1046 -.1159 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.2008 -.2942 -.1012 -.2341 -.1197 -.2133 
45.000 -.1562 -.2198 -.0698 -.0131 
90.000 -.2975 -.1800 .1215 -.0729 .2120 .1461 
135.000 -.0705 -.0850 .4811 .3383 
o ~80.000 -.1148 -.1023 .5256 .0415 .3811 .2329 
l':fj 25.000 -.3503 -.3334 .0747 .0000 
~ ~270.000 -.3678 -.2871 -.0555 -.2358 -.1979 -.1816 
o f;E 315.000 -.3499 -.2945 -.1883 -.2065 
f6 ~ALPHAU 1)· -6.649 8ETAL ( 2)· -1.836 
-to i-r::J SECTION ( 1 lSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP $t; 'X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
fJ t:7:1 PHI 
.'1 t:;j .000 1.3072 .2140 .0919 -.6826 -.5929 -.2143 -.0996 -.1221 
45.000 .2393 .1395 -.6751 -.5494 -.1957 -.1593 -.1716 
90.000 .3094 .2233 -.6552 -.4610 -.3448 -.2968 -.3103 
135.000 .4681 .3398 -.6135 -.3598 .0393 -.1467 -.1883 
180.000 1.3072 .6036 .'1513 -.5811 -.1451 .1432 -.0375 -.1109 
225.00(1 .5786 .5364 -.5521 -.1003 .1661 -.0535 -.1177 
270.000 .3628 .4226 -.5336 -.28'l1 -.'l075 -.5520 -.1961 
315.000 .2153 -.0003 -.7607 -.5512 -.4370 -.1095 -.0976 




SRM 800STER (RETSI6) ( 17 OCT 75 If 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 1.100 RN/FT • 2.250 
ELV-IS • B.OOO ELV-OB • 6.000 
RUDDER • .000 SPD8RK • .000 
---~-
.1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 . .7360 .7370 
-.11+ 12 -.0382 .1880 .3584 -.2268 -.2978 -.1+936 
-.23'+3 -.0859 .1659 
-.3362 -.1866 .0768 -.'+905 -.'+829 
-.1760 .0216 .2809 
-.1315 .1302 .37'+5 .6965 -.0256 -.2968 -.5752 
-.1029 .1370 .4466 
-.080'+ .0308 .3337 .8487 .2967 .3039 -.3705 
-.0753 .0227 .3242 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.1157 -.0178 .2210 .tH60 -.2253 -.3338 -.1+818 
-.2200 -.1196 .1762 
-.2930 -.1468 .0683 -.1+95'+ -.4832 
-.2133 .0046 .2546 
-.1719 .1126 .3316 .6635 -.1189 -.~380 -.601+'+ 
-.1152 .1277 .3937 
-.0646 .0496 .3394 .7860 .2312. .2140 -.3925 
-.0687 .0188 .3110 
~----l 
l 
-,-,-,--~,~--~.~~-,---,-~.-.~,;,,---_ _._____ 1/' __ ... J 
C" -:".~, '~~"-~'~~'--".-~~' ,. , .. '""' .<.:,~,:~ : : '.. .'.: 
i: 
DATE 21 OCT 75 






















AlPHAL( 1) a -6.575 



















































.\_~',..-"--_"~'."""""-' __ """""'~'_L"";;~'_~.J""........t. ..... ~ __ ,,, 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
BETAL ( 2)· -1.836 
.9120 .9130 





















































































.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.1139 -.1242 -.0200 
-.1585 -.2223 -.1237 
-.3146 -.2741 -.1353 
-.2477 -.2578 -.0391 
-.1722 -.1783 .0766 
-.1561 -.1442 .1090 
-.2161 -.0879 .0387 




--~~,.- .. ~ 
(RETS16) 
.6985 .7280.7290 .7360 .7370 
.2448 .4408 -.2803 -.4203 -.4952 
.1752 
.1302 -.5194 -.5024 
.2472 
.2752 .6321 -.2025 -.3957 -.6398 
.3196 








... ~-, ",-,-~->:~,~--,->,-,--",-,,--~--,,",,----,----~,----j 
,.,........---.~ ~'~'~"'7';'"'"--"'''-~~~-"-7_''''~' 
, 
.. --.. --"'-~ 
~~: k 
,~ "'-- .. 
.----.., 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2527 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI6) 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.541 BETAL ( 4) • 2.309 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI -~--
.000 1.2815 .1660 .1077 -.6860 -.5536 -.1929 -.1142 -.0957 -.1101 .0097 .2049 .5246 -.3745 -.4065 -.5260 
45.000 .2096 .1333 -.6836 -.5"99 -.1335 -.1385 -.1460 -.1857 -.0490 .1503 
90.000 .2504 .1679 -.6853 -.4999 -.3910 -.2819 -.3053 -.2481 -.0575 .1759 -.5291 -.5171 
135.000 .3959 .2641 -.6394 -.3172 -.0980 -.2764 -.2895 -.2842 -.0480 .2236 
180.000 1.2815 .5829 .4461 -.5833 .1374 .0423 -.1686 -.2118 -.2106 .0601 .2056 .6307 -.2639 :-.4559 -.6156 
225.000 .5905 .5635 -.5317 .2498 .1332 -.1235 -.1775 -.1427 .1060 .2431 
270.000 .3290 .4286 -.5067 .1139 -.4187 -.5883 -.2135 -.0797 .0449 .2550 .6736 .18'+2 .2533 -.4806 
315.000 .1712 .0038 -.7600 -.5451 -.4055 -.1484 -.0909 -.0776 .0207 .2491 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1122 -:3421 .1305 -.2242 .2517 .1281 
45.000 -.1671 -.2014 .0048 -.1071 
90.000 -.2461 -.0935 .0463 -.0975 .0514 .C021 
135.000 -.1724 -.1139 .3106 .2558 
180.000 -.1953 -.2227 .4058 -.0794 .2565 .1552 
225.000 -.3526 -.3015 -.0630 .0000 
270.000 -.3401 -.3052 -.1640 -.2434 -.1866 -.18;:;J 
315.000 -.3052 -.3661 -.0760 -.0426 
ALPHAL ( 1) '" -6.521 8ETAL ( 5) " 4.360 
LJi;j ~SECT ION ( 1) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Trr::I t;J</LS .0000.0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
O~ o PHI 
!;ij r; .000 I .2593 .0955 .1055 -.6891 -.5630 -.1787 -.1070 -.0875 -.0909 .0346 .1800 .4348 -.3567 -.4224 -.5350 
.£> 45.000 .1563 .1257 -.6850 -.5512 -.1051 -.1313 -.1323 -.1635 -.0026 .1749 
f-t:j 90.000 .1934 .1388 -.6936 -.5214 -.4038 -.2777 -.2866 -.2264 .0052 .2070 -.5578 -.5639 ~ p:;. 135.000 .3352 .2229 -.6576 -.1889 -.2014 -.3489 -.3331 -.2972 -.0402 .20'12 
q) 180.000 1.2593 ·.5371 .4461 -.5819 .1028 .0007 -.2209 -.2'166 -.2433 .0'138 .0889 .6520 -.2'+95 -.5216 -.60'+1 
J.'-: tr:J 225.000 .5532 .5779. -.'1569 .2353 .1318 -.1576 -.1864 -.1081 .1015 .1844 
~ 270.000 .2414 .4234 -.5039 .122'1 -.3312 -.5370 -.2090 -.0651 .0547 .2244 .6479 .1832 .2612 -.4875 
. & 315.000 .0505 .0340 -.7499 -.5444 -.3814 -.1570 -.1026 -.0774 .0271 .1660 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1123 -.3368 . I 161 -.1005 .3619 .2585 
45.000 -.1546 -.2209 .0321 -.0655 
90.000 -.2457 -.0962 .0747 -.0461 -.0032 -.0741 
135.000 -.2064 -.1506 .2372 .1569 
180.000 -.1685 -.2618 .2606 -.1378 .0660 -.0388 
--~ .. ~~ 
.'JL 
~~"'~l...a""";""._.'--~ __ ~:"~.~.""":""~"'''''d~~M_~~A. ._. ~<~,, __ ~ .. __ . ~,.......,..~_,' ......... "' ......... , ....... _,; .. lL-,_ .... ~'.'.-'--'--~:l ~, .• c •• ,_ •. ,",~._.~, __ " __ , __ ~J.:"_._.,.~_._.-:""",~u-",~~~ ____ ~_,""-.,._~ ___ ' -....... ... _.-..~~-:: ____ _ 
r~'--'c<"",r-'"'C'':'''"''--~'-~~::::'''.''. 
L. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETStS) 
L, 
ALP HAL ( 11· -6.521 BETAL ( 5) .. 
SECTION I)SRH BOOSTER 






-.3355 -.3099 -.0940 -.2104 
-.2959 -.3647 
4.360 





ALPHAL( 2) ,. -4.503 BETAL ( 1) '" -6.042 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 • t 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.3303 .3087 .1592 -.6782 -.5694 -.2348 -.0696 
45.000 .3474 .2195 -.6683 -.4940 -.2010 -.1244 
90.000 .4301 .3159 -.6377 -.4089 -.1935 -.1829 
135.000 .5154 .3745 -.6056 -.3524 .1066 .0122 
180.000 1.3303 .5470 .3899 -.6059 -.3555 .2047 .0498 
225.000 .5346 .4499 -.5968 -.3507 .1891 .0033 
270.000 .4410 .5000 -.4569 -.4711 -.3798 -.5787 
315.000 .3330 .1324 -.7138 -.5907 -.3926 -.0747 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1449 -.2901 -.1905 -.2799 -.1466 -.1994 
45.000 -.1569 -.2769 .0771 .1065 
90.000 -.3285 -.1689 -.0096 .0202 .2902 .1840 
135.000 .0149 -.0447 .4580 .3371 
180.000 -.1087 -.0301 .4803 .1189 .3734 .2247 
225.000 -.3246 -.3872 .2025 .0000 
270.000 -.3530 -.3171 -.0247 -.2508 -.2079 -.1963 
315.000 -.3327 -.2989 -.2100 -.2208 
ALPHALt 2) • -4.460 BETAL I 2) "' -3.983 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 279Lt 
PHI 
.000 1.3269 .2887 .1537 -.6703 -.5642 -.2157 '".06~~ 
1+5.000 .3236 .2092 -.6642 -.5024 -.1459 ~.0~H8 
90.000 .3945 .2928 -.61;47 -.4234 -.2080 -.1862 
135.000 .4850 .3586 -.6084 -.3690 .0793 -.0198 
180.000 1.3269 .5395 .3990 -.6006 -.3353 .1847 .0198 
225.000 .5371 .4696 -.5865 -.3346 .187'+ -.0249 
, .. t:oo!~~:"""" .... ..., ...... ___ ..... ~ .... _ ... r ....... ; ......... ~ .... _ ........ ...o.. __ ", ••• ,~~,: •• _",..:..~.,--,.~ .", 
~ -~ -" -" -" .. _ .... _-_. 
.3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
-.1066 -.1127 .0027 .2502 .3404 -.2945 
-.1490 -.1911 -.0372 .2322 
-.2243 -.2670 -.1223 .1586 -.4774 
-.0789 -.1005 .0973 .3524 
-.0477 -.0566 .1729 .4395 .7271 -.0155 
-.0761 -.0773 .1740 .5117 
-.2681 -.0988 .0357 .2601 .9361 .3713 
-.0908 -.0668 .0473 .3043 
.3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
-.0926 -.0987 -.0055 .2"'~ .3'+02 -.2691 
-.1367 -.1606 -.0392 .2't55 
-.2187 -.2467 -.1 \65 .1"]02 -.4793 
-.0933 -.1376 .068<; .3316 
-.0673 -.1196 .1460 .4065 .7126 -.0733 
-.0981 -.1121 .1522 .4699 
-----~ '~---'--'"-~ .. -: .... ~~.....-...-..-.~ •• ~,_.,..jJ.~ __ . __ • _ __.d_..:. 
' ... ,.~ 
PAGE 2528 





















.. -,-... ""'-"------.-~~ 
F~·~···"···· ~.,.-.".:---~~ .. -"-~ ... " ..... ~ .. 
~ , 
~> 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.460 
SECTION 1) SRM BOOSH::R 




X/LS .8102 .B661 
PHI 
.000 -.1611 -.2765 
45.000 -.1560 -.2073 
90.000 ':'.291 [ -.15[2 
135.000 -.0275 -.0620 
180.000 -.1 [33 -.0728 
225.000 -.3302 -.3431 
270.000 -.3465 -.3036 
315.000 -.3208 -.2965 
ALPHALl 2) .. -4.394 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1551 -.3399 
45.000 -.0805 -.2034 
90.000 -.2190 -.0920 
135.000 -.1089 -.0747 
180.000 -.1831 -.1289 
225.000 -.3233 -.3091 
270.000 -.3111 -.2762 
315.000 -.2928 -.332.4 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
BETAL 2) .. -3.983 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.5028 -.4980 -.4541 -.3552 -.5851 -.2413 
.1246 -.7154 -.5068 -.4217 -.0871 -.0803 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-. [363 -.2284 -.1172 -.1815 
.0525 .on9 
-.0340 .0081 .2592 .1713 
.4488 .3337 
.4672 .0963 .3725 .2264 
.1230 .0000 
-.0426 -.2291 -. [822 -. [786 
-.1767 -.2113 
8ETAL ( 3) ~ . [52 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1 [18 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.1609 -.6676 -.5469 -.2051 -.0662 -.0631 
.192[ -.6635 - .51 [1 -.0935 -.0764 -. [082 
.2401 -.6549 -.4596 -.2135 -.1762 -.2182 
.3117 -.6237 -.3797 .0191 -.1185 -.1714 
.4063 -.5961 -.2671 .I260 -.0840 -.1441 
.50[2 -.5708 -.2654 .no[ -.1014 -.1451 
.5054 -.4929 -.3979 -.3244 -.5841 -.1970 
.1235 -.7127 -.4714 -.4225 -.0932 -.0758 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0400 -.1504 .0407 -.0603 
.0185 -.0435 
-.0035 -.0343 .1507 .1037 
.3322 .2631 
.3935 .0[95 .3178 .1991 
.0335 .0000 
-.0795 -.2340 -.1887 -.1750 
-.1452 -.1328 




SRM BOOSTER lRETSI6) 
.4750 .5867 .698'5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0893 .0357 .2965 .8775 .3159 .349'5 -.3291 ~ .. --
-.0688 .0279 .2994 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0843 -.0063 .2552 .4091 -.2874 -.3689 -.4497 
-.1195 -.0233 .2331 
-.1926 -.0672 .1950 -.5088 -.5002 
-.1910 .0161 .2899 j 
-.1485 .0971 .3089 .6645 -.2421 -.4301 -.5783 I 
-.1444 .1233 .3236 





'.--~'-' -"-. ~- -.~-- ._.< ..... ~ .... .-...._~ __ ~_._ . .1.._ •• __________ -.-•• .....:.... ________ ........ __ .~_ -.---~-j 




DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.365 SETAL ( 4) .. 4.270 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.2886 .1974 ,1620 -.6771 -.5472 -.2039 -.0836 -.0569 
45.000 .2318 .1730 -.6730 -.5286 -.0949 -.0795 -.0912 
90.000 .2586 .1885 -.6757 -.5110 -.2367 -.1837 -.2036 
135.000 .3418 .2380 -.6519 -.4284 -.0908 -.2355 -.258
4 
180.000 1.2886 .4906 .3903 -.6099 -.0298 .0003 -.2176 -.2218 
225.000 .5333 .5233 -.5682 .1950 .1232 -.1786 -.181
3 
270.000 .3524 .5240 -.4673 -.1775 -.3383 -.4264 -.184
7 
315.000 .2108 .1366 -.7206 -.4958 -.3986 -.1176 -.081
2 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9L30 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.oeo -.1371 -.3079 .0933 -.0448 .3055 .2370 
45.0GO -.0570 -.2571 .1598 .0371 
90.000 -.1948 -.0657 .0591 -.0081 .0330 -.0592 
135.000 -.1762 -.0925 .1979 .1431 
180.000 -.1497 -.2321 .271+3 -.1202 .OBIO -.0244 
225.000 -.3103 -.3432 -.0496 .0000 
270.GOO -.3218 -.2927 -.031+5 -.IB81 -.1500 -.1858 
315.000 -.2771 -.3577 -.0451 -.0152 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.350 BETAL ( 5) " 6.336 
SECTION l)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1110 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632
 
PHI 
.000 1.273B .1509 .1578 -.6718 -.5331 -.2037 -.0897 -.0568 
45.000 .1825 .1673 -.6735 -.5301+ -.0792 -.0832 -.0806
 
i 
90.000 .2058 . i690 -.6721 -.5226 -.2398 -.IB08 -.1897
 
135.000 .2796 .2060 -.6577 -.4216 -.1608 -.2828 -.
2895 
I 190.000. 1.2738 
.41+64 .3819 -.6040 .0567 -.0323 -.2616 -.2471 
225.000 .5071 .511+8 -.561"1 .2190 .1151 -.2208 -.
2078 
I 270.000 .2978 .5412 -.4412 .0075 -.299\ -.3396 -.17
12 
i 315.000 .1423 .1536 -.7084 -.5096 -.3975 -.121
2 -.0836 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
i 
! PHI ~ .000 -.1298 -.2775 .1495 .0395 .3312 .2366 1+5.QOO -.0581+ -.2680 .3349 .2113 If 90.000 --1761 -.0957 .1204 -.0373 .0462 -.0611 
135.000 ·,1529 -.1177 .0592 -.0364 
190.000 -.1925 -.1983 .1"191 -.1487 .0037 -.0766 
........ ~"\ ............. ~-~~ •• -..;.;;...;_..l~_..:-,\.Ow~:........;.,,..~ ..... ""--"-"'_~~ ~~_~_.I.O_.'''_''-,~ ..... k..~~ __ .... _.!.:....~, ...... ..:..~ ~'-. __ ." ........ ~j._ ... ~"'-~._.,~_, ... ....!~.~~"""'_ ,~.,_
--"~ 
- "0' 
SRH BOOSTER (RETSIS) 
;4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
-.0795 .0396 .2208 .4792 -.3906 
-.1234 .0451 .2413 
-.1834 .0434 .2416 -.5431 
-.2194 .0116 .2321 
-.2081 .0806 .1604 .6242 -.2261 
-.091+8 .1147 .2075 
-.0600 .0666 .2437 .6039 .1639 
-.0583 .0410 .1858 
.1+750 .5967 .5995 .7280 .7290 
-.0693 .01+1+1 .2062 .3921+ -.3109 
-.1182 .• 0495 .2389 
-.1777 .0512 .2284 -.5"123 
-.1755 .012"1 .1848 
-.1823 .0676 .1003 .1+737 -.2811+ 
-.0776 .1020 .1681 
-.0657 .071+1 .2131+ .4229 .0199 
-.0599 .0"118 .1768 

























c~_._._.~.~~"-__ ~ .. _.~ ____ .~_ ..•. _,_~.~ ...... _~_._;.._~ __ . ,_~~"j 










DATE 21 OCT 7!5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHALC 2) • -'+.350 BETAL ( 5) • 6.336 
SECTION 1)5RM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.3086 -.3796 -.0528 .0000 
270.000 -.3272 -.2828 -.0109 -.1755 -.1799 -.2278 
315.000 -.2930 -.3376 .0177 .0253 
ALPHALC 3) • -2.298 BETAL ( II· -6.072 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1 I 18 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3622 
PHI 
.000 1.3358 .3542 .2132 -.6665 -.5319 -.1909 -.0549 -.0730 
45.000 .3905 .2643 -.6562 -.4603 -.2221 -.0375 -.0785 
90.000 .4't37 .3336 -.6328 -.4018 -.0885 -.0795 -.1260 
135.000 .'+766 .3501 -.6124 -.3842 .1354 .0654 -.0282 
180.000 1.3358 .'+777 .3370 -.6198 -.418't .20'tl .0665 -.0295 
225.000 .'t849 .3871 -.6202 -.'t087 .1300 .0097 -.0668 
270.000 .4598 .5399 -.4965 -.5609 -.3702 -.5060 -.1739 
315.000 .3782 .2214 -.6786 -.5562 -.3384 -.0997 -.0761 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 93't't .9565 
o CPHI ,~~ .000 -.1306 -.2752 -.2056 -.2620 -.0754 -.0989 
Cor,; ts 45.000 -.1056 -.2B't7 .1429 .1282 d ~ 90.000 -.2263 -.1232 .0258 .074't .3075 .2271 
o 135.000 .0292 -.0796 .3786 .2866 ~ ~ 180.000 -.1236 -.0148 .4121 .1277 .3324 .205't 
225.000 -.2975 -.3784 .1765 .0000 ~ ~ 270.000 -.3263 -.3044 -.0241 -.2408 -.1947 -.18'+5 
~;> 315.000 -.3053 -.3003 -.2025 -.20'2 
- &.5 ALPHAL( 3)· -2.236 SETAL ( 2)· -1.985 
'--' I3r.J SECT! ON ( 1) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VAR I A8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1 I 18 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3248 .3090 .2096 -.6604 -.5167 -.2031 -,0394 -.0404 
45.000 .321'+ .2415 -.6532 -.4778 -.1454 -.0103 -.0664 
90.000 .3622 .2860 -.6398 -.4326 -.1049 -.0667 -.1327 
135.000 .'+122 .3124 -.6162 -.3999 .0740 .0017 -.0725 
180.000 1.3248 . '+530 .3440 -.6112 -.3675 .1590 .0013 -.0821 
225.000 .4716 .4157 -.6047 -.3698 .1297 -.0493 -.1067 
L.*;-:-~!, M~I.lIItidt: 'illlllillL.· 
PAGE 2531 
SRM BOOSTER (RETSI6) 
.4750 .5867 .698.5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0836 .0550 .2697 .3551 -.3175 .099'+ -.'+089 
-.1325 .0091 .2738 
-.1660 -.0226 .2506 -.'+'t78 -.'t466 
-.0671 .1'+32 .3882 
-.046't .2051 .4536 .7079 -.0672 -.300'+ -.'+812 
-.0702 .207't .5156 
-.0518 .0926 .2850 .9126 .3860 .3781 -.3221 
-.0369 .0647 .3020 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .73~O • "i370 
-.0633 .0077 .2766 .3695 -.2710 -.1763 -.3888 
-.0937 .0005 .2834 
-.1361 -.0117 .2490 -.'+576 -.'+6'+0 
-.1253 .0889 .3527 
-.1032 .1481 .3969 .6950 -.1609 -.3575 -.5021 
-.1113 .1593 .'+323 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2532 
ARCII-019 JA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER CRETSt6l -~-,.".~.-
ALPHAU 3) • -2.236 8ETAL ( 2) " -1.985 
SECTION iiSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .4331 .5562 -.4782 -.5615 -.3580 -.4869 -.1741 -.0661 .0634 .2966 .8260 .291+7 .3338 -.3119 
315.000 .3419 .2247 -.6760 -.4917 -.3785 -.0862 -.0674 -.0542 .0274 .2737 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9341+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1653 -.2843 -.1300 -.1700 -.0058 -.0352 
45.000 -.1131 -.2464 .1287 .0894 
90.000 -.2010 -.0903 .0006 .0547 .2341 .1698 
135.000 -.0366 -.0643 .3459 .2587 
180.000 -.1512 -.0893 .3849 .0793 .325'" .1869 
225.000 -.3228 -.3206 .0490 .0000 
270.000 -.3218 -.286'+ -.0917 -.215'+ -.1799 -. 183'+ 
315.000 -.2927 -.3175 -.2028 -.1879 
ALPHAU 3) ,. -2.216 BETAL ( 3) "' 2.153 
SECTION { 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3108 .2676 .2093 -.6603 -.5113 -.2234 -.0'+88 -.0361 -.0632 .0377 .2391 .3987 -.361+4 -.3173 -.4484 
45.000 .2858 .2179 -.6531 -.4958 -.1163 -.0258 -.0580 -.0968 .0397 .2698 
90.000 .3112 .2'+19 -.6520 -."1775 -.1221 -.0916 -.1317 -.1413 .0483 .2531 -.5238 -.5532 
135.000 .3658 .2721 -.6299 -.4296 .0046 -.0954 -.1550 -.1657 .0547 .2817 
180.000 1.3108 .4365 .3534 -.6154 -.3312 .0746 -.1105 -.1660 -.1770 .1058 .2510 .5846 -.2778 -.4755 -.5474 
225.000 .4763 .4523 -.5972 -.3241 .1182 -.1327 -.1574 -.1228 .1447 .2718 
270.000 .4094 .57"14 -.4630 -.5"107 -.3519 -.3768 -.1766 -.0591 .0615 .2633 .7089 .0984 .2739 -.5316 
315.000 .2944 .2299 -.6783 -.4975 -.3936 -.0875 -.0645 -.0523 .0360 .2159 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1441 -.2844 -.020~ -.0985 .2080 .1678 
45.000 -.0200 -.2469 .1554 .0362 
90.000 -.1709 -.0607 .0261 .0412 .0986 .0098 
135.000 -.1286 -.0512 .1756 .1168 
180.000 -.2040 -.1276 .2939 -.0239 .2222 .1181 
225.000 -.2679 -.3309 .0362 .0000 
270 .. 000 -.2905 - .. 2747 -.0434 -.1954 -.1505 -.1"193 
315.000 -.2675 -.3255 -.12"12 -.0876 
._ •• -..... •• _._~.~~. _____ .~ __ , ~ ._._~_,~._ . ••• ~._ .• r. __ ._ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA91A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAL( 4) • -.102 
ARCII-019 IA91 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRH BOOSTER 
BETAL ( I) ~ -6.086 






.9102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 
-.2735 -.3931 .1493 
-.3175 -.3037 -.0215 -.2363 -.1841 
-.2925 -.2965 -.2044 
















































































ALPHAL( 4) ,. 
-.061 BETAL ( 3) • 

























































































































































.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4000 -.2206 -.1128 -.3895 
-.4260 -.4252 
.6840 -.0991 -.3154 -.4534 
.8853 .3622 .3588 -.3150 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4320 -.3179 -.2786 -.3999 
-.4706 -.491+3 
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DArE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2536 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI6) 
ALPHALl If) .. -.059 8ETAL ( 5) = 6.233 
SECTlON ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2919 .2741 .2456 -.6546 -.4488 -.2292 -.0718 -.0475 -.0366 .0384 .2516 .4635 -.2580 -.3780 -.4499 
45.000 .2415 .2062 -.6636 -.5040 -.\369 -.0431 -.0462 -.0764 .0667 .2679 
90.000 .2470 .2086 -.6625 -.5070 -.0595 -.0458 -.0781 -.1373 .1032 .2611 -.5424 -.5723 
135.000 .2679 .2179 -.6471 -.4850 -.0717 -.0989 -.1548 -.0986 .1080 .2591 
180.000 1.2919 .3246 .2903 -.6329 -.3835 -.0618 -.1592 -.1921 -.0741 .1308 .1872 .5385 -.2023 -.3997 -.4922 
225.000 .3937 .3909 -.6241 -.3729 -.0118 -.1784 -.1641 -.0345 .1545 .2458 
270.000 .3'375 .6!86 -.4349 -.5119 -.3070 -.2432 -.1360 -.0301 .1037 .2921 .6510 .1753 .2861 -.4777 
315.000 .3511 .3459 -.6447 -.4388 -.2860 -.1102 -.0503 -.0188 .0639 .2455 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1142 -.2157 .1473 .0310 .2838 .2056 
45.000 -.0836 -.1631 .1459 .0516 
90.000 -.1345 -.0926 .1552 -.0297 .1486 .0540 
135.000 -.1268 -.0699 .0725 -.0199 
180.000 -.1079 -.1702 .1.802 -.1185 .0211 -.0725 
225.000 -.2981 -.4008 .0111 .0000 
270.000 -.3184 -.2780 .0856 -.1414 -.0976 -.1568 
315.000 -.2889 -.3211 .0749 .0944 
ALPHAL( 51 2.094 BETAL ( II ~ -6.060 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3329 .4510 .3057 -.6460 -.4477 -.1272 .0104 -.OOBI -.0272 .0622 .3179 ·.4379 -.1999 -.2349 -.3760 
45.000 .4592 .3324 -.6435 -.4105 -.1872 .0607 .0259 -.0334 .0725 .3629 
90.000 .4307 .3262 -.6394 -.4159 -.2218 .0888 .0400 -.0371 .1325 .3670 -.4090 -.3929 
135.000 .3788 .2647 -.6375 -.4613 .0118 .0933 .0259 -.0424 .2030 .4209 
IBO.OOO 1.3329 .3469 .2186 -.6483 -.5185 .0579 .0669 -.009'1 -.0526 .2521 .4676 .6597 -.0859 -.2778 -.3932 
225.000 .3685 .2272 -.6758 -.4174 -.2163 .0292 -.0292 -.0697 .2582 .5253 
270.000 .4499 .5339 -. 4~o2 -.46112 -.2818 -.0972 -.1060 -.0567 .0893 .1671 .9285 .4361 .3"199 -.3012 
315.000 .4633 .3637 -.63'11 - .4'169 -.1958 -.0417 -.0296 -.0148 .0791 .3080 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1295 -.3188 -.0664 -.1701 .1427 .1019 
45.000 .00"15 -.2900 .3100 .2467 
90.000 -.0951 -.0700 .1129 .1211 .2560 .1752 
135.000 .0,+24 -.0693 .3278 .2412 
180.000 -.0751 -.0IB9 .2946 .0886 .2351 .1107 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.094 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
BETAL I I)· -6.060 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .8102 .8661 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 





-.2538 -.3855 .2125 .0000 
-.2937 -.2836 -.0127 -.2167 -.1640 -.1485 
- . 2771 - . 3178 - . 1859 -. 1629 
ALPHAL! 5) • 2.097 BETAL ( 21 • -1.975 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.3223 .4099 .3048 -.6352 -.4279 -.1180 -.0022 
45.000 .3811 .2979 -.6355 -.4295 -.1723 .0'+80 
90.000 .3517 .2880 -.6352 -.4366 -.1814 .0730 
135.000 .3270 .2568 -.6268 -.4653 -.0010 .075'+ 
180.000 1.3223 .3202 .2'+28 -.6329 -.4896 .0246 .0456 
225.000 .3482 .2637 -.6578 -.3837 -.2060 .0159 
270.000 .4321 .5625 -.4734 -.'+009 -.2970 -.0555 
315.000 .4331 .3811 -.6194 -.4282 -.2093 -.0500 
X/LS .9102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1047 -.2598 -,0335 -.0893 .1297 .0968 
'00 45.000 -.0400 -.2260 .2415 .1834 
pj 90.000 -.1075 -.0525 .0990 .1020 .2008 .1098 
t-i=j ~ 135.000 .0080 -.0518 .2959 .2187 
ttl ~ 180.000 -.1193 -.0309 .2888 .0753 .2241 .1118 o 225.000 -.2628 -.3225 .1112 .0000 
~ E=; 270.000 -.2837 -.2510 -.0031 -.1851 -.1382 -.1421 315.000 -.2540 -.2857 -.1440 -.1203 
~ ~LPHAL( 5). 2.067 SETAL ( 3)· 2.145 
~ ~ SECT! ON ( \lSR" BOOSTER DE PENilE NT VAR I ABLE CP 
_ taILS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.3066 .3836 .3020 -.6378 -.4145 -.1425 -.0354 
45.000 .3312 .2592 -.6501 -.4553 -.1708 .0036 
90.000 .3041 .2492 -.6488 -.4732 -.1013 .0251 
135.000 .3000 .2417 -.6315 -.4759 -.0142 .0217 
180.000 1.3066 .3082 .25:>0 -.6332 -.4722 -.0139 -.0105 
225.000 .3463 .2945 -.6507 -.4141 -.1715 -.0057 
;1" 
oU ....... ~ ................ ..:_~._~~""........., ........ ...,...-<.;~.-.I._ .• ____ '-_~.~-'; •. _ .• _ .. ""_ . . _'_'_ .• ____ ..... __ .. _~ ,.4. ____ ~






















.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0108 .2836 .4422 -.2239 -.2705 -.3636 
.0173 .3261 
.0843 .3214 -.4181 -.4187 
.1547 .3673 
.1959 .4071 .6435 -.1925 -.3352 -.4150 
.1976 .4370 
.1023 .2550 .7617 .2919 .2363 -.3081 
.0479 .2696 
.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0241 .2875 .5233 -.2328 -.3328 -.4348 
.0612 .2919 
.0983 .2722 -.4848 .5008 
.1391 .3014 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2538 
------.,.,---
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIS) 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.067 SETAL ( 3) JI 2.145 
SECTION 1 ) SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .4100 .5880 :".4580 -.4179 -.3318 -.0618 -.0501 -.0512 .1146 .3147 .5834 .0921 .1978 -.41+95 
315.000 .4275 .3997 -.6166 -.4155 -.2075 -.0823 -.0207 -.0202 .0642 .2767 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0991 -.2300 .1003 -.00B7 .2271 .1871 
45.000 -.0283 -.1600 .1895 .1214 -~ 
90.000 -.1197 -.0520 .1031 .0571 .1649 .0676 
135.000 -.0486 -.0699 .2149 .1337 
180.000 -.1322 -.0713 .2100 -.0100 .1258 .0091 
225.000 -.2541 -.3399 .0844 .0000 
270.000 -.2751 -.c!:J43 .0085 -.1567 -.1029 -.1216 
315.000 -.2503 -.3010 -.0184 .0169 
ALPHAL( 5) "- 2.051 8ETAL ( 4) .. 6.256 
:.,t:CT I ON ( 1) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
Xr'.S .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.1100 1.2844 .3347 .2869 -.6492 -.3918 -.2040 -.0836 -.0525 -.0254 .0283 .2884 .6570 -.3145 -.3956 -.4873 
't5.000 .2502 .2072 -.6695 -.4934 -.1826 -.0395 -.04'+3 -.0682 .0617 .2976 
sCr.OOO .2299 .2007 -.6629 -.5100 -.0648 -.0189 -.0562 -.1162 .09'+4 .2574 -.5261 -.5361 
135..000 .2368 .202'+ -.6'164 -.4998 -.0560 -.0463 -.1100 -.0914 .1360 .2632 
180.000 1.2844 .2519 .2450 -.6433 -.4599 -.1017 -.1090 -.1539 -.0747 .1483 .2052 .5175 -.2306 -.4172 -.1+698 
225~000 .3031 .3082 -.6545 -.3847 -.1593 -.0973 -.1230 -.0457 .1684 .2458 
270.000 .3753 .6182 -.4253 -.4355 -.3282 -.1069 -.0823 -.0597 .1214 .3205 .5457 .0536 .2306 -.4914 
315.000 .4003 .4223 - .6217 -.3847 -.2039 -.1213 -.0425 -.0065 .0593 .2783 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.ono -.0818 -.2009 .2506 .0873 .3794 .2928 
45.0no -.0584 -.1385 .1976 .0979 
90.000 -.1100 -.0637 .1636 .0160 .1356 .0270 
\35.000 -.0897 -.0592 .0691 -.02'+3 
180.000 -.0670 -.1382 .1.928 -.1049 .0191 -.0789 
225.000 -.2876 -.4018 .0177 .0000 
270.000 -.3154 -.2540 .1164 -.1086 -.0768 -.1648 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
ALPHALt 6) • '+.C?17 BETAL ( I) .. -6.009 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 
PHI 
.000 1.3213 .5060 .3'+87 -.6355 -.3885 -.1226 .0335 .0225 -.0003 
45.000 .4870 .3476 -.63'+1 -.3766 -.1600 .0709 .0522 -.002'+ 
90.000 .4103 .3053 -.6482 -.4217 -.2862 .0719 .01+15 -.0412 
135.000 .3280 .2133 -.6551+ -.5014 -.0354 .065,+ .0271 -.0433 
180.000 1.3213 .2950 .1596 -.6659 -.5441 -.0412 .0465 .0062' -.0436 
225.000 .3135 .1379 -.7110 -.3177 -.241+1+ .0122 .0292 -.0152 
270.000 .4230 .4909 - .4E168 -.4148 -.2343 -.0324 .0017 .0019 
315.000 .4977 .4162 -.6150 -.3707 -.1308 -.0193 .0024 .0101 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0898 -.2796 .00'+'+ -.0932 .1765 .1354 
45.000 .0079 -.2707 .4187 .3308 
90.000 -.0406 -.0717 .1940 .0868 .2412 .1543 
135.000 .0450 -.Ob05 .1962 .1012 
180.000 '-.0'+'+2 -.a232 .2871 .0428 .1897 .0783 
225.000 -.2270 -.3791 .2374 .0000 
270.000 -.2809 -.2524 .0250 -.1788 -.1190 -.1375 
315.000 ~.2'+70 -.2730 -.1290 -.1235 
ALPHAL( 6) '+.217 8ETAL ( 2) = -3.968 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 
PHI 
.000 1.317'+ .4889 .3502 -.6308 -.3779 -.1138 .0223 .0171 -.0020 
45.000 .'+470 .3269 -.6346 -.3938 -.1672 .0698 .0390 -.0106 
90.000 .367'+ .2860 -.6469 -.4368 -.2886 .0876 .0247 -.0650 
135.000 .3028 .2.\·53 - .. 6489 -.5010 -.0'+34 .0821 .0165 -.0589 
180.000 1. 317'+ .2743 .1765 -.6482 -.5423 -.0630 .0510 -.0003 -.0565 
225.000 .2967 .1542 -.7023 -.3224 -.2751 .0086 .0195 -.0354 
270.000 .4110 .50B4 -.5044 -.4347 -.2663 -.0561 -.0092 -.0122 
315.000 .'+916 .4285 -.6106 -.3688 -.1337 -.0277 -.0058 .0034 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.083'+ -.2447 .0512 -.0529 .1982 .1522 
45.000 -.0020 -.207'+ .3581 .2790 
90.000 -.0611 -.0319 .1'+65 .0814 .1737 .0819 
135.000 .0'+12 -.0525 .2145 .1213 
180.000 -.0549 -.0157 .3215 .0488 .2111 .0991 
-.'-"-'--.",,--.~------..;~ ... ,:""";:"-'~, -~_···_,"·_~,_ ....... ~.....t._---""'.l...i....-"~--':'"""-"H'_...1- ...... _~ •. ~':"~ 
(RETSI6) 
.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
.0760 .3033 .'+'+36 -.2'+81 
.0788 .3666 
.1307 .371+5 -.4231 
.2059 .3875 
.2415 .4152 .6034 -.2216 
.2510 .'+466 
.1552 .2010 .6636 .2195 
.1039 .2776 
.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
.0396 .3118 .4751 -.215'+ 
.0290 .3609 
.0924 .3540 -.'+29'+ 
.1779 .3677 
.2208 .3973 .6176 -.2628 
.2321 .4109 
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DATE Ft OCT 7~ lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
AlPHALl 6) .. 4.217 
ARClt-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
SETAL ( 2) = -3.968 



















































DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.2125 .0000 
.0458 -. 1594 -. 1021 -. 12.74 
-.0795 -.0864 
BETAL ( 3) .. .112 




























































ALPHAL( 6) 1+.164 BETAL ( 1+) .. It •. 225 
SECTION ( \)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
XIlS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ 
PHI 
.000 1.2849 .4166 .3391 -.6327 -.3790 -. :570 -.0721+ 
45.000 .2955 .231+5 -.6591 -.1+587 -.1715 -.01+23 
90.000 .2386 .2027 -.6621 -.5060 -.1371 .0015 
\35.000 .2307 .1920 -.6'-166 -.5124 -.0402 .0134 
180.000 1.2849 .22\8 .1999 -.6'-186 -.5178 -.1222 -.0201 
225.000 • 241tl+ .2095 -.681+1 -.3106 -.3248 -.0259 
.3632 .1+750 .5867 
.0007 -.0209 -.0127 
.0079 -.0545 -.0178 
-.0031+ -.1092 .0722 
-.0209 -.0881 • 11+1+9 
-.01+70 -.0840 .1763 
-.0339 -.0540 .1879 
-.0442 -.0410 .1237 
-.0226 -.0120 .0405 
.3632 .1+750 .5867 
-.0235 -.0376 .01+1+0 
-.021+3 -.0971+ .0423 
-.0267 -.1210 .1111 
-.051+0 -.0983 .1496 
-.0916 -.0687 .1690 




.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.3127 .5521+ -.2291 -.3081 -.1+280 
.3356 
.3127 -.4687 -.1+871+ 
.3243 
.3376 .561+8 -.2982 -.400B -.1+170 
.3291 
.3175 .5480 .0697 .1397 -.1+111 
.2949 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.2958 .6276 -.2739 -.3515 -.,1+756 
.3009 
.2658 -.5073 -.525'+ 
.2696 
.2359 .4869 -.2561 -."1292 -.4217 
.24"14 
~ 
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DATE 2! ocr 7'.5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATIO
N PAGE 251f1 
ARCII-019 IABt LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI6) 
ALPHAL! 6) • 1f.161f BETAL ( If) • 4.225 
v 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIB .1397 ,1956 . 2791f 
.3632 .1f750 .5PS7 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .3583 .5626 -.4591 -.3690 -.3299 -.0697 
-.0653 -.0275 .1351 .3002 .1f961 .0123 .11f97 - .If'S71f 
'" 
315.000 .1f618 .1f731f -.591f5 -.3019 -.2003 -.0700 
-.0256 -.0091 .0711 .2779 
-----
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0673 -.1910 .2472 .0798 .3626 .2958 
45.000 -.0625 -.1245 .2002 .1098 
90.000 -.1057 -.0282 .2065 .0302 .1081 -.0097 
135.000 -.0316 -.0613 .1393 .0492 
180.000 -.0414 -.0978 .2085 -.0619 .07Lt9 -.0360 
225.000 -.2350 -.3767 .0567 .0000 
.~ 270.000 -.2901 -.2279 .1381f -.0988 -.0361 -.1362 
~ 315.000 -.2519 -.2496 .1324 .1187 
! ALPHAL! 6) • 1f.148 BETAL ( 51 .. 6.292 f 
I SECT! ON ( I) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
I X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .: 118 .1397 .1956 .2794
 .3632 .4750 .5867 .E>'d85 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2717 .3978 .3313 -.6337 -.3566 -.1983 -.1028 -.042
6 -.0464 .0037 .2798 .6559 -.3197 -.1f002 -.1f937 
45.000 .2494 .2018 -.6700 -.4741 -.2084 -.0662 -.0
488 -.1175 .0211 .3074 
90.000 .2045 .1816 -.6639 -.'5207 -.0923 -.0187 -.0
450 -.1083 .0979 .2594 -.5248 -.5384 
135.000 .2039 .1823 -.6456 -.5149 -.0508 -.0160 
-.0786 -.0745 .1537 .2574 
180.000 1.2717 .1936 .1997 -.6476 -.5068 -.1547 -.0652 -.1
192 -.0507 .1687 .2186 .1f773 -.2681 -.1f331 -.'+266 
225.000 .2220 .2128 -.6814 -.2898 -.3026 -.0591f -.
 101f9 -.0221 .1795 .2387 
"0 CE70.000 .3409 .5735 -.4346 -.3597 -.3090 -.0734 
-.0816 -.0347 .1387 .3002 .1f584 .0196 .1567 -.'+833 I 
t:i;I ~15.000 .1f574 .4831 -.5885 -.2682 -.2061 -.0874




toO ~LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
'0 I 
~ f:;PHI 
. .000 -.0665 -.1909 .2928 .1138 .4201 .3097 
---
P t,j45.000 -.0672 -.1194 .1.715 .0900 
q ~O'OOO -.1088 -.0374 .2291 .0102 .0855 -.0341 § 5,000 -.037't -.0876 .1061 .0050 0.000 -.0201 -.1506 .2030 -.1012 .0307 -.0766 
5.000 -.239't -.3975 .0060 .0000 
- ¥(g:ggg -.3014 -.2214 .1436 -.0769 -.0396 -.16\.3 
-.2529 -.2563 .1743 .1424 
~~ ............ ,,..;~~. _-__ ~ ..... _..u..... ............. ~_ "-- ~-~ _· ... 'O-• .........,._ ... _;,Il_ ........ __ ~ ............ __ • __ .-~ ... -~ ................. ----~.-~-~ •• -"~--.:..,-......... ~_ .... _a _
_ ~~_-"'-
, -....:.~,;..-.~-~~~~-.-... 
-- . -" J . . 
[~~. =,c ... ,..,--~,~. . -"\l '-' 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 1A81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE ~\'+2 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER IRETS161 --'~- .. " 
ALPHAL! 7) • 6.385 b:;TAL ( 1> • -3.909 
SECTION 11SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .E985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHl .." 
.000 1.3023 .5492 .3938 -.6199 -.3161 -.0555 -.0065 .0489 .0337 .0628 .3488 .5483 -.2269 -.3034 -.3948 
45.000 .4675 .3369 -.6277 -.3613 -.1446 .0079 .0538 .0001 .0278 .3805 
90.000 .3348 .2542 -.6576 -.4440 -.3473 -.0263 -.0255 -.1265 .0669 .3645 -.1+421+ -.4443 
135.000 .21+94 .1629 -.6597 -.5348 -.0828 .0157 .0124 -.0522 .1795 .3420 
180.000 1.3023 .2251 .1190 -.6641 -.4136 -.1375 .0041 .0142 -.0222 .2070 .3584 .5779 -.3364 -.3780 -.3546 
-'/' 225.000 .2340 .0555 -.7323 -.3439 -.2662 -.0229 .0343 .0128 .2328 .3662 270.000 .3736 .4432 -.5213 -.3493 -.2318 -.0184 .0241 .0281 .1695 .2665 .5253 .0957 .0777 -.4422 
315.000 .5227 .4738 -.5827 -.3078 -.0721 -.0113 .0443 .0431 .1021 .2954 
-.--
XJLS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0538 -.2401 .1394 .0014 .3004 .2397 
45.000 .0389 -.2063 .3761 .3027 
90.000 -.0401 -.0722 .2305 .0254 .2212 .1266 
135.000 .0243 -.0769 .1085 .0011 
180.000 -.0197 -.0806 .2983 -.0280 .2106 .0973 
225.000 -.2035 -.3953 .2305 .0000 
270.000 -.2469 -.2327 .0675 -.1465 -.0731 -.1026 
315.000 -.2228 -.2598 -.0454 -.0378 
ALP HAL ( 71 .. 6.375 8ETAL ( 21 = -1.882 
SECTION ( IISRM. BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5a67 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHl 
.000 1.2910 .5348 .3874 -.6251 -.3152 -.0541 -.0056 .0300 .0126 .0187 .3503 .5860 -.1970 -.3042 -.4160 
45.000 .4224 .3063 -.6440 -.3890 -.1479 .0037 .0194 -.0351 -.0188 .3663 
90.000 .2877 .2203 ':.6708 -.4696 -.3240 -.0087 -.0365 -.1506 .0535 .3384 -.4581 -.4"710 
135.000 .2179 .1540 -.6681 - .. 5434 -.0676 .0204 -.0080 -.0809 .1439 .3155 
180.000 1.2910 .2004 .1231 -.6721 -.3768 -.1282 .0091 -.0087 -.0512 .1852 .3329 .5726 -.3568 -.1+060 -.3775 
225.000 .2080 .0568 -.7409 -.3453 -.2857 -.0169 .0071 -.0181 .2046 .3281 
270.000 .3558 .4448 -.5299 -.3456 -.2518 -.0183 .0091 -.0058 .1507 .2841 .4575 .01+08 .0581 -.4535 
315.000 ,5187 .4833 -.5895 -.2949 -.0944 -.0296 .0304 .0225 .0651 .3026 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0536 -.2260 .1656 .0179 .3332 .2594 ...... _ ..... _--
45.000 .0041 -.1698 ..3259 .2539 
90.000 -.0588 -.0448 .2331 .0189 .• 788 .0677 
\35.000 .0270 -.0705 .1185 .0259 
180.000 -.0258 -.0675 .3366 -.0085 .2231 .1114 
~~~'L._,,""~ ___ .;..... .............. _J!._~.~~_. __ ' _ .. _. ' .. ~.:~ .. ~ ... ",-~~"-,,,~.J~~ ......... _.~_. ___ ~''''''_.~~,,---~ ... ,-,c •• ~ __ ~ .~_ ... ~~ ~~ __ ~_~ ~~ .. 
.~----.--~-~---.--. ~~-----~-. _.k."""_ .- .•. ___ ~._ J 
~~)' 4!Qi!ii,"""~~"'" '"T'-r-.,...'T'"""'~'--~"-~~~-'~_. 
-., 
iI!::::, - -C,",:"'" 
---'.-> .. ~-- --
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 25'+3 
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOO~;j'ER (RETSI6) 
----.,-
ALPHAL! 7) • 6.375 BETAL ( 2) -1.B82 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.209'+ -.3850 .210Lt .0000 
-.--
270.000 -.2436 -.2257 .0748 -.1370 -.0657 -.0951 
315.000 -.2199 -.2Lt81 -.0063 .0099 
ALPHAL( 7) • 6.355 BETAL ( 3) • .174 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2867 .5113 .3861 -.6173 -.3137 -.0729 -.0377 .019lt .0071 -.0062 .3591, .6186 -.126'+ -.28!)'+ -.4'+36 
45.000 .3775 .2807 -.6lt68 -.4029 -.1229 -.0281 -.0001 -.0548 -.0372 .3584 
90.000 .2433 .2056 -.6674 -.4844 -.2917 -.0189 -.0299 -.14lt8 .0667 .3287 -.'+6'+7 -.4797 
135.000 .1932 .1592 -.6596 -.5385 -.0604 .0256 -.0141 -.0744 .1291 .2940 
180.000 1.2867 .1747 .1342 -.6616 -.4347 -.1290 .019lt -.0210 -.043lt .1836 .2950 .4964 -.3026 -.3951 -.3786 
225.000 .1826 .0676 -.7330 -.3lt92 -.2944 -.0062 -.0090 -.0147 .1955 .2793 
270.000 .3373 .4605 -.5128 -.3725 -.2687 -.0288 -.0021 -.0165 .1485 .3226 .4455 -.0185 .1146 -.'+'+7'+ 
315.000 .5065 .4959 -.5805 -.2694 -.1116 -.0411 .. 0252 .0241 .0531 .3370 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 93ltlt .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0507 -,2210 .1766 .0599 .3331 .2704 
45.000 -.0291 -.1476 .2789 .2203 
90.000 -.0786 -.0371 .230'+ .0133 .1395 .023lt 
135.000 .0254 -.0831 .1724 .0886 
180.000 -.Olt02 -.0550 .3303 -.0048 .1679 .0651 
225.000 -.2132 -.3688 .1611 .0000 
270.000 -.2416 -.2278 .0541 -.1311 -.0578 -.0855 I 
315.000 -.2257 -.2585 .Olt22 .0794 I 
I ALPHAL( 7) • 6.316 SETAL ( 4) s 2.224 
----, 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
! PHI 
I .000 1.2789 .4921 .3786 -.6219 -.3094 -.1160 -.0849 -.0019 -.0125 -.0165 .3459 .S816 -.1731 -.3055 -.'+795 
~ '+5.000 .3321 .2513 -.6645 -.4293 -.1604 -.0736 -.0235 -.0873 -.0172 .3167 90.000 .2228 .1856 -.6773 -.5082 -.2735 -.0335 -.0276 -.1442 .0968 .3012 -.4658 -.4823 
135.000 .1901 .1640 -.6595 -.5387 -.0568 .0187 -.0293 -.085lt .1190 .2541 il 180.000 1.2789 .1743 .1450 -.6646 -.5061 -.1380 .0173 -.Olt82 -.0445 • 178lt .2497 .'+092 -.1769 -.3258 -.3681 
I 225.000 .1677 .0862 -.7324 -.3592 -.3199 -.0095 - . 0383 ' - . 0 192 .1883 .2586 , 
j 
! 
! I ! 
-----~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lAb •.. - PRESSURE SOURCE OATA TABULATION PAGE 25'+'+ 
ARCl1-019 lA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIS) -_':"_",--
ALPHALC 7) • 6.316 8ETAL ( 4) • 2.224 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 . I I 18 .1397 .1956 . 2791t .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI ~ 
270.000 .3139 .4738 -.5011 -.4283 -.2688 -.0393 -.0276 -.0353 .1422 .3500 .4876 -.0709 .3442 -.1t259 
315.000 .5007 .501t1t -.5806 -.2305 -.1480 -.0636 .0118 .0197 .0726 .3517 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0328 -.2322 .2557 .0536 .4032 .3318 
45.000 -.0541 -.1380 .2467 .1596 1-----
90.000 -.0916 -.0534 .2382 -.0003 .1229 .0001 
135.000 .0096 -.1069 .2265 .1374 
180.000 -.0686 -.0646 .2461 -.0335 .0632 -.0361 
225.000 -.2169 -.3419 .1260 .0000 
270.000 -.2535 -.2315 .01t50 -.1179 -.0675 -.0876 
315.000 -.2366 -.2864 .1061 .1292 
ALPHAL( 71 .. 6.287 8ETAL ( 51 .. 4.274 ., 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1 liS .1397 .1956 . 2791t .3632 .4750 .5867 .6'385 .7280 .7290 .7360 .73'10 
PHI 
.000 1.2660 .4720 .3750 -.6242 -.2789 -.1549 -.1271 -.0241 -.0257 .0284 .3087 .7013 -.2729 -.3320 -.4907 
45.000 .2893 .2193 -.6702 -.4448 -.2141 -.1062 -.0491t -.1171 .017B .3176 
90.000 .1813 .1606 --.6774 -.5218 -.2499 -.0405 -.0360 -.1325 .1152 .2814 -.4770 -.4877 
135.000 .1714 .1510 -.6536 -.5333 -.0546 .0159 -.0405 -.0878 .1329 .2361 
180.000 1.2660 .1532 .1438 -.6593 -.5289 -.1489 • Ci077 -.0675 -.0439 .1779 .2238 .3920 -.1749 -.3316 -.3629 
225.000 .1378 .0951 -.7242 -.3686 -.3361 -.0142 -.0620 -. 0170 .1887 .2456 
270.000 .2941 .4865 -.4749 - .4646 -.2743 -.0491 -.0473 -.0374 .1440 .3517 .501t4 -.0547 .'+195 -.4354 
315.000 .5022 .5201 -.5708 -.1942 -.1530 -./J689 .0009 .0188 .0769 • 331t7 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0557 -.2099 .2859 .1157 .4603 .3579 
45.000 -.0698 -.1006 .1897 .1273 
90.000 -.1001t -.01t92 .2596 -.0162 .1198 -.0125 
135.000 -.0161t -.0891 .\366 .0430 
180.000 -.01t1'+ -. J 071t .1828 -.0690 .0458 -.0685 
225.000 -.2123 -.3720 .0776 .0000 
270.000 -.2667 -.2207 .1249 -.0683 -.0300 -.1261 
315.000 -.2370 -.2789 .1886 .1892 
i 
1 
.. '- -'---......:: __ .... , -.:. ..... __ .~u.~._ ~_' ~ .... _~~~ ..... ____ . ~ __ , _~ .c_".,._,_..;_. ___ ""-___ ._"~. ___ • __ ~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
REF"ERENCE DATA 
SREF" • 2690.0000SQ.tT. XMRP • .976.0000 IN. XT 
LREF" • 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YT 
BREF" • 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
· 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAL( I' • -6.526 8ETAL ( I) • -3.899 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.1791 .0927 -.1252 -1.1548 -.5404 -.2712 -.1756 -.0927 
45.000 .1141 -.0765 -1.1599 -.8990 -.2061 -.2409 -.1653 
90.000 .1960 .0157 -1.131'+ -.6588 -.33'+7 -.36'+9 -.290'+ 
135.000 .3613 .1337 -1.0:700 -.1139 -.136'+ -.1950 -.1053 
180.000 1.1791 .'+833 .2263 -1.0369 .0'+90 -.0505 -.1472 -.0'+17 
225.000 .'+583 .3138 -1.0062 .0165 -.0297 -.1612 -.0234 
270.000 .23'+2 .2118 -.9020 -.2242 -.'+560 -.3618 -.09'+3 
315.000 .0861 -.2207 -1.2206 -.5758 -.'+722 -.1588 -.05'+6 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1953 -.2767 -.0788 -.2581 -.1392' -.2265 
45.000 -.1980 -.1531+ -.0733 -.1139 
90.000 -.2191 -.1838 .2525 -.151+8 .1110 -.0153 
135.000 -.1665 -.1541 .3418 .1500 
180.000 -.0578 -.2258 .5242 -.0710 .2997 .0941 
225.000 -.31'+1+ -.2875 .2190 .0000 
270.000 -.2693 -.2401 .1243 -.2655 -.1918 -.1908 
315.000 -.3063 -.261+3 -.1942 -.2215 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.478 BETAL ( 21 • -1.861 
SECTION ( I )SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
b ~l;l:l X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 
t-I .~Q PHI 
otz .000 1.1762 .0811+ - • 1236 -I. 1'+56 -.5351 -.2559 -.161+3 -.0730 @~ 45.000 • 101+3 -.0807 -1.1515 -.9162 -.1811 -.2171 -.12BI 90.000 .1647 - . 0079 -I. 1·320 -.7989 -.3357 -.31+68 -.2528 
135.000 .3280 • 1 071 -I. 0758 -.18'+6 -. 180'+ - .231+5 -.111+9 ; '8 ro .' 180.000 1.1762 .4807 .2275 -1.0351 .0156 -.0876 -.1872 -.0'+93 t; Il> 225.000 .'+815 .3292 -.9925 .0129 -.0'+08 -.1829 -.0318 Q 270.000 .2'+70 .2212 - .. 8967 -.2137 -.'+'+69 -.351'+ -.0885 
~ tr;j 315.000 .0856 -.2183 -1.2165 -.5'+81 -.'+92'+ -.1689 -.05'+7 
" ti.1 
.' .... , 




PAGE c:.i l+5 
SRM BOOSTER (RETSI7) 17 OCT 75 ) 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • .900 RN/F"T • 2.250 
ELV-IB • 10.000 ELV-OB • 1+.000 
RUDDEr. • .000 SPDBRK • .000 
....._--_., ---~ 
.1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0597 -.0607 .0709 .2255 -.4851 -.2759 -.5109 
-.1181 -.1006 .0'+96 
-.2'+2'+ -.2358 -.0246 -.6689 -.67'+'+ 
-.0328 -.0305 .1156 
.01+27 .06'+8 .2107 .5857 -.1781 -.5731 -.6591 
.0575 .07'+'+ .3136 
-.0258 -.0766 .1288 .8050 .1215 .1993 -.5'+69 
-.0123 -.0195 .1970 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .'72BO .'7290 .'7360 .'73'70 
-.01+78 -.0482 .0585 .2713 -.5020 -.38B3 -.5721+ 
-.0982 -.0977 .0176 
-.2035 -.1939 .0021 -.6761+ -.6B03 
-.0516 -.0582 .1030 
.0276 .0'+27 .1853 .5758 -.2037 -.6001 -.6616 
.0'+93 .061+3 .28'+7 
-.0219 -.0'+97 .1618 .7627 .0895 .1561 -.5775 l 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 1)· -6.478 





























ALPHALI 1)· -6.434 
SECTION 
X/LS 
















































IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 









































DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.1397 .1956 . 27Q4 
-.5589 -.2644 -.1468 
-.9342 -.1609 -.1825 
-.8244 -.3451 -.3200 
-.2585 -.2423 -.2723 
-.0374 -.1322 -.2212 
-.0030 -.0600 -.1968 
-.2006 -.4456 -.3083 










.3632 .1+750 .5867 
-.0678 -.0388 -.0453 
-.0930 -.0992 -.1375 
-·.2203 -.1692 -.1618 
-.1437 -.0797 -.0928 
-.0702 .0068 .0106 
-.0373 .0427 .0526 
-.0802 -.0125 -.0361 





.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0661 .3088 -.5352 -.1+506 -.6500 
-.01+49 
.0333 -.6869 -.6891 
.0780 
.1397 .5580 -.2216 -.6352 -.6802 
.2291 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
'" 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL( II • -6.409 BETAL ( 41 • 2.271 
SECTION ( IISRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.1625 .0773 -.1253 -1.1549 -.5547 -.2574 -.1312 -.0431 
45.000 .0916 -.0893 -1.1549 -.7841 -.1311 -.1517 -.0628 
90.000 .1106 -.0610 -1.1507 -.8486 -.3345 -.2797 -.1811 
135.000 .2504 .0288 -1.1070 -.3215 -.2795 -.2909 -.1575 
180.000 1.1625 .4673 .21.59 -1.0402 -.0822 -.1712 -.2279 -.0825 
225.000 .5258 .3678 -.9608 -.0143 -.0685 -.1834 -.0307 
270.000 .2725 .2303 -.8979 -.1868 -.4250 -.2743 -.0574 
315.000 .0780 -.2156 -1.2196 -.5521 -.4750 -.1548 -.0419 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0273 -.3460 .2638 -.3t35 .3060 .0651 
45.000 -.2080 -.1611 -.0439 -.137',. 
90.000 -.2515 -.0863 .1004 -.1242 -.0307 -.11 :4 
135.000 -.2578 -.2425 .2533 .0878 
18G.000 -.0439 -.2448 .'+108 -.142'+ .1478 .0045 
22:5.000 -.2998 -.2371 -.0869 .0000 
270.000 -.2512 -.2440 -.1277 -.2370 -.1816 -.1804 
315.000 -.2956 -.2742 -.1199 -.0947 
ALPHAL( I) • -6.387 BETAL ( 5) ,. 4.321 
SECTION ( llSRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.1544 .0691 -.1308 -1.1592 -.5941 -.2917 -.1329 -.0393 
'+5.000 .0842 -.1068 -1.1600 -.7789 -.1299 -.1329 -.0563 
90.000 .0800 -.0929 -1.1654 -.8742 -.3287 -.25'+3 -.1535 
135.000 .2063 -.01i2 -1.1193 -.4004 -.3352 -.3034 -.1899 
180.000 1.15'+'+ .4531 • 1965 -1. 0408 -.140'+ -.2245 -.2775 -.1241 
225.000 .5'+45 .380'+ -.9188 -.0303 -.0837 -.18B6 -.0490 
270.000 .2857 .2326 -.8883 -.1726 -.4134 -.25'+3 -.059!+ 
315.000 .0722 -.2170 -1.2180 -.5679 -.4770 -.1692 -.0463 
X/LS .8102 .8661 '.9120 .9130 .9344 ,9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0311 -.3333 .2711 -.1744 .3737 .1356 
45.000 -.2120 -.1728 .0071 -.1047 
90.000 -.2516 -.0843 .1321 -.1051 -.0316 -.1129 
135.000 -.2439 -.2481 .1608 .0055 
180.000 -.02B5 -.3103 .2637 -.1841 .0125 -.0885 
t;::: .. ".'~-:: , 
'-'~;, .. ~ ......... ~,,-:.. - -"- '~.,~-.-•• 0. _ .......... -L _, < __ ~ • ..-........:...~.:....:...""'.-~.l..rr. .. :........., ....... ~_.-.-; .......... ...."..-'-__ • _....:t..>-" •• ....:::. ...... ~ __ 'c~_~,,~"'-..;. •• _.....:... __ ._,., __ ,c_,,-,-~"~>. __ .• ...:.... 
SRM BOOSTER 
.'+750 .5867 .6985 
-.0202 -.0312 .0688 
-.0674 -.1386 -.0320 
-.1266 -.1267 .0704 
.-.0921 -.1113 .0646 
-.0074 -.0001 .0923 
.0431 .0531 .1724 
.0061 -.0181 .1797 
-.0054 -.0131 .1561 
.'+750 .5867 .6985 
-.01i2 -.0255 .0'+7"7 
-.0432 -.1020 .0011 
-.0962 -.0908 .0823 
-.1143 -.1316 .0335 
-.0285 -.0159 .0154 
.0330 .040'+ .1170 
.0064 -.0143 .1628 
-.0059 -.0193 .14.17 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 25'+B !"'~---
ARCII-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI7) 
ALPHAL ( t) • -6.387 BETAL ( S) .. 4.321 
, ,. 
SECTION t I SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 ,,; 
PHI 
225.000 -.2935 -.2573 -.1028 .0000 
270.000 -.2618 -.2473 -.1667 -.2282 -.1868 -.2082 
315.000 -.2993 -.2855 -.0691 -.0581t 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.392 8ETAL ( I) • -6.002 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 2791t .3632 .4750 .5867 • 698S .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2089 .1521 -.0704 -1.1461 -.5143 -.2339 -.144B -.079S -.0412 -. a 171+ .IIS0 .2185 -.1+506 -.1323 
-.I+S37 
45.000 .1927 -.0108 -1.1438 -.8483 -.1523 -.1865 -.1306 -.0977 -.0839 .0800 
90.000 .2821 .0865 -1.1097 -.7126 -.2187 -.2611 -.2087 -.1781 -.1607 .0277 -.6607 -.6691 
135.000 .3803 • 1562 -]. 0660 -.1190 -.0431 -.1000 -.0513 .0222 .0483 .1765 
180.000 \.2089 .426'+ . 1783 -1. 0634 .0606 -.0038 -.0923 -.0339 .0568 .1129 .2538 .5771 -.1815 -.5725 
-.6458 
225.000 .4144 .2'i8'+ -1.0'i81 .0222 -.0137 -.1154 -.0281 .0629 .1161 .3423 
270.000 .2925 .2902 -.8727 -.'i671 -.4053 -.2792 -.0710 -.0051 -.0~4 .1135 .8159 .1755 .2601+ -.5810 
315.000 .1760 -.1096 -1.IBI5 -.5778 -.4411 -.1100 -.,0409 .0014 .0 38 .2046 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1227 -.2580 -.1534 -.3115 -.1619 -.2332 
45.000 -.1692 -.1831 .0283 -.0313 
90.000 -.2046 -.1541 .0248 -.0460 .1858 .0396 
135.000 -.1060 -.0891 .3317 .1452 
180.000 -.0487 -.1617 .4909 -.0363 .2721 .0728 
225.000 -.3180 -.3691 .2625 .0000 
270.000 - .271't -.2540 .0727 -.2601 -.1918 -.1931 
315.000 -.3004 -.2682 -.1969 -.2181 
ALPHAL( 2) • -'+.351 . 8ETAL ( 2) • -3.963 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .47S0 .5867 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2046 .147:3 - . 0742 -I. 1434 -.5262 -.2292 -.1293 -.0694 -.0323 -.0206 .1041 .2012 -.41+91+ -.1560 -.1+655 
45.000 .1795 -.021~ -1.1477 -.8683 -.1383 -.1668 -.1038 -.0709 -.0617 .0';'68 
90.000 .2454 .0553 -1.1217 -.8011 -.2227 -.2561 -.1896 -.1521 -.1483 .0372 -.6588 -.6689 
135.000 .3502 .1263 -1.0791 -.2296 -.0776 -.1394 -.0713 .0018 .0210 .1584 
180.000 1.2046 .4216 • 1768 -1. 0672 .0384 -.0349 -.1312 -.04'+7 .0'+41 .0879 .2326 .5708 -.le55 -.5731+ -.6,+33 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 25'+9 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI7) 
ALPHAL( 2) • -'+.351 8ETAL ( 2) • -3.963 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
_ 270.000 .2997 .2970 -.8695 -.'+552 -.'+052 -.2692 -.0667 -.0002 -.0233 • 15'+ 1 .7900 .1251 .27'+6 -.56'+9 
315.000 .1721 -.1158 -1.1890 -.5583 -.4679 -.1181 -.0423 -.0013 .0033 .1996 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93,+,+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1498 -.2'+'+5 -.12:0 -.2681 -.1'+11 -.2143 
45.000 -.1781 -.1500 -.0015 -.0556 
90.000 -.2042 -.1343 -.0119 -.0699 .1402 .0125 
135.000 -.1508 -.1068 .3263 .1441 
180.000 -.0403 -.2055 .4997 -.0614 .2895 .082'+ 
225.000 -.3079 -.2796 .1978 .0000 
270.000 -.2697 -.2338 .1142 -.2236 -.1768 -.1821 
315.000 -.2923 -.2628 -.1853 -.2098 
ALP HAL ( 2) • -4.294 BETAL ( 3) • .147 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6S85 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1991 .1329 -.0720 -1.1422 -.5655 -.2229 -.1175 -.0428 -.0178 -.0161 .0936 .3006 -.'+993 -.404'+ -:5777 
45.000 .1564 -.0434 -1.1380 -.9001 -.1001 -.1314 -.0628 -.0316 -.0502 .0694 
90.000 .1881 .0076 -1.1330 -.8275 -.2233 -.2308 - . .1353 -.0956 -.0970 .0687 -.6'+7'5 -.6586 
135.000 .2879 .0730 -1.0891 -.516'+ -.1514 -.2061 -.0960 -.0318 -.0322 .1254 
180.000 1.1991 .4146 • 1769 -1. 0586 -.0719 -.1073 -.1853 -.0632 .0158 .0376 .1676 .5561 -.2305 -.6106 -.6365 
I 
225.000 .4641 .2964 -1~0218 -.002'+ -.0617 -.17'+2 -.0417 .0414 .0683 .2374 
~ 270.000 .32'+2 .3188 -.8647 -.41'+5 -.'+046 -.2516 -.0567 .0096 -.0030 .1803 .6941 .0'+51 .0553 -.5595 315.000 .1731 -.1079 -1.1811 -.5328 -.4873 -.1395 -.0405 -.0027 .0012 .1696 -d .~ X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 PHI 
.~' .000 -.0890 -.2803 .1131 -.20'+2 -.0272 -.131'+ 45.000 -.1861 -.1004 -.0245 -.0951 ~ 90.000 -.2132 -.0715 .0310 -.0904 .0458 -.0577 
~ 135.000 -.2042 -.1373 .2584 . i 05'+ 180.000 -.0053 -.2419 .4609 -.1066 .2276 _ .062'+ 
t'=J 225.000 -.2510 -.2456 -.0,071 .0000 270.000 -.2621 -.2490 -.0796 -.2342 -.1997 -.1855 
5j 315.000 -.2788 -.2798 -.1661 -.1567 
i 
'ft,;; 
, ... ..;. ...... ~.~.--',_,_J.: ..... '-__ ~ ... ~.~~ ___ .~ • ..:_ ..... ~ :~_. :J. 
----" "~'--""''''''''''''''''-''''''''''''-'''~.'''-'''',.....-...._~~."",-,,--,---..' dI_lIo __ ~"""""","~.-->.....o......< ____ ..• ~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2550 
--...~-..,.---.-----
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI7) 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.254 SETAL ( 4) ,. 4.246 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6'?95 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1839 .1265 -. 0838 -\. 1504 -.6331 -.2422 -.0942 -.0210 -.0044 -.0121 .0652 .3099 -.5398 -.4549 -.5888 
45.000 .1285 -.0648 -1.1403 -.8482 -.0979 -.0899 -.0284 -.0064 -.0221 .0625 
90.000 .1339 - . 0465 -I. 1508 -.8972 -.2136 -.1786 -.0876 -.0392 -.0391 .1083 -.6243 -.6132 
135.000 .2173 -.0016 -1.1272 -.6312 -.2300 -.2467 -.1270 -.0580 -.0676 .0836 
180.000 1.1839 .3966 .1562 -1.0760 -.1511 -.1911 -.2277 -.1022 -.0144 .0129 .0575 .5716 -.4363 -.4947 -.5652 
225.000 .50i4 .3294 -1.0145 -.0521 -.0838 -.1735 -.0535 .0325 .0598 .1413 
270.000 .3559 . 32~38 -.8761 -.3865 -.3888 -.1998 -.0385 .0133 .0071 .1710 .7041 .0545 .1790 -.4796 
315.000 .1774 -.0965 -1.1903 -.5247 -.4750 -.1255 -.0327 -.0044 -.0033 .1398 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0525 -.2893 .2009 -.1168 .2604 .0968 
45.000 -.1737 -.1253 .0806 -.0607 
90.000 -.2276 -.0658 .0892 -.0665 -.0090 -.1001 
135.000 -.2195 -.1760 .1643 .0162 
180.000 .0163 -.3137 .3242 -.19'+5 .0381 -.0762 
225.000 -.2901 -.2464 -.0966 .0000 
270.000 -.2569 -.2308 -.1241 -.2188 -.1735 -.1893 
315.000 -.2893 -.2700 -.0870 -.0654 
ALPHALC 2) = :'4.232 8ETAL ( 5) '" 6.309 
SECTION ( IISRN BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1754 .1106 -.0912 -1.1523 -.6787 -.2655 -.0876 -.0253 -.0017 -.0178 .0514 .2974 -.5410 -.479B -.5575 
45.000 .1102 - . 0799 -1. 14 I I -.6290 -.1109 -.0826 -.02'+2 -.0044 -.0151 .0661 
90.000 . 11 1 '+ -.0698 -1.155'+ -.9188 -.2178 -.1577 -.0791 -.0388 -.0209 .0976 -.6105 -.6254 
135.000 .1867 -.0326 -1.1'+02 -.5931 -.2655 -.26 lit -.1'+28 -.0687 -.0687 .0472 
180.000 1.1754 .3869 .1480 -1.0786 -.2073 -.2304 -.2459 -.1289 -.0317 .0015 .00.49 .4614 -.4747 -.4837 -.6017 
225.000 .5188 .3'+34 -1.0056 -.0738 -.1005 -.1720 -.0640 .0215 .0'+'+1 .1011 
270.000 .3683 .3414 -.8760 -.3496 -.3755 -.1859 -.0373 .0107 .0099 .1577 .6305 .0077 .2294 -.4678 
315.000 .1770 -.0892 -1.1884 -.5157 -.4665 -.1217 -.0238 -.0063 -.0086 .136'+ 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 • 93'+!t .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0765 -.2176 .1866 -.0171 .2485 .0886 
'+5.000 -.1506 -.1168 .1927 .0457 
90.000 -.1821 -.0462 .136'+ -.0630 -.0046 -.0955 
135.000 -.1676 -.168'+ .0503 -.0646 
180.000 -.1115 -.2527 .1824 -.1817 -.0027 -.0868 
.,,---------- -1 
_"' __ "~_.;...;;.._c., ... _. .:.". ____ , _>' .~::S;;;,,,~~ .._~._. __ . __ "';'_'-~ __ ._. _~~"h ... ~., __ .~ .. " __ 
~." •.•• -~----.~ tC"hte'Wlo·*~ • rl 
,~_J "'"-'.- . 




DATE 21 OCT 7~ lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2551 
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI7) 
ALPHALt 2) • -4.232 BETAL ( 5) ,. 6.309 
SECilON ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/L5 .8102 .B661 .9120 .91~!'l .93'+,+ .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2932 -.2950 -.0824 .0000 
270.000 -.2661 -.2'+83 -.0982 -.2095 -.1857 -.2228 
315.000 -.292B -.2BI6 -.0108 .0057 
ALPHALt 3) • -2.224 BETAL ( I) • -6.045 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
i X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5B67 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 ., 
i 
I PHI .000 1.2254 .2136 -.0182 -1.1194 -.6003 -.1769 -.II~ .-.0596 -.0169 .0067 .1444 .2314 -.1+41+0 -.1882 -.5026 45.000 .2'+92 .0472 -1.1132 -.8298 -.0823 -.1267 -.0754 -.0404 -.0329 .1210 
! 90.000 .3107 .1178 -1.0889 -.747'+ -.0971 -.1537 -.1008 -.0677 ':'.0583 .0977 -.6580 -.6630 
I 135.000 .35,+8 .1'+21 -1.0710 -.4559 -.0060 -.0769 -.0396 .0401 .0828 .2100 180.000 1.2254 .3656 · 1351 -1.0767 -.1396 -.0006 -.0931 -.0377 .0597 .1293 .267'+ .5531 -.1925 -.5612 -.6133 ! 225.000 .3765 .1961 -1.0729 -.1180 -.0'+51 -.1186 -.0365 .0628 .1391 .3456 \ 
1 270.000 .3366 .3557 -.8263 -.5913 -.3847 -.2510 -.0631 .0074 -.0077 .1099 .7917 • 17Ll3 .2530 -.4139 j 315.000 .24'+5 -.0076 -1.1526 -.5096 -.'+100 -.1155 -.0307 .0032 .0210 .21'+4 
1 X/LS .8102 .8661 .91.20 .9130 .93'+'+ .9565 J 
I PHI .000 -.091B -.226'+ -.1.521 -.2925 -.1202 -.1983 '+5.000 -.1365 -.1703 .0980 .0118 
""1 90.000 -.1655 -.0784 .0657 .0137 .2061 .0568 
135.000 -.08'+9 -.0192 .2815 .1278 
180.000 -.0613 -.122'+ .4388 -.0313 .2'+6[ .0593 
225.000 -.3107 -.3889 . .2692 .0000 
270.000 -.2781 -.2405 .1630 -.2398 -.1783 -.1912 
i 315.000 -.2959 -.2701 -.2002 -.2168 , 
! ALPHALt 3) • -2.176 BE TAL ( 2) .. -1.967 I 
'l I' SECT[ON ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VAR 1 ABLE Cp· 
. 'O@ X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2';194 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
u I-:I;l 1'-1 
'~ 1-0 ~ PHI ! 0 .000 1.21BI .2098 -.0198 -1.1341 -.6330 -.1740 -.1044 -.0361 -.0063 .0081 .1119 .2759 -.l<579 -.2705 -.48'tS ,~ ~ E:45.000 .2203 .0124 -1.1240 -.8470 -.0607 -. 1044 -.0492 -.0160 -.0030 .1222 ~ 90.000 .2517 .0573 -1.1155 -.8444 -.1069 -.1496 -.0817 -."434 -.0391 .1050 -.6381 -.6529 
·i §:) "t5 135.000 .3028 · 0937 -1.0878 -.6612 -.0584 -.1276 -.0585 .0158 .0450 .1741 1 Cj IBO.OOO 1.2191 .3632 · 1305 -I. 0798 -.1798 -.0592 -.1303 -.0554 .0389 .0884 .2225 .5415 -.2321 -.5803 -.6032 
. ! E=; ~ 225.000 .4027 .2122 -1.0675 -.1469 -.0889 -.1388 -.0430 .0496 .1042 .2824 
1 a t::1 
" ! til 
~';:"_'U-'""''''';'''~'';''''_'"'"''"''''''....:.i..~ ......... ,",,~_>.-:.......:....:.......... ... ,._.-, _. 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2552 -~-.. ~ 
ARCII-019 IASl LVAP(ELHL SEALED I SRM 800STER (RETSI71 
ALPHAL( 3) • -2.\76 SETAL ( 21 • -1.967 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
. 270.000 .3593 .3705 -.8375 -.5704 -.4041 -.2056 -.0399 .0224 .0327 .1818 .6900 .0593 .1099 -.4807 
315.000 .2528 -.0039 -1.1549 -.4876 -.4408 -.1226 -.0311 .0028 .0177 .1836 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1414 -.1860 -.0700 -.2058 -.0429 -.1226 -----
45.000 -.1534 -.1097 .0816 -.0085 
90.000 -.1.674 -.0494 .0379 -.0077 .1203 -.0116 
135.000 -.1437 -.0623 .2553 .0934 
180.000 -.0394 -.1960 .4560 -.0673 .2754 .0795 
225.000 -.2971 -.2571 .1172 .0000 
270.000 -.2502 -.2196 .0955 -.1953 -.1470 -.1713 
315.000 -.2876 -.2429 -.1574 -.1817 
ALPHALC 31 -2.161 BETAL ( 31 = 2.159 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5967 .6Ea5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2107 .1867 - . 0279 -I. I 354 -.8141 -.2029 -.1038 -.0300 -.0061 -.0027 .0876 .3192 -.5176 -.4278 -.5351 
45.000 .1790 -.0210 -1.1238 -.8966 -.0668 -.0860 -.0289 -.0034 -.0035 .0995 
90.000 .1921 .0080 -1.1350 -.8668 -.1167 -.1381 -.0517 -.0200 -.0119 .1130 -.6431 -.6389 
135.000 .2487 .0409 -1. 1093 -.7946 -.1255 -.1744 -.0732 -.0123 -.0061 .1329 
180.000 1.2107 .3510 .1280 -1.082i -.3791 -.1327 -.1837 -.0694 .0065 .0400 .1379 .5392 -.2628 -.5974 -.5537 
225.000 .4331 .2468 ~1.0550 -.1789 -.1175 -.1660 -.0482 .0343 .0764 .1760 
270.000 .3847 .3884 -.8450 -.5889 -.4204 -.1802 -.0347 .0139 .0307 .1764 .5799 -.0115 .1055 -.4271+ 
315.000 .2557 .0046 -1.1497 -.4779 -.4579 -.1339 -.0281 .0012 .0107 .1570 
X/LS .8102 .8651 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1075 -.2266 .0819 -.1221 .1367 .0235 
45.000 -.1478 -.1358 .0919 -.0363 
90.000 -.1985 -.0415 .0722 -.0309 .0251 -.0719 
135.000 -.1915 -.0892 .1468 .0232· 
180.000 -.0041 -.2701 .4311 -.1507 .1893 .0355 
225.000 -.2861 -.2415 -.0641 .0000 
270.COO -.2529 -.2327 -.1178 -.2094 -.1642 -.1726 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 I A81 A - PRESSURE SOURCE OAT A TABULA Tl ON PAGE 2553 
ARCI1-019 1A81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI7) 
ALPHAU 3) • -2.135 BETAL ( 4) • 6.257 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6385 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1. 1960 .1723 -.0399 -1.11+01 -.7948 -.2367 -.0825 -.0211+ -.0011+ -.0012 .0853 .3632 -.5316 -.51')6 -.5255 
1+5.000 .11+7B -.0535 -1.11+01 -.8204 -.0632 -.0725 -.0238 -.0003 .0023 .1099 
90.000 .1517 -.0387 -1.1447 -.9078 -.1143 -.1127 -.0474 -.0142 -.0089 .1034 -.6240 -.6252 
135.000 .1928 -.0213 -1.1312 -.8055 -.1826 -.1981 -.0960 -.0216 -.0097 .0907 
180.000 1.\960 .3332 .1123 -1.0876 -.3480 -.2066 -.2190 -.1069 -.0162 .0246 .0334 .1+50 I -.1+196 -.5101+ -.5900 
225.000 .4627 .2809 -1.0395 -.1288 -.1299 -.1661 -.051+3 .0150 .0538 .1061 
270.000 .4123 .4110 -.8429 -.5525 -.~O72 -.1432 -.0385 -.0016 .0284 .1530 .5108 -.0516 .1046 -.'48'49 
315.000 .2685 · .0213 - I . 144 1 -.4614 -.4603 -.1216 -.0188 .0023 .0045 .1544 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0945 -.1578 .1809 .0136 .2395 .1115 
45.000 -.1211 -.0881 .1770 .0390 
90.000 -.1540 -.0386 .1582 - . .0604 .0120 -.0949 
135.000 -.1578 -.1289 .0768 -.0491 
IBO.OOO -.0763 -.2363 .2052 -.1804 -.0011 -.0997 
225.000 -.2931 -.30lt5 -.0570 .0000 
270.000 -.2828 -.2352 -.0612 -.1877 -.1634 -.2179 
315.000 -.3014 -.2706 .0371 .0434 
ALPHAL( 4) .. -.094 eETAL ( \) 'S -6.061 
SECTION llSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'4 .3632 .'4750 .5867 .6985 • 72BO !729" .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.22'40 ,.2808 .0383 -1.1174 -.8551 -.0857 -.0810 -.0475 -.0039 .0256 .1583 .2923 -.4617 ' .... 1976 -.'4590 
45.000 .3013 .0876 -1.1043 -.7991 -.0286 -.0710 -.0359 -.0058 .0172 .1579 
90.000 .3221 • 1285 - \. 091 1 -.7022 -.0153 -.0590 -.0348 .0069 .0417 .1513 -.6390 -.6375 
135.000 .3159 • 1 1 01+ -1. 0816 -.5993 .0129 -.Olt86 -.0336 .0'498 • 111+3 .2235 
180.000 1.22ltO .301+3 .0799 -1.0903 -.3019 -.0027. -.0629 -.03lt8 .0675 .1516 • 25lt2 .5052 -.1763 -.49BI -.5426 
225.000 .3291 • 1193 - \. I 0 1'4 -.2335 -.0971 -.0602 -.0267 .0702 .1598 .3155 
bO 270.000 .3531 .3727 -.8021 -.5941 -.3283 -.0919 -.0313 .0375 .0781 .1897 .6721 .0909 .2446 -.3165 
. b::I ~ 315. 000 •. ~047 .0733 -1.1235 -.5458 -.3119 -.0915 -.0271t .0118 .0359 .2063 
I-d Q X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934,+ .9565 
g tz! PHI ~ ~ .000 -.11+5.3 -.2486 -. ! 131+ -.2463 -.0149 -.1065 
. 45.000 
-.1027 -.1666 • 191t1t .0712 g ~ 90.000 -.1310 -.0207 .0998 .0511 .2187 .0623 
~ 135.000 -.0656 .0033 .2269 .0627 f::; 0 180.000 -.01'+2 -.1003 .3929 -.0339 .2033 .0308 
~: 
""<.~,~_< - ::\ ;'", -.;:t. " ''";1'', ""," 
..... __ -........ ,_ ...... ~~-l..."..-.:.....,_~_~~;.;..~ • ...,:.... " _______ --._.~ .... _._,.,..,.,_. __ ~ ...... ~""_~ __ ................ ___ __'o.~ .... ___ ~.~~ __ ,_~_ •• __ ._ ..... ~~ .......... ~ ___ _'_"_~.....;... __ ~_'_' .. _~...-. __ •• _~ ______ _ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 255'+ 
ARett-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI7) 
-~ ... .,,-----
ALPHAL( '+} • -.09'+ BETAL ( 11 • -6.061 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2737 -.3446 .18'+8 .0000 
270.000 -.2882 -.2261 .1145 -.2208 -.1675 -.1813 
315.000 -.3038 -.2352 -.2026 -.2017 
ALPHAL( It) • -.078 SETAL ( 2) • -4.027 
SECTION 1l SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .
1+750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.221 I .2692 .0337 -1.1212 -.8742 -.1015 -.0870 -.0'+'+1 -.00
01 .0212 • 1 '+3'+ .3131 -.'+7'+0 -.2'+89 -.'+'+13 
'+5.000 .2762 .06'+6 -1.1169 -.8127 -.02'+1 -.0692 -.0372 
.0011 .• 0208 .1553 
90.000 .2893 .0961+ -1.10BO -.7520 -.0210 -.0700 -.01+22 
.0038 .0319 .11+ 1 0 -.6337 -.6381 
135.000 .2924 .0886 -1.0912 -.6997 -.0035 -.0673 -.0399
 .0381 .0924 .1949 
180.000 1.2211 .29B7 .0801 -1.0961 -.3086 -.0229 -.0808 -.0'+4
9 .0504 .1278 .2268 .4896 -.21+00 -.5255 -.5531 
225.000 .3328 .1289 -1.1038 -.2877 -.1164 -.0758 -.0383 
.0504 .1364 .2764 
270.000 .3592 .3847 -.8021 -.5647 -.3575 -.0928 -.0352
 .0227 .0815 .2133 .5879 .0305 .1725 -.3597 
315.000 .3076 .0750 -1.1278 -.5479 -.3484 -.0913 -:0298
 .0081 .0345 .1988 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1668 -.2286 -.0633 -.2039 .0184 -.0811 
45.000 -.1241 -.1467 .1693 .0547 
90.000 -.1287 -.0128 .0730 .0327 .1642 .0230 
135.000 -.0882 -.0082 .1905 .0418 
180.000 -.0120 -.1352 .4085 -.0587 .2281 .0'+37 
225.000 :-.2764 -.3331 .1809 .0000 
270.000 -.2692 -.2192 .0955 -.2032 -.1531 -.1818 
315.000 -.2971 -.2349 -.\767 -.1826 
ALPHAL( 1+) • -.076 8ETAL ( 3) • .064 
SECTION ( I}SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .111B .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .1
+750 .• 5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
_000 1.2184 .2565 • 0253 -1. 12'+'+ -.8597 -.1326 -.0801 -.0'+06 -.0019 .007
7 .122'+ .369'+ -.1+717 -.3530 -.'+889 
45.000 .2320 .0233 -1.1221 -.8433 -.0157 -.0680 -.03'+7 
.0024 .0139 .1370 
90.000 .2374 .0422 -1.1159 -.8165 -.0325 -.0843 -.0'+60 .G0
05 .0247 .1301 -.6303 -.6'+53 
135.000 .2537 .0543 -1.1028 -.8410 -.0409 -.1048 -.0579 .0
158 .0,+67 .1513 
180.000 1.218'+ .2995 .0825-1.0970 -.5914 -.0806 -. t261 -.0634 .0
247 .0725 .1601 .'+7'+9 -.3112 -.5599 -.5797 
225.000 .3616 .1589 -1.0947 -.4311 -.1482 -.1029 -.0572 
.0278 .0924 .2028 
......... 
'-1 ". 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2555 
ARCII-019 IABl LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS17) 
ALPHAL( '+) • -.076 BE.TAL ( 3) • .064 
SECTION I I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .111B .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .E!3B5 .72BO .7290 .7360 .'73'70 
PHI 
270.000 .3B76 .4092 -.B02'+ -.5938 -.3922 -.0835 -.0665 -.0027 .0593 .2259 .5090 -.0855 .0585 -.5Iltl :-.--315.000 .31B5 .081'+ -1.1299 -.5628 -.'+131 -.0924 -.0266 .0135 .0269 .20'+2 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93':+':+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1383 -.2150 .0':+27 -. 102'+ . I 19'+ .0037 
,+5.000 -.1232 -.131'+ .1583 .0289 
90.000 -.1329 -.0004 .0957 .0160 .IC52 -.02'+2 
135.000 -.1363 -.0153 .1288 .0007 .---
IBO.OOO -.0'+16 -.1531 .3562 -.0791 .1761 .0319 
225.000 -.2120 -.2776 .0355 .0000 
270.000 -.2'+75 -.2550 -.0269 -.1956 -.1214 -.1461 
315.000 -.2845 -.2669 -.1183 -.1006 
ALPHAL( It) • -.061 BETAL .( '+) - It.161 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 • 69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 ,'7370 
PHI 
''\ 
.000 1.208'+ .2'+16 .0191 -1.1188 -.839'+ -.157B -.0729 -.0370 -.0091 .0069 .126'+ ,'+208 -.493'+ -.4367 -.505'+ 
45.000 .19'+9 -.0129 -1.1265 -.8740 -.0237 -.06'+'+ -.0335 -.0030 .0138 .13'+1 
I 90.000 .191B -.0048 -1.1168 -.8755 -.0381 -.0787 -.0447 -.0006 .0279 .1115 -.6065 -.6211 '-135.000 .2119 .0 I 02 -I. 1046 -.8295 -.0799 -.1367 -.0675 .0076 .0287 .118'+ 180.000 1.2Q8'+ .28'+0 .0800 -1.0879 -.7231 -.1415 -.1637 -.0837 .0023 .0'+9B .0942 • It 377 -.3276 -.5336 -.5'+86 225.000 .3881 .1918 -1.0696 -.4'166 -.1631 -.1123 -.0783 .0199 .0778 • 1'1 1'+ 270.000 .. '+ 190 .4336 -.8079 -.6152 -.4173 -.0853 -.1000 -.0169 .0471 .2050 .4482 -.1382 .1592 -.4822 315.000 .3384 • 1039 -1. I 095 -.5590 -.'1509 -.0756 -.018'1 .0176 .0249 .2102 ~ X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'1'+ .9565 ~ ~PHI 
i 1-::-1 .000 -.1092 -.1529 .1'+27 -.0232 .1935 .0784 
f 'tI Q 45.000 -.1'+59 -.0626 .1700 .03':+2 
,I o t2 90.000 -.1386 -.0231 .1508 -.027'+ .0684 -.0501 
':t ~ ~ 135.000 -.1552 -.0527 .0769 .,..0386 
11 
180.000 -.0725 -.2068 .2867 -.156'+ .07':+6 -.067'+ 
ID 225.000 -.3078 -.2615 -.0167 .0000 q ~ 270.000 -.2957 -.2175 -.0359 -.1687 -.1225 -.1678 
]l:.: ~ 315.000 -.3135 -.2':+52 .001':+ .0070 t-IfJ , I ~Qf ! I 
I 
~....J 
'-~"'.""""';:' ....... ...J.,~~_ ....... ~";","",,.o.-........J.....,-,-, ~~_ ....... ,.~........"..~!. ___ , 
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DAtI:: 21 OCt 7!5 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2~S 
ARCI1-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOO~)TER (RETS!7) _'_-=-.. .,T-+,_ 
ALPHAL('+) • -.056 SETAL ( 5) .. 6.209 
SECTION ( 1 )SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .lt750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2025 .2290 .0075 -\ .1326 -.8423 -.1727 -.0572 -.0340 -.0051 .0026 .1277 .'+'+02 -.ltS52 -.lt615 -.5102 ':"" ~ 45.000 .1721 - . 0371 -I. 1412 -.89'+5 -.0260 -.0583 -.0282 .0015 .0107 .1347 
90.000 .1663 -.0278 -1.1292 -.8892 -.037'+ -.0719 -.0379 .00lt6 .0245 .1029 -.6156 -.6312 
135.000 .1869 - . 0 189 - \. I 215 -.9430 -.0999 -.1460 -.0691 .0065 .0298 .1079 
180.000 1.2025 .2747 .0716 -1.0986 -.6962 -.1696 -.1804 -.100lt -.0004 .0481t .0591t .3825 -.3702 -.5106 -.5"1" 
225.000 .3975 .2020 -1.0723 -.3087 -.1601 -.1167 -.0938 .0061 .0717 .11"13 
'270.000 .4289 ."1"'03 -.8182 -.6059 -.3998' -.0831 -.1185 -.0254 .0"167 .2007 • '+'+02 -.1755 .2467 -."IS86 
315.000 .3413 .1103 :-1.1169 -.5495 -.4307 -.0607 -.0086 .0169 .0202 .211S 
-.-
XILS .9102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1054 -.1297 .2297 .0360 .2566 .1239 
45.000 -.1522 -.0485 .1675 .027'+ 
90.000 -.1429 -.0276 .1905 -.0586 .0965 -.0371t 
135.000 -.1391 -.0619 .0660 -.0530 
180.000 -.0752 -.1860 .2168 -.1563 .0031 -.0961 
225.000 -.2950 -.2814 -.0235 .0000 
270.000 -.3102 -.2144 -.0300 -.1709 -.1'177 -.2071 
315.000 -.3155 -.2460 .1030 .0918 
ALPHAl( 5) .. 2.063 8ETAL ( I) s -6.055 
SECTION ( 11SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .ri950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .lt750 .5~67 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2177 .3355 .0857 -1.1125 -.8211 -.0579 -.0543. -.0295 .0100 .0399 .1663 .3"192 -.'+'+35 -.2661 -.'+303 
45.000 .3367 . I 174 -1. 1051 -.7317 -.0066 -.0353 -.0096 .0227 .0502 .1909 
90.000 .3157 .1199 -1.1009 -.7156 -.0001 -.0217 -.0140 .0266 .0895 .19 ... 7 -.6171 -.6291 
135.000 .27~3 .0716 -1.1005 -.4458 .0090 -.033'" -.0303 ·.046"1 .1284 .222"1 
180.000 1.2177 .2 .. 28 .0259 -1.1063 -.3972 -.0028 -.045'+ -.0295 .0637 .1603 .2336 .'+630 -.2'455 -."1993 -.5025 
225.000 .2719 • 044 I -I. 1399 -.3621 -.1704 -.0322 -.0233 .~583 .1713 .2728 
270.000 .3452 .3611 -.8226 -.5110 -.3273 -.0477 -.0217 .046"1 .1032 . 1724 .539"1 -.0002 .0965 -.'+078 
315.000 .3499 .llt06 -1.1036 -.5690 -.2191 -.072"1 -.0163 .(;294 .0555 .2126 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
J PHI 
,t 
.000 -.1225 -.1950 -.0770 -.2106 .0388 -.0658 , 
45.000 -.OS76 -.1862 .2769 .1271 t 90.000 -.0871 .0130 .1367 .0651 .2328 .0697 
135.000 -.0283 .0111 .1824 .0232 
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DATE 21 OCT 7~ 
ALPHAL( 5) -2.063 










ALP HAL ( 5) - 2.068 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 
. 
8ETAL ( I) ~ -6.055 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .931+4 .9565 
.2281 .0000 
.1391+ -.2056 -.1428 -.1626 
-.1661 -.1703 
BETAL ( 2) c -1.995 
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DATE 21 OCT 7~ IA91A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2!558 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI7) ----""-.,--"~ 
ALP HAL [ 5) • 2.049 8ETAL ( 3) 2.105 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5857 .6'395 .7280 .7290 .7350 .7370 
PHI ~ 
270.000 .4016 .4238 -.7964 -.5118 -.4485 -.0859 -.0986 -.0191 .062~ .2306 .4665 -.1660 .2871 -.4702 
315.000 .3927 . 1761 -1. OB02 -.5672 -.3661 -.0744 -.0125 .0207 .034J .2350 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1190 -.1717 .1364 -.0309 .2129 .0902 
45.000 -.1399 -.0673 .1800 .0490 
90.000 -.1264 -.0108 .1464 .0014 .0995 -.0285 
135.000 -.1372 -.0267 .0640 -.0555 
180.000 -.0795 -.1379 .2859 -.1093 .1176 -.0252 
225.000 -.3068 -.2465 .0158 .0000 
270.000 -.2928 -.2271 -.0413 -.1624 -.1082 -.1336 
315.000 -.3064 -.2606 -.0304 -.0244 
ALPHAL[ 5) '" 2.041 BETAL ( 4) • 6.193 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397. .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1989 .2.925 .0562 -1.1033 -.7936 -.1323 -.0578 -.0397 -.0032 .0045 .1498 .5176 -.4672 -.4895 -.5050 
45.000 .1900 -.0229 -1.1271 -.8653 -.0329 -.0651 -.0470 -.0IB6 .0099 .1560 
90.000 .1703 -.0206 -1.1225 -.7032 -.0086 -.0628 -.0366 .0030 .0332 .1177 -.5918 -.5050 
135.000 .1776 - .0179 -1. 1080 -.8634 -.0469 -.1055 -.0539 .0191 .0574 .120'+ 
180.000 I. 1989 .2231 .0383 -1.1015 -.6018 -.1649 -.1435 -.0839 .0.150 .0750 .0821 .38'+4 -.3788 -.48'+6 -.5228 
225.000 .3272 • 1208 -1. 0996 -.3254 -.2814 -.1051 -.0751 .0118 .0871 .1238 
270.000 .4302 .4616 -.7954 -.5112 -.4657 -.1047 '-.1408 -.0437 .0507 .2145 .4539 -.1955 .3547 -.'+942 
315.000 .4152 .2070 -1.0708 -.5336 -.3438 -.0574 -.0124 .0175 .0297 .2274 
W X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
i· PHI ;. 
.000 -.1099 -.1228 .3(140 .0562 .:;::'3 .1874 
.. 45.000 -.1624 -.0315 .1393 .0080 
90.000 -.12LtS -.0091 .2028 -.0304 .0869 -.0458 
135.000 -.1190 -.0'+52 .0442 -.0690 
! 180.000 -.0454 -.1676 .2159 -.1490 .0003 -.0905 d 
'-l 225.000 -.3010 -.2870 -.0201 .0000 
,! 270.000 -.3143 -.2094 .0019 -.1525 -.1386 -.2127 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHALC 6) - 4.212 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER 
[A8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULAilON 
8ETAL ( 1) 
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
-6.036 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 







X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 













































ALPHAL( 6) s 4.222 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 
.000 1.2011 .3883 
45.000 .. 3353 
90.000 .2611 
135.000 .2023 




X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1005 -.1861 
45.000 -.0896 -.1070 
90.000 -.0752 .0184 
135.000 -.0298 .0016 
180.000 .0184 -.0657 
.1288 -1.101+3 -.7088 -.0446 -.0169 
· 1302 -I. 0934 -.6721+ -.0088 -.0119 
.0987 -1.1121 -.6078 -.01+69 -.0490 
.020Lt -1.1090 -.4526 -.0225 -.0452 
-.028Lt -1. 0742 -.4186 -.0370 -.0463 
-.0513 -1.1572 -.4063 -.2635 -.0320 
.3190 -.8697 -.5006 -.3410 -.075Lt 
.2003 -1.0815 -.7110 -.1505 -.0351 
.9120 .9130 .931+4 .9565 
-.0006 -.1433 .1081 -.00Lt6 
.3409 .1670 
.1918 .053Lt .2097 .0593 
.1247 -.0208 
.2770 -.OLt73 .1281 -.0327 
.2104 .0000 
.1266 -.2030 -.1235 -.ILt79 
-.1427 -.1'+87 
BETAL ( 2J -4.007 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
· 1328 -1. 1 058 -.7084 -.0471 -.0221 
• 1059 -1. 1023 -.7137 -.0097 -.0232 
.0710 -I. 1171+ -.7830 -.01+33 -.0618 
.01 12 -1. 1093 -.4133 -.0116 -.0583 
-.0264 -1.1039 -.3722 -.0421 -.0648 
-.0438 -1.1553 -.3611 -.2925 -.0510 
.3351 -.8480 -.4703 -.3684 -.091+1 
.2090 -1.0648 -.6744 -.1797 -.0410 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0590 -.0947 .1384 .0157 
.2819 .1209 
.1860 .0342 .IL'77 .0095 
.1123 -.0277 
.2928 -.0611+ .138U -.0192 
-.0076 .0237 .0546 .1851 .3927 -.4522 -.325e -.'4421 
.0036 .0314 .0650 .2121 
-.0564 -.0045 .08Lt3 .2167 -.6101 -.6287 
-.0529 .0350 .1341 .2198 
-.0378 .0608 .1649 .2125 .4493 -.2811 -.'4638 -.'4595 
-.0192 .0728 .1828 .2544 
-.01+36 .0361 .1146 .1982 .5137 -.0724 .0673 -.4673 
-.0215 .0307 .0634 . 236Lt 
.3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0086 .0249 .0515 .1842 .4205 -.4362 -.32Ifl -.1f391 
-.0142 .0237 .0553 .2030 
-.0741 -.0134 .0760 .2030 -.5739 -.5895 
-.0575 .0312 .1244 .2007 
-.0490 .0542 .1577 .2077 .'4360 -.2512 -.43'71 -.'4651 
-.0378 .0631+ .1661 .2477 
-.0625 .0270 .1026 .2057 .5310 -.0573 .1183 -.IU96 
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'IA8IA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED! SRM.BOOSTER 
.ALPHAL( 6)· ~.222 BETAL ( 2!" -4.007 
., . 










ALPHAU 61 .. 4.196 
SECTION ( II SRM BOOSTER 
.9120 .9130 .934~ .9565 
.1958 
.1202 -.1822 -.1100 
-.1224 






















































ALPHALC 6) 1& 4.169 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








.1183 -1.0909 -.7343 -.0600 -.0423 
.0587 -1.1102 -.7685 -.0111 -.0569 
. 0264 -1. 1 1 52 -.8428 -.0183 -.0835 
-.0029 -1.0978 -.4641 -.0031 -.0765 
-.0121 -1.1031 -.3829 -.1085 -.0927 
-.0156 -1.1464 -.3867 -.3545 -.0781 
.3696 -.8276 -.4523 -.4420 -.1104 
.2336 -1.0534 -.6312 -.2083 -.0535 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1623 -.0368 .2265 .0921 
.1885 .0582 
.1988 -.0049 .0832 -.0405 
.0952 -.0355 
.2492 -.0798 .1060 -.0393 
.1095 .0000 
.0155 -.1717 -.1053 -.1154 
-.0749 -.0554 
BETAL ( 4! .. 4.164 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
• 1084 -1. 0941 -.7387 -.0837 -.0545 
-.0014 -1.1257 -.8371 -.0423 -.0845 
-.0180 -1.1307 -.8231 -.0187 -.0833 
-.0238 -1.0962 -.5792 -.0093 -.0829 
- . 0 122 -1. 1 088 -.4507 -.1532 -.1.149 
.0105 -1.1399 -.3812 -.3766 -.0976 
., ··"-~'~:'''"':":::7~:~-::'-'':'''-::;':'';:7~::-:::::-7;;,::"::,;:.:;::~~; ~::::':-::::-:;.::::=;-:-: -:-~-: ..:-: . .,. t"";-":.:"::1 ":-:1:.:-.::;-........... "'-..... "'7'"" .... ,_ ... -=-->.-.""-.,-"--
-.0300 .0072 .0250 
-.0485 -.0109 .0200 
-.0854 -.0236 .0533 
-.0665 .0246 .0870 
-.0685 .0330 .1130 
-.0635 .0399 .1251 
-.0880 .0085 .0826 
-.0259 .0192 .0448 
.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.0479 -.0125 .0005 
-.0775 -.0418 -.0083 
-.0752 -.0079 .0407 
-.0587 .0227 .0652 
-.0737 .0300 .0951 
-.0710 .0415 .1135 
--
.1728 .4770 -.4490 -.4316 -.4742 
.1793 
.1648 -.5876 -.5974 
.1560 
.1614 .3996 -.2602 -.4684 -.5086 
.1988 
.2325 .5051 -.1031 .1476 -.4753 
.2447 
---~ 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
, 
-----
.1511t .5133 -.1+572 -.473~ '-.4862 
• }S7I 
.1330 -.5802 -.5850 
.1238 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2561 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSt7) 
ALPHAU 6) • 4.169 8ETAL ( 4) 4.164 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARI~8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .729(1 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .3875 .3956-.8170 -.4743 -.4587 -. 105F; -.0979 .0097 .0802 .2092 .'+323 -.1509 .1885 -.1+63'+ 
-315.000 .4595 .256'+ -1.0468 -.5845 -.2172 -.0456 -.0241 .0205 .0369 .2298 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0486 -.1913 .3041 .0052 .3453 .1871 
45.000 -.1375 -.0485 .1466 .0172 
90.000 -.1247 -.0139 .2256 -.0'+10 .0392 -.0868 
135.000 -.1088 -.0386 .0603 -.0588 
180.000 -.0234 -.1559 .2630 -.1'+33 .0865 -.0500 
225.000 -.2752 -.2979 .0442 .0000 
270.000 -.2987 -.2097 .0583 -".1279 -.0787 -.1511 
315.000 -.3086 -.2272 .1016 .0626 
ALPHAU 6) 4; 152 SETAL ( 5) = 6.225 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LECP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1795 .3438 .0934 -1.1055 -.7225, -.0976 -.0645 -.0576 -.0286 -.0151 .1343 .5672 -.51'+6 -.5200 -.5036 
45.000 .1864 -. 0353 -1.1508 -.8686 -.0629 -.0943 -.(l892 -.0599 -.0170 .1546 
90.000 .1383 -.0423 -1.1496 -.5142 -.0119 -.0769 -.0664 -.0117 .0284 .1212 -.5838 -.590'+ 
135.000 .1'+57 -.0427 -1.1165 -.5272 -.0233 -.0889 -.0560 .0192 .0637 .1105 
180.000 1. 1795 .1573 -.0171 -\. 1207 -.4715 -.1799 -.1313 -.0711 .0226 .0930 .0909 .'+059 -.3889 -.5105 -.5182 
225.000 .2411 .0258 -1.1451 -.3624 -.3849 -.1066 -.0649 .0391 .1059 .1312 
270.000 .3988 .'+107 -.8217 -.4882 -.4691 -.1155 -.0888 .0107 .0748 .2057 .'+299 -.1626 .1918 -.'+935 
315.000 .'+717 .2717 -1.0521 -.5484 -.1986 -.0298 -.0232 .0169 .0283 .2191 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0266 -.1866 .'+17'+ .039'+ .4432 .2318 
o 0 '+5.000 - . .1366 -.0362 .1242 " .0077 
~ ~ 90.000 -.1265 ' -:.0027 .2691 -.0'+03 .0357 -.100'+ 
""'135.000 -.1097 -.0667 .0711 -.0695 
"tI ~180.000 -.024'+ -.1729 .2240 -.14'+0 .0269 -.0914 8 225.000 -.2742 -.3299 .0127 .0000 
~ ~270.000 -.3039 -.1966 .0880 -.1382 -.0992 -.1942 315.000 -.3100 -.2357 .1718 .1163 
§~ ~g; I i, ~~ I I il 
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DATE: 21 OCT 75 
ALPHALI 7) • 6.363 










ALPHALI 7) • 6.331f 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0422 -.21f18 
1f5.000 -.1365 -.061f7 
90.0ao -.1161f -.0188 
135.000 -.0689 -.0620 
180.000 -.0337 -.1125 
225:000 -.2008 -.3577 
270.000 -.2555 -.2429 
315.000 -.2728 -.2590 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 
BETAL I 2)· -1.930 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1697 .0000 
.1188 -.1516 -.0683 -.100B 
-.0502 -.0566 
BETAL I 3) • .120 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 2791f 
.1554 -1.0840 -.6350 -.0663 -.0227 
.0566 -1.1142 -.7545 -.0613 -.0682 
-.0088 -1.1428 -.7110 -.1255 -.1481 
- . 0452 - I . 131 I -.4157 -.0517 -.0825 
-.0665 -1.1292 -.4146 -.1361 -.0825 
-.1242 -1.1926 -.3707 -.3943 -.0771 
.2886 -.8645 -.4352 -.3764 -.0883 
.2879 -1.0413 -.5425 -.1524 -.0126 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.2661 -.0191 .3176 .1593 
.2131 .0687 
.2371 -.01f31 .0869 -.0571 
.0691 -.0621 
.21f60 -.0911 .0939 -.0528 
.1237 .0000 











" ,_, __ i
PAGE 2563 
(RETS!7) 
.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0257 .IB50 .5172 -.4184 -.4432 -.4898 
.0004 .1773 
.0442 .1642 -.5636 -.51f61 
.0838 .1342 
.1184 .1380 • 351f9 -.3089 -.1f494 -.IfB32 
.1319 .1703 
.0988 .2246 .1f21f8 -.1552 . 221f5 -.1f533 
.0530 .2614 
ALPHAL! 7) • 6.301 8ETAL I 41 '" 2.172 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0:;35 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1t7~0 .5967 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1664 .4204 .1537 -1.0883 -.6193 -.0771t -.0362 -.0332 -.0042 .0100 .1690 .5486 -.4055 -.1t531 -.4797 
45.000 .2465 .0217 -I. I 308 -.7876 -.0725 -.0925 -.0871 -.0609 -.0176 .1659 
90.000 .1398 -.0302 -1.1436 -.8078 -.1057 -.1368 -.1334 -.0482 .0449 .1544 -.5555 -.51+23 
135.000 .1309 -.0503 -1.1177 -.4068 -.0355 -.0821 -.0686 .0215 .0710 .1106 
180.000 1.1664 .1201 -.0623 -1.1242 - .4057 -.1594 -.0875 -.0617 .0357 .1127 .1129 .3236 -.3151 -.4565 -.4832 
225.000 .1433 - . 1068 -1. 1787 -.3839 -.4003 -.0832 -.0570 .0414 .1241 .1452 
.. ,..-... ' .... -" ..... ~.--' ... '-"* •• ~.;.~"--~-).~.-... ---~~- • ......:.:" .. 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 [ABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2564 
ARCII-019 [ABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSI7) --~-.,-.-
ALPHAL( 71 • 6.301 SETAL ( ttl • 2.172 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .. 0335 .0950 .11 [8 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .69£,'5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .3214 .3052 -.8443 -.4'+75 -.3832 -.0971 -.0887 .018'+ .0930 .2327 .'+361 -.1859 .3073 -.'+388 
315.000 .4811 .3029 -1.027: -.51131 -.1618 -.0104 -.0023 .036tt .0507 .2625 
X/LS .B102 .• 8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0367 -.2530 .3693 - .0190· .4248 .2151 
45.000 -.1'51 B -.O~,f"JG .1739 .0476 
-----90.000 -.1205 -.0297 .2602 -.0595 .0487 -.0784 
135.000 -.0930 -.0686 .0560 -.0645 
180.000 -.0678 -.1387 .2255 -.1100 .0934 -.0629 
225.000 -.2632 -.2839 .0676 .0000 
270.000 -.2758 -.2231 .0184 -. 152'+ -.0772 -.1136 
315.000 -.2880 - .24.25 .0460 .0465 
ALPHAL( 7) s 6.275 8ETAL ( 5) '" 4.219 
SECTION r IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1535 .4 II 0 .1398 -1.0967 -.6239 -.0929 -.0522 -.0511 -.0263 -.0137 .1511 .5771 -.46B7 -.4311 -.'+927 
45.000 .2082 -.013'+ -1.1463 -.8291 -.102'+ -.1270 -.1179 -.0897 -.0422 .1523 
90.000 .1099 -.0580 -1.1525 -.5236 -.1100 -.1'+ 14 -.1218 -.0'+18 .0392 .1376 -.5415 -.5419 ~-
135.000 .1149 - . 0619 -I. 1307 -.'+168 -.03'+8 -.0840 -.0611 .0168 .0585 .0937 
180.000 1.1535 . iO'+O -.0638 -1.1360 -.'+188 -.19'18 -.0968 -.0592 .0296 .0983 .0937 .3327 -.3122 -.4699 -.4923 \ 225.000 .1374 - . 0991 -I. I ~23 -.3892 -.4205 -.0871 .,.0626 .0276 .1115 .1338 270.000 .3302 .3[69 - .8'171 -.4599 - .40'15 -.1154 -.10'10 -.0040 .0814 .2243 .4303 -.2108 .4233 -.'tlt93 
315.000 .4969 .3150 -1.0346 -.4%8 -.1588 -.0096 -.0035 .0299 .0448 .2629 P 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0089 -.2676 .'+617 -.0039 .4999 .2459 
't5.000 -.1461 -.0501 .1455 .0266 
90.000 -.1170 -.0230 .2914 ~.0571 .0228 -.1008 
; 135.000 -.OB37 -.0676 .0305 -.0751 ('; 180.000 -.0573 -.1642 .2308 -.1289 .07'+5 -.0509 
225.000 -.2623 -.2890 .0397 .0000 ~ 
270.000 -.2955 -.2149 .0459 -.1235 -.0923 -.1536 \~ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2565 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDl SRM BOOSTER (RETSIBl ( 17 OCT 75 ) 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF' • 2690.0000S0.F'T. XMRP • 976.0000 IN. XT MACH • 1.100 RN/F'T • 2.250 
LREF" • 1297.000Q INCHES YMRP 
· 
.0000 IN. YT ELV-Ie • 10.000 ELV-OS • 1+.000 
BREF" • 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
· 
400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 spoeRl< • .000 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
1LPHAL( I) • -6.597 Bt:TAL ( II • .235 
SECT ION ( nSRM BOOSTEr. DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950· .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2939 .1850 .0944 -.6828 -.5350 -.2027 -.1155 -.1066 -.1203 -.0205 .2193 .1+376 -.3058 -.I+OB4 -.1+9'+ 1 
45.000 .2230 .1327 -.6821 -.5526 -.1498 - .1493 -.1671 -.2136 -.1132 .1775 
90.000 .2743 .1946 -.6739 -.4821 -.3595 -.2938 -.3170 -.2644 '-.1258 .1177 -.5128 -.4910 
135.000 .4316 .3054 -.6294 -.3436 -.0022 -.2095 -.2463 -.2549 -.0307 .2424 
lBO.OOO 1.2939 .5893 .4487 -.5839 .1198 .0878 -.1124 -.1688 -.1717 .0810 .2719 .6295 -.2052 -.3885 -.613'+ 
225.000 .5735 .5517 -.5468 .2597 .1518 -.0933 -.1541 -.1377 .1096 .3103 
270.000 .334! .4227 -.5168 .0463 -.4312- -.5869 -.2217 -.0830 .0280 .2824 .7226 .1899 .2331+ -. '+8'+9 
315.000 .1785 -.0062 -.7659 -.5600 -.4052 -.1381 -.1032 -.0745 .0053 .3250 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1505 -.2933 .0248 -. i662 -.0072 -.1038 
45.000 -.1396 -.2074 -.0343 -.1089 
90.000 -.2353 -.1059 .1446 -.1222 .1144 .0758 
135.000 -.1234 -.1164 .3895 .2840 
180.000 -.1828 -.1703 .5034 -.0195 .3752 .2279 
225.000 -.2748 -.3057 .0370 .0000 
270.000 -.3257 -.2875 -.0997 -.2347 -.1849 -.1760 
315.000 -.2799 -.3431 -.1208 -.1217 
ALPHALt 21 • ~1+.459 BETAL ( I I • -3.966 
~~ SECTION IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
+-f 
tUQ X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
~~ PHI .000 1.3244 .2905 .1542 -.6773 -.5674 ".2123 -.0694 -.096B -.1067 -.0108 .2457 .3381 -.2719 -.2'+95 -.1+11+7 §I-d 45.000 .3262 .2039 -.6721 -.5055 -.1419 -.0958 -.1423 -.1670 -.0456 .2423 90.000 .3956 .2894 -.6529 -.4308 ".2143 -.1921 -.2287 -.2534 -.1230 .1661 -.1+8'+5 -.1+783 ~fj 135.000 .4856 .3551 -.6138 -.3702 .0720 -.0245 -.1050 -.1411 .061+9 .3273 IBO.OOO 1.321+Lt .5409 .3960 -.6053 -.3293 .1776 .0135 -.0752 ".1285 .11+20 .3997 .7Q66 -.0889 -.3291+ -.~1+06 225.000 .5381 .4702 -.591 i -.3362 .1824 -.0297 -.1067 -.1176 .1471+ .4628 
." fi:1 270.000 .4317 .4977 -.4751 -.4574 -.3602 -.5867 -.2500 -.0913 .0340 .3013 .8632 .305't .31+78 -.3307 315.000 .3159 .1152 -.1193 -.5108 -.4281 -.0869 -.0875 -.0719 .0238 .3846 
_..:-. >~...;:~ .... _~_ .................. ,-"~~..t;"';"~._.~ ___ .~. _~"""""''':''''''''~''---__ ......... , __ ...:..."~_ ,~ .............. ,_ ..... _ ....... 
I 
1 
~~ ... ~~~'~~"".-. --,","'"7 
DAiE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 2) • -'+.'+59 
SECTION I ISRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1659 -.2771 
45.000 -.1529 -.2023 
90.000 -.2877 -.1457 
135.000 -.0357 -.0783 
180.000 -.1241 -.0861 
225.000 -.3384 -.3523 
270.000 -.3421 -.3062 
315.000 -.3272 -.3052 
ALPHflL( 2) .. -4.393 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
8ETAL ( 1)· -3.966 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.1360 -.2299 -.1212 -.1857 
.0434 .0699 
.0\70 -.0019 .2450 .1614 
.4439 .320'+ 
.5026 .0815 .3883 .2388 
.1644 .0000 
-.0159 -.2282 -.1812 -.1792 
-.1829 -.2140 
SETAL ( 2l • .151 




















































.1530 -.6770 -.5546 
.1898 -.6732 -.5188 
.2371 -.6636 - .4711 
.3113 -.G314 -.3926 
.4026 -.605'+ -.2688 
.4977 -.5807 -.2695 
.5011 -.5026 -.4011 
. [:07 -.7217 -.'+775 
.9[20 .9130 .9344 
.0453 -.1508 .0439 
.0152 
.0272 -.0437 .136'+ 
.3325 
.42u'S .0238 .3493 
.0713 
-.0'+91 -.2262 -.1806 
-.1399 
-.2127 -.0753 -.0715 -.09[4 -.0118 .2511 .4108 -.2942 -.3762 -.4459 
-.1001 -.0832 -.1168 -. [291 -.0289 .2279 
-.2255 - .1853 -.2264 - .1976 -.0756 .1921 -.5118 -.5035 
.C099 -.1284 -. [822 -.2025 .0090 .2831 
. [157 -.0955 -.1555 -.1557 .0884 .2944 .6575 -.2393. -.4325 -.5739 
.161 [ -.1089 -.1544 -.1527 .1157 .311'+ 
-.3351 -.5929 -.2099 -.0903 .0328 .2811 .7039 . 095'+ .1578 -.'+527 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 1ABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETSIS) 
ALPHAL( 2) • -'+.362 SETAL ( 3) • '+.270 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIS .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 • 69B'S .72BO .7290 
PHI 
.000 1.2906 .1956 .158'+ -.6770 -.5'+62 -.2103 -.08'+2 -.0599 -.0808 .0372 .2196 .'+703 -.3762 
'+5.000 .2237 .17'+6 -.6732 -.5259 -.0960 -.077'+ -.0904 -.125'+ .0,+33 .2Lf31 
90.000 .2'+99 .1897 -.57'+9 -.5093 -.23'+0 -.1806 -.2032 -.18'+7 .0'+23 .2390 -.5'+91 
135.000 .3313 .2406 -.6497 -.4312 -.0872 -.2348 -.2571 -.2175 .0089 .2319 
180.000 t .2906 .'+7'+6 .3877 -.6081 -.0984 .0048 -.2180 -.2238 -.2070 .076'+ .1627 .62,+6 -.22'+9 
225.000 .. 5227 .5189 -.5699 .1708 .1303 - .1810 -.1827 -.093,+ .11'+9 .208'+ 
270.000 .3451 .5234 -.4667 -.2100 -.3341 -.4371 -.1854 -.0617 .0651 .2'+21 .5958 .1639 
315.000 .1980 .1385 -.7173 -.4887 -.40n8 -.1158 -.0849 -.06,+,+ .0386 .2881 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1'+27 -.305'+' .0858 -.0442 .3071 .2333 
45.000 -.057~ -.2546 .1733 .0398 
90.000 -.1946 -.0685 .0707 -.0089 .0296 -.OEi68 
!35.000 -.172'+ -.0983 .2001 .1347 
180.000 -.1257 -.2326 .2838 -.1114 .1057 -.0091 
225.000 -.3010 -.3677 -.0260 .0000 
270.000 -.3176 -.2909 -.0202 -.1797 -.1420 -.1847 
315.000 -.282'+ -.3555 -.0473 -.0183 
ALPHALI 31 - -.118 8ETAL ( 1) .. -6.07,+ 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VAR1A8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
PHI 
.000 t.3362 .4113 .2619 -.651'+ -.4857 -.1483 -.0090 -.0425 -.0514 .0674 .31S4 .3774 -.2439 
45.000 .4308 .3061 -.6401 -.'+273 -.2068 .0295 -.0131 -.0719 .052'+ .3378 
90.000 .4'+45 .3431 -.6261 -.3884 -.1700 .0'+50 -.0128 -.07'+7 .0878 .3337 -.4221 
135.000 .4305 .3143 -.6218 -.4195 .0867 .0959 .0111 -.0'+93 .1847 .1+211 
180.000 1.3362 .1+061 .2776 -.6309 -.1+641 .1573 .0778 -.012'+ -.0469 .2368 .'+691 .6S05 -.0843 
225.000 .1+27'+ .3133 -.6'+2'+ -.'+9'+1 -.0636 .0337 -.0504 -.0708 .2'+02 .5245 
270.000 .1+634 .55'+5 -.48'+3 -.5'+11 -.32'+3 -.3307 -.1652 -.0'+90 .1102 .2558 .9139 .3966 
315.000 .4243 .3006 -.6'+85 -.5073 -.2661 -.0880 -.0511 -.019'+ .0806 .4007 
X/LS .SIOc .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+,+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.11+30 -.31'i4 -.1357 -.20'i2 .0387 .0326 
,+5.000 -.03'+5 -.2726 .2255 .1742 
90.000 -.1430 -.0992 .0476 .1130 .2751 .1985 
135.000 .0378 -.0803 .3525 .2'+87 
.180.000 -.1036 -.0'+21 .3661 .1072 .3100 .1851 
'r~' -._ ~-.~., ~, 
'~'.'--':""~~i; ........ ..-"; __ '-"';.,.;.~.-....-_~, .............. ~.J... _ •.•• _.:~~.:......,.,.~ ........ ~ __ .. ~_."_, '""-_, .. ...;,.~ .. _~~~~ .... ~~ __ ~ •. ..:... ~,.~"""'.'. 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL( 3) • -.IIB 8ETAL ( 1> .. -6.07'+ 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 931f'+ .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2089 -.4012 .2245 .0000 
270.000 -.3097 -.2827 -.006'+ -.2380 -.1795 -.1657 
315.000 -.2861 -.2976 -.2048 -.1823 
ALPHAL(3) .. -.099 BETAL I 2) .. -4.027 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ 
PHI 
.000 1.3292 .3799 .2610 -.6496 -.4828 -.15B6 -.0045 
45.000 .3954 .2860 - .6434 -.4397 -.1955 .03B7 
90.000 .4002 .3132 -.6335 -.4140 -.1138 .0462 
135.000 .3992 .2998 -.6223 -.4299 .0705 .0826 
180.000 1.3282 .3913 .2833 -.6281 -.4526 .1353 .0603 
225.000 .4198 .3235 -.6386 -.4843 -.0616 .0082 
270.000 .4501 .5667 -.478'+ -.4959 -.3311 -.3096 
315.000 .4071 .3032 -.6501 -.491': -.2842 -.084'+ 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934,+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1'+72 -.29'+8 -.1071 -.1689 .0595 .0500 
45.000 -.0517 -.233'+ .2109 .1652 
90.000 -.1'+79 -.072'+ .0351 .1089 .24'+2 .1676 
135.000 .0077 -.0530 .3263 .2199 
180.000 -.132'+ ~.0486 .3707 .1072 .3157 .1899 
225.000 -.2B66 - .. 3847 .2349 .0000 
270.000 -.2992 -.2919 - .0017 -.2077 - .1641 -. 162,+ 
315.000 -.2764 -.3189 -.2009 -.1709 
ALPHAU 3) .. -.091 8ETAL ( 3) .. .060 



























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
-.6527 -.4760 -.1720 -.0303 
-.6513 -.'+678 -.1676 .0059 
-.6438 -.4536 -.0903 -.0032 
-.6295 -.4441 .0313 .0119 
-.6271 -.4269 .0996 -.0152 




















SRM BOOSTER (RETSIB) 
-----
.'+750 .5967 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0486 .0296 .3089 .3960 -.225B -.0977 -.38S5 
-.0637 .0239 .3290 
-.0798 .0693 .3195 -.'+256 -.4285 
-.0820 .1567 .3926 
-.0710 .2048 .4'+ II .6840 -.1114 -.3165 -.,+675 
-.0837 .21r)5 .'+944 
-.0475 .0967 .287'+ .882'+ .3564 .3502 -.33:3 
-.0328 .0523 .3857 
.1+750 .5967 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0537 .0048 .2671+ .1+309 -.3288 -.2"37 -.1f028 ~--' 
-.0760 .0229 .2985 
-.1062 .0640 .2920 - .1f'7't'+ -.'+988 
-.1227 .1091 .3406 
-.1350 .1501 .3611+ .6782 -.2359 -.1+235 -.1+992 




r····'·..., . .,.-~ .. I ;0. • ~ -.,...,..-~;~ .... ~~. ~:::":.:;~:;...:.::;:::c;c';;::;;'''''''"'''_~ ... " 
! 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL! 3) • -.0'31 
SECT ION ( I I SRM B()OSTER 




X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1430 -.2774 
45.000 -.0380 -.2523 
90.000 -.1326 -.06'+8 
135.000 -.0620 -.0'+88 
180.000 -.1611 -.0770 
225.000 -.2913 -.3130 
270.000 -.2849 -.2594 
315.000 -.2604 -.3052 
ALPHAL! 3) '"' -.080 
SECT1PN ( I)SRM 800STER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1272 -.2156 
45.000 -.0725 -.1950 
90.000 -.1293 -.0953 
135.000 -.1228 -.0425 
180.000 -.0821 -.1658 
225.000 -.2614 -.3943 
270.000 -.2872 -.2736 
315.000 -.2678 -.3251 
~-,.~ .~'.~. . :." . . c~~~ __ ~;,... __ . _._,\or.w..~ ... ~ ............. ___ ~_--" 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
SETAL ( 3) • .060 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.5865 -.46'+1 -.5068 -.3570 -.2660 -.1509 
.3103 -.6518 -.'+770 -.2976 -.0722 -.0557 
.9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
-.0722 -.1231 .1'+35 .1068 
.1456 .0717 
.0326 .0721 .1875 .1044 
.2463 .1672 
.3029 .0542 .2710 .1645 
.05'+5 .0000 
-.0293 -.1963 -.1564 -.1'+79 
-.1537 -.1216 
BETAL ( 4) .. 4.186 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.2514 -.6561 -.4632 -.2175 -.0544 -.0341 
.2208 -.6617 -.4930 -.1609 -.0255 -.0355 
.2270 -.6555 -.1+950 -.0737 -.031'+ -.0739 
.2370 -.6'+26 -.4733 -.0418 -.0657 -.1327 
.2948 -.6321 -.'+021 -.0269 -.1124 -.1691 
.3847 -.6267 -.3997 -.0279 -.1361 -.1485 
.6079 -.'+472 -.5161 -.3532 -.2666 -.1375 
.3283 -.6501+ -.4652 -.2992 -.0935 -.0'+92 
.9120 .9130 .93'+'+ .9565 
.0746 -.0161 .1566 .0965 
.2150 .1223 
.1164 - .. 0082 .1432 .02'+1 
.0876 .0072 
.2764 - •. 0858 .1432 .0291 
.0443 .0000 
.0742 -.1534 -.0968 -.1371 
-.0048 .0308 
SRM BOOSTER 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0663 .0612 .281'+ 
-.0547 .0236 .3475 
.4750 .5867 .6985 
-.0602 .0383 .2352 
-.0918 .0608 .2581+ 
-.1'+88 .1001 .2536 
-.1429 .1162 .2639 
-.1265 .1326 .2184 
-.0500 .1661 .2'+27 
-.0363 .0926 .2865 





















.......... ~':"- ... ""~---
~~ ->--' ~"~-'"--"~.~--"---"'~-" •• ~L·~~~~~'-""~~~ ____ c__ ~ 
r- , _"""~'~~'>'r"' • ..,....- •• , ___ ; -, 
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," 
,~:.j __ -"",_:·_/;_::O:-::!~':::·:'~ ;~:;'::::;:~:'::--:_":';~.-:'.':::-'_::' ',:.:"; _"'0 ~ . -.-.-'- .• ?:;".: :::~:;:-7;;:: .. _~, __ . 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2570 
.. --:"-,,-~-
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED] SRM 800STER IRETSI81 
ALPHAL( 3) • -.093 SETAL ( 5) • 6.250 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 • 698!S .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2909 .2751 .2'+'+8 -.6535 -.'+537 -.23'+3 -.0719 -.0'+78 -.0'+0'+ .0376 .2533 .'+573 -.251'+ -.3779 -.4'+46 
'+5.000 .2'+62 .20'+3 -.6628 -.5056 -.1377 -.0'+'+1 -.0'+83 -.076'+ .0629 .2670 
90.000 .2517 .207'+ -.6631 -.5080 -.0652 -.0'+82 -.0816 -. 1'+27 .1022 .2598 -.5372 -.5666 
135.000 .2689 .2198 -.649,+ -.'+853 -.0757 -.1021 -.1560 -.0916 .1118 .2561 
180.000 1.2909 .3247 .2910 -.6338 -.3832 -.0652 -.1608 -.1938 -.0711 .1313 .1850 .5397 -.2032 -.3899 -.4867 
225.000 .3963 .3942 -.62'+7 -.3743 -.0174 -.1787 -.1632 -.0324 .1505 .2427 
270.000 .'+004 .6153 -.4388 -.5183 -.3200 -.2446 -.1306 -.0222 .1000 .2906 .6635 .1667 .2850 -.470B 
--'--315.000 .3529 .3385 -.6467 -.'+46'+ -.2858 -.1093 -.05'+5 -.0171 .0621 .3370 
X/lS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1119 -.2177 .1335 .0280 .2747 .1992 
'+5.000 -.0846 -.1715 .1470 .0508 
90.000 -.1332 -.0938 .1616 -.0298 .1350 .0398 
135.000 -.1213 -.0762 .0745 -.0220 
180.000 -.0673 -.17'+9 .187'+ -.1116 ,.0460 -.0480 
225.000 -.2934 -.4137 .0206 .0000 
270.000 -.3127 -.2753 .0994 -.1'+05 -.0952 -.1506 
315.000 -.2812 -.3272 .0721 .0974 
ALPHAL( It) • 4.219 8ETAl ( I] .. -3.959 
SECTION ( IISRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 • II ~8 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7381) .7370 
PHI 
.UOO 1.3179 . ,+961t .3559 -.6352 -.3800 -.1087 .0207 .0169 -.0002 .0377 .3151 • '+B31t -.2056 -.2582 -.3977 
'+5.000 .4459 .330'+ -.6331 -.39'+9 -.1608 .0601 .0378 -.0129 .C'~47 .3629 
90.000 .3658 .2861 -.6'+58 -.'+348 -.28'+9 .0838 .0211 -.0701 .0916 .3547 -.4307 -.4420 
135.000 .29'35 .2157 ~.6'+76 -.50G8 -.0'+30 .0827 .0149 -.0585 .1780 .3660 
180.000 1.3179 .27h .17'+ I -.6453 -.5'+14 -.0650 .0502 -.0019 -.0582 .2199 .3970 .6169 -.2692 -.3534 -.3822 
225.000 .2927 .1518 - .. 7011 -.3188 -.2785 .0101 .0163 -.0336 .2329 .4100 
270.000 .4125 .5063 -.5032 -.4260 -.2670 -.0533 -.0081 -.011t2 .1571 .3015 .5996 • I It 67 .1260 -.3977 
315.000 .'+919 ~ -""'1!":t • 'Tr;; I , -.6064 -.3628 -.1215 -.0235 -.0060 .0029 .0190 .3793 
X/LS .9102 .8661 .9120 .~:30 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0795 -.240'+ .0600 .... 0484 .20'+8 .1557 
'+5.000 -.0011 -.2065 .3506 .2751 
90.000 -.0606 -.0375 .171B .0775 .1718 .0747 
135.000 .0,+38 -.0558 .2061 .1151 
180.000 -.0389 -.0'+12 .333'+ .0459 .2370 .1237 
,...---...... ....-4 
l 
"fLi~_~ __ ~~,_-... .... ~ __ ~. 
• k' __ "_'~~ ___ ---':_~ __ , .................... ___ ~ ___ .. ~ ... ___ __ ,....-...-____ • _____ ~_ J 






DATE 21 OCT 75 [ABIA - PRESSURE SOURC( DATA TABULATION PAGE 2571 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPtELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI8l 
ALPHAL( It) • 4.219 8ETAL ( I) • -3.959 
SECTION IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2042 -.,3739 .1:500 .0000 -,< -.--
270.000 -.2591 -.2509 .061+1 -.1575 -.0906 -.111+8 
315.000 -.231+0 -.2702 -.0776 -.0772 
ALPHAL( It) • 1t.201 8ETAL ( 2) • .108 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VAR1A8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1t750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.OO~ 1.3037 .1+608 .3456 -.6348 -.3816 -.0997 -.0113 -.0058 -.0278 -.0151 .3125 .5542 -.2317 -.3151 -.'+329 
45.000 .3725 . 281t6 -.6548 -.4281 -.1750 .0141 :0017 -.0612 -.0161+ .3337 
90.000 .3057 .2436 -.6631 -.4708 -.2246 .0337 -.0082 -.1142 .0769 .3098 -.4767 -.4936 
135.000 .2688 .2150 -.6488 -.5044 -.0289 .0416 -.0275 -.0920 .11t22 .3190 
180.000 1.3037 .2516 .1985 -.6553 -.5267 -.0658 .0234 -.0561 -.0872 .1771 .3361 .5718 -.2972 -.4081 -.4219 
225.000 .2853 .1799 -.6973 -.3324 -.3232 .0031 -.0399 -.0568 .1880 .3272 
270.000 ,4080 .5335 -.4874 -.3907 -.3327 -.0722 -.0488 -.0458 .1231 .3139 .5't07 .0753 .12't2 -.'t't47 
315.000 .4876 .4439 -.6078 -.3507 -.1582 -.0433 -.0261 -.01't't .0468 . 37't3 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0746 -.226't .1409 .0014 .2652 .2123 
45.000 -.02't3 -.1514 .2429 .1721 
90.000 -.1015 -.0314 .1811 .0577 .1316 .0227 
I 
135.000 .0266 -.0758 .2694 .1762 
180.000 -.0816 -.0334 .2779 .0399 .1694 .0576 
225.000 -.2213 -.3600 .1752 .0000 
270.000 -.2559 -.2433 .0437 -.1408 -.0742 -.0983 I ~,~ 315.000 -.2291 -.287't '.0000 .0213 I 
~~ I I I"tJ 0 ALPHALl 4)· 't.158 8ETAL ( 3)· 't.230 ____ I
: 8 f;2 SECTION 1 )SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CP I 
ttf ~ X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .C!79't .3632 .'t750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.c 
r=1 "T:J PHI ~ ~ .000 1.28't5 .4160 .3386 -.6360 -.3863 -.1701 -.078't -.0293 -.0't38 .0330 .2876 .6366 -.2642 -.3567 -.4735 
~ ~ 45.000 .2897 .2310 -.6649 -.4652 -.1786 -.0485 -.0304 -, \017 .0385 .2945 
~ 90.000 .2351+ .200'+ -.6660 - .5093 -. 1552 - . 0008 -.0311 -.1268 .1065 .2600 -.5058 -.5237 
~ \35.000 . 225't .1952 -.6448 -.515'+ -.0462 .0095 -.0603 -.1016 .1489 .2692 
GO 180.000 1.2845 .2182 .1987 -.6526 -.5205 -.1309 -.0259 -.0956 -.0722 .1670 .2310 .4916 -.2525 -.4213 -.4137 
225.000 .2429 .2066 -.6885 -.3181 -.3300 -.0321+ -.0829 -.0340 .1838 .2395 
~'~~~""";""'''''''_'-''l--.w~'''''''''' __ ~_''''", ___ j.'':''' .• -""'-" •• ...... -.-.. .... ....:......... • .:..-,'-,-"""~:....;.......... ......... L~_.~._-.i.c...:.~~_..-....:..._~ __ ... ~~,,~>_._.~ .. A_~_-.J....~ 
-l 





L........-... •• ~. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 







ALPHALC 4) • 4.158 
SECTION I)SRH BOOSTER 




X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0745 -.1971 
45.000 -.0638 -.1277 
90.000 -.1061 -.0353 
135.000 -.0285 -.0657 
180.000 -.0156 -.1101 
225.000 -.2337 -.3851 
270.000 -.2798 -.232't 
315.000 -.2449 -.2557 
ALPHAU 5) .. 6.345 
SECTION ( 1JSRM 800STER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.050'+ -.221'+ 
,'+5.000 -.0253 -.1486 
90.000 -.0758 -.0389 
135.000 .0262 -.0900 
180.000 -.0131 -.0571 
225.030 -.2160 -.3875 
270.000 =.241'+ -.2276 
315.000 -.2218 -.2645 
BETAL C 3) • 4.230 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .11 i8 .1397 .1956 .2794 
.5639 -.4629 -.3679 -.3377 -.0760 
.4697 -.6008 -.3093 -.2057 -.0753 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.2400 .0780 .3691 .2959 
.1995 .1082 
.2101 .0268 .1044 -.0140 
.1260 .0289 
.2197 -.0576 .0951 -.0161 
.0728 .0000 
.1545 -.0981 -.0315 -.1213 
.1332 .1201 
BETAL C 1) .. .170 
DEPENDENT VAR1A8LE €P 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
. 38't7 -.6173 -.3134 -.0788 -.0405 
.2841 -.6't68 -.4059 -.1276 -.0292 
.2072 -.6691 -.48't7 -.2915 -.0189 
.1646 -.6598 -.5365 -.0578 .0239 
.1388 -.6608 -.4516 -.1286 .0174 
.0733 -.7312 -.3522 -.2919 -.0073 
.4616 -.5128 -.3999 -.2604 -.0258 
.4959 -.5805 -.2685 -.1156 -.0433 
.9120 .9130 . 93't4 .9565 
.1925 .0566 .3332 .2679 
.2758 .21'+7 
.21'+5 .0154 .1320 .0166 
.1766 .0909 
.3226 .0058 .1883 .0807 
.1848 .0000 
.0789 -.1198 -.0415 -.071'+ 
.0578 .0875 













r_r_'C' _ •• _ r __ " __ ." ___ "."_" 
-., ,\-
PAGE 2572 "-_':"-.. ",,".---
SRM BOOSTER CRETSI8) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0316 .1343 .3006 .4796 .0049 .1582 -.4536 
-.0100 .0701 .3654 
-----
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.DocS -.0065 .3621 .6180 -.13'+6 -.2885 -.4'+73 
-.0590 -.0399 .35'+9 
-.1502 .1l693 .3256 -.'+671 -.'+807 
-.0754 .\321 .2900 
-.0'+23 .1822 .2948 .4985 -.3!08 -.3968 -.37'+1 
-.0137 .1927 .2839 
-.015't .1466 .3197 .4'+97 -.0281 .1139 -.'+'+91 





DATE 21 ('JCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF' • 2090.0000 sa.H. XMRP • 976.0000 IN. XT 
LREF' • 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YT 
BREF' • 1297,0000 INCHES ZMRP 
· 
400,0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
ALPHALt I) • -4.5'+3 BETAL ( I I ,. -3,976 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 ,0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI .. 
.000 1.3970 .1317 .1988 -.'+881 -.'+160 -.3010 -.1035 -.0760 
45.000 .1975 .2550 -.4748 -.3701 -.2672 -.1503 -.1157 
90.000 .2866 .3380 -.4508 -.3136 -.2481 -.1878 -.2453 
135.000 .3650 .3979 -.4230 -.2810 -.0368 .0338 -.1002 
180.000 1.3970 .4123· .4277 - .. 4211 -.2708 .1945 .1030 -.0324 
225.000 .4389 .5064 -.4087 -.25'+8 .2194 .0855 -.0276 
270.000 .3913 .5864 -.3209 -.3071 -.2720 ~.4182 -.1103 
315.000 .1628 .1916 -.5309 -.5186 -.4082 -.1652 -.1187 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1263 -.2465 -.1019 -.1988 -.0848 -.1207 
45.000 -.0408 -.2628 .0347 .0673 
90.000 -.2490 -.2290 .0912 -.0209 .1820 .1952 
135.000 .0584 -.2140 .4252 .3865 
180.000 .0513 -.ln36 .2608 .2214 .4472 .3136 
225.000 -.2475 -.2956 .0751 .0000 
270.000 -.2889 -.2402 -.0354 -.1788 -.1391 -.\070 
315.000 -.2497 -.2523 -.1245 -.1565 
ALPHAL( I I • -4.472 8ETAL ( 2) • .144 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3755 .0801 .1781 ";.4935 -.4156 -.2853 -.0694 -.0623 
'+5.000 .1105 .2098 -.476'+ -.3796 -.2596 -. 10'+9 -.0869 
90.000 .1723 .265'+ -.4618 -.3503 -.2701 -.2143 -.1965 
135.000 .2492 .33,+3 -.432'+ -.3038 -.0307 -.0720 -.1775 
IBO.OOO 1.3755 .3514 .'+216 -.4140 -.2468 .158'+ .0057 -.0594 
225.000 .4073 .5292 -.3923 -.2350 .1900 .0083 -.0162 
270.000 .3537 .5997 -.3003 -.3105 -.2869 -.4410 -.1610 
315.000 .0969 .1745 -.533'+ -.5429 -.4162 -.1333 -.0823 
, ........ ,~......,.~.:~ .... ~~; •• ;'~_"_'~"'-• .:...L' ........ :,," •• .dIb..~ • .'..,:.': •• _,,_._ .. " 
,~. -- .-~<-, •• -.~-.. .. -~.-:"~--~.",,:,,._ ~~_.~:"'.:t"-___ • _. " 





SRM BOOSTER (RETSI9) ( 17 OCT 75 ) 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 1.250 RN/F'T • 2.250 
ELV-IB • 10.000 ELV-OB • '+.000 
RUDDER • .000 SPDBRK • .000 
;o--.~-
.'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.127'+ -.0933 .2215 .286'+ -.1088 -.0920 -.3237 
-.1700 -.1755 .2099 
-.2330 -.2308 .1248 -.2826 -.2541 
-.1357 -.1129 .3352 
-.0814 -.0573 • Lt222 .7189 .0278 -.1266 -.~Lt7'+ 
-.0692 .0442 .4826 
-.0499 .0291 .3403 .8985 .4269 .41'+3 -.2739 
-.0695 -.0425 .4036 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0856 -.0735 .2168 .3835 -.2006 -.1957 -.3'+'+9 
-.1265 -.1220 .1850 
-.2165 -.1493 .1571 -.30B7 -.2731 
-.2091 -.0520 .2538 
-.1593 .1230 .2403 .6509 -.IOBO -.2575 -.4799 
-.15'+8 .1375 ;3203 
-.0893 .0341 .2862 .741B .1993 .3035 -.'+133 
-.07'+8 -.0343 .3391 
,. 
1 




.,~ "._,,' ~---, 
'! 
~"".,._, l;-_-,;;~;:::::,~::::~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
PAGE 2574 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETS19) ~~-.. ..... --
ALPHAL( I) • -1t.472 BETAL ( 2) • . 11t4 
SECTION IISRMBOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93,+'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1060 -.329'+ .1513 -.1771 .0589 -.0095 
45.000 -.0'+9'+ -.2137 .0076 -.0360 
90.000 -.1637 -.1462 .085'+ -.0331 .0912 .0893 
135.000 -.0305 -.1860 .3118 .3100 
180.000 -.0713 ·-.1921 .2268 . i238 .3631 .2753 
225.000 -.2475 -.2963 .0751 .0000 
270.000 -.2682 -.2335 -.0321 -.1859 -.1452 -.1262 
315.000 -.2335 -.2890 -.0848 -.0565 
ALPHflL ( I) • -'+.412 SETAL ( 3) • It.296 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
i X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .36:':2 .1t750 .5867 




.000 1.3409 .0597 .1436 -.5104 -.4328 -.2991t -.0689 -.076
6 -.0660 -.0481 .2168 .3886 -.2363 -.2311 -.3785 
It5.000 .0532 .162'+ -.4932 -.3961 -.2387 -.043'1 -.0799 
-.1090 -.059'1 .21t86 
f 90.000 .0905 .1838 -.4906 -.3932 -.2464 -.1875 -.1672 -.1962 
-.0410 .2245 -.3601t -.3685 
.1 
135.000 .1903 .2421 -.4666 -.3558 -.0750 -.1949 -.2050 
-.2667 -.0298 .2377 
180.000 1.3'109 .3535 .3878 -.4315 -.2547 .059,+ -.1125 -.125
5 -.2179 .0409 .0959 .6468 -.1436 -.3487 - .1t511 
225.000 .4533 .5313 -.402,+ -.2387 .1651 -.0627 -.070
5 -.1754 .0905 .2232 
270.000 .3257 .6091 -.2920 -.3096 -.3029 -.4813 -.196
2 -.0963 .028'1 .2425 .5885 .2344 .3008 -.3199 
315.000 .1890 .1572 -.5505 -.5'199 -.4315 -.1503 -.0
873 -.0671t -.0340 .3151 
:1 X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 ! 
~ PHI 
: ~ 
.000 -.0772 -.2913 .0609 -.0164 .3731 .3433 
45.000 .0507 -.2858 .1405 .0635 
~ 90.00
1) -.1300 -.0844 .0962 .0117 .0528 -.0145 
135.000 -.0965 -.1304 .2243 .2092 
'i 180.000 -.0621 -.2198 .3087 -.0507 
.1706 .0774 
! 225.000 -.2'=702 -.3027 
.0011 .0000 
270.000 -.2715 -.2402 .0088 -.1225 -.0892 -.1310 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
PAGE 2575 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALEDI SRM BOOSTER (RETSI9) 
ALPHAL( 2) • -.08'+ 8ETAL ( I) - -'+.06'+ 
SECTION llSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 I .1+057 .2'+63 .3201 -.4539 -.3504 -.2286 -.0750 -.0223 -.0598 -.
0537 .3056 .3622 -.0841+ .1133 -.261+3 
1+5.000 .266'+ .3441 -.4449 -.3111 -.1754 -.0679 .0129 -.0621 
-.0762 .3387 
90.000 .2894 .3667 -.4348 -.2901 -.1814 -.0149 -.0042 -.
0663 -.0820 .2943 -.201+3 -.1901 
135.000 .26'+7 .3,+50 -.4272 -.3121 -.1802 .0682 .0106 -
.0720 -.0865 .4310 
180.000 1.4057 .2340 .3233 -.4383 -.3497 -.1~00 .1044 -.0336 -.06
17 .0016 .5056 .7288 .0255 -.1035 -.3551+ 
225.000 .2709 . 369?, -.4549 -.3838 -.2276 .0814 .0171 -
.0453 .1605 .5577 
270.000 .2926 .6487 -.2860 -.4877 -.3720 -.3600 -.1341 -.05
21 .0727 .2351 .9748 .5146 .1+365 -.2841+ 
315.000 .2754 .3725 -.'+555 -.3660 -.2980 -.1.267 -.1160 -.0431 
-.0106 .4018 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .934,+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1074 -.3278 -.0739 -.1534 .0752 .1133 
45.000 .0465 -.2962 .2562 .2510 
90.000 -.0766 -.1882 .0626 .0551 .2067 .18'+8 
135.000 .1232 -.206'+ .2879 .255'+ 
lBO.OOO .05B3 -.1537 .208'+ .1686 .3'+41 .2718 
225.000 -.2118 -.3479 .IBI5 .0000 
270.000 -.2505 -.2377 -.0031 -.16'+ 1 -.1298 -.1066 
315.000 -.2345 -.2636 -.1'+50 -.1111 
ALPHAL( 2) - -.083 8ETAL ( 21 - .061 
SECTION ( 11SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP , 
X/LS .0000 .0335' .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .58
67 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
00 .000 1.3828 
.1566 .2873 -.'+582 -.3623 -.2315 -.0611 -.0350 -.0379 -.0398 .2619 
.1+052 -.178'+ -.067'+ -.2837 
l:ijpj 45.000 .1669 .2913 -.4556 -.34
12 -.2009 -.01'+3 -.0053 -.05C''+ -.06'+6 .2882 
90.000 .IEI't7 .3030 -.4449 -.3297 -.2085 -.0'+40 -.0282 -.0905 
-.0848 .2654 -.2697 -.2662 
~0 135.000 .11'34 .3072 -.4375 -.3310 -.1499 .0012 -.03B2 -.1314 .0315 .3570 §~ 180.000 1.3828 • t530 .3259 -.4372 -.3390 -.05'+6 .0480 -.0234 -.1199 .1
366 .3817 .7393 -.0855 -.2688 -.4002 
225.000 .206'+ .3!J'f8 -.'+'+61 -.3513 -.1'+38 .0128 -.0066 -.1157 
.1607 .3936 
270.000 .206'+ .6700 -.2727 -.4753 -.3698 -.3383 -.1718 -.0739 
.0572 .2368 .7947 .2029 .3023 -.3986 
cO 315.000 .1996
 .36'+7 -.4624 -.3854 -.3158 -. 101'+ -.0950 -.0633 -.0138 .3677 





fJ s .000 -.0878 -.2823 .0043 -.1184 .1'+71 .
1632 
45.000 .0142 -.2280 .1661 .1426 
J 90.000 -.0574 -.1584 .• 0709 .0508 . .1949 .1607 
135.000 .0608 -.1.757 .2527 .231'+ 
180.000 -.0372 -.1383 .189'+ . III:; .2711 .1986 I 
II I 
',! 
















'--~~.,....,..~~~.~.- ...... -~ 
L 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
ALPHAL( 2) .. -.088 BETAL ( 2) = .061 
SECTI-ON IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS. .8102 ,8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PH'I 
225.000 -.2175 -.2835 .0831 .0000 
270.000 -.2516 -.2156 .0030 -.1491 - .. 1088 -.0998 
315.000 -.2226 -.2596 -.0974 -.0603 
ALPHI\L( 21 .. -.072 BETAL ( ~l .. 4.188 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 
PHI 
.000 1.3519 .1378 .2483 -.4695 -.3699 -.2125 -.0742 -.0519 -.0371 -.0407 
45.000 .0938 .2197 -.4746- -.3689 -.2160 -.0086 -.0335 -.0552 -.0580 
90.000 .0921 .2242 -.4646 -.3616 -.2093 -.0219 -.0455 -.1055 -.0030 
135.000 .0934 .2410 -.4557 -.3619 -.1009 -.0619 -.0700 -.1616 .0613 
180.000 1.3519 .1488 .2948 -.4484 -.3386 .0261 -.0697 -.0513 -.1635 .0995 
225.000 .2016 .4049 -.4445 -.3404 -.058B -.0606 .0272 -.1342 .1522 
270.000 .3429 .6759 -.2566 -.4670 -.3615 -.3521 -.1592 -.0809 .0532 
315.000 .2049 .3586 -.4656 -.3886 -.2913 -.1020 -.0755 -.0439 -.0079 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0679 -.1889 .0745 .0399 .1826 .1410 
45.000 .0254 -.2122 .2808 .2130 
90.000 -.0277 -.1152 .0987 .0386 .1933 .0990 
135.000 -.0237 -.0776 .1610 .1112 
180.000 -.0240 -.1305 .2931 -.0185 .2324 .1436 
225.000 -.1994 -.3455 .1035 .0000 
270.000 -.2428 -.2077 .1164 -.1002 -.0369 -.0783 
315.000 -.2189 -.2623 .0331 .0694 
ALPHAL! 3) • 4.245 BETAL ( 1) • -3.957 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 
PHI 
.00.0 1.3934 .4060 .4199 -.'+360 -.2834 -.2425 -.0418 .0022 -.0056 -.0020 
45.000 .3593 .3895 -.4379 -.2805 -.1215 -.0767 .0258 -.0049 -.0264 
90.000 .2828 .3382 -.4506 -.3108 -.2518 -.0560 .0210 -.0'+'+7 -.0795 
135.000 .202'+ .2569 -.'+584 -.3674 -.2269 -.0026 .0239 -.0319 .0119 
180.000 1.3934 .1421 .2047 -.4680 -.4031 -.1464 -.0088 .0119-.0348 .1478 
225.000 .1671 .1953 -.5229 -.3447 -.2530 -.0521 .0151 -.0148 .1825 

















=,_, ''';'''''''''<::::-,;.i;'.l..~'''"',~::--_=..., !:"-·"--:~:,.:~~:7_--:;-':':-' ;;::~~::<: ::, :-::;:>-.~. _-':.':::::_~.;:::-: ::-;:':::'.::':~~ __ ,.~~~._~_ .. ", 
PAGE 2576 
(RETSI9) 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.3703 -.1113 -.1561 -.2935 
-.3784 -.4160 
.6130 -.2500 -.3631 -.4027 
.6655 .1891 .3262 -.4033 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4[32 -.1059 -.1468 -.2688 
-.2227 -.2107 


















r,.............,:"'""'·,.~·~· .. ..,.,~~ ... ' 
1iIIr.::~:~:;::;:::::.>'::--:::, '.'>'"'0;" " 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( 31 • '+.245 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER 




X/LS .B102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0291 -.2303 
'+5.000 .0721 -.2590 
90.000 -.004'+ -.0958 
135.000 .1636 -.1871 
180.000 .0655 -.1536 
225.000 -.1788 -.3519 
270.000 -.2105 - .1884 
315.000 -.1811 -.2219 
ALPHAL! 31 ., 4.211 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








QQ X/LS .8102 .B661 ii:l~ PHI 
.o.~ .000 -.0161 -.2067 45.000 .0500 -.1668 ~~ 90.000 -.0369 -.0873 135.000 .1381 -.1687 
-.0193 -.1007 
IA8lA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
8ETAL ( 1) ., -3.957 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 
.5969 -.3188 -.3967 -.2'+95 -.0664 -.0217 
.5039 -.4108 -.2313 -.2133 -.0389 -.0221 
.9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
.0213 -.0521 .2222 .2505 
.3556 .3246 
.1083 .0588 .1804 .1173 
.2169 .1569 
.2228 .1213 .2560 .1669 
.2567 .0000 
.1336 -. 1149 -.0473 -.0586 
-.0412 -.0209 
BETAL ( 2) ., .124 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CPO 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.3844 -.4395 -.2892 -.2389 -.065,+ -.0386 
.3161 -.4550 -.3208 -.1759 -.0861 -.0170 
.2662 -.4608 -.3469 -.2662 -.0173 -.0060 
.2270 -.4547 -.3651 -.1973 -.0079 .0234 
.2150 -.4675 -.3916 -.1868 -.0202 .0328 
.2102 -.5163 -.3195 -.3175 -.0590 .0008 
.6072 -.2943 -.3964 -.3032 -.0851 -.0506 
.5042 -.4085 -.2458 -.2325 -.0380 -.0544 
.9120 .9130 . 93't4 .9565 
.1445 .0136 .2709 .2755 
.2761 .2402 
.1348 .0488 .1219 .0456 
.2583 .1983 
.2202 .0844 .2034 .1292 ~ ~ 180.000 
~ 225.000 -.1773 -.~219 . .2402 .0000 \'6 270.000 -.2223 -.1933 .1103 -.0837 -.0119 -.0400 ~ 315.000 -.1843 -.2290 .0543 .0931 
_9 
"'-' 
:-;:!.~~~;"-: '.::::-::;;:, .:;".:;-.:, .''-~:'':;: .. ::::::.'-:-_ ~ ~::=:':::::-':::~~;::';'-";:::";;:'";'z.n.-",,'~_ 




SRM BOOSTER (RETS19) 
.'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0277 .0917 .1304 .6397 .272'+ .1591 -.30'tl 
-.0129 .0296 .3473 
.'+750 .5867 .6995 .7290 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0179 -.0213 .2848 . 't817 -.0910 -.1310 -.3302 
-.0273 -.0596 .3308 
-.0606 -.0741 .3041 -.2910 -.3072 
-.0734 .0585 .3359 
-.0709 .1325 .3675 .5997 -.1766 -.2310 -.3198 
-.0696 .1593 .3594 
-.0535 .0959 .2413 .5459 .1803 .1313 -.4025 
-.0287 .0244 .3724 
~""--' -' -':...-.~;.,-'-~.~"~-~~ .~i~""""_~"~'~~· ~."~".~.--~"."~ .. ""~-- .. , ... ""., .... ""'_~" .. _"~..c ... ,.. "'''-'---'''~~~"'''--'~'"~_''_''~'~"...;;... ____ "._.~ ____ ',~ ...... _--.:.... ...... ___ .... J 
c ',...,.......".·"·'··':""··· .. "-.. --~~-~-"'-~'~_·~r".r .. ~~-' .. .::. ... :.,: .. :-.~,. ~:-. . . -~-"~ ~ -.~ ... -~ 
....:::--:. '.':~.: -:::.~ ::.:~~~: ... :::.~.: . :.:.:: ..::::~~::--:.:.::.-..:.~;::;-;::-;,;:;-~.:;.::,;..~.,-,- ~ , ~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2: '3 
--"'-.,--
ARCII-019 IA81 lVAPCELHl SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETSI91 
ALPHAl( 3) • 1+.159 SETAL ,( 3) .. 4.266 
SECTION l)SRM BOOSTER DEPENOENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .09sn .1118 .1397 i 1955 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5967 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3393 .2690 .3483 -.4509 -.3025 -. i 173 -.0986 -.0763 -.0302 -.0387 .2886 .5772 -.10'+ 1 -.150'+ -.3558 
'+5.000 .1515 .2308 -.4793 -.3653 -.2212 -.1167 -.0631t -.0570 -.081t0 .2783 
90.000 .0795 .1945 -.4832 -.3761 -.2.738 .··.0105 -.0276 -.0786 -.0123 . .2513 -.356'+ -.3956 
135.000 .0407 .1893 -.1t625 -.3764 -.11t70 -.0150 .0102 -.0981 .0830 .2905 
180.600 1.3393 .01'+2 ,1939 -.4733 - .405t, -.1310 -.0524 -.0085 -.1148 .1222 .2700 .1+949 -.2593 -.3367 -.3176 
225.000 .0565 • 2201t -.5131 -.291{2 -.3309 -.0692 -.0321 -.0904 .1621 .2610 
270.000 .3228 .6339 -.2725 -.3560 -.3155 -.0576 -.0573 -.0579 .100'+ .2388 .4612 .0871 .1366 -.3671 ----
315.000 .3681 .5086 -.4080 -.2400 -.1761 -.0476 -.0570 -.0210 .0297 .3696 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 9341t .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0007 -.1609 .2330 .1136 .3916 .3695 
1t5.000 .1081 - .. 1577 .3402 .2350 
90.000 -.0383 -.0458 .1754 .0531 .1256 .0392 
135.000 .0347 -.0814 .1411 .0700 
IBO.OOO .0219 -.0858 .2347 -.0217 .1599 .0823 
225.000 -.1699 -.3422 .1097 .0000 
270.000 -.2271 -.1750 .1560 -.0508 .0149 -.0657 











~ '--'.·c • .......~~--"--
DATE 21 OCT '/:5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2579 
ARC11-019 IAB1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS20) 17 OCT 75 ) 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000sa.FT. XMRP 
· 
976.0000 IN. XT MACH • 1.400 RN/F'T • 2.250 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP 
· 
.0000 IN. YT Ei...V-IB • .000 ELV-OB • .000 
8REF 
· 
1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
· 
400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SPDBRK • .000 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAL( I) • - .150 BETAL ( II • -6.117 
---
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 , .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4912 .25B4 .3545 -.3135 -.2398 -.2017 -.1078 -.03,+6 -.039'+ -.0603 .2417 .3617 -.0503 .168'+ -.1852 
'+5.000 .3208 .3730 ·-.3075 -.2026 -.0979 -.1266 -.0127 -.0202 -.0622 .2950 
90.000 .3'+82 .3922 -.2895 -.1864 -.1038 -.0918 -.0180 -.0303 -.0'+00 .2219 -.029B .0121 
135.000 .3189 .3787 -.291'+ -.2035 -.1069 .0933 .0543 -.0296 -.02'+0 .4297 
180.000 I. '+912 .2'+86 .3551 -.3029 -.2'+29 -.2082 .1523 .073'+ .006'+ -.0603 .5256 .6875 .179B .1226 -.2629 
225.000 .1780 .4225 -.3221 -.2756 -.2582 .0801 .0467 -.0227 -.0861 .6033 
270.000 .1670 .7112 -.15'+1 -.4066 -.2917 -.2'+73 -.2508 -.033'+ -.0848 .2539 1.0427 .6215 .4986 -.5896 
315.000 .1777 .4301 -.3175 -.2'+36 -.2523 -.113'+ -.1088 -.0252 -.0338 .3231 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93~4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0842 -.3301 -.1611 -.2707 .0186 .1186 
45.000 .0727 -.3111 .2345 .3198 
90.000 -.0498 -.2318 .1275 -.0976 .1970 .2587 
135.000 .2508 -.3323 .1630 .24'+1 
180.000 .1982 -.2551 .0520 .0136 .0947 .1390 
225.000 -.1074 -.3087 .2127 .0000 
270.000 -.2455 -.2210 -.0538 -.1649 -.1216 -.1190 
315.000 -.1989 -.2698 -.1335 -.0760 
ALPHAL( II • -.137 BETAL ( 2') • -4.067 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENOENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 • 69B5 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4774 .21'+6 .3326 -.3212 -.2'+43 -.2123 -.0963 -.0163 -.0'+31 -.0526 .2597 .3'+37 -.0262 .2012 -.19IB 
45.000 .2676 .3318 -.312'+ -.2166 -.109'+ -.1255 .0075 -.0261 -.0582 .2916 
90.000 .2849 .3299 -.3004 -.2032 -.1265 -.0862 -.0283 -.0362 -,0488 .227'+ -.0'+33 -.0019 i 
135.000 .2657 .3325 -.2984 -.2185 -.1153 .0854 .0236 -.0435 -.0570 .3997 
, 
I 
180.000 I. '+77'+ .2111 .3372 -.3068 -.2458 -.1992 .1260 .0393 -.0144 -.0736 .'+975 .6892 .1750 .0992 -.2910 
1 225.000 .1530 .4142 -.3173 -.2807 -.2474 .0907 -.0041 -.0263 -.0671 .5726 270.000 .1300 .7256 -.1'+48 -.4128 -.3055 -.2962 -.2585 -.0695 -.0793 .2951 1.0026 .6002 .5026 -.5737 





~"""'-""""'.'''''--~ ... , ..... ~--~~ •. ~._._~~ .. .-b''''~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ___ .''''~"''- _.~ ....... """"-......... .:. __ .~ __ ,'~ __ ~ __ -..,~~_ , .... --"-' ___ .t _ ___ ._::._. __ . __ ....... _:~._ 






r~" ,-~-.,., ~ ..... -.-.~,....".,~~~~ "-'-. , 
DATE 21 OCT 75 






















ALPHALI I) ,. 
-.124 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHi 
.000 -.0929 -.2923 
45.000 .0670 -.2724 
90.000 -.0531 -.2257 
135.000 .2174 -.3256 
180.000 .1577 -.2376 
225.000 -.1555 -.2973 
270.000 -.2369 -.2139 
315.000 -.2127 -.2500 
-.:. ... ~ ................. '-_.--'"' , •. ~.'"".'~ _' _~"'._..-.i .. _ ~_~ 
IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP{ELHL SEALED1 SRM 800STER 
BETAL ( 2)· -4.067 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.1138 -.1986 .0643 .1400 
.2333 .3045 
.0675 -.0898 .1769 .2270 
.1535 .2296 
.0416 .0092 .0955 .1480 
.1772 .0000 
-.0747 -.1611 -.1166 -.1017 
-.1119 -.06'+6 
BETAL ( 3) " -2.013 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 '.1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 
.3188 -.3232 -.2537 -.2201 -.0954 -.0150 -.0399 -.0425 
.2935 -.3260 -.2338 -.1281 -.1329 .0158 -.0317 -.0513 
.2775 -.3188 -.2217 -.1440 -.0459 -.0399 -.0393 -.0550 
.2891 -.3087 -.232S -.1288 .0530 -.0053 -.0503 -.0713 
.3210 -.3125 -.2519 -.2052 .0984 -.0094 -.0497 -.1083 
.4125 -.3196 -.2882 -.2574 .0782 -.0453 -.0369 -.0989 
.7245 -.1356 -.4216 -.3146 -.2986 -.2088 -.0920 -.0782 
.4191 -.3193 -.2665 -.2945 -.1051 -.0970 -.0582 -.0434 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.0619 -.1432 .0778 .1216 
.2314 .2850 
.0529 -.0792 .1699 .2118 
.1494 .2211 
.0353 .0135 .1024 .1430 
.1068 .0000 




.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.2459 .3442 -.0566 .1223 -.2099 
.2688 
.2230 -.0778 -.0411 
.3571 
.4529 .7232 .1071 .011,7 -.3319 
.4920 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ALPHAL( I) • -.128 BETAL ( 4) • 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
.070 















































ALPHALC 1) = -.127 



































































- • 0524 - . 10S7 
.0456 -.0621 
.0286 .0248 























































































.3632 .4750 .5867 
-.0227 -.0358 -.0373 
.0098 -.0270 -.0545 
-.0336 -.0478 -.0717 
-.0321 -.0523 -.1033 
-.0468 -.0664 -.1287 
-.0355 -.0774 -.0795 
-.1283 -.0996 -.0276 
-.0783 -.0589 -.0319 
.3632 .1+750 .5867 
-.0280 -.0396 -.0353 
.0048 -.0387 -.0569 
-.0245 -.0575 -.0857 
-.0579 -.0785 -.1127 
-.0799 -.0976 -.0237 
-.0553 -.0904 .1604 
-.1013 -.0870 .0499 
-.0739 -.0607 -.0241+ 
- -_ .... ---, 
f'-> 
"'=- ) , L.-~r--
PAGE 2591 
(RET5201 
.6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
.2268 .3519 -.1062 .0516 -.2301+ ~--
.2572 
.2274 -.1226 -.0950 
.3223 
.3676 .7775 -.0532 -.1525 -.3528 
.4033 
.2334 .7295 .2273 .2665 -.1+036 
.2992 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.2190 .3823 -.1166 -.0643 -.2529 
.2378 
.2312 -.1971+ -.1955 
.2732 
.2672 .5861+ -.071+7 -.1866 -.351+1 
.3289 





I r-.... ~ 
I jI'-'--
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L~;:..;,;c;,,:';c:' .; 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( I I • -.103 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER 




X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHl 
.000 -.0126 -.2135 
1+5.000 .0369 -.211+1 
90.000 -.0091 -.1526 
135.000 -.0147 -.1551+ 
180.000 -.0337 -.1461 
225.000 -.2352 -.2585 
270.000 -.2551 -.2107 






:-.-':;:':-::-'::;..~;.:. , . 
. ..-:::> 
""--':'"-. .,~--
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2593 
ARCII-019 IABI kVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETS20) 
8ETAL ( 7) • 6.266 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5967 .6985 .7280 .7290 .1360 .1310 
.1216 - .1101 -.3990 -.3121 -.2658 -.0182 -.0915 .041+4 .2144 .6603 .3519 .4166 -.423'+ 
.3930 -.3310 -.2792 -.2526 -.OBII -.0757 -'.01+96 -.0122 .3172 
.9120 .9130 .931+1+ .9565 
.1484 -.0180 .2515 .2587 
.1817 .1305 
.1170 .011+0 .1381 .0957 
.1054 .0857 
.1217 -.0623 .0335 -.0225 
.0150 .0000 





, -.-~ -'--"---"---~ ... -.--~-.-~-.-----~,<-"" .~ .. -- -- j 
C=~~~.:.:::,~~"-' ..... ".,.,..,....~,-,.  ___ ;-"~C __ ·• •. '_C' ..... __ .... -.--_. __ . ~ -- ,~-".--~.----- .- -_._- - •.... --, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION ?'!'GE : 3::" 
-~~~---..,---.--
ARCll-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS21 ) 17 OCT "13 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. XMRP ,. 976.0000 IN. XT MACH • 1.250 RN/FT ~ 2.250 
LREF . 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .. .0000 IN. YT ELV-IB • . 000 ELV-OS .. .000 
8REF • 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP ,. 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER " .000 SPDBRK .. .000 
SCALE .. .0300 SCALF. 
----v 
ALPHAL( 1) K -.151 BEU·.I... ( 1) = -6.106 
SECTiON ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .II1B .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 • 72B(; .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4154 .3005 .3270 -.4536 -.3457 -.2370 -.0932 -.0195 -.0707 -.0553 .277B .3248 -.1320 .1155 -.2815 -.--
45.000 .3234 .3644 -.4391 -.2946 -.1687 -.1022 .0198 -.0681 -.0890 .3371 
90.000 .3496 .4000 -.'+256 -.2660 -.1608 -.0047 -.0079 -.0597 -.0765 .2961 -.2116 -.1983 
135.000 .3312 .3693 -.4191 -.2927 -.1754 .1041 .038[ -.0332 -.0746 .4536 
180.000 1.4154 .3018 .3315 -.4337 -.3435 -.2212 .1375 .0249 -.0233 .0632 .5264 .7220 .0382 -.0964 -.3452 
225.000 .3383 .3741 -.4490 -.3702 -.2224 .1095 .0326 -.0175 .1887 .5859 
270.000 .4248 .6356 -.2965 -.5240 -.3463 -.3770 -.1366 -.0528 .OBI4 .2147 1.0086 .5344 .4194 -.2883 
3J5.000 .3160 .3741 -.4509 -.3575 -.3062 -.1292 -.0967 -.0243 -.0057 .3516 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1168 -.3527 -.1173 -.1967 .0531 .1293 
45.000 .0392 -.3531 .2542 .2726 
90.000 -.0877 -.2403 .0008 .0266 .2120 .2158 
135.000 .1438 -.2397 .2600 .287.5 
180.000 .0750 -.1403 .1044 .1195 .2255 .1733 
225.000 -.2308 -.3321 .0496 .0000 
270.000 -.2769 -.2582 -.05es -.1980 -.1557 -.1388 
315.000 -.2432 -.2847 -.1502 -.1121 
ALPHAL( 1 II< -.129 8ETAL ( 2) " -4.059 
SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5B67 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4052 .2369 .3135 -.4565 -.3555 -.2351 -.0774 -.0232 -.0629 -.0507 .3020 .3513 -.0995 .1350 -.2705 
45.000 .2637 .3386 -.4468 -.3170 -.1832 -.0651 .0087 -.0632 -.0818 .3331 
90.000 .2815 .3631 -.4358 -.2960 -.1870 -.0267 -.0116 -.D722 -.0857 .2879 -.2059 -.1893 
135.000 .2660 .3473 -.4307 -.3154 -.1743 .0723 .0061 ~AJ754 -.0905 .4293 
180.000 1.4052 .2404 .3253 -.4406 -.3504 -.1450 .1000 -.0387 -.0632 -.0135 .5053 .7286 .0215 -.1066 -.3571+ 
225.000 .2689 .3725 -.4558 -.3774 -.2106 .0752 .0139 -.0475 .1552 .5563 
270.000 .2731 .6424 -.2912 -.4894 -.3761 -.3805 -.1299 -.0497 .0695 .2584 .9724 .5126 .4397 -.2792 
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IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DAn. TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALEDl SRM 800STER 
8ETAL ( 2) & -~.059 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.9120 .9130 .93~~ .9565 
-.088~ -.1736 .0670 .1060 
.2379 .2669 
.0119 .0203 .1863 .1840 
.2443 .2680 
.0961 .1174 .2314 .1755 
.0086 .0000 
-.0568 -.1852 -.1523 -.1340 
-.1448 -.1102 
8ETAL ( 31 K -2.002 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279~ .3632 .~750 .5867 
.3022 -.~564 -.3543 -.2385 -.0749 -.0182 -.0520 -.0427 
.3109 -.4513 -.3245 -.1908 -.0372 .0034 -.0597 -.01586 
.3303 -.4393 -.3092 -.1956 -.0401 -.0166 -.0803 -.0814 
.3241 -.4283 -.3191 -.1670 .0384 -.0117 -.0910 -.0898 
.3196 -.4334 -.3387 -.0793 .0757 -.0607 -.0882 .1331 
.3803 -.4467 -.3666 -.1686 .0567 -.0101 -.0955 .2034 
.6568 -.2765 -.4756 -.3583 -.3538 -.1315 -.0648 .0737 
.3667 -.4550 -.3761 -.3329 -.1141 -.1009 -.0549 -.0116 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.0580 -.1148 .0925 .1402 
.2234 .2611 
.0245 .0268 .1783 .1709 
.2402 .2655 
.1093 .1035 .2212 .1652 
-.0396 .0000 
-.0522 -.1802 -.1505 -.1355 
-.1283 --.0829 





.6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
.2797 .3799 ·.122~ .0359 -.2830 
.3098 
.2746 -.2239 -.2097 
.3954 
.4626 .7356 -.0262 -.1599 -.3777 
.4812 




-~ . ....---, 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION -""AGE 25b6 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAPIELHL SEALED) SRM SOOSTER (RETS2! ) --~-..,........-.-
ALPHAL( I) • 
-.115 BETAL 4) • .064 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHl 
.000 1.3825 .1519 .2828 -.46<:'0 -.3670 -.2383 -.0700 -.0359 -.0417 -.0427 .2586 .3998 -.1774 -.0703 -.2954 
45.000 .1680 .2833 -.459u - .3434 -.2011 -.0152 -.0098 -.0549 -.0703 .2891 
90.000 .1810 .3030 -.4497 -.3336 -.2126 -.0488 -.0285 -.0923 -.0896 .2634 -.2721 -.2682 
135.000 .1687 .3046 -.4405 -.3345 -.1546 .0028 -.0404 -.1348 .0193 .3552 
180.000 1.3825 • 1490 .3195 -.4402 -.3409 -.0589 .0405 -.0262 -.1210 .1384 .3902 .7474 -.0985 -.2737 -.4076 
225.000 .1978 .3945 -.4491 -.3589 -.1642 .0054 -.0066 -.1201 .1582 .3960 
270.000 .2033 .6595 -.2760 -.4725 -.3736 -.3'-140 -.1709 -.0790 .0555 .2355 .7985 .2110 .3154 -.4066 
315.000 .1958 .3593 -.4657 -.3888 -.3369 -.1 i26 -.0871 -.0671 -.0164 .3106 
-----
X/LS .8102 - .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0994 -.3034 -.0011 -.1296 .1583 .1673 
45.000 .0024 -.2578 ,1495 .1395 
90.000 -.0639 -.2027 .0505 .0324 .1750 .1579 
135.000 .0626 -.2123 .22£2 .2370 
180.000 -.0257 -.1524 .1318 .0750 .1812 .1281 
225.000 -.2266 -.2661 -.0160 .0000 
270.000 -.2661 -.2257 -.0566 -.1715 -.1337 -.1280 
315.000 -.2362 -.2703 -.1086 -.0622 
ALPHAL ( 1) ,. -.082 SETAL ( 51 ~ 2.132 
SECTION ( 11SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3684 .1295 .2711 -.4.,611 -.3639 -.2314 -.0638 -.0448 -.0380 -.0398 .2395 .4092 -.1900 -.1506 -.3021 
45.000 .1279 .2537 -.4624 -.3538 -.2095 -.0106 -.0200 -.0525 -.0664 .2613 
90.000 .1369 .2598 -.4527 -.3458 -.2120 -.0296 -.0383 -.0960 -.0567 .2552 -.3369 -.3612 
135.000 .1321 .2727 -.4440 -.3468 -.1325 -.0309 -.0576 -.1490 .0554 .3033 
180.000 1.3684 .1360 .. 3076 -.4408 -.3458 .0124 -.00B7 -.0409 -.1346 .1117 .2873 .5896 -.1745 -.301+3 -,4028 
225.000 .1885 .3979 -.4437 -.3541 -.1163 -.0316 .0071 -.1240 .1559 .3244 
27u.!)00 .1947 .6727 -.2632 -.4583 -.3731 -.3375 -.1594 -.0763 .0486 .2171 .6791 .1464 .2101 -.4012 
315.000 .1834 .3659 -.4590 -.3836 - .3117 -.1027 -.0876 -.0571 -.0148 .2968 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 93'i4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0860 - .. 2325 -.0245 -.0'i00 .1656 .1541 
45.000 .0070 -.2539 .1751 .1557 
90.000 -.0440 -.1657 .0651 .0303 .2438 .1941 
135.000 -.0242 -.1021 .1480 .1090 
180.000 -.1358 -.0910 .1283 .0274 .1419 .0811 
------, 
"""'A 1·11: ... " ..... , ... ''' .. --..L:. •• ~.~"J; ........... ~ ........ ...:..:,;.;_;;.~..-~~ ...... ~~ __ ~-~~-~ 
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DATE 21 OCT i5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL( 1) • -.082 BETALI 5) 2.132 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2402 -.2778 .0764 .0000 
270.000 -.2567 -.2272 .0039 -.1453 -.1054 -.1043 
315.000 -.2316 -.2864 -.0815 -.0321 
ALPHALI 1) .. -.073 BETAL ( 6) ~ 4.201 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3505 .1267 .2489 -.4734 -.3727 -.2234 -.0798 -.0575 
45.000 .0833 .2149 -.4799 -.3702 -.2234 -.0133 -.0414 
90.000 .0866 .2204 -.4689 -.3648 -.2103 -.0256 -.0491 
135.000 .0807 .2340 -.4584 -.3654 -.1062 -.0669 -.0733 
180.000 1.3505 .1276 .2935 -.4511 -.3542 .0183 -.0743 -.0565 
225.000 .1965 .3973 -.4476 -.3507 -.0868 -.0659 .0151 
270.000 .3032 .6766 -.2597 -.4667 -.3590 -.3321 -.1572 
315.000 .1994 .3581 -.4654 -.3883 -.2972 -.1088 -.0762 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0740 -.2118 .0654 .0219 .1785 .1369 
45.000 .0210 -.2324 .2629 .2026 
90.000 -.0330 -.1463 .0867 .0338 .1826 .1037 
135.000 -.0274 -.0957 .1289 .0865 
180.000 -.0455 -.1278 .2252 -.0612 .1411 .0656 
225.000 -.2127 -.3281 .0457 .0000 
270.000 -.2550 -.2226 .0696 -.1224 -.0709 -.1109 
315~000 -.2347 -.2830 .0242 .0685 
ALPHALI 1) • -.080 8ETAL I 7) • 6.270 
SECTION 1 )SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3347 .1279 .2302 -.4745 -.3749 -.1932 -.0854 -.0603 
45.000 .0521 .1825 -.4842 -.3819 -.2163 -.0227 -.0497 
90.000 .0489 .1886 -.4758 -.3746 -.1913 -.0156 -.0568 
135 .. 000 .0602 .2044 -.4642 -.3774 -.0842 -.0918 -.0732 
180.000 1.3347 .1354 .2764 -.4524 -.3403 .0000 -.1285 -.0371 
225.000 .2990 .4006 -.4435 -.3403 -.0473 -.0915 -.0137 




SRM BOOSTER IRETS21 ) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0420 -.0478 .2457 .37"'4 -.111B -.1644 -.2943 
-.0617 -.0632 .2573 
-.1082 -.0099 .2736 -.3757 -.4155 
-.1649 .0571 .3057 
-.1700 .0969 .2727 .6038 -.2517 -.3635 -.4042 
-.1399 .1482 .2765 
-.0840 .0513 .2499 .6507 .1861 .3266 -.4229 
-.04B4 -.0109 .3079 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0455 -.0018 .2567 .4268 -.0804 -.2058 -.3608 
-.0632 -.0057 .2733 I 
-.1160 .0565 .2788 -.40B7 -.432B I 
-.1674 .1000 .2730 j 
-.1953 .1436 .2153 .6125 -.1699 -.3679 -.4193 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2598 --~."....------
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER tRETS21) 
ALPHAL( 1) .. -.080 SETAL ( 7) .. 6.270 
SECTION IISRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .4280 .6820 -.2456 -.4352 -.3355 -.2961 -.1407 -.0886 .0850 .2929 .6978 .2801 .4033 -.4745 
315.000 .2393 .3571 -.4613 -.3749 -.2685 -.1140 -.0684 -. Ul !02 .0222 .3286 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0540 -.2116. .1414 .0519 .2703 .2399 
45.000 .0009 -.2014 .1919 .1111 
90.000 -.0682 -.1235 .1318 .0197 .1468 .0801 
135.000 -.0500 -.1127 .1040 .0451 
180.000 -.0783 -.1569 .1630 -.0957 .0199 -.0472 
225.000 -.2533 -.2841 .0038 .0000 
270.000 -.2708 -.2259 -.0209 -.1508 -.1366 -.1673 
315.000 -.2237 -.2739 .0669 .1332 
I 
1 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED I 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 976.0000 IN. XT 
LREF 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
8REF 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP ., 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
ALPHAL( 1) • -.158 8ETAL ( II " -6.061 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3346 .3974 .2550 -.6557 -.4923 -.1576 -.0147 -.0499 
45.000 .4232 .2989 -.6457 -.4328 -.2134 .0199 -.0239 
90.000 .4396 .3363 -.6316 -.3949 -.1637 .0326 -.0236 
135.000 .4283 .3099 -.6248 -.4206 .0855 .0877 .0059 
180.000 1.3346 .4087 .2763 -.6336 -.4639 .1555 .0736 -.0188 
225.000 .4242 .3126 -.6451 -.'+967 -.0704 .027'+ -.056'+ 
270.000 .45'+7 .5533 -.4886 -.5379 -.3358 -.3600 -.1680 
315.000 .4208 .29'+1 -.65'+9 -.5099 -.2761 -.0948 -.0523 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1632 -.335'+ -.1360 -.1993 .0381 .0329 
45.000 -.042'+ -.3077 .2'+18 .1929 
90.000 -.1560 -.1328 .0183 .1134 .2839 .2261 
135.000 .0263 -.0990 .'+005 .2884 
180.000 -.1021 -.0315 .2766 .0987 .2271 .0980 
225.000 -.2855 -.3735 .0199 .0000 
270.000 -.3321 -.3137 -.0813 -.2578 -.2099 -. 197'+ 
315.000 -.308'+ -.3282 -.2024 -.1912 
ALPHAL( 1) • -.136 BETAL ( 2) "' -'+.015 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3317 .3695 .2565 -.6'+60 -.'+826 -.16'+2 -.0157 -.0321 
'+5.000 .3870 .2839 -.6371 -.4'+18 -.2036 .0325 -.0131 
90.000 .3935 .3141 -.6282 -.'+155 -.1568 .0270 -.0220 
135.000 .3952 .3017 -.6179 -.4283 .05'+3 .0676 .0006 
180.000 1.3317 .3860 .2857 -.62'+0 -.4509 .1348 .0495 -.0295 
225.000 .'+ 130 .3312 -.6341 -.4797 -.0617 .0007 -.0687 
270.000 .'+397 .5680 -.4739 -.5148 -.3466 -.3331 -.1551 
315.000 .3959 .2993 -.6483 -.4949 -.292'+ -.0956 -.0561 
r 
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SRM BOOSTER (RETS22) ( 17 OCT 75 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH • 1.100 RN/F"T • 2.250 
ELV-IB • .000 ELV-OB • .000 
RUDDER • .000 SPD8RK • .000 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0578 .0631 .3095 .3670 -.2462 -.0883 -.4167 
-.0787 .0471 .3316 
-.0817 .0761 .3265 -.4306 -.4280 
-.0551 .1793 .4141 
-.0527 .227'+ .'+6'+5 .6832 -.0924 -.2966 -.'+490 
-.0762 .2325 .5190 
-.0537 .1067 .2638 .909'+ .3838 .35'+3 -.3306 
-.025'+ .0747 .3622 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0'+55 .0272 .3133 .3938 -.2194 -.1179 -.40'+9 
-.0602 .02'+2 .3350 
-.07'+2 .0666 .3221 -.'+27'+ -.4337 
-.078'+ .1559 .4015 
-.0642 .2079 .4490 .6838 -.1072 -.3170 -.'+69'+ 
-.0791 .2165 .5020 
-.0421 .1024 .2868 .8839 .3636 .3571 -.33"18 
-.0271 .0570 .3'+82 
1 








_ .... ..:.. :..; ....... ..;... .. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL( Il • -.136 
SECTION IlSRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1741 -.3317 
45.000 -.0570 -.2848 
90.000 -.1590 -.1226 
135.000 .0024 -.1017 
180.000 -.1334 -.061 I 
225.000 -.3047 -.3643 
270.000 -.3338 -.3163 
315.000 -.3081 -.3349 
ALPHIIL ( Il -.122 




















































IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAG~ 2590 .~-...---
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS22) 
BETAL ( 2) -4.015 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.0983 -.1684 .0637 .0560 
.2309 .1843 
.0193 .0983 .2384 .1823 
.3489 .2542 
.2795 .0870 .2202 . 1155 
.0030 .0000 
-.0798 -.2340 -.1892 -.1771 
-.2050 -.1767 
BETAL ( 3) = -1.975 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.2556 -.6488 -.4759 -.1639 -.0124 -.0233 -.0462 .0105 .2930 .4246 -.2735 -.1977 -.4003 
.2696 -.6444 -.4546 -.1824 .0259 -.0175 -.0643 .0207 .3145 
.2905 -.6368 -.4370 -. 1024 .0232 . -.0424 -.0883 .0626 .3066 -.4384 -.4490 
.2905 -.G224 -.4370 .0'192 .0509 -.0363 -.1025 .1327 .3727 
.2923 -.6241 -.439'1 .11'10 .0273 -.0681 -.096'1 .1776 .4163 .6934 -.1565 -.3511 -.4751 
.3427 -.6302 -.4651 -.0'116 -.0199 -.0924 -.1117 .1858 .4503 
.5802 -.4667 -.4769 -.3465 -.2817 -.1515 -.0566 .0816 .2866 .8504 .3147 .3284 -.3288 
.3056 -.6477 -.4836 -.2896 -.0753 -.0541 -.0'181 .0367 .3284 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.0578 -.1324 .0773 .0619 
.2091 .1687 
.0233 .0866 .2135 .1530 
.3039 .2215 
.2556 .0613 .207'1 .1030 
-.0585 .0000 










II!rc~c-.:. ':c: -: <'.:~::C C~<. 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 
ALPHAL( I 1 • -.119 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 









X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1476 -.3164 
45.000 -.0358 -.2880 
90.000 -.1438 -.1167 
135.000 -.0728 -.0947 
180.000 -.1762 -.0866 
225.000 -.3167 -.2964 
270.000 -.3154 -.2681 
315.000 -.2758 -.3100 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
8ETAL ( 4) '" .085 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.2502 -.6459 -.4717 -.1681 -.0208 -.0153 
.2564 -.6459 -.4596 -.1735 .0144 -.0180 
.2708 -.6390 -.4528 -.0992 .0100 -.0518 
.2787 -.6222 -.4434 .0270 .0240 -.0645 
.2972 -.6205 -.4305 .0742 -.0030 -.0972 
.3585 -.6249 -.4471 -.0753 -.0426 -.1061 
.5900 -.4572 -.4811 -.3536 -.2444 -.1351 
.3085 -.6455 -.4720 -.2953 -.0686 -.0433 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.0702 -.1226 .1446 .1192 
.1367 .0844 
.0242 .0724 .1982 .1288 
.2451 .1821 
.1907 .0365 .1668 .0617 
-.0743 .0000 
-.1222 -.2310 -.1872 -.1885 
-.1681 -.1225 
ALPHAL( I) s -.098 SETAL ( 5) ,. 2.148 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3101 .3095 .2591 -.6442 -.4615 -.1768 -.0392 -.0197 
45.000 .3002 .2451 -.6486 -.4695 -.1691 -.0037 -.0211 
90.000 .3023 .2509 -.6428 -.4655 -.0855 -.0075 -.0621 
135.000 .3194 .2612 -.6242 -.4520 -.003't -.0160 -.0959 
180.000 1.3101 .3516 .2992 -.6181 -.4153 .0263 -.0488 -.1307 
~ 225.000 .3968 .3688 -.6178 -.4254 -.0455 -.0720 -.1242 270.000 .4075 .6034 -.4470 -.51'+0 -.3527 -.2198 -.1317 ~ 315.000 .35'+4 .3218 -.6386 -.4719 -.2953 -.0747 -.0368 .~ X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
~~ PHI 
.000 -.1349 -.2753 .0065 -.0691 .1211 .0881 ~<~ 45.000 -.0557 -.2480 .2578 .1818 .~W; 90.000 :-. 1390 -.1414 .0561 .0308 .1695 .0833 135.000 -.1222 -.0838 .1264 .0712 






SRM BOOSTER (RETS22) 
.4750 .S867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0447 .0103 .2744 .4350 -.3245 -.2748 -.4041 
-.0652 .0307 .3020 
-.0962 .0704 .2972 -.4709 -.4925 
-.1128 .1191 .3465 
-.1258 .1592 .3683 .6877 -.2289 -.4199 -.5063 
-.1230 .1728 .3751 
-.0557 .0742 .2897 .7954 .2526 .3009 -.4099 
-.0438 .0300 .3061 
;7-
.4750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0460 .0282 .2520 .4336 -.2987 -.3039 -.4089 
-.0737 .0567 .2781 
-.1136 .0924 .2768 -.5067 -.5416 
-.1263 .1175 .3070 
-.1375 .1477 .2771 .6279 -.1983 -.4528 -.5080 
-.0937 .1708 .2917 
-.042'+ .0774 .2846 .7523 .1293 .3009 -.5135 
-.0350 .0404 .2924 
I 
! , 
. . .. 'J 
.~-~-~'-~,-~~. --~-~--....-. >..~.~..-...:.--~ ----~ ...... --. 
r-"'-':"'~··-'--:~'"~:-:-~·~--·~-":'-
---, 
k~",;~:..:':, ,".," ., .,.,._. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2S92 
~-- .. ...--------
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER CRETS22l 
ALPHAL( 1 1 .. -.098 BETAL ( 5) .. 2.148 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2941 -.3037 -.0272 .0000 
270.000 -.2948 -.2764 -.0930 -.2055 -.1556 -.1654 
315.000 -.2689 -.3179 -.1090 -.0719 
ALPHAL( I) • -.090 8ETAL ( 6) .. 4.193 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3020 .3060 .2548 -.6532 -.4589 -.2097 -.0536 -.0314 -.0573 .0441 .2455 .4019 -.2401 -.3460 -.4233 
45.000 .2778 .2245 -.6614 -.4890 -.1630 -.0239 -.0351 -.0895 .0615 .26( ""\ 
90.000 .2775 .2280 -.6515 -.4913 -.0698 -.0290 -.0710 -.1443 .1010 .25', • -.5226 -.5202 
135.000· .3018 .2390 -.6376 -.4717 -.0397 -.0598 -.1302 -.1387 .1173 .2653 
180.000 1.3020 .3413 .2946 -.6274 -.4001 -.0252 -.1073 -.1655 -.1227 .1384 .2237 .5689 -.2195 -.4700 -.4958 
225.000 .4041 .3815 -.6241 -.3989 -.0350 -.1320 -.1432 -.0447 .1679 .2479 
270.000 .4079 .6133 -.4440 -.5074 -.3354 - .2438 -.1398 -.0325 .0950 .2895 .7033 .1373 .3634 -.4841 
315.000 .3622 .3351 -.6440 -.4655 -.2941 -.0933 -.0491 -.0328 .0579 .2895 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1356 -.2530 .0773 -.0286 .1657 .1078 
45.000 -.0830 -.2185 .1825 .1037 
90.000 -.1439 -.1305 .1013 -.0094 .1435 .0331 
135.000 -.1481 -.0763 .0571 -.0208 
180.000 -.1647 -.1725 .1983 -.1290 .0516 -.0446 
225.000 -.2859 -.3614 -.0262 .0000 
270.000 -.2>096 -.2879 -.0008 -.1711 -.1290 -.1708 
315.000 -.2862 -.3383 -.0059 .0321 
ALPHAU I) .. -.094 8ETAL ( 7) .. 6.254 
SECTION 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2902 .2729 .2451 -.6573 -.4502 -.2360 -.0765 -.0504 -.0433 .0405 .2476 .4792 -.2561 -.3822 -.4524 
45.000 .2489 .2060 -.6659 -.5060 -.1441 -.0473 -.0474 -.0776 .0599 .2674 
90.000 .2475 .2077 -.6570 -.5090 -.0650 -.0501 -.0803 -.1409 .1005 .2592 -.5529 -.5757 
135.000 .2729 .2177 -.6483 -.4840 -.0731 -.1046 -.1567 -.0946 .1121 .2548 
180.000 1.2902 .3282 .2891 -.6345 -.3822 -.0677 -.1608 -.1947 -.0707 .1309 .1828 .5383 -.1980 -.4044 -.5016 
225 .. 000 .3932 .3866 -.6263 -.3760 -.0235 -.1810 -.1642 -.0264 .1532 .2418 
,~~~,-~,"" ....... ",;~-,",.-'-,;"""""-""~~~,-,-:", •• ~-""-",:""",~~-:, __ ._ •• ~.~"",,,,,,,,-,~'~_.-......-. __ --'_'""""""-............. ~...Il&. ... ~." ..... ~~ ~ ......... -...-;...~~.~, 
r--~'-'-"-~"-''''''~''''''''''~'-'''---''~''-'' 
j .. 
• r:::~". -:' 
'.><.,00:' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHALI 1) • -.094 
SECTION I)SRM 800STER 




X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1180 -.2363 
45.000 -.0854 -.1967 
90.000 -.1492 -.1381 
135.000 -.1550 -.0900 
180.000 -.1764 -.1902 
225.000 -.3145 -.3808 
270.000 -.3305 -.2860 
315.000 -.2912 -.3385 
~.........t~_' ~,":"':" ........ _ .. :.o..:......",,,,,~~._._.~~~-,~_:...",,_._ .. 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) 
8ETAL I 7) • 6.254 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.6164 -.4376 -.5098 -.3043 -.2510 -.1296 
.3416 -.6456 -.4506 -.2866 - . I 125. -. 0570 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
:1463 .0302 .2868 .2125 
.1362 .0523 
.1487 -.0377 .1838 .0845 
.0345 -.0479 
.1436 -.1589 -.0337 -.1222 
-.0302 .0000 
.0237 -.1565 -.1312 -.1938 
.0831 .0980 
SRM 800STER (RET522) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
-.0291 .1017 .2902 .6438 .1669 










r-: """ •. ""' .. ~~"';"'.~_~~c ____ '7'_'_"' __ ·~_'·' -
.w;:.~ :':'::_~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
REFERENCE DArA 
.SREF .. 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP .. 976.0000 IN. XT 
LREF . 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP . .0000 IN. YT 
BREF . 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
'" 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
BETAL ( I) z .213 ALPHAL(I) '" -6.775 
SECTION I lSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 279'i .3632 
PHI 
:'-.2892 .000 1 . 'i28'i .0381 .1'i08 -.3939 -.3329 -.1545 -.0910 
45.000 .1017 .1456 -.3762 -.3000 -.2293 -.1913 -.1545 
90.000 .1493 .2007 -.3611 -.2886 -.2721 -.2'1'12 - . :Z"~04 
135.000 .2543 .3379 -.3031 -.2240 -.0977 -. 0~!3n -.1643 
180.000 1.4284 .3278 .48Y8 -.2634 -.1545 .0693 .0896 -.eGG! 
225.000 .2537 .6131 -.2352 -.1160 .1311 .1208 -.0145 
270.000 .0586 .6267 -.1796 -.0809 -.2392 -.3036 -.0715 
315.000 -.0203 .1326 -.4397 -.5170 -.37'i7 -.2986 -.1086 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0433 -.2725 .0755 -.2298 .1905 .0420 
45.000 -.0550 -.2557 -.0400 -.09Y7 
90.000 -.1663 -.1881 .0746 -.0577 -.0092 .0432 
135.000 .0031 -.2203 .2320 .3262 
180.000 -.0094 -.2402 -.0011 .0614 .2709 .2122 
225.000 -.2045 -.2457 .0102 .0000 
270.000 -.2628 -.1902 -.1089 -.2062 -.1638 -.1570 
315.000 -.2045 -.2519 -.0614 -.0587 
BETAL ( 1) .. .141 ALPHALC 2) .. -4.529 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.4398 .0750 .1929 -.3684 -.3112 -.2492 -.1175 -.0385 
45.000 .1313 .1920 -.3555 -.2743 -.1940 -.1379 -.0786 
90.000 .1797 .2254 -.3417 -.2594 -.2222 -.1561 -.2317 
135,000 .2385 .3289 -.3010 -.2250 -.1251 -.0040 -.1115 
180.000 1.4398 .2750 .4370 -.2721 -.1860 -.0557 .0945 -.0632 
225.000 .2146 .5688 -.2511 -.1667 -.0591 .1096 -.0299 
270.000 .0832 .6890 -.1457 -.1676 -.3223 -.3035 -.0811 
315.000 .029Y .• 2389 -.3924 -.4392 -.3763 - .1994 -.1077 
L_ .. ~.-c~ .. :,~=~~~~~.~.~~ _. ~~ __ .. ~AC:'~ 
'_I ~~ ~~--, 
PAGE ~59'i ... ~~-..,.-~ 
SRM BOOSTER (RETS23) t 17 OCT 75 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
MACH .. 1.400 RN/F"T .. 2.25~ 
ELV-IS • .000 ELV-OS .. .000 
RUDDER • . 000 SPDBRK • .000 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.1139 -.0950 .1790 .3125 -.0185 -.0825 -.3564 
-.1363 -.2683 .0592 
-.2674 -.2349 .0260 -.1872 -.1048 
-.2308 -.20611 .0076 
-.1598 -.1682 .1405 .5846 .0269 -.1240 -.4525 
-.0925 -.0744 .3157 
-.0838 -.0675 .3216 .7312 .3028 .3873 -.4592 
-.0553 -.0622 .3160 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0732 -.0766 .195! .3184 -.0275 -.0284 -.2965 
-.0930 -.1172 .1225 
-.17Ilt -.1784 .1278 -.1724 - .1072 
-.1656 -.1484 .1825 
-. 13G6 -.1500 .2059 .6826 .0122 -.1488 -.~!156 
-.0960 -.0809 .3'+59 
-.0863 -.0684 .3102 .7915 .3030 .3732 -.'1:222 
-.0500 -.05,+7 .313'+ 
---, 











£ I'd ~~ 2as 
,~-... -
DATE 21 OCT 75 
SETAL! I) • • I ~I 
SECTION! I)SRM 800STER 
X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0568 -.3169 
~5.000 -.0212 -.2~39 
90.000 -.115~ -.2045 
135.000 .0640 -.2504 
180.000 .05~0 -.2020 
225.000 -.1819 -.2747 
270.000 -.2411 -.2219 
315.000 -.2039 -.2716 
8ETAL ! I) .089 




















































IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA8! LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL! 2) • -4.529 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1355 -.2499 .0729 .0016 
.0069 -.0160 
.0676 -.0415 .0597 .08~5 
.1779 .3092 
-.0135 .0390 .1942 .1731 
-.0198 .0000 
-.1000 -.19~0 -.1553 -.1395 
-.0629 -.0065 
ALPHALI 3) z -2.328 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.2459 -.3588 -.2932 -.2519 -.1267 -.0231 
.2210 -.3493 -.2615 -.1646 -.1314 -.0221 
.2336 -.3376 -.2460 -.1789 -.1129 -.1254 
.3033 -.3109 -.2361 -.1237 .0165 -.0722 
.3784 -.2929 -.2218 -.1771 .1012 -.0662 
.4997 -.2792 -.2140 -.2270 .0990 -.0533 
.7236 -.1287 -.3211 -.3'122 -.3166 -.0999 
.3263 -.3609 -.3652 -.3471 -.171'1 -.1099 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0099 -.1264 .0616 .0L,75 
.1237 .1593 
.0'136 -.0382 .1218 .1454 
.1495 .22'16 
.• 0084 .0317 .1580 .1611 
.0150 .0000 
-.1066 -.1853 -.1480 -.1281 
-.0772 -.0314 
~i - '<ill' A ~ ... ;""'~ ... ,~.u ...... ,_ .. ~~' ";,,,~ __ .• ~.:..... ~_.<_L>""":"'_~ __ .".--'..:.....-~_~.u..-....~~~'"'--' ......... ~_ ...... ~._< __ ..:..:.. .......... 





SRM 800STER (RETS23) 
.~750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0586 -.0590 .2378 .3850 -.0566 .0387 -.2510 
-.0656 -.0875 .1846 
-.1062 -.1222 .1298 -.1402 -.0941 
-.0981 -.1347 .2788 
-.1172 -.1485 .2894 .746~ -.0301 -.1660 -.3905 
-.0978 -.0940 .3676 
-.0849 -.0508 .3038 .8212 .2692 .36~6 -.4195 
-.0502 -.0442 .2954 
~< --I 
<.C J 
-,_,~"""",>o"",,,", __ "~_ • ..-->J. __ < __ ~---..,~_~~ __ H .... _~. _ 
c=~,=~~:"'"':,~~~~~,-.-.-·:~· .'.~:-':".:-' -,- "-- - ,,- .- _._. ---, 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2596 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPIELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS23) --"'-..;'-~-
BETAL ( I) - .053 ALPHALC 4) ,. -.129 
SECTION l)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1+405 .1524 .2977 -.3330 -.2672 -.2275 -.0964 -.0266 -.0363 -.01+03 .2278 .3692 -.111+0 .0281 -.2369 
45.000 .IB27 .2596 -.3421 -.2526 -.142B -.1241 .0074 -.0301 -.0578 .2547 
90.000 .1937 .2259 -.3374 -.2411 -.1577 -.0536 -.0392 -.0483 -.0750 .2272 -.1301 -.1023 
135.000 .1909 .2612 -.3212 -.2452 -.1331 .0124 -.0332 -.0563 -.1076 .3201 
180.000 1 .1+405 .1669 .3198 -.3147 -.2517 -.2005 .0655 -.0502 -.0719 -.1326 .3655 .7681 -.0511 -.1588 -.3588 
225.000 .1247 .4238 -.3144 -.2728 -.2467 .0721 -.0354 -.0822 -.0828 .4002 
270.000 .0919 .7419 -.1257 -.4087 -.3172 -.2960 -.1329 -.0994 -.0303 .2225 .7441 .1917 .2830 -.4077 
315.000 .1108 .4106 -.3271 -.2806 -.2885 -.1102 -.0829 -.0628 -.0378 .2805 
----
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 93't4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0647 -.2800 -.0248 -.1365 .0851 .1115 
45.000 .0436 -.2452 .1874 .2034 
90.000 -.0464 -.2238 .0376 -.0616 .1701 .1987 
135.000 .1666 -.3058 .1509 .2072 
180.000 .0948 -.2101 .0328 .0303 .1200 .1258 
225.000 -.2132 -.2769 .0429 .0000 
270.000 -.2446 -.2098 -.0578 -.1554 -.1198 -.1122 
315.000 -.2151 -.2614 -.0950 -.0552 
SETAL ( I) - .091 ALPHAL( 5) '" 2.059 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.4348 .2025 .3481 -.3118 -.2429 -.2294 -.0895 -.0316 -.0348 -.0308 .2263 .3926 -.0488 -.0331+ -.2339 
45.000 .2035 .2868 -.3329 -.2485 -.1380 -.1087 .0083 -.0172 -.0471 .2673 
90.000 .1849 .231~9 -.3383 -.2513 -.1725 -.0671 .0001 -.0213 -.0608 .2635 -.1491 -.1324 
135.000 .leDD .2351 -.3340 -.2631 -.1532 .0081 -.0352 -.0486 -.0865 .3314 
180.000 1.4348 .1159 .2616 -.3418 -.2843 -.1818 .0122 -.0773 -.0505 -.0909 .3940 .7506 -.0539 -.1340 -.3191+ 
225.000 .0762 .3401 -.3533 -.3201 -.2623 -.0221 -.0232 -.0433 .0379 .4168 
270.000 .0951 .7185 -.1444 -.3990 -.2822 -.0857 -.0761 -.0708 .0404 .1599 .6919 .2277 .2567 -.3910 
315.0Cl0 .1518 .4881 -.2992 -.2061 -.2198 -.0687 -.0443 -.0439 -.0049 .3031 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0315 -.2349 .0097 - .0843 .1261 .1453 
45.000 .0451 -.2023 .1667 .1500 
90.000 -.0539 -.2119 .0560 -.0614 .1997 .2047 
135.000 .2069 -.3073 .1661 .1962 




.".;......; ....... __ ;..;..~_. __ ':::,.."-~_...JL~_~.~~~_~.,-,--,_~_. __ .~. _~~~_~._-' ___ ... ~ .. ~~_.~~ .. _. __ .~ .. _ .. __ ~ .. __ ._._ .... _ .. __ .. ________ ~_ ~ ________ . ________ ~ ________ w.~ _____________ . ~ 
r--"-~>o~-' .~:"·'"-~'·v-,·--,·---·, 
.::;; .... 
. ~. ,,' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
BETAL ( I) ., .091 ALPHAL! 5) '" 2.059 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.1877 -.2694 .0761 .0000 
270.000 -.2368 -.2032 -.0164 -.1387 -.09B5 -.0972 
315.000 -.2110 -.2501 -.0566 -.0220 
BETAL ( 1) • .135 ALPHAL! 6) ,. 4.186 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.4276 .2558 .4049 -.2986 -.2094 -.2150 -.0676 -.0367 
45.000 .2233 .3031 -.3301 -.2408 -.1458 -.1142 -.0204 
90.000 .1732 .2202 -.3516 -.2625 -.222B -.1208 -.0018 
135.000 .1278 .1978 -.3455 -.2806 -.1715 -.0179 -.0238 
180.000 1.4276 .0688 .2009 -.3591 -.3054 -.1597 -.0282 -.0424 
225.000 .0256 .2492 -.3921 -.3800 -.2594 -.0625 -.0144 
270.000 .0830 .6878 -.1489 -.'-1126 -.2650 -.0666 -.0229 
315.000 .1978 .5494 -.2688 -.1464 -.1934 -.0396 -.0305 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 .0039 -.1961 .0893 -.0288 .2132 .2461 
45.000 .0660 -.1952 .2860 .2816 
90.000 -.0055 -.1499 .0802 -.0204 .1163 .0629 
135.000 .1948 -.2787 .1870 .2117 
180.000 .0604 -.1989 .0846 .0346 .1021 .0666 
225.000 -.1453 -.2877 .1587 .0000 
270.000 -.2110 -.1751 .0321 -.0955 -.0286 -.0422 
315.000 -.1840 -.2244 .0506 .1048 
BETAL ( I) ,. .167 ALPHAL( 7) ,. 5.264 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.4232 .2836 .4283 -.2978 -.1927 -.2005 -.0705 -.0374 
45.000 .2322 .3086 -.3332 -.2393 -.1502 -.1227 -.0453 
90.000 .1614 .2044 -.3594 -.2731 -.2486 -.1507 -.0242 
135.000 .1090 .1734 -.3517 -.2911 -.1822 -.0406 -.0233 
180.000 1.4232 .04'-12 .1693 -.3715 -.3163 -.1676 -.0513 -.0227 
225.000 .0054 .1981 -.4138 -.3989 -.2405 -.0938 -.0167 
L'···· ... , '- -.' '. __ .~ ............... --..~.,~ ...... _ .... _, ............ .o-.:..",:_ .. ",~4L..'~.'-_;_~"~ __ ,~,~,,, ~ __ "':"'. ___ ,._~_.~ .... ..J.w_~ __ .:...... •• .,.: 
",~" 
SRM 800STER (RETS231 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7290 .7290 
-.0333 -.0143 .2150 .4015 -.0329 
-.0273 -.0431 .2911 
-.0141 -.0751 .2660 -.1920 
-.0337 -.0547 .2999 
-.0281 .0471 .3'-178 .5749 -.0937 
-.0341 .1198 .3591 
-.0394 .0712 .1486 .5049 .1796 
-.0341 .0214 .2833 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7290 .7290 
-.0346 -.0036 .2365 • I.!305 -.021'+ 
-.0381 -.0434 .3060 
-.0195 -.0809 .2803 -.1840 
-.0233 -.0180 .2762 
-.0236 .0753 .3194 .5193 -.1005 


















_. ______ ._J 
r"'~·-~~O'~'-:-~,~ .. ,-. ~'--~~'~'.-.. " 
! 
~t.'f·<'-'_:"_~'~:::;:_T',,";-:!;;.: 
DAiE 21 OCT 75 
SETAL ( 1) • .167 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER 




X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 .0095 -.1757 
45.000 .0895 -.1866 
90.000 .0164 -.1195 
135.000 .1972 -.2685 
180.000 .0464 -.1791 
225.000 -.1425 -.2958 
270.000 -.2061 -.1676 
315.000 -.1838 -.2126 
J 
",' 
!. -,' , . L'! , ' .' '---~_""" _"~ .~, .~~~_. ~_."_,~~ __ C""~">'" , 
"~' '\'~.;~-~ 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION f"tJE 2595 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETS23) 
ALPHAL( 7) = 5.264 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.6538 -.1623 -.4221 -.2340 -.0422 -.0101 -.0243 .0906 .1501 .4724 .1519 .1002 -.3897 
.5745 -.2573 -.1073 -.1875 -.0343 -.0157 -.0290 .0352 .2902 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1296 -.0137 .2438 .2711 
.2947 .3107 
.1167 -.0078 .0869 .0413 
.2095 .2202 
.0957 .0322 .0916 .0505 
.1545 .0000 
.0664 -.0798 -.0163 -.0349 
.0872 .1360 
'--












~i~ \ . 
" 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2599 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BoOSTER (RETS24) 17 OCT 75 .) 
REF'ERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF' 
· 
2690.0000 Sa.F'T. o XMRP . 976.0000 IN. XT MACH 1.250 PN/F'T • 2.250 
LREF' 
· 
1297.000'0 INCHES YMRP .. . 0000 IN. YT ELV-IB • .000 ELV-OB • .000 
BREF' • 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP . 400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • .000 SPDBRK • .000 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
8ETAL ( \l .. • 229 ALPHAL( I) • -6.731 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3676 .0487 .1172 -.5175 -.4426 -.3362 -.0978 -.1062 -.1256 -.0897 .2342 .1+006 -.1425 -.2522 -.1+273 
45.000 .0882 .1623 -.4965 -.4080 -.2888 -.1836 -.1336 -.1916 -.2557 .1258 
90.00Q .1686 .• 2253 -.4809 -.3717 -.2968 -.3279 -.3251 -.285~· -.2035 .041+1 -.3319 -.2603 
135.000 .3063 .3339 -.4375 -.2884 .0131 -.1368 -.2381 -.2644 -.1028 .1415 
180.000 1.3676 .4487 .4703 -.3997 -.1975 .1594 -.0066 -.0753 -.1881 .1049 .1768 .5668 -.0822 -.2140 -.51+39 
225.000 .4849 .5805 -.3765 -.1676 .2068 .0243 -.0143 -.1477 .1281 .3032 
270.000 .2933 .5304 -.3304 -.1886 -.2767 -.4398 -.1588 -.0778 .0315 .3080 .6749 .1918 .2441 -.531t8 
315.000 .1279 .0598 -.5781 -.6209 -.41t33 -.2090 -.1223 -.0801t -.0396 .3087 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0806 -.3301 .1598 -.2805 .1979 .0276 
45.000 -.1036 -.2325 -.0218 -.0951 
90.000 -.2062 -.1454 . 101t9 -.0957 .0392 .0938 
135.000 -.OB70 -.1789 .3818 .3420 
180.000 -.0991 -.2274 .2993 -.0806 .3247 .2405 
225.000 -.2580 -.2729 -.0289 .0000 
270.000 -.2867 -.2385 -.0909 -.2133 -.1703 -.1638 
315.000 -.2366 -.2828 -.0877 -.0700 
SETAL ( 1) a .125 ALPHAU 2) .. -4.484 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
:000 1.3768 .0852 .1749 -.4928 -.1t180 -.291t6 -.0689 -.0651t -.0837 -.0719 .211+7 .3804 -.IB73 -.1932 -.3605 
1t5.000 .1123 .2113 -.1t750 -.3f301t -.2606 -.101t7 -.0921t -.1259 -.1190 .1910 
90.000 .1704 .2662 -.1t621 -.3502 -.2682 -.2219 -.2080 -.2151 -.11t91t .1567 -.3085 -.2716 
~~ 135.000 .2617 .3356 -.431t2 -.3035 -.0215 -.0699 -.171t5 -.2068 -.0459 .2622 180.000 1.3768 .3582 .4230 -.1t11t8 -.2463 .1674 .0096 -.0567 -.1591 .1243 .2506 .6536 -.0998 -.2603 -.'+809 
Il'dQ 225.000 .4204 .5311 -.3932 -.2332 .2186 .0122 -.0164 -.1513 .1365 .3276 O~ 270.000 .3.417 .6021 -.2975 -.3045 -.2768 -.4418 -.1591t -.0911 .0384 .2846 .7425 .2076 .291+5 -.3995 ~~ 315.000 .1029 .1697 -.5363 -.5474 -.4267 -.1311 -.0799 -.0719 -.0331 .2790 
.gl'd 
~~ ~txJ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2600 
- __ JO..,---
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETS24) 
BETAL ( I) • .125 ALPHAL( 2) • -4.484 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
" PHI 
.000 -.1082 -.3295 .1490 -.1761 .0829 -.0058 
45.000 -.0499 -.2260 .0074 -.0423 
90.000 -.1683 -.1559 .0916 -.0316 .0787 .1016 
135.000 -.0285 -.1817 .3122 .3275 
180.000 -.0639 -.1792 . 1£151 .0516 .2867 .2235 i 
225.000 -.2489 -.2683 -.0113 .0000 \: 
270.000 -.2779 -.2276 -.0639 -.1926 -.1619 -.1488 
315.000 -.2425 -.2855 -.0852 -.0635 
BETAL ( I) '" • 081 ALPHAL( 3) .. -2.301 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 •. 7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3824 . I I 14 .2285 -.4760 -.3887 -.2645 -.0660 -.0415 -.0612 -.0514 .2640 .4082 -.1758 -.1100 -.3IG;? 
45.000 .1446 .2511 -.4618 -.3547 -.2261 -.0412 -.0415 -.0917 -.0876 .2464 
90.000 .1772 .2924 -.4518 -.3344 -.2236 -.1200 -.1052 -.1464 -.1036 .2087 -.2872 -.2762 
135.000 .2030 .3214 -.4310 -.3160 -.0994 -.0116 -.1104 -.1647 -.0069 .3347 
180.000 1.3824 .2233 .3737 -.4227 -.2957 .0467 .0273 -.0309 -.1259 .1322 .3287 .7175 -.0690 -.2711 -.4470 
225.000 .2688 .4682 -.4ILt1 -.2861 .1267 .0141 .0003 -.1333 .1't95 .3655 
270.000 .1966 .6459 -.2766 -.LtI70 -.3868 -.4331 -.1323 -.0690 .0545 .2941 .8062 .2752 .3720 -.3689 
-, 315.000 .1514 .2714 -.'t951 -.4561 -.3839 -.1506 -.0943 -.0588 -.0207 .3036 
XlLS .8102 .8661 .9120 .n130 . 934't .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0996 -.3512 .0713 -.0877 .0851 .0590 
45.000 -.0351 -.2656 .1373 .1408 
90.000 -.1 i13 -.1839 .iJ777 .0230 .1321 .1192 
135.000 .CJ152 -.1890 .2509 .2693 
180.000 -.0496 -.1635 .1453 .0825 .2277 .1693 
225.000 -.2370 -.2701 -.0452 .0000 
270.000 -.2650 -.2233 -.0868 -.1866 -.1495 -.1345 
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DATE 21 OCT 7~ 
BETAL ( I) • .0'+5 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0970 -.3013 
45.000 .0068 -.2571 
90.000 -.0611 -.1959 
135.000 .0616 -.1962 
180.000 -.0288 -.1450 
225.000 -.2224 -.2653 
270.000 -.2612 -.2147 
315.000 -.2354 -.2685 
8ETAL ( Il .. .084 
SECTION { IISRM 800STER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0578 -.2510 
45.000 -.0032 -.2218 
90.000 -.0549 -.1868 
135.000 .1067 -,1998 
180.000 -.0151 -.1264 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
ALPHAL( 4) • 
-.111 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 
.2857 -.4613 -.3599 -.23IB -.0584 -.0336 
.2863 -.4552 -.3392 -.1987 -.0137 -.0092 
.2995 -.4455 -.3268 -.2076 -.01+01+ -.0278 
.3050 -.431+9 -.3291+ -.1494 .0137 -.0375 
.3238 -.4346 -.3364 -.0598 .0488 -.0182 
.3971 -.4438 -.3539 -.1631 .0124 -.0037 
.6670 -.2693 -.4696 -.3761 -.3479 -.1689 
.3599 -.4613 -.3863 -.3279 -.1083 -.0890 
.9120 .. 9130 .9344 .9565 
-.0001 -.1211 .1698 .1766 
.1576 .1501 
.0708 .031+7 . !921 .1630 
.2359 .2369 
.1340 .0821 .1859 .1304 
-.0130 .0000 
-.0537 -.1653 - .1314 -.1244 
-.1050 -.0650 
ALPHAU 5 I ,. 2.053 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
.3394 -.4441 -.3266 -.2451+ -.0776 -.0380 
.3097 -.4499 -.3269 -.1827 -.0296 -.0016 
.2965 -.4492 -.3311 -.2187 .0058 .0097 
.2781 -.4387 -.3432 -.1929 .0007 .0113 
.2703 -.4489 -.3664 -.1133 .0097 .0258 
.3097 -.1+772 -.3871 -.2773 -.0138 .0119 
.6482 -.2795 -.411+2 -.3317 -.0808 -.0676 
.4415 -.4314 -.3139 -.2544 -.0818 -.0499 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0362 -.0353 .1786 .1797 
.1723 .1452 
.0913 .0382 .1864 .1503 
.2138 .2117 
.1409 .0681 .1'01 .0985 






SRM BOOSTER (RETS21+) 
~ 
"-
.1+750 .5967 .6985 . 72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0401 -.0398 .2602 .4032 -.182'+ -.0866 -.2910 
-.0520 -.0671 .2898 ~.--
-.0884 -.0893 .2689 -.2693 -.2654 
-.1297 .0150 .3565 
-.1172 .1383 .3880 .71+56 -.0999 .-.2697 -.1+051 
-.1172 .1614 .3960 
-.0758 .051+2 .2400 .7973 .2267 .3292 -.3689 
-.0678 -.0148 .3046 
.'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0264 -.0271 .2631+ .4376 -.1085 -.1425 -.2953 
-.0331 -.0522 .3016 
-.0586 -.0733 .2823 -.2590 -.2572 
-.0919 .0380 .3583 
-.0839 .1435 .3946 .7018 -.14lf1 -.2352 -.3631 
-.0842 .1637 .3888 
~.0608 .0755 .2394 .7021. .2619 .2678 -.3386 
-.0271 .0107 .3165 
., 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATI0N PAGE 2602 --~-'--'''----
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPIELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS2'i) 
BETAL ( 11 • • OBit ALPHAL( 5) • 2.053 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2180 -.2670 .0366 .0000 
270.000 -.2533 -.2203 -.0253 -.1464 -.1013 -.1080 
315.000 -.2224 -.2610 -.0511 -.0249 
BETAL ( I) • .106 ALPHAL! 6) • 4.193 
SECTION ( I)SRH 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3705 .2749 .3827 -.4396 -.2909 -.2482 -.069'i -.0423 -.0187 -.0225 .2869 .4869 -.0879 -.1306 -.3366 
45.000 .2267 .3160 -.456'"i: -.3208 -.1737 -.0865 -.0197 -.0303 -.0614 .3332 
90.000 .1724 .2633 -.4638 -.3470 -.2667 -.0168 -.0103 -.0662 -.0788 .3056 -.2891 -.3078 
135.000 .1212 .2258 -.4556 -.3658 -.1992 -.0087 .0217 -.0743 .0520 .3367 
180.000 1.3705 .0691 .2135 -.4667 -.3928 -.1896 -.0210 .0349 -.0707 .1336 .3746 .6043 -.1720 -.2296 -.3236 
225.000 .1025 .2067 -.5167 -.34'89 -.3282 -.0597 -.0009 -.0653 .1642 .3669 
270.000 .1863 .6060 -.2928 -.3868 -.3154 -.0917 -.0542 -.0537 .095,+ .2304 .5'i42 .1778 .1280 -.3970 
315.000 .2953 .5018 -.'+09'+ -.2492 -.2458 -.0'+58 -.0568 -.0293 .02'+7 .3162 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 93'i4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0233 -.2248 .1301 .0186 .2895 .2808 
'i5.000 .0,+53 -.2041 .2688 .2462 
90.000 -.0407 -.1320 .1201 .0382 .1066 .0424 
135.000 .1370 -.• 2127 .2240 .1930 
180.000 -.0235 -.1179 .1588 .0544 .1363 .0770 
225.000 -.1872 -.2950 .1308 .0000 
270.000 -.2335 ".2047 .0698 -.IJ04 -.0459 -.07'+2 
3i5.000 -.1964 -.2497 .0427 .0780 
8ETAL ( 11 • .177 ALPHA\.,( 7) '&> "G.~r~-;o. 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER ~:PENDENT VARIABLECP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .09~~ • t It,a .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3543 .4031 . 426'i -.42$3 -.2531 -.1592 -.0634 -.0537 -.0092 -.0119 .3528 .5561 .031+7 - .• 1095 -.3640 
45.000 .2774 .3182 -.4584 -.3150 -.1899 -.1377 -.054'i -.0331+ -.0676 .3666 
90.000 .1553 .2318 -.4801 -.3711 -.3280 -.09,+7 -.0653 -.0828 -.01+95 .3288 -.3099 -.3368 
135.000 .0808 .1796 -.4758 -.3979 -.2135 -.0308 .0067 -.0589 .0386 .c917 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2603 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS21f) 
SETAL ( t) • .177 ALPHAU 71 • 6.337 
SECTION ( I )SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .'1280 .7290 
.7360 .7370 
PHI 
270.000 .3241 .5547 -.3233 -.4318 -.2540 -.083'+ -.0237 -.0280 .1286 .2691 .4239 
.0657 .0855 -.3993 
315.000 .'+326 .5537 -.3976 -.1902 -.1958 -.0266 -.0369 -.0055 .0373 .3773 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0006 -.2087 .1819 .0425 .3798 .3694 
45.000 . Ci'538 -.1994 .2962 .2703 
90.000 -.0233 -.1261 .1629 .0079 .0951 .0402 
135.000 .1459 -.2160 .1922 .1478 
180.000 -.0116 -.1392 .1880 .0212 .1325 .0591 
225.000 -.177'+ -.3037 .1390 .0000 
270.000 -.2179 -.1915 .0767 -.0831 -.0169 -.0614 











DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IASI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) 
REFERENCE DATA 
SREF .. 2690.0000 sa.FT. XMRP .. 976.0000 IN. XT 
LREF . 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP " .0000 IN. YT 
SREF .. 1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP " '+00.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .. .0300 SCALE 
SETAL ( 1) • .227 ALPHAL( I) .. -6.616 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .27'94 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.2895 .2091 .1012 -.6947 -.5567 -.2053 -.1211 -.1153 
45.000 .2363 .1341 -.6943 -.5519 -.1505 -.1540 -.1763 
90.000 .2889 .1912 -.6861 -.48't3 -.3657 -.3011 -.3276 
135.000 .4480 .3022 -.6362 -.3466 -.0083 -.2181 -.2556 
180.000 1.2895 .6006 .4470 -.5895 .1177 .0824 -.1163 -.1770 
225.000 .5923 .5498 -.5526 .2536 .1457 -.0965 -.1605 
270.000 .3525 .4254 -.5151 .0394 -.4256 -.5949 -.2329 
315.000 .1899 -.0069 -.7691 -.5654 -.4091 -.1520 -.1105 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI • 
.000 -.1607 -.3130 .0464 -.1812 -.0009 -.1071 
't5.000 -.1573 -.2186 -.0358 -. I 109 
90.000 -.2639 -. I 192 . (1759 -.0993 .1275 .09S0 
135.000 -.1270 -.0936 .3536 .2745 
180.000 -.1666 -.1865 .4273 -.0880 .2750 .1665 
225.000 -.2815 -.3117 -.1153 .0('00 
270.000 -.3262 -.2874 -.1452 -.2600 -.2230 -.2126 
315.000 -.2957 -.3212 -.1352 -.1219 
SETAL ( I) .. .1'+5 ALPHALt 2) .. -4.423 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.3123 .2321 .1566 -.6743 -.5519 -.2140 -.0736 -.0719 
45.000 .2617 .1833 -.6698 -.5188 -.0991 -.0828 -.1191 
90.000 .3107 .2348 -.6612 -.'+675 -.2201 -.1846 -.2284 
135.000 .'+075 .3038 -.6265 -.3851 .0144 -.1260 -.1822 
180.000 1.3123 .5112 .3990 -.5995 -.2680 .1185 -.0907 -.153'+ 
225.000 .5191 .5010 -.5756 -.2711 .165't -.1054 -.1537 
270.000 .3787 .5017 -.4955 -.'+062 -.3326 -.591'+ -.2096 
315.000 .2'+35 .1132 -.717'+ -.'+606 -.'t370 -.1000 -.0814 














































1.100 RN/tT . 
.000 ELV-OB • 
.000 SPDBRK • 
.7280 .7290 .7360 
.4476 -.3246 -.4302 
-.5281 -.510'+ 
.6387 -.2191 -.4059 
.7256 .1940 .2224 
.7280 .7290 .7360 
.'+102 -.2974 -.3927 
-.5197 -.5111 
.6549 -.2451+ -.1+392 
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DATE 21 OCT 7!5 
BETAL ( 11 • .145 




















SETAL ( I) ., .086 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER 
"_"~~'-"'--""""""'~~~"'~T~-::':''':~~"~~,~. 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2605 
ARClt-Ot9 IABt LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS25) 
ALPHAL( 2) ~ -4.423 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0625 -.1533 .0344 -.0566 
.0114 -.0493 
.0498 -.0246 .1479 .1095 
.2979 .2300 
.3346 -.0281 .2605 .1487 
-.0607 .0000 
-.1341 -.2511 -.2089 -.1953 
-.1430 -.1331 
ALPHAL( 3) ., -2.259 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 




















00 t~ l;:d j,-t I'tig 
<DZ( ~t; 









.2848 .2057 -.6658 -.5229 
.3034 .2274 -.6634 -.4931 
.3299 .2625 -.6524 -.4622 
.3890 .2955 -.6325 -.4181 
.4406 .3495 -.6223 -.3554 
.4778 .4358 -.6104 -:3557 
.4303 .5613 -.4809 -.5619 
.3192 .2174 -.6901 -.4934 
.8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 
-.3274 -.0115 -.1988 .1195 
-.2281 .1108 
-.1015 .0410 .0485 .1640 
-.0933 .2546 
-.1187 .2653 .0173 .2175 
-.3166 -.0749 
-.2770 -.1089 -.2338 -.1978 
-.3193 -.1665 
-.2207 -.0480 -.0411 -.0689 .0034 .2559 .4290 -.3495 -.2948 -.4349 
-.1288 -.0260 -.0682 -.1001 .0051 .2563 
-.1193 -.0926 -.1437 -.1416 -.0055 .2436 -.5060 -.5206 
.0306 -.0569 -.1234 -.1558 .0567 .3208 
.1191 -.0583 -.1337 -.1476 .1162 .3280 .6719 -.2535 -.4514 -.5478 
.1235 -.0957 -.1427 -.1520 .1360 .3342 
-.3608 -.4366 -.1921 -.0810 .0489 .2826 .7717 .1693 .2707 -.4958 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2606 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALEDl SRM BOOSTER (RETS251 ---""-,,-
SETAL ( II • .062 ALPHAL( 4l -. lOB 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6ge~ .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI ---.~ 
.000 1.3174 .3299 .2535 -.6586 -.4764 -.1770 -.0322 -.0250 -.0589 .0124 .2654 .4278 -.3384 -.2819 -.4135 
45.000 .3224 .2569 -.6586 -.4665 -.1706 .0028 -.0280 -.0802 .0298 .2961 
90.000 .3293 .2679 -.6500 -.4547 -.0896 -.0062 -.0637 -.1125 .0663 .2903 -.4820 -.5044 
135.000 .3503 .2738 -.6304 -.4438 .0290 .0076 -.0798 -.1249 .1077 .3368 
180.000 1.3174 .3809 .3000 -.6294 -.4266 .0842 -.0185 -.1121 -.1365 .1486 .3607 .6781 -.2459 -.4300 -.5127 
225.000 .4212 .3620 -.6321 -.4417 -.0286 -.0590 -.1238 -.1345 .1625 .3614 
270.000 .4342 .5862 -.4665 -.4945 -.3610 -.2813 - .1564 -.0669 .0593 .2886 .7890 .2405 .2866 -.4366 
315.000 .3771 .3048 -.6548 -.4806 -.2995 -.0751 -.0568 -.0566 .0221 .3028 
-.--
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1573 -.3163 -.0652 -.1249 .1368 .1121 
45.000 -.0433 -.2874 .1320 .0767 
90.000 -.1470 -.1171 .0255 .0660 .1942 .1248 
135.000 -.0767 -.1005 .2313 .1704 
180.000 -.1761 -.0940 .1890 .0265 .1588 .0563 
225.000 -.3112 -.3098 -.0659 .0000 
270.000 -.3156 -.2722 -.1081 -.2345 --.1936 -.1888 
315.000 -.2823 -.3326 -.1689 -.1252 
BETAL ( Il ,. .087 ALPHAL( 5) = 2.042 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.3156 .3887 .2965 -.6423 -.4322 -.1350 -.0262 -.0196 -.0384 -.0024 .2775 .4679 -.2502 -.313'+ -.'+043 
45.000 .3495 .2698 -.6488 -.4505 -.1739 .0161 -.0048 -.0623 .0130 .3024 
90.000 .3237 .2629 -.6481 -.4640 -.1445 .0380 -.0157 -.0953 .0751 .2915 -.4543 -.4692 
135.000 .3079 .2444 - .. 6365 -.4786 .0001 .0394 -.0411 -.1015 .1319 .3338 
180.000 /.3156 .3038 .2461 -.6413 -.4895 .0166 .0113 -.0757 -.1189 .1616 .3543 .6 ... 52 . -.2622 - .... 033 - .... 651 
225.000 .3399 .2791 -.6630 -.4298 -.1912 -.0038 -.0713 -.1063 .1738 .3567 
270.000 .4152 .5770 -.4725 -.4098 -.3245 -.0718 -.0603 -.058'" .0943 .2861 .6500 .203'" .2072 -.'+109 
315.000 .4190 .3839 -.6288 -.4386 -.2214 -.069'" -.0168 -.0294 .0339 .3092 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1155 -.2848 .0360 -.0616 .1648 .1338 
45.000 -.0527 -.2053 .1913 .1311 
90.000 -.1276 -.1075 .0586 .0713 .1639 .0811 
135.000 -.0219 -.1072 .2423 .1689 
180.000 ~.1376 -.0669 .1789 .0309 .1122 -.0003 
~-~ 





DATE 21 OCT 7~ IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2607 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER CRETS25 I 
SETAL ( 1) • .087 ALPHAL( 5) .. 2.042 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 





-.2827 -.3023 -.0031 .0000 
-.2990 -.2647 -.0894 -.2076 -.1562 -.1634 
-.2709 -.3138 -.1035 -.0713 
BETAL ( II • .100 ALPHAL( 6) .. 4.178 
SECTION 1 ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.3021 .4467 .3433 -.6328 -.3826 -.1060 -.0141 
45.000 .3695 .2805 -.6517 -.4323 -.1733 .0144 
90.000 .2939 .2448 -.6568 -.4730 -.2346 .0346 
135.000 .2592 .2135 -.6490 -.5034 -.0264 .0397 
180.000 1.3~021 .2437 .1943 -.6548 -.5288 -.0714 .0226 
225.000 .2692 .1823 -.6968 -.3331 -.3233 -.0045 
270.000 .3897 .5323 -.4885 -.3846 -.3325 -.0755 
315.000 .4825 .4454 -.6091 -.3599 -.1633 -.0440 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0848 -.2617 .1369 -.0205 .2655 .2127 
45.000 -.0321 -.1963 .2419 .1853 
90.000 -.1157 -.0818 .1163 .0519 .1177 .0145 
135.000 .0148 -.1170 .2542 .1685 
180.000 -.1218 -.0435 .2213 .0165 .0872 -.0 114 
225.000 -.2312 -.3292 .0663 .0000 
270.000 -.2773 -.2546 -.0239 -.1731 -.1.196 -.1441 
315.000 -.2'+92 -.2919 -.015'+ .0057 
BETAL ( 1) • .171 ALPHAL< 7) • 6.321 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VAR1'A8lE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 ,.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.2866 .5031 .3815 -.13198 -.3185 -.0806 -.0458 
45.000 .3712 .2799 -.6542 -.4087 -.1282 -.0328 
90.000 .2507 .2030 -.6737 -.4885 -.3002 -.0232 
135.000 .2081 .1611 -.6615 -.5395 -.0586 .0210 
180.000 1.2866 .1806 .1363 -.6639 -.4452 -.1279 .0135 

















~ ... -~ .... ';"'~.t_;,:;,;:..;:""",~,,, .. ::........,.,.-..:...i ..... __ .......... >. ___ ,-~\~._, . ........;..........:.:~."_~.~.~-..-.:~ , .. ' ....... :....-.. ............. o_._.~"";.~--,, ........... _____ '-_~~-'-~_ .• ~~~ '-"-'-'~""---'~_,.l •. ~ .. __ •. 
.4750 . 58Ei7 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0278 -.0137 .3096 .5504 -.2310 -.3160 -.4405 
-.0635 -.0181 .3328 
-.1150 .0774 .3083 -.4760 -.4949 
-.0922 .1466 .3202 
-.0860 .1749 .3328 .5628 -.2916 -.4113 -.4202 
-.0560 .1882 .3311 
-.0434 .1227 .3212 .5408 .0801 .1272 -.4295 
-.0154 .0409 .3354 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0005 -.0047 .3557 .6164 -.1224 -.2879 -.4495 
-.0605 -.0398 .3544 
-.1481 .0635 .3257 -.4723 -.4824 
-.0784 .1273 .2903 
-.0466 .1801 .2896 .4945 -.3130 -.4059 -.3853 





. •. -"~ • ..: ~.J...~~"w--'~~""~ __ '_''''''''','''''': .... _._,~_ •• c...._,~!..... .... <-'oL..~_ ...... _'''' """,-,..,w~.., ____ ~,~_~ ___ , ,j 
'-
r'''-- ""~,.---.,~,,...~-~:-~.--- --~'-"," 
I ~"-. 
. " 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 
SETAL ( I) • .171 





































1t' - ~ 
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IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2608 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER (RETS25) 
ALPHAU 7) - 6.321 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4612 -.5121 -.'+121 -.2587 -.0355 -.0088 -.0187 .1436 .3203 .1+358 -.0383 • 1061+ -.1+51+9 
.1+918 -.5821 -.2681 -.1173 -.0516 .0189 .0175 .0529 .3699 
.9120 .9130 .9341+ .9565 
.1721+ .0443 .3292 .2731 
.2803 .2307 
--.--
.1590 .0036 .1263 .0182 
.1366 .0510 
.2659 -,0211+ .1198 .0193 
.0945 .0000 
-.0043 -.1608 -.0951 -.1225 
.0302 .0701 
~--l 
~~~~...........:~'-h ... w.:-,,-~i~"""~_, .... ··.._..:.b..~ ........... _:..._.. ...... ~.~_~_~_;,,;... ........ _'_A._.~, ............. ~--,_,;. 
--.--'--'-----"-... ~.~-----------.---~'"--~---~ -~ 





DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2609 
ARCII-019 lA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS26) ( 17 OCT 75 ) 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF • 2690.0000 sa.FT. XMRP • 976.0000 IN. XT MACH • .900 RN/F'T • 2.250 
LREF • 1297.0000 INCHES YMRP 
· 
.0000 IN. YT ELV-IS • .000 ELV-OB • .000 
BREF 
· 
1297.0000 INCHES ZMRP 
· 
400.0000 IN. ZT RUDDER • . 000 SPDBRK • .000 
SCALE • .0300 SCALE 
-----
ALPHAL( 1 I • -6.556 BETAL ( 1) • -3.889 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLt cp 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .• 7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1820 .0913 -.1279 -1.1460 -.5491 -.2655 -.1838 -.0984 -.0594 -.0610 .0715 .2302 -.5211 -.3260 -.5't89 
45.000 .1159 -.0753 -1.1467 -.8993 -.2002 -.2431 -.1622 -.1156 -.1017 .0490 
90.000 .1961 .0191 -1.1195 -.7067 -.3376 -.3739 -.2861 -.2421 -.2408 -.0263 -.7082 -.7158 
135.000 .3608 .1395 -1.0637 -.1218 -.1376 -.2075 -.1011 -.0312 -.0347 .1172 
180.000 1.1820 .4844 .2326 -1.0331 .0531 -.0482 -.1558 -.0403 .0442 .0644 .2146 • 58't4 -.21't1 -.6149 -.6905 
225.000 .4599 .3189 -.9998 .0254 -.0240 -.1669 -.0269 .0610 .0837 .3181 
270.000 .2318 .2146 -.8971 -.2248 -.4561 -.3873 -.0954 -.0328 -.0682 .1275 .8144 .124'+ .21'+'+ -.6198 
315.000 .0829 -.2179 -1.2152 -.5939 -.'+841 -.1723 -.056'+ -.0141 -.013'+ .1570 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.2050 -.2890 -.0708 -.2594 -.1550 -.2347 
'+5.000 -.2169 -.1640 -.0857 -.1125 
90.000 . -.2392 -.1750 .0245 -.1282 .1112 -.0064 
135.000 -.2089 -.1278 .3192 .1458 
180.000 -.2014 -.2248 .445'+ -.0868 .2169 .0400 
225.000 -.3347 -.2836 .1020 .0000 
270.000 -.2954 -.2681 .0058 -.2667 -.2121 -.2125 
315.000 -.3256 -.2806 -.2267 -.2330 
ALPHAL( I) - -6.508 BETAL ( 21 • -1.855 
SECTION ( 11SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VAR1A8LE CP i I 
I 
~ __ '
Cll)O X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .'+750 .5867 .6985 .7ZS0 .7290 .7360 .7370 ~~ PHI 
t'tJ~ .000 1.1749 .0816 -.1280 -1.1436 -.5342 -.2540 -.1628 -.0740 -.0464 -.0508 .0565 .2656 -.5't0'+ -.440'+ -.6201 o~ 45.000 .1039 -.0812 -1.1475 -.9133 -.1781 -.2191 -.1260 -.0988 -.0996 .0059 ~~ 90.000 .1645 -.0079 -1.1306 -.7958 -.3370 -.3574 -.2553 - .2029 ' -. 1967 -.0002 -.7066 -.7139 135.000 .3269 • 1071 - I .0765 -.1903 -.1766 -.2402 -.1183 -.0538 -.0626 .1007 j 180.000 1.1749 .4819 .2279 -1.0346 .0137 -.0856 -.1873 -.0506 .0265 .0399 .1863 .5730 -.228S -.6431 -.6932 
.gl"d' 225.000 .4800 .3303 -.9923 .0144 -.0396 -.1816 -.0319 .0502 .0653 .2845 l >~ 270.000 .2440 .2191 -.8963 -.2091 -.4386 -.3501 -.0946 -.0249 -.0523 .1570 .7665 .08£12 .1290 -.6262 315.000 .0820 -.2177 -1.2167 -.5492 -.4945 -.1804 -.0514 -.0138 -.0131 .1421 § t:j. I 





1.:""\"' __ ~" - ~··'"-~~...l~ ..... _';,..-1J_""':4....0~.k __ ~;_ .•. :c '-~~-.---":"_""""~'~~_>~:~."--,-,,-,-~~~~,:,,,.~~~.~~~ •. _. ~ ......... ___ ... ""_ ~~ __ .. _> L. __ ~~.;..~a.. _~. ~ ... ~>-~,">~--~' ,-~ __ • ____ ,~ __ > __ ,,o;,,,",_~ _~~ ........ ____ .. ______ "~ _____ ~ 
r-,:'7'-'~-~--~~--' .. -'c' 
~..::::..::::. 
DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL! I)· -6.508 
















































































'~"'-""""'L ..... _~..ti'.:~ __ ~'--.......J.'_~""":"h>"''-"~''''''_~ 
IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
BETAL ( 2)· -1.855 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0213 -.2681+ -.0931 -.2078 
-.0923 -.11+76 
.0017 -.14'57 .0574 -.0478 
.3018 .1325 
.4488 -.1230 .1943 .0375 
.0593 .0000 
.0247 -.2811 -.2074 -.2320 
-.1948 -.2015 
BETAL ( 3) • .202 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 
-.1373 -1.1831 -.5276 -.2542 -.1365 -.0596 -.0384 -.0467 
-. I 005 -I. 1807 -.7672 -.1658 -.1787 -.0995 ·-.0949 -.1406 
-.0489 -1.1737 -.7947 -.3449 -.3178 -.2222 -.1711 -.1641 
.0547 -1.: 188 -.2467 -.2297 -.2614 -.1-+21 -.0767 -.0948 
.2108 -1.0626 -.0434 -.1352 -.2050 -.0689 .0087 .0107 
.3373 -1.0011 -.0158 -.0637 -.1787 -.0326 .0414 .0458 
.2127 -.9197 -.2068 -.4405 -.2981 -.0771 -.0151 -.0459 
-.2364 -1.2506 -.5534 -.4794 -.1586 -.05'11 -.0151 -.0236 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1949 -.3454 .0768 -.0975 
-.0700 ~·.1482 
.0865 -.1397 .0129 -.0820 
.2615 .1039 
.3797 -.1277 .1159 -.0083 
-.0878 .0000 






.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0591 .2886 -.5539 -.4735 -.6643 
-.0552 
.0253 -.7063 -.7082 
.0704 
.1340 .5517 -.2255 -.6390 -.6826 
.2249 
.1671 .7301 .(96 .0830 -.5411 
.1269 
-~ .~--'-"'"""'-~-:""'~ - --:...---."'--~~-'~~,.-
, .-~-"~~-".----.. --~-~-::] 
rliO "'W ~~~-~~~-. ,-""~';'~~t'"~1 
" 
'~ 
l'IIO#~t(' (":: •• ::":';.'..-',,"~:~ 
'~ -~-- .. " ... 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
PAGE 2611 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP!ELHL SEALEDl SRM 800STER (RETS261 ------" 
ALPHALC I 1 • -6.431 8ETAL ( 4) • 2.279 
SECTION ( IlSRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .
4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1587 .C671 -.1359 -1.1735 -.5568 -.2566 -.1337 -.0493 -.02
62 -.0373 .0577 .3382 -.5911 -.5205 -.6759 
45.000 .0933 -.0980 -1.1743 -.8083 -.1372 -.1537 -.0701 -.06
97 -.1496 -.0392 
90.000 .0990 - . 0737 -\. 1685 -.8391 -.3399 -.2905 -.1872 -.13
18 -.1293 .0627 -.7005 -.6917 
135.000 .2415 .0161 -1.1210 -.3217 -.2798 -.2992 -.1657 
-.0998 - . 1174 .055,+ 
180.000 1.1597 .4616 .2056 -1.0533 -.0907 -.1760 -.2315 -.0867 -.01
2'+ -.0078 .0846 .5494 -.22'+1 -.6462 -.6577 
225,.000 .518'+ .3599 -.9680 -.0204 -.0736 -.1849 -.0381 .0
'+13 .0'+7'+ .1681 
270.000 .2643 .2226 -.9117 -.1965 -.4271 -.2654 -.0647 -.0
036 -.0266 .1731 .7285 .0406 .1679 -.5'+46 
3\5.000 .0679 -.2237 -1.23'+4 -.5697 -.4781 -.1614 -.0447 -.0
112 -.0204 .1121 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0467 -.3767 .2689 -.3245 .3144 .0737 
'+5.000 -.2277 -.1904 -.0403 -.1363 
90.000 -.2760 -.0990 .0699 -.1105 -.0315 -.1097 
135.000 -.2769 -.2403 .2293 .0749 
180.000 -.1367 -.2449 .3399 -.1822 .0625 -.0532 
225.000 -.3207 -.2633 -.1343 .0000 
270.000 -.2754 -.2599 -.2065 -.2620 -.2117 -.2156 
315.000 -.3116 -.2922 -.1305 -.0932 
AlPHAL( 11 • -6.400 8ETAL C 51 ,. 4.324 
SECTION C 11SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279,+ .3632 .475
0 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
I 
PHI 
.000 1.1508 .0635 - . I '+29 -I, 1819 -.5397 -.2713 -.1221 -.0366 -.0207
 -.0257 .0421 .3252 -.5765 -.'+979 -.6516 
,+5.000 .0740 -. I I 16 -I. 1831 -.5642 -.1255 -.1236 -.05"+0 -.0'139 
-.1050 -.0060 
90.000 .0748 - . I 0 I 9 -1. I 885 -.8516 -.3241 -.2486 -.1535 -
.0943 -.0962 .0753 -.6559 -.6540 
135.000 .2021 -.0296 -1.1478 -.4078 -.3329 -.3066 -.1845 -.11
93 -.1374 .0221 
180.000 1.1508 .4493 . 1899 -\.0649 -.1464 -.2273 -.2463 -.1117 -.03
07 -.0191 .0082 .5596 -.4502 -.5339 -.6269 
,225.000 .5385 .3752 -.9319 -.0387 -.0861 -.1762 -.0408 .0336 .0
356 .1131 
270.000 .2804 .2295 -.9070 -.1837 -.4117 -.2463 -.0579 .0013 -
.0218 .1597 .7540 .0603 .3439 -.5250 
315.000 .0689 -.2297 -1.2434 -.5568 -.4680 -.1546 -'.0474 -.0095
 -.0215 .0928 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0447 -.3509 .2578 -.1755 .3822 .1310 
45.000 -.2275 -.2098 .0321 -.1005 
J 
j 
90.000 -.2794 -.0984 .1244 -.0928 -.0360 -.1202 
135.000 -.2559 -.2460 .1515 .0124 
IBO.OOO -.0755 -.3219 .2133 -,2304 -.0619 -.1409 




DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION PAGE 2612 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER IRETS26) _--_~A._. 
ALPHAL ( l) • 
-6.1t00 8ETAL ( 5) '" 4.324 
SECTION I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.3113 -.2659 -.1477 .0000 --------; 
'270.000 -.2670 -.2598 -.2084 -.2505 -.2072 -.2443 
315.000 -.30B6 -.2899 -.0862 -.0656 
ALPHALI 2) • -4.422 SETAL ( I) • -5.990 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 • 2791t .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 -----
PHI 
.000 1.2073 .1511 -.0729 -1.1436 -.5353 -.2288 -.1429 -.0823 -.0428 -.0196 .1172 .2170 -.4773 -.1602 -.4785 
45.000 .1904 -.0132 -1.1420 -.8475 -.1518 -.1878 -.1372 -.0965 -.0872 .0801 
90.000 .2762 .0857 -1.1062 -:7217 -.2189 -.2630 -.2135 -.1774 -.1651 .0251 -.6970 -.7031 
135.000 .3801 .1592 -1.0643 -.1121 -.0401t -.1049 -.0505 .0228 .01t81t .1745 
180.000 1.2073 .4271 .1800 -1.0601 .0641 -.0037 -.0965 -.0301 .0625 .1145 .2532 .5761 -.2161 -.6060 -.6816 
225.000 .4128 .2493 -1.0461 .0232 -.0113 -.1218 -.0275 .0652 .1152 .3437 
270.000 .2881 .2862 -.8710 -.4629 -.4057 -.2879 -.0662 -.0032 -.0364 .1099 .8150 .1681 .2417 -.6211 
315.000 .1731 -. I I 14 -\. t 783 -.5702 -.4444 -.1061 -.0367 -.0005 .0056 .1646 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1371 -.2770 -.1701 -.3283 -.1671 -.2312 
45.000 -.1856 -.1886 .0360 -.0158 
90.000 -.2161 -.1465 .0325 -.0174 .2114 .0583 
135.000 -.1446 -.0449 .3086 .1349 
180.000 -.1977 -.1408 .4245 -.0435 .2003 .0214 
225.000 -.3323 -.2914 .1193 .0000 
270.000 -.3024 -.2667 .0180 -.2488 -.2093 -.2099 
315.000 -.3145 -.2933 -.2308 -.2423 
ALPHAL( 2) • -4.377 8ETAL [ 2) '" -3.948 
SECTION n SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370' 
PHI 
.000 1.2078 .1434 - . 079 I -I. 1'+ I I -.5497 -.2340 -.1324 -.0750 -.0362 -.0218 .1016 .2017 -.1+759 -.2272 -.1+967 
45.000 .1766 -.0220 -1.1442 -.8738 -.1410 -.1705 -.1099 -.0773 -.0682 .0847 
90.000 .2434 .0546 -1.1176 -.8080 -.2230 -.2630 -.1945 -.1649 -.1552 .0324 -.7002 -.7029 
135.000 .3473 .1294 -1.0819 -.2629 -.078'+ -. 1'+66 -.0738 -.0019 .0161 .1566 
180.000 1.2078 .4218 .1780 -1.0686 .0326 -.0393 -.1308 -.0461 .0441 .0862 .2316 .5704 -.2269 -.6234 -.6813 
225.000 .4245 .2635 -1.0476 .0241 -.0351 -.1482 -.0385 .0513 .1008 .3199 
I L"~~._~~~. _~-"_~~ _.c ___ _ 
~ _ .. _.-......; 
' .. -"'"---'-'~----~---'--.-'~------"-~~ .. ----.--"~.-,;-~---_~. ___ J 
F""--"'~-:-":'~ .. ~--,.,,-:-~--.-'::')~ .. -. _ ....... .. 
I' • 
iir:: ',:~ : . 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 
ALPHAL( 2) - -4.377 
SECTION ( l)SRM BOOSTER 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
BETAL ( 2) c -3.94B 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
PAGE 2613 
(RETS26) 




.2951 .2947 -.B750 -.4564 -.4222 -.2B92 -.0657 -.0023 -.0196 .1505 .78B8 .1152 .2569 -.6133 




















ALPHAL( 2) - -4.31B 
SECTION ( 11SRM BOOSTER 























DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
! --,,'0'-
, ,-",. l-rl; lr.t;l~: 
1. ~ 
'. I-d;~ 
0Zl< i ~ E; l.g~ 














































-.0831 -1.1563 -.5700 
- . 0471 -1. 1505 -.9124 
.0024 -1.1447 -.8432 
.0673 -1.1034 -.5007 
. 1697 -1. 071 1 -.0651 
.2895 -1.0361 -.0046 
.3085 -.8785 -.4257 
-.1178 -1.1959 -.5412 
.9120 .9130 .9344 
.1055 -.2295 -.0208 
-.0131 
.0335 -.0835 .0446 
.2065 
.3782 - .. 1336 .1265 
-.0928 
-.1409 -.2599 -'.2247 
-.1847 
-.2227 -.1146 -.0471 -.0162 -.0227 .0827 .2942 -.5327 -.4349 -.6125 
-.1061 -. i331 -.0644 -.0370 -.0596 .0597 
-.2262 -.2399 -.1418 -.10'17 -.1045 .0647 -.6~57 -.6916 
-.1551 -.2117 -.1006 -.0339 -.0't0l.t .1168 
-.1102 -.1932 -.0698 .0145 .031'+ .1651 .5507 -.2796 -.6526 -.6750 
-.0650 -.1617 -.0463 .0387 .0658 .2333 
-.4090 -.2549 -.0563 -.OD05 -.0109 .1739 .6921 .0372 .031+0 -.5955 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2611.f 
---~-"..,-----
ARC11-019 IA8! LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER CRETS26) 
ALPHALt 21 • -4.273 8ETAL ( "II • 4.256 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .lt750 .5867 .6985 .72£30 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1823 .1186 - . 0905 -1. 1579 -.6238 -.2457 -.0953 -.0338 -.0052 -.0168 .058'+ .3090 -.5625 -."1819 -.6267 
45.000 .1201 -.0675 -1.1470 -.8203 -.1006 -.0945 -.0326 -.0049 -.0306 .0577 
90.000 .1306 -.0509 -\. 1555 -.9078 -.2171 -.180! -.0901 -.0407 -.046'+ .IOIA -.61+58 -.6455 
135.000 .2132 -.0034 -1.1406 -.6238 -.2335 -.2396 -.1286 -.0711 -.0753 .07!:JU 
180.000 1.IB23 .3925 . 1552 -I. 0879 -.1723 -.1943 -.2323 -.1024 -.0210 .0006 .0534 .5685 -.4'+72 -.!5169 -.5885 
225.000 .4953 .3253 -1.0252 -.0564 -.0853 -.1793 -.0546 .0275 .0565 .1382 
270.000 .3506 .3292 -.8860 -.3969 -.3912 -.2075 -.041 ! .0083 .0028 .1674 .6977 .0387 .1734 -.50lt6 
315.000 .1706 - . 0981 -1.2029 -.5227 -.48S9 -.1282 -.0334 -.0029 -.0084 .1004 -----
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0658 -.301t'+ .1926 -.1141 .2730 .0935 
45.000 -.2037 -.1470 .0939 -.0552 
90.000 -.2654 -.0835 .0953 -.0602 -.0129 -.1082 
\35.000 -.2348 -.1584 .1116 -.0041 
180.000 -.0'+2'+ -.3287 .283'+ -.2287 -.0275 -.1136 
225.000 -.3112 -.2570 -.1301 .0000 
270.000 -.2736 -.2483 -.1810 -.2441 -.1963 -.2238 ~ 
315.000 -.2983 -.290"1 -.1009 -.0699 
ALPHAL! 2) '" -4.258 BETAL ( 5) '" 6.321 
SECTION ( I)SRM BtoSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1726 .1098 -.0965 -1.1615 -.6394 -.250'+ -.0837 -.0237 -.0051 -.0150 .0"189 .3077 -.5517 -.5115 -.5738 
"15.000 .1102 -.0821 -1.1511 -.5816 -.1085 -.0787 -.0272 -.0071 -.1:204 .0608 
90.000 .1109 - . 0748 -I. 1654 -.9266 -.2229 -.1457 -.0837 -.0407 -.0258 .090't -.6412 -.6576 
135.000 .1858 -.0368 -1.1504 -.5667 -.2726 -.2529 -.1"110 -.0689 -.0727 .035't 
180.000 1.1726 .3870 • 1462 -1. 0881 -.2103 -.2332 -.2487 -.1252 -.0293 -.0004 -.0039 .4509 -.'+906 -.5035 -.6325 
225.000 .5149 .34"05 -1.0131 -.0783 -.1013 -.1774 -.0624 .0242 .0419 .0977 
270.000 .3622 .3323 -.8823 -.3560 -.3740 -.1921 -.0'+15 .0161 .0038 .1555 .6193 .0003 .2273 -.5008 
315.000 .1702 -.0942 -1.1990 -.5090 -.4655 -.1298 -.0295 -.0035 -.0093 .0893 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93"1'+ .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0852 -.2336 .L:212 -.0170 .2530 .0940 
'+5.000 -.1732 -.1307 .2034 .0'+89 
90.000 -.2076 -.0571 .136'+ -.0695 -.0166 -.1130 
135.000 -.1997 -.1619 .0558 -.0678 
180.000 -. I SO't -.2679 .1't72 -.2155 -.0760 -.1450 
f~--
'~ . ....:;,."""",:,1.".~ ..... _,;";~ .. _;"""'_~~..J. . .:.. ... ~iL...L ____ .' . ....,;-~,~",,--..:.. _0. 
";1; .~~~~,-~",",--"""""",.~";-'-"~-~"-,,-,:,,,,_~._~ ____ ~~_. ~ ___ ' ... ,.,"" .... lit ""' __ ~ ..• ~_ .... -~ 
[~':'-"'. -"c'!r--'-'- """""'-'~---'~'-""'" f:r""""'· 
DATE 21 OCT 7!5 
ALPHAL( 2)· -~.2Se 










ALPHAL{ 3) • -2;251 
SECTION I)SRH 800STER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.0976 -.2~30 
45.000 -.1'+61 -.1939 
90.000 -.1758 -.0837 
135.000 -.12'+8 -.0084 
180.000 -.1776 -.1042 
225.000 -.3296 -.3092 
270.000 -.2893 -.2583 
315.000 -.3160 -.2898 
ALPHAL( 3). -2.199 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER 
;r'-\ 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-OI9 IABI LVAP{ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER 
SETAL ( 5) - 6.321 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .934~ .9565 
-.1300 




SETAL ( 1) -6.036 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ 
- . 0255 -I. 1342 -.5155 -.1715 -.1171 
.0388 -1.1273 -.8379 -.0861 -.1263 
.1112 -1.1007 -.7374 -.0993 -.1498 
.1371 -1.0804 -.3161 -.0101 -.0731 
.1301 -1.0865 -. !269 -.0078 -.0866 
.1903 -1.0819 -.1031 -.0545 -.1155 
.3475 -.8467 -.6CI8 -.3804 -.2412 
- . a 152 - I . 1638 -.'+906 -.4023 -. loe6 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
-.1577 -.3067 -.1165 -.1926 
.1196 .0273 
.059~ .0305 .24'+6 .0773 
.2431 .0923 
.3670 -.0'+69 .1654 -.00'+2 
.1315 .0000 
.0178 -.2'+16 -.1976 -.2022 
-.2284 -.2317 
BETAL ( 2) a -1.961 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.3632 .~750 .5867 
-.0612 -.0200 .0073 
-.0781 -.01+43 -.0353 
-.1050 -.0720 -.0629 
-.0408 .0391 .0797 
-.0374 .0563 .1254 
-.0339 .0617 .1368 
-.0650 .0053 -.007'+ 
-.0320 .0050 .0171 
'~_"""' __ ~~~_";f h$ i 
PAGE 2615 
(RETS261 
.6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.1368 .2227 -.~665 -.2330 -.5309 
.1131 
.0894 -.6927 -.6905 
.2034 
.2612 .5446 -.2330 -.59'53 -.6562 
.3388 
.1012 .7792 .1606 .2'+75 -.5976 
.166'+ 
















- . 0257 - I . 1463 
.0049 -1..1359 
.0529 -1.1262 
. 0881 -1.0957 
. 1245 -1. 0877 































.27'+'+ -.4809 -.3001 -.5116 
-.6829 -.6961 
.5'+23 -.27'+1 -.6244 -.6379 
If..., 
----=--.. , .. _---
I 
I 
I l~~'~M.,(';'~;I,j."''''''':''~_~~'''~~:~_L'''_''''''':i.i.~"'-'--'~ ..... ,_" ......... ,..."",..:~~-....:.:._ .... :.._ .... ~~._'_.<i.- .. _:......_.~~._..;. .. --' .......... ~'"'-----....._~_, ____ -'- "_. ~ _~'. ___ -->h----.t......---~, .......................... --< ____ ...... __ .... ___ . ___ ....;... _ _____....; ______ _.J 
","'r-"-"--'-'-~~', ''''-'-'~~-. ,-~~-"" 
,- "--' , 
i 
~l-",.; 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA 7ASULATI0N PAGE 2616 
.~--'!'--.....,"----
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS26) 
ALP HAl! 3) • -2.199 8ETAL ( 2) '" -1.961 
SECTION IlSRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIS .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI .. 
270.000 .3520 .361+0 -.8465 -.5589 -.3985 -.2201 -.0437 .011+0 .0256 .1746 .6797 .0580 .1011 -.5620 
315.000 .2463 - . 0 121 -1. 1628 -.4839 -.4409 -.1244 -.0329 -.0017 .0102 .1401 
X/LS .8102 ,gEl61 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1458 -.2138 .,..0864 -.2066 -.0428 -.1213 
45.000 -.1659 -.1299 .0930 .0040 -.,--
90.000 -.1864 -.0544 .0306 .0059 .1328 .0029 
135.000 -.1787 -.0304 .1959 .0572 
180.000 -.1512 -.1837 .3970 -.0988 .1940 .0261 
225.000 -.3209 -.2621 .0853 .0000 
270.000 -.2729 -.2491 -.0099 -.2109 -.1620 -.1899 
315.000 -.3121 -.2671 -.1767 -.1957 
ALPHAl! 3) • -2.182 SETAL ( 3) 2.165 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.!JOO 1.2094 .1873 -.0337 -1.1495 -.7937 -.1995 -.1015 -.0289 -.0127 -.OOLtS .0778 .3182 -.5398 -.4585 -.5549 
45.000 .1765 -.0287 -1.1390 -.8950 -.0596 -.0868 -.0328 -.0076 -.0034 .0905 
90.000 .1892 .0004 -1.1479 -.8668 -.1164 -.1347 -.0614 -.0219 -.0126 .1059 -.6617 -.6718 
135.000 .2446 .0306 -1.1136 -.7819 -.1255 -.1711 -.0838 -.0145 -.0099 .1240 
180.000 1.2094 .3491 .1186 -1.0869 -.2766 -.1358 -.1799 -.0742 .0065 .0389 .1310 .5384 -.2975 -.6191 -.5800 
225.000 .4296 .2426 -1.0584 -.1469 -.1152 -.1591 -.0479 .0351 .0705 .1722 
27C.000 .3801 .3802 -.8497 -.5773 -.4099 -.1792 -.0351 .0127 .0251 .1772 .5798 -.0282 .0635 -.1+663 
315.000 .2558 -.0019 -1.1539 -.4774 -.4581 -.1278 -.0316 .0020 .00 Hi! .1 i 15 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .931+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1265 -.2272 .0780 -.1166 .1408 . OC:' I '+ 
45.000 -.1575 -.1'+43 .1077 - .. ;;: 52 
90.000 -.2190 -.0583 .0773 -.0260 .0399 -.0603 
135.000 -.2131 -.0910 .0911 -.0068 
180.000 -.0720 -.2607 .3809 -.1806 .1223 -.0129 
225.000 -.3010 -.2436 -.120'; .0000 
270.000 -.2656 -.2413 -.1044 -.2345 -.1898 -.2008 
'\ 315.000 -.2957 -.2702 -.1362 -.0946 
_J 
j 
,~~ ... ~_ .• w..:..._.l., ........ :._..d~~_..,!",~_._. _~. =. _~~~:""'~'.. 
..... --~----'~--.~"~.~.-~-. "'--'--"'-"'.~~~--.-""-'--~.-"-,,--.-,- .. -~.--· .. -.""---~.-.j 
Iif'~'"~~' ---'~--~'~7~~'--""---'~'--~"'--"- '-- ' 
i iI.",,"' 
DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 





I l-d 0; ~ O!2! 
"@f:; 
1,gro 




ALPHAL! 3) • -2.159 8ETAI. ( 4) z 6.256 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .000tl .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 1.1951 .1724 -.0438 -1.1442 -.77.36 -.2361 -.0814 
45.000 '.1484 -.0550 -1.1458 -.8\30 -.0673 -.0733 
90.000 .1492 -.0430 -1.1489 -.9045 -. 1084 -.1175 
135.000 .192B -.0252 -1.',.286 -.8054 -.1799 -.1984 
180.000 1.1951 .3337 • 1093 -I. 084 I -.3285 -.2004 -.2184 
225.000 .4622 .2770 -\.0340 -.1217 -.1255 -.1672 
270.000 .4097 .4052 -.8419 -.5265 -.4068 -.1437 
315.000 .2662 .0208 -1.1422 ".4604 - .4575 -.1164 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1052 -.1640 .1894 .0248 .2554 .1102 
45.000 -.1369 -.0953 .1843 .0356 
90.000 -.1743 -.0593 .1629 -.0789 .0299 -.0816 
\35.000 -.1796 -.0980 .0556 -.0570 
180.000 -.1280 -.2464 .1829 -.2067 -.0685 -.1388 
225.000 -.30'+0 -.2804 -.1104 .0000 
270.000 -.2733 -.2454 ".1495 -.2205 -.2180 -.2531 
315.000 -.3055 -.29'+1 .0295 .0569 
ALPHAL( 4) z -.119 8ETAL ( 1) -6.055 
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SRM 800STER (RETS26) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0015 .0009 .OB19 .3737 -.549B -.51+09 -.5557 
.0011 .0009 .1 C;37 -"--
-.0193 -.0098 .1041 -.6496 -.6529 
-.0205 -.0102 .0853 
-.0136 .0258 .0336 .438B -.4284 -.5299 -.6001 
.0201 .0550 .1033 
.0009 .0282 .1478 .5147 -.0532 .1111 -.5017 
.0044 .0025 .1156 
.4750 .5867 .6995 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0083 .0224 .1493 .2840 
-.0102 .0097 .1505 
-.OCI0 .0343 .1417 
.0450 .1083 .2126 
.0603 .1459 .2475 .4990 
.06'16 .1535 .3081 
.0289 .0715 .1762 .6757 
.0074 .0304 .1649 
-.4844 -.C:~E!3 -.1+902 
-.6866 -.6816 
-.2303 -.5575 -.6015 









·",---~"~-"-"---,~.-"""-"~-.c_"~" __ .,_~,~"JL,.~ __ ~~,_,,,,,-___ - ~ ____ " ___ ~_._~_~ 
~-"'-",",""'" ·.......,...·~~·~·...,..c-:-·~··,., .... "c··.~ .~"c._ 
...... ---~ 
DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2618 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RETS2S1 
ALP HAL ( It) • -.119 8ETAL ( I) • -6.055 -~--.. ..;.--
SECTION I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 9341t .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.3105 -.2950 .1350 .0000 
270.00Q -.3078 -.21t65 .0317 -.2332 -.1935 -.1961 
315.000 -.3238 -.2570 -.2220 -.2156 
ALPHAL( It 1 .. -.103 BETAL ( 2) .. -1t.019 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 . 2791f .3632 .1f750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
---
PHI 
.000 1.2207 .2656 · 0279 -1. 1333 -.8818 -.1071 -.0915 -.0494 -.0050 .0126 .1339 .3051f -.5066 -.2697 -.1f810 
45.000 .2714 .0590 -1.1306 -.8253 -.0314 -'.0734 -.0421 -.0034 .0134 .1439 
90.000 .2861 · 0865 '-1. I 197 -.7597 -.0303 -.0718 "'".0467 -.0042 .0276 .1266 -.6784 -.6958 
135.000 .2904 .0810 -1.0992 -.7276 -.0116 -.0691 -.0475 .0326 .0856 .1831 
180.000 1.2207 .2954 .0706 -1.1038 -.3095 -.0303 -.0880 -.0529 .0453 .1210 .2177 .4907 -.2999 -.5985 -.6109 
225.000 .3326. .1248 -1.1110 -.2720 -.1185 -.0803 -.0417 .0464 .1289 .2685 
270.000 .3573 .3737 -.8123 -.5875 -.3564 -. 1001f -.0421 .0199 .0742 .2023 .5818 .0223 .1208 -.1f170 
315.000 .3024 · 0663 -1. 1374 -.5585 -.3545 -.1001f -.0378 .0057 .0254 .1580 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 . 934't .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1882 -.2516 -.0850 -.2051 .0321 -.0765 
45.000 -.1386 -.1623 .1966 .0696 
90.000 -.1444 -.0226 .0746 .0464 .1974 .0460 
135.000 -.1180 -.0020 .1607 .0170 
180.000 -.1436 -.1188 .3585 -.0807 .1418 -.0238 
225.000 -.3127 -.3116 .1001 .0000 
270.000 -.2936 -.2't93 .0116 -.2124 -.16't2 -.1892 
315.000 -.3119 -.2612 -.1989 -.1842 
ALPHAL( 4) • -.097 BETAL ( 3) .. .072 
SECTION 11SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.2178 .2490 · 0205 -I. 1294 -.8624 -.1365 -.0859 -.01f06 -.0041 .0056 .1187 .3645 -.1f980 -.3731f -.5092 
45.000 .2266 .0200 -1.1240 -.8442 -.0177 -.0725 -.0333 .0001 .0155 .1328 
90.000 .2351 .0393 -;.1198 -.8232 -.0378 -.0859 -.0440 -.0022 .0209 .1263 -.6878 -.6831 
135.000 .2517 .0520 -1.1042 -.8461 -.0420 -.1094 -.051t0 .011t8 .0431 .11t78 
180.000 1.2178 .291f1 .0801 -1.0985 -.6252 -.0788 -.1252 -.061t'; .0194 .0707 .1596 .1f702 -.3"99 -.5902 -.6230 






~~~'_L __ <.....i..~~",~,_."'; • .>:_~~ .. ,~~t~'~"'';'''",,-_'' ___ ~' ___ ' . ...li..l~ __ ""- ............ _ •• ~.,;. .... ___ .:..:........:......::,:.--~~~ •. __ :,~.---:;._,~.~~:.... __ 















DATE 21 OCT 75 
ALPHAL! 4) z -.097 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER 




X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1535 -.2171 
45.000 -.1427 -.1430 
90.000 -.1547 -.0210 
135.000 -.1707 -.0271 
180.000 -.1403 -.1574 
225.000 -.2425 -.2714 
270.000 -.2813 -.2528 
315.000 -.3155 -.2767 
ALPHAL( 41 c -.090 
SECTION ( I)SRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 
PHI 












































L_~ _______ _ 
lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2619 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP!ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER !RETS26) 
8ETAL ! 3) .072 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6385 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4036 -.8065 -.5904 -.4009 -.0936 -.0679 -.0025 .0594 .2174 .5007 -.OS'12 .0717 -.5435 
.0786 -1.1312 -.5653 -.4163 -.1005 -.0256 .0090 .0258 .1585 
.9120 .9130 .93~1+ .9565 
.0380 -.1035 .1277 .0054 
.1815 .0442 
.0907 .0104 .1280 -.0085 
.0957 -.0197 
.3180 -. 120'+ .1169 -.0331 
.0261 .0000 
-.01+50 -.2050 -.1754 -.1658 
-.1243 -.1008 
BETAL ! 4) '" 4.175 
DEPENDENT 'fAR.IABLE CP 
.0950 . i 118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ .3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0159 -1.1240 -.8416 -.1567 -.0697 -.0359 -.0030 .0035 .1226 .1+145 -.5135 -.4819 -.5495 
-.0164 -1.1340 -.8776 -.0247 -.0620 -.0306 -.0015 .0104 .1321 
-.0068 -1.1213 -.8776 -.0391 -.0804 -.0405 .0012 .0253 .1065 -.6544 -.6665 
.0036 -1.1075 -.8254 -.0837 -.1340 -.0647 .0055 .0299 .1142 
.0732 -1.0890 -.7134 -.1400 -.1643 -.0861 .0013 .0493 .0936 .4353 -.3525 -.5766 -.5916 
. 1870 - I . 0712 -.4316 -.1578 -.1099 -.0773 .0173 .0756 .1359 
.4315 -.8129 -.5988 -.4105 -.0804 -.1015 -.0174 .0459 .2011 .4422 -.1487 .1601+ -.5167 
.1005 -I. 1109 -.5610 -.4413 -.0766 -.0168 .0196 .0245 .1610 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1418 -.0209 .2021 .0800 
.1665- .0'+19 
.1'+68 -.0485 .0908 -.0327 
.0300 -.0669 
.2623 -.1798 .0185 -.0967 
-.0792 .0000 
-. 1445 -.2036 -.1600 -.2099 
-.0112 -.0008 
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DATE 21 OCT 7!5 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2620 ' 
ARCII-OI9 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER CRETS261 
AlPHAl( 4) - -.087 



















































ALPHAl( 5) '" 2.036 










































BE TAL ( 5) '" 6.223 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .111B .1397 .1956 .2794 
.0050 -1.1447 -.8487 -.1709 -.0617 
-.0441 -1.1556 -.9004 -.0330 -.0652 
-.0336 -1.1444 -.8483 -.0490 -.0756 
-.0247 -\. 1273 -.8422 -.1100 -.1430 
.0666 -1.1052 -.6812 -.1732 -.,1827 
.1943 -1.0797 -.3032 -.1629 -.1191 
.4316 -.8319 -.6069 -.4106 -.0841 
• \034 -1.1231 -.5550 -.4371 -.0582 
.9120 .9\30 .93'14 .9565 
.2336 .0356 .2644 .1250 
.1615 .0229 
.1962 -.0599 .1173 -.0276 
.0233. -.0804 
.1989 -.1913 -.0530 -.1329 
-.0799 .0000 
-.1254 -.2124 -.2074 -.2483 
.0968 .0928 
SETAL ( 1) ~ -6.043 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
· 0783 - I . 1 173 -.8251 -.0640 -.0565 
· 1088 -\. 1 122 -.7346 -.0085 -.0365 
· 1126 -I. I 061 -.7239 -.0009 -.0273 
.0651 -1.1003 - .5217 .0056 -.0396 
· 0 I 99 -1. 1 07 I -.3826 -.0092 -.0500 
.0389 -1. 14 I 3 -.3495 -.1617 -.0384 
.3575 -.8057 -.5141 -.3274 -.0523 
.1358 -1.1045 -.6183 -.2158 -.0773 
.912Q .913.0 .9344 .9565 
-.0991 -.2157 .0387 -.0629 
.3034 .1400 
.1441 .0749 .2704 .0966 
.1608 .0297 
.223" -.0479 .0670 -.0937 
~~~ ... ;-....<.----'''' ....... ~~ ... -.~,~~~'''-"',.;....- .:, ......... -,......:.::-- ... ..;.;,;.-.~'-'.,.-'-"-.. ..;,,:-.......... "-"-'-~ .... .. ~...;.-- .. -•. _.< ..... ~-'--.... ,.-.:.L ....... ,,_ .• 
.3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0328 -.0096 -.0035 .1198 .4370 -.5083 -.4921 -.5395 
-.0347 -.0050 .0039 .1202 
-.0420 -.0031 .0204 .0882 -.6434 -.6754 
-.0729 -.0008 .0254 .0940 
-.1038 -.0085 .0435 .0463 .3725 -.3797 -.5365 -.5789 
-.0922 -.001 I .0617 .1033 
-.1320 -.0300 .0363 .1895 .4366 -.1883 .2579 -.5519 
-.0150 .0131 .0116 .1633 
---
.3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0392 .0043 .0343 .1582 .3394 -.4931 -.3161 -.4B26 
-.0146 .0204 .0439 .1838 
-.02'+6 .0239 .0826 .1869 -.6740 -.6853 
-.0,+ II .0462 .1240 .213'+ 
-.0377 .0596 .1539 .2264 .4557 -.2983 -.5390 -.5614 
-.0257 .0638 .\639 .2716 
-.0211 .0431 .0918 .16'+7 .5369 -.0266 .0644 -.488B 
-.0238 .0209 .0447 .1620 
'''._:J._c.~ __ .. _ .. _~'-_,.~ ___ ~~,"'"' __ .. __ ~ ___ ............. _,..;. __ ~~ ........ ________ J 
I 
i 





DATE 21 OCT 7'3 
'f-.) 
.. 






ARCII-OL9 IAS1 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER <RETS261 
ALPHAL( 51 • 2.036 










ALPHAL< 5) • 2.043 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHi 
.3171 
8ETAL ( II • '6.043 
nEPENDENT vARIABLE CP 
.912U .9130 .9344 .9565 
.1543 .0000 
.0418 -.2115 -.1598 -.1833 
-. 1821 - . 1895 
BETAL ( 2) = -1.987 
DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
· 0754 -I. l 173 -.8248 -.0857 -.0734 
.000 1.2130 



















































-.8199 -.0067 -.0603 
-.5140 -.0059 -.0726 
-.3293 -.0648 -.0868 
-.3365 -.2320 -.0683 
-.4916 -.39B5 -.0776 
-.5714 -.3196 -.0853 


































'....:.~~, ........ -.... ~~, ........ IM.-~ ... , .......... ~_:..." ................. ,=~ •. ~ .o-' .. ~~. __ ._.~. 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2791+ 
-.8133 -.1109 -.0697 
-.8425 -.0092 -.0636 
-.8482 .0090 -.0689 
-.8292 -.0168 -.0912 
-.5589 -.1121 -.1119 
-.3829 -.2705 -.0870 
.3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0371 .0029 .0250 .1561 .3915 -.4840 -.3672 -.4883 
-.0279 .0026 .0338 .1683 
-.0464 .0072 .0584 .1569 -.6531 -.6659 
-.0545 .0281 ,#)898 .1695 
-.0576 .0338 .1147 .1787 .4259 -.2790 -.5320 -.5718 
-.0552 .0384 .1247 .2212 
-.0591 .0032 .0771 .2281 .5273 -.1053 .1570 -.5107 
-.0206 .0173 .0384 .1845 
.3632 .1+750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
i 
-.0383 .0004 .0172 .1536 .4798 -.1+800 -.1+976 -.5223 I 
-.0356 -.0050 .0203 .1555 
-.0475 .0054 .01+16 .1280 -.6378 -.6523 1 -.0567 .0264 .0615 .1303 
-.0716 .0164 .0775 .1258 .4179 -.3168 -.5446 -.5650 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP[ELHL SEALEO) SRM BOOSTER 
ALPHAL( 5) • 2.028 BETAL ( 3) : 2.123 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 


































.4216 -.7785 -.5133 -.4438 -.0873 -.0961 -.0187 

































































DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 •• 3632 .4750 
.0537 -1.1079 -.7990 -.1351 -.0610 -.0415 -.DOIt7 
- . 0289 -I. 1305 -.8713 -.0378 -.0663 -.0480 -.0166 
-.021t2 -1.1252 -.8452 -.0155 -.0629 -.0407 .0037 
- . 0216 - 1 . I 1 17 -.8702 -.0522 -.1073 -.0529 .0164 
.0357 -i .1056 -.6105 -.1646 -.1486 -.0843 .0103 
.1209 -1.1037 -.3369 -.28'16 -.1061 -.0786 .0122 
'.4542 -.7896 -.5231 -.46~0 -.1092 -.1318 -.0427 
. 1977 -1. 0753 -.5'173 -.3702 -.0560 -.012'1 .0164 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.3114 .0609 .3665 .1901 
.1501 .0139 
.2057 -.0320 .0828 -.0530 
.0058 -.0880 
.1938 -.1809 '-.0496 -.1331 
-.0573 .0000 
-.0769 -.2043 -.1831 -.2534 
.1744 .1168 



























.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.4586 -.1735 .2485 -.4908 
.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.5147 -.4B02 -.5091 -.51t21 
-.6308 -.6466 
.3711 -.3824 -.5201 -.551t8 
.4458 -.2065 .3408 -.5181 








._... __ ._.~J 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 
l 
\ 









SECTION IISRM BOOSTER 
X/LS .0000 .0335 
PHI 








X/LS .8102 .8661 
PHI 
.000 -.1232 -.2038 
45.000 -.0905 -.1478 
90.000 -.0989 -.0025 
135.000 -.0755 .0020 
180.000 -.0959 -.0494 
225.000 -.2518 -.3770 
270 ·.(JOO -.3014 -,2318 
315.000 -.3108 -.2473 
ALPHAL( 6) - 4.185 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 
.1343 -1.0877 -.7100 -.0376 -.0173 -.0085 .0266 
· 1316 -1. 0777 -.6700 -.0009 -.012'+ -.0043 .0324 
.1040 -1.0957 -.6794 -.0379 -.0460 -.0567 -.0005 
.0270 -1.1031 -.4382 -.0176 -.0'+60 -.0487 .0354 
-.0255 -1.0906 -.4170 -.0323 -.0449 -.0395 .0635 
-.0435 -1. 1506 -.3940 -.2705 -.0322 -.0208 .0734 
.3232 -.8067 -.5133 -.3438 -.0781 -.0494 .0399 
.2037 -1.0638 -.6998 -.1553 -.0380 -.0212 .0297 
.9120 .B130 .9344 .9565 
-.0021 -.1430 .1189 -.0104 
.3439 .1670 
.2024 .0577 .2483 .0917 
.1374 .0016 
.1963 -.0626 .0353 -.1119 
.1044 .0000 
,0324 -,2001 -,'1455 -.1687 
-.1677 -.1660 
BETAL ( 2) , -4.000 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE C~ 
PAGE 2623 
(RETS26) 
.5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.0548 .1846 .3914 -.4809 -.3539 -.4787 
.0658 .2112 
.086,+ .2154 -.6560 -.6738 
.1378 .2188 
.1656 .2169 .4444 -.3055 -.5111 -.5215 
.1812 .2565 
.1107 .1945 .5105 -.0674 .0581 -.5203 
.0658 .1925 





k2. :~ H-..A .... ~ !Mj g 
































.3881 · 1278 - I . 0986 
.3342 · I 11 I -1.0932 
.2572 .0734 -1.1075 
.2002 .0146 -1.1121 
.1814 -.0235 -1.1076 
.2098 -.0389 -1.1599 
.3265 .3364 -.8074 
.3969 .2115 -1.0701 
.8661 .9120 .9130 
-.2041 .0539 -.0951 
-.1093 
.0011 .20;30 .0332 
-.003'+ 
-.0706 .19,99 -.0801 
-.7138 -.0426 -.0176 -.0118 .0223 .0513 .1827 .4188 -.4730 -.3917 -.4895 
-.7134 -.0029 -.0256 -.0119 .0192 .0571 .2033 
-.7873 -.0354 -.0667 -.0752 -.0157 .0769 .2014 -.6426 -.6528 
-.4121 -.0097 -.0625 -.0591 .0361 .1235 .2010 
-.3716 -.0483 -.0633 -.0510 .0559 .1540 .2075 .4323 -.2842 -.5022 -.5415 
-.3644 -.2944 -.0517 -.0383 .0609 .1698 .2494 
-.4893 -.3788 -.0913 -.0644 .0277 .1065 .2090 .5152 -.0722 .0930 -.5053 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 lABIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER (RET526) 
ALPHAL( 6) .. 4.185 SETAL ( 2) : -4.000 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9~20 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
225.000 -.2591 -.3558 .1044 .0000 
270.000 -.284-5 -.2373 .0386 -.1927 -.1338 -.1589 
315.000 -.3057 -.2649 -.1373 -.1406 
ALPHAL( 6) .. 4.167 SETAL ( 3) .. .063 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
PHI 
.000 1.1959 . 367't .1129 -1.0999 -.7504 -.0617 -.0356 -.0300 .0034 .016't • 16't5 .'t686 -.4706 
45.000 .2710 .0587 -1.1207 -.7808 -.0161 -.0542 -.0370 -.0143 .0161 .1733 
90.000 .2070 .0209 -1.1249 -.8523 -.0249 -.08'+2 -.0849 -.0201 .Ott67 .1595 -.6372 
135.000 .1823 -.0064 -1.1150 -.455£ -.0097 -.0823 -.0661 .0230 .0808 .1473 
180.000 1.1959 .1742 -.0156 -1.1203 -.3772 -.1087 -.100'+ -.0704 .0306 .1122 .1580 .4027 -.2983 
225.000 .2213 - . 0 183 -1. 1644 -.3681 -.3518 -.0850 -.0638 .0398 .1309 .1981 
270.000 .3512 .3657 - . "J976 -.4588 -.'+333 -.1177 -.0865 .0161 .0835 .2279 .4940 -.107't 
315.000 .4210 .2287 -1.0724 -.6'+65 -.2062 -.0550 -.0289 .0172 .0'+15 .19'+9 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.1059 -.1971 .16'+0 -.0288 .2485 .1006 
45.000 -.1'+26 -.0684 .2226 .07G6 
90.000 -.1357 -.01 Pt .1997 -.0054 .1006 -.0303 
~35.000 -.1181 -.0339 .0802 -.0371 
180.000 -.1253 -.1067 .1905 -.1122 .0336 -.0998 
225.000 -.2708 -.3081 .0525 .0000 
270.000 -.2711 - .. 2651 -.0269 -.2059 -.1196 -.1'+65 
315.000 -.3076 -.2831t -.07E5 -.0593 
ALPHAL( 6) .. 4. III I BETAL ( 4) .. '+.176 
SECTION IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 • I 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .47S0 .5867 .6985 .7280 .'1290 
PHI 
.000 \. 1850 .3527 .09B9 -1.0999 -.7405 -.0833 -.0555 -.OSOI -.0110 .0001 •• '+49 .5126 - .L:-303 
45.000 .2106 -.0072 -1.1314 -.8'+75 -.0'+24 -.0862 -.0777 -.0'+06 -.0117 .1537 
90.000 .1570 - . 023'+ -I. 1383 -.7tt50 -.01'+'0 -.0824 -.0739 -.0068 .0338 .1312 -.6275 
135.000 .1586 -.0310 -1.1077 -.5827 -.00 .. 7 -.0801 -.0586 .0265 .0601 .1194-
180.000 1.1850 .1678 -.0141 -1.1199 -.4480 -.15.18 -.1138 -.0727 '.0296 .0903 .1129 .4165 -.3807 
225.000 .2325 .0101 -1.1510 -.3763 -.3733 -.1023 -.062'+ .0387 . I I 17 .1'+26 
~""":"'~"""""",,",-...i.:-~"":"',«,.1.'H".~~""'''''''';_'~'''~~"'''''''.'''''';'''' __ b''''..Io'~..L<..~'''''''' __ ~oI..-.l.-...';''--'-~_" __ ._-.....:;,~ ____ .... .:.:..........~,,_~:-~_ ......... -'"-........ ::,_.~ ,~ •. __ ,_. ___ ..... _ ........ -.:_~...:._._~_._;....~ __ , ... -=..~~. __ ....... :.-. 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARCII-019 IA81 LVA?(ELHL SEALED) 
ALP HAL ( 6) • 1+.141 BETAL ( 1+1 • 4.176 
SECTION ( USRM BOOSTt::R DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2791+ 
PHI 
270.000 .3843 .3967 -.7856 -.4778 -.4539 -.1192 
315.000 .4525 .2553 -1.0573 -.5875 -.1987 -.0459 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+4 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0686 -.2040 .3160 .0103 .3705 .1890 
45.000 -.1694 -.0578 .1460 .0181 
90.000 -.1490 -.0343 .2313 -.0511 .0'+46 -.0848 
135.000 -.1437 -.0'+64 .0357 -.0738 
180.000 -.1104 -.1706 .2431 -.1757 .0219 -.0975 
225.000 -.3183 -.2697 -.0238 .0000 
270.000 -.3214 -.2238 -.0181 -.1615 -.1294 -.197'+ 
315.000 -.3259 -.2481 .0868 .0528 
ALPHAL( 6) • 4.128 SETAL ( 5) .. 6.23'+ 
SECTION ( I)SRM 800STER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 
PHI 
.000 I .17'+S .3371 . 0858 -I. 1098 -.72'+3 -.0961 -.0676 
'+5.000 .1784 -.0361 -1.1522 -.8816 -.0683 -.1016 
90.000 .1335 -.0473 -1.1518 -.4953 -.0177 -.0873 
135.000 .1389 -. 0453 -I. 1309 -.5342 -.0230 -.0946 
180.000 1.1748 .1536 -.0183 -1.1343 -.4727 -.1805 -.1317 
225.000 .2376. . 021 0 -I. 1602 -.3597 -.3780 -.1139 
270.000 :3955 .4103 -.7991 -.4868 -.4586 -.1135 
315.000 .46'+'+ .2675 -1.0652 -.5480 -.1893 -.0390 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .93'+4 .956~ 
PHI 
.000 -.0374 -.2148 .4282 .0322 .4662 .2360 
45.000 -.1596 -.0476 .13G8 .0102 
90.000 -.1422 -.0282 .2729 -.0539 .029,+ -.0912 
135.000 -.1449 -.0662 .0263 -.085'+ 
180.000 -.0825 -.1878 .2006 -.1811 -.0259 -.1217 
225.000 -.3087 -.3129 -.0374 .0000 
270.000 -.3258 -.2275 -.0012 -.1869 -.1580 -.2385 
315.000 -.3258 -.2632 .1765 .1068 
'( 
f' r 
















SRM BOOSTER (RETS26) 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 -,,--
.0128 .0767 .2078 .1+319 -.1543 .1723 -.5030 
.0246 .0~40 .1805 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
-.0277 -.0207 .1282 .5666 -.533?' -.5436 -.51+31 
-.0609 -.0276 .1443 
-.0135 .0213 .1128 -.61'+€' -.6406 
.0163 .0532 .1067 
.0186 .0829 .0848 .4006 -.4116 -.5562 -.5666 
.0294 .0998 .127'+ 
.0032 .0679 .2041 .4223 -.1755 .1897 -.5231 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 IASIA - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION PAGE 2626 
ARCII-019 IABI LVAPCELHL SEALED) SRM BOOSTER CRETS26) ......... ~-.~.- ... --- ~-
ALPHAL( 7) • 6.31+3 SETAL ( 1) ., -3.952 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .IIIS .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 .1t750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.1711 .1+407 . 1708 -1.08'11 -.6273 -.0433 -.0074 .0003 .0288 .0563 .1992 .4709 -.4763 -.4694 -.5062 -----v 
45.000 .3471+ . 1258 -1. 0983 -.6706 -.0372 -.0293 -.0198 .0043 .0479 .2087 
90.000 .2159 .0401 -1.1218 -.4884 -.1416 -.1416 -.1528 -.0877 .041+0 .1992 -.6280 -.6136 
135.000 .1376 -.0352 -1.0713 -.4478 -.0728 -.0835 -.0716 .0192 .1201 .1809 
180.000 1.1711 .1222 - . 0729 -\. 1 168 -.4216 -.0898 -.0704 -.0471+ .0463 .1461 .1771 .'+191 -.3135 -.5031 -.520tt 
225.000 .1268 -. 1 382 - 1 . I 946 -.3440 -.3670 -.0539 -.0352 .0647 .1691 .2220 
270.000 .2676 .2653 -.8451 -.4416 -.3451 -.0616 -.0482 .0433 .1233 .1847 .1t641t -.1073 .0074 -.4S36 
315.000 .4249 .2653 -1.0500 -.5898 -.1362 -.0047 .0012 .0410 .0742 .2171 :; 
~---
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI -
.000 -.1046 -.2037 .15'+9 -.0470 .2494 .0894 
45.000 -.0977 -.1138 .3350 .1543 
90.000 -.1234 -.0216 .2509 -.0046 .1837 .0274 
135.000 -.0889 -.0386 .0515 -.0773 
180.000 -.1138 -.1040 .2157 -.1109 .0523 -.0845 
225.000 -.2355 -.3677 .0920 .0000 
270.000 -.2899 -.2345 .0386 -.1882 -.1105 -.1470 
315.000 -.3133 -.2575 -.1006 -.1024 
ALPHALt 71 .. 6.327 BE TAL ( 2) .. -1.923 
SECTION ( IISRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .279'+ .3632 .4750 .5867 • 69B5 .72BO .7290 .7360 .7370 
PHI 
.000 1.. 1705 .4368 .1600 -1.0908 -.6421 -.0589 -.0194 -.0125 .0215 .0386 .1913 .4959 -.4'+38 -,'+720 -.5091 
45.000 .3106 .0863 -1;1167 -.7095 -.0573 -.0557 -.0437 -.0156 .0232 .1898 
90.000 .1871 .0128 -1. I '+4 I -.4686 -.1476 -.1427 -.1487 -.0723 .0443 .1733 -.6069 -.5980 
135.000 .1298 -.0436 -1.12a8 -.4408 -.0&88 -.0913 -.0704 .0147 .0993 .1529 
180.000 \. l'lOS .1182 -.0730 -1.1334 -.4263 -.1091 -.0809 -.0542 .0363 .1312 .1629 .3943 -.3046 -.4917 -.51'+9 
225 .. 000 .1256 -. I 356 -1.2043 -.3391 -.3790 -.0677 -.0480 .0447 .1487 .1971 
270.000 .2847 .2715 -.8486 -.3969 -.3554 -.075'+ -.0623 .0332 .1084 .2205 .1f453 -.1338 .0901 -.'+902 
315.000 .-4438 .2735 -1.0537 -.5393 -.1535 -.0117 .0010 .0328 .Q635 .2230 
I 
X/LS .8102 .8661· .9120 .9130 • 931f1f .9565 ! , 
I 
PHI "i , 
.000 -.0742 -.2089 .1976 -.0300 .2828 .1181 
, 
__ • __ J
45.000 -.1303 -.0924 .2790 .1112 
90.000 -.1237 ~.0209 .2365 -.0292 .l231 -.0169 
135.000 -.097e, -.0365 .0321 -.0867 
180.000 -.1191 -.1118 .1991 -.1096 .0'+14 - .. 0913 
___ J 
I 
=~-""''''''''''''''w._ ......... ,:"",, __ . ~ ___ ~· __ ..... L;",:"":"",, ........ ~~ ...u.--"-'_:.---........;..,._ .. ~_ .... _, ........ ~_'-'"<...:._"""',."-"'.~~=._.~.-.n._.~._~ ___ ~ "";,'''- _,~ _ 
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DATE 21 OCT 75 












ALPHAL( 71 .. 6.300 



























IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TABULATION 
ARC11-019 IA81 LVAP(ELHL SEALED) SRM 800STER 
BETAL ( 2)" -1.923 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
.0676 .0000 
.0390 -.1719 -.1037 -.1378 
-.0612 -.0729 
BETAL ( 3) .124 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
.0950 .IIIB .1397 .1956 .2794 
· 1559 -I. 0829 ~.6329 -.0622 -.0286 
· 0558 -1. I I 14 -.7539 -.0614 -.0727 
-.0095 -1.1410 -.6924 -.1225 -.1'+68 
-.0423 -1.1274 -.4095 - .. 0481 -.0796 
-.0538 - 1 . 1255 -.4145 -.1376 -.0831 
- . 12G5 -I. 1900 -.3602 -.3997 -.0723 
.2974 -.8255 -.41G4 -.3807 -.OQI5 
.2859 -1.0387 -.5252 -.1492 -.0159 
































































BETAL ( 4) • 
.0950 • Y 118 
.1475 -1.0891 
· 0217 -1. 1337 
-.0310 -1.1457 
-.0503 -1.1244 










DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
.1397 .1956 .2794 
-.0205 -.0755 -.0363 
-.7901 -.0755 -.0951 
-.6922 - .10S9 -.1424 
-.4030 -.0406 -.0816 
-.4140 -.1551 -.0863 




































• t 106 
.1438 




.7280 .7290 .7360 .7370 
.5147 -.4263 -.4945 -.5324 
-.6164 -.6004 
.3489 -.3230 -.4904 -.5324 
.4349 -.1661 .1749 -.4757 
.7280 .n~90 ."7360 .73"70 
.5512 -.4076 -.4795 -.5364 
-.6064 -.5968 



























DATE 21 OCT 75 IA81A - PRESSURE SOURCE DATA TA8ULATION 
f\ ARCII-OI9 IA8l LVAprELHL SEALED) 
I ALPHAL( 7) • 6.271 SETAL ( 4) '" 2.178 
-i) SECTION I ) SRM BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 
X/lS .0000 .0335 .0950 .1118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
'PH1 
270:000 .3221 .3090 -.8193 -.4375 -.3844 -.1009 -.0939 
315.000 .4801 .3020 -1.0341 -.5076 -.1520 -.01't0 -.0033 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0307 - .20 I t'3 . 37'JG - . 0 \£J~ • 'i'tClQ .2257 
'15.000 -.1730 -.0781 .2015 .0694 
90.000 -.1'180 -.047'1 .2679 -.0573 .03"75 -.0853 
135.000 -.1281 -.0591 .0206 -.0770 
180.000 -.1538 -.1413 .18':l6 - .1433 .0145 -.1045 
225.000 -.3035 -.26~3 -.0300 .0000 
270.000 -.3133 -.2338 -.0~95 - .1809 -. )46'1 -.1755 
315.000 - . .5164 -.25"12 .0275 .0358 
ALPHAL( 7) - 6.244 BETAL ( 5) : 4.230 
SECTION ( I)SRH BOOSTER DEPENDENT VARIA8LE CP 
X/LS .0000 .0335 .0950 .: 118 .1397 .1956 .2794 .3632 
PHI 
.000 1.1548 .4110 .. 1413 -1.'0858 -.6115 -.0923 -.0508 -.0573 
45.000 .2114 -.0118 -1.1373 -.8234 -.0935 -.1161 -.1160 
90.000 .1140 - . 0521 -I. I 396 -.5307 -.0995 -.1345 -.1187 
135.000 .1155 -.0594 -1.1187 -.'1223 -.0295 -.0834 -.0658 
180.000 1.1548 .1090 .-.0602 -\. 1259 -.4310 -.1884 -.0950 -.0662 
225.000 .1413 -.0956 -1.17SG -.3874 -.4139 -.0881 -.0585 
270.000 .3370 .3273 -.8124 -.4510 -.3935 -.1269 -.1240 
315.000 .4977 .3200 -1.0247 -.4930 -.1526 -.0132 -.0037 
X/LS .8102 .8661 .9120 .9130 .9344 .9565 
PHI 
.000 -.0218 -.2748 . .4542 .0148 .5259 .2560 
45.000 -.1731 -.0722 .1686 .0453 
90.000 -.\466 -.0510 .3004 -.0657 .. 0147 -. 1071 
135.000 -.1430 -.0734 .0040 -.1090 
180.000 -.1654 -.1752 .1927 -.1647 .0024 -.1097 
225.000 -.3123 -.2677 ·.0443 .0000 
270.000 -.3Jtt9 -.2227 -.1022 -.1842 -.1707 -.2192 
315.000 -.3145 -.2458 .1231 .1185 
"'1'"' 
SRM 800STER (RETS261 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
.0130 .0908 .2290 .4209 -.2011 
.0355 .0522 .2382 
.4750 .5867 .6985 .7280 .7290 
-.0194 -.0105 .1472 .5756 -.4669 
-.0903 -.0403 .1548 
-.0347 .0403 .1369 -.5803 
.0212 .0571 .0892 
.0346 .0972 .0957 .3319 -.3447 
.0399 .1106 .130't 
-.0017 .0835 .2280 .4426 -:2163 
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